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Preface
In spite of the reserves of crude oil in tight formations, conventional crude oil is

a declining share of the energy reserves, and interest is turning to other

resources such as heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen. As presented

in this book, heavy oil differs from conventional crude oil by its higher viscosity

(resistance to flow) at reservoir temperature and the need to apply enhanced oil

recovery methods. Extra heavy oil and tar sand bitumen are neither conven-

tional crude oil nor heavy oil (as defined by the United States government)

and are immobile in the deposit that requires different methods for recovery.

Extra heavy oil has similar properties to tar sand bitumen but, because of a rel-

atively high reservoir temperature, has some fluidity in the reservoir. For con-

venience in this book, these feedstocks are collectively referred to as heavy

feedstocks.

Heavy oil and extra heavy oil have been used as refinery feedstocks for con-

siderable time, usually blending with more conventional feedstocks, but have

commanded lower prices because of its lower quality relative to conventional

oil. Tar sand bitumen has been the subject of much development in Alberta,

Canada. These heavy feedstocks have also been available at lower prices

because of its lower quality relative to conventional oil. But both of these heavy

feedstocks are sources of liquid fuels and other products that are used in large

amount, and both of these feedstocks are used to supplement to supplies of con-

ventional crude oil to refineries.

There is an immense resource base; heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand

bitumen are costlier to produce and transport. The extra production, transpor-

tation, and upgrading costs explain why the development and production of

extra heavy oil and bitumen are still limited. However, their abundance, geo-

graphic distribution, quality, and costs will shape their role in the future oil sup-

ply. Nevertheless, in preparation for the near future and before biofuels can be

processed to meet the impending fuel shortage, refineries must and indeed are

eager to adapt to changing circumstances and are amenable to trying new tech-

nologies that are radically different in character.

Currently, refineries are also looking to exploit heavy (more viscous) feed-

stocks such as heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen provided they

have the refinery technology capable of handling such feedstocks. Transform-

ing the higher-boiling constituents of these feedstock components into liquid

fuels is becoming a necessity. It is no longer a simple issue of mixing the heavy
xv



xvi Preface
feedstock with conventional petroleum tomake up a blended refinery feedstock.

Incompatibility issues arise that can, if not anticipated, close down a refinery or,

at best, a major section of the refinery. Therefore, handling such feedstocks

requires technological change, including more effective and innovative use

of hydrogen within the refinery.

Difficult-to-refine feedstocks, such as heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar

sand bitumen, are characterized by low API gravity (high density) and high

viscosity, high initial boiling point, high-carbon residue, high nitrogen content,

high sulfur content, and high metal content. In addition to these properties,

the heavy feedstocks also have an increased molecular weight and reduced

hydrogen content with a relatively low content of volatile saturated and

aromatic constituents and a relatively high content of asphaltene and resin

constituents that is accompanied by a high heteroatom (nitrogen, oxygen,

sulfur, and metals) content. Thus, such feedstocks are not typically subject to

distillation unless contained in the refinery feedstock as a blend with other

crude oils.

It is not surprising that there has been a growing interest and research in the

potential to expand enhanced oil recovery methods to heavy oil reservoirs. In

fact, during the past five decades, a variety of enhanced oil recovery (EOR)

methods have been developed and applied to mature and mostly depleted oil

reservoirs. These methods improve the efficiency of oil recovery compared with

primary (pressure depletion) and secondary (waterflooding) oil methods. Over-

all, enhanced oil recovery development has expanded successfully into heavy

oil recovery, and some projects offer additional benefits such as sites for dispos-

ing (sequestering) carbon dioxide at modest costs or even full-cycle profit.

Finally, it is essential to realize that in the current context of recovery oper-

ations, there are several parameters that can influence properties and recovery.

Readers will find the issue extremely useful and informative as a means of

defining and understanding these parameters, the most prominent of which

are (i) the properties of the feedstock, (ii) the properties of the reservoir, and

(iii) the production method. The concept of site specificity cannot be over-

emphasized and must be given serious attention. These issues are presented

in Part I of the book.

The limitations of processing these heavy feedstocks depend to a large

extent on the tendency for coke formation and the deposition of metals and coke

on the catalyst die to the higher molecular weight (low volatility) and hetero-

atom content. However, the essential step required of refineries is the upgrading

of heavy feedstocks. In fact, the increasing supply of heavy crude oils is a matter

of serious concern for the petroleum industry. In order to satisfy the changing

pattern of product demand, significant investments in refining conversion pro-

cesses are necessary and will continue to be necessary in order to profitably uti-

lize these heavy feedstocks. The most efficient and economical solution to this

problem will depend to a large extent on individual country and company

situations.
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But there are challenges when refining heavy feedstocks such as the depo-

sition of solids (phase separation) that is a direct consequence of high asphaltene

and any inorganic solids. One of the most notorious effects of asphaltene con-

stituents is the pronounced tendency to form aggregates in the liquid (oil)

medium and also under unfavorable solvent conditions leading to separation

form the liquid medium. Inorganic fine solids are generally associated with

asphaltene constituents, and as a result, the separated asphaltene constituents

often contain high concentration of inorganic fine solids. The separation of

organic and/or inorganic solids during processing poses severe problems lead-

ing to coking in the reactor and in the refinery lines and catalyst deactivation.

This issue is addressed by inclusion of a chapter on instability and

incompatibility.

Other challenges in heavy feedstock processing can be traced to the high

content of heteroatoms (sulfur, nitrogen, and oxygen) and heavy metals (partic-

ularly nickel and vanadium). Although the concentration of these elements may

be quite small, their impact is significant. For example, the presence of hetero-

atoms may also be responsible for objectionable characteristics in finished

products causing environmental concerns, so the levels of heteroatoms in fin-

ished products have to be reduced following more and more stringent environ-

mental regulations. Also, the deposition of trace heavy metals (vanadium and

nickel) and chemisorption of nitrogen-containing compounds on the catalysts

are the main reasons for catalyst passivation and/or poisoning in catalytic oper-

ations and thus necessitate frequent regeneration of the catalyst or its replace-

ment. These issues are presented in Part II of the book.

The reader might also be surprised at the number of older references that are

included. The purpose of this is to remind the reader that there is much valuable

work cited in the older literature. As a work that is still of value and, even though

in some cases, there has been similar work performed with advanced equip-

ment, the older work has stood the test of time. This is particularly true of some

of the older concepts of the chemical and physical structure of petroleum. Many

of the ideas are still pertinent and should not be forgotten in terms of the valu-

able contributions they have made to petroleum science and technology. How-

ever, many of the older references included in previous versions of this book

have been deleted—unavailability of the source for the general scientific

researcher and the current lack of substantiated sources (other than the files col-

lected by the author) have been the root cause of such omissions.

It is the purpose of this book to describe heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar

sand bitumen in terms of composition and recovery followed by descriptions of

the current and future methods of refining. This book also presents viable

options to the antiquated definitions of the heavy feedstocks (heavy oil, extra

heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen) and an introduction to the various aspects

of heavy feedstock refining in order for the reader to place each feedstocks

in the correct context of properties, behavior, and refining needs. In addition,

the book also includes descriptions of the environmental impact of recovering
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and refining heavy feedstocks as well as the future of the industry and the effects

of refining such feedstocks on the environment.

The book is designed to be suitable for undergraduate students, graduate stu-

dents, technicians, professionals, and managers who are working with heavy oil

and tar sand bitumen. Each chapter includes a list of references that will guide

the reader to more detailed information. In addition, a detailed glossary is so

included to assist the reader with any unknown or difficult terminology.

James G. Speight

Laramie, WY, United States





Chapter 1
Heavy Oil, Extra Heavy Oil,
and Tar Sand Bitumen
1. Introduction

In any text related to the properties and behavior (recovery or refining) of a nat-

ural resource (i.e., conventional crude oil, heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar

sand bitumen), it is necessary to understand the resource first through the name

or terminology or definition. Terminology is the means by which various sub-

jects are named so that reference can be made in conversations and in writings

and so that the meaning is passed on. Definitions are the means by which sci-

entists and engineers communicate the nature of a material to each other and to

the world, through either the spoken or the written word. Thus, the definition of

a material can be extremely important and have a profound influence on how the

technical community and the public perceive that material. Thus, part of the text

attempts to alleviate much of the confusion that exists, but it must be remem-

bered that the terminology of crude oil is unfortunately still open to personal

choice and historical use of the various names.

Recovery and refining technologies were developed for conventional crude

oil, and to some extent, heavy oil does not always relate to the issues of produc-

ing and refining extra heavy oil and tar sand bitumen—often collective referred

to (along with crude oil residua) as viscous feedstocks in many refineries

(Speight, 2013a, 2014a, 2017). While to some observers, viscosity is the key

to recovery and refining, there are other aspects of behavior that influence

recovery and refining. Every new development eventually requires some form

of enhanced oil recovery (EOR), which generally means steam, solvents, or a

combination of both or mining. Without knowledge in these areas, the recovery

factor might be as little as 1% (by volume, 1% v/v) of the original oil in place

and no more than 10% v/v of the total resource.

In the context of this book, heavy oil typically has relatively low proportions of

volatile compounds with low molecular weights and quite high proportions of

high-molecular-weight compounds of lower volatility. The high-molecular-weight
Heavy Oil Recovery and Upgrading. https://doi.org/10.1016/B978-0-12-813025-4.00001-5
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4 PART I Recovery
fraction of a heavy oil is composed of complex assortment of different

molecular and chemical types—a complex mixture of compounds and not

necessarily just paraffin derivatives or asphaltene constituents—with high melting

points and high pour points that greatly contribute to the poor fluid properties of

the heavy oil, thereby contributing to low mobility (compared with conventional

crude oil). The same is true for extra heavy oil and tar sand bitumen (Speight,

2013b,c, 2014a).

More generally, heavy oil typically has low levels (if any at all) of paraffin

derivatives (straight-chain alkanes) with moderate-to-high levels of asphaltene

constituents. The asphaltene constituents are not necessarily the primary cause

for the high specific gravity (low American Petroleum Institute (API) gravity)

of the oil, nor are they always the prime cause for production problems. It is

essential to consider the content of the resin constituents and the aromatic

constituents—briefly, the asphaltene constituents are those constituents of oil

that are insoluble in n-heptane or n-pentane, while the resin constituents are

those constituents of oil that are soluble in n-heptane or n-pentane but are

adsorbed from these hydrocarbon solutions onto an adsorbent such as clay or

alumina. In the separation procedure (Fig. 1.1), the hydrocarbon (n-heptane
or n-pentane) must be specified since each liquid hydrocarbon gives different

yield of the asphaltene fraction (Fig. 1.1). Both the resin constituents and the

asphaltene constituents produce coke in thermal processes (Speight, 2013a,b,
FIG. 1.1 Schematic of the separation of oil into various bulk fractions.
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2014a, 2017) and, therefore, are capable of interfering with the production pro-

cess by means of sediment formation in the reservoir and in the production well.

It is only when the asphaltene constituents separate from the oil as separate

phase that they deposit in the formation or in the production train.
2. History

Crude oil, in various forms, is not a recent discovery (Abraham, 1945; Forbes,

1958a,b, 1959, 1964; Speight, 1978, 2007; Totten, 2007). More than 4000 years

ago, bitumen from natural seepages was employed in the construction of the

walls and towers of Babylon. Ancient writing tablets indicate the medicinal

and lighting uses of crude oil in various societies. In terms of recovery, the ear-

liest known wells were drilled in China in 347 BC to depths of 800ft (240m)

and were drilled using bits attached to bamboo poles. The oil was burned to

evaporate brine and produce salt. By the 10th century, extensive bamboo pipe-

lines connected oil wells with salt springs.

The use of crude oil in the Middle East was established by the 8th century,

when the streets of the newly constructed Baghdad were paved with the non-

volatile residue derived from accessible crude oil and seepages (particularly

Hit) in the region. In the 9th century, crude oil was distilled at Baku, Azerbaijan,

to produce naphtha that formed the basis of the incendiaryGreek fire (Cobb and
Goldwhite, 1995). These Baku experiences were reported by the geographer

Masudi in the 10th century and by Marco Polo in the 13th century, who

described the output of those wells as hundreds of shiploads.

The earliest mention of crude oil in the Americas occurs in Sir Walter

Raleigh’s documentation of the Trinidad Asphalt Lake (also called the Trinidad

Pitch Lake) in 1595. In 1632, the journal of a Franciscan, Joseph de la Roche

d’Allion, who described his visit to the oil springs of New York was published

in Sagard’s Histoire du Canada. A Russian traveler, Peter Kalm, in his work on

America published in 1748 showed on a map the oil springs of Pennsylvania. In

1854, Benjamin Silliman, a science professor at Yale University in New Haven,

Connecticut, followed the work by Arabic alchemists and fractionated crude

oil by distillation. These discoveries rapidly spread around the world, and

Meerzoeff built the first Russian refinery in the then-mature oil fields at Baku

in 1861, at which time about 90% of the world’s oil was produced at Baku.

The first commercial oil well drilled in North America was in Oil Springs,

Ontario, Canada, in 1858 by James Miller Williams. The crude oil industry in

the United States began with Edwin Drake in 1859 who drilled a 69ft (21m) oil

well at a place aptly named Oil Creek near Titusville, Pennsylvania, for the

Seneca Oil Company. The well originally yielded 25 barrels per day, and by

the end of the year, output was at the rate of 15 barrels per day. The industry

grew through the 1800s, driven by the demand for kerosene and for oil lamps.

Crude oil refining became even more popular, perhaps essential, in the early

part of the 20th century with the introduction of the internal combustion engine,
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which provided a demand that has largely sustained the industry during the past

100 years. Early finds like those in Pennsylvania and Ontario were quickly out-

paced by demand leading to oil booms in Texas, Oklahoma, and California.

By 1910, significant oil fields had been discovered in Canada, the Dutch

East Indies (1885, in Sumatra), Iran, (1908, in Masjed Soleiman), Venezuela,

and Mexico, which were being developed at an industrial level. Even until

the mid-1950s, coal was still the world’s foremost fuel, but oil quickly took

over. The 1973 energy crisis and the 1979 energy crisis brought to light the con-

cern that oil is a limited resource that will diminish, at least as an economically

viable energy source. At the time, the most common and popular predictions

were spectacularly dire.

The value of crude oil as a portable, dense energy source powering the vast

majority of vehicles and as the base of many industrial chemicals makes it one

of the most important commodities available to the world economies. Access to

it was a major factor in several military conflicts includingWorldWar II and the

more recent wars in the Persian Gulf of the 20th and early 21st centuries.

Approximately 80% of the readily accessible reserves in the world are located

in Middle Eastern countries with the majority of the reserves located in Saudi

Arabia. However, when the reserves of heavy oil and tar sand bitumen are taken

into account, the balance shifts. Venezuela and Canada have substantial

reserves of heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen, which are sufficient

to shift the balance of oil reserves from the Middle East to North America and

South America. But first, it is necessary through an examination of the proper-

ties and behavior to understand the nature of heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar

sand bitumen as compared with conventional crude oil (Table 1.1).

In spite of the apparent plentiful supply of oil in tight formation (such as the

Bakken formation in the northern states of the United States), the oil industry is

planning for the future since some of the most prolific basins have begun to

experience reduced production rates and are reaching or already into maturity.

At the same time, the demand for oil continues to grow every year, because of

increased demands by the rapidly growing economies of China and India. This

declining availability of conventional oil combined with this rise in demand for

oil and oil-based products has put more pressure on the search for alternate

energy sources (Speight, 2008, 2011a,b,c). But these sources are not yet ready

for full commercialization to replace oil-based fuels and products and may not

be so for the next several decades (Speight and Islam, 2016) during which time

the production of oil-based fuels and products will have to fulfill the demand.

In order to satisfy this demand, it will be necessary to develop the reservoirs

(of heavy oil) and deposits (of extra heavy oil and tar sand bitumen) that are

located in the Western hemisphere. These resources are more difficult and

costly to extract, so they have barely been touched in the past. However, though

these resources, the world could soon have access to oil sources almost equiv-

alent to those of the Middle East. In fact, with the variability and uncertainty of

crude oil supply due to a variety of geopolitical issues (Speight, 2011b),



TABLE 1.1 Simplified Differentiation Between Conventional Crude Oil,

Tight Oil, Heavy Oil, Extra Heavy Oil, and Tar Sand Bitumen

Conventional crude oil

Mobile in the reservoir

API gravity: > 25°

High-permeability reservoir

Primary recovery

Secondary recovery

Tight oil

Similar properties to the properties of conventional crude oil

API gravity: > 25°

Immobile in the reservoir

Low-permeability reservoir

Horizontal drilling into reservoir

Fracturing (typically multifracturing) to release fluids/gases

Medium crude oil

Similar properties to the properties of conventional crude oil

API gravity: 20–25°

High-permeability reservoir

Primary recovery

Secondary recovery

Heavy crude oil

More viscous than conventional crude oil

API gravity: 10–20°

Mobile in the reservoir

High-permeability reservoir

Secondary recovery

Tertiary recovery (enhanced oil recovery (EOR); e.g., steam stimulation)

Extra heavy oil

Fluid and/or mobile in the reservoir

Similar properties to the properties of tar sand bitumen

API gravity: < 10°

Continued
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TABLE 1.1 Simplified Differentiation Between Conventional Crude Oil,

Tight Oil, Heavy Oil, Extra Heavy Oil, and Tar Sand Bitumen—cont’d

High-permeability reservoir

Secondary recovery

Tertiary recovery (enhanced oil recovery (EOR), such as steam stimulation)

Tar sand bitumen

Immobile (solid to near solid) in the deposit

API gravity: < 10°

High-permeability reservoir

Mining (often preceded by explosive fracturing)

Steam-assisted gravity drainage (SAGD)

Solvent methods (VAPEX)

Extreme heating methods

Innovative methodsa

aInnovative methods exclude tertiary recovery methods and methods, such as SAGD and VAPEX, but
do include variants or hybrids thereof.

8 PART I Recovery
investments in the more challenging reservoirs tend to be on a variable

acceleration-deceleration slope. Nevertheless, the importance of heavy oil,

extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen will continue to emerge as the demand

for crude oil products remains high. As this occurs, it is worth moving ahead

with heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen resources on the basis

of obtaining a measure (as yet undefined and country-dependent) of oil

independence.
3. Origin

The origins of extra heavy oil and tar sand bitumen are the same as the origins of

conventional oil, and a brief discussion of the mean by which oil is formed is

warranted here as a point of reference for heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand

bitumen properties as illustrated by the general description of these feedstocks

by the use of API gravity data (Fig. 1.2) and behavior during production and

refining (Yui and Chung, 2001; Speight, 2013a,b,c, 2014a, 2017).

There are two theories on the origin of crude oil and the associated heavy oil,

extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen: (i) the abiogenic theory and (ii) the bio-

genic theory, and both theories have been intensely debated since the 1860s,

shortly after the discovery of widespread occurrence of crude oil. It is not

the intent of this section to sway the reader in his or her views of the origin



FIG. 1.2 General description of various feedstocks by API gravity.
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of crude oil and natural gas. The intent is to place before the reader both points

of view from which the reader can do further research and decide.

Generally, heavy oil and extra heavy oil and tar sand bitumen were oil that

migrated from deep source rocks or deep reservoirs to the near surface, where

the oil was biologically degraded and weathered by water. It is postulated that

bacteria feeding on the migrated conventional oil removed hydrogen and pro-

duced the denser, more viscous heavy oil. Lower-boiling hydrocarbon deriva-

tives may also have evaporated from the shallow formations.
3.1 Abiogenic Origin

From the chemical point of view, the inorganic theories are interesting because

of their historical importance, but these theories have not received much atten-

tion. Geologic and chemical methods have demonstrated the optical activity of

crude oil constituents, the presence of thermally labile organic compounds, and

the almost exclusive occurrence of oil in sedimentary rocks.

There have been several attempts at formulating theories that describe the

detail of the origin of crude oil, of which the early postulates started with inor-

ganic substances as source material. For example, in 1866, Berthelot considered

acetylene the basic material, and crude oil constituents were produced from the

acetylene.

CaCO3 +M
+ alkali metalð Þ!CaC2 calcium carbideð Þ

CaC2 +H2O!HC☰CH acetyleneð Þ! crude oil
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The idea of abiogenic origin of crude oil proposes that large amounts of car-
bon exist naturally, some in the form of hydrocarbons. Hydrocarbon derivatives

are less dense than aqueous pore fluids and migrate upward through deep frac-

ture networks. Thermophilic, rock-dwelling microbial life-forms are in part

responsible for the biomarkers found in crude oil. However, their role in the

formation, alteration, or contamination of the various hydrocarbon deposits

is not yet understood. Thermodynamic calculations and experimental studies

confirm that n-alkane derivatives (common components of crude oil) do not

spontaneously evolve frommethane at pressures typically found in sedimentary

basins, and so, the theory of an abiogenic origin of hydrocarbons suggests deep

generation (below 120mi) of the oil.
3.2 Biogenic Origin

It is now generally accepted, but not conclusively proved, that the formation of

crude oil predominantly arises from the decay of organic matter in the earth. It is

therefore from this scientific aspect that crude oil formation is referenced in this

text. Nevertheless, alternative theories should not be dismissed until it can be

conclusively established that crude oil formation is due to one particular aspect

of geochemistry.

It has been proposed that the formation of crude oil constituents occurs

through the progressive chemical change of materials provided by microscopic

aquatic organisms that were incorporated over eons in marine or near-marine

sedimentary rocks. In fact, the details of crude oil genesis (diagenesis, catagen-

esis, andmetagenesis) have long been a topic of interest. However, the details of

this transformation and the mechanism by which crude oil is expelled from the

source sediment and accumulates in the reservoir rock are still uncertain.

Transformation of this sedimentary material to crude oil probably began

soon after deposition, with bacteria playing a role in the initial stages and clay

particles serving as catalysts. Heat within the strata may have provided energy

for the reaction, temperatures increasing more or less directly with depth. Some

evidence indicates that most crude oil has formed at temperatures not exceeding

about 100–120°C (210–250°F), with the generation of crude oil hydrocarbons

beginning as low as 65°C (150°F). Thus, it is possible to form heavy oil, extra

heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen by several processes. First, the oil may be

expelled from its source rock as immature oil.

There is general agreement that immature oils account for a small portion of

the heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen (Larter et al., 2006). Some

observers are of the opinion that heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen

are thought to be expelled from source rocks as light crude oil or medium crude

oil and subsequently migrated to a trap. If oxidation occurs, several processes

can convert the oil to heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen. These

processes include (i) water washing, (ii) bacterial degradation, and (iii) evapo-

ration of the lower-boiling constituents. It is also postulated that biodegradation
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can occur at depth in subsurface reservoirs (Head et al., 2003; Larter et al., 2003,

2006). This concept allows for biodegradation to occur in any reservoir that has

not been heated to temperatures in excess of more than 80°C (176°F). In fact,

biodegradation depends on local temperature and pressure parameters factors

rather than basin-wide temperature and pressure parameters.

In addition, like conventional or light oil, the composition of heavy oil, extra

heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen is greatly influenced not only by the nature of

the precursors that eventually form the heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand

bitumen but also by the relative amounts of these precursors that occur in the

source material that, in turn, are dependent upon the mix of the local flora

and fauna. Hence, it is not surprising that heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand

bitumen and light conventional crude oil can vary in composition with the loca-

tion and age of the reservoir or the deposit. The lower mobility of heavy oil,

extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen also makes it extremely likely that two

wells in the same reservoir or deposit will produce heavy oil, extra heavy

oil, and tar sand bitumen with different characteristics.

With this in mind, the following sections present descriptions of the various

members of the crude oil family (i.e., crude oil, opportunity crude oil, high-acid

crude oil, foamy oil, and heavy oil) as well as extra heavy oil and tar sand bitu-

men. But before proceeding any further, a discussion of the definitions and ter-

minology applied to the various oils is warranted.
4. Definitions and Terminology

Because of the need for a thorough understanding of crude oil and the associated

technologies, it is essential that the definitions and the terminology of crude oil

science and technology be given prime consideration. While there is standard

terminology that is recommended for crude oil and crude oil products (ASTM

D4175, 2017), there is little in the way of standard terminology for heavy oil,

extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen (Speight, 2013a,b,c, 2014a). At best, the

terminology is ill-defined and subject to changes from one governing body

company to another. Particularly troublesome and more confusing are those

terms that are applied to the more viscous materials, for example, the use of

the terms bitumen and asphalt. An example of an irrelevant term is black oil
that, besides the color of the oil, offers nothing in the way of explanation of

the properties of the oil material and certainly adds nothing to any scientific

and/or engineering understanding of the oil. Thus, this term (i.e., black oil)
is not used in this text.
4.1 Crude Oil

Crude oil is a naturally occurring, unrefined liquid (which also may occur in

gaseous and/or solid form) composed of hydrocarbon derivatives and other

organic materials containing so-called heteroatoms nitrogen, oxygen, and sulfur
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and metals such as iron, copper, nickel, and vanadium. Typically, crude oil can

be refined to produce usable products such as gasoline, diesel fuel, fuel oils,

lubricating oil, wax, and various forms of petrochemicals (Niu and Hu,

1999; Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014a, 2017; Hsu and

Robinson, 2017). However, crude oil is a nonrenewable resource that cannot

be replaced naturally at the rate that it is consumed and is, therefore, a limited

resource but a current lifetime on the order of 50 years (Speight, 2011a; Speight

and Islam, 2016).

Crude oil is referred to generically as a fossil energy resource and is further
classified as a hydrocarbon resource. The crude oil family includes crude oil

itself, opportunity crude oil, high-acid oil, family oil, and heavy oil. Each of

these oils bears a resemblance to conventional crude oil but differs in terms

of physical properties and the method of recovery. However, a note of caution

must be added here insofar as in order to classify cured oil into the various cat-

egories or types, the use of a single parameter such as viscosity is not suffi-

ciently accurate to define the nature and properties of crude oil and crude

oil-related materials. The general classification of crude oil into conventional

crude oil and heavy oil involves not only an inspection of several properties

but also some acknowledgment of the method of recovery.

Crude oil (petroleum, conventional crude oil, and conventional petroleum)

is found in the microscopic pores of sedimentary rocks such as sandstone and

limestone (Niu and Hu, 1999; Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014a,

2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017). Not all of the pores in a rock contain crude oil,

and some pores will be filled with water or brine that is saturated with minerals.

However, discovered oil fields (heavy oil fields, extra heavy oil fields, and tar

sand bitumen deposits—the term oil is used in the current content as a generic

term to include heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen, and it is not

intended to be a means for the definition of these resources) are not always

developed for oil production since (i) the formation that contains the oil may

be too deep for efficient economic exploitation of the resource, (ii) the available

volume of the oil may be insufficient for economic exploitation of the resource,

or (iii) the oil field may be so remote that transport costs would be high to bal-

ance the economics of development.

The definition of crude oil has been varied, unsystematic, diverse, and often

archaic. In fact, there has been a tendency to define crude oil and heavy oil on

the basis of a single property. While this may be suitable for a general under-

standing, it is by no means accurate and does not reflect the true nature of crude

oil or heavy oil or the characterization of the material. Unfortunately, this form

of identification or differentiation is a product of many years of growth and its

long established use, however general or inadequate it may be, is altered with

difficulty, and a new term, however precise, and is adopted only slowly. In fact,

fluid typing, composition, gravity, viscosity, asphaltene content, and mineral

content are important in planning a suitable production method. This requires

good laboratory data on representative fluid samples (Speight, 2015) as input
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parameters to the reservoir simulator. Laboratory data obtained at representa-

tive temperature and pressure are needed, possibly also in the presence of sol-

vents or during combustion.

Crude oil is a naturally occurring mixture of hydrocarbons, generally in a

liquid state, which may also include compounds of sulfur, nitrogen, oxygen,

metals, and other elements (ASTM D4175, 2017). Thus, the common use of

the term crude oil includes all gaseous, liquid, and solid hydrocarbon deriv-

atives. In the reservoir, the proportions of crude oil constituents that occur in

the gaseous phase, the liquid phase, and the solid phase depend on subsurface

temperature and pressure. However, under the temperature and pressure con-

ditions prevalent on the surface (i.e., at the wellhead), the lower-boiling

hydrocarbon derivatives (methane, ethane, propane, and butane) emerge

from the crude oil as gases, while pentane and the higher-boiling (higher-

molecular-weight) hydrocarbon derivatives remain in the liquid phase.

Higher-molecular-weight hydrocarbon derivatives can occur in the solid

phase (i.e., wax derivatives) and remain as solids dissolved in the

liquid phase.

Typically, an oil well produces predominantly crude oil, with some of the

low-boiling hydrocarbons dissolved in the liquid phase, but at the surface where

the pressure is lower than the pressure in the reservoir, much of the gaseous con-

stituents (methane, ethane, propane, and butane) come out of solution and are

recovered as associated gas (also called solution gas). However, because the

underground temperature and pressure are higher than at the surface, the gas

may contain higher-boiling hydrocarbon derivatives up to and including decane

derivatives (C5 to C10 derivatives), which condenses out of the gas as natural gas

condensate (Speight, 2014a, 2018). Natural gas condensate (condensate) resem-

bles naphtha (a blend stock for gasoline manufacture) in properties and appear-

ance (Speight, 2007, 2018). However, the proportion of low-boiling

hydrocarbon derivatives (boiling point < 200°C or < 390°F) in the crude oil

mixture varies considerably among different crude oil fields and ranges ranging

from as much as 75% v/v in the conventional lighter oils to less than 40% v/v in

the heavier (more viscous) crude oil and especially in extra heavy oil and tar

sand bitumen.

The hydrocarbon derivatives in crude oil are predominantly mostly alkane

derivatives, cycloalkane derivatives, and various aromatic hydrocarbon deriv-

atives, while the other organic compounds contain nitrogen, oxygen, sulfur, and

trace amounts of metal derivatives such as iron, copper, nickel, and vanadium.

The exact molecular composition of crude oil varies widely from formation to

formation, but the proportion of chemical elements varies over fairly narrow

limits (Speight, 2014a), thus,

Carbon: 83%–85% w/w

Hydrogen: 10%–14% w/w

Nitrogen: 0.1%–2% w/w

Oxygen: 0.05%–1.5% w/w
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Sulfur: 0.05%–6% w/w

Metals: 100–5000ppm w/w

Thus, the term crude oil covers a wide assortment of materials consisting of

mixtures of hydrocarbons and other compounds containing variable amounts of

sulfur, nitrogen, and oxygen, which may vary widely in specific gravity, API

gravity, and the amount of residuum (Table 1.2; Speight, 2012). Metal-

containing constituents, notably those compounds that contain vanadium and

nickel, usually occur in the more viscous crude oils in amounts up to several

thousand parts per million and can have serious consequences during the pro-

cessing of these feedstocks (Speight, 1984, 2014a). Because crude oil is a mix-

ture of widely varying constituents and proportions, its physical properties also

vary widely, and the color varies from near colorless to black.

The fuels derived from crude oil contribute approximately one-third to one-

half of the total world energy supply and are used not only for transportation

fuels (i.e., gasoline, diesel fuel, and aviation fuel) but also to heat buildings.

Crude oil products have a wide variety of uses that vary from gaseous and liquid

fuels to near-solid machinery lubricants. In addition, the residua of many refin-

ery processes (Fig. 1.3) can be used to produce residua—once-maligned

by-products—from which asphalt can be manufactured and is now a premium
TABLE 1.2 Typical Variations in the Properties of Crude Oil

Petroleum

Specific

Gravity

API

Gravity

Residuum > 1000°F %

v/v

US Domestic

California 0.858 33.4 23.0

Oklahoma 0.816 41.9 20.0

Pennsylvania 0.800 45.4 2.0

Texas 0.827 39.6 15.0

Texas 0.864 32.3 27.9

Foreign

Bahrain 0.861 32.8 26.4

Iran 0.836 37.8 20.8

Iraq 0.844 36.2 23.8

Kuwait 0.860 33.0 31.9

Saudi Arabia 0.840 37.0 27.5

Venezuela 0.950 17.4 33.6
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FIG. 1.3 Crude oil residua are different from residua insofar as residua are manufactured

products—heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen are naturally occurring products.
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value product for highway surfaces, roofing materials, and miscellaneous

waterproofing uses (Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014a, 2017;

Hsu and Robinson, 2017).

The molecular boundaries of crude oil cover a wide range of boiling points

and carbon numbers of hydrocarbon compounds and other compounds contain-

ing nitrogen, oxygen, and sulfur, as well as metal-containing (porphyrin) con-

stituents. However, the actual boundaries of such a crude oil map can only be

arbitrarily defined in terms of boiling point and carbon number. In fact, crude oil

is so diverse that materials from different sources exhibit different boundary

limits, and for this reason alone, it is not surprising that crude oil has been dif-

ficult to map in a precise manner.

Since there is a wide variation in the properties of crude oil, the proportions

in which the different constituents occur vary with the origin and the relative

amounts of the source materials that form the initial protopetroleum and the

maturation conditions. Thus, some crude oils have higher proportions of the

lower-boiling components, and others (such as heavy oil, extra heavy oil,

and tar sand bitumen) have higher proportions of higher-boiling components

(a high-boiling gas-oil fraction, resin constituents, and asphaltene constituents).

Crude oil occurs underground, at various pressures depending on the depth.

Because of the pressure, it contains considerable natural gas in solution. Crude

oil underground is much more fluid than it is on the surface and is generally

mobile under reservoir conditions because the elevated temperatures (the geo-
thermal gradient) in subterranean formations decrease the viscosity. Although

the geothermal gradient varies from place to place, it is generally on the order of

25–30°C/km (15°F/1000 ft or 120°C/1000 ft, that is, 0.015°C per foot of depth

or 0.012°C per foot of depth).
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Crude oil is derived from aquatic plants and animals that lived and died hun-

dreds of millions of years ago. Their remains mixed with mud and sand in lay-

ered deposits that, over the millennia, were geologically transformed into

sedimentary rock. Gradually, the organic matter decomposed and eventually

formed crude oil (or a related precursor), which migrated from the original

source beds to more porous and permeable rocks, such as sandstone and silt-
stone, where it finally became entrapped. Such entrapped accumulations of

crude oil are called reservoirs. A series of reservoirs within a common rock

structure or a series of reservoirs in separate but neighboring formations are

commonly referred to as an oil field. A group of fields is often found in a single

geologic environment known as a sedimentary basin or province.
The major components of crude oil are hydrocarbon derivatives, com-

pounds of hydrogen and carbon that display great variation in their molecular

structure. The simplest hydrocarbons are a large group of chain-shaped mole-

cules known as the paraffins. This broad series extends from methane, which

forms natural gas, to liquids that are refined into gasoline, to crystalline waxes.

A series of ring-shaped hydrocarbons, known as the naphthenes, range from

volatile liquids such as naphtha to high-molecular-weight substances isolated

as the asphaltene fraction. Another group of ring-shaped hydrocarbons is

known as the aromatics; the chief compound in this series is benzene, a popular

rawmaterial for making petrochemicals. Nonhydrocarbon constituents of crude
oil include organic derivatives of nitrogen, oxygen, sulfur, and the metals nickel

and vanadium. Most of these impurities are removed during refining.

Geologic techniques can determine only the existence of rock formations

that are favorable for oil deposits, not whether oil is actually there. Drilling

is the only sure way to ascertain the presence of oil. With modern rotary equip-

ment, wells can be drilled to depths of more than 30,000 ft (9000m). Once oil is

found, it may be recovered (brought to the surface) by the pressure created by

natural gas or water within the reservoir. Crude oil can also be brought to the

surface by injecting water or steam into the reservoir to raise the pressure arti-

ficially or by injecting such substances as carbon dioxide, polymers, and sol-

vents to reduce crude oil viscosity. Thermal recovery methods are frequently

used to enhance the production of heavy crude oils, whose extraction is impeded

by viscous resistance to flow at reservoir temperatures (Fig. 1.4).

Crude oil is typically recovered from the reservoir by the application of pri-

mary and secondary recovery techniques. Although covered elsewhere

(Chapter 2), mention of primary, secondary, and tertiary recovery is warranted

here in terms of the general description of definitions of these techniques.

Primary recovery refers to the process in which the crude oil in the reservoir
trap is forced to the surface by the natural pressure contained in the trap. This

pressure may result from several forces: (i) When the reservoir is penetrated, the

pressure release allows the water layer to expand and push the oil upward and

replaces it in the rock pores—this is the most effective technique and is known

as a water drive system; (ii) if the drill penetrates into a layer of oil that has a gas

cap above it, the release of pressure allows the gas layer to expand rapidly
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causing a downward pressure on the oil forcing it to move up through the well

(gas-cap drive); and (iii) gas dissolved in the oil may be released as bubbles

when the trap is pierced; as the oil moves up, the gas in the oil expands, and

the growing bubbles push the oil to the surface (solution-gas drive). In most res-

ervoir traps, these pressures are sufficient to initially force the crude oil to the

surface.

At some point in time, this pressure will fall. Crude oil production decreases

because (i) there is less force driving the oil toward the well; and/or (ii) the gas

that moves into the emptied pore spaces reduces the permeability of the rock,

making it more difficult for oil to flow through; and/or (iii) the fall in pressure

and the loss of dissolved gas increase the surface tension and viscosity of the oil.

Thus, primary recovery techniques usually account for less than 30% of the total

volume of crude oil recovered.

Secondary recovery involves trying to maintain reservoir pressure. One

technique is to inject natural gas into the reservoir above the oil, forcing the

oil downward, and then inject water below the oil so forcing it upward. Some-

times, the gas that is used is that that has just been released during primary
recovery. The disadvantage of using the released gas is that this gas is a mar-

ketable product in its own right. However, this is a good method to use if trans-

porting the gas would be costly, and in any case, the reinjected gas can always
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be collected again if necessary. Alternative secondary techniques involve

injecting carbon dioxide or nitrogen into the oil. This makes the oil more fluid,

and the gas pushes the oil upward.

Tertiary recovery is the most expensive approach and involves injecting

steam, detergents, solvents, bacteria, or bacterial nutrient solutions into the

remaining oil. When high-pressure steam is injected, it heats the oil, decreasing

its density and viscosity and increasing its flow rate. Sometimes, some of the oil

in the reservoir rock is deliberately set on fire. This is used to increase the flow

rate of the oil ahead of the combustion front. Detergents that can be injected

reduce the viscosity of the oil and act as surfactants reducing the ability of

the oil to stick to the rock surface and thus making it easier for it to be flushed

up to the surface.

Another tertiary recovery technique involves injecting bacteria into the oil

field. Some bacteria produce polysaccharides that reduce the permeability of

the water-filled pores of the reservoir rock, and this effectively forces injected

water into the oil-filled pores, pushing the oil out. Other bacteria produce carbon

dioxide that helps to increase pressure within the rock pores, forcing out the oil.

Other bacteria produce surfactants and/or chemicals that reduce the viscosity of

the oil.

After recovery, crude oil is transported to refineries by pipelines, which

can often carry more than 500,000 barrels per day, or by ocean-going tankers.

The basic refinery process is distillation, which separates the crude oil into

fractions of differing volatility. After the distillation, other physical methods

are employed to separate the mixtures, including absorption, adsorption, sol-

vent extraction, and crystallization. After physical separation into such constit-

uents as light and heavy naphtha, kerosene, and light and heavy gas oils,

selected crude oil fractions may be subjected to conversion processes, such

as thermal cracking (i.e., coking) and catalytic cracking. In the most general

terms, cracking breaks the large molecules of heavier gas oils into the smaller

molecules that form the lighter, more valuable naphtha fractions. Reforming
changes the structure of straight-chain paraffin molecules into branched-chain

isoparaffin derivatives and ring-shaped aromatics. The process is widely used

to raise the octane number of gasoline obtained by the distillation of paraffinic

crude oils.

Before passing on to heavy oil, there are three types of conventional crude

oil that need to be addressed: (i) opportunity crude oil, (ii) high-acid crude oil,

and (iii) foamy oil.
4.1.1 Opportunity Crude Oil

There is also the need for a refinery to be configured to accommodateopportunity
crude oils and/or high-acid crude oils that, formany purposes, are often included

with heavy feedstocks (Speight, 2014a,b; Yeung, 2014).Opportunity crude oils
are either new crude oils with unknown or poorly understood properties relating
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to processing issues or are existing crude oils with well-known properties and

processing concerns (Ohmes, 2014). Opportunity crude oils are often, but not

always, heavy crude oils but in either case are more difficult to process due to

high levels of solids (and other contaminants) produced with the oil, high levels

of acidity, and high viscosity. These crude oils may also be incompatible with

other oils in the refinery feedstock blend and cause excessive equipment fouling

when processed either in a blend or separately (Speight, 2015).

In addition to taking preventative measure for the refinery to process these

feedstocks without serious deleterious effects on the equipment, refiners need to

develop programs for detailed and immediate feedstock evaluation so that they

can understand the qualities of a crude oil very quickly and it can be valued

appropriately, and the management of the crude processing can be planned

meticulously (Babich and Moulijn, 2003; Speight, 2014a). For example, the

compatibility of opportunity crudes with other opportunity crudes and with con-

ventional crude oil and heavy oil is a very important property to consider when

making decisions regarding which crude to purchase. Blending crudes that are

incompatible can lead to extensive fouling and processing difficulties due to

unstable asphaltene constituents (Speight, 2014a, 2015). These problems can

quickly reduce the benefits of purchasing the opportunity crude in the first

place. For example, extensive fouling in the crude preheat train may occur

resulting in decreased energy efficiency, increased emissions of carbon dioxide,

and increased frequency at which heat exchangers need to be cleaned. In a

worst-case scenario, crude throughput may be reduced leading to significant

financial losses.

Opportunity crude oils, while offering initial pricing advantages, may have

composition problems that can cause severe problems at the refinery, harming

infrastructure, yield, and profitability. Before refining, there is the need for

comprehensive evaluations of opportunity crudes, giving the potential buyer

and seller the needed data to make informed decisions regarding fair pricing

and the suitability of a particular opportunity crude oil for a refinery. This will

assist the refiner to manage the ever-changing crude oil quality input to a

refinery—including quality and quantity requirements and situations, crude

oil variations, contractual specifications, and risks associated with such oppor-

tunity crudes.
4.1.2 High Acid Crude Oil

High-acid crude oils are crude oils that contain considerable proportions of

naphthenic acids that, as commonly used in the crude oil industry, refer collec-

tively to all of the organic acids present in the crude oil (Shalaby, 2005; Speight,

2014b). In many instances, the high-acid crude oils are actually the heavier

crude oils (Speight, 2014a,b), and it is interesting to note that the acidic fraction

has the greatest impact on decreasing the interfacial tension with the potential

for facilitating recovery (Khulbe et al., 1996). The total acid matrix is therefore
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complex, and it is unlikely that a simple titration, such as the traditional methods

for measurement of the total acid number, can give meaningful results to use in

predictions of problems. An alternative way of defining the relative organic acid

fraction of crude oils is therefore a real need in the oil industry, both upstream

and downstream.

By the original definition, a naphthenic acid is a monobasic carboxyl

group attached to a saturated cycloaliphatic structure. However, it has been

a convention accepted in the oil industry that all organic acids in crude oil

are called naphthenic acids. Naphthenic acids in crude oils are now known

to be mixtures of low- to high-molecular-weight acids, and the naphthenic

acid fraction also contains other acidic species. Naphthenic acids, which are

not user-friendly in terms of refining (Kane and Cayard, 2002; Ghoshal and

Sainik, 2013), can be either (or both) water-soluble to oil-soluble depending

on their molecular weight, process temperatures, salinity of waters, and

fluid pressures. In the water phase, naphthenic acids can cause stable

reverse emulsions (oil droplets in a continuous water phase). In the oil phase

with residual water, these acids have the potential to react with a host of

minerals, which are capable of neutralizing the acids. The main reaction

product found in practice is the calcium naphthenate soap (the calcium salt

of naphthenic acids).

Normally, the end result of the formation of low-molecular-weight acidic

species is treated in the overheads in refineries. A combined approach to

front-end treating at crude inlet to heaters and preheat exchangers should be

considered. It is commonly assumed that acidity in crude oils is related to car-

boxylic acid species, that is, components containing a dCOOH functional

group. While it is clear that carboxylic acid functionality is an important feature

(60% of the ions have two or more oxygen atoms), a major portion (40%) of the

acid types are not carboxylic acids. In fact, naphthenic acids are a mixture of

different compounds that may be polycyclic and may have unsaturated bonds,

aromatic rings, and hydroxyl groups. Even the carboxylic acids are more

diverse than expected, with �85% containing more heteroatoms than the two

oxygen atoms needed to account for the carboxylic acid groups. Examining

the distribution of component types in the acid fraction reveals that there is a

broad distribution of species.

High-acid crude oils cause corrosion in the refinery—corrosion is predom-

inant at temperatures in excess of 180°C (355°F) (Kane and Cayard, 2002;

Ghoshal and Sainik, 2013; Speight, 2014c) and occurs particularly in the atmo-

spheric distillation unit (the first point of entry of the high-acid crude oil) and

also in the vacuum distillation units. In addition, overhead corrosion is caused

by the mineral salts, magnesium, calcium, and sodium chloride that are hydro-

lyzed to produce volatile hydrochloric acid, causing a highly corrosive condi-

tion in the overhead exchangers. Therefore, these salts present a significant

contamination in opportunity crude oils. Other contaminants in opportunity

crude oils that are shown to accelerate the hydrolysis reactions are inorganic

clays and organic acids.
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Corrosion by naphthenic acids typically has a localized pattern, particularly

at areas of high velocity and, in some cases, where condensation of concentrated

acid vapors can occur in crude distillation units. The attack also is described as

lacking corrosion products. Damage is in the form of unexpected high corrosion

rates on alloys that would normally be expected to resist sulfidic corrosion (par-

ticularly steels with more than 9% Cr). In some cases, even very highly alloyed

materials (i.e., 12% Cr, type 316 stainless steel (SS), type 317 SS, and in severe

cases even 6% Mo stainless steel) have been found to exhibit sensitivity to cor-

rosion under these conditions.

The corrosion reaction processes involve the formation of iron

naphthenates:

Fe + 2RCOOH¼ Fe RCOOð Þ2 +H2 4ð Þ
Fe RCOOð Þ2 +H2S¼ FeS + 2RCOOH

The iron naphthenates are soluble in oil, and the surface is relatively film
free. In the presence of hydrogen sulfide, a sulfide film is formed, which can

offer some protection depending on the acid concentration. If the sulfur-

containing compounds are reduced to its hydrogen sulfide, the formation of a

potentially protective layer of iron sulfide occurs on the unit walls, and corro-

sion is reduced (Kane and Cayard, 2002). When the reduction product is water,

coming from the reduction of sulfoxides, the naphthenic acid corrosion is

enhanced.

Thermal decarboxylation can occur during the distillation process (during

which the temperature of the crude oil in the distillation column can be as high

as 400°C, 750°F):

RCO2H!R�H+CO2

However, not all acidic species in crude oil are derivatives of carboxylic
acids (dCOOH), and some of the acidic species are resistant to high temper-

atures. For example, acidic species appear in the vacuum residue after having

been subjected to the inlet temperatures of an atmospheric distillation tower and

a vacuum distillation tower (Speight and Francisco, 1990). In addition, for the

acid species that are volatile, naphthenic acids are most active at their boiling

point, and the most severe corrosion generally occurs on condensation from the

vapor phase back to the liquid phase.

In addition to taking preventative measure for the refinery to process these

feedstocks without serious deleterious effects on the equipment, refiners will

need to develop programs for detailed and immediate feedstock evaluation

so that they can understand the qualities of a crude oil very quickly and it

can be valued in terms of the application of the necessary refinery operations.

4.1.3 Foamy Oil

Foamy oil is oil-continuous foam that contains dispersed gas bubbles produced

at the wellhead from heavy oil reservoirs under solution-gas drive. The nature of
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the gas dispersions in oil distinguishes foamy oil behavior from conventional

heavy oil. The gas that comes out of solution in the reservoir does not coalesce

into large gas bubbles nor into a continuous flowing gas phase. Instead, it

remains as small bubbles entrained in the crude oil, keeping the effective oil

viscosity low while providing expansive energy that helps drive the oil toward

the producing well. Foamy oil accounts for unusually high production in heavy

oil reservoirs under solution-gas drive (Sun et al., 2013).

Foamy oil behavior is a unique phenomenon associated with production of

heavy oils. It is believed that this mechanism contributes significantly to the

abnormally high production rate of heavy oils observed in the Orinoco Belt.

During production of heavy oil from solution-gas-drive reservoirs, the oil is

pushed into the production wells by energy supplied by the dissolved gas. As

fluid is withdrawn from the production wells, the pressure in the reservoir

declines and the gas that was dissolved in the oil at high pressure starts to come

out of solution (hence, foamy oil). As pressure declines further with continued

removal of fluids from the production wells, more gas is released from solution

and the gas already released expands in volume. The expanding gas, which at

this point is in the form of isolated bubbles, pushes the oil out of the pores and

provides energy for the flow of oil into the production well. This process is very

efficient until the isolated gas bubbles link up and the gas itself starts flowing

into the production well. Once the gas flow starts, the oil has to compete with the

gas for available flow energy. Thus, in some heavy oil reservoirs, due to the

properties of the oil and the sand and also due to the production methods,

the released gas forms foam with the oil and remains subdivided in the form

of dispersed bubbles much longer.

Thus, foamy oil is formed in solution-gas-drive reservoirs when gas is

released from solution with a decline in reservoir pressure. It has been noted

that the oil at the wellhead of these heavy oil reservoirs resembles the form

of foam, hence the term foamy oil. The gas initially exists in the form of small

bubbles within individual pores in the rock. As time passes and pressure con-

tinues to decline, the bubbles grow to fill the pores. With further declines in

pressure, the bubbles created in different locations become large enough to coa-

lesce into a continuous gas phase. Once the gas phase becomes continuous (i.e.,

when gas saturation exceeds the critical level—the minimum saturation at

which a continuous gas phase exists in porous media), traditional two-phase

(oil and gas) flow with classical relative permeability occurs. As a result, the

production gas-oil ratio (GOR) increases rapidly after the critical gas saturation

has been exceeded.

However, it has been observed that many heavy oil reservoirs in Alberta and

Saskatchewan exhibit foamy oil behavior that is accompanied by sand produc-

tion, leading to anomalously high oil recovery and lower gas-oil ratio (Chugh

et al., 2000). These observations suggest that the foamy oil flow might be phys-

ically linked to sand production. It is apparent that some additional factors,

which remain to be discovered, are involved in making the foamy solution
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gas possible at field rates of decline. One possible mechanism is the synergistic

influence of sand influx into the production wells. Allowing 1%–3% w/w sand

to enter the wellbore with the fluids can result in the propagation of a front of

sharp pressure gradients away from the wellbore. These sharp pressure gradi-

ents occur at the advancing edge of solution-gas drive. It is still unknown

how far from the wellbore the dilated zone can propagate.

However, the actual structure of foamy oil flow and its mathematical

description are still not well understood. Much of the earlier discussion of such

flows was based on the concept of microbubbles (i.e., bubbles that are much

smaller than the average pore-throat size and are thus free to move with the

oil during flow) (Sheng et al., 1999). Dispersion of this type can be produced

only by the nucleation of a very large number of bubbles (explosive nucleation)

and by the availability of a mechanism that prevents these bubbles from grow-

ing into larger bubbles with decline in pressure. Another hypothesis for the

structure of foamy oil flow is that much larger bubbles migrating with the

oil, with the dispersion created by the breakup of bubbles during migration.

The major difference between conventional solution-gas drive and foamy

solution-gas drive is that the pressure gradient in the latter is strong enough

to mobilize gas clusters once they have grown to a certain size (Maini, 1999).

Reservoirs that exhibit foamy oil behavior are typically characterized by the

appearance of an oil-continuous foam at the wellhead. When oil is produced as

this nonequilibrium mixture, reservoirs can perform with higher than expected

rates of production: up to 30 times that predicted by Darcy’s law, and lower than

expected production gas-oil ratios (Poon and Kisman, 1992). Moreover, foamy

oil flow is often accompanied by sand production along with the oil and gas—

the presence of sand at the wellhead leads to sand dilation and the presence of

high-porosity, high-permeability zones (wormholes) in the reservoir (Maini,

1999, 2001). It is generally believed that in the field, the high rates and recov-

eries observed are the combination of the foamy oil mechanism and the pres-

ence of these wormholes.

Thus, when, for example, heavy oil contains associated gas, foaming may

occur at any point in the reservoir, wellbore, flow lines, or production equip-

ment at the surface. Foaming occurs when gas reaches the bubble point and

comes out of suspension as the pressure and temperature of the fluids change.

Gas separates from lighter crude oil much faster and more predictably than it

does from heavy oil. The ability of the oil to foam depends on its viscosity,

so higher viscosity oil is more likely to foam, and the foam it makes will be

longer lasting.

Foamy oil behavior is a unique phenomenon associated with the production

of heavy oil. It is believed that this mechanism contributes significantly to the

abnormally high production rate of heavy oils observed in the Orinoco Belt (Sun

et al., 2013). However, while foaming can be a problem, it can also assist in the

recovery operations since any foam that forms in the reservoir increases

pressure; it can serve as a temporary gas drive, pushing oil toward the wellbore.
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This requires an understanding of the fluid properties in order to know where

and when the foaming is likely to occur and to ensure that foaming does not

occur in the oil-water separator.

In addition, detailed reservoir characterization or deposit characterization

are also the foundation for future decisions, such as selecting the right time

and follow-up production method to improve overall recovery. That improved

ability to predict how a reservoir will behave benefit the overall project.
4.2 Heavy Oil

The name heavy oil can often be misleading as it has also been used in reference

to (i) fuel oil that contains residuum leftover from distillation, that is, heavy fuel

oil or residual fuel oil, (ii) coal tar creosote, or (iii) viscous crude oil. Thus, for

the purposes of this text, the term is used to mean viscous crude oil. Extra heavy
oil has been included in many of these categories. On the other hand, tar sand

bitumen (often called simply bitumen) is often confused with manufactured

asphalt (confusingly referred to as bitumen in many countries). To add further

to this confusion, in some countries, tar sand bitumen is referred to as natural as

asphalt!

Heavy oil is a viscous type of crude oil that contains higher level of sulfur

than conventional crude oil and which occurs in similar locations to crude oil

(IEA, 2005; Ancheyta and Speight, 2007). The nature of heavy oil is a problem

for recovery operations and for refining—the viscosity of the oil may be too

high, thereby leading to difficulties in recovery and/or difficulties in refining

the oil (Speight, 2016, 2017). However, tar sand bitumen, in terms of properties

and behavior, are a world apart from conventional crude oil (Table 1.3). Success

with this material and with extra heavy oil depends as much on understanding

the fluid (or nonfluid) properties of the material and the behavior of the fluids in

the deposit in which they occur as it does on knowing the geology of the deposit

(Speight, 2013a,b,c, 2014a). The reason is that the chemical and physical dif-

ferences between heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen oil ultimately

affect the viscosity and other relevant properties that, in turn, influence the indi-

vidual aspects of recovery and refining operations.

There are large resources of heavy oil in Canada, Venezuela, Russia, the

United States, and many other countries (Niu and Hu, 1999; Meyer et al.,

2007; Attanasi and Meyer, 2010). The resources in North America alone pro-

vide a small percentage of current oil production (�2%); existing commercial

technologies could allow for significantly increased production. Under some

economic conditions, heavy oil can be profitably produced but at a smaller

profit margin than for conventional oil, due to higher production costs and

upgrading costs in conjunction with the lower market price for heavier

crude oils.

Heavy oil is a type of crude oil that is different from conventional crude oil

insofar as they are much more difficult to recover from the subsurface reservoir.



TABLE 1.3 Comparison of the Properties of Conventional Crude Oil With

Athabasca Bitumena

Property

Athabasca

Bitumen

Conventional Crude

Oil

Specific gravity 1.03 0.85–0.90

Viscosity, cp

38°C/100°F 750,000 < 200

100°C/212°F 11,300

Pour point, °F > 50 ca �20

Elemental analysis (% w/w)

Carbon 83.0 86.0

Hydrogen 10.6 13.5

Nitrogen 0.5 0.2

Oxygen 0.9 < 0.5

Sulfur 4.9 < 2.0

Ash 0.8 0.0

Nickel (ppm) 250 < 10.0

Vanadium (ppm) 100 < 10.0

Fractional composition
(% w/w)

Asphaltenes (pentane) 17.0 < 10.0

Resins 34.0 < 20.0

Aromatics 34.0 > 30.0

Saturates 15.0 > 30.0

Carbon residue (% w/w)

Conradson 14.0 < 10.0

aExtra heavy oil has a similar analysis to tar sand bitumen.
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These materials have a much higher viscosity (and lower API gravity) than con-

ventional crude oil, and the recoveryof these crudeoil types usually requires ther-

mal stimulation of the reservoir.When crude oil occurs in a reservoir that allows

the crudematerial to be recovered by pumping operations as a free-flowing dark-

to-light-colored liquid, it is often referred to as conventional crude oil.
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Very simply, heavy oil is a type of crude oil that is very viscous and does not

flow easily. The common characteristic properties (relative to conventional

crude oil) are high specific gravity, low hydrogen-to-carbon ratios, high carbon

residues, and high contents of asphaltenes, heavy metal, sulfur, and nitrogen.

Specialized recovery and refining processes are required to producemore useful

fractions, such as naphtha, kerosene, and gas oil.

Heavy oil is an oil resource that is characterized by high viscosity of the oil

(i.e., a higher resistance to flow than conventional crude oil) and high density

compared with conventional oil. Most heavy oil reservoirs originated as con-

ventional oil that formed in deep formations but migrated to the surface region

where they were degraded by bacteria and by weathering and where the lightest

hydrocarbons escaped. Heavy oil is deficient in hydrogen and has high carbon,

sulfur, and heavy metal content. Hence, heavy oil requires additional processing

(upgrading) to become a suitable refinery feedstock for a normal refinery.

Heavyoil accounts formore thandouble the resourcesofconventionaloil in the

world, and heavy oil offers the potential to satisfy current and future oil demand.

Not surprisingly,heavyoil hasbecomean important theme in the crudeoil industry

with an increasingnumberofoperators getting involvedor expanding their plans in

this market around theworld. However, heavy oil ismore difficult to recover from

the subsurface reservoir than conventional or light oil. A very general definition of

heavy oils has been and remains based on theAPI gravity or viscosity, and the def-

inition is quite arbitrary although there have been attempts to rationalize the def-

inition based upon viscosity, API gravity, and density.

For example, heavy oil is considered (arbitrarily) to be those crude oils that

had gravity somewhat less than 20° API with the heavy oil falling into the API

gravity range 10–15°. For example, Cold Lake heavy crude oil has an API grav-

ity equal to 12°, and extra heavy oil, such as tar sand bitumen, usually has an

API gravity in the range 5–10° (Athabasca bitumen ¼ 8° API). Residua would
vary depending upon the temperature at which distillation was terminated, but

usually vacuum residua are in the range 2–8° API (Speight, 2000, 2017).
Heavy oil has a much higher viscosity (and lower API gravity) than conven-

tional crude oil, and the recovery of heavy oil usually requires thermal stimu-

lation of the reservoir. The generic term heavy oil is often applied to a crude oil
that has less than 20°API and usually, but not always, sulfur content higher than
2% by weight (Speight, 2000). Furthermore, in contrast to conventional crude

oils, heavy oils are darker in color and may even be black.

The term heavy oil has also been arbitrarily (incorrectly) used to describe

both the heavy oils that require thermal stimulation of recovery from the reser-

voir and the bitumen in bituminous sand (tar sand) formations from which the

heavy bituminous material is recovered by a mining operation. Extra heavy oil
is a nondescript term (related to viscosity) of little scientific meaning that is usu-

ally applied to tar sand bitumen, which is generally incapable of free flow under

reservoir conditions.

The methods outlined in this book for the recovery of heavy oil, extra heavy

oil, and tar sand bitumen (Chapters 2–4) focus on oil with an API gravity of less



TABLE 1.4 API Gravity and Sulfur Content of Selected Heavy Oils

API Sulfur (wt.%)

Bachaquero 13.0 2.6

Boscan 10.1 5.5

Cold Lake 13.2 4.1

Huntington Beach 19.4 2.0

Kern River 13.3 1.1

Lagunillas 17.0 2.2

Lloydminster 16.0 2.6

Lost Hills 18.4 1.0

Merey 18.0 2.3

Midway Sunset 12.6 1.6

Monterey 12.2 2.3

Morichal 11.7 2.7

Mount Poso 16.0 0.7

Pilon 13.8 1.9

San Ardo 12.2 2.3

Temblador 19.0 0.8

Tia Juana 12.1 2.7

Wilmington 17.1 1.7

Zuata Sweet 15.7 2.7

For reference, Athabasca tar sand bitumen has API ¼ 8° and sulfur content ¼ 4.8% by weight.
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than 20o (Table 1.4). However, it must be recognized that recovery depends not

only on the characteristics of the oil but also on the characteristics of the

reservoir—including the temperature of the reservoir and the pour point of

the oil (see also Chapter 2). These heavy oils fall into a range of high viscosity

(Fig. 1.5), and the viscosity is subject to temperature effects (Fig. 1.6), which is

the reason for the application of thermal methods to heavy oil recovery.
4.3 Extra Heavy Oil

An example is the Zaca-Sisquoc extra heavy oil (sometimes referred to as the

Zaca-Sisquoc bitumen) that has an API gravity on the order of 4.0–6.0°. The
reservoir has an average depth of 3500ft, average thickness of 1700ft, average
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temperature of 51–71°C (125–160°F), and sulfur in the range 6.8%–8% (Isaacs,

1992; USGS, 2006; Villarroel and Hernández, 2013). The deposit temperature

is certainly equal to or above the pour point of the oil (Isaacs, 1992). This ren-

ders the oil capable of being pumped as a liquid from the deposit because of the

high deposit temperature (which is higher than the pour point of the oil). The

same rationale is applied to the extra heavy oil found in the Orinoco deposits.

For example, the field, which is located on the southern flank of the Eastern

Venezuela Basin, produces extra heavy oil from porous unconsolidated sand-

stones of the lower Miocene Oficina Formation. The properties of the Zuata

extra heavy oil (Table 1.5) are similar to the properties of Athabasca bitumen

(but which lacks mobility in the Athabasca deposit), but the Zuata heavy oil is

mobile in the deposit but is generally incapable of free flow under surface con-

ditions. The Orinoco Oil Belt area has a reservoir section depth range on the

order of 800–4000ft with temperatures on the order of 38–60°C (100–140°F)
and initial reservoir pressures of 450–1200psi. The in situ oil viscosity ranges

from 1000 to 5000cp, and the API gravity of the oil ranges from 6.5 to 10.5°.
The net sand thickness values of 20–300ft are observed with the porosity of

28%–34% and permeability of 1–20 or more darcys (Villarroel and

Hernández, 2013).

The Orinoco Belt essentially contains extra heavy crude: crude oil that

flows only with difficulty under ambient (surface, i.e., above ground at normal

temperature and under atmospheric pressure) conditions but is liquid at reser-

voir conditions. Examples are oils from the Morichal (8.5° API), Jobo (8–9°
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TABLE 1.5 Comparison of Selected Properties of Athabasca Tar Sand

Bitumen (Alberta, Canada) and Zuata Extra Heavy Oil (Orinoco, Venezuela)

Athabasca Bitumen Zuata Extra Heavy Oil

Whole oil API gravity 8 8

Sulfur, % w/w 4.8 4.2

650F+ % v/v 85 86

Sulfur, % w/w 5.4 4.6

Ni + V, ppm 420 600

CCR, % w/wa 14 15

aConradson carbon residue.
1: Canada.
2: Venezuela.
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API), and Pilon (13°API) fields. Compared with the Alberta tar sand deposits,

reservoirs in the Orinoco Oil Belt have higher reservoir temperatures, greater

reservoir permeability, and higher gas-to-oil ratios, which give the oil lower

viscosity and greater mobility (Dusseault, 2001). These extra heavy oils are

produced by conventional methods including alternated steam soaking

and were considered as part of the traditional oil reserves of Venezuela.

The Morichal and Jobo oils were diluted with gas oil at the wellhead to reduce

their high viscosity and facilitate their transport by pipeline and reach their

sale specification as the commercial blend known as the Morichal Segregation

with 12.5° API that was used to obtain a high-quality asphalt. Pilon and Tem-

blador were also blended to make the Pilon Segregation with 13.5° API for
general refining feedstock. In addition, by mixing the extra heavy oil with

water to solve a transport problem, it was discovered that this mixture could

actually be used as a fuel in power stations. For this objective, the optimal mix

was 70% extra heavy crude with 30% water and 1% surfactant in order to sta-

bilize the emulsion (Orimulsion). However, burning extra heavy crude

directly without refining it at least to some degree generates gases and ashes,

which are very polluting.

The general difference is that extra heavy oil, which may have properties

similar to tar sand bitumen in the laboratory but unlike immobile tar sand bitu-

men in the deposit, has some degree of mobility in the reservoir or deposit

(Delbianco and Montanari, 2009; Speight, 2014a). Extra heavy oils can flow

at reservoir temperature and can be produced economically, without additional

viscosity-reduction techniques, through variants of conventional processes such

as long horizontal wells or multilaterals. This is the case, for instance, in the

Orinoco basin (Venezuela) or in offshore reservoirs of the coast of Brazil,

but once outside of the influence of the high reservoir temperature, these oils

are too viscous at surface to be transported through conventional pipelines

and require heated pipelines for transportation. Alternatively, the oil must be

partially upgraded or fully upgraded or diluted with a light hydrocarbon (such

as aromatic naphtha) to create a mix that is suitable for transportation

(Speight, 2014a).

The Orinoco Belt (Faja) in Venezuela contains one of the largest resources

in the world of heavy oil and extra heavy oil. Projects in the area focus on

increasing the recovery of heavy oil and extra heavy oil by the use of nonther-

mal and thermal methods. Steam-based thermal recovery processes are more

efficient in low-pressure reservoirs or deposits. However, because of the depth

below the surface, the initial pressures of the reservoirs in the Faja are relatively

high, ranging from 600 to 1500psi with the oil viscosity on the order of 2000cp

and higher. Thus, it is often necessary to decrease the pressure of the reservoir

(deposit) with primary production techniques in order to facilitate the econom-

ical implementation of steam-injection-based methods.

Thus, extra heavy oil is a material that occurs in the solid or near-solid state

and generally has mobility under reservoir conditions. While this type of oil
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resembles tar sand bitumen and does not flow easily, extra heavy oil is generally

recognized as having mobility in the reservoir compared with tar sand bitumen,

which is typically incapable of mobility (free flow) under reservoir conditions.

It is likely that the mobility of extra heavy oil is due to a high reservoir temper-

ature (that is higher than the pour point of the extra heavy oil) or due to other

factors that are variable and subject to localized conditions in the reservoir.
4.4 Tar Sand Bitumen

The expression tar sand is commonly used in the crude oil industry to describe

sandstone reservoirs that are impregnated with a heavy, viscous black crude oil

that cannot be retrieved through a well by conventional production techniques

(FE-76-4, above). However, the term tar sand is actually a misnomer; more cor-

rectly, the name tar is usually applied to the heavy product remaining after the

destructive distillation of coal or other organic matter (Speight, 2013d). Current

recovery operations of bitumen in tar sand formations are predominantly

focused on a mining technique.

The term bitumen (also, on occasion, referred to as native asphalt and extra
heavy oil) includes a wide variety of reddish brown to black materials of semi-

solid, viscous to brittle character that can exist in nature with no mineral impu-

rity or with mineral matter contents that exceed 50% by weight and are often

structurally dissimilar (Kam’Yanov et al., 1995; Kettler, 1995; Ratov, 1996;

Parnell et al., 1996; Niu and Hu, 1999; Meyer et al., 2007; Speight, 2014a).

Bitumen is found in deposits where the permeability is low and passage of fluids

through the deposit can only be achieved by prior application of fracturing tech-

niques. Tar sand bitumen is a high-boiling material with little, if any, material

boiling below 350°C (660°F) and the boiling range approximately the same as

the boiling range of an atmospheric residuum. Tar sands have been defined in

the United States (FE-76-4) as

…the several rock types that contain an extremely viscous hydrocarbon that is not

recoverable in its natural state by conventional oil well production methods

including currently used enhanced recovery techniques. The hydrocarbon-bearing

rocks are variously known as bitumen-rocks oil, impregnated rocks, oil sands, and

rock asphalt.

The term natural state cannot be defined out of context and in the context of

Federal Energy Administration (FEA) Ruling 1976-4, and the term is defined

in terms of the composition of the heavy oil or bitumen—extra heavy oil adds

a further dimension to this definition as it can be ascribed to the properties of the

oil in the reservoir vis-à-vis the properties of the oil under ambient conditions.

The final determinant of whether a reservoir is a tar sand deposit is the character

of the viscous phase (bitumen) and the method that is required for recovery.

From this definition and by inference crude oil and heavy oil are recoverable

by well production methods and currently used enhanced recovery techniques.
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For convenience, it is assumed that before depletion of the reservoir energy,

conventional crude oil is produced by primary and secondary techniques, while

heavy oil requires tertiary enhanced oil recovery (EOR) techniques and the

recovery of tar sand bitumen requires more advanced methods (Speight,

2014a). While this is an oversimplification, it may be used as a general guide

for the recovery of the different materials.

There has been the suggestion that tar sand bitumen differs from gave oil by

using an arbitrary ill-conceived limit of 10,000cp as the upper limit for heavy

oil and the lower limit of tar sand bitumen. Such a system based on one physical

property (viscosity) is fraught with errors! For example, this requires that a tar

sand bitumen could have a viscosity on the order of 10,050cp and an oil with a

viscosity of 9950cp is heavy oil. Both numbers fall within the limits of exper-

imental difference of the method used to determine viscosity. The limits are the

usual laboratory experimental difference be (�3%) or more likely the limits of

the accuracy of the method (�5% to �10%); there is the question of accuracy

when tax credits for recovery of heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen

are awarded. In fact, the inaccuracies (i.e., the limits of experimental difference)
of the method of measuring viscosity also increase the potential for misclassi-

fication using this (or any) single property for classification purposes.

The recovery of the bitumen depends to a large degree on the composition

and construction of the sands. Generally, the bitumen found in tar sand deposits

is an extremely viscous material that is immobile under reservoir conditions and
cannot be recovered through a well by the application of secondary or enhanced

recovery techniques.

It is incorrect to refer to native bituminous materials as tar or pitch.
Although the word tar is descriptive of the black, heavy bituminous material,

it is best to avoid its use with respect to natural materials and to restrict the

meaning to the volatile or near-volatile products produced in the destructive dis-

tillation of such organic substances as coal (Speight, 2013d). In the simplest

sense, pitch is the distillation residue of the various types of tar. Thus, alterna-

tive names, such as bituminous sand or oil sand, are gradually finding usage,

with the former name (bituminous sands) more technically correct. The term

oil sand is also used in the same way as the term tar sand, and these terms

are used interchangeably throughout this text.

Bituminous rock and bituminous sand are those formations in which the

bituminous material is found as a filling in veins and fissures in fractured rocks

or impregnating relatively shallow sand, sandstone, and limestone strata. These

terms are, in fact, one correctly geologic description of tar sand. The deposits
contain as much as 20% bituminous material, and if the organic material in the

rock matrix is bitumen, it is usual (although chemically incorrect) to refer to the

deposit as rock asphalt to distinguish it from bitumen that is relatively mineral

free. A standard test (ASTMD4, 2017) is available for determining the bitumen

content of various mixtures with inorganic materials, although the use of word

bitumen as applied in this test might be questioned and it might be more
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appropriate to use the term organic residues to include tar and pitch. If the mate-

rial is of the asphaltite type or asphaltoid type, the corresponding terms should

be used: rock asphaltite or rock asphaltoid.

Bituminous rocks generally have a coarse, porous structure, with the bitu-

minous material in the voids. A much more common situation is that the

organic material is present as an inherent part of the rock composition insofar

as it is a diagenetic residue of the organic material detritus that was deposited

with the sediment. The organic components of such rocks are usually refrac-

tory and are only slightly affected by most organic solvents. A special class

of bituminous rocks that has achieved some importance is the so-called oil

shale. These are argillaceous, laminated sediments of generally high organic

content that can be thermally decomposed to yield appreciable amounts of

oil, commonly referred to as shale oil. Oil shale does not yield shale oil with-

out the application of high temperatures and the ensuing thermal decompo-

sition that is necessary to decompose the organic material (kerogen) in

the shale.

Sapropel is an unconsolidated sedimentary deposit rich in bituminous sub-

stances. It is distinguished from peat in being rich in fatty and waxy substances

and poor in cellulosic material. When consolidated into rock, sapropel becomes

oil shale, bituminous shale, or boghead coal. The principal components are cer-

tain types of algae that are rich in fats and waxes. Minor constituents are mineral

grains and decomposed fragments of spores, fungi, and bacteria. The organic

materials accumulate in water under reducing conditions.

Generally, bitumen is solid or near solid at room temperature and is solid or

near solid at reservoir temperature. In other words, tar sand bitumen is immobile

in the reservoir and requires conversion or extreme stimulation for recovery.

Moreover, by this definition (FE-76-4), tar sand bitumen is not crude oil, and

it is set apart from conventional crude oil and heavy crude oil insofar as it cannot

be recovered from a deposit by the use of conventional (including enhanced) oil

recovery techniques as set forth in the June 1979 Federal Energy Regulations.

To emphasize this point, bitumen has been recovered commercially by mining,

and the hot water process is currently upgraded (converted to synthetic crude

oil) by a combination of a thermal or hydrothermal process followed by product

hydrotreating to produce a low-sulfur hydrocarbon product known as synthetic
crude oil.

Since the most significant property of tar sand bitumen is its immobility
under the conditions of temperatures and pressure in the deposit, the interrelated

properties of API gravity (ASTM D287, 2017) and viscosity (ASTM D445,

2017) may present an indication (but only an indication) of the mobility of

oil or immobility of bitumen, but these properties only offer subjective descrip-

tions of the oil in the reservoir. The most pertinent and objective representation

of this oil or bitumen mobility is the pour point (ASTM D97, 2017), which can

be compared directly with the reservoir/deposit temperature (Table 1.6;

Speight, 2014a).



TABLE 1.6 Simplified Use of Pour Point and Reservoir/Deposit Temperature

to Differentiate Between Heavy Oil, Extra Heavy Oil, and Tar Sand Bitumen

Oil Location Temperature Effect on Oil

Heavy oil Reservoir or
deposit

Higher than oil pour
point

Fluid and/or
mobile

Mobile

Surface/
ambient

Higher than oil pour
point

Fluid and/or
mobile

Mobile

Extra heavy
oil

Reservoir or
deposit

Higher than oil pour
point

Fluid and/or
mobile

Mobile

Surface/
ambient

Lower than oil pour
point

Solid to near solid

Fluidity much
reduced

Immobile

Tar sand
bitumen

Reservoir or
deposit

Lower than oil pour
point

Solid to near solid

Not fluid

Immobile

Surface/
ambient

Lower than oil pour
point

Solid to near solid

Not fluid

Immobile
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The pour point is the lowest temperature at which oil will move, pour, or

flow when it is chilled without disturbance under definite conditions (ASTM

D97, 2017). In fact, the pour point of an oil when used in conjunction with

the reservoir temperature gives a better indication of the condition of the oil

in the reservoir than the viscosity. Thus, the pour point and reservoir tempera-

ture present a more accurate assessment of the condition of the oil in the reser-

voir, being an indicator of the mobility of the oil in the reservoir. Indeed, when

used in conjunction with reservoir temperature, the pour point gives an indica-

tion of the liquidity of the heavy oil, extra heavy oil, or bitumen and, therefore,

the ability of the heavy oil and extra heavy oil to flow under reservoir conditions

(Table 1.6). In summary, the pour point is an important consideration because,
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for efficient production, additional energy must be supplied to the reservoir by a

thermal process to increase the reservoir temperature beyond the pour point.

For example, Athabasca bitumen with a pour point in the range 50–100°C
(122–212°F) and a deposit temperature of 4–10°C (39–50°F) is a solid or near

solid in the deposit and will exhibit little or no mobility under deposit condi-

tions. Pour points of 35–60°C (95–140°F) have been recorded for the bitumen

in Utah with formation temperatures on the order of 10°C (50°F). This indicates
that the bitumen is solid within the deposit and therefore immobile. The injec-

tion of steam to raise and maintain the reservoir temperature above the pour

point of the bitumen and to enhance bitumen mobility is difficult, in some cases

almost impossible. Conversely, when the reservoir temperature exceeds the

pour point, the oil is fluid in the reservoir and therefore mobile. The injection

of steam to raise and maintain the reservoir temperature above the pour point of

the bitumen and to enhance bitumen mobility is possible, and oil recovery can

be achieved.

A method that uses the pour point of the oil and the reservoir temperature

(Table 1.6) adds a specific qualification to the term extremely viscous as it

occurs in the definition of tar sand. In fact, when used in conjunction with

the recovery method, pour point offers more general applicability to the condi-

tions of the oil in the reservoir or the bitumen in the deposit, and the comparison

of the two temperatures (pour point and reservoir temperatures) shows much

promise and warrants further consideration as a means of defining the fluidity

and mobility of the oil.
5. Resources and Reserves

Over the past several decades, the assessment of crude oil, heavy oil, extra

heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen resources and reserves has gone through several

iterations, partly because of the evolution of the definitions of resources and

reserves that are key factors in the continued development of resources

(SPE, 2001). It is essential for future planning that governments and industry

have a clear assessment of the quantities of crude oil, heavy oil, extra heavy

oil, and tar sand bitumen that are available for production and quantities that

are anticipated to become available within a practical time frame through addi-

tional field development, technological advances, or exploration. To achieve

such an assessment, it is imperative that the industry adopt a consistent nomen-

clature for assessing the current and future quantities of crude oil expected to be

recovered from naturally occurring underground accumulations. Such quanti-

ties are defined as reserves, and their assessment is of considerable importance

to governments, international agencies, economists, bankers, and the interna-

tional energy industry.

A conscious effort has been made to keep the recommended terminology as

close to current common usage as possible in order to minimize the impact of

previously reported quantities and changes required to bring about wide accep-

tance. Due to the many forms of occurrence of crude oil, heavy oil, extra heavy
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oil, and tar sand bitumen, the wide range of characteristics of these materials,

the uncertainty associated with the geologic environment, and the constant evo-

lution of evaluation technologies, a precise classification and definition system

is not always practical, and the complexity required for a precise system would

detract from its understanding by those involved in the development of crude

oil, heavy crude oil, and tar sand bitumen resources.

In fact, the terminology used in classifying crude oil, heavy oil, extra heavy

oil, and tar sand bitumen is still in evolutionary stages with new terminologies

being added to the crude oil lexicon on a regular basis, sometimes with justifi-

cation but in many cases without any form of scientific justification. Thus, it is

not surprising that the various categories of reserves have been the subject of

much study and discussion for many years. In fact, attempts to standardize

reserve terminology began in the mid-1930s when the American Petroleum

Institute considered classification for crude oil and definitions of various

reserve categories. Since then, the evolution of technology has yielded more

precise engineering methods to determine reserves and has intensified the need

for an improved nomenclature to achieve consistency among professionals

working with reserve terminology.

Oil reserves are the estimated quantities of conventional crude oil and/or

heavy crude oil that are claimed to be recoverable under existing economic

and operating conditions. Many oil-producing nations do not reveal their reser-

voir engineering field data and instead provide unsubstantiated claims for their

oil reserves. In most cases, oil refers to conventional oil, but depending on the

source, tar sand bitumen has not always been included but now is recognized as

a resource (BP, 2017). However, the exact definitions and data vary from coun-

try to country, which means that national statistics are not always comparable

and may even be manipulated for political reasons (Speight, 2011b).

The total amount of conventional oil or heavy oil in a reservoir is known as

oil in place of which estimates vary from year to year because of the variations

in production-use and the discovery and production of new reserves, including

crude oil from tight formations such as shale formations. However, no matter

what the size of the resource, because of reservoir characteristics and limitations

in production technology, only a fraction of this oil can be brought to the sur-

face, and it is only this producible fraction that is considered to be reserves. The
ratio of reserves to oil in place for a given field is often referred to as the recov-
ery factor.

The recovery factor of a field may change over time based on operating his-

tory and in response to changes in technology and economics. The recovery fac-

tor may also rise over time for conventional oil if additional investment is made

in enhanced oil recovery techniques such as gas injection or waterflooding. For

heavy oil and extra heavy oil, the evolution of older methods and the use of

newer and innovative methods may increase the recovery factor.

Because the geology of the subsurface cannot be examined directly, indirect

techniques must be used to estimate the size and recoverability of the resource.
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While new technologies have increased the accuracy of these techniques, sig-

nificant uncertainties still remain. In general, most early estimates of the

reserves of an oil field are conservative and tend to grow with time; this phe-

nomenon is referred to as reserve growth (Morehouse, 1997). In addition, the

estimates of the crude oil in a reservoir can only be approximate with year-

to-year variations because of variations in production rate and also because

of the variations of the character of the reservoir and the means by which the

crude oil can be brought to the surface.
5.1 Resources

The term resource as used in this text is intended to encompass all quantities of

crude oil that are naturally occurring on or within the crust of the Earth, discov-

ered and undiscovered (recoverable and unrecoverable), plus those quantities

have already been produced. Further, the term includes all types of crude oil

(conventional crude oil, opportunity crude oil, high-acid crude oil, foamy oil,

and heavy oil unless otherwise specified separately).

Thus, crude oil and heavy oil (as is extra heavy oil and tar sand bitumen) are

a resource: in particular, a fossil fuel resource.A resource is the entire commod-

ity that exists in the sediments and strata, whereas the reserves represent that
fraction of a commodity that can be recovered economically. Reserves may

be for a well, for a reservoir, for a field, for a nation, or for the world. Different

classifications of reserves are related to their degree of certainty that, unfortu-

nately, may include much speculation and many political statements from the

government of the country that owns the resource. It is, however, no matter how

useful (or useless) the terminology is, in order to give some consideration to the

terminology of the various subcategories of resource.

Unconventional resources include extra heavy oil and tar sand bitumen, and

unlike conventional resources, in which the crude oil is recovered through well-

bores and typically requires minimal processing prior to sale, unconventional

resources require specialized extraction technology to produce. For example,

steam and/or solvents are used to mobilize bitumen for in situ recovery, and

moreover, the extracted material may require significant processing prior to sale

(e.g., bitumen upgraders). The total amount of unconventional resources in the

world considerably exceeds the amount of conventional oil reserves but is much

more difficult and expensive to develop.
5.2 Reserves

The definitions that are used to describe crude oil and heavy oil reserves are
often misunderstood because they are not adequately defined at the time of

use (Speight, 2014a). Therefore, as a means of alleviating this problem, it is per-

tinent at this point to consider the definitions used to describe the amount of

crude oil that remains in subterranean reservoirs. However, the use of the term
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reserves as being descriptive of the resource is subject to much speculation. In

fact, it is subject to word variations! Nevertheless, the various terminology is

presented here as an aid to the reader if she/he encounters such terminology.

For example, reserves are classed as proved, unproved, probable, possible,
and undiscovered. By the same rationale, tar sand bitumen, although not con-

sidered to be a member of the crude oil family by virtue of the methods used for

recovery, is also a fossil fuel resource, and the reserves can also be classed as

proved, unproved, probable, possible, and undiscovered.
Proved reserves are those reserves of crude oil that are actually found by

drilling operations and are recoverable by means of current technology. They

have a high degree of accuracy and are frequently updated as the recovery oper-

ation proceeds. Theymay be updated bymeans of reservoir characteristics, such

as production data, pressure transient analysis, and reservoir modeling.

Probable reserves are those reserves of crude oil that are nearly certain

about which a slight doubt exists. Possible reserves are those reserves of crude
oil with an even greater degree of uncertainty about recovery about which there

is some information. An additional term potential reserves is also used on occa-
sion; these reserves are based upon geologic information about the types of sed-

iments where such resources are likely to occur, and they are considered to

represent an educated guess. Then, there are so-called undiscovered reserves,

which are little more than figments of the imagination! The terms undiscovered
reserves or undiscovered resources should be used with caution, especially

when applied as a means of estimating reserves of crude oil reserves. The data

are very speculative and are regarded by many energy scientists as having little

value other than unbridled optimism.

The term inferred reserves is also commonly used in addition to or in place

of potential reserves. Inferred reserves are regarded as of a higher degree of

accuracy than potential reserves, and the term is applied to those reserves that

are estimated using an improved understanding of reservoir frameworks. The

term also usually includes those reserves that can be recovered by further devel-

opment of recovery technologies. Furthermore, in any definition, the quantities

of, for example, the crude oil estimated to be initially in place are (i) total crude

oil initially in place, (ii) discovered crude oil initially in place, and (iii) undis-

covered crude oil initially in place. In any case and whatever the definition,

reserves are a subset of resources and are those quantities of crude oil that

are discovered (i.e., in known accumulations), recoverable, commercial, and

remaining.

The total crude oil initially in place is that quantity of crude oil (or heavy oil)
that is estimated to exist originally in naturally occurring accumulations. The

total crude oil initially in place is, therefore, that quantity of crude oil that is

estimated, on a given date, to be contained in known accumulations, plus those

quantities already produced therefrom, plus those estimated quantities in accu-

mulations yet to be discovered. The total crude oil initially in placemay be sub-

divided into discovered crude oil initially in place and undiscovered crude oil
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initially in place, with discovered crude oil initially in place being limited to

known accumulations.

It is recognized that the quantity of crude oil initially in placemay constitute

potentially recoverable resources since the estimation of the proportion that

may be recoverable can be subject to significant uncertainty and will change

with variations in commercial circumstances, technological developments,

and data availability. A portion of those quantities classified as unrecoverable
may become recoverable resources in the future as commercial circumstances

change, technological developments occur, or additional data are acquired.

Discovered crude oil initially in place is that quantity of crude oil that is

estimated, on a given date, to be contained in known accumulations, plus those

quantities already produced therefrom. Discovered crude oil initially in place
may be subdivided into commercial and subcommercial categories, with the

estimated potentially recoverable portion being classified as reserves and con-
tingent resources, respectively (as defined below).

Reserves are those quantities of crude oil that are anticipated to be commer-

cially recovered from known accumulations from a given date forward (BP,

2017). Estimated recoverable quantities from known accumulations that do

not fulfill the requirement of commerciality should be classified as contingent
resources (as defined below). The definition of commerciality for an accumu-

lation will vary according to local conditions and circumstances and is left to the

discretion of the country or company concerned. However, reserves must still

be categorized according to specific criteria, and therefore, proved reserves will

be limited to those quantities that are commercial under current economic con-

ditions, while probable and possible reserves may be based on future economic

conditions. In general, quantities should not be classified as reserves unless

there is an expectation that the accumulation will be developed and placed

on production within a reasonable timeframe.

Contingent resources are those quantities of crude oil that are estimated, on

a given date, to be potentially recoverable from known accumulations, but that

are not currently considered as commercially recoverable. Some ambiguity may

exist between the definitions of contingent resources and unproved reserves.

This reflects variations in current industry practice, but if the degree of commit-

ment is such that the accumulation is not expected to be developed and placed

on production within a reasonable timeframe, the estimated recoverable vol-

umes for the accumulation will be classified as contingent resources. Contin-
gent resources may include, for example, accumulations for which there is

currently no viable market, or where commercial recovery is dependent on

the development of new technology, or where the evaluation of the accumula-

tion is still at an early stage.

Undiscovered crude oil initially in place is that quantity of crude oil that is

estimated, on a given date, to be contained in accumulations yet to be discov-

ered. The estimated potentially recoverable portion of undiscovered crude oil
initially in place is classified as prospective resources, which are those
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quantities of crude oil that are estimated, on a given date, to be potentially

recoverable from undiscovered accumulations. In addition, the estimated ulti-
mate recovery (EUR) is the quantity of crude oil that is estimated, on a given

date, to be potentially recoverable from an accumulation, plus those quantities

already produced therefrom. Estimated ultimate recovery is not a resource cat-
egory, but it is a term that may be applied to an individual accumulation of any

status/maturity (discovered or undiscovered).

The differences between the data obtained from the various estimates of the

subcategories of the resource can be considerable, but it must be remembered

that any data about the reserves of crude oil (and, for that matter, about any other

fuel or mineral resource) will always be open to questions about the degree of

certainty. Thus, in reality and in spite of the use of self-righteous word manip-

ulation, proved reservesmay be a very small part of the total hypothetical and/or

speculative amounts of a resource.

At some time in the future, certain resources may become reserves for righ-

teous or unrighteous reasons (Speight, 2011b). Such a reclassification can arise

as a result of improvements in recovery techniques that may either make the

resource accessible or bring about a lowering of the recovery costs and render

winning of the resource an economical proposition. In addition, other uses may

also be found for a commodity, and the increased demand may result in an

increase in price. Alternatively, a large deposit may become exhausted and

unable to produce any more of the resource, thus forcing production to focus

on a resource that is lower grade but has a higher recovery cost.
5.3 Reserve Estimation

As with the term resource, the subcategories are many and varied with each def-

inition being subject to the country or company that owns the reserves. Thus,

crude oil quantities classified as reserves, contingent resources, or prospective
resources should not be aggregated with each other without due consideration

of the significant differences in the criteria associated with their classification.

In particular, there may be a significant risk that accumulations containing con-
tingent resources or prospective resources will not achieve commercial

production.

Furthermore, the estimation of reserves is more than just a periodic, statu-

tory calculating and reporting of company assets (although those are important

functions); it is an essential element of investment planning and resource

management for every prudent operator. Estimation of reserves begins with

identifying a drillable prospect, and it continues while the prospect is developed

and placed on production and thereafter as warranted by well and/or reservoir

performance, new geologic data, competitor (offset) operations, unitization,

contract renegotiation, improved technology, and/or changing economic condi-

tions, which contribute to the range of uncertainty (Morehouse, 1997;

Kovarik, 2003).
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The range of uncertainty reflects a reasonable range of estimated potentially

recoverable volumes for an individual accumulation. Any estimation of resource

quantities for an accumulation is subject to both technical and commercial uncer-

tainties and should, in general, be quoted as a range. In the case of reserves and

where appropriate, this range of uncertainty can be reflected in estimates for

proved reserves (1P), proved plus probable reserves (2P), and proved plus prob-
able plus possible reserves (3P) scenarios. For other resource categories, the

terms low estimate, best estimate, and high estimate are recommended.

The term best estimate is used as a generic expression for the estimate con-

sidered to be the closest to the quantity that will actually be recovered from the

accumulation between the date of the estimate and the time of abandonment. If

probabilistic methods are used, this term would generally be a measure of cen-

tral tendency of the uncertainty distribution. The terms low estimate and high
estimate should provide a reasonable assessment of the range of uncertainty

in the best estimate.
For undiscovered accumulations (prospective resources), the range will, in

general, be substantially greater than the ranges for discovered accumulations.

In all cases, however, the actual range will be dependent on the amount and

quality of data (both technical and commercial) that is available for that accu-

mulation. As more data become available for a specific accumulation (e.g.,

additional wells and reservoir performance data), the range of uncertainty in

the estimated ultimate recovery for that accumulation should be reduced.

The low estimate, best estimate, and high estimate of potentially recoverable
volumes should reflect some comparability with the reserve categories of

proved reserves, proved plus probable reserves, and proved plus probable plus
possible reserves, respectively. While there may be a significant risk that sub-

commercial or undiscovered accumulations will not achieve commercial pro-

duction, it is useful to consider the range of potentially recoverable volumes

independently of such a risk.

However, there are uncertainties that exist in estimating the remaining ulti-

mately recoverable resources of crude oil (Speight and Islam, 2016). The

encompassing terms conventional crude oil and unconventional crude oil are
subject to separation into the numerous categories of oil that exist within each.

In fact, the estimation of reserves is inherently uncertain as, regardless of the

calculation method used, data will be limited; it will not be possible to specif-

ically determine all required factors, and various assumptions will be necessary.

Reserve estimates are therefore frequently given to three levels of confidence,

namely, proved reserves (1P); proved and probable reserves (2P); and proved,

probable, and possible reserves (3P). These levels of confidence reflect the

uncertainties that are an aspect of any normal reservoir evaluation. Neverthe-

less, there is a large degree of variability in published figures for a number

of nontechnical reasons, and many potential problems exist with the use of

reserve data. The first problem occurs because the definitions of 1P, 2P, and

3P reserves are found to vary widely from one country to another and from

one company to another.
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In addition, different organizations use different categories as part of the

estimates: one group may include conventional crude oil, condensate, natural

gas liquids, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen as parts of the estimate, while

another group may report conventional crude oil, condensate, and natural gas

liquids in the estimate. While many data sources exist, few use a consistent

basis, and so, attempting to extract purely conventional oil reserve estimates

from the reserve figures available is difficult.

On theother hand, another uncertainty ariseswhen the reported reserves include

any political reserves (Speight, 2011a,b,c). Political crude oil reserves are the crude
oil reservesdeclaredbyacountryorbyacompanythatcorrespondnot to the reserves

it possesses but to those that itwould like the rest of theworld to believe it possesses.

There is particular and much reported concern with the reserves declared by the

member states of OPEC as a major increase was witnessed in the reserves of many

OPEC countries between 1985 and 1990 despite no new discoveries being reported

(Yergin, 1991; Morehouse, 1997; Speight, 2011b; McGlade, 2012).

Thus, present and future assessments of crude oil resources and projections

of crude oil production should hence acknowledge the various uncertainty

issues and acknowledge the effects that the uncertainties have on results and

present ranges in any estimates produced or provided (McGlade, 2012). As a

result of the various uncertainties, the international crude oil industry has

increased the emphasis on the need to understand and develop more reliable

estimates of crude oil reserves and to quantify the uncertainty associated with

the classifications of reserves. Furthermore, the regulatory authorities of many

countries, particularly of the United States, have found it necessary to accom-

modate the increasing internationalization of the industry and to manage their

increasing involvement and influence in the industry.
6. Conclusions

In summary, supplies of conventional crude oil are depleted, and (tight oil

reserves notwithstanding) heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen

resources are becomingmore important as contributors to liquid fuel production.

On the other hand, extra heavy oil and tar sand bitumen are unconventional

resources that are characterized by high viscosity (i.e., they have a strong resis-

tance to flow) and high density compared with conventional oil. Most extra

heavy oil and tar sand bitumen deposits are very shallow. Also, extra heavy

oil and tar sand bitumen are deficient in hydrogen and have high carbon, sulfur,

and heavy metal content. Hence, they require additional processing (upgrad-

ing) to become a suitable feedstock for a typical refinery that was built around

the concept of conventional crude oil as the refinery feedstock.

Finally, it is essential to realize that (in the current context) of conventional

crude oil and heavy oil, there are several parameters that can influence proper-

ties and recovery. These properties are usually site-specific to the particular res-

ervoir in which the crude oil or heavy oil is located (Table 1.7).



TABLE 1.7 Representation of Site-Specific Parameters

Oil Composition

Change in composition Wax deposition

Asphaltene deposition

Properties Pour point-reservoir temperature

Viscosity

Change in properties Wax deposition

Asphaltene deposition

Reservoir Porosity

Change in porosity

Permeability

Change in permeability Wax deposition

Asphaltene deposition

Production method Oil properties Wax deposition

Asphaltene deposition

Reservoir properties Sandstone

Carbonate

Mudstone (clay minerals)
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Chapter 2
Nonthermal Methods of
Recovery
1. Introduction

Crude oil is found in the microscopic pores of sedimentary rocks such as sand-

stone and limestone. Not all of the pores in a rock will contain crude oil—some

will be filled with water or brine that is saturated with minerals. Seismic surveys

are used to try to predict where oil fields may be, but the only way of making

certain is by drilling. In the search for new recoverable oil and gas fields, crude

oil companies use their vast knowledge of how and when crude oil was formed,

their knowledge of geologic structures that may have entrapped crude oil, and of

course their knowledge of how to recover the resources.

The term recovery, as applied in the crude oil industry, is the production of

oil from a reservoir. There are several methods by which this can be achieved

that range from recovery due to reservoir energy (i.e., the oil flows from the

wellhole without assistance) to enhanced recovery methods in which consider-

able energy must be added to the reservoir to produce the oil. However, the

effect of the method on the oil and on the reservoir must be considered before

application.

In terms of recovery operations, there are three phases of recovering reserves

(Table 2.1 and Fig. 2.1). Production rates from reservoirs depend on a number of

factors, such as reservoir geometry (primarily formation thickness and reservoir

continuity), reservoir pressure, reservoir depth, rock type and permeability,

fluid saturations and properties, extent of fracturing, number of wells and their

locations, and the ratio of the permeability of the formation to the viscosity of

the oil (Taber and Martin, 1983; DOE, 1996; Jayasekera, and Goodyear, 1999).

Operators can increase production over that that would naturally occur by such

methods as fracturing the reservoir to open new channels for flow, injecting gas

and water to increase the reservoir pressure, or lowering oil viscosity with heat

or chemicals. These supplementary techniques are expensive, and the extent to

which they are used depends on such external factors as the operator’s economic

condition, sales prospects, and perceptions of future prices.
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TABLE 2.1 Methods for Oil Recovery

Recovery

Method

Comments

Primary
recovery

Occurs due to natural energy from expansion of gas and water
within the producing formation, pushing fluids into thewellbore and
lifting them to the surface

Secondary
recovery

Occurs by application of artificial energy to lift fluids to surface

Accomplished by injecting gas down a hole to lift fluids to the
surface, installation of a subsurface pump, or injecting gas or water
into the formation itself

Tertiary
recovery

Occurs when means of increasing fluid mobility in oil reservoirs
within the reservoir are introduced in addition to secondary
techniques

Accomplished by introducing additional heat into the formation to
lower the viscosity (thin oil) and improve its ability to flow to the
wellbore

Heatmay be introduced by either injecting steam in a steam flood or
injecting oxygen to enable the ignition and combustion of oil within
the reservoir in a fireflood
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The extraordinary geologic variability of different reservoirs means that

production profiles differ from field to field. Heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and

tar sand bitumen reservoirs can be developed to significant levels of production

and maintained for a period of time by supplementing natural drive force, while

gas reservoirs normally decline more rapidly. On this basis, an oil reservoir with

the seemingly large reserve of a million barrels might produce only 200–400bbl
per day during the best production years.

The anatomy of a reservoir is complex and is site-specific, microscopically

and macroscopically (Table 2.2), which, along with the properties of the oil,

dictates the selection of the recovery process (Fig. 2.1; Chapter 1). Because

of the various types of accumulations and the existence of wide ranges of both

rock and fluid properties, reservoirs respond differently and must be treated

individually. These factors need recognition when planning a recovery project

(Table 2.3) because of the adverse effects that can arise not only because of the

properties of the oil and the reservoir but also because of the nature of the pro-

cess (Table 2.4).

Crude oil development and production can include up to three distinct

phases: primary, secondary, and tertiary (or enhanced) recovery (Table 2.3).

During primary recovery, the natural pressure of the reservoir or gravity drives
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FIG. 2.1 Methods for oil recovery.
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oil into the wellbore, combined with artificial lift techniques (such as pumps)

that bring the oil to the surface. But only about 10% of a reservoir’s original

oil in place is typically produced during primary recovery. Secondary recovery

techniques extend the field’s productive life generally by injecting water or gas

to displace oil and drive it to a production wellbore, resulting in the recovery of

20%–40% of the original oil in place.

Generally, the first stage in the extraction of crude oil is to drill a well into

the underground reservoir. Often, many wells (multilateral wells) will be drilled

into the same reservoir, to ensure that the extraction rate will be economically

viable. Also, some wells (secondary wells) may be used to pump water, steam,

acids, or various gas mixtures into the reservoir to raise or maintain the reservoir

pressure and so maintain an economic extraction rate. If the underground pres-

sure in the oil reservoir is sufficient, the oil will be forced to the surface under

this pressure (primary recovery).

Over the lifetime of the well, the pressure will fall, and at some point, there

will be insufficient underground pressure to force the oil to the surface. Second-

ary oil recovery uses various techniques to aid in recovering oil from depleted or

low-pressure reservoirs. Sometimes, pumps, such as balanced beam pumps



TABLE 2.2 Representation of Site-Specific Parameters

Oil Composition

Change in composition Wax deposition

Asphaltene deposition

Properties Pour point-reservoir temperature

Viscosity

Change in properties Wax deposition

Asphaltene deposition

Reservoir Porosity

Change in porosity

Permeability

Change in permeability Wax deposition

Asphaltene deposition

Production method Oil properties

Reservoir properties Sandstone

Carbonate

Mudstone (clay minerals)

TABLE 2.3 Methods for Recovery of Oil

Primary recovery

Natural flow

Artificial lift

Secondary recovery

Waterflood

Gas flood

Tertiary recoverya

Nonthermal

Thermal

aEnhanced oil recovery (EOR).
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TABLE 2.4 Recovery Process Effects and the Potential Adverse Effects

Leading to Sludge and Sediment Formation

Effect Comments

Carbon dioxide
injection

Lowers pH; can change oil composition leading to phase
separation of sludge or sediment and blocking of channels

Miscible flooding Hydrocarbon-rich gases lower the solubility parameter and
solvent power of the oil and cause separation of asphaltenes

Organic
chemicals

Can lower the solubility parameter of the oil and cause
separation of asphaltene constituents and blocking of channels

Acidizing Interaction of crude oil constituents upsetting molecular balance
and deposition of sediment; blocking of channels

Pressure decrease Can change composition of oil medium leading to phase
separation of asphaltene material; blocking of channels

Temperature
decrease

Can change composition of oil medium leading to phase
separation of asphaltene material; blocking of channels
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(also called horsehead pumps) and electric submersible pumps, are used to bring

the oil to the surface. Other secondary recovery techniques increase the reser-

voir’s pressure by water injection, natural gas reinjection, and gas lift, which

injects air, carbon dioxide, or another suitable gas into the reservoir.

Tertiary oil recovery (enhanced oil recovery, EOR) methods take oil recov-

ery one step further (Chakma et al., 1991; Alvarado and Eduardo Manrique,

2010; Mandal, 2015) and rely on methods that cause the viscosity of the oil

to increase, compared with the natural or induced energy methods of primary

recovery and secondary recovery. Tertiary recovery is started before secondary

oil recovery techniques are no longer enough to sustain production. For exam-

ple, thermally enhanced oil recovery methods are recovery methods in which

the oil is heated making it easier to extract; usually, steam is used for heating

the oil. In addition, the term improved oil recovery (IOR) (Barillas et al., 2008)
is also often used and includes enhanced oil recovery methods and drilling and

well technologies, advanced reservoir monitoring techniques, and the applica-

tion of different enhancements of primary and secondary recovery processes.

Conventional primary and secondary recovery processes are ultimately

expected to produce about one-third of the original oil discovered, although

recoveries from individual reservoirs can range from less than 5% to as high

as 80% of the original oil in place. This broad range of recovery efficiency

is a result of variations in the properties of the specific rock and fluids involved

from reservoir to reservoir and the kind and level of energy that drives the oil to

producing wells, where it is captured.
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Conventional oil production methods may be unsuccessful because the

management of the reservoir was poor or because reservoir heterogeneity

has prevented the recovery of crude oil in an economical manner. Reservoir

heterogeneity, such as fractures and faults, can cause reservoirs to drain

inefficiently by conventional methods. Also, highly cemented or shale

zones can produce barriers to the flow of fluids in reservoirs and lead to

high residual oil saturation. Reservoirs containing crude oils with low

API gravity often cannot be produced efficiently without the application

of enhanced oil recovery methods because of the high viscosity of the crude

oil. In some cases, the reservoir pressure was depleted prematurely by poor

reservoir management practices to create reservoirs with low energy and

high oil saturation.

As might be expected, the type of exploration technique employed depends

upon the nature of the site. In other words and as for many environmental oper-

ations, the recovery techniques applied to a specific site are dictated by the

nature of the site and are, in fact, site-specific. For example, in areas where little

is known about the subsurface, preliminary reconnaissance techniques are nec-

essary to identify potential reservoir systems that warrant further investigation.

Techniques for reconnaissance that have been employed to make inferences

about the subsurface structure include satellite and high-altitude imagery and

magnetic and gravity surveys.
Once an area has been selected for further investigation, more detailed

methods (such as the seismic reflection method) are used. Drilling is the final

stage of the exploratory program and is in fact the only method by which a crude

oil reservoir can be conclusively identified. However, in keeping with the con-

cept of site specificity, drilling may be the only option in some areas for com-

mencement of the exploration program. The risk involved in the drilling

operation depends upon previous knowledge of the site subsurface. Thus, there

is the need to relate the character of the exploratory wells at a given site to the

characteristics of the reservoir.

Thus, once the well is completed, the flow of oil into the well is commenced.

For limestone reservoir rock, acid is pumped down the well and out the perfo-

rations. The acid dissolves channels in the limestone that lead oil into the well.

For sandstone reservoir rock, a specially blended fluid containing proppants
(sand, walnut shells, and aluminum pellets) is pumped down the well and

out the perforations. The pressure from this fluid makes small fractures in

the sandstone that allow oil to flow into the well, while the proppants hold these

fractures open. Once the oil is flowing, the oil rig is removed from the site, and

production equipment is set up to extract the oil from the well.

A well is always carefully controlled in its flush stage of production to pre-

vent the potentially dangerous and wasteful gusher. This is actually a dangerous
condition and is (hopefully) prevented by the blowout preventer and the pres-

sure of the drilling mud. In most wells, acidizing or fracturing the well starts the

oil flow.
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As already noted, crude oil accumulates over geologic time in porous under-

ground rock formations called reservoirs that are at varying depths in the Earth’s

crust, and in many cases elaborate, expensive equipment is required to get it

from there. The oil is usually found trapped in a layer of porous sandstone,

which lies just beneath a dome-shaped or folded layer of some nonporous rock

such as limestone. In other formations, the oil is trapped at a fault or break in the

layers of the crust.

Generally, crude oil reservoirs sometimes exist with an overlying gas cap, in
communication with aquifers, or both. The oil resides together with water and

free gas in very small holes (pore spaces) and fractures. The size, shape, and

degree of interconnection of the pores vary considerably from place to place

in an individual reservoir. Below the oil layer, the sandstone is usually saturated

with salt water. The oil is released from this formation by drilling a well and

puncturing the limestone layer on either side of the limestone dome or fold.

The oil in such formations is usually under such great pressure that it flows nat-

urally and, sometimes with great force, from the well. However, in some cases,

this pressure later diminishes so that the oil must be pumped from the well. Nat-

ural gas or water is sometimes pumped into the well to replace the oil that is

withdrawn. This is called repressurizing the oil well.

Conventional crude oil is a brownish green to black liquids of specific grav-

ity in a range from about 0.810 to 0.985 and having a boiling range from about

20°C (68°F) to above 350°C (660°F), above which active decomposition ensues

when distillation is attempted. The oils contain from 0% to 35% or more of gas-

oline and varying proportions of kerosene hydrocarbons and higher-boiling

constituents up to the viscous and nonvolatile compounds present in lubricant

oil and in asphalt. The composition of the crude oil obtained from the well is

variable and depends not only on the original composition of the oil in situ

but also on the manner of production and the stage reached in the life of the well

or reservoir.

For a newly opened formation and under ideal conditions, the proportions of

gas may be so high that the oil is, in fact, a solution of liquid in gas that leaves

the reservoir rock so efficiently that a core sample will not show any obvious oil

content. A general rough indication of this situation is a high ratio of gas to oil

produced. This ratio may be zero for fields in which the rock pressure has been

dissipated. The oil must be pumped out to as much as 50,000 ft3 or more of gas

per barrel of oil in so-called condensate reservoirs, in which a very light crude

oil (0.80 specific gravity or lower) exists as vapor at high pressure and elevated

temperature.

New methods to drill for oil are continually being sought, including direc-

tional or horizontal drilling techniques, to reach oil under ecologically sensitive

areas, and using lasers to drill oil wells.Directional drilling is also used to reach
formations and targets not directly below the penetration point or drilling from

shore to locations under water (Fig. 2.2). A controlled deviation may also be

used from a selected depth in an existing hole to attain economy in drilling costs.
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FIG. 2.2 Directional drilling.
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Various types of tools are used in directional drilling along with instruments to

help orient their position and measure the degree and direction of deviation; two

such tools are the whipstock and the knuckle joint. The whipstock is a gradually
tapered wedge with a chisel-shaped base that prevents rotation after it has been

forced into the bottom of an open hole. As the bit moves down, it is deflected by

the taper about 5° from the alignment of the existing hole.

Approximately one-third of the world’s crude oil is produced from offshore

fields, usually from steel drilling platforms set on the ocean floor. In shallow,

calmwaters, these may be little more than a wellhead and workspace. The larger

ocean drilling rigs, however, include not only the well equipment but also pro-

cessing equipment and extensive crew quarters. Recent developments in ocean

drilling include the use of floating tension-leg platforms that are tied to the sea-

floor by giant cables and drill ships, which can hold a steady position above a

seafloor well using constant, computer-controlled adjustments. Subsea satellite

platforms, where all of the necessary equipment is located on the ocean bed at

the well site, have been used for small fields located in producing areas. In Arc-

tic areas, islands are built from dredged gravel and sand to provide platforms

capable of resisting drifting ice fields.

Drilling does not end when production commences and continues after a

field enters production. Extension wells must be drilled to define the boundaries

of the crude oil pool. In-field wells are necessary to increase recovery rates, and

service wells are used to reopen wells that have become clogged. Additionally,

wells are often drilled at the same location but to different depths, to test other

geologic structures for the presence of crude oil.
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Once the final depth has been reached, the well is completed to allow oil to

flow into the casing in a controlled manner. First, a perforating gun is lowered

into the well to the production depth. The gun has explosive charges to create

holes in the casing through which oil can flow. After the casing has been per-

forated, a small-diameter pipe (tubing) is run into the hole as a conduit for oil

and gas to flow up the well, and a packer is run down the outside of the tubing.
When the packer is set at the production level, it is expanded to form a seal

around the outside of the tubing. Finally, a multivalve structure—the Christmas
tree (Fig. 2.3)—is installed at the top of the tubing and cemented to the top of the

casing and allows control of the flow of oil from the well.

Tight formations are occasionally encountered, and it becomes necessary to

encourage flow. Several methods are used, one of which involves setting off

small explosions to fracture the rock. If the formation is mainly limestone,

hydrochloric acid is sent down the hole to dissolve channels in the rock. The

acid is inhibited to protect the steel casing. In sandstone, the preferred method

is hydraulic fracturing that is used to create additional passageways in the oil

reservoir that can facilitate the flow of oil to a producing well. Tight reservoirs

and deposits, those whose oil-containing rocks have restricted pore volume and

connectivity that impede the flow of oil through the reservoir or deposit, are

commonly fractured by injecting a fluid containing sand or other proppant

under sufficient pressure to create fractures in the rock through which the oil

can more easily flow (Speight, 2016). Care is also taken to contain the fracturing

within the reservoir or deposit to avoid intersecting adjoining aquifers that

would introduce excess water into the oil-producing zone.
Polish rod

Stuffing box

Tubing pressure
gauge

Tubing flow
valve

Master valve

Casing pressure
gauge

Flow line

FIG. 2.3 The Christmas tree.
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Another form of fracturing, tailored pulse fracturing, is employed to control

the extent and direction of the produced fractures. Precise quantities of solid

propellants are ignited in the wellbore to create a controlled pressure pulse that

creates fractures in a more predictable pattern. In addition, foam fracturing that
uses foam under high pressure in gas reservoirs has the advantage over high-

pressure water injection because it does not create as much damage to the for-

mation. Carbon dioxide-sand fracturing increases production by eliminating

much of the inhibiting effects of pumped fluids such as plugging by solids,

water retention, and chemical interactions. Finally, the drilling job is complete

when the drill bit penetrates the reservoir and the reservoir is evaluated to see

whether the well represents the discovery of a prospect or whether it is a

dry hole.

Evaluation is usually initiated by examining the cuttings from the wellbore

for evidence of hydrocarbon derivatives while the drill bit passes through a res-

ervoir trap. The evaluation of these cuttings helps pinpoint the possible produc-

ing intervals in the wellbore. At this time, a wire line, lowered into the hole, and

an electric log are run to help define possible producing intervals, the presence

of hydrocarbon derivatives, and detailed information about the different forma-

tions throughout the wellbore. Further tests can also be run on individual for-

mations within the wellbore such as pressure tests, formation fluid recovery,

and sidewall core analysis. On the other hand, if the hole is dry, it is plugged

and abandoned.

It is the differential pressure between the reservoir and the open hole that

moves the hydrocarbon derivatives out of the reservoir, into the well, and up

to the surface. The pressuremay be the result of a number of forces. For example,

water located below the oil layer may be pressing upward; when this occurs, it is

referred to as awater drive system (see image). If the gas cap located above the oil

is causing a downward pressure, it is referred to as a gas-cap drive system.

The vast heavy oil reserves (including extra heavy oil reserves and tar sand

bitumen reserves) available in various parts of the world are becoming increas-

ingly important as a secure future energy source (Safinya, 2008; Shah et al.,

2010). In fact, the heavy oil resource is measured in trillions to quadrillion

of barrels (1 trillion barrels ¼ 1 � 1012 bbl and 1 quadrillion ¼ 1 � 1015).

Whether the potential and promise of these viscous feedstocks are realized

depends on the evolution of recovery technologies that are appropriate for

the wide range of reservoir and oil-phase conditions. Such technologies also

need to be comparatively benign from an environmental aspect (Table 2.5).

Heavy oil production has been increasing in recent years and is expected to

increase in the future because of expected supply shortfall in conventional oil

and an abundance of relatively large and known heavy oil reservoirs. Heavy oil

is commercially produced by primary recovery, water injection, and thermal

enhanced oil recovery methods. A majority of the recent primary production

is in Venezuela’s Orinoco Belt, and long horizontal wells have made these pro-

jects possible.



TABLE 2.5 Examples of Recovery Processes for Heavy Oil, Extra Heavy Oil,

and Tar Sand Bitumen

Method Description

VAPEX Uses solvent in place of steam in SAGD-type wells

Hybrid Solvent plus steam in SAGD, CSS, and steam flood wells

In situ combustion Uses vertical and horizontal wells

Injected air (oxygen) to support combustion

Use part of oil as fuel for combustion

Downhole heating Resistance induction heating

Radio-frequency heating

Gasification Used for steam generation and hydrogen production
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However, heavy oil in a reservoir is often very viscous (unless the reservoir

temperature is high) and does not flow easily; therefore, traditional methods of

oil recovery, such as primary and secondary methods, are not usually applicable

to heavy oil, or if they are applicable, it is often decided to bypass such methods

and proceed to enhanced methods of recovery. The route to use is, of course,

reservoir-specific, and what is applied to a heavy oil reservoir cannot necessar-

ily be applied to another heavy oil reservoir.

The amount of oil that is recoverable is determined by a number of factors

including the permeability of the rocks, the strength of natural drives (the gas pre-

sent andpressure fromadjacentwater orgravity), and theviscosity of theoil.When

the reservoir rocks are “tight” such as shale, oil generally cannot flow through, but

when they are permeable such as in sandstone, oil flows freely. The flow of oil is

often helped bynatural pressures surrounding the reservoir rocks including natural

gas that may be dissolved in the oil, natural gas present above the oil, water below

the oil, and the strengthofgravity.Heavyoils tend to spana large rangeofviscosity

from manageable liquids to poorly mobile materials.

Thus, the quest to produce heavy oil is a global issue. However, in many

cases, the resource does not resemble the conditions that are thought to be typ-

ical for heavy oil: viscous oil held in relatively permeable, shallow sands and the

fields of interest have evolved to include fractured carbonates; offshore settings;

and deeper, more geologically heterogeneous heavy oil resources. Such new

settings introduce new challenges, which include highly permeable pathways

and limits on reservoir access, in addition to those of large oil-phase viscosity

and low reservoir energy.

Waterflooding is more usually used as a secondary recovery process but

has also been successfully employed as a primary technique in some heavy
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oil fields. In the process, water is injected in a well and pushes the oil toward the

producing wells where submersible pumps help raise the oil to the surface.

Eventually, the waterfront will reach the production well, and increasingly

larger quantities of water will be produced, making the process less economical

until the producer well becomes nonproductive. The use of horizontal injector

and producer wells allows in-line drive with improved efficiency of the process

by providing a more uniform pressure.

Unfortunately, waterflooding tends to be less effective in reservoirs with an

absence of underlying water as the injected water has a propensity to slump and

channel along the base of the reservoir before coning into the producer. Recov-

ery factors of up to 20%–40% have been achieved in conventional crude oil res-

ervoirs, even up to 60%, but this decreases significantly with increasing oil

viscosity due to channeling of the waterflood front, resulting in poor sweep effi-

ciency for all but the relatively low-viscosity heavy oils. As a result, the water-

flooding process for recovery of heavy oil is often summarily dismissed from

consideration because of adverse mobility ratios.

However, waterflooding methods have been used with heavy oil to enhance

formation pressures and help displace the heavy crude oil (Charles and

Startzman, 1996; NPC, 2007). Heavy oil viscosity decreases rapidly with

increasing temperature; therefore, the presence of internal heat is an asset for

production. In fact, reservoir temperature (the mobility of the heavy oil is

increased at high reservoir temperature) and the temperature of the water

may be deciding factors when considering heavy oil recovery by waterflooding.

In cold and/or offshore environments, waterflooding and perhaps polymer-

augmented waterflooding may present the most attractive recovery option fol-

lowing primary recovery (Taylor and Nasr-El-Din, 1998).

This chapter describes the various types of recovery processes in commonuse

butwith a focus on thenonthermal processes that canbeused to recover heavyoil,

extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen. Thermal recovery methods include cyclic

steam injection, steam flooding, and in situ combustion (Chapter 3). The steam

processes are themost advanced of all enhanced oil recoverymethods in terms of

field experience and thus have the least uncertainty in estimating performance,

provided that a good reservoir description is available. Steam processes are most

often applied in reservoirs containing viscous oils and tars, usually in place rather

than following secondary or primarymethods. Commercial application of steam

processes has been underway since the early 1960s. In situ combustion has been

field-tested under a wide variety of reservoir conditions, but few projects have

proved economical and advanced to commercial scale.
2. Primary Recovery Methods

Primary recovery of heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen from res-

ervoirs and deposits is not the usual approach to recovery. In most reservoirs,

initial pressure is sufficient to push the oil to the surface of the production well
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with only minimal help from a downhole pump. But, with declining well pres-

sures, it becomes more difficult to get the hydrocarbon to the surface. Some-

times, artificial oil lift is needed.

If the underground pressure in the oil reservoir is sufficient, then this pres-

sure will force the oil to the surface. Gaseous fuels, natural gas, or water are

usually present, which also supply needed underground pressure. In this situa-

tion, it is sufficient to place a complex arrangement of valves (the Christmas

tree) on the wellhead to connect the well to a pipeline network for storage

and processing. Usually, about 20% of the oil in a reservoir can be extracted

using primary recovery methods.

Thus, primary recovery techniques rely entirely on natural forces within the

reservoir, and although primary recovery is widely applicable to the recovery of

conventional crude oil, it is less applicable to heavy oil. At high reservoir tem-

perature that keep the heavy oil sufficiently fluid, primary recovery may

undoubtedly be applicable. For example, production mechanisms of the heavy

oil solution-gas-drive process are not completely elucidated, and consequently,

it is difficult to optimize primary recovery.

Crude oil reservoirs usually start with a formation pressure high enough to

force crude oil into the well and sometimes to the surface through the tubing

(Lake and Walsh, 2004). However, since production is invariably accompanied

by a decline in reservoir pressure, primary recovery through natural drive soon
comes to an end. In addition, many oil reservoirs enter production with a forma-

tion pressure high enough to push the oil into the well but not up to the surface

through the tubing. In these cases, some means of artificial lift must be installed.

The most common method used for artificial life uses a pump at the bottom

of the production tubing that is operated by a motor and a walking beam (an arm

that rises and falls like a seesaw) on the surface. A string of solid metal sucker
rods connects the walking beam to the piston of the pump. Another method (gas

lift) uses gas bubbles to lower the density of the oil, allowing the reservoir pres-

sure to push it to the surface. The gas is usually injected down the annulus

between the casing and production tubing and through a special valve at the bot-

tom of the tubing. In a third type of artificial lift, the produced oil is forced down

the well at high pressure to operate a pump at the bottom of the well.

With the artificial lift methods described above, oil may be produced as long

as there is enough nearby reservoir pressure to create flow into the wellbore.

Inevitably, however, a point is reached at which commercial quantities no lon-

ger flow into the well. In most cases, less than one-third of the oil originally

present can be produced by naturally occurring reservoir pressure alone, and

in some cases (e.g., where the oil is quite viscous and at shallow depths), pri-

mary production is not economically possible at all.

Crude oil moves out of the reservoir into the well by one or more of three

processes. These processes are dissolved gas drive, gas-cap drive, and water
drive. Early recognition of the type of drive involved is essential to the efficient
development of an oil field.
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In dissolved gas drive (solution gas drive) (Fig. 2.4), the propulsive force is
the gas in solution in the oil, which tends to come out of solution because of the

pressure release at the point of penetration of a well. Dissolved gas drive is the

least efficient type of natural drive as it is difficult to control the gas-oil ratio;

the bottom-hole pressure drops rapidly, and the total eventual recovery of crude

oil from the reservoir may be less than 20%.

If gas overlies the oil beneath the top of the trap, it is compressed and can be

utilized to drive the oil into wells situated at the bottom of the oil-bearing zone

(gas-cap drive) (Fig. 2.5). By producing oil only from below the gas cap, it is

possible to maintain a high gas-oil ratio in the reservoir until almost the very end

of the life of the pool. If, however, the oil deposit is not systematically devel-

oped so that bypassing of the gas occurs, an undue proportion of oil is left

behind. The usual recovery of crude oil from a reservoir in a gas-cap field is

40%–50%.
Gas

FIG. 2.4 Solution gas drive.http://intranet.southdowns.ac.uk/sdc/sciencemaths/environmental/

013%20Crudeoil.pdf

Gas

Oil

FIG. 2.5 Gas-cap drive.http://intranet.southdowns.ac.uk/sdc/sciencemaths/environmental/013%

20Crudeoil.pdf

http://intranet.southdowns.ac.uk/sdc/sciencemaths/environmental/013%20Crudeoil.pdf
http://intranet.southdowns.ac.uk/sdc/sciencemaths/environmental/013%20Crudeoil.pdf
http://intranet.southdowns.ac.uk/sdc/sciencemaths/environmental/013%20Crudeoil.pdf
http://intranet.southdowns.ac.uk/sdc/sciencemaths/environmental/013%20Crudeoil.pdf
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Usually, the gas in a gas cap (associated natural gas) contains methane and

other hydrocarbon derivatives that may be separated out by compressing the

gas. A well-known example is natural gasoline that was formerly referred to

as casinghead gasoline or natural gasoline. However at high pressures, such

as those existing in the deeper fields, the density of the gas increases, and

the density of the oil decreases until they form a single phase in the reservoir.

These are the so-called retrograde condensate pools because a decrease (instead

of an increase) in pressure brings about condensation of the liquid hydrocarbon

derivatives. When this reservoir fluid is brought to the surface and the conden-

sate is removed, a large volume of residual gas remains. The modern practice is

to cycle this gas by compressing it and inject it back into the reservoir, thus

maintaining adequate pressure within the gas cap, and condensation in the res-

ervoir is prevented. Such condensation prevents recovery of the oil, for the low

percentage of liquid saturation in the reservoir precludes effective flow.

The most efficient propulsive force in driving oil into a well is the natural

water drive (Fig. 2.6) in which the pressure of the water forces the lighter recov-
erable oil out of the reservoir into the producing wells. In anticlinal accumula-

tions, the structurally lowest wells around the flanks of the dome are the first to

come into water. Then, the oil-water contact plane moves upward until only the

wells at the top of the anticline are still producing oil; eventually, these also

must be abandoned as the water displaces the oil.

In a water drive field, it is essential that the removal rate be adjusted so that

the water moves up evenly as space is made available for it by the removal of the

hydrocarbon derivatives. An appreciable decline in bottom-hole pressure is nec-

essary to provide the pressure gradient required to cause water influx. The pres-

sure differential needed depends on the reservoir permeability; the greater the

permeability, the less the difference in pressure necessary. The recovery of

crude oil from the reservoir in properly operated water drive pools may run
Oil

Water

FIG. 2.6 Water drive.http://intranet.southdowns.ac.uk/sdc/sciencemaths/environmental/013%

20Crudeoil.pdf

http://intranet.southdowns.ac.uk/sdc/sciencemaths/environmental/013%20Crudeoil.pdf
http://intranet.southdowns.ac.uk/sdc/sciencemaths/environmental/013%20Crudeoil.pdf
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as high as 80%. The force behind the water drive may be the hydrostatic pres-

sure, the expansion of the reservoir water, or a combination of both. Water drive

is also used in certain submarine fields.

Gravity drive is an important factor when oil columns of several thousands

of feet exist, as they do in some North American fields. Furthermore, the last bit

of recoverable oil is produced in many pools by gravity drainage of the reser-

voir. Another source of energy during the early stages of withdrawal from a res-

ervoir containing undersaturated oil is the expansion of that oil as the pressure

reduction brings the oil to the bubble point (the pressure and temperature at

which the gas starts to come out of solution).

For primary recovery operations, no pumping equipment is required. If the

reservoir energy is not sufficient to force the oil to the surface, then the well

must be pumped. In either case, nothing is added to the reservoir to increase

or maintain the reservoir energy or to sweep the oil toward the well. The rate

of production from a flowing well tends to decline as the natural reservoir

energy is expended. When a flowing well is no longer producing at an efficient

rate, a pump is installed.

The recovery efficiency for primary production is generally low when liquid

expansion and solution gas evolution are the driving mechanisms. Much higher

recoveries are associated with reservoirs with water and gas-cap drives and with

reservoirs in which gravity effectively promotes drainage of the oil from the

rock pores. The overall recovery efficiency is related to how the reservoir is

delineated by production wells. Thus for maximum recovery by primary recov-

ery, it is often preferable to sink several wells into a reservoir, thereby bringing

about recovery by a combination of the methods outlined here.

When production begins to drop off, it may be time for the well to receive a

workover (amajor repairing and cleaningout of all pipes). Producingwells are like

anything else; they require periodic maintenance. Corrosion can roughen pipe

wallsorcause failure, allowingproduct to leakonto the surface.Piecesof rockfrom

thesideof thewellmaybreakoff and fall into thewell clogging it.Naturalgaspipes

tend to accumulate paraffin (hydrate compounds that build up inside the pipe caus-

ing restrictions). Maintenance can result in everything from cleaning fluids being

injected into the pipes towire brushes being inserted to brush the pipes clean. Res-

idues are flushed from the system before it is reconnected.

However, workover is not restricted only to the hardware; it may also be

applied to the downhole portion of the rock formation. Often, the formation

through which the hydrocarbon derivatives are flowing becomes clogged,

which diminishes the volume of product reaching the well. Two processes used

to improve formation characteristics are (i) acidizing and (ii) fracturing. Acid-

izing involves injecting an acid into a soluble formation, such as a carbonate,

where it dissolves rock. This process enlarges the existing voids and increases

permeability. Fracturing (hydraulic fracturing and fracking) involves injecting
a fluid into the formation under significant pressure that makes existing small

fractures larger and creates new fractures.
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Thus, in conventional oil production, the concept of applying more than one

recovery technology, one after the other, to a reservoir is well established.When

primary production declines and becomes less economic, producers investigate

the opportunity to waterflood the reservoir as a secondary recovery technology.

Finally, tertiary recovery methods are usually applied when the waterflood

method yields diminishing returns of oil. Heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand

bitumen have a shorter history, and generally, reservoirs have only been subject

to only one recovery technology. In the case of tar sand bitumen, primary and

secondary recovery technologies, as defined for conventional oil, are not appli-

cable because bitumen is immobile at deposit conditions. Therefore, tar sand

development generally starts with a thermal recovery technology that would

be considered a tertiary method or enhanced recovery method for conventional

oil. However, as the development of heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitu-

men matures, the concept of applying more than one recovery technology in a

specific order is likely to also be applied.

Given the option, operators will try to produce as much heavy oil as possible

by primary recovery methods (cold production), but this is dependent upon the
fluidity of the oil that, in turn, is dependent upon the reservoir temperature. The

term cold production refers to the use of operating techniques and specialized

pumping equipment to aggressively produce heavy oil reservoirs without apply-

ing heat. This encourages the associated production of large quantities of the

unconsolidated uncemented reservoir sand that in turn results in significantly

higher oil production.

A cold production oil reservoir is a solution gas drive reservoir if the major

reservoir energy for primary depletion is supplied by the release of gas from the

oil and the expansion of the in-place fluids as reservoir pressure declines. The

fraction of original oil in place that can be recovered by solution gas drive

decreases with increasing oil viscosity. For heavy oil reservoirs, the expected

recovery factor by solution gas drive is typically about 5%. A number of heavy

oil reservoirs under solution gas drive, however, have obtained anomalous pri-

mary performance results: low-production gas-oil ratios, high oil production

rates, and recovery of unexpectedly large amounts of oil. This unusual behavior

has been attributed to (i) the expansion of gas bubbles giving the oil a foamy

character as the bubbles are trapped by the oil and recovery is then enhanced

by solution—ultimate oil recovery with primary techniques can be as high as

20% for some heavy foamy oil reservoirs—and (ii) internal erosion in uncon-

solidated sand reservoirs, which can create a network of high-permeability

channels (wormholes) that can enhance drainage by a factor of 10 or more

(Chen, 2006).

The Faja del Orinoco belt in Venezuela is the world’s largest heavy oil accu-

mulation in excess of 1 trillion barrels (1� 1012bbl). There are a few factors and

technical advances that allow this heavy oil to be produced: (i) The viscosity is

low enough with the existing solution gas that the heavy oil can flow at reservoir

temperatures; (ii) horizontal wells up to 5000ft allow the heavy oil to be
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produced at economic rates while maintaining sufficiently low drawdown pres-

sures to prevent extensive sand production—more complex well geometries

have been drilled with several horizontal branches (multilateral wells);

(iii) the horizontal legs are placed precisely in the target sands using

logging-while-drilling (LWD) and measurement-while-drilling (MWD) equip-

ment, enabling more cost-effective placement of the wells; (iv) sand production

from the unconsolidated formation is minimized using slotted liners and other

sand control methods; and (v) a low drawdown pressure in a long multilateral

can also reduce the need for significant sand control.

The main disadvantage of the cold production method is the low recovery

factor, typically 6%–15% v/v, for primary production (Curtis et al., 2002).

Fields are not being developed with future, secondary processes in mind. For

example, wells, cement, and completions are not designed for high temperatures

encountered in steam injection and other thermal recovery processes. Horizon-

tal and fishbone wells should be drilled in the optimum location with regard to

permeability, porosity, oil composition, distances above water or below gas,

and the length of the laterals. Characterizing the formation and hydrocarbon

derivatives in real time while drilling is essential for well placement. Drilling,

measurement-while-drilling, and logging-while-drilling technologies are key

enablers for this. In horizontal wells and multilateral wells, being able to mon-

itor, understand, control, and ensure the flow from different sections of the well

will improve production and reduce unwanted water and/or natural gas

production.

In addition, depending on the character of the reservoir and the properties of
the oil in the reservoir, primary production with artificial lift, for example, injec-

tion of a light oil or diluent, to reduce viscosity, may find use. Many fields pro-

duce most efficiently with horizontal production wells. In some cases,

exploiting foamy oil behavior and/or encouraging the production of sand along

with the oil turn out to be the preferred production strategy. Choosing the opti-

mal cold production strategy requires an understanding of rock and fluid prop-

erties (Chen, 2006). Primary production in some heavy oil reservoirs may be

larger than that estimated by conventional calculations. The main driving force

behind primary recovery is pressure depletion through solution gas drive.

In the case of the Faja oil, (i) the viscosity is low enough with the existing

solution gas that the heavy oil can flow at reservoir temperatures; (ii) horizontal

wells up to 1500m long allow the heavy oil to be produced at economic rates

while maintaining sufficiently low drawdown pressures to prevent extensive

sand production; (iii) the horizontal legs are placed precisely in the target sands

using logging-while-drilling and measurement-while-drilling equipment,

enabling more cost-effective placement of the wells; and (iv) in some locations,

sand production from the unconsolidated formation is minimized using slotted

liners and other sand control methods.

The main issue for cold production is the low recovery factor for primary

production. Fields are not being developed with future, secondary processes
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in mind. For example, wells, cement, and completions are not designed for high

temperatures encountered in steam injection and other thermal recovery pro-

cesses. Horizontal and fishbone wells should be drilled in the optimum location

with regard to permeability, porosity, oil composition, distances above water or

below gas, and the length of the laterals.

In the Orinoco field, natural gas production is an issue because of interfer-

ence with progressive cavity pumps’ ability to lift the heavy oil.

However, primary production in some heavy oil reservoirs is larger than that

estimated by conventional calculations (Kovscek, 2002). Conventionally, the

main driving force behind primary recovery is pressure depletion through solu-

tion gas drive. Solution gas drive is the mechanism, whereby the lowering of

reservoir pressure through production in an undersaturated reservoir reaches

the bubble point where gas starts to evolve from solution. The evolved gas does

not begin to flow until the critical gas saturation has been reached. Once the

critical gas saturation point is reached, there is an increase in rate of pressure

drop due to the production of the gas phase. In such a case, the oil at the well-

head of these heavy oil reservoirs resembles the form of foam, hence the term

foamy oil.
3. Secondary Recovery Methods

Over the lifetime of the well, the pressure will fall, and at some point, there will

be insufficient underground pressure to force the oil to the surface. If econom-

ical, and it often is, the remaining oil in the well is extracted using secondary oil

recovery methods. It is at this point that secondary recovery methods must be

applied.

Even in conventional oil reservoirs, a large amount of the oil can be left

behind after primary production since the natural reservoir pressure has dwin-

dled to the point where it can’t force the oil to the surface. Thus, as fluid with-

drawal continues from the reservoir, the pressure within the reservoir gradually

decreases, and the amount of gas in solution decreases. As a result, the flow rate

of fluid into the wellbore decreases, and less gas is liberated. The fluid may not

reach the surface, so a pump (artificial lift) must be installed in the wellbore to

continue producing the crude oil. If this is allowed to continue, the flow rate of

the crude oil becomes so small, and the cost of lifting the oil to the surface

becomes so great that the well costs more to operate than the revenues that

can be gained from selling the crude oil (after discounting the price for operat-

ing costs, taxes, insurance, and return on capital). The well’s economic limit has

then been reached, and it is abandoned. At this stage, there is insufficient under-

ground pressure to force the oil to the surface. If economical, as often is, the

remaining oil in the well is extracted using secondary oil recovery methods.

However, in order to maintain well production, the flow of oil should not be

allowed to decrease to the minimum. Operators usually apply secondary recov-

ery at a point before reservoir energy is depleted.
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When a large part of the crude oil in a reservoir cannot be recovered by pri-

mary means, a method for supplying extra energy must be found. Most often,

secondary recovery is accomplished by injecting gas or water into the reservoir

to replace produced fluids and thus maintain or increase the reservoir pressure.

When gas alone is injected, it is usually put into the top of the reservoir, where

crude oil gases normally collect to form a gas cap. Gas injection can be a very

effective recovery method in reservoirs where the oil is able to flow freely to the

bottom by gravity. When this gravity segregation does not occur, however,

other means must be sought.

The most common follow-up or secondary recovery operations usually

involve the application of pumping operations or of injection of materials into

a well to encourage movement and recovery of the remaining crude oil. The

pump, generally known as the horsehead pump (pump jack, nodding donkey,
or sucker rod pump) (Fig. 2.7), provides mechanical lift to the fluids in the res-

ervoir. The pump is powered by an electric motor, but some older, less produc-

ing wells use propane as an alternative source of power rather than a large power

grid. Some of these wells can even use the natural gas from the casing as fuel,

and the well can be completely self-sufficient. The engine of the pump runs a set

of pulleys to the transmission that in turn drives a pair of cranks, generally with

counter weights on them to assist the motor in lifting the heavy string of sucker

rods. Electrically powered centrifugal pumps and submersible pumps (both

pump and motor are in the well at the bottom of the tubing) have proved their

production capabilities in numerous applications.

There are also secondary oil recovery operations that involve the injection of
water or gas into the reservoir. When water is used, the process is called a
Oil well

Electric motor

Up/down
pump action

FIG. 2.7 A horsehead pump.
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waterflood and with gas a gas flood. Separate wells are usually used for injec-

tion and production. The injected fluids maintain reservoir pressure or repres-

sure the reservoir after primary depletion and displace a portion of the remaining

crude oil to production wells. In fact, the first method recommended for improv-

ing the recovery of oil was probably the reinjection of natural gas, and there are

indications that gas injection was utilized for this purpose before 1900 (Craft and

Hawkins, 1959; Frick, 1962). These early practices were implemented to increase

the immediate productivity and are therefore classified as pressure maintenance

projects. Recent gas injection techniques have been devised to increase the ulti-

mate recovery, thus qualifying as secondary recovery projects.

The wells to be used for injecting water are usually located in a pattern that

will best push oil toward the production wells. Water injection often increases

oil recovery to twice that expected from primary means alone. Some oil reser-

voirs (e.g., the East Texas field) are connected to large, active water reservoirs,

or aquifers, in the same formation. In such cases, it is necessary only to reinject

water into the aquifer in order to help maintain reservoir pressure.

In secondary recovery, the injected fluid must dislodge the oil and propel it

toward the production wells. Reservoir energy must also be increased to dis-

place the oil. Using techniques such as gas and water injection, there is no

change in the state of oil. Similarly, there is no change in the state of the oil

during miscible fluid displacement technologies. The analogy that might be

used is that of a swimmer (in water) in which there is no change to the natural

state of the human body.

Thus, the success of secondary recovery processes depends on the mecha-

nism by which the injected fluid displaces the oil (displacement efficiency) and

on the volume of the reservoir that the injected fluid enters (conformance or

sweep efficiency). In most proposed secondary projects, water does both these

things more effectively than gas. It must be decided if the use of gas offers any

economic advantages because of availability and relative ease of injection. In

reservoirs with high permeability and high vertical span, the injection of gas

may result in high recovery factors as a result of gravity segregation, as

described in a later section. However, if the reservoir lacks either adequate ver-

tical permeability or the possibility for gravity segregation, a frontal drive sim-

ilar to that used for water injection can be used (dispersed gas injection). Thus,

dispersed gas injection is anticipated to be more effective in reservoirs that are

relatively thin and have little dip. Injection into the top of the formation (or into

the gas cap) is more successful in reservoirs with higher vertical permeability

(200md or more) and enough vertical relief to allow the gas cap to displace the

oil downward.

Vaporization is another recovery mechanism used to inject gas into oil res-

ervoirs. A portion of the oil affected by the dry injection gas is vaporized into the
oil and transported to the production wells in the vapor phase. In some instances,

this mechanism has been responsible for a substantial amount of the secondary

oil produced.
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During the withdrawal of fluids from a well, it is usual practice to maintain

pressures in the reservoir at or near the original levels by pumping either gas or

water into the reservoir as the hydrocarbon derivatives are withdrawn. This

practice has the advantage of retarding the decline in the production of individ-

ual wells and considerably increasing the ultimate yield. It also may bring about

the conservation of gas that otherwise would be wasted and the disposal of

brines that otherwise might pollute surface and near-surface potable waters.

In older fields, it was not the usual practice to maintain the reservoir pres-

sure, and it is now necessary to obtain crude oil from these fields by means of

secondary recovery projects. Thus, several methods have been developed to

obtain oil from reservoirs where previous economic policies dictated that ordi-

nary production systems were no longer viable. Considerable experimentation

has been carried on the use of different types of input gas. Examples are wet
casinghead gas; enriched gas; liquefied crude oil gas (LPG), such as butane

and propane; high-pressure gas; and even nitrogen. High-pressure gas not only

pushes oil through the reservoir but also may produce a hydrocarbon exchange

so that the concentration of liquid crude oil gases in the oil is increased.

Whenever it is feasible, the injection design should take advantage of grav-

ity, that is to say, dipping or inclined reservoirs, underlying aquifers, or gas

caps. A variety of injection-production patterns have been employed in water-

flooding operations. In pattern flooding, the injectors are distributed among the

producers in some repeating fashion. Pattern selection is important because it

can affect the area swept by the injected fluid. Well locations frequently do

not coincide with the ideal well locations associated with the well patterns used.

Generally, the choice of pattern (Fig. 2.8) for waterflooding must be consistent

with the existing wells. The objective is to select the proper pattern that will

provide the injection fluid with the maximum possible contact with the crude

oil to minimize bypassing by the water.
1  Regular 4-spot
2  Skewed 4-spot
3  Normal 9-spot
4  Inverted 9-spot
5  5-spot
6  Line-drive
7  Staggered line-drive
8  Normal 7-spot
9  Inverted 7-spot

Production well

Injection well
7

4 6

98

321

5

FIG. 2.8 Well patterns.
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In a four-spot pattern, the distance between all like wells is constant. Any

three injection wells form an equilateral triangle with a production well at the

center. The four-spot may be used when the injectivity is high or the heteroge-

neity is minimal. In a five-spot pattern, the distance between all like wells is con-
stant. Four injection wells form a square with a production well at the center. If

existing wells were drilled on square patterns, five-spot patterns (as well as nine-

spot patterns) aremost commonlyused since they alloweasy conversion to a five-

spotwaterflood. If the injectivity is lowor the heterogeneity is large, the five-spot

pattern may not be the best choice, and a nine-spot may be more efficient.

In the seven-spot pattern, the injection wells are located at the corner of a

hexagon with a production well at its center. If the reservoir characteristics yield

lower than preferred injection rates, either a seven-spot (or a nine-spot) pattern

should be considered because there are more injection wells per pattern than

producing wells.

In the nine-spot pattern, the arrangement is similar to that of the five-spot

but with an extra injection well drilled at the middle of each side of the square.

The pattern essentially contains eight injectors surrounding one producer. If

existing wells were drilled on square patterns, nine-spot patterns (as well as

five-spot patterns) are most commonly used. If the reservoir characteristics

yield lower injection rates than those desired, one should consider using either

a nine-spot pattern (or a seven-spot pattern) where there are more injection wells

per pattern than producing wells.

In the inverted seven-spot pattern, the arrangement is similar to the normal

seven-spot pattern except where the position of the producer well was in the

normal seven-spot pattern, there is now an injector well. Likewise, where the

injector wells were in the normal seven-spot pattern, there are now producer

wells. The inverted seven-spot pattern may be used when the injectivity is high

or the heterogeneity is minimal.

In the inverted nine-spot pattern, the arrangement of the wells is similar to

the normal nine-spot pattern except the position of the producer well in the nor-

mal nine-spot pattern is occupied by an injector well. Likewise, where the posi-

tions of the injector wells were in the normal nine-spot, there are now producer

wells. If the reservoir is fairly homogenous and the mobility ratio is unfavor-

able, the inverted nine-spot pattern may be promising.

In the direct line-drive pattern, the lines of injection and production are

directly opposite to each other. If the injectivity is low or the heterogeneity

is large, direct line drive is a good option. Anisotropic permeability, permeabil-

ity trends, or oriented fracture systems favor line-drive patterns.

In the staggered line-drive pattern, the wells are in lines as in the direct line,
but the injectors and producers are no longer directly opposed but laterally dis-

placed by a specified distance that is dependent upon the distance between wells

of the same type and the distance between the lines of injector wells and pro-

ducer wells. The staggered line-drive pattern is also effective for reservoirs;

there is anisotropic permeability or where permeability trends or oriented frac-

ture systems.
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Reservoir uniformities also dictate the choice of pattern, and mobility ratio

has an important influence on pattern selection. If the ratio is unfavorable, the

injectivity of an injector will exceed the productivity of a producer, and water

injection will supersede oil production. Hence, to balance the production with

the water injection, more producers than injectors are required. On the other

hand, if the mobility ratio is favorable, the injectivity is impaired, and the pat-

tern should have more injectors than producers. Consideration should be given

to the desired oil production level after waterflooding, which will influence the

ratio of injection wells to producing wells (Table 2.6) as an aid to increasing the

areal sweep efficiency.

In the ideal case, the displacement of oil by water takes place in the form of a

homogenous front, and depending on the mobility ratio of oil and water, the

front starts to generate fingers resulting in bypass oil. After the waterfront

breaks through at the producer, high water cut and low oil production charac-

terize the production behavior of this producer. The velocity of the frontal

movement depends on the amount of water injected in the wells surrounding

the producer and the amount of total fluid that is produced from the well in

the center of the water injectors.

Furthermore, the recovery of oil through water displacement can be consid-

ered as follows: (1) displacement, that is, the fraction of oil displaced from each

pore by the physical contact between the displacing water and oil, and (2) con-

formance, that is, the fraction of the total volume (area� thickness) that is con-

tacted by the injected water.

Displacement efficiency is the fraction of the oil displaced from each pore,

which is contacted by the encroaching water. Areal sweep efficiency is the frac-

tion of oil displaced from the area physically contacted by the encroaching

water. The vertical sweep efficiency is the fraction of oil displaced from the
TABLE 2.6 The Ratio of Injection Wells to Producing Wells for Various

Well Patterns

Pattern Ratioa

Four-spot 2

Five-spot 1

Seven-spot 0.5

Inverted seven-spot 2

Nine-spot 0.33

Inverted nine-spot 3

a(Injection wells)/(producing wells).
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vertical cross-sectional coverage by the encroaching water. Hence, the recovery

efficiency is the product of displacement efficiency and sweep efficiency (areal

efficiency � vertical efficiency).

Waterflooding remains a predominantly secondary recovery process

(waterflood). Probably, the principal reason for this is that reservoir formation

water is ordinarily not available in volume during the early years of an oil field

and pressure maintenance water from outside the field may be too expensive.

When a young field produces considerable water, it may be injected back into

the reservoir primarily for the purpose of nuisance abatement, but reservoir

pressure maintenance is a valuable by-product.

Nevertheless, some passages in the formation are larger than others, and the

water tends to flow freely through these, bypassing smaller passages where the

oil remains. A partial solution to this problem is possible bymiscible fluid flood-
ing. Liquid butane and propane are pumped into the ground under considerable

pressure, dissolving the oil and carrying it out of the smaller passages; addi-

tional pressure is obtained by using natural gas.

When dealing with heavy oil reservoirs, 90% or more of the original oil in

place can be left in the reservoir after attempts at primary or cold production

(Curtis et al., 2002).

Secondary oil recovery uses various techniques to aid in recovering oil from

depleted or low-pressure reservoirs. Pumps, such as horsehead pumps and elec-

tric submersible pumps (ESPs), are used to bring the oil to the surface. Other

secondary recovery techniques increase the reservoir’s pressure by water injec-

tion (waterflooding), natural gas injection (gas flooding), and gas lift, which

injects air, carbon dioxide, or some other gases into the reservoir.
3.1 Waterflooding

Waterflooding is a form of oil recovery wherein the energy required to move the

oil from the reservoir rock into a producing well is supplied from the surface by

means of water injection and the induced pressure from the presence of addi-

tional water. Water injection is used to prevent low pressure in the reser-

voir—the water replaces the oil that has been taken, keeping the production

rate and the pressure the same over the long term. Waterfloods are essentially

artificial water drives and, at one time, were considered to be a form of

enhanced recovery.

In a completely developed oil field, the wells may be drilled anywhere from

200 to 2000ft (60–600m) from one another, depending on the nature of the res-

ervoir. If water is pumped into alternate wells in such a field, the pressure in the

reservoir as a whole can be maintained or even increased. In this way, the rate of

production of the crude oil also can be increased; in addition, the water phys-

ically displaces the oil, thus increasing the recovery efficiency. In some reser-

voirs with a high degree of uniformity and little clay content, waterflooding

may increase the recovery efficiency to as much as 60% or more of the
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original oil in place. Waterflooding was first introduced in the Pennsylvania oil

fields, more or less accidentally, in the late nineteenth century, and it has since

spread throughout the world.

Waterflood has been conducted successfully in a few high-viscosity reser-

voirs in the past, and several projects are currently ongoing and planned around

the world. Incremental recovery of approximately 2%–20% of the original oil in

place has been reported (Kumar, 2006). However, it should be noted that the

ratio of oil recovered by waterflood oil to oil recovered by primary methods

varies greatly with depth for heavy oil and for conventional oil. Shallow reser-

voirs tend to have both low pressures and small amounts of dissolved gas. This

low available drive energy often translates into low primary recovery, some-

times less than 5% v/v of the oil in place.

Produced water is often used as an injection fluid. This reduces the poten-
tial of causing formation damage due to incompatible fluids, although the risk

of scaling or corrosion in injection flow lines or tubing remains. Also, the pro-

duced water, being contaminated with hydrocarbon derivatives and solids,

must be disposed of in some manner, and disposal to sea or river will require

a certain level of cleanup of the water stream first. However, the processing

required to render produced water fit for reinjection may be equally costly. As

the volumes of water being produced are never sufficient to replace all the

production volumes (oil and gas, in addition to water), additional “make-

up” water must be provided. Mixing waters from different sources exacerbates

the risk of scaling.

Seawater is obviously the most convenient source for offshore production

facilities, and it may be pumped inshore for use in land fields. Where possible,

the water intake is placed at sufficient depth to reduce the concentration of

algae; however, filtering, deoxygenation, and biociding are generally required.

Aquifer water from water-bearing formations other than the oil reservoir but in

the same structure has the advantage of purity where available. River water will
always require filtering and biociding before injection.

The filters must clean the water and remove any impurities, such as shells

and algae. Typical filtration is to 2μm. The filters are so fine so as not to block

the pores of the reservoir. Sand filters are the easiest to use, because there is an

automatic system with Delta P that cleans the filter with a backwash when the

sand filter is dirty. The sand filter has different beds with various sizes of sand

granules. The seawater traverses the first, finest, layer of sand down to the

coarsest, and to clean the filter, the process is inverted. After the water is fil-

tered, it continues on to fill the deoxygenation tower. Oxygen must be removed

from the water because it promotes corrosion and growth of certain bacteria.

Bacterial growth in the reservoir can produce toxic hydrogen sulfide, a source

of serious production problems, and block the pores in the rock.

A deoxygenation tower brings the injection water into contact with a dry gas
stream (gas is always readily available in the oil field). The filtered water drops

into the deoxygenation tower, splashing onto a series of trays, causing dissolved
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oxygen to be lost to the gas stream. An alternative method, also used as a backup

to deoxygenation towers, is to add an oxygen scavenging agent such as sodium

bisulfite (NaHSO3).
3.2 Gas Injection

Gas injection (also called reinjection or gas repressurization) is the reinjection
of natural gas into an underground reservoir, typically one already containing

both natural gas and crude oil, in order to increase the pressure within the res-

ervoir and thus induce the flow of crude oil or else sequester gas that cannot be

exported. This should not to be confused with gas lift, where gas is injected into

the annulus of the well rather than the reservoir. After the crude has been

pumped out, the natural gas is once again recovered. Since many of the wells

found around the world contain heavy crude, this process increases their

production.

The basic difference between light conventional crude oil and heavy crude

oil is its viscosity and pumpability—the lighter the crude, the easier it is to

pump. Recovery of hydrocarbon derivatives in a well is generally limited to

50% (heavy crudes) and 75%–80% (light crudes). Recycling of natural gas

or other inert gases causes the pressure to rise in the well, thus causing more

gas molecules to dissolve in the oil lowering its viscosity and thereby increasing

the well’s output. Air is not suitable for repressuring wells because it tends to

cause deterioration of the oil; thus, carbon dioxide or natural gas is used

to repressure the well. The term “gas reinjection” is also sometimes referred

to as repressuring—the term being used only to imply that the pressure inside

the well is being increased to aid recovery.

Injection or reinjection of carbon dioxide also takes place in order to reduce

the emission of CO2 into the atmosphere, a form of carbon sequestration. This

has been mooted as a major weapon in the future fight against climate change,

allowing mass storage of CO2 over a geologic timescale.

Inert gas injection (IGI) is a technology for conventional oils in reservoirs

where good vertical permeability exists or where it can be created through

propped hydraulic fracturing. It is generally viewed as a top-down process with
nitrogen or methane injection through vertical wells at the top of the reservoirs,

creating a gas-oil interface that is slowly displaced toward long horizontal pro-

duction wells. Thus, the process (sometimes referred to as gravity drainage or
gravity enhancement) involves the use of the gravity drainage potential of a dip-
ping or thick hydrocarbon zone (Alagorni et al., 2015). Nitrogen, which has a

lower density than the reservoir fluids, when injected into the crest or allowed to

migrate to the crest, will enhance the down-dip displacement and production of

the reservoir fluids or of a gravity-stable miscible slug. One of the most com-

mon gravity drainage processes is the double displacement process (DDP)

that is accomplished by injecting gas up-dip and producing oil down-dip.

By using gravity drainage, pistonlike displacement is obtained; therefore, gas
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fingering is avoided. In addition, the following results are obtained: (i) horizon-

tal gas-oil contact; (ii) gravity domination of the gas flow; (iii) optimized time

between gas injection and oil production as fast as possible; (iv) the greater the

dip angle, the higher the injection and production rates without gas fingering;

and (v) the greater the dip, the more effective the gravity drainage. As with all

gravity drainage processes, it is essential to balance the injection and production

volumes precisely so that the system does not become pressure driven but

remains in the gravity-dominated flow regime.

In one aspect of inert gas injection, methane (CH4) enriched with ethane

(C2H6), propane (C3H8), or butane (C4H10) (10%–20% v/v) and followed by

lean gas and/or water is injected from water-injection well into the reservoir.

When the injected gas contacts virgin reservoir oil, the methane, ethane, and

propane are quenched from the injected gas and absorbed into the oil. The

injected hydrocarbon solvent is usually displaced with cheaper chase leaner

or inert gas such as methane or nitrogen.

In the process, gas that is generally injected single or intermittently with

water (water-alternating-gas, WAG) has become widely practiced (Alagorni

et al., 2015). According to miscibility between gas injected and oil displaced,

gas injection can be classified into two major types: miscible gas injection and

immiscible gas injection. In miscible gas injection, the gas is injected at or

above minimum miscibility pressure that causes the gas to be miscible in the

oil. In contrast, the immiscible gas injection process involves flooding by the

gas that is conducted below the minimum miscibility pressure. This low-

pressure injection of gas is used to maintain reservoir pressure to prevent pro-

duction cutoff and thereby increase the rate of production. In miscible flooding,

the incremental oil recovery is obtained by one of the three mechanisms: oil

displacement by solvent through the generation of miscibility (i.e., zero inter-

facial tension between the oil and the solvent—hence infinite capillary num-

ber), oil swelling, and reduction in oil viscosity.

At reservoir conditions, the most usual problem that occurs with the hydro-

carbon miscible flood is the gravity override because of its lighter density than

the oil and water. So that in any miscible flood, the minimum miscibility pres-

sure plays the most major role to overcome this problem. As a remedial factor,

the solvent is to be injected at or above the minimum miscibility pressure of the

reservoir fluid. Once it becomes miscible, then it improves the sweep efficiency

and fallouts in optimum recovery (Alagorni et al., 2015).

High recovery ratios are achieved because, in the absence of elevated pres-

sure gradients, a thin oil film is maintained between the gas and water phases.

The film is maintained because the sum of the oil-water and gas-oil surface ten-

sions is always less than the water-gas surface tension. Thus, the thin-film con-

figuration is thermodynamically stable and allows the oil to drain to values far

lower than the residual oil saturation value.

The interfaces in inert gas injection are gravity-stabilized because of the dif-

ference in phase densities, so that at slow drainage rates, the interfaces remain
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approximately horizontal without viscous fingering. In one configuration, the

horizontal wells are produced under a back pressure equal to the pressure in

the underlying water phase, so no water coning can occur. During production,

if the water cut increases, the production rate is reduced so that the interface

becomes stable. Alternatively, if gas is injected too quickly, gas coning can

develop, and if this is observed, the gas injection rate must be reduced to sustain

stability. The process is continued until the oil zone is “pinched down” to the

horizontal well, achieving the high recovery ratios possible with gravity drain-

age methods. These principles are fundamental to all gravity-dominated pro-

cesses, and failure to adhere to them will drive the system into conditions of

instability (such as coning and fingering).
3.3 Cold Production

The term cold production refers to the use of operating techniques and special-

ized pumping equipment to aggressively produce heavy oil reservoirs without

applying heat (Chugh et al., 2000). This encourages the associated production of

large quantities of the unconsolidated uncemented reservoir sand that in turn

results in significantly higher oil production. In contrast, conventional practices

of primary heavy oil production discourage sand production and result in min-

imized initial unit operating costs. This practice, however, may prevent many

wells from achieving their maximum oil production rate and reserve potential.

The basis of cold production is that the oil production and recovery improve

when sand production occurs naturally. Field production data indicate that

heavy oil flows more efficiently when sand is produced from unconsolidated

reservoirs. In the Elk Point and Lindberg reservoirs, sand production from well

averages occurs regularly (Loughead, 1992; McCaffrey and Bowman, 1991).

Sand production is thought to be a function of (i) the absence of clays and

cementation materials, (ii) the viscosity of the oil, (iii) the producing water

cut and gas/oil ratio, and (iv) the rate of pressure drawdown (Chugh et al., 2000).

The presence of clay stabilizes the sand grains and reduces sand movement.

Higher-viscosity oil increases the frictional drag between the oil and the sand

grains that promotes sand movement. High water or gas production inhibits

sand production because gas/water is produced instead of an oil/sand mixture.

Increasing the drawdown rate also promotes sand movement because of the

increase in the velocity of the fluid into the wellbore and hence increased fric-

tional drag on the sand grains. It has been reported that gross near-wellbore fail-

ure of the formation due to sand production results in excellent productivity.

The produced sand creates a modified wellbore geometry that could have

several configurations including piping tubes (wormholes), dilated zones,

sheared zones, or possibly cavities. Porosity in the dilated zones may increase

leading to large increases in reservoir permeability. In addition, the flow of sand

with the oil has the potential to reduce the frictional drag forces on the oil and

result in increased productivity in the porous region. Furthermore, fine
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migration, which occurs during oil production, can block pore throats and

reduce the number of flow paths available for the oil. Producing sand helps

to eliminate many of these bottlenecks, and the dilation of the sand also creates

larger pore throats that are more difficult to block.

Cold heavy oil production with sand (CHOPS) is now widely used as a pro-

duction approach in unconsolidated sandstones. The process modifies the more

usual cold production technique where the completion zone of the well is

designed to retain the crushed rock and sand that is carried to the well by the

oil flow. This makes it easier to process the oil at the surface. Instead, the

CHOPS process allows the sand to erode out of the well, thus extending highly

permeable flow paths, or wormholes, through the reservoir to the well and

thereby increasing production rates to 10–30 times that achieved in traditional

cold production. The technique takes advantage of the fact that heavy oil res-

ervoirs are predominantly in high porosity (>28%), unconsolidated sandstones

that possess no tensile strength from grain-to-grain cementing and has been

employed extensively. Gas evolving from the depressurization of the oil helps

disturb and set the sand particles in motion, and initially, a high percentage of

sand is produced, as much as 40% sand by volume. As sand and oil production

continues, these wormholes continue to grow larger and extend further through

the reservoir.

Typically, over 12% of oil in place can be recovered that is an improvement

on traditional cold production. A major issue with CHOPS, however, is the sep-

aration of sand that is both mechanically and economically intensive due to the

specialist fluid handling equipment that is necessary. Moreover, if the expand-

ing wormholes reach a water source, water will flow through these pathways,

and the production well will be filled of water, forcing its abandonment. A num-

ber of methods have been proposed to shut off these watered-out wormholes by

means of clay, polymer gels, and gel foams with moderate success.

The process results in the development of high-permeability channels

(wormholes) in the adjacent low cohesive strength sands, facilitating the flow

of oil foam that is caused by solution gas drive. The process is used for thin

subsurface tar sand (typically 3–20ft thick) in Canada, provided the tar sand

is unconsolidated and provided the heavy oil contains sufficient solution gas

to power the production process. Foamy oil production may occur without sand

production in other areas, such as in the Faja belt, Venezuela.

Thus, instead of blocking sand ingress by screens or gravel packs, sand is

encouraged to enter the wellbore by aggressive perforation and swabbing strat-

egies. Vertical or slightly inclined wells (vertical to 45°) are operated with

rotary progressive cavity pumps (rather than reciprocating pumps), and old

fields are converting to higher-capacity progressive cavity pumps, giving pro-

duction boosts to old wells. Productivity increases over conventional produc-

tion, and a CHOPS process can produce as much as 12% to perhaps as

much as 25% of the original oil in place that can be recovered, rather than

the 0%–5% typical of primary production without sand in such cases. Finally,
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because massive sand production creates a large disturbed zone, the reservoir

may be positively affected for later implementation of thermal processes.

The CHOPS process increases productivity for the following reasons: (i) If

the sand can move or is unconsolidated, the basic permeability to fluids is

enhanced. (ii) As more sand is produced, a growing zone of greater permeability

is generated, similar to a large-radius well that gives better production. (iii) Gas

coming out of solution in heavy oil does not generate a continuous gas phase;

rather, bubbles flow with the fluid and do not coalesce, but expand down-

gradient, generating an “internal” gas drive, referred to as foamy flow. This also
helps to locally destabilize the sand, sustaining the process. (iv) Continuous sand

productionmeans that asphaltene or fines plugging of the near-wellbore environ-

ment potentially do not occur, so there is no possibility of an effect to impair pro-

ductivity. (v) As sand is removed, the overburden weight acts to shear and

destabilize the sand, helping to drive sand and oil toward the wellbore.

Typically, a well placed on CHOPS production will initially produce a high

percentage of sand, greater than 20% by volume of liquids. However, this gen-

erally drops after some weeks or months. The huge volumes of sand are dis-

posed of by slurry fracture injection or salt cavern placement or by sand

placement in a landfill in an environmentally acceptable manner.

CHOPS is used for thin subsurface tar sand (typically 1–7m thick) in Can-

ada, provided the tar sand is unconsolidated and provided the heavy oil contains

sufficient solution gas to power the production process. To have any natural gas

in solution, the tar sand must be at least a few hundred meters deep. For exam-

ple, there are a large number of CHOPS wells located near Lloydminster,

Alberta. CHOPS wells (by definition) require sand production. Foamy oil pro-

duction may occur without sand production in other areas, such as in the Faja

belt, Venezuela. Alternatively, oil may be produced with sand but without solu-

tion gas in still other areas.

It is believed that CHOPS production occurs with the formation of “worm-

holes,” tunnels that may extend some distance into the formation. There are no

current methods for predicting the distribution, location, length, or diameter of

wormholes, and there are very limited means of measuring them once formed.

Surface seismic may give an indication of their distribution and density. Hence,

there is considerable uncertainty about the behavior of CHOPS wells.

CHOPS wells are vertical or slightly deviated wells; they are cased and per-

forated, and a downhole pump is deployed to create an aggressive pressure dif-

ferential between formation and wellbore pressures. This causes natural gas to

break out of solution from the heavy oil, resulting in the production of foamy

oil. Gas bubbles evolving at the wormhole-sand interface destabilize sand

grains, and the expanding gas helps move the mixture through the wormholes.

Gravity drive on the unconsolidated sands also provides energy for production.

At the start-up of production, up to 10% sand by volume is produced along with

oil, water, and gas. Sand production eventually falls to under 2% during the well

lifetime.
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The surface footprint for CHOPS wells is small, only requiring space for the

wellhead, a storage tank, and a small doghouse. Any produced gas is used on-

site to power equipment or to heat the storage tank. Because a large volume of

sand is produced, pipelines cannot be used for transportation. Instead, trucks are

required to move oil, water, and sand for processing or disposal. During spring

breakup, the CHOPS wells in Alberta must be shut in since trucks cannot nav-

igate the roads.

The technical challenges for CHOPS wells include a better understanding of

their behavior and more predictive performance models. Progressive cavity

pumps have increased production rates, but increased reliability and longer

maintenance-free periods would improve economics. A method for water shut-

off would bring some unproductive wells back to life.

A major breakthrough would be a secondary recovery method to tap the

remaining �90% of the original oil in place. Two possible secondary recovery

methods are in situ combustion and solvent flood. In addition, a primary pro-

duction method that has a higher recovery factor would also have a significant

impact. A high recovery factor and oil production without sand might replace

trucking with pipelines, thus reducing carbon dioxide emissions and manpower

costs and allowing year-round production.
3.4 Pressure Pulse Technology

Pressure pulse technology (PPT) is a technology that can be used to enhance the
recovery rate of nonaqueous phase liquid (NAPL) and to reduce solids clogging

in wells, permeable reactive barriers, and fractured media (CRA, 2003). Pres-

sure pulse flow enhancement technology is based on the discovery that large

amplitude pressure pulses that are dominated by low-frequency wave energy

generate enhanced flow rates in porous media. For example, in preliminary

experiments in heavy oil reservoirs in Alberta, pressure pulse technology has

reduced the rate of depletion, increased the oil recovery ratio, and prolonged

the life of wells.

The technology uses steady, nonseismic pulse vibrations (e.g., 15 pulses per

minute) that generate a low velocity wave effect to encourage flow of oils and

small solid particles. It is effective in geologic formations exhibiting elastic

properties, such as unconsolidated sediments and sedimentary rocks. It must

be applied in a downhole manner in order to be effective. It has been used

by the oil industry to improve oil recovery from otherwise exhausted reserves

for many years. Also, it has been found that very large amplitude pressure pulses

applied for 5–30h to a blocked producing well can reestablish economic pro-

duction in a CHOPS well for many months, even years. Pulsing has been

applied in injector wells for improving the efficiency of waterflood patterns

and has shown indications of increased oil production and decreased water

cut. Additional potential applications include improving the effectiveness of

matrix acidizing and diversion.
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The mechanism by which pressure pulse technology works is to generate a

porosity dilation wave (a fluid displacement wave similar to a tidal wave); this

generates pore-scale dilation and contraction so that oil and water flow into and

out of pores, leading to periodic fluid accelerations in the pore throats. As the

porosity dilation wave moves through the porous medium at a velocity of about

50–100ft per second (40–80m per second), the small expansion and contraction

of the pores with the passage of each packet of wave energy help unblock pore

throats, increase the velocity of liquid flow, overcome part of the effects of cap-

illary blockage, and reduce some of the negative effects of instability due to

viscous fingering, coning, and permeability streak channeling.
3.5 Solvent Processes

Solvent-based methods have been developed to move heavy oil. A diluent such

as naphtha or light oil may be injected near the pump to reduce the viscosity of

the heavy oil and allow it to be more easily pumped. Alternatively, diluent may

be added at the surface to facilitate pipeline transport.

Vapor-assisted petroleum extraction (VAPEX) is a nonthermal solvent-

based relatively cold (40°C), low-pressure process inwhich twoparallel horizon-
tal wells are drilled with about a 15ft vertical separation (Yazdani and Maini,

2008). The VAPEX process is similar to the steam-assisted gravity drainage

(SAGD) process. However, in the VAPEX process, the viscosity of the oil is

reduced through mass transfer phenomena by use of a low-boiling hydrocarbon

liquid instead of heat transfer phenomena in the SAGD process. Low-boiling

hydrocarbon derivatives, from propane to heptane, are utilized as solvents in

the process (Butler and Mokrys, 1991, 1995a,b; Das and Butler, 1998; Butler

and Jiang, 2000). The use of noncondensable gases, such as methane, nitrogen,

or carbon dioxide (CO2), in combination with pure solvents to solve both eco-

nomic and operational problems has also been recommended (Butler et al.,

1995).According to this recommendation, there are three advantages to applying

a noncondensable gas: (i) The process would become more economically feasi-

ble by minimizing the solvent requirements; (ii) solvent diffusion rate would be

promoted, which could lead to oil upgrading during the process; and (iii) the

higher density difference between the solvent mixture and the heavy oil would

improve gravity drainage during the VAPEX process.

The process can be applied in paired horizontal wells, single horizontal

wells, or a combination of vertical and horizontal wells. The physics of the

VAPEX process are essentially the same as for the SAGD process (Chapters

3 and 4), and the configuration of wells is generally similar. The key benefits

are claimed to be (i) significantly lower energy costs, (ii) the potential for in situ

upgrading, and (iii) application to thin reservoirs, with bottom water or reactive

mineralogy.

In addition to concern over the cost of the solvent, there are the usual con-

cerns about the interaction of the solvent with the reservoir minerals (clay is
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known to adsorb organic solvents very strongly) and the integrity of the reser-

voir formations and associated strata (a minor fault can cause loss of the solvent

and environmental havoc). There is also the concern over the deposition of

asphaltic material and its effect on reservoir permeability. While the function

of the solvents might be to extract soluble components of heavy oil, initial con-

tact between the solvent and the oil at a low solvent-to-oil ratio will cause sol-

ubilization of the asphaltic constituents (Mitchell and Speight, 1973) with later

deposition of these constituents as the solvent-to-oil ratio increases in the later

stages of the process.

Because of the slow diffusion of gases and liquids into viscous oils, this

approach, used alone, perhapswill be suited only for less viscous oils althoughpre-

liminary tests indicate that there aremicromechanisms that act so that the VAPEX

dilution process is not diffusion rate limited and the processmay be suitable for the

highly viscous heavy oil and tar sand bitumen (Yang and Gu, 2005a,b).

In addition to the VAPEX concept, another concept advocates the use of liq-

uefied petroleum gas as the flooding medium (Alagorni et al., 2015; Ortega

et al., 2017). Miscible liquefied petroleum gases such as ethane, propane, or

butane have first-contact miscibility, which means they will be miscible from

the first contact with oil. This process uses a slug of propane or other liquefied

petroleum gas (2%–5% pore volume) followed by natural gas, inert gas, and/or

water. Thus, the solvent will bank oil and water ahead and fully displace all con-

tacted oil. However, the actual amount of the liquefied petroleum gas must be

carefully monitored to avoid precipitation of the asphaltene constituents.

Hybrid approaches that involve the simultaneous use of several technologies

are evolving and will see greater applications in the future. Some of the evolving

options that will be tried at the field scale in the next decade include the

following:

1. A mixture of steam and miscible and noncondensable hydrocarbon deriva-

tives is being field-tested as a hybrid SAGD-VAPEX approach, with appar-

ent good success and reduction of steam-oil ratios.

2. Single horizontal laterally offset wells can be operated as moderate pressure

cyclic steam stimulation wells in combination with SAGD pairs to widen

the steam chamber and reduce steam-oil ratios by about 20%.

3. Simultaneous CHOPS and SAGDwith CHOPS are used in offset wells until

steam breakthrough occurs. Then, the CHOPS wells are converted to slow

gas and hot-water (or steam) injection wells to control the process. The high-

permeability zones generated by CHOPS should accelerate the SAGD

recovery process.

4. Incorporating pressure pulse technology along with CHOPS has already

been field-tested with economic success, and pressure pulse technology

has potential applications in other hybrid approaches.

5. Pressure pulse technology may aid in partially stabilizing waterflood

through reducing the viscous fingering and coning intensity.
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In addition to hybrid approaches, the new production technologies, along with

older, pressure-driven technologies, will be used in successive phases to extract

more oil from reservoirs, even from reservoirs that have been abandoned after

primary exploitation. Old reservoirs can be redeveloped with horizontal wells,

even linking up the wells to bypassed oil because of the physics of oil film

spreading between water and gas phases. These staged approaches hold the

promise of significantly increasing recoverable reserves worldwide, not just

in heavy oil cases.
4. Enhanced Oil Recovery Methods

Traditional primary and secondary recovery methods typically recover only

one-third of the original oil in place. It is at some point before secondary recov-

ery ceases to remain feasible that tertiary recovery methods (also called

enhanced recovery methods) must be applied if further oil is to be recovered

(Lake, 1989). For tax purposes, the Internal Revenue Service of the United

States has listed the projects that qualify as enhanced oil recovery projects

(CFR, 2018; Table 2.7).

Several processes leading to the formation of heavy oil and bitumen have

been proposed (Shah et al., 2010). Most heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand

bitumen are thought to be expelled from source rocks as light or medium oil and

later converted to higher-boiling components by bacterial degradation in sub-

surface reservoirs. These oils are asphaltic, dense, and viscous oils having an

API gravity typically between 10° and 20° API and a viscosity greater than

100cp. Extra heavy oil and tar sand bitumen share similar attributes to heavy

oil but are yet more dense and viscous with API gravity less than 10° API

and viscosity several tens of thousands cp. The elevated viscosity and density

of these nonconventional crude oils demand more energy-intensive operations

not only for their production and upgrading but also for transportation, and con-

sequently, they are more costly to extract.

To exploit heavy oil and bitumen reservoirs, the crude oil industry has in the

past relied on cold production methods, predominantly surface mining. The

enhanced oil recovery techniques can be broadly classified into either thermal

or nonthermal methods (Table 2.8), and their suitability to a particular project is

usually dependent on the reservoir location and oil. More recently, a variety of

novel enhanced oil recovery technologies have been developed. Success has

varied with recovery levels ranging from as low as 10% (waterflooding), to

70% with steam-assisted gravity drainage (SAGD), potentially to greater than

80% with the toe-heel-air-injection process (THAI process) (Chapters 3 and 4).
Enhanced oil recovery (tertiary oil recovery) is the incremental ultimate oil

that can be recovered from a crude oil reservoir in addition to the oil that can be

obtained by primary and secondary recovery methods (Table 2.9; Lake, 1989;

Arnarnath, 1999; Al Adasani and Bai, 2011; Kamari and Mohammadi, 2014;

CFR, 2018). Enhanced oil recovery is often synonymous with tertiary recovery



TABLE 2.7 Examples of Methods Used for Enhanced Oil Recovery (Tertiary

Oil Recovery)

Method Description

Thermal recovery methods

Steam drive injection Continuous injection of steam into one set of wells
(injection wells) or other injection source to effect oil
displacement toward and production from a second
set of wells (production wells)

Cyclic steam injection Alternating injection of steam and production of oil
with condensed steam from the same well or wells

In situ combustion Combustion of part of the oil in the reservoir
sustained by injection of air, oxygen-enriched air,
oxygen, or supplemental fuel supplied from the
surface to displace unburned oil toward producing
wells; may include the concurrent, alternating, or
subsequent injection of water

Gas flood recovery methods

Miscible fluid
displacement

Injection of gas (e.g., natural gas, enriched natural
gas, a liquefied crude oil slug driven by natural gas,
carbon dioxide, nitrogen, or flue gas) or alcohol into
the reservoir at pressure levels such that the gas or
alcohol and reservoir oil are miscible

Carbon dioxide-
augmented waterflooding

Injection of carbonated water, or water and carbon
dioxide, to increase waterflood efficiency

Immiscible carbon dioxide
displacement

Injection of carbon dioxide into an oil reservoir to
effect oil displacement under conditions in which
miscibility with reservoir oil is not obtained; may
include the concurrent, alternating, or subsequent
injection of water

Immiscible
nonhydrocarbon gas
displacement

Injection of nonhydrocarbon gas (e.g., nitrogen) into
an oil reservoir, under conditions in whichmiscibility
with reservoir oil is not obtained, to obtain a chemical
or physical reaction (other than pressure) between the
oil and the injected gas or between the oil and other
reservoir fluids; may include concurrent, alternating,
or subsequent injection of water

Chemical flood recovery methods

Surfactant flooding A multiple slug process involving the addition of
surface-active chemicals to water to reduce the
capillary forces that trap the oil in the pores of the
rock

Microemulsion flooding Also known as surfactant-polymer flooding
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TABLE 2.7 Examples of Methods Used for Enhanced Oil Recovery (Tertiary

Oil Recovery)—cont’d

Method Description

Involves injection of a surfactant system (e.g., a
surfactant, hydrocarbon, cosurfactant, electrolyte,
and water) to enhance the displacement of oil toward
producing wells

Caustic flooding Injection of water that has been made chemically
basic by the addition of alkali metal hydroxides,
silicates, or other chemicals

Polymer-augmented
waterflooding

Injection of polymeric additives with water to
improve the areal and vertical sweep efficiency of the
reservoir by increasing the viscosity and decreasing
the mobility of the water injected
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and to some extent improved oil recovery (IOR) and advanced oil recovery
(AOR) although these terms also apply to primary and secondary methods.

Since that time, enhanced oil recovery methods have focused on recovering

the remaining oil from a reservoir that had been depleted of energy during

the application of primary and secondary recovery methods. Much of the

easy-to-produce oil has already recovered from many oil fields, and producers

have attempted several tertiary or enhanced oil recovery techniques that offer

prospects for ultimately producing 30%–60% or more of the reservoir’s original

oil in place.

To understand the phenomenon of enhanced oil recovery, it is helpful to

understand the condition in the reservoir after other recovery operations have

been exhausted. The oil remaining after conventional recovery operations is

retained in the pore space of reservoir rock at a lower concentration than orig-

inally existed. In portions of the reservoir that have been contacted or swept by

the injection fluid, the residual oil remains as droplets (or ganglia) trapped in

either individual pores or clusters of pores. It may also remain as films partly

coating the pore walls. Entrapment of this residual oil is predominantly due to

capillary and surface forces and to pore geometry.

In the pores of those volumes of reservoir rock that were not well swept by

displacing fluids, the oil continues to exist at higher concentrations and may

exist as a continuous phase. This macroscopic bypassing of the oil occurs

because of reservoir heterogeneity, the placement of wells, and the effects of

viscous, gravity, and capillary forces, which act simultaneously in the reservoir.

The resultant effect depends upon conditions at individual locations. The higher

the mobility of the displacing fluid relative to that of the oil (i.e., the higher the

mobility ratio), the greater the propensity for the displacing fluid to bypass oil.



TABLE 2.8 General Summary of Enhanced Oil Recovery Methods

Method Type Agent Detail

Nonthermal

Chemical flooding

Alkaline

Emulsion

Micellar

Polymer

Surfactant

Miscible displacement

Alcohol

CO2 miscible

Enriched gas drive

N2 miscible

Vaporizing gas
drive

Immiscible
displacement

Flue gas

Inert gas

CO2 immiscible

MEOR

Thermal

Steam

Conduction heating

Steam flood

CSS

SAGD

VAPEX

VAPEX/
steam

Hot water

In situ combustion
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TABLE 2.8 General Summary of Enhanced Oil Recovery Methods—cont’d

Method Type Agent Detail

Forward

Dry

Wet

THAI

CAPRI

Reverse

Electric heating

TABLE 2.9 General Approximation of Oil Recovery by the Various Methods

Type of Oil Method Recoverya

Conventional crude oil

Primary 25%

Secondary 30%

EOR target 45%

Heavy oil

Primary 5%

Secondary 5%

EOR target 90%

Tar sand bitumen

Primary 0%

Secondary 0%

EOR target 100%

aGeneral approximation.
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Because of fluid density differences, gravity forces cause vertical segregation of

the fluids in the reservoir so that water tends to underrun and gas to override the

oil-containing rock. These mechanisms can be controlled or utilized only to a

limited extent in primary and secondary recovery operations.
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For example, during waterflood, the capillary forces that cause the displace-

ment of oil by water can also result in the trapping of residual oil. Particularly

important is the faster movement of water through the smaller pore because

(1) its smaller diameter increases the capillary force and (2) the oil volume

displaced by water is far less. Water moving more rapidly through the small

pore will reach a common outlet before all the oil is displaced from the upper

large pore. A net capillary force then is exerted on the downstream end of the

large pore, which can be likened to closing a back door. Further displacement of

oil ceases, trapping oil between the two interfaces. Thus, most of the emphasis

in developing chemically enhanced methods has been toward recovering such

residual oil as might remain after waterflood.

Certain reservoir types, such as those with very viscous crude oils and some

low-permeability carbonate (limestone, dolomite, or chert) reservoirs, respond

poorly to conventional secondary recovery techniques. The viscosity (or the

API gravity) of crude oil is an important factor that must be considered when

heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen are recovered from a reservoir.

In these reservoirs, it is desirable to initiate enhanced oil recovery operations as
early as possible. This may mean considerably abbreviating conventional sec-

ondary recovery operations or bypassing them altogether. Thermal floods using

steam and controlled in situ combustion methods are also used. Thermal

methods of recovery reduce the viscosity of the crude oil by heat so that it flows

more easily into the production well. Thus, several methods used for enhanced

oil recovery are variations of secondary methods with a goal of improving the

sweeping action of the invading fluid.

Gas flooding has been the most widely used recovery methods of light, con-

densate, and volatile oil reservoirs. Although nitrogen (N2) injection has been

proposed to increase oil recoveries under miscible conditions favoring the

vaporization of light fractions of light oils and condensates, similar to nitrogen

injection, hydrocarbon gas injection projects in onshore sandstone reservoirs

have made a relatively marginal contribution in terms of total oil recovered.

On the other hand, carbon dioxide flooding has been the most widely used

enhanced oil recovery method for medium and light oil production in sandstone

reservoirs during last decades in both sandstone and carbonate reservoirs

(Alvarado and Eduardo Manrique, 2010).

Enhanced recovery begins when secondary oil recovery isn’t enough to con-

tinue adequate production, but only when the oil can still be extracted profitably

(Shah et al., 2010) by methods that, in the United States are defined by the Trea-

sury Department for tax purposes (CFR, 2018). This depends on the cost of the

extraction method and the current price of crude oil. When prices are high, pre-

viously unprofitable wells are brought back into production, and when they are

low, production is curtailed. Tertiary recovery allows another 5%–15% of the

reservoir’s oil to be recovered. Tertiary oil recovery methods reduce the viscos-

ity of the oil to increase oil production (Guo et al., 2016).
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Thermally enhanced oil recovery methods (TEOR) are tertiary recovery

techniques that heat the oil and make it easier to extract (Chapter 3). Steam

injection is the most common form of thermally enhanced oil recovery and

is often done with a cogeneration plant. In this type of cogeneration plant, a

gas turbine is used to generate electricity, and the waste heat is used to produce

steam, which is then injected into the reservoir. In situ combustion is another

form of thermally enhanced oil recovery, but instead of steam, some of the

oil is burned to heat the surrounding oil. Occasionally, detergents are also used

to decrease oil viscosity as a tertiary oil recovery method. Another method to

reduce viscosity is carbon dioxide flooding. However, there is a renewed inter-

est in chemical enhanced oil recovery (Fig. 2.1) because of diminished reserves

and advances in surfactant and polymer technology. Greater understanding of

the chemical reactions involved has led to good results in the field (Krumrine

and Falcone Jr., 1987). Combinations of chemicals may be applied as premixed

slugs or in sequence (Mandal, 2015).

The choice of the method and the expected recovery depends on many con-

siderations, economic and technological. Some methods are commercially suc-

cessful, while others remain largely of academic interest. Only a few recovery

methods have been commercially successful, such as steam-injection-based

processes in heavy oils (if the reservoir offers favorable conditions for such

applications) and miscible carbon dioxide for light oil reservoirs (Thomas,

2008). Methods for improving oil recovery, in particular those concerned with

lowering the interstitial oil saturation, have received a great deal of attention

both in the laboratory and in the field. From the vast amount of literature on

the subject, one gets the impression that it is relatively simple to increase oil

recovery beyond secondary (assuming that the reservoir lends itself to primary

and secondary recovery), but this is not the case (Thomas, 2008).

The typical flooding techniques (such as waterflooding) of oil recovery are

not applicable to the recovery of heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen

because the viscosity difference between the oil and water is too large, which

results in a serious issue known as viscous fingering (Thomas and Farouq Ali,

1999). In the case of waterflooding, the less viscous water tends to bypass once

it breaks through the viscous heavy oils because of the high interfacial tension

and immiscibility between these two phases. This fingering instability thus

results in poor sweep and displacement efficiencies. In order to prevent this phe-

nomenon, different chemicals are incorporated to modify the properties of

injected water.

The injection of chemicals (chemical flooding) involves the use of injected
chemicals to decrease interfacial tension and improve sweep efficiency. The

three main groups are (i) alkaline flooding, (ii) surfactant flooding, and

(iii) polymer flooding although they can be combined to obtain the best char-

acteristics of each. Reservoir characteristics place a particular restriction as car-

bonates and clays absorb the chemicals. More recent developments include the
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use of emulsions, foams, and microbes, the latter producing surfactants in situ as

a result of their normal biological processes.

Moreover, chemical injection is mostly used for enhanced recovery of heavy

oil but is not very suitable for immobile bitumen in tar sand formations. In addi-

tion, instead of reducing the oil viscosity, which is the main mechanism of the

thermal methods, lowering the interfacial tension, mobility control, and wetta-

bility alteration are the alternative solutions to improve the mobility of viscous

oils in all chemical-based recovery technologies.

For rocks exhibiting a strong wettability preference for a specific phase,

experiments have shown that flow characteristics depend on whether the wet-

ting or nonwetting phase saturation is increasing. The flow dependence on the

saturation direction is contributed largely to nonwetting phase entrapment and

leads to the development of flow properties for imbibition and drainage flows.

One of the flow characteristics that plays a crucial role in flow prediction is the

relative permeability. Relative permeability relations should reflect the satura-

tion direction effects for imbibition and drainage flows. As a result, relative per-

meability should be a function of saturation and also a function of saturation

history that describes the way that saturation is approached (Furati, 1998).

In particular, when immiscible water and oil are in contact, an interface will

form between the two phases together with the inevitable interfacial tension.

The high interfacial is responsible for the resistance of the flow of residual oils,

and thus, reduction of the interfacial tension is a key factor in the mobility

improvement of heavy oils.
4.1 Alkaline Flooding

In alkaline flooding (caustic flooding), an aqueous solution of an alkaline chem-

ical, most usually a sodium hydroxide, sodium carbonate, or sodium orthosili-

cate, is injected in a slug form. The alkali reacts with acidic components of the

crude oil and generates the surfactant in situ; therefore, a sufficiently high

organic acid content is necessary (Cooke et al., 1974; Chiwetelu et al., 1994;

Khulbe et al., 1996; Mandal, 2015). The alkaline chemical reacts with certain

types of oils, forming surfactants inside the reservoir. However, the process is

not suitable for use in carbonate formations due to abundance of calcium that

can react with the alkali to form precipitates that can damage the formation.

Eventually, the surfactants reduce the interfacial tension between oil and

water and trigger an increase in oil production. However, alkaline flooding is

not recommended for carbonate reservoirs because of the abundance of cal-

cium: the mixture between the alkaline chemical and the calcium ions can pro-

duce hydroxide precipitation that may damage the formation.

Alkaline flooding is one of several chemical-based enhanced oil recovery

(CEOR) methods that are an advancement on conventional secondary

waterflooding operations. Chemical-based enhanced oil recovery techniques

produce fewer amounts of greenhouse gases than thermal-based enhanced oil
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recovery approaches. A modification to the process is the addition of surfactant

and polymer to the alkali, giving rise to an alkaline-surfactant polymer (ASP)

enhanced oil recovery method, essentially a form of micellar-polymer flooding.

The alkaline agents aid in the displacement of crude oil by raising the pH of

the injected flood water. The alkali reacts with acidic components in crude oil

forming an in situ surfactant at the oil/brine interface. This mixture then mobi-

lizes the crude oil and removes it from the pore spaces in the reservoir. Alkaline

flooding has been used only in reservoirs containing specific types of high-acid

crude oils. Although surfactant flooding is expensive, it has been used in a few

large-scale projects and has been demonstrated to have excellent potential for

improving the recovery of low-to-moderate viscosity oils. Chemically

enhanced oil recovery is commercially available under limited conditions,

determined by reservoir characteristics, including depth, salinity, and pH.

The high cost of chemicals and reservoir characterization studies need to be

reduced, to allow expanded use of chemical enhanced oil recovery methods

before full commercialization can take place.

The addition of silicates is an enhancement to alkaline flooding insofar as

the silicates play two major functions: (i) as a buffer, maintaining a constant

high pH level to produce a minimum interfacial tension, and (ii) by improving

surfactant efficiency through the removal of hardness ions from reservoir

brines, thus reducing adsorption of surfactants on rock surfaces.

Alkaline-surfactant-polymer flooding takes advantage of the individual

alkali, surfactant, and polymer methods. The major mechanisms are interfacial

tension reduction and improved reservoir sweep. Field results are encourag-

ing—recovery factors on the order of 25%–30% v/v of the oil in place.
4.2 Surfactant Flooding

Chemical-based enhanced oil recovery methods include polymer flooding, sur-

factant flooding, and alkaline flooding processes; the most widely applicable of

which is surfactant flooding (Mandal, 2015). Polymer flooding is commercially

available but too expensive for most applications.

Surfactant flooding refers to the recovery method in which a small amount

of surfactant is added to the aqueous injection fluid to displace the oil. The sur-

factants are a blend of surface-active substances that are usually amphiphilic

compounds (e.g., crude oil sulfonates). The rationale behind the use of surfac-

tant is to recover the residual oil trapped by capillary pressure, which is the

major factor controlling the oil-water distribution in porous reservoir rocks

(Fletcher et al., 2015).

With surfactant flooding, surface-active agents (such as crude oil sulfonate

derivatives) are mixed with other chemicals such as alcohol and salt in water

and injected into the formation to mobilize the crude oil. These surface-active

materials are effective in lowering interfacial tension between oil and water.

The major difficulty in the past has been due to excessive surfactant loss to
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the porous medium, and the presence of clay minerals can be particularly prob-

lematic, and therefore, good understanding of the reservoir conditions is

essential.

The blend of the surface-active materials has the potential to reduce inter-

facial tension between oil and water because of its amphiphilic character, boost-

ing the dispersion of oil in water, making oil droplets more readily deformed

and easing the flow through pores, lowering the threshold pressure and residual

oil saturation in the oil-bearing formation upon injection, thereby increasing the

oil production rate. In some cases, cosurfactants such as alcohol and water-

soluble polymers are injected to improve the interactions between surfactant

and sandstone rocks. However, the porous medium geology in addition to

the reservoir pore wettability greatly influences the performance of

surfactant-based flooding for enhanced oil recovery. Besides, the slug size

and surfactant concentration are limited by cost. Additional difficulties facing

surfactant flooding are (i) excessive surfactant loss to the porous medium of the

reservoir incurring more cost, (ii) treatment and disposal of emulsions, and

(iii) the adsorption and reactions of surfactant with rock.
4.3 Carbon Dioxide Flooding

Carbon dioxide (CO2) flooding is a process whereby carbon dioxide is injected
into an oil reservoir in order to increase output when extracting oil (Mandal,

2015). Ideally, carbon dioxide flooding is particularly effective in reservoirs

deeper than 2,000 ft, where carbon dioxide will be in a supercritical state, with

the oil gravity on the order of greater than 22–25°. Carbon dioxide flooding is

not effected by the lithology of the reservoir area but simply by the reservoir

characteristics. First tried in 1972 in Scurry County, Texas, carbon dioxide

injection has been used successfully throughout the Permian Basin of West

Texas and Eastern New Mexico and is now being pursued to a limited extent

in Kansas, Mississippi, Wyoming, Oklahoma, Colorado, Utah, Montana,

Alaska, and Pennsylvania.

The use of carbon dioxide in the enhanced production of oil has been gaining

prominence in recent years, partly due to the possibility of simultaneous seques-

tration of carbon dioxide. Carbon dioxide is a particularly attractive displacing

agent because it has a relatively low minimum miscibility pressure in a wide

range of crude oils. Strictly speaking, carbon dioxide is not truly miscible with

the oil; instead, the gas extracts light-to-intermediate components (C5–C30)

from the reservoir oil and develops miscibility after multiple contacts. This

leads to lowering of both the surface tension and viscosity of the oil to improve

displacement.

Because of the very low viscosity of carbon dioxide, mobility control is

poor, and the gas tends to finger and break through to the producer well, leaving

large areas of the reservoir unswept. To counter this, alternating volumes of gas

and water (or brine) can be injected as slugs (water-alternating-gas process,
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WAG process). This approach tends to reduce the viscous instabilities. The

main problems associated with carbon dioxide miscible flooding are the high

gas requirements and the cost of repressurizing recycled gas. Asphaltene pre-

cipitation may also be a problem in some cases.

Carbon dioxide flooding is commonly used to recover oil from reservoirs in

which the initial pressure has been depleted through primary production and

possibly waterflooding (Orr Jr et al., 1982). Water is injected into the reservoir

until pressure is restored to a desired level, and then, carbon dioxide is

introduced into the reservoir through these same injection wells. As the carbon

dioxide is forced into the reservoir, a zone of miscible carbon dioxide and

low-boiling hydrocarbon derivatives forms a front that is soluble with the

oil, making it easier to move toward production wells.

If a well has been produced before and has been designated suitable for car-

bon dioxide flooding, the first action is to restore the pressure within the reser-

voir to one suitable for production. This is done by injecting water (with the

production well shutoff) that will restore pressure within the reservoir to a suit-

able pressure for carbon dioxide flooding. Once the reservoir is at this pressure,

the next step is to inject the carbon into the same injection wells used to restore

pressure. The carbon dioxide gas is forced into the reservoir and is required to

come into contact with the oil. This creates a miscible zone that can be moved

easier to the production well. The carbon dioxide injection may be alternated

with more water injection, and the water acts to sweep the oil toward the

production zone.

The initial carbon dioxide slug is typically followed by alternate water and

carbon dioxide injection—the water serving to improve sweep efficiency and to

minimize the amount of carbon dioxide required for the flood. Production is

from an oil bank that forms ahead of the miscible front. As reservoir fluids

are produced through production wells, the carbon dioxide reverts to a gaseous

state and provides a “gas lift” similar to that of original reservoir natural gas

pressure.

Until recently, most of the carbon dioxide used for enhanced oil recovery

has come from naturally occurring reservoirs. But new technologies are being

developed to produce carbon dioxide from industrial applications such as nat-

ural gas processing, fertilizer, ethanol, and hydrogen plants in locations where

naturally occurring reservoirs are not available. One demonstration at the

Dakota Gasification Company’s plant in Beulah, North Dakota, is producing

carbon dioxide and delivering it by a new 204mi pipeline to the Weyburn

oil field in Saskatchewan, Canada. EnCana, the field’s operator, is injecting

the carbon dioxide to extend the field’s productive life, hoping to add another

25 years and as much as 130 million barrels of oil that might otherwise have

been abandoned.

Additional work has examined potential improvements in carbon dioxide-

enhanced oil recovery technologies beyond the state of the art that can further

increase this potential. This work evaluating the potential of improvements in
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oil recovery efficiency for carbon dioxide-enhanced oil recovery illustrates that

the wide-scale implementation of next-generation carbon dioxide-enhanced oil

recovery technology advances has the potential to increase domestic oil recov-

ery efficiency from about one-third to over 60%.

The presence of an oil-bearing transition zone beneath the traditionally

defined base (oil-water contact) of an oil reservoir is well established. What

is now clear is that under certain geologic and hydrodynamic conditions, an

additional residual oil zone (ROZ) exists below this transition zone, and this

resource could add another 100 billion barrels of oil resource in place in the

United States, and an estimated 20 billion barrels could be recoverable with

state-of-the-art carbon dioxide-enhanced oil recovery technologies.

Large volumes of technically recoverable domestic oil resources remain

undeveloped and are yet to be discovered in the United States, and this potential

associated with carbon dioxide-enhanced oil recovery represents just a portion,

albeit large, of this potential. Undeveloped domestic oil resources still in the

ground (in-place) total 1124 billion barrels. Of this large in-place resource,

430 billon barrels is estimated to be technically recoverable. This resource

includes undiscovered oil, “stranded” light oil amenable to carbon dioxide-

enhanced oil recovery technologies, unconventional oil (deep heavy oil and

deep tar sand formations), and new crude oil concepts (residual oil in reservoir

transition zones).

Cyclic carbon dioxide stimulation, also known as the “huff-and-puff”

method, is a single-well operation, which is developing as a method of rapidly

producing oil (Mandal, 2015). Similar to the cyclic steam process, carbon diox-

ide is injected into an oil reservoir after which the well is shut in for a time (pro-

viding for a soak period) and the well is then opened, allowing the oil and fluids
to be produced. The dissolving of the carbon dioxide in the oil reduces the oil’s

viscosity and causes it to swell, allowing the oil to flow more easily toward the

well. The process can also be used in heavy oil reservoirs by high-pressure

injection of carbon dioxide to facilitate miscibility between the oil and carbon

dioxide and in cases where thermal methods are not feasible.

Miscible carbon dioxide-enhanced oil recovery is a multiple-contact pro-

cess, involving the injected carbon dioxide and the oil in the reservoir

(Chukwudeme and Hamouda, 2009). During this multiple-contact process, car-

bon dioxide will vaporize the lighter oil fractions into the injected carbon diox-

ide phase, and carbon dioxide will condense into the reservoir’s oil phase. This

leads to two reservoir fluids that become miscible (mixing in all parts), with

favorable properties of low viscosity, a mobile fluid, and low interfacial tension.

The primary objective of miscible carbon dioxide-enhanced oil recovery is

to remobilize and dramatically reduce the after waterflooding residual oil sat-

uration in the reservoir’s pore space.

When insufficient reservoir pressure is available or the oil composition in

the reservoir is less favorable (i.e., heavy oil), the injected carbon dioxide will

not become miscible with the reservoir’s oil. As such, another oil displacement
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mechanism, immiscible carbon dioxide flooding, occurs. Themain mechanisms

involved in immiscible carbon dioxide flooding are (i) oil-phase swelling, as the

oil becomes carbon dioxide saturated with carbon dioxide; (ii) viscosity reduc-

tion of the swollen oil and carbon dioxide mixture; (iii) extraction of lighter

hydrocarbon into the carbon dioxide phase; and (iv) fluid drive plus pressure.

This combination of mechanisms enables a portion of the reservoir’s

remaining oil to be mobilized and produced. In general, immiscible carbon

dioxide-enhanced oil recovery is less efficient than miscible carbon dioxide-

enhanced oil recovery in recovering the oil remaining in the reservoir.
4.4 Nitrogen Flooding

Nitrogen flooding (nitrogen injection) can be used to recover light oil that is

capable of absorbing added gas under reservoir conditions, which are low in

methane, and at least 5000ft deep to withstand the high injection pressure nec-

essary for the oil to mix with the nitrogen without fracturing the producing for-

mation (Mandal, 2015). This process is similar to the carbon dioxide process in

principle although miscibility of nitrogen is poorer than carbon dioxide. At high

pressure, the lower-boiling components (C2–C6) in the oil are vaporized to gen-

erate miscibility. However, the necessity of high pressure limits the process to

reservoirs at a depth of at least 4500ft.

When nitrogen is injected into a reservoir, it forms amiscible front by vapor-

izing lighter oil components. As the front moves away from the injection wells,

its leading edge goes into solution or becomes miscible, with the reservoir oil.

Continued injection moves the bank of displaced oil toward production wells.

Water slugs are injected alternately with the nitrogen to increase the sweep effi-

ciency and oil recovery. Nitrogen can be manufactured on-site at relatively low

cost by extraction from air by cryogenic separation, and being totally inert, it is

noncorrosive.

In nitrogen-carbon dioxide flooding, because of its lower cost, the nitrogen
can be used in a carbon dioxide flood to displace the CO2 slug and its oil bank.
4.5 Polymer Flooding

Polymer flooding is an enhanced oil recovery method that uses polymer solu-

tions to increase oil recovery by decreasing the water/oil mobility ratio by

increasing the viscosity of the displacing water (Mandal, 2015). Water-soluble

polymer solutions such as polysaccharide derivatives and polyacrylamide

derivatives are injected into the oil-bearing formation to improve the water-

oil mobility ratio, increase viscosity of water, reduce the permeability of the

aqueous phase, and improve displacement sweep efficiency in order to enhance

oil recovery. The method is sometimes referred to as polymer-augmented

waterflooding and is applied as a slug process and driven using dilute brine.
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The method produces additional oil by improving the displacement effi-

ciency and increasing the volume of reservoir that is contacted by increasing

the viscosity of the water. This reduces the probability of the flood breaking

through to the production well while also producing oil at a higher rate. Polymer

flooding has considerably higher oil recovery potentials than waterflooding—

typically on the order of 6%–12% higher, which gives a 40%–50% recovery

factor of initial oil in place (IOIP) after application.

Polymer flooding is used under certain reservoir conditions that lower the

efficiency of a regular waterflood, such as fractures or high-permeability

regions that channel or redirect the flow of injected water, or heavy oil that

is resistant to flow. Adding a water-soluble polymer to the waterflood allows

the water to move through more of the reservoir rock, resulting in a larger per-

centage of oil recovery. Polymer gel is also used to shut off high-permeability

zones. In the process, the volumetric sweep is improved, and the oil is more

effectively produced. Often, injectivity will be one of the critical factors.

The polymer solution should therefore be a non-Newtonian and shear thinning

fluid, that is, the viscosity decreases with increasing shear rate.

Reservoir permeability needs to be higher than for gas displacement tech-

niques although can be lower than that necessary for thermal methods. Recovery

levels, however, are only a little higher than that achieved with just water, and so,

thorough understanding of the reservoir is necessary to make the process profit-

able. Loss of polymer to the porous medium, particularly in reservoirs with high

clay content, is particularly problematic as can be polymer degradation.

In the process, a water-soluble polymer is added into the floodwater. This

increases the viscosity of water. There are three potential ways in which a poly-

mer flooding makes the oil recovery process more efficient: (i) through the

effects of polymers on fractional flow, (ii) by decreasing the water/oil mobility

ratio, and (iii) by diverting injected water from zones that have been swept. The

most important preconditions for polymer flooding are reservoir temperature

and the chemical properties of reservoir water. At high temperature or with high

salinity in reservoir water, polymer cannot be kept stabile and polymer concen-

tration will lose most of its viscosity.

Polymer flooding has been found to be suitable for reservoirs with high

mobile oil saturation and moderate reservoir heterogeneity. Polymer flooding

of heavy oil reservoirs is gaining some feasibility and attention with the intro-

duction of horizontal producer well and current rise in oil prices. However, the

technique is limited by polymer degradation in the reservoir and loss of polymer

to porous matrix of the reservoir, and for heavy oil, a higher concentration of

polymer solution is required to reduce the mobility ratio.
4.6 Micellar Flooding

Micellar flooding refers to a fluid injection process in which a stable solution of
oil, water, and one or more surfactants along with electrolytes of salts is injected
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into the formation and is displaced by a mobility buffer solution. The main com-

ponents of this method are a microemulsion slug (also known as a micellar slug)

and a polymer slug. These two slugs are driven using brine. Microemulsions are

surfactant-stabilized, oil-water dispersions with small drop size distributions on

the order of 10�4–10�6 mm that are miscible with reservoir oil and water. The

two chemical slugs are designed to promote very low interfacial to increase the

mobility of the oil. Recovery factors have ranged between 35% and 50% v/v of

the oil in place. However, the downside is the requirement of small well spacing

and the considerable delay in response. Moreover, the technique is unsuitable

for reservoirs with high salinity, temperature, and clay content.

The micellar-polymer flooding method uses the injection of a micellar slug

into a reservoir (Mandal, 2015). Since micellar solution makes fluids miscible

in the reservoir, almost 100% of oil can be displaced especially in the presence

of alkaline (sodium carbonate). However, due to reservoir rock nonuniformity

in the field, the amount of oil recovered is reduced. Themain objective of micel-

lar injection is to reduce interfacial tension to enhance oil recovery. Micellar

solutions are mixtures of surfactants, cosurfactants, electrolytes, hydrocarbon,

and water. Surfactants are substances known as surface-active agents, such as

soap. Cosurfactants are used for stability such as alcohols. Electrolytes are salts

used to control viscosity and interfacial tension such as sodium chloride (NaCl)

or ammonium sulfate [(NH4)2SO4] (Alagorni et al., 2015).

This method is one of the most efficient enhanced oil recovery methods but

is also one of the most costly to implement. The slug is a solution usually con-

taining a mixture of a surfactant, cosurfactant, alcohol, brine, and oil that acts to

release oil from the pores of the reservoir rock much as a dishwashing detergent

releases grease from dishes so that it can be flushed away by flowing water. As

the micellar solution moves through the oil-bearing formation in the reservoir, it

releases much of the oil trapped in the rock. To further enhance production,

polymer-thickened water for mobility control (as described in the polymer

flooding process) is injected behind the micellar slug. Here again, a buffer of

fresh water is normally injected following the polymer and ahead of the drive

water to prevent contamination of the chemical solutions. This method has one

of the highest recovery efficiencies of the current enhanced oil recovery

methods, but it is also one of the most costly to implement.
4.7 Hydrocarbon Miscible Flooding

A number of gas drive methods make use of light hydrocarbon derivatives, the

simplest of which is analogous to carbon dioxide and nitrogen flooding except

that methane or liquefied petroleum gas (e.g., propane) is used. Enriched (or

condensing) gas drive consists of injecting slugs of methane enriched with

higher-molecular-weight hydrocarbon derivatives (C2–C6) dispersed by larger

methane slugs. The enriching components are transferred from the gas to the oil,

increasing miscibility but also decreasing the viscosity of the oil. The inverse of
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this process (vaporization gas drive) consists of injecting dry methane at high

pressure to vaporize the C2–C6 components. In this case, the expanding vapor

increases the mobility of the reservoir. In order to contain the high pressure of

vaporizing gas drive, the process is limited to reserves at a depth of at least

5000ft.
4.8 Microbial Enhanced Oil Recovery

Microbial enhanced oil recovery (MEOR) is one of the tertiary enhanced oil

recovery methods that utilizes microorganisms and their bioproducts to increase

oil production from an otherwise sluggish reservoir or deposit (Lazar et al.,

2007; Al-Sulaimani et al., 2011; Sun et al., 2011). While microbial enhanced

oil recovery is not specially a refinery process, it can play a role in refining inso-

far a change made to the heavy oil prior to and during the recovery process that

can have a beneficial effect on the refinability of the oil.

The process relies on microbes to ferment hydrocarbon derivatives and pro-

duce a by-product that is useful in the recovery of oil (Monticello and Haney III,

1996). Nutrients such as sugars, nitrates, or phosphates are regularly injected to

stimulate the growth of the microbes, which are indigenous to some reservoirs,

and aid their performance. The microbes then generate surfactants and carbon

dioxide that help to displace the oil in a similar way to other displacement

methods. Since growth occurs at exponential rates, the process quickly gener-

ates considerable surfactant in a cost-effective manner.

Microbial enhanced oil recovery processes involve the use of reservoir

microorganisms or specially selected natural bacterial to produce specific met-

abolic events that lead to enhanced oil recovery (Tables 2.10 and 2.11). How-

ever, some bacteria produce polysaccharides that reduce the permeability of the

water-filled pores of the reservoir rock, and this effectively forces injected

water into the oil-filled pores, pushing the oil out. Also, some species produce

carbon dioxide gas that helps to increase pressure within the rock pores, forcing

out the oil, and other species produce surfactants or other substances that reduce

the viscosity of the oil. The processes that facilitate oil production are complex

and may involve multiple biochemical processes.

Microbial biomass or biopolymers may plug high-permeability zones and

lead to a redirection of the waterflood, produce surfactants that lead to increased

mobilization of residual oil, increase gas pressure by the production of carbon

dioxide, or reduce the oil viscosity due to digestion of large molecules. Referred

to as bacterial plugging, this fluid-flow modification is achieved by an increase

in microbial cell mass within the reservoir. Production in biomass can be

achieved by stimulating either indigenous microbial populations or injected

microorganisms with growth nutrients. The injected nutrient and microbes pref-

erentially go into the high-permeability zones of the reservoir. As cell growth

occurs, the biomass selectively plugs these zones to a greater extent than the

moderate- or low-permeability zones. This results in an increase in sweep



TABLE 2.10 Types of Microbial Processes for Oil Recovery

Process Production

Problem

Types of Activity

or Product

Needed

Wellbore cleanup (improve oil drainage
into wellbore)

Paraffin
deposits
Scale deposits

Emulsifiers,
biosurfactants
Solvents, acids,
hydrocarbon
degradation

Well stimulation (stimulate release of oil
entrapped by capillaries and brine)

Formation
damage
Pore damage
High water
production

Gas, acids,
solvents
Biosurfactants
Biomass and
polymer
production

Enhanced waterflood (reduce permeability
variation and block water channels)

Poor
displacement
efficiency
Poor sweep
efficiency
Scoring

Biosurfactants,
solvents, polymers
Biomass and
polymer
production
Nitrate reduction
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efficiency by forcing the injected water to pass through previously bypassed

zones of the reservoir (Bryant et al., 1998).

Overall, the use of microbes in oil recovery operations has the advantage

that microbes do not consume large amounts of energy, but with increasing sub-

surface depth, temperature appears to be the principal factor limiting microbial

life, besides availability of suitable nutrients. They are also susceptible to salin-

ity that limits their use. Chemically, a slow anaerobic degradation process takes

place that leads to the sequential removal of different classes of compounds

from the oil. Removal of n-alkanes generates methane, which could be artifi-

cially accelerated to provide a relatively clean gaseous fuel from oil fields

where recovery by alternative methods would be difficult. This method does

not release significant amounts of carbon dioxide that would be generated

through mining and upgrading, although the methane gas generated for use

as a fuel is itself a greenhouse gas.

Microbial enhanced oil recovery has become an important, fast developing

tertiary recovery method that uses microorganisms or their metabolites to

enhance the recovery of heavy oil (Banat, 1995; Xu et al., 2009; Gao and

Zekri, 2011; Sivasankar and Kumar, 2017). Microbial enhanced oil recovery

is different from the more conventional enhanced oil recovery methods, such



TABLE 2.11 Microbial Products and Their Contribution to Enhanced Oil

Recovery

Microbial Effect

Acids Modification of reservoir rock

Improvement of porosity and permeability

Reaction with calcareous carbon dioxide production

Biomass Selective or nonselective plugging

Emulsification through adherence to hydrocarbons

Modification of solid surfaces, for example, wetting

Degradation and alteration of oil

Reduction of oil viscosity and oil pour point

Desulfurization of oil

Gases (CO2, CH4,
H2)

Reservoir repressurization

Oil swelling

Viscosity reduction

Increase of permeability due to solubilization of carbonate
rocks by CO2

Solvents Oil dissolution

Surface-active
agent

Lowering interfacial tension

Polymers Mobility control

Selective or nonselective plugging
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as carbon dioxide injection, steam injection, chemical surfactant, and polymer

flooding, in that it involves injecting live microorganisms and nutrients into the

reservoir so that bacteria and their metabolic products mobilize the heavy oil.

The process is considered to be a more environmentally friendly method since it

does not involve any toxic chemicals and it is easy to carry out in fields since it

does not need any modifications of existing water-injection amenities (Lazar

et al., 2007; Brown, 2010). Microbial enhanced oil recovery takes place by dif-

ferent mechanisms, such as reduction of oil-water interfacial tension and alter-

ation of wettability by surfactant production, selective plugging by

microorganisms and their metabolites, oil viscosity reduction by gas production

or degradation or biotransformation of long-chain saturated hydrocarbon deriv-

atives, and production of acids that improves absolute permeability by
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dissolving minerals in the rock (Nielsen et al., 2010). The microbial metabolic

products include biosurfactants, biopolymers, acids, solvents, gases, and

enzymes. The bacteria used for microbial enhanced oil recovery are typically

hydrocarbon-utilizing, nonpathogenic, and naturally occurring in many reser-

voirs (Almeida et al., 2004).

In microbial enhanced oil recovery processes, microbial technology is

exploited in oil reservoirs to improve recovery (Clark et al., 1981; Stosur,

1991; Banat, 1995; Bryant et al., 1998). From a microbiologist’s perspective,

microbial enhanced oil recovery processes are somewhat akin to in situ biore-

mediation processes. Injected nutrients, together with indigenous or added

microbes, promote in situ microbial growth and/or generation of products that

mobilize additional oil and move it to producing wells through reservoir repres-

surization, interfacial tension/oil viscosity reduction, and selective plugging of

the most permeable zones (Bryant et al., 1989; Bryant and Lindsey, 1996).

Alternatively, the oil-mobilizing microbial products may be produced by fer-

mentation and injected into the reservoir.

Organisms that participate in oil recovery produce a variety of fermentation

products, for example, carbon dioxide, methane, hydrogen, biosurfactants, and

polysaccharides from crude oil, pure hydrocarbon derivatives, and a variety of

nonhydrocarbon substrates. Organic acids produced through fermentation read-

ily dissolve carbonates and can greatly enhance permeability in limestone res-

ervoirs, and attempts have been made to promote anaerobic production.

Specific microorganisms produce biosurfactants that reduce oil/water inter-

facial tension (IFT) and cause formation of stable oil-in-water emulsions. In

addition, these surfactants increase the relative permeability of the reservoir

to oil by changing the wettability of the reservoir core to a more water-wet con-

dition. Microorganisms also produce acids, primarily low-molecular-weight

fatty acids, which cause rock dissolution and decrease interfacial tension

between the oil and reservoir brine. In situ acid production by microorganisms

can be used to treat various production problems, such as formation damage,

low oil relative permeability, trapped oil due to capillary forces, and paraffin

and scaling problems (Bryant et al., 1998).

The microbial enhanced oil recovery process may modify the immediate

reservoir environment in a number of ways that could also damage the produc-

tion hardware or the formation itself. Certain sulfate reducers can produce

hydrogen sulfide, which can corrode pipeline and other components of the

recovery equipment. Thus, despite numerous microbial enhanced oil recovery

tests, considerable uncertainty remains regarding process performance. Ensur-

ing success requires an ability to manipulate environmental conditions to pro-

mote growth and/or product formation by the participating microorganisms.

Exerting such control over the microbial system in the subsurface is itself a seri-

ous challenge. In addition, conditions vary from reservoir to reservoir, which

calls for reservoir-specific customization of the microbial enhanced oil recov-

ery process, and this alone has the potential to undermine microbial process eco-

nomic viability.
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Studies have shown that several microbially produced biosurfactants com-

pare favorably with chemically synthesized surfactants.

This technology requires consideration of the physicochemical properties

of the reservoir in terms of salinity, pH, temperature, pressure, and nutrient

availability (Khire and Khan, 1994a,b). Only bacteria are considered promis-

ing candidates for microbial enhanced oil recovery. Molds, yeasts, algae, and

protozoa are not suitable due to their size or inability to grow under the con-

ditions present in reservoirs. Many crude oil reservoirs have high concentra-

tions of sodium chloride ( Jenneman, 1989) and require the use of bacteria that

can tolerate these conditions (Shennan and Levi, 1987). Bacteria producing

biosurfactants and polymers can grow at sodium concentrations up to 8%

and selectively plug sandstone to create a biowall to recover additional oil

(Raiders et al., 1989).

Microbial enhanced oil recovery differs from chemical enhanced oil recov-

ery in the method by which the enhancing products are introduced into the res-

ervoir. Thus, in oil recovery by the cyclic microbial method, a solution of

nutrients and microorganisms is introduced into the reservoir during injection.

The injection well is the shut for an incubation period allowing the microorgan-

isms to produce carbon dioxide gas and surfactants that assist in mobilization of

the oil. The well is then opened, and oil and oil products resulting from the treat-

ment are produced. The process is repeated as often as oil can be produced from

the well. Oil recovery by microbial flooding also involved the use of microor-

ganisms, but in this case, the reservoir is usually conditioned by a water flush

after which a solution of microorganisms and nutrients is injected into the for-

mation. As this solution is pushed through the reservoir by water drive, gases

and surfactants are formed; the oil is mobilized and pumped through the well.

However, even though microbes produce the necessary chemical reactions

in situ whereas surface injected chemicals may tend to follow areas of higher

permeability, resulting in decreased sweep efficiency, there is need for caution

and astute observation of the effects of the microorganisms on the reservoir

chemistry.

The mechanism by which microbial enhanced oil recovery processes

work can be quite complex and may involve multiple biochemical processes.

In selective plugging approaches, microbial cell mass or biopolymers plug

high-permeability zones and lead to a redirection of the waterflood. In other

processes, biosurfactants are produced in situ that leads to increased mobiliza-

tion of residual oil. In still other processes, microbial production of carbon

dioxide and organic solvents reduces the oil viscosity as the primarymechanism

for enhanced oil recovery. In particular, for both recovery and refining opera-

tions, the asphaltene constituents have drawn considerable attention due to

problems caused by their detrimental effects in the extraction, transportation,

and processing of residua because of their viscous and flocculating nature

and their relative resistance to biodegradation following spill of crude oil that

contains the asphaltene constituents (Speight and Arjoon, 2012; Speight, 2014).
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The asphaltene constituents have extremely complex and variable molecular

structures containing sulfur, nitrogen, and metal elements, such as iron, nickel,

and vanadium, with a high molecular weight (Speight, 1994, 2014). The asphal-

tene constituents are considered to be the products of complex heteroatomic

aromatic macrocyclic structures. Breaking the asphaltene constituents into

smaller molecules and cutting an internal aliphatic linkage (sulfides, esters,

and ethers) of an asphaltene molecule can lead to a reduction in viscosity.

A complex set of multiple biochemical reactions between selected microor-

ganisms and heavy crude oils under controlled conditions have been reported by

Premuzic et al. (1999) that led to a significant lowering (24%–40%) of the nitro-

gen. The reactions are both biocatalyst and crude oil dependent and, in terms of

chemical mechanisms, appeared to involve the asphaltene and the associated

polar fractions. Asphaltene constituents from a crude oil rich in heavy metals

(Castilla crude oil) have been fractionated, and the biocatalytic modifications

of these fractionated asphaltene constituents by three different hemoproteins

chloroperoxidase (CPO), cytochrome C peroxidase (CCP), and lignin peroxi-

dase (LPO) have been evaluated in both aqueous buffer and organic solvents.

However, only the chloroperoxidase-mediated reactions were effective in elim-

inating the Soret peak in both aqueous and organic solvent systems, and the

chloroperoxidase has been reported to be able to alter components in the heavy

fractions of crude oil and remove 53% and 27% of total heavy metals (Ni and V,

respectively) from petroporphyrin-rich fractions and asphaltene constituents

(Mogollón et al., 1998; Premuzic and Lin, 1999; Premuzic et al., 1999).

The conditions for microbial metabolism are supported via injection of

nutrients. In some processes, this involves injecting a fermentable carbohydrate

into the reservoir. Some reservoirs also require inorganic nutrients as substrates

for cellular growth or for serving as alternative electron acceptors in place of

oxygen or carbohydrates.

The stimulation of oil production by in situ bacterial fermentation is thought

to proceed by one or a combination of the following mechanisms: (i) improve-

ment of the relative mobility of oil to water by biosurfactants and biopolymers;

(ii) partial repressurization of the reservoir by methane and carbon dioxide;

(iii) reduction of oil viscosity through the dissolution of organic solvents in

the oil phase; (iv) increase in reservoir permeability and widening of the fissures

and channels through the etching of carbonaceous rocks in limestone reservoirs

byorganic acids producedbyanaerobic bacteria; (v) cleaning thewellbore region

through the acids and gas from in situ fermentation in which the gas pushes oil

fromdead space anddislodge debris that plugs the pores and the averagepore size

is increased and, as a result, the capillary pressure near thewellbore ismademore

favorable for the flow of oil; and (vi) selective plugging of highly permeable

zones by injecting specific bacteria to improve aerial sweep efficiency.

The target for enhanced oil recovery processes is the quantity of unrecover-

able oil in known reservoirs and bitumen and known deposits. One of the major

attributes of microbial enhanced oil recovery technologies is its low cost, but
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there must be the recognition that microbial enhanced oil recovery is a single

process. Furthermore, reports on the deleterious activities of microorganisms in

the oil field contribute to the skepticism of employing technologies usingmicro-

organisms. It is also clear that scientific knowledge of the fundamentals of

microbiology must be coupled with an understanding of the geologic and engi-

neering aspects of oil production in order to develop microbial enhanced oil

recovery technology.

Finally, recent developments in upgrading of heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and
tar sand bitumen (Speight, 2011, 2014, 2017) indicate that the near future could

see a reduction of the differential cost of upgrading heavy oil. These processes

are based on a better understanding of the issues of asphaltene solubility effects

at high temperatures, incorporation of a catalyst that is chemically precipitated

internally during the upgrading, and improving hydrogen addition or carbon

rejection.
5. Oil Mining

Oil mining is the term applied to the surface or subsurface excavation of crude

oil-bearing formations for subsequent removal of the heavy oil or bitumen by

washing, flotation, or retorting treatments. Oil mining also includes recovery of

heavy oil by drainage from reservoir beds to mine shafts or other openings

driven into the rock or by drainage from the reservoir rock into mine openings

driven outside the tar sand but connected with it by boreholes or mine wells.

Oil mining is not new. Mining of crude oil and tar sand bitumen has occurred

in the Sinai Peninsula, the Euphrates Valley, and in Persia prior to 5000 BC. In

addition, subsurface oil mining was used in the Pechelbronn oil field in Alsace,

France, as early as 1735. This early mining involved the sinking of shafts to the

reservoir rock, only 100–200ft (30–60m) below the surface, and the excavation

of the tar sand in short drifts driven from the shafts. The tar sand was brought to

the surface and washed with boiling water to release the bitumen. The drifts

were extended as far as natural ventilation permitted. When these limits were

reached, the pillars were removed and the openings filled with waste. This type

of mining continued at Pechelbronn until 1866, when it was found that oil could

be recovered from deeper and more prolific sands by letting it drain in place

through mine openings with no removal of sand to the surface for treatment.

Nevertheless, mining for crude oil is a new challenge facing the crude oil

industry.

Oil mining methods should be applied in reservoirs that have significant

residual oil saturation and have reservoir or fluid properties that make produc-

tion by conventional methods inefficient or impossible. The high well density in

improved oil mining usually compensates for the inefficient production caused

by reservoir heterogeneity. However, close well spacing can also magnify the

deleterious effects of reservoir heterogeneity. If a high-permeability streak

exists with a lateral extent that is less than the interwell spacing of conventional
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wells but is comparable with that of improved oil mining, the channeling is

more unfavorable for the improved oil mining method.

Engineering a successful oil mining project must address a number of items

because there must be sufficient recoverable resources, the project must be con-

ducted safely, and the project should be engineered to maximize recovery

within economic limits. The use of a reliable screening technique is necessary

to locate viable candidates. Once the candidate is defined, this should be fol-

lowed by an exhaustive literature search covering the local geology, drilling,

production, completion, and secondary and tertiary recovery operations.

The reservoir properties, which can affect the efficiency of heavy oil, extra

have oil, or tar sand bitumen production by mining technology, can be grouped

into three classes (Table 2.12). There are also important rock mechanical

parameters of the formation in which a tunnel is to be mined and from where

all oil mining operations will be conducted. These properties are mostly related

to the mining aspects of the operations and not all are of equal importance in

their influence on the mining technology. Their relative importance also

depends on the individual reservoir.

Many of the candidate reservoirs for application of improved oil mining are

those with high oil saturation resulting from the adverse effects of reservoir het-

erogeneity. Faulting, fracturing, and barriers to fluid flow are features that cause

production of shallow reservoirs by conventional methods to be inefficient. Pro-

duction of heterogeneous reservoirs by underground oil production methods

requires consideration of the manner in which fractures alter the flow of fluids.
TABLE 2.12 Reservoir or Deposit That Can Affect the Efficiency of HeavyOil,

Extra Heavy Oil, or Tar Sand Bitumen Production by Mining Technology

Property Description

Primary
properties

Properties that influence fluid flow and fluid storage properties and
include rock and fluid properties

Include porosity, permeability, wettability, crude oil viscosity, and
pour point

Secondary
properties

Properties that significantly influence the primary properties

Include pore size distribution, clay type, and clay content

Tertiary
properties

Properties that mainly influence oil production operation

Include fracture breakdown pressure, hardness, and thermal
properties as well as the mining operations such as subsidence
potential and fault distribution in the formation
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In a highly fractured formation with low matrix permeability, the fluid con-

ductivity of the fracture system may be many times that of the matrix rock. In a

highly fractured reservoir with low matrix permeability and reasonably high

porosity, the fracture system provides the highest permeability to the flow of

oil, but the matrix rock contains the greater volume of the oil in place. The rate

of the flow of oil from the matrix rock into the fracture system, the extent and

continuity of the fracture system, and the degree to which the production wells

effectively intersect the fracture system determine the production rate. Special

consideration must be given to these factors in predicting production rates in

fractured reservoirs. Under favorable circumstances, higher production rates

may be achieved in fractured reservoirs by improving mining methods than

in less heterogeneous reservoirs. Other reservoirs that are good candidates

for oil mining are those that are shallow, have high oil saturation, have a nearby

formation that is competent enough to support the mine, and cannot be effi-

ciently produced by conventional methods.

The first step in surface mining is the removal of muskeg and overburden.

Muskeg is a water-soaked area of decaying plant material that is 1–3m thick and

lies on top of the overburden material. Before the muskeg can be removed, it

must be drained of its water content. The process can take up to 3 years to com-

plete. Once the muskeg has been drained and removed, the overburden must

also be removed. Overburden is a layer of clay, sand, and silt that lies directly

above the tar sand deposit. Overburden is used to build dams and dikes around

the mine and will eventually be used for land reclamation projects. When all of

the overburden is removed, the tar sand is exposed and is ready to be mined.

There are two methods of mining currently in use in the tar sand of the Ath-

abasca region of Alberta (Canada). Suncor Energy uses the truck and shovel

method of mining, whereas Syncrude uses the truck and shovel method of min-

ing, draglines, and bucket-wheel reclaimers. These enormous draglines and

bucket-wheels are being phased out and soon will be completely replaced with

large trucks and shovels. The shovel scoops up the tar sand and dumps it into a

heavy hauler truck. The heavy hauler truck takes the tar sand to a conveyor belt

that transports the tar sand from the mine to the extraction plant. Presently, there

are extensive conveyor belt systems that transport the mined tar sand from the

recovery site to the extraction plant. With the development of new technologies

these conveyors are being phased out and replaced with hydrotransport technol-

ogy. Hydrotransport is a combination of ore transport and preliminary extrac-

tion. After the bituminous sands have been recovered using the truck and shovel

method, it is mixed with water and caustic soda to form a slurry and is pumped

along a pipeline to the extraction plant. The extraction process thus begins with

the mixing of the water and agitation needed to initiate bitumen separation from

the sand and clay.

Mine spoils need to be disposed of in a manner that assures physical stabi-

lization. This means appropriate slope stability for the pile against not only

gravity but also earthquake forces. Since return of the spoils to the mine
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excavations is seldom economical, the spoil pile must be designed as a perma-

nent structure whose outline blends into the landscape. Straight, even lines in

the pile must be avoided.

Even though estimates of the recoverable oil from the Athabasca deposits

are only of the order of 27 billion barrels (27 � 109bbl) of synthetic crude

oil (representing < 10% of the total in-place material), this is, for the Canadian

scenario, approximately six times the estimated volume of recoverable conven-

tional crude oil. In addition, the comparative infancy of the development of the

alternative options almost ensured the adoption of the mining option for the first

two (and even later) commercial ventures.

Underground mining options have also been proposed but for the moment

have not been developed because of the fear of collapse of the formation onto

any operation/equipment. This particular option should not, however, be

rejected out of hand because a novel aspect or the requirements of the developer

(which remove the accompanying dangers) may make such an option accept-

able. Currently, bitumen is recovered commercially from tar and deposits by

a mining technique. This produces tar sand that is sent to the processing plant

for separation of the bitumen from the sand prior to upgrading.

The oil mining method of recovery has received considerable attention since

it was chosen as the technique of preference for the only two commercial bitu-

men recovery plants in operation in North America. In situ processes have been

tested many times in the United States, Canada, and other parts of the world and

are ready for commercialization. There are also conceptual schemes that are a

combination of both mining (aboveground recovery) and in situ (nonmining

recovery) methods.

The bitumen occurring in tar sand deposits poses a major recovery problem.

The material is notoriously immobile at formation temperatures and must there-

fore require some stimulation (usually by thermal means) in order to ensure

recovery.Alternately, proposals havebeen noted that advocate bitumen recovery

by solvent flooding or by the use of emulsifiers. There is no doubt that with time,

one or more of these functions may come to fruition, but for the present, the two

commercial operations rely on the mining technique. After the tar sand has been

recovered using the truck and shovel method, it is mixed with water and caustic

soda to form a slurry and is pumped along a pipeline to the extraction plant.

The hot-water process (Clark, 1944) is, to date, the only successful commer-

cial process to be applied to bitumen recovery from mined tar sand in North

America (Clark, 1944). Many process options have been tested with varying

degrees of success, and one of these options may even supersede the hot-water

process. The process utilizes the linear and the nonlinear variation of bitumen

density and water density, respectively, with temperature so that the bitumen

that is more dense than water at room temperature becomes lighter than water

at 80°C (180°F). Surface-active materials in the tar sand also contribute to the

process. The essentials of the hot-water process involve a conditioning, separa-

tion, and scavenging.
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Thus, in the hot-water extraction process, the tar sand feed is introduced into

a conditioning drum. In this step, the tar sand is heated and mixed with water,

and agglomeration of the oil particles begins. The conditioning is carried out in

a slowly rotating drum that contains a steam-sparging system for temperature

control and mixing devices to assist in lump size reduction and a size ejector

at the outlet end. The tar sand lumps are reduced in size by ablation and mixing

action. The conditioned pulp has the following characteristics: (i) solids

60%–85% and (ii) pH 7.5–8.5.
In the conditioning step, also referred to as mixing or pulping, tar sand feed

is heated and mixed with water to form a pulp of 60% by weight to 85% by

weight solids at 80–90°C (17–196°F). First, the lumps of tar sand as-mined

are reduced in size by ablation, that is, successive layers of lump are warmed

and sloughed off revealing cooler layers. The conditioned pulp is screened

through a double-layer vibrating screen. Water is then added to the screened

material (to achieve more beneficial pumping conditions), and the pulp enters

the separation cell through a central feed well and distributor. The bulk of the

sand settles in the cell and is removed from the bottom as tailing, but the major-

ity of the bitumen floats to the surface and is removed as froth. A middling

stream (mostly of water with suspended fines and some bitumen) is withdrawn

from approximately midway up the side of the cell wall. Part of the middlings is

recycled to dilute the conditioning drum effluent for pumping. Clays do not set-

tle readily and generally accumulate in the middling layer.

The combined froth from the separation cell and scavenging operation con-

tains an average of about 10% by weight mineral material and up to 40% by

weight water. The dewatering and demineralizing are accomplished in two

stages of centrifuging; in the first stage, the coarser mineral material is removed,

but much of the water remains. The feed then passes through a filter to remove

any additional large-size mineral matter that would plug up the nozzles of the

second stage centrifuges.

Bituminous froth from the hot-water process may be mixed with a hydrocar-

bon diluent, for example, coker naphtha, and centrifuged. The Suncor process

employs a two-stage centrifuging operation, and each stage consists of multiple

centrifuges of conventional design installed in parallel. The bitumen product

contains 1% by weight to 2% by weight mineral (dry bitumen basis) and 5%

by weight to 15% by weight water (wet diluted basis). Syncrude also utilizes

a centrifuge system with naphtha diluent.

Environmental regulations in Canada or the United States will not allow the

discharge of tailing streams into (i) the river, (ii) onto the surface, or (iii) onto

any area where groundwater domains or the river may be contaminated. The

tailing stream is essentially high in clays and contains some bitumen, hence

the current need for tailing ponds, where some settling of the clay occurs. In

addition, an approach to acceptable reclamation of the tailing ponds will have

to be accommodated at the time of site abandonment.

The bitumen isolated by the hot-water separation process is then sent for

upgrading to a synthetic crude oil.
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Chapter 3
Thermal Methods of Recovery
1. Introduction

Cold production of heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen typically

achieves oil recovery factors of<20% v/v of the oil in place. In such situations,

reducing the viscosity of the heavy oil (the extra heavy oil or the tar sand bitu-

men) is the most efficient and immediate means to produce the oil or bitumen

left in the reservoir after cold production. In such cases, thermally enhanced oil

recovery methods offer the potential for secondary higher recovery since the

methods are designed to supply heat to the reservoir, which induces temperature

rise in the oil-bearing matrix, thereby reducing the viscosity of the oil in situ by

several orders of magnitude while vaporizing the lower-boiling components of

the oil and thus mobilizing the oil so that it (the oil) can be more effectively

driven to producing wells.

The thermal methods include (i) hot-fluid injection and (ii) in situ combus-

tion in which the heat generated is in situ by burning small fraction of the oil.

The objective of thermally enhanced oil recovery processes is to reduce the vis-

cosity of the heavy oil to improve the mobility of the oil from the reservoir to the

producer well, as such increase the well productivity index.

In addition to adding heat, these processes provide permanent and signifi-

cant changes to the oil and the driving force (pressure) to move oil to producing

wells (Henderson and Weber, 1965). The most common thermal methods are

steam flooding and steam cycling that have experienced significant develop-

ment and use in the past five decades and have grown to be the major contrib-

utors to oil production by enhanced oil recovery methods. However, the process

efficiency (the reservoir sweep efficiency) of the steam flooding process is lim-

ited by gravity segregation and each process requires consideration of the site

parameters (Table 3.1).

Generally, the thermal recovery processes used today fall into two classes:

(i) processes in which a hot fluid such as steam is injected into the reservoir and

(ii) processes in which heat is generated within the reservoir itself (Fig. 3.1).

The former are usually the steam-based processes, whereas the latter are

processes such as in situ combustion or fire flooding (K€ok and Ocalan,

1995). Thermal recovery processes also can be classified as thermal drives or
Heavy Oil Recovery and Upgrading. https://doi.org/10.1016/B978-0-12-813025-4.00003-9
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TABLE 3.1 Representation of Site Specific Parameters

Oil Composition

Change in composition Wax deposition

Asphaltene deposition

Properties Pour point-reservoir temperature

Viscosity

Change in properties Wax deposition

Asphaltene deposition

Reservoir Porosity

Change in porosity

Permeability

Change in permeability Wax deposition

Asphaltene deposition

Production method Oil properties Wax deposition

Asphaltene deposition

Reservoir properties Sandstone

Carbonate

Mudstone (clay minerals)
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stimulation treatments. A thermal drive not only reduces the viscosity but also

provides a force to increase the flow rates of the oil to the production well. In

thermal stimulation treatments, only the reservoir near production wells is heated.

Heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen are characterized by high

viscosity [i.e., resistance to flow measured in centipoises (cp)] and high densi-

ties compared with conventional oil (IEA, 2005). Although there are many def-

initions for heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen, the most

appropriate definition is drawn from US Federal Energy Administration (FE-

76-4), which relates to tar sand:

…the several rock types that contain an extremely viscous hydrocarbon which is

not recoverable in its natural state by conventional oil well production methods

including currently used enhanced recovery techniques. The hydrocarbon-bearing

rocks are variously known as bitumen-rocks oil, impregnated rocks, oil sands, and

rock asphalt.

By inference, crude oil and heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen are

recoverable by well production methods and currently used enhanced recovery
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techniques. For convenience, it is assumed that before the depletion of the res-

ervoir energy, conventional crude oil is produced by primary and secondary

techniques, whereas heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen require

tertiary (enhanced) oil recovery techniques. While this is an oversimplifica-

tion, it may be used as a general guide. The term natural state cannot be

defined out of context; in the context of Federal Energy Administration

(FEA) Ruling 1976-4, the term is defined in regard to the composition of

the heavy oil, the extra heavy oil, or the tar sand bitumen. The final determi-

nant of whether or not a reservoir is a tar sand deposit is the character of the

viscous phase (bitumen) and the method that is required for recovery. Using

this definition removes reliance upon a single property such as viscosity or

API gravity (subject to experimental difference in the analytic method and

the interpretation of the user of the data), which varies from country to coun-

try. While a single property might serve to generally define heavy oil, extra

heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen, it is by no means accurate and should not

be taken as a conclusive definition.

The majority of subsurface heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen

will not flow toward a wellbore in sufficient quantity to be economically viable.

Thermal recovery involves heating up the reservoir, thereby lowering the vis-

cosity of the heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen and enabling the oil

to flow to the wellbore. The API gravity of extra heavy oil and tar sand bitumen

is typically <20°, depending upon the reservoir, and viscosity is very high at

reservoir temperature. The viscosity of heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand

bitumen viscosity decreases rapidly with increasing temperatures; therefore,

external heat may be required for production. High-temperature steam is com-

monly used to deliver heat to the formation. The steam/oil ratio (SOR) or fuel oil
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ratio is an important measure of the energy required to produce heavy oil; a

steam/oil ratio of three means that three barrels of water (converted to steam)

are needed to produce one barrel of oil.

Thermal methods are the main means of recovering heavy oil, extra heavy

oil, and tar sand bitumen, typically the heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand

bitumen with and API gravity<20°, which typically are not amenable to recov-

ery by primary production or waterflooding so initial oil saturation is typically

high at the start of a thermal recovery project. The principle of thermal recovery

is simple: (i) to increase the temperature dramatically and reduce the viscosity

of the oil and (ii) to improve the mobility ratio. The two primary methods of

heating reservoir oil are injection of fluid heated at the surface or production

of heat directly within the reservoir by burning some of the oil in place. The

recovery mechanism of the steam flooding process is complex—in addition

to viscosity reduction, another important criterion (not always recognized

and fully appreciated) is steam distillation of the lower-boiling constituents

of the heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen (Wu and Brown,

1975; Shu, 1984).

In fact, thermal processes have been the only practical means of improving

heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen recovery performance of res-

ervoirs containing viscous crudes. The use of heat in wellbores to decrease the

crude viscosity and increase crude production rates has been accepted as viable

for many decades. Hot water, hot gas, steam (hot-fluid injection processes), and

various kinds of combustion drives have gained varying degrees of acceptance.

Because of its success, relative simplicity, and low cost, the use of heat to

improve oil recovery has gained wide acceptance by the oil industry.

Thus, thermal methods are another way to alter the viscosity of oil and to

subject the oil to thermal decomposition by (i) visbreaking, (ii) thermal crack-

ing, or (iii) pyrolysis. The pyrolysis process causes destruction of the oil and

produces products such as lower-molecular-weight less viscous liquids,

higher-molecular-weight more viscous liquids, and varying amounts of solid

carbonaceous residue that is often arbitrarily referred to as coke. Visbreaking

is a mild form of pyrolysis that decreases viscosity without significantly chang-

ing other crude oil properties of interest. Some molecular alteration of the oil

constituents occurs in all thermal recovery processes, but a significant amount

of conversion by pyrolysis occurs only at high temperatures (Parkash, 2003;

Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017).

Although the development of thermal recovery processes was prompted ini-

tially by difficulties in displacing and producing heavy crudes, the drive pro-

cesses technically can be applied also to low-viscosity crudes. Steam- and

combustion-drive processes have recovered low-viscosity crudes in several

fields. Even though the amount of oil recovered may be higher, these processes

seldom can compete commercially with cold-water flooding. Hot-water flood-

ing and thermal stimulationmethods are somewhat ineffective for low-viscosity

crudes.
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By definition, stimulation processes decrease resistance to flow and, thus,

allow the driving forces present in the reservoir to increase crude production.

In thermal stimulation, the reduction in flow resistance is achieved by heating

the wellbore and the reservoir near it. One mechanism that is often preferred is

thermal stimulation, which leads to a reduction in the viscosity of the oil. A sec-

ond mechanism is wellbore cleanup, in which the following might occur:

organic solids near a wellbore may be melted or dissolved, clays may be stabi-

lized, the absolute permeability may be increased by the high temperatures, or

fines that could be inhibiting flow in gravel packs may be flushed away. Ther-

mal stimulation currently is an effective treatment for viscous oil reservoirs with

poor lateral continuity. Because the effects are confined to the neighborhood of

the wellbore, thermal stimulation improves oil production rates rather quickly.

Thus, thermal recovery (thermal stimulation) methods are based on adding

heat to the oil, mainly to decrease the viscosity (CFR, 2018). In this way, the

mobility ratio between oil and the displacing fluids becomes more favorable.

For example, heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen are usually highly

viscous (hence the use of the adjective heavy), with a viscosity ranging from

�100cp to several million centipoises at the reservoir conditions. In addition,

oil viscosity is also a function of temperature and API gravity (Speight, 2014).

Thus, for heavy crude oil samples with API gravity ranging from 4° to 21° API
(1.04–0.928kg/m3),

log log μσ + αð Þ¼A�B log T + 460ð Þ
In this equation, μσ is oil viscosity in centipoise, T is temperature in Fahren-
heit,A andB are constants, and α is an empirical factor used to achieve a straight-

line correlation at low viscosity. This equation is usually used to correlate kine-

matic viscosity in centistokes, in which case an α of 0.6 to 0.8 is suggested

(dynamic viscosity in centipoise equals kinematic viscosity in cSt times density

in grams per milliliter). An alternative equation for correlating viscosity data is

μ¼ aeb=T*

where a and b are constants and T* is the absolute temperature.
However, it is an oversimplification to state that thermal recovery processes

are successful because they tend to reduce the viscosity of the crude oil; there

are several important factors related to oil chemistry and oil rock interactions

that play a role in heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen recovery

(Prats, 1986; Lake andWalsh, 2004). For example, the role of steam-distillation

and other physical effects in steam-based processes has long been ignored or not

understood. It is only when there is a thorough knowledge of such phenomena

that heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen recovery will be fully

understood.

In thermal processes, fluid is injected continuously into a number of injec-

tion wells to displace oil and obtain production from other wells. The pressure

required to maintain the fluid injection also increases the driving forces in the
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reservoir, increasing the flow of crude oil. Driving forces present in the reser-

voir, such as gravity, solution gas, and natural water drive, effect the improved

recovery rates once the flow resistance is reduced. Stimulation treatments also

can be combined with thermal drives, in which case the driving forces are both

natural and imposed.

However, the successful recovery technique that is applied to one heavy oil,

extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen reservoir is not necessarily the technique

that will guarantee success for another reservoir. General applicability of the

techniques is not guaranteed. Caution is advised when applying the knowledge

gained from one resource to the issues of another resource. Although the prin-

ciples may at first sight appear to be the same, the technologymust be adaptable.

In fact, each production method must be tailored for the particular resource

and its fluid properties. Amethod that works in one situationmay fail utterly in a

different one. It is essential that the properties of the resource (in this case, of the

reservoir and the oil) be fully understood before selecting a production scheme.

Essential properties include the geologic setting; the depth, areal extent, and

thickness of the resource; oil composition, density, viscosity, and gas content;

the presence of bottomwater or top gas zones; petrophysical and geomechanical

properties such as porosity, permeability, and rock strength; the presence of

shale layers; vertical and horizontal permeability; and the variation of these

properties across the reservoir.

In fact, geomechanics (measuring and understanding the formation and

overburden mechanical properties under drilling and production conditions)

is an important aspect of prerecovery operations that is a necessity for optimum

process performance. Borehole stability is always an issue when drilling hori-

zontal wells in unconsolidated formation (e.g., for SAGD process). In addition,

fracturing the formation may be desirable or undesirable depending on the pro-

cess. For example, fracturing the overburden and allowing steam to escape

would adversely affect the SAGD process, the cyclic steam stimulation process,

and the steam-flood process.

Thermal processes have been the only practical means of improving the oil

recovery from heavy crude oil reservoirs, and the use of heat in wellbores to

increase production rates for heavy crude oils has been accepted as viable

for several decades. For example, cyclic steam injection has been commercially

successful since it was first applied in the early 1960s. Processes using hot

water, hot gas, steam, and various kinds of combustion drives have gained vary-

ing degrees of acceptance. Even though the application of thermal recovery pro-

cesses was initiated because of the difficulties encountered in recovering heavy

crude oil (specifically, the difficulties in encouraging flow to a production well),

the drive processes can also be applied to the recovery of the residual oil in

energy-depleted reservoirs that hold considerable amounts of conventional

(low-viscosity) crude oil.

Thermal decomposition (visbreaking or thermal cracking) can also be used

to decrease the viscosity of heavy crude oil. The intramolecular balance of the
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crude oil is changed with the resulting deposition of a carbonaceous residue that

separates from the oil, leaving a lower-viscosity (easier-flowing) product phase.

Visbreaking is a surface process, and its chemistry offers opportunities for ther-

mal recovery of heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen. The partial

upgrade of oil in situ with the deposition of the carbonaceous residue, which

contains most of the nitrogen and metals originally in the oil, and the production

of partially upgraded oil at the surface are to be preferred. However, the disad-

vantage is that the deposition of a carbonaceous solid has the potential to result

in the blockage of the pores and flow channels within the reservoir. Such inter-

ference with the recovery process is to be avoided.

Processes combining injection and in situ generation of heat have been

tested1 but currently are not practiced to any great extent. Thermal recovery pro-

cesses also can be classified as thermal drives or stimulation treatments. In ther-

mal drives, fluid is injected continuously into a number of injection wells to

displace oil and obtain production from other wells. The pressure required to

maintain the fluid injection also increases the driving forces in the reservoir,

increasing the flow of crude. Thus, a thermal drive not only reduces the flow

resistance but also provides a force that increases flow rates. In thermal stim-

ulation treatments, only the reservoir near production wells is heated. Stimula-

tion treatments also can be combined with thermal drives, in which case the

driving forces are both natural and imposed. In thermal stimulation treatments,

the reduction in flow resistance also may result from the removal of organic or

other solids from openings in the casing, the liner, the screen, and even from the

pores of the reservoir rock.

Finally, important technical considerations for any thermal process are those

that affect (i) the ability to generate heat within the formation, (ii) the ability to

inject heat into an oil-containing formation reservoir at an efficient rate, (iii) the

ability to displace the oil, and (iv) the ability to recover the oil, all in a controlled

manner. Attempts to translate these considerations into a specific property or a

group of properties that are applicable to a thermal process are not always con-

venient and may even be difficult.

For example, in a steam-drive process, the API gravity (specific gravity or

density) of the oil may not play a significant role in the technical considerations

of the process, but it might affect the ease (or difficulty) with which the oil can

plug the formation and, thus, interfere the ability to maintain adequate commu-

nication between wells during the process, especially in the formation that con-

tain not only heavy oil but also extra heavy oil and tar sand bitumen. With

regard to the loss in injectivity or productivity, gravity override (or bypassing)

of steam reduces the tendency of the formation to plug but results in the loss of

efficiency of the recovery process. However, additional process considerations

such as hydraulic fracturing, control of the injection temperature, and cyclic

steam injection have been used successfully in thermal operations to avoid

or minimize formation plugging through the use of multiphase flow patterns

(Charles and Startzman, 1996; Jabbour, et al., 1996). Thus, it seems impractical
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to place a limit on the range of API gravity of crudes to be considered for steam-

drive processes when alteration of the formation structure changes in the pro-

cess parameters and flow patterns might be more effective.

It is the purpose of this chapter to present the various types of thermal recov-

ery processes in common use. Also, it must be recognized that it is generally the

case that some degree of crude oil alteration occurs in all thermal recovery pro-

cesses, but a significant amount of conversion by thermal changes occurs only

at the high temperatures encountered during combustion processes.
2. Thermal Stimulation

In terms of heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen recovery, it is more

traditional to apply thermal oil recovery techniques of which steam injection has

been the most popular. Thermal recovery processes may be used for either stim-

ulation or flooding, and the choice is usually dictated by the properties of the oil

and the reservoir. In reservoirs that are small or that have relatively poor con-

tinuity, it may not be feasible to drill enough wells to ensure adequate commu-

nication to implement a flooding operation. It may be necessary to consider a

stimulation treatment to increase both recovery rates and ultimate economic

recovery. Cyclic steam injection has proved to be a successful stimulation tech-

nique for heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen as long as there is the

means to produce the crude oil once its viscosity is reduced. Combustion stim-

ulation has been found to be successful in burning solid organic particles, in

stabilizing clay minerals, and in increasing absolute permeability near the trea-

ted well. These effects are particularly attractive in low-permeability reservoirs.

Thus, heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen recovery efforts

include thermal methods (steam floods, cyclic steam stimulation, and SAGD)

and nonthermal methods (cold flow with sand production, cyclic solvent pro-

cess, and VAPEX). Significant improvements to the effectiveness of these

methods can be achieved by developing a basic understanding of the complex

displacement mechanisms and by developing new techniques for in situ char-

acterization of fluid and reservoir characteristics or by the use of additives such

as clay minerals to adsorb asphaltene constituents. Development of optimal

strategies for recovering these reserves requires the development of state-of-

the-art reservoir flow simulator(s) that incorporate techniques for coupling geo-

mechanics and fluid flow besides accurately representing thermal, phase equi-

libria and mass transfer effects. Improved recovery efficiency can also be

achieved by various combinations of thermal and nonthermal processes. In

addition, recent advances in drilling and production from unconsolidated sands

allow the development of heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen recov-

ery strategies that were not possible three decades ago.

Thermally enhanced oil recovery processes add heat to the reservoir to

reduce oil viscosity and vaporizing lower-boiling components, making the

oil more mobile (Shah et al., 2010). Thermal methods can be used for most oils
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but are highly suitable for the hard-to-extract, high-viscosity heavy oil, extra

heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen. The use of electric heaters or hot water in a

process analogous to water flooding have been used, but the two major groups

use either steam or the in situ combustion of a proportion of the reservoir to heat

the oil.

By definition, stimulation processes decrease resistance to flow and, thus,

allow the driving forces present in the reservoir to increase crude production.

In thermal stimulation, the reduction in flow resistance is achieved by heating

the wellbore and the reservoir near it. One mechanism that is always in force in

thermal stimulation is a reduction in the viscosity of the crude and of the water;

reducing the viscosities tends to reduce the flow resistance. A second mecha-

nism is wellbore cleanup, in which the following might occur: organic solids

near a wellbore may be melted or dissolved. Clay minerals may be stabilized,

the absolute permeability may be increased by the high temperatures, or fines

that could be inhibiting flow in gravel packs may be flushed away. Wellbore

cleanup usually has a rather minor effect after the first stimulation cycle.

Thermal stimulation currently is the only effective treatment for viscous oil

reservoirs with poor lateral continuity. Because the effects are confined to the

neighborhood of the wellbore, thermal stimulation improves oil production

rates rather quickly. Three possible processes that can be effective for the recov-

ery of viscous oil are (i) wellbore heating, (ii) downhole heating, and (iii) hot-

fluid injection.
2.1 Wellbore Heating

In wellbore heating, the wellbore is heated at the producing interval. Generally,

production and heating are performed concurrently, but sometimes, they are alter-

nated. The reservoir is heated by thermal conduction countercurrent to the trans-

fer of heat out of the reservoir by the produced fluids. The wellbore normally is

heated either by using a gas-fired downhole burner or a downhole electric heater

hanging on an electric power cable or by circulating fluids heated at the surface.

Heating by passing electric currents through a reservoir also has been proposed.

Wellbore heating largely has been supplanted by cyclic steam injection,

which is generally much more effective. As is the case with many recovery pro-

cesses, the mechanisms involved in the production of oil during cyclic steam

injection are diverse and complex, but there is little doubt that the reduction

in the viscosity of the crude in the heated zone near the well greatly affects

the production process and adds to the process efficiency.
2.2 Downhole Heating

Electric heating consists of providing electric currents to generate heat and

increase the temperature near the wellbore. Initially, most downhole heating

devices were designed for combustion or downhole steam generation
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( Jamaluddin et al., 1998; Cerutti et al., 2013). Currently, electric downhole heat-

ing systems are finding common use to lower the viscosity of heavy oil, extra

heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen in the reservoirs to increase the flow rates of crude

and improve recovery. Generally, the systems are very efficient, reliable, and eas-

ily controlled solution to allow the production of heavy, high-viscosity oils. Var-

ious methods of electric heating have been used for more than 25 years to control

not only heavy viscous oil but also wax and hydrates. Currently, two kinds of

downhole heaters in use by the oil industry are as follows: (i) inductive heaters

and (ii) resistive heaters. In the latter case, the heat transfer is by conduction, and

it requires an extended time period to heat the reservoir. The key parameters to be

understood in downhole heating process are the variation in the viscosity of the

heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen with temperature and the rate of

heat provided by the heater associated with the generated temperature gradient in

the volume around the well (Rodriguez et al., 2008).

Because of the production decline of conventional light crude oil, projects

must focus on increasing the recovery of heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand

bitumen by the use of thermal and nonthermal methods. Steam-based thermal

recovery processes are more efficient in low-pressure reservoirs; however,

because of their depth, the initial pressures of the reservoirs in the Faja are rel-

atively high, ranging from 600 to 1500psi with viscosities typically >2000cp.

For these reasons, it is important to decrease the pressure of the reservoirs with

primary production techniques to facilitate the economical implementation of

steam-injection-based methods. In such cases, the initial production of heavy

and viscous oils can be accelerated by the use of downhole heaters that, by pro-

viding energy to the vicinity of the well, decrease oil viscosity and increase the

oil production rate. A consequential advantage of using downhole heaters as a

prelude to a steam injection process is that they accelerate early production and

reservoir-pressure depletion (Rodriguez et al., 2008).

The Orinoco belt (Faja) in Venezuela contains one of the largest resources in

the world of heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen. Thus, as an exam-

ple of heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen recovery, the method has

been applied to the recovery of Venezuelan crude oil (API gravity ranging from

8° to 9°) and a viscosity of 18,000cp at the reservoir temperature of 47°C
(117°F). The heating varied over the horizontal length from the toe to the

heel with more heat (higher watt density) delivered to the toe to equalize the

wellbore pressure drop in the long horizontal producing zone. The temperature

increased to 76°C (168°F) at the toe. In another example, a California crude

oil (API gravity ranging from 8.5° to 13°), heating the oil to temperatures above

93°C (200°F), substantially reduced the viscosity, resulting in increased produc-
tion (Parman and Ojeda, 2013).
2.3 Hot Fluid Injection

As the name implies, hot-fluid injection processes involve the injection of pre-

heated fluids into a relatively cold reservoir. Generally, the injected fluids are
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heated at the surface, although wellbore heaters have been used on occasion.

Fluids range from water (both liquid and vapor) and air to others such as natural

gas, carbon dioxide, exhaust gases, and even solvents. The choice is controlled

by cost, expected effect on crude production response, and availability of fluids.

The fluids range from water (both liquid and vapor) and air to others such as

natural gas, carbon dioxide, exhaust gases, and even solvents. It should be noted

here that if water vapor is injected into the reservoir, the process might be more

correctly designated as a steam-based process.

In many cases, the choice of injection fluid is governed by the nature of

the reservoir. Hot gas or even steam (but not hot water) may be considered

for injection into the crest of a reservoir with a small, low-pressure gas

cap—making sure to maintain gravitational stability by not exceeding the

critical rate. Injection of hot water near zones swept by an encroaching nat-

ural water drive may prevent oil resaturation of the zones already swept.

But injection of steam under similar circumstances should be considered

carefully, as the cooling by any encroaching water could have a signifi-

cantly adverse effect on the rate of growth of the steam zone. Also, steam

or fresh water should not be injected, without due consideration of the pos-

sible consequences, into reservoirs containing significant amounts of swell-

ing clay minerals.

For an oil of high viscosity, such as heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand

bitumen, the drop in oil saturation at the displacement front is much smaller, and

a substantial amount of mobile oil may be bypassed by the leading edge of the

displacement front. Put simply, because of the high viscosity of the oil, the

water has a lesser resistance to flow than the oil, and thus, some of the poten-

tially mobile oil is not recovered. Thus, for the same volume of water injected,

the oil displacement front would be closer to a producer in a heavy oil reservoir,

but for the more viscous oils such as extra heavy oil and tar sand bitumen, water

will break through at the producer earlier at the same water injection rate and

injected volume. The more viscous oil will continue to be produced after water

breakthrough, but the average oil cut (the fraction of oil in the produced stream)

will be lower. With the high-viscosity oil, such as extra heavy oil and tar sand

bitumen, many pore volumes of injected water are required to reduce the

remaining oil to a near nonrecoverable amount. In the case of highly viscous

oil, not only the displacement efficiency is poor, but also the volumetric sweep

efficiency is decreased. This decrease in volumetric sweep efficiency is the

result of two different mechanisms.

In the first mechanism, during the displacement of the viscous oil by water,

the macroscopic displacement front is never planar but varies according to the

velocity of the flow lines. Moreover, since the flow resistance of a flow channel

is least where the displacement front is most advanced, the flow velocity in the

channels are the highest. The result is that the displacement front arrives at the

producer soonest along the flow line of highest velocity and that breakthrough

occurs earlier (for a given injection rate) for the more viscous oil. The increasing

oil viscosity (which is proportional to mobility ratio) is reflected in the sweep
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efficiency at the time of water breakthrough. Layers of different permeability

and gravity tongues are examples of other conditions leading to bypassing of

the oil by the water.

In the second mechanism, reducing the volumetric sweep efficiency is asso-

ciated with small-scale viscous instability, which in the displacement front will

develop in the most homogeneous porous media. The viscous instability arises

from perturbations—caused, for example, by small differences in the shape of

grains or pores or even by the presence of clay lenses in a nonclay formation—in

an otherwise uniform flow pattern. The distance between the viscous fingers

that are most likely to form decreases with increasing viscosity of the oil,

and the fingering is likely to occur at relatively low flow rate. In addition, some

of the oil between adjacent fingers may be bypassed and trapped more easily

when, because of high viscosity, the fingers are close together and, thus, the

displacement efficiency is lower the higher the viscosity of the viscosity. Thus,

the presence of heterogeneity in a reservoir not only ensures the presence of

microscopic viscous fingering but also results in bypassing and trapping of

oil—the effect is more pronounced the more viscous the oil.

The effective mobility ratio associated with hot-fluid injection is very unfa-

vorable for noncondensable gases, less so for hot water, and the least unfavor-

able (or even favorable) for condensable gases such as steam. The effectiveness

of steam displacement processes is related to the fact that the ratio of the pres-

sure gradients upstream and downstream of the condensation front, evaluated at

the condensation front, is affected greatly by the condensation mechanism

itself. This effect, which will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 5, does

not occur with hot-water and hot-gas injection. Since thermal drives involve

moving hot fluids from one well to another, they require reservoir continuity

over distances somewhat greater than the well spacing.

All processes in which hot fluid is injected through the wellhead suffer from

heat losses from the injection wellbore to the formations overlying the reservoir

(the overburden). Such heat losses can be a significant fraction of the injected

heat when the wells are deep or poorly insulated and the injection rates are low.

Under such conditions, the temperature of an injected noncondensable fluid

entering the formation may be significantly lower than at the wellhead. When

the injected fluid is condensable, as in the case of steam, the heat losses cause

some of the vapors to be condensed. However, the temperature remains approx-

imately constant as long as there is vapor present, unless there is a large friction

pressure drop or a large gravity head—two effects that generally tend to offset

each other and are negligible in most current operations. Surface lines generally

are insulated, and injection well can be completed in such a way as to reduce

heat losses. Because of the thermal stresses on the casing, it is usual to use new

wells, cemented to surface, for injection. Existing wells in good condition often

are used for production in drive projects.

For example, in the hot-water process, the water is filtered, treated to control

corrosion and scale, heated, and if necessary treated to minimize the swelling of
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clay minerals in the reservoir. The primary role of the hot water is to reduce the

viscosity of the oil to improving the displacing efficiency over that obtainable

from a conventional waterflood. The design and operation of hot-water drives

have many elements in common with conventional waterflooding (Chapter 2).

Thus, the hot-water drive (hot-water flood) is a displacement process in which

oil is displaced immiscibly by both hot and cold water (Dietz, 1967). In this

process, the water is filtered, treated to control corrosion and scale, heated,

and if necessary treated to minimize the swelling of clays in the reservoir.

The primary role of the heated water is to reduce the oil viscosity and, thereby,

improve the displacing efficiency over that obtainable from a conventional

waterflood.

In the simplest form, a hot-water drive involves the flow of only two phases:

water and oil. On the other hand, steam-based processes and combustion-based

processes typically involve a third phase: gas. Thus, the elements of hot-water

flooding are relatively easy to describe, it being basically a displacement pro-

cess in which oil is displaced immiscibly by both hot and cold water. Except for

the effect of temperature and the fact that hot-water floods are applied to rela-

tively viscous crudes, these processes have many elements in common with

conventional waterfloods. However, because of the ever-present water in all

crude oil reservoirs, displacement by hot water must occur to some extent in

all thermal recovery processes. In fact, hot water is known to contribute to

the displacement of oil in the zones downstream of both steam-drive processes

and combustion processes.

In the process, the leading edge of the injected hot water loses heat so rapidly

that it quickly reaches the initial reservoir temperature. Thus, at the leading edge

of the displacement front, the oil mobility is that of the unheated oil. On the

other hand, the viscosity of the injected hot water is lower than in conventional

waterfloods. Thus, the mobility ratio of the oil ahead of the displacement front

and the injected water near the injection well is more unfavorable in hot-water

floods than in conventional waterfloods. This should result in somewhat earlier

water breakthrough in hot-water floods. And there is some evidence for this. On

the other hand, the mobility ratio of the fluids in the heated zones is more favor-

able in the hot-water floods than in conventional waterfloods. This results in

better displacement efficiency from the heated zone and would improve the ulti-

mate recovery even where residual oil saturation does not decrease with increas-

ing temperature.

Except for temperature effects and the fact that they generally are applied to

relatively viscous crude oils, hot-water drive processes have many elements in

common with conventional waterfloods. The process is a displacement process

in which oil is displaced immiscibly by both hot- and cold-water steam and

combustion processes and, on the other hand, always involves a third phase:

gas. Except for temperature effects and the fact that they generally are applied

to relatively viscous crudes, hot-water floods have many elements in common

with conventional waterflood.
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Because of the pervasive presence of water in all crude oil reservoirs, dis-

placement by hot water must occur to some extent in all thermal recovery pro-

cesses. It is known to contribute to the displacement of oil in the zones

downstream of both steam-drive projects and combustion-based projects.

The complex mineralogy of clay minerals (Grim, 1968) must be considered

wherever clay occurs in a reservoir.

In a hot-water flood, the leading edge of the injected hot water loses heat so

rapidly that it quickly reaches the initial reservoir temperature, and the oil

mobility is that of the unheated oil at the leading edge of the displacement front.

On the other hand, the viscosity of the injected hot water is lower than in

conventional waterfloods. Thus, the mobility ratio of the oil ahead of the dis-

placement front and the injected water near the injection well is less favorable

in hot-water floods than in conventional waterfloods (which should result in

somewhat earlier water breakthrough than hot-water floods). On the other hand,

the mobility ratio of the fluids in the heated zones is more favorable in the hot-

water floods than in conventionalwaterfloods.This results in better displacement

efficiency from the heated zone and would improve the ultimate recovery even

where residual oil saturation does not decrease with increasing temperature.

Thermal expansion of oil also contributes to the improved displacement effi-

ciency of thermal projects. Gravity separation usually is accentuated by the

increased density difference between water and oil as temperatures increase.

In addition, most of the reservoir heat is in the zones from which most of the

oil already has been displaced. Indeed, all thermal drives are characterized

by the presence of large amounts of heat in oil-depleted portions of the reser-

voir; this has prompted a number of modifications aimed at scavenging or recy-

cling the heat to improve the efficiency of the process (Lake and Walsh, 2004).

The amount of oil displaced in a hot-water drive is invariably larger than the

amount produced. The oil that is displaced but not produced is stored in unswept

portions of the reservoir. In the case of viscous crude oils, especially, the mobil-

ity ratio between the advancing oil and any gas or water in the reservoir is very

favorable. This means that crude oil tends to fill regions of the reservoir initially

filled with mobile gas and water before it is produced. Where an oil bank forms,

consideration of these effects allows an estimation of the recovery history from

the estimates of the oil displacement history.

Although there are no simple methods for predicting oil recovery from hot-

water floods, an approach is suggested that (i) is based on conventional water-

flood technology, (ii) appears to have some of the elements necessary to

describe hot-water floods, and (iii) considers only the effects of permeability

variations and mobility ratio. It is by no means a proved method and is offered

merely as an example of how it may be possible to adapt the existing technology

from a related field when there is no other method for making the desired esti-

mates of oil recovery.

In addition to cost, the choice of the fluid is controlled by the expected effect

of the fluid on the production response of the crude oil and on and availability of
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fluids. For example, seawater may be used for injection into an undersea reser-

voir where the cost of water delivery to the platformwould be prohibited. On the

other hand, choice of injection fluid is governed by the nature of the reservoir,

with each reservoir being considered a specific entity subject to the character of

the oil and the mineralogy of the reservoir rock (Table 3.1). For example, steam

or hot water should not be injected without first considering the possible con-

sequences of its effects on reservoirs containing significant amounts of swelling

clay minerals.

The effective mobility ratio associated with hot-fluid injection is very unfa-

vorable for noncondensable gases, less so for hot water, and the least unfavorable

(or even favorable) for condensable gases such as steam. The effectiveness of

steam displacement processes is related to the fact that the ratio of the pressure

gradients upstream and downstream of the condensation front, evaluated at the

condensation front, is affected greatly by the condensationmechanism itself. This

effect does not occur with hot-water injection or with hot-gas injection. Since

thermal drives involve moving hot fluids from one well to another, they require

reservoir continuity over distances somewhat greater than the well spacing.

Injection of hot noncondensable gases has been attempted also. The low vis-

cosity of noncondensing gases results in poor mobility ratios and, consequently,

poor displacement efficiencies. Stripping of light ends also may be important in

hot-gas drives. Here, condensation of the stripped components results from

cooling of the gas stream (which is analogous to meteorological precipitation)

rather than, as in the case of steam, from the condensation of the carrier vapor

phase. Because of the low density of gases, high volumetric gas injection rates

(referred to standard conditions) are required to provide heat injection

rates comparable with those obtainable with water or steam. At the injection

rates typically encountered in field operations, wellbore heat losses cause a

significant reduction in the temperature of the hot gas.

In fact, all processes in which hot medium (gas or fluid) fluid is injected

through the wellhead into a formation result in heat loss from the injection well-

bore, to the formation, to the formations overlying the reservoir (the overbur-

den). The heat loss can be a significant fraction of the injected heat when at low

injection rates and when the wells are deep or are poorly insulated. Under such

conditions, the temperature of an injected noncondensable fluid entering the

formation will, more than likely, be significantly lower than the temperature

of an injected fluid at the wellhead.

When the injected fluid is condensable, as in the case of steam, the heat loss

can cause some of the vapors to condense. On the other hand, the temperature of

the fluid may remain approximately constant as long as there is vapor present.

Typically, the surface lines are insulated, and the injection wells can be com-

pleted in such a manner that heat loss will be reduced. In addition, it is usual to

use newwells, cemented to surface, for injection because of the thermal stresses

placed on the well casing and existing wells that have remained in good

condition may be used as production wells in steam-drive projects.
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3. Steam-Based Processes

Steam can also be injected into one or more wells with production coming from

other wells (steam drive). This technique is very effective in heavy oil, extra

heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen formations but has found little success during

application to tar sand deposits because of the difficulty in connecting injection

and production wells. However, once the flow path has been heated, the steam

pressure is cycled, alternately moving steam up into the oil zone, then allowing

oil to drain down into the heated flow channel to be swept to the

production wells.

In steam stimulation processes, heat and drive energy are supplied in the

form of steam injected through wells into the heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and

tar sand bitumen reservoir. In most instances, the injection pressure must exceed

the formation fracture pressure in order to force the steam into the reservoir and

into contact with the oil. When sufficient heating has been achieved, the injec-

tion wells are closed for a soak period of variable length and then allowed to

produce, first applying the pressure created by the injection and then using

pumps as the wells cool and production declines.

If the viscous oil (the word oil is used in the general sense) in a formation can

be made mobile by admixture of either a hydrocarbon diluent or an emulsifying

fluid, a relatively low-temperature secondary recovery process is possible

(emulsion steam drive). If the formation is impermeable, communication prob-

lems exist between injection and production wells. However, it is possible to

apply a solution or dilution process along a narrow fracture plane between injec-

tion and production wells.

The steam-based processes are the most advanced of all enhanced oil recov-

ery methods in terms of field experience and thus have the least uncertainty in

estimating performance (EPRI, 1999; Curtis et al., 2002; Advanced Resources

International, 2005; Shah et al., 2010). However, as with all enhanced oil recov-

ery processes, a good reservoir description is a necessity (Lake et al., 1992).

Steam processes are most often applied in reservoirs containing viscous oils

and tars, usually in place of rather than following secondary or primary

methods. Commercial application of steam processes has been underway since

the early 1960s. In contrast, although in situ combustion has been field tested

under a wide variety of reservoir conditions, few projects have proved econom-

ical and advanced to commercial scale.

Steam can also be injected into one or more wells with production coming

from other wells (steam drive). This technique is very effective in heavy oil,

extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen formations but has found little success

during application to heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen reservoirs

because of the difficulty in connecting injection and production wells. How-

ever, once the flow path has been heated, the steam pressure is cycled, alter-

nately moving steam up into the oil zone, and the oil is allowed to drain

down into the heated flow channel to be swept to the production wells.
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The concept behind the steam-based processes is generally viscosity reduc-

tion so that the heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen can flow to the

production well. Other effects such as emulsion drive, thermal expansion, solu-

tion gas drive, and steam distillation are also believed to occur. The extent of

each is unknown and oil-dependent. In the steam-stripping processes, steam

removes relatively low-boiling components from the heavy oil, extra heavy

oil, and tar sand bitumen. In fact, steam stripping removes a larger fraction

of the crude oil than would be suggested by the boiling-point distribution

because of steam distillation (Willman et al., 1961; Volek and Pryor, 1972;

Shu, 1984; Northrop and Venkatesan, 1993). There is no chemical change to

the constituents of the oil, although there may be favorable compositional

changes to the oil insofar as lower-boiling fractions are recovered and

higher-boiling materials remain in the reservoir.

As the steam condenses, most of the stripped or steam-distilled compo-

nents in the steam also condense and form a solvent front that will assist in

displacing heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen (as a solvent/oil

mix) toward the production well. These effects help to improve the displace-

ment efficiency. Whether or not steam distillation occurs and the role it plays

in oil recovery depend on the character of the heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and

tar sand bitumen as well as the downhole conditions. Steam distillation can

indeed augment the process when the steam-distilled material moves with the

steam front and acts as a solvent for oil ahead of the steam front (Willman

et al., 1961; Volek and Pryor, 1972; Shu, 1984; Prats, 1986; Northrop, and

Venkatesan, 1993).

Typically, steam is produced using once-through boilers that also produce

varying amounts of hot water. The hot water usually is injected into the reser-

voir along with the steam, although the amount of hot water to be injected with

the steammay be reduced by separating the vapor and liquid phases upstream of

the wellhead. Any hot water that is separated is usually recycled through the

boiler feed system (as long as the water is sufficiently clean and will not cause

corrosion or fouling of the lines) or used to preheat the feed water to the boiler.

Heating the water can promote the deposition of dissolved solids (depending

upon the chemical nature of the solids), and thus, it is especially important

in steam-injection operations to ensure the use of clean water. Furthermore,

because of the condensation resulting from heat losses, the water content of

the steam entering a formation is generally higher than that at the wellhead.

Injected or condensed fresh (hot) water may create problems in reservoirs that

contain clay minerals that are subject to swelling by intake (absorption)

of water.

In addition to possessing the displacement mechanisms and thermal phe-

nomena present in hot-water floods (which lead to improvements in displace-

ment efficiency resulting from a decrease in viscosity, a reduction in capillary

forces, and thermal expansion of the crude), steam drives also (i) cause boiling

and steam stripping of the light components in the crude, (ii) promote the
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formation of a low-viscosity oil bank near the condensation front, (iii) yield

unusually low residual oil saturations, and (iv) improve the effective mobility

ratio of the displacing process.

When dealing with heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen, it can be

reasonably assumed that the steam-distilled material is composed of aromatics

and naphthenic constituents that are excellent solvents for oil (Mitchell and

Speight, 1973). On the other hand, if the steam-distilled constituents have a pre-

dominantly paraffinic character (which is not considered likely for heavy oil,

extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen but very likely for residual oil in an

energy-depleted conventional oil reservoir), this will cause deposition of

asphaltic material ahead of the steam front. The ever-present disadvantage is

that any deposited material will block the reservoir flow channels, thereby

restricting oil flow to the production well. The distinct advantage is that if flow

to the recovery well is not restricted, there is the potential for recovery of par-

tially upgraded heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen.

Another effect is that the oil bypassed by the advancing condensation front is

so volatile that it shrinks significantly as steam continues to pass by, resulting in

low recovery of the heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen. These

effects would bemore pronounced with the residual oil from conventional crude

oil recovery, which contains relatively high levels of volatile constituents.

Overall, the condensation steam-stripping and steam-distillation effects result

in more favorable recovery than is expected on the basis of viscosity

reduction alone.

If the viscous bitumen in a tar sand formation can be made mobile by admix-

ture of either a hydrocarbon diluent or an emulsifying fluid, a relatively low-

temperature secondary recovery process is possible (emulsion steam drive).
If the formation is impermeable, communication problems exist between injec-

tion and production wells. However, it is possible to apply a solution or dilution

process along a narrow fracture plane between injection and production wells.

All of the processes in which hot fluid is injected through the wellhead suffer

from heat losses from the injection wellbore to the overburden formations.

These heat losses can be a significant fraction of the injected heat when the

wells are deep or poorly insulated and the injection rates are low. Under such

conditions, the temperature of an injected noncondensable fluid entering the

formation may be significantly lower than at the wellhead. When the injected

fluid is condensable, as in the case of steam, the heat losses cause condensation

of the vapor. If the steam is unable to maintain the heat and enters the reservoir

as hot water, the oil in the reservoir actually comes into contact with hot water

rather than steam. Whether or not the reservoir is injected with steam is subject

to the depth of the reservoir (i.e., the distance the surface-generated steam has to

travel to enter the reservoir). Cooling of the steam by any encroaching water

could have a significantly adverse effect not only on the rate of growth of

the steam zone but also on the initiation of the steam zone. However, there

are several schools of thought that contend that the majority of steam-based
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processes are, in fact, hot-water-based processes. To overcome the steam-or-

hot-water issue, surface lines generally are insulated, and injection well is com-

pleted in a manner that reduces heat losses.
3.1 Steam Drive

The steam-drive process involves the injection of steam through an injection

well into a reservoir and the production of the mobilized heavy oil, extra heavy

oil, and tar sand bitumen and steam condensate from a production well. Steam

drive is usually a logical follow-up to cyclic steam injection. Steam drive

requires sufficient effective permeability to allow the injection of the steam

at rates sufficient to raise the reservoir temperature to move the heavy oil, extra

heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen to the production well.

The process occurs in two steps: (i) steam stimulation of production wells,

that is, direct steam stimulation, and (ii) steam drive by steam injection to

increase production from other wells (indirect steam stimulation). When there

is some natural reservoir energy, steam stimulation normally precedes steam

drive. In steam stimulation, heat is applied to the reservoir by the injection

of high-quality steam into the production well. When natural reservoir drive

energy is depleted and productivity declines, most cyclic steam-injection

projects are converted to steam drives. In some projects, producing wells are

periodically steam-stimulated to maintain high production rates. Normally,

stream-drive projects are developed on relatively close well spacing to achieve

thermal communication between adjacent injection and production wells. To

date, steam methods have been applied almost exclusively in relatively thick

reservoirs containing viscous crude oil.

Thus, the steam-drive process (steam-flood process) is a process that

requires continuous injection of steam into the oil layer to supply thermal

energy and so to reduce the viscosity of the heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and

tar sand bitumen to enhance the recovery of viscous crude oils. A suitable pat-

tern of injection wells typically surrounding a production well is selected, with

the pattern largely dependent on the geology of the formation to be flooded.

Steam is continuously injected into the selected injection wells, forming a steam

zone, which both lowers the viscosity of the oil and also provides the pressure to

drive the heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen toward the producer.

Typical recovery factors are on the order of 50%–60% v/v of the oil in place.

A steam-drive process differs significantly from a hot-water drive—the dif-

ference in performance being solely due to the presence and effects of the con-

densing vapor. The presence of the gas phase causes light components in the

crude to be distilled and carried along as hydrocarbon components in the gas

phase. Where the steam condenses, the condensable hydrocarbon components

do likewise, thus reducing the viscosity of the crude at the condensation front.

Moreover, the condensing steammakes the displacement process more efficient

and improves the sweep efficiency. Thus, the net effect is that recovery from
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steam drives is significantly higher than from hot-water drives. In addition, a

steam-drive process can also promote steam distillation of some of the compo-

nents of the oil, thereby having the potential to create a solvent front that will

dissolve part or all of the oil as it passed along the flow channel(s) (Willman et al.,

1961; Volek and Pryor, 1972; Shu, 1984; Northrop and Venkatesan, 1993).

In the steam-stripping process, steam removes relatively low-boiling con-

stituents from the oil. The process recovers a larger fraction of the crude than

would be suggested by its boiling-point distribution (e.g., the boiling-point dis-

tribution of a particular crude might indicate that 20% of the crude boils at

400°F, but when the vapor pressure is maintained at a low level by the flowing

vapor, more than 20% of the crude would be removed). As the steam condenses,

most of the stripped components in the steam also condense, and these light

ends condensing at the steam condensation front help to improve the displace-

ment efficiency. The mixing of the condensing light ends with crude reduces the

viscosity of the oil contacted by a subsequent advance of the condensation front.

Eventually, the oil bypassed by the advancing condensation front is so light

and distillable that it shrinks significantly as steam continues to pass by. Such

shrinkage of the bypassed oil can result in very low ultimate values for the resid-

ual oil in steam drives. These effects would be more pronounced with crudes

containing a high percentage of light fractions but would occur to some extent

with any crude. In addition, the condensation phenomenon itself, quite apart

from any distillation effects, results in more favorable effective mobility ratios

than would have been expected on the basis of viscosity ratios alone.

Two expected problems inherent in the steam-drive process are steam over-

ride and reservoir plugging. Any in situ thermal process tends to override

(migrate to the top of the effected interval) because of differential density

of the hot and cold fluids. These problems can be partially mitigated by

rapid injection of steam at the bottom or below the target interval through a

high-permeability water zone or fracture. Each of these options will raise the

temperature of the entire reservoir by conduction and, to a lesser degree, by con-

vection, and the effectiveness of the following injection of steam into the target

interval will be enhanced.

Other variations on this theme include the use of steam and the means of

reducing interfacial tension by the use of various solvents. The solvent extrac-
tion approach has had some success when applied to bitumen recovery from

mined tar sand, but when applied to unmined material, losses of solvent and

bitumen are always a major obstacle. This approach should not be rejected

out of hand since a novel concept may arise, which guarantees minimal (accept-

able) losses of bitumen and solvent.
3.2 Cyclic Steam Injection

Cyclic steam injection is the alternating injection of steam and production of oil

with condensed steam from the same well or wells. The process is also known as
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the steam soak and huff and puff, and the method of heavy oil recovery has been

used to produce heavy oil from Cold Lake, Alberta, Canada. The recovery

mechanism is similar to other steam flooding techniques that include heating

oil-bearing matrix, steam distillation, viscosity reduction, gas drive, and mobi-

lization of the heavy oil toward the well.

Thus, steam generated at surface is injected in a well, and the same well is

subsequently put back on production. A cyclic steam injection process includes

three stages. In the first stage is injection, during which a measured amount of

steam is introduced into the reservoir. The second stage (the soak period)
requires that the well be shut in for a period of time (usually several days) to

allow uniform heat distribution to reduce the viscosity of the oil (alternatively,

to raise the reservoir temperature above the pour point of the oil). Finally, dur-

ing the third stage, the now-mobile oil is produced through the same well. The

cycle is repeated until the flow of oil diminishes to a point of no returns. One

mechanism that aids the production of the oil is the flashing of hot water (orig-

inally condensed from steam injected under high pressure) back to steam as

pressure is lowered when a well is put back on production. This process is also

known by a number of names: steam soak, steam stimulation, huff and puff, and

cyclic steam injection.

In the process, a single well for both injection and production and steam is

injected into a well for several days or weeks. Then, the well is shut in for sev-

eral days to a month or more, the soak period. After the soak period, the well is

produced for up to 6 months, after which the process is repeated. The steam heat

the rock and fluids surrounding the wellbore and also provides some drive pres-

sure—by the time production resumes, the steam has condensed, and oil and

water are produced. Other fluids can be used instead of steam, but none have

been found to be as effective. Hot water introduces a larger volume of water

per unit of heat injected, and its use results in higher water saturations. This

can affect the producing oil cut adversely.

The advantage of the huff-and-puff process is the relatively short time

required for steam-injection time so that the well is producing most of the time.

The disadvantage is that only the reservoir near the wellbore is stimulated. As a

result, this method therefore often has to be followed by continuous steam injec-

tion to drive oil toward a separate production well. Reservoir pressure, dictated

by depth, imposes a limit on steam flooding: higher pressures require more fuel

to generate higher temperature on the surface to produce saturated steam needed

for efficient steam flood. The higher temperature also leads to greater heat

losses.

Cyclic steam injection is popular because the production response is

obtained earlier and the amount of recovered oil per amount of steam injected

is often higher than in thermal drives. Also, relatively small steam boilers can be

used, and they can be moved from well to well. Wells can be subject to steam

soaking several times, the main requirements are natural driving forces, such as

solution gas or gravity drainage, and sufficient oil near the wells. The process
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employs a pattern of vertical wells. Typically, pressurized steam is pumped

down a well for weeks and sometimes months, thoroughly heating the reservoir

near the well. The process is then halted, usually for several weeks; this allows

the heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen to become separated from

the reservoir sand. Then, the heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen is

artificially lifted from the same well. This technology has been successfully

used for many years but is fast being replaced in Canada by the SAGD method.

It is still considered applicable in heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitu-

men regions where SAGD is not suitable.

In practice, the heat injected warms the heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar

sand bitumen and lowers its viscosity. A heated zone is created through which

the warmed heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen can flow back into

the well. This is a well-developed process; the major limitation is that <30%

(usually <20%) of the initial oil in place can be recovered. The oil production

rate increases quickly to a high rate, staying at that level for a short time before

gradually declining over several months. The cycle is then repeated when the oil

rate becomes uneconomic. Steam-to-oil ratios are initially in the region of 2:1,

but this increases as cycles are repeated and is typically in the range of 3:1 to 4:1

across the lifetime of the process. For this reason, the process is often used for

the first cycle of production only before switching the reservoir to steam flood-

ing. Cyclic steam stimulation works best when there are thick pay zones

(> 10 m) with high-porosity sands (>30%). Shale layers that reduce vertical

permeability are not a problem for vertical wells that penetrate thick pay zones.

However, good horizontal permeability (>1 darcy) is important for production.

In addition to heating the reservoir, the high-pressure steam creates fractures

in the formation, thereby improving fluid flow, but for this reason, an overbur-

den cover typically on the order of 100 ft is required to contain the pressure. The

process is also sensitive to the geology near the well, which should aid heat dis-

tribution and the capture of the mobilized oil. The process is particularly attrac-

tive because it has quick payout; however, recovery factors are low compared

with other thermal techniques, typically on the order of 10%–40% v/v of the oil

in place as are recovery rates due to the noncontinuous nature of the process.

The cyclic steam injection process reduces the flow resistance near the

wellbore, but it also (i) enhances the depletion mechanism by causing gas dis-

solved in the crude to become less soluble as the temperature increases and

(ii) increases the amount of water retained in the reservoir through a combina-

tion of temperature-induced wettability changes, including the separation of

asphaltene constituents as a separate phase (Table 3.2), and hysteresis in the rel-

ative permeability curves in a manner analogous to a countercurrent imbibition

displacement process. Recognition of some of the mechanisms that occur nat-

urally during cyclic steam injection has led to modifications to enhance them—

for example, the addition of a noncondensable gas to the injected steam.

Cyclic steam stimulation is applied to viscous oil reservoirs to boost

recovery during the primary production phase. Cyclic steam stimulation is a



TABLE 3.2 Effects of the Separation of Asphaltene Constituents

Cause Effect

Asphaltene separation Reservoir plugging

Wettability alteration

Fouling production facilities

Pipeline fouling

Destruction of refinery catalysts
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single-well process and consists of three stages. In the initial stage, steam

injection is continued for about a month. The well is then shut in for a few days

for heat distribution, denoted by soak. Following that, the well is put on produc-

tion. The rate of oil production increases quickly to a high rate, stays at that level

for a short time, and declines over several months. Cycles are repeated when the

oil rate becomes uneconomic. The process assists natural reservoir energy by

thinning the oil, so it will more easily move through the formation to the injec-

tion/production wells. The minimum depth for applying cyclic steam stimula-

tion is on the order of 1000ft; depth varies depending upon the type and

structure of the overlying formations.

Thus, to recover heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen, a prede-

termined amount of high-pressure, high-temperature steam (estimated to be at

�350°C, 650°F) is injected into wells that have been drilled or converted for

injection purposes into the reservoir or deposit. The pressure of the steam frac-

tures the oil sand, while the heat of the steam melts the heavy oil, extra heavy

oil, and tar sand bitumen. The wells are then shut in to allow the steam to heat

(soak period) the producing formation around the well. As the steam soaks into

the deposit, the heated material flows to a producing well and is pumped to the

surface. After a sufficient time has elapsed to allow adequate heating, the injec-

tion wells are returned to production until the heat is dissipated with the pro-

duced fluids. This cycle of soak and produce (or huff and puff) may be

repeated until the response becomes marginal because of declining natural res-

ervoir pressure and increased water production. At this time, a continuous steam

flood is usually initiated to continue the heating and thinning of the oil and to

replace declining reservoir pressure so that production may continue. When the

steam flooding is started, some of the original injection wells will be converted

for use as production wells, along with the others drilled or designated for that

purpose. This process can be repeated several times in a formation, and it can

take between 120 days and 2 years to complete a steam stimulation cycle.

Typical recovery factors for cyclic steam stimulation are 20%–35%
with steam-to-oil ratios (SOR) of 3 to 5.22. Steam floods may follow cyclic
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steam stimulation. While cyclic steam stimulation produces the heavy oil, extra

heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen around a single wellbore, steam flooding

recovers the heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen between wells.

For example, a five-spot pattern with four producing wells surrounding a central

steam-injection well is a common configuration. The well spacing can be less

than two acres for a field in steam flood. The steam heats the oil to lower its

viscosity and provides pressure to drive the heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and

tar sand bitumen toward the producing wells. In most steam-flood operations,

all of the wells are steam-stimulated at the beginning of the flood. In a sense,

cyclic steam stimulation is always the beginning phase of a steam flood. In some

cases, even the steam-flood injection wells are put on production for one or two

cyclic steam stimulation cycles to help increase initial project production and

pay out the high steam-flood capital and operating costs.

Cyclic steam stimulation and steam floods are used in California, Western

Canada, Indonesia, Oman, and China. California’s Kern River production rose

from <20,000bbl/day in the late 1950s before cyclic steam stimulation to over

120,000bbl/day by 1980 after the introduction of cyclic steam stimulation. The

Duri field in Indonesia is the world’s largest steam flood and produces

230,000bbl/day with an estimated ultimate recovery factor of 70% in some

locations.

Cyclic steam injection is used extensively in viscous oil reservoirs and tar

sand deposits and, in some cases, to improve injectivity prior to steam flooding

or in situ combustion operations. The technique has also been applied to the

California tar sand deposits (Bott, 1967) and in some heavy oil, extra heavy

oil, and tar sand bitumen reservoirs north of the Orinoco deposits (Ballard

et al., 1976). The steam flooding technique has been applied, with some degree

of success, to the Utah tar sands (Watts et al., 1982) and has been proposed for

the San Miguel (Texas) tar sands (Hertzberg et al., 1983).

Technical challenges for cyclic steam stimulation and steam flooding are

primarily related to reducing the cost of steam, which is generated in most loca-

tions using natural gas. The economics may be improved by also generating and

selling electricity and by using waste heat for cogeneration. Alternative fuels

(coal, heavy ends, and coke) are discussed separately below; they could also

reduce the cost of steam generation. Monitoring and controlling the steam front

could also reduce costs by redirecting steam to zones where the heavy oil, extra

heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen has not been produced. Steam could be shut off

from zones that have been successfully swept and directed toward unswept

regions.

Gravity override is a natural occurrence in every steam flood. The steam

breaks through to the producers, at which time the process turns into a gravity

drainage process. The steam chest at the top of the formation expands down-

ward, and the heated heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen drain

by gravity to the producing wells. Although the geometry configuration is dif-

ferent to that of the SAGD process, the basic effects are the same.
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The measurement of the produced fluids (oil, water, and natural gas) at the

surface for each well can be used to optimize production by adjusting artificial

lift rates and steam-injection rates. Downhole fluid-flow measurements could

be used to identify which zones are producing oil, water, or gas in a producing

well. Monitoring may involve drilling observation wells where permanent sen-

sors may be deployed or where logging can be periodically performed. Down-

hole temperature and pressure sensors may use fiber-optic or wire line

technology. Water and steam saturation outside the casing of an observation

well can be measured with nuclear spectroscopy logs. Time-lapse, cross well

electric imaging can be used to identify bypassed heavy oil, extra heavy oil,

and tar sand bitumen zones between closely spaced (500m) observation wells.

Cross well seismic and surface seismic measurements might be used to locate

steam fronts. High-resolution imaging of the formation and the fluid saturations

before completing the wells and during production, however, is an open tech-

nical challenge. Technologies must be reliable and have long operating periods

between service periods. High-temperature- (up to 300°C, 570°F) and

corrosion-resistant equipment including pumps (artificial lift), cements, com-

pletions, liners, packers, valves, electronics, and sensors are needed. Thermal

expansion of the formation can also cause the casing to fail.

Most cyclic steam stimulation and steam-flood wells have been vertical

wells. More recently, vertical wells with multilateral branches and horizontal

wells are being tried. The advantage is a reduced footprint while tapping large

subsurface regions. Optimal control and configuration of these wells for cyclic

steam stimulation and steam-flood recovery processes are still being developed.

Cyclic steam injection also is used as a precursor to steam-drive technology.

In reservoirs containing heavy crude oil, the resistance to flow between the

wells may be sufficiently high that steam-injection rates are severely limited,

making steam drive technically inefficient. Cyclic steam injection reduces

the flow resistance near wells, where the resistance is most pronounced; this

alone improves the injection rate attainable during steam drives by reducing

the resistance to flow between wells. Repeated cyclic steam injection reduces

the flow resistance still farther from the wells and may lead to connecting the

heated zones of adjacent wells and further improving the operability of the

steam drive.

A drawback to cyclic steam injection is that the ultimate recovery may be

low relative to the total oil in place in the reservoir. Ultimate recoveries from

steam drives are generally much larger than those from cyclic steam injection.

Thus, cyclic steam injection followed by a steam drive is an attractive combi-

nation; crude production is accelerated quickly, and the ultimate recovery is

quite high.

Recently, cyclic steam stimulation has been applied to wells with multilat-

eral horizontal legs with some degree of success (Perez and Escobar, 2016).

This technology, (HASD technology) was designed to be applied in a set of

horizontal and parallel wells located at the same level in the reservoir sand.
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The wells are cyclically switching between injection and production phases.

The oil recovery mechanism in place is a combination of horizontal steam

flooding and cyclic steam stimulation of each of the horizontal wells. In this

technology, a steam chamber is created, while each well is injecting, and it

is laterally driven by the pressure differentials created between the injectors

and the adjacent producers. Therefore, the method combines the cyclic steam

stimulation and steam flood, thereby generating a process that, at efficient oper-

ating conditions, has the potential for higher oil production than the typical pro-

cesses of individual cyclic steam stimulation followed by steam drive.
3.3 Steam Assisted Gravity Drainage

The development of horizontal drilling technology led to the development of the

steam-assisted gravity drainage process (SAGD process), which is another

steam-injection technique but with the potential (and reality) of higher recovery

of heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen compared with other steam

processes. The gravity-assisted mechanism allows the expansion of a stable

steam chamber and the short distance oil displacement (Butler and Stephens,

1980; Butler, 1985).

Steam-assisted gravity drainage (SAGD) was initially developed to recover

bitumen from the Canadian oil sands and other tar sand reservoirs (Butler, 1985;

Rose and Deo, 1995). The key element of SAGD is that the two wells need to be

parallel and horizontal. It is only in the last 10–15 years that directional drilling
technology has been able to achieve these two characteristics with any degree of

certainty.

In the simplest or typical form of the process, the technology requires the

drilling of two parallel horizontal wells through the oil-bearing formation. Into

the upper well, steam is injected creating a high-temperature steam chamber.

The increased heat loosens the thick crude oil causing it to flow downward

in the reservoir to the second horizontal well. This second well is located par-

allel to and below the steam-injection well. This heated, thinner oil is then

pumped to the surface via the second horizontal or production well. Water is

injected into the bitumen-drained area to maintain the stability of the deposit.

The process is sensitive to operational and geometric reservoir parameters

with high vertical permeability being particularly crucial to the success of the

process. Rock permeability, reservoir heterogeneity, oil reservoir thickness, and

operational conditions such as well separation and length and steam rate are also

important. In addition, the process is not applicable to thin reservoirs that do not

allow sufficient separation of the two wells and is not truly suitable for reser-

voirs of <20ft in thickness.

Several variations of this process have been developed—one variation uses

a single horizontal well, with steam injection through a central pipe and produc-

tion along the annulus, while another variation involves steam injection through

existing vertical wells and production through an underlying horizontal well.
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The key benefits of the SAGD process are an improved steam-oil ratio and high

ultimate recovery (on the order of 60%–70%). The outstanding technical issues

relate to low initial oil rate; artificial lifting of bitumen to the surface; horizontal

well operation; and the extrapolation of the process to reservoirs having low

permeability, low pressure, or bottom water.

Even though the injection and production wells can be very close (between 5

and 7m), the mechanism causes the steam-saturated zone (known as the steam

chamber) to rise to the top of the reservoir, expand gradually sideways, and

eventually allow drainage from a very large area. The method is claimed to sig-

nificantly improve heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen recovery by

between 50% and 60% of the original oil in place (OOIP) and is therefore more

efficient than most other thermal recovery methods.

The key benefits of the SAGD process are an improved steam-oil ratio and

high ultimate recovery (on the order of 60%–70%). Steam, perhaps along with a

mixture of hydrocarbon derivatives that dissolve into the oil and help reduce its

viscosity, is injected into the upper well. The heat reduces the oil viscosity to

values as low as 1–10cp (depending on temperature and initial conditions) and

develops a “steam chamber” that grows vertically and laterally. The steam and

gases rise because of their low density, and the oil and condensed water are

removed through the lower well. The gases produced during SAGD tend to

be methane, with some carbon dioxide and traces of hydrogen sulfide.

To a small degree, the noncondensable gases tend to remain high in the

structure, filling the void space and even acting as a partial insulating blanket

that helps to reduce vertical heat losses as the chamber grows laterally. At the

pore scale and at larger scales as well, flow is through countercurrent, gravity-

driven flow, and a thin and continuous oil film is sustained, giving recoveries

estimated to be on the order of 70%–80% v/v of the oil in place in suitable

reservoirs.

Operating the production and injection wells at approximately the same

pressure as the reservoir eliminates viscous fingering and coning processes

and also suppresses water influx or oil loss through permeable streaks. This

keeps the steam chamber interface relatively sharp and reduces heat losses con-

siderably. Injection pressures are much lower than the fracture gradient, which

means that the chances of breaking into a thief zone (an instability problem that

plagues all high-pressure steam injection processes, such as cyclic steam soak)

are essentially zero.

The SAGD process, like all gravity-driven processes, is extremely stable

because the process zone grows only by gravity segregation, and there are no

pressure-driven instabilities such as channeling, coning, and fracturing. It is

vital in the SAGD process to maintain a volume balance, replacing each unit

volume withdrawn with a unit volume injected to maintain the processes in

the gravity-dominated domain. If bottom-water influx develops, this indicates

that the pressure in the water is larger than the pressure in the steam chamber,

and steps must be taken to balance the pressures. Because it is not possible to
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reduce the pressure in the water zone, the pressure in the steam chamber and

production well region must be increased. This can be achieved by increasing

the operating pressure of the steam chamber through the injection rate of steam

or through reduction of the production rate from the lower well.

Clearly, a low pressure gradient between the bottom water and the produc-

tion well must be sustained. If pressure starts to build up in the steam chamber

zone, then the loss of hot water can take place as well. In such cases, the steam

chamber pressure must be reduced and perhaps the production rate must be

increased slightly to balance the pressures. In all these cases, the system tends

to return to a stable configuration because of the density differences between the

phases.

The SAGD process seems to be relatively insensitive to shale streaks and

similar horizontal barriers, even up to 3–6ft thick, that otherwise would

restrict vertical flow rates. This occurs because as the rock is heated, differ-

ential thermal expansion causes the shale to be placed under a tensile stress,

and vertical fractures are created, which serve as conduits for steam (up) and

liquids (down). As high temperatures hit the shale, the kinetic energy in the

water increases, and adsorbed water on clay particles is liberated. Thus,

instead of thermal expansion, dehydration (the loss of water) occurs, and this

leads to volumetric shrinkage of the shale barriers. As the shale shrinks, the

lateral stress (fracture gradient) drops until the pore pressure exceeds the lat-

eral stress, which causes vertical fractures to open. The combined processes of

gravity segregation and shale thermal fracturing make the SAGD process

highly efficient with recovery on the order of 60%–70% v/v of the viscous

oil in place, which are achievable even in cases where there are many thin

shale streaks.

Heat losses and deceleration of lateral growth mean that there is an eco-

nomic limit to the lateral growth of the steam chamber. This limit is thought

to be a chamber width of four times (4�) the vertical zone thickness. For thinner

zones, horizontal well pairs would therefore have to be placed close together,

increasing costs and providing lower total resources per well pair. Conse-

quently, the zone thickness limit (net pay thickness) must be defined for all

reservoirs.

The cost of heat is a major economic constraint on all thermal processes.

Currently, steam is generated with natural gas, and when the cost of natural

gas rises, operating costs rise considerably. The SAGD process is approxi-

mately twice as thermally efficient as the cyclic steam stimulation process,

and steam-oil ratios are on the order of two. If high recovery ratios are possible,

the process has the potential to replace pressure-driven thermal process in all

cases where the reservoir is reasonably thick and favorable to the process. Also,

because of the lower pressures associated with the SAGD process in comparison

with high-pressure processes such as cyclic steam soak and steam drive, greater

wellbore stability reduces substantially the number of sheared wells that are

common in cyclic steam soak projects.
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However, the SAGD process is not suitable for all reservoirs, and the process

performs best in clean, continuous sand formations with continuous vertical

permeability.

Recently, one of the new improved techniques in SAGD is FAST-SAGD,

which combines conventional SAGD wells with cyclic steam stimulation wells

(Shin and Polikar, 2004, 2005). These offset wells are drilled at the same depth

as that of SAGD production well. After short period of time of operation of the

SAGD, which is started to operate similarly to the conventional SAGD, steam is

injected through cyclic steam stimulation wells with high injection rate under

high operation pressure to make heat easily transfer to reservoir.

However, in the FAST-SAGD operation, steam tends to bypass other wells

during the injection period due to the operation of the cyclic steam stimulation

wells. Hence, live steam will be produced at producer, which has an adverse

effect on the thermal efficiency of the process, thereby causing the production

rate to decrease significantly. In order to offset this condition, there are several

constrains that need to be considered: (i) The location of the offset wells should

be calculated carefully so that the combination of the steam chambers at the

expected time to get the effective thermal process, and (ii) the cyclic steam stim-

ulation wells should be planned with consideration of reservoir parameters—

permeability, oil saturation, formation heat conduction, and heterogeneity (such

as the presence of a shale barrier or a clay formation) in order to achieve high

efficiency.

As a result of recent innovations, a collection of hybrid variants is available

for thermal recovery processes (Table 3.3). Recognizing that there is no one

process that will satisfy the requirements for heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and

tar sand bitumen recovery, a hybrid process (as the name suggests) is based

on a recovery concept (that has been tested and authenticated) and consists

of an added option to assure increased recovery. For example, the hybrid SAGD

process (HSAGD process) uses a similar well configuration to the fracture-

assisted steam technology coupled with the SAGD process (FAST-SAGD

method). However, the wells are operated very differently in terms of the oper-

ating conditions. In FAST-SAGD process, the SAGD wells are operated first,

and cyclic steam stimulation wells (offset wells) start later and require higher

injection pressure and injection rate. Therefore, steam is easy bypass to other

wells but the HSAGD process can improve this phenomenon. In the HSAGD

process, all cyclic steam stimulation wells are placed in a staggered pattern,

and the wells are operated at the same pressure and placed in operation earlier

than SAGD wells.

The expanding-solvent SAGD process (ES-SAGD process) is a combination

of solvent and steam injection that take advantage of the benefits from the heat

provided by steam and the miscibility offered by the solvent (Nasr and Ayodele,

2005). The basic concept of ES-SAGD is to inject a light hydrocarbon additive

at low concentration together with steam, in a process whereby the dominant

force is gravity. The additive is selected in such way that can evaporate and



TABLE 3.3 Hybrid Variants Proposed for Thermal Recovery Processes

Steam-assisted gravity drainage (SAGD)

FAST-SAGD

Expanding-solvent SAGD (ES-SAGD)

Horizontal alternate steam drive (HASD)

Steam and gas push (SAGP)

Steam-assisted gas-oil gravity drainage (SAGOGD)

In situ combustion

Toe-to-heel air injection (THAI)

Basal combustion

Top-down combustion

Solvent-based injection

Vapor extraction (VAPEX)

Liquid addition to steam for enhancing recovery (LASER)

Steam-alternating solvent process (SAS)

Carbon dioxide-based VAPEX process
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condense at water conditions. In this way, solvent can condense with steam

close to the steam chamber interface. The added hydrocarbon is injected in

the vapor form. The condensed solvent dilutes in oil and, aided by the heat,

reduces the oil viscosity in the reservoir, thereby enabling flow to the produc-

tion well. A further way to reduce the high demand of steam is to replace a pro-

portion with a noncondensable gas such as natural gas or nitrogen [often

referred to as steam and gas push (SAGP)] or to add a surfactant to the process

(Adibhatla and Mohanty, 2008).

Another concept related to the VAPEX process but used in a different man-

ner can be used in conjunction with a steam-based process, such as SAGD. In

fact, VAPEX (Das and Butler, 1995) is the nonthermal counterpart of SAGD,

and it works on the same principles as SAGD. Instead of steam, a solvent gas, or

a mixture of solvents, such as ethane, propane, and butane, is injected along with

a carrier gas such as nitrogen or carbon dioxide. Solvent selection is based upon

the reservoir pressure and temperature. The solvent gas is injected at its dew

point. The carrier gas is intended to raise the dew point of the solvent vapor

so that it remains in the vapor phase at the reservoir pressure. A vapor chamber

is formed, and it propagates laterally. The main mechanism is viscosity reduc-

tion. The process relies on molecular diffusion and mechanical dispersion for
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the transfer of solvent to the bitumen for viscosity reduction. Dispersion and

diffusion are inherently slow and, therefore, are much less efficient than heat

for viscosity reduction.
4. In Situ Combustion Processes

The other significant thermal recovery process, in situ combustion (sometimes

referred to as fire flooding), attempts to recover oil by igniting a portion of the

in-place crude by injecting air or oxygen or by chemical or electric means

(Moore et al., 1995; Shah et al., 2010). In situ combustion is an oil recovery

process in which energy is generated in the reservoir by reactions between oxy-

gen and either original or modified fractions of the crude oil.

The process is initiated by heating the oil-bearing sand around an injection

well with a gas burner, with an electric heater, or by the injection of a hot fluid

such as steam. An oxygen-containing gas is injected to ignite the oil and to prop-

agate the combustion zone outward from the injector. The elevated-temperature

zone displaces reservoir fluids, which are advanced toward the production wells

by mechanisms such as vaporization and distillation, steam displacement, hot-

and cold-water displacement, and gas flooding. In the process, the characteristic

regions are as follows:

1. Burned zone: the region that has been swept by the combustion zone. The

temperature in the burned zone increases in the direction of the combustion

front, and a significant proportion of the generated energy either remains in

this region or is lost in the surrounding strata. Under efficient high-

temperature burning conditions, this area is essentially devoid of fuel.

2. Combustion zone: themain energy generation region, inwhich oxygen reacts

with residual hydrocarbon derivatives to produce carbon oxides and water.

Temperature levels in this relatively narrow region are largely determined

by the amount of fuel consumed per unit volume of reservoir rock.

3. Crackingand vaporization region: assuming that the oxygenhasbeen removed

in the combustion zone, hydrocarbon derivatives contacted by the leading edge

of the high-temperature regionundergo thermal crackingandvaporization. The

mobilized light ends are transported downstream and aremixedwith the native

crude. The heavy residue, nominally defined as coke, is deposited on the core

matrix and is the main fuel source for the combustion process.

4. Steam zone: connate water and water of combustion move ahead of the

high-temperature region. The temperature in the steam zone is dictated

by the operating pressure and the concentration of combustion gases.

5. Condensation front: the leading edge of the steam bank is the primary area

of oil mobilization. Only the residual oil remaining behind the condensation

front and steam bank undergoes vaporization and thermal cracking.

6. Native reservoir: cold native reservoir altered mainly by the presence of a

gas saturation.
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The generated coke supports continuous combustion with air and the heat gen-

erated by the combustion process increases the temperature of the oil-bearing

formation, which causes viscosity reduction by several orders of magnitude

and mobilizes the flow of the unburned oil fraction (Castanier and Brigham,

2003). The conventional in situ combustion technique for heavy oil recovery

uses vertical injection well and vertical production well arrangement. There-

fore, the mobilized oil in a conventional in situ combustion accumulates in

the colder region of the oil reservoir before moving to the producer well.

An inefficiency associated with dry in situ combustion is that a significant

proportion of the generated energy remains behind the combustion front and

cannot be used to increase the temperature in the native portion of the reservoir.

If water is injected either simultaneously or alternately with the oxygen-

containing gas, some of this energy will be scavenged, since the effective heat

capacity of water is several orders of magnitude larger than that of air. The

injected water-air ratio determines whether water is transported through the oxi-

dation zone in a vapor or liquid state. At low water-air ratios, water passes

through the combustion front as superheated steam, and the process is defined

as normal wet combustion. A distinct vaporization front, with a velocity that

increases with the water-air ration, is formed in the swept region. Partially

quenched combustion occurs when the velocity of this front increases to the

extent that liquid water enters but vaporizes before passing all the way through

the oxidation region. At elevated water-air ratios, liquid water passes through

the oxidation zone, and the process is then defined as superwet or quenched

combustion (Moore et al., 1995).

The process has always appeared to be attractive—especially for the recov-

ery of bitumen from tar sand deposits and the potential for in situ upgrading of

heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen (Chapter 6). In addition to pro-

viding the heat to mobilize the oil, in situ combustion of heavy oil, extra heavy

oil, and tar sand bitumen can provide some in situ upgrading through the use of

minerals or additives (Dabbous and Fulton, 1972; Fassihi and Brigham, 1984,

Fassihi et al., 1984; He, 2004; He et al., 2005; Shallcross et al., 1991; Strycker

et al., 1999; Castanier and Kovscek, 2005). During in situ combustion of heavy

oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen, temperatures of up to 700°C (1290°F)
can be observed at the combustion front, which is sufficient to promote some

upgrading (depending upon the residence time of the heavy oil, extra heavy

oil, and tar sand bitumen in the hot zone).

In situ combustion is normally applied to reservoirs containing low-gravity

oil but has been tested over perhaps the widest spectrum of conditions of any

enhanced oil recovery process. In the process, heat is generated within the res-

ervoir by injecting air and burning part of the formation oil. This reduces the oil

viscosity and partially vaporizes the oil in place, and the oil is driven out of the

reservoir by a combination of steam, hot water, and gas drive. Forward combus-

tion involves movement of the hot front in the same direction as the injected air;

reverse combustion involves movement of the hot front opposite to the direction
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of the injected air. The performance of in situ combustion is predominantly

determined by the four following factors: (i) the quantity of oil that initially

resides in the rock to be burned, (ii) the quantity of air required to burn the por-

tion of the oil that fuels the process, (iii) the distance to which vigorous com-

bustion can be sustained against heat losses, and (iv) the mobility of the air or

combustion product gases.

The relatively small portion of the viscous oil that remains after, say, the

application of steam-based processes or the viscous oil that cannot be moved

by steam-based processes becomes the target resource for the in situ combustion

process. Production is obtained from wells offsetting the injection locations. In

some applications, the efficiency of the total in situ combustion operation can be

improved by alternating water and air injection. The injected water tends to

improve the utilization of heat by transferring heat from the rock behind the

combustion zone to the rock immediately ahead of the combustion zone. Fur-

thermore, the appeal of an in situ combustion process is the potential for partial

upgrading of the oil in the reservoir, providing the undesirable constituents of

the oil remain in the reservoir (Chapter 6). In addition, the process has the rapid

kinetics of a thermal process, and there is no need to generate energy at the

surface.

In the process, oxygen is injected into a reservoir, the crude in the reservoir

is ignited, and part of that crude is burned in the formation to generate heat. Air

injection is by far the most common way to introduce oxygen into a reservoir.

Since the injected air normally is cool (except as compression would warm it),

the surface lines need to be designed only as would be required to conform with

prudent practice. Injection wells generally require special design considerations

only where they are specifically vulnerable. Production wells, on the other hand,

can be expected to be assaulted to varying degrees by corrosion, erosion, and

high temperature from the producing interval to the wellhead, the most severe

conditions being at the producing interval. The standard well equipment, there-

fore, must be modified accordingly. The degree of modification will depend on

the crude and water in the reservoir, the friability of the sand, the steel used in

the tubing and casing, the method of well completion, the amount of heat and

free oxygen, and the type of in situ combustion process or control

measures used.

Energy is generated in the formation by igniting bitumen in the formation

and sustaining it in a state of combustion or partial combustion. The high

temperatures generated decrease the viscosity of the oil and make it more

mobile. Some cracking of the bitumen also occurs and an upgraded product

rather than bitumen itself is the fluid recovered from the production wells. In

some applications, the efficiency of the total in situ combustion operation

can be improved by alternating water and air injection. The injected water

tends to improve the utilization of heat by transferring heat from the rock

behind the combustion zone to the rock immediately ahead of the

combustion zone.
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Injection of air alone is known as dry underground combustion, in situ com-

bustion, or fire flooding. Generally, unless otherwise specified, underground or

in situ combustion means dry forward combustion. In the dry forward combus-

tion process, the combustion front moves out from the injection well as air injec-

tion is continued. The combustion front moves in the same direction as the air.

Reverse combustion occurs when the combustion front moves in a direction

opposite that of the injected air. Reverse combustion is achieved by igniting

the crude near a production well while temporarily injecting air into it. Upon

resumption of the normal air-injection program, the combustion front will move

toward the injection wells. Wet and partially quenched combustion, also known

by the acronym COFCAW (combination of forward combustion and water-

flooding) (Dietz Weijdema, 1968a; Parrish and Craig, 1969), uses water injec-

tion during the combustion process to recuperate the heat from the burned zone

and adjacent strata. In this process, the ratio of injected water to air is used to

control the rate of advance of the combustion front, the size of the steam zone,

and the temperature distribution.

Both forward and reverse combustion methods have been used with some

degree of success when applied to tar sand deposits. The forward combustion

process has been applied to the Orinoco deposits and in the Kentucky sands. The

reverse combustion process has been applied to the Orinoco deposit (Burger,

1978) and the Athabasca. In tests such as these, it is essential to control the air-

flow and to mitigate the potential for spontaneous ignition (Burger, 1978). A

modified combustion approach has been applied to the Athabasca deposit.

The technique involved a heat-up phase and a production (or blowdown phase)

followed by a displacement phase using a fireflood-waterflood (COFCAW)

process.

The main parameters required in the design of an in situ combustion project

are, in addition to operating costs, (i) the fuel concentration per unit reservoir

volume burned, (ii) the composition of the fuel, (iii) the amount of air required

to burn the fuel, (iv) the volume of reservoir swept by the combustion zone,

(v) the required air-injection rates and pressures, and (vi) the oil production rate

(Alexander et al., 1962). Injection of air alone is known as dry underground

combustion, in situ combustion, or fire flooding (Kuhn and Koch, 1953). How-

ever, there are several variants of the in situ combustion process.

The combustion zone is burned out as the combustion front advances and

any water formed or injected will turn to steam in this zone due to residual heat.

This steam flows on into the unburned area of the formation, helping to heat it.

The high temperature just ahead of the combustion zone causes lower-boiling

constituents of the oil or products to vaporize, leaving a heavy residual coke or

carbon deposit as fuel for the advancing combustion front. In the vaporizing that

contains combustion products, vaporized low-boiling hydrocarbon derivatives,

and steam, cooling (owing to the distance of the zone from the combustion

front) causes low-boiling hydrocarbon derivatives to condense and steam to

revert back to hot water. This action displaces oil and, with combustion gases,
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aid in driving the oil to production wells. The oil bank (an accumulation of dis-

placed oil) cools as it moves toward production wells, and temperatures will

drop to that near initial reservoir temperature. When the oil bank reaches the

production wells, the oil, water, and gases will be brought to the surface and

separated—the oil to be sold and the water and gases sometimes reinjected.

The process is terminated by stopping air injection when predesignated areas

are burned out or the burning front reaches production wells.

Ideally, the fire propagates uniformly from the air-injection well to the

producing well, moving oil and combustion gases ahead of the front, and

any coke remaining behind the moved oil provides the fuel. Temperatures

in the thin combustion zone may reach several hundred degrees centigrade,

sufficient to crack the heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen into

lower-boiling products. The oil is subjected to a combination of miscible dis-

placement by the condensed lower-boiling hydrocarbon derivatives, hot-

water drive, vaporization, and steam and gas drive. As the temperature in

the volume element exceeds about 345°C (650°F), the oil will more than likely

undergo thermal cracking to form a volatile fraction and a low-volatility,

coke-like residue. The volatile products are carried in the gas stream, while

the coke-like residue is burned as fuel in the combustion zone. The heat gen-

erated at the combustion zone is transported ahead of the front by conduction

through the formation matrix and by convection of the vapors and liquids (Wu

and Fulton, 1971).

The thickness of the combustion zone is variable, and the temperature is usu-

ally on the order of 345–650°C (650–1200°F) but may be difficult to control

(this is the issue with many combustion-related recovery processes). As the

combustion front moves forward, a zone of clean sand is left behind where only

air flows. As a result of distillation and thermal cracking, the quality of the pro-

duced oil is improved. For example, in South Belridge (California), the pro-

duced oil gravity was as high as 18° API, compared with 12.9° API for the

original oil.

Heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen upgrading is of major eco-

nomic importance. Numerous field observations have shown upgrading of 2–6°
API for heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen undergoing combustion

(Ramey et al., 1992). For the most past, in situ combustion processes (also

known as fireflood processes) are not new; work on various aspects of the pro-

cesses has continued since at least 1923 (Howard, 1923; Wolcott, 1923; Kuhn

and Koch, 1953: Grant and Szasz, 1954). In fact, in situ combustion has been

applied in over a hundred fields (Farouq Ali, 1972; Chu 1977, 1982; Brigham

et al., 1980). The South Belridge (California) project, which began commercial

operations in 1964, is of special significance since it was a commercial success,

and analyses of the field data yielded a number of useful, new concepts and cor-

relations. Certain ideas carried over from waterflooding were found to be inap-

propriate to the in situ combustion process (Gates and Ramey, 1958, 1980;

Ramey et al., 1992).
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Furthermore, in the South Belridge (California) field, it became evident that

reservoir lithology is an important parameter in fuel deposition (Gates and

Ramey, 1958), and the amount of fuel deposited increases with the addition

of clay to the sample of oil and sand (Bousaid and Ramey, 1968). This agrees

chemically with the known catalyst activity of minerals in refining processes

and the ability of clay to adsorb polar constituents such as the carbenes and car-

boids that are the thermal precursors to coke (Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007;

Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017).

In terms of the chemistry of the process, at temperatures in excess of�345°C
(650°F), reactionsbetweenoxygenand theorganic fuel result in theproductionof
carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, and water as the principal reaction products.

However, if the temperature is less than�345°C (650°F), water and oxygenated
organic compounds (such as phenol derivatives) are the principal reaction prod-

ucts alongwith carboxylic acids, aldehydes, ketones, and alcohols,whichmay be

the result of low-temperature oxidation (Burger and Sahuquet, 1972).Moreover,

in many cases, it is often assumed that the minerals and the water in the reservoir

are inert. However, the presence of pyrite (FeS2) increases air requirements, and

naturally occurring carbonates (MCO3, M is a divalent metal) and sulfates

(MSO4, M is a divalent metal) decompose at high temperatures and react with

acid products formed by low-temperature oxidation (Poettmann et al., 1967).

The fire front can be difficult to control, and it may propagate in a haphazard

manner, resulting in premature breakthrough to a producing well. There is a

danger of a ruptured well with hot gases escaping to the surface. The produced

fluid may contain an oil-water emulsion that is difficult to break, and contrary to

expectations, it may also contain heavy-metal compounds that are difficult to

remove in the refinery.

The wellbore near the pay zone or for that matter any part of the injection

well that might come in contact with free oxygen and fuel (crude oil) should be

designed for high thermal stresses. Crude oil is likely to enter the wellbore by

gravity drainage where the air enters the formation preferentially over a short

segment of a large open interval that has adequate vertical permeability. This

crude inflow may be increased as the reservoir temperature near the wellbore

increases as a result of the heat generated either by the ignition system used

in the wellbore or by the combustion process itself (including reverse combus-

tion following spontaneous ignition a short distance into the reservoir). When

designing injection wells, precautions should be taken against any likelihood of

combustion in the wellbore.

During in situ combustion or fire flooding, energy is generated in the forma-

tion by igniting heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen in the formation

and sustaining it in a state of combustion or partial combustion. The high tem-

peratures generated decrease the viscosity of the oil and make it more mobile.

Some cracking of the heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen occurs,

and an upgraded product rather than heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitu-

men itself is the fluid recovered from the production wells.
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In many field projects, the high gas mobility has limited recovery through its

adverse effect on the sweep efficiency of the burning front. Because of the den-

sity contrast between air and reservoir liquids, the burning front tends to over-

ride the reservoir liquids. To date, combustion has been most effective for the

recovery of viscous oils in moderately thick reservoirs in which reservoir dip

and continuity provide effective gravity drainage or operational factors permit

close well spacing.

The use of combustion to stimulate oil production is regarded as attractive

for deep reservoirs. In contrast to steam injection, it usually involves no loss of

heat. The duration of the combustion may be <30 days or as much as 90 days,

depending on the requirements. In addition, backflow of the oil through the hot

zone must be prevented, or coking will occur. However, the combustion process

must be controlled because of the varied pathways by which the combustion

reaction can proceed (Fig. 3.2).

The process has (i) the potential to be thermally more efficient than steam-

based processes; (ii) has no depth restriction, other than advised caution in

shallow-depth reservoirs/deposits; and is (iii) well suited to relatively thin

(<25ft) reservoir/deposit sands. However, the process is complicated insofar

as it is difficult to predict or control, and operational problems from the high

temperature include cement failures, sanding/erosion, corrosion at both injec-

tion and production well because of oxygen and moisture, and high gas

production rate.
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FIG. 3.2 The potential reaction pathways by which the combustion process can proceed.
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4.1 Forward Combustion

The most common form of in situ combustion is dry forward combustion,
which involves movement of the hot front in the same direction as the injected

air, while reverse combustion involves movement of the hot front opposite to

the direction of the injected air. In the process, the combustion front moves in

the same direction as the air flow, but reverse combustion occurs when the

combustion front moves in a direction opposite to the flow of the injected

air. Reverse combustion is achieved by igniting the crude near a production

well while temporarily injecting air into it. Upon resumption of the normal

air-injection program, the combustion front will move toward the

injection wells.

Temperature levels in dry forward combustion are affected by the amount of

fuel burned per unit bulk volume of reservoir rock. The temperature levels in

turn affect the displacement, distillation, stripping, cracking, and boiling of

the crude and formation of “solid” fuel downstream of the combustion front.

Temperatures in the range of 650–1500°F have been observed frequently both

in the laboratory and in the field. At high temperatures, the combustion zone is

very thin. At moderate temperatures, the combustion reaction proceeds slowly

enough to allow significant leakage of free oxygen in the direction of flow, thus

increasing the thickness of the reaction zones. At lower temperatures, a smol-

dering reaction with the bypassed air may occur over distances of several feet.

This usually happens when air is injected into previously unheated crude-

containing reservoirs; the ensuing smoldering reaction generates heat and ulti-

mately causes spontaneous ignition. Air bypassing may also occur in any part of

the reservoir if the local air flux is very great, even when fuel is present, and the

temperature is high. A characteristic of the dry forward combustion process is

that the temperature of the burned zone remains quite high because the heat

capacity of the air injected is too low to transfer a significant amount of heat.

For this reason, water sometimes is used during or after the combustion process

to help transfer the heat from the burned zone and to use it efficiently down-

stream, where the oil is.

In this process, air is injected into a heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand

bitumen reservoir; the crude is ignited in situ; and the resulting combustion front

moves away from the injection well. The heat generated at the combustion front

propagates through the reservoir, reduces the oil viscosity, and thereby

increases the oil production rate and recovery. The propagation of a combustion

front in a reservoir is the most rapid method of thermal recovery. The combus-

tion front can move more rapidly than heat can be moved by conduction and

convection in a reservoir, and the convective heat wave velocity for the case

of air injection is about one quarter that of the combustion front (Martin

et al., 1958; Ramey, 1971). The hydrocarbon products released from the zone

of combustion move into a relatively cold portion of the formation. Thus, there

is a definite upper limit of the viscosity of the liquids that can be recovered by a
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forward combustion process. On the other hand, since the air passes through the

hot formation before reaching the combustion zone, burning is complete; the

formation is left completely cleaned of hydrocarbon derivatives.

The fuel actually burned in forward in situ combustion is not the crude oil in

the reservoir but is primarily the carbon-rich residue resulting from thermal

cracking and distillation of the residual crude near the combustion front. Nat-

urally occurring coal, if present in the rock, also can contribute to the fuel avail-

able for combustion. The amount of fuel present per unit bulk volume of

reservoir is an extremely important parameter in combustion operations, for

it generally determines the air required to burn a unit bulk volume of reservoir.

In wet combustion operations, however, the addition of sufficient water may

reduce the temperature to the point that the fuel will not burn completely.Where

the combustion of all the fuel is unnecessary, incomplete combustion may be an

advantage since it reduces the amount of air required to burn through a unit bulk

volume of reservoir. The process also can be carried out under partially

quenched conditions so that a fraction of the crude is burned or oxidized at

low temperatures. The reverse combustion process also consumes a fraction

of the crude oil in place.

However, low-temperature oxidation that occurs when the oxygen can

bypass the flame front can cause compositional changes in the oil. For example,

low-temperature oxidation can significantly increase the asphaltene content of

the oxidized oil. The low-temperature oxidation does not significantly affect the

volatility or carbon number distributions of either the light or heavy oils (Babu

and Cormack, 1984; Fassihi et al., 1990). This is consistent with the higher-

molecular-weight polar and/or the aromatic species in the oil reacting readily

with the oxygen to convert nonasphaltene material to asphaltene material

(Moschopedis and Speight, 1975; Speight, 2014).

The fuel burned in a formation also is known as the fuel content, the fuel

consumption, or the fuel availability. For combustion at high temperatures,

the terms are interchangeable. Not all companies have the equipment required

for determining the air requirements and the fuel burned. Some service compa-

nies and consulting firms have those facilities. The field user of the combustion

process generally is interested in (i) the amount of air required to burn a unit

bulk volume of reservoir rock and (ii) the amount of crude available for dis-

placement from the burned zone. Although it is assumed that any unburned

crude is displaced, careful analyses of the burned matrix usually show some

organic residue. In such cases, the estimate of fuel available—the organic res-

idue plus the fuel burned—cannot, in principle, be used interchangeably with

the estimate of fuel burned. However, this organic residue is generally negligi-

ble where combustion occurs at high temperatures. Organic residues also are

found after conventional core extraction.

Generally, forward combustion is referred to as dry forward combustion,
and the effects of any reservoir water are, for unknown reasons, ignored. Tem-

perature levels in dry forward combustion, which affect the displacement,
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distillation, stripping, cracking, and formation of solid fuel downstream of the

combustion front, are affected by the amount of fuel burned per unit volume of

reservoir rock. At high temperatures (�815°C, 1500°F), the combustion zone is

very thin, whereas at lower temperatures (�345°C, 650°F), a smoldering reac-

tion with the bypassed air may occur over distances of several feet and generate

heat and ultimately cause spontaneous ignition. At intermediate temperatures

(�600°C, 1100°F), the combustion reaction proceeds slowly enough to allow

significant leakage of free oxygen in the direction of flow, thus increasing

the thickness of the reaction zones.

A characteristic of the dry forward combustion process is that the temper-

ature of the burned zone remains quite high because the heat capacity of the air

injected is too low to transfer a significant amount of heat. For this reason, water

sometimes is used during or after the combustion process to help transfer the

heat from the burned zone to downstream areas.

Forward combustion is particularly applicable to reservoirs containing

heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen and/or with a high effective

permeability. Even though lower effective reservoir permeability is required

for air injection compared with steam injection, the reservoir ahead of the com-

bustion front is subject to plugging as the vaporized fluids cool and condense.

Consequently, a relatively high permeability (400–1000md) and relatively low

bitumen saturation (45%–65% of pore volume) are most favorable for this pro-

cess. The combustion process yields a partially upgraded product because the

temperature gradient ahead of the combustion front mobilizes the lower-boiling

hydrocarbon components that move toward the cooler portion of the reservoir

and mix with unheated bitumen. This mixture is eventually produced through a

production well. The higher-boiling components (e.g., coke) are left on the sand

grains and are consumed as fuel for the combustion. Under certain operating

conditions, a significant cost saving is attained by injecting oxygen or

oxygen-enriched air rather than atmospheric air because of reduced compres-

sion costs and a lower produced gas/oil ratio.

Another form of in situ combustion is the wet combustion method, in which

air and water are injected concurrently or alternately. The purpose of injecting

water is to recuperate and transport heat from the burned zone to the colder

regions downstream of the combustion front. This method may be considered

for thin reservoirs, where heat loss to adjacent formations is significant (Dietz

and Weijdema, 1963; Parrish and Craig, 1969; Dietz, 1970; Beckers and

Harmsen, 1970; Burger and Sahuquet, 1973).

Wet combustion is the general name given to the process in which water

passes through the combustion front along with the air (or other reaction

gas). The process always has been applied to forward combustion. The water

entering the combustion zone may be in either the liquid or the vapor phase

or both. Ideally, the water is injected along with the air but is injected intermit-

tently with the air when the flow resistance to two-phase flow near the injection

well is too high to achieve the desired injection rates. In addition to reducing the
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amount of air required to move a combustion front through a reservoir unit vol-

ume, the wet combustion process also generates a significant steam zone ahead

of the combustion front. The steam zone usually leaves only residual oil in its

swept path, so that it is generally uneconomical to continue a wet combustion

project once the response to the steam zone becomes unattractive and the pro-

cess can be terminated.

Wet combustion should be considered an alternative to dry combustion in all

cases, since it could reduce the air requirements and accelerate the production

response. However, the process should not be used in formations where flow

resistance is marginally acceptable for dry combustion, because the addition

of water will increase the flow resistance further. Neither should the process

be used where the injected water would interact adversely with formation clays

or other minerals to reduce the reservoir injectivity. The effectiveness of the wet

combustion process decreases where gravity override is expected to be impor-

tant, especially in thick, massive intervals having good vertical continuity and

high permeability.

The addition of water during the combustion process has interesting conse-

quences, such as the following: (i) Heat is transferred more effectively than with

air alone and (ii) the steam zone ahead of the combustion front is larger, and

thus, the reservoir is swept more efficiently than with air alone. The improved

displacement from the steam zone results in lower fuel availability and con-

sumption in the combustion zone, so that a greater volume of the reservoir is

burned for a given volume of air injected. Water must be injected in the wet

combustion process. In low-permeability reservoirs, it may be difficult to inject

both air and water simultaneously at the desired rates in which case the air and

water may be injected alternately with control of the duration of the air and

water injection periods so that the desired average water/air ratio is achieved.

The water/air ratio also is controlled to obtain desired improvements in

combustion-front velocities or temperature levels. At low “water/air ratios,”

all the water that reaches the combustion front already has been converted to

steam. If the water/air ratios are kept sufficiently high, most of the water reach-

ing the combustion front still will be in the liquid phase. This reduces the max-

imum temperature level, in some cases to the temperature level corresponding

to the partial pressure of steam in the steam/gas mixture that is adequate for ther-

mal drive processes.

A benefit of the addition of water during the combustion process is that heat

is transferred more effectively than with air alone. In addition, the steam zone

ahead of the combustion front is larger, and the reservoir is swept more effi-

ciently than with air alone. The improved displacement from the steam zone

results in lower fuel availability and consumption in the combustion zone, so

a greater volume of the reservoir is burned for a given volume of air injected.

Another benefit and more pertinent to heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar

sand bitumen technology is the production of a partially upgraded product.

The temperature gradient ahead of the combustion front either causes the
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lower-molecular-weight (more volatile) constituents to distill and move toward

the cooler portion of the reservoir and mix with unheated oil or some of the

higher-molecular-weight (less volatile) constituents crack (thermally decom-

pose), and the volatile products also move toward the cooler portion of the res-

ervoir and mix with unheated oil. The cracking process also produces a

carbonaceous residue that deposits on the reservoir rock and is consumed as fuel

during the combustion process.

The operative term for any in situ combustion project is process control or
flame front control, which related to the amount of air and the amount and type

of fuel in the subterranean formation(s). The fuel burned in a reservoir also is

known as the fuel content, the fuel consumption, or the fuel availability. In terms

of the fuel itself, the fuel that is burned during the in forward in situ combustion

process is not the crude oil in the reservoir, but it is, for the most part, the car-

bonaceous residue that was produced by thermal cracking and distillation (near

the combustion front) of the residual crude oil—in the current context, the fuel

will be part of the heavy oil, extra heavy oil, or tar sand bitumen. The amount of

fuel present per unit bulk volume of reservoir is an extremely important param-

eter in combustion operations and is a determinant in the amount of air required

to burn a unit bulk volume of reservoir. In wet combustion operations, however,

the addition of sufficient water may reduce the temperature to the point that the

fuel will not burn completely. Where the combustion of all the fuel is unneces-

sary, incomplete combustion may be an advantage since it reduces the amount

of air required to burn through a unit bulk volume of reservoir. The process also

can be carried out under partially quenched conditions so that a mid-boiling

fraction of the crude oil is burned or oxidized at low temperatures. On the other

hand, the reverse combustion process also consumes a mid-boiling fraction of

the crude oil.

Air consumption is affected not only by reactions with organic fuel but also

by reactions between oxygen and some minerals (such as pyrite—iron sulfide

[FeS2]) in the reservoir. However, when minerals are involved in the process

and react, special attention must be paid to the amount of fuel burned.

In addition to the fuel available and/or consumed, the parameters of interest

are (i) the amount of air required to burn a unit bulk volume of reservoir rock

and (ii) the amount of crude available for displacement from the burned zone.

The general assumption is that any unburned crude oil is displaced; this is not

typically the case, and there is usually a (partially combusted or thermally gen-

erated) carbonaceous residue, similar to coke or semicoke. In such cases, the

estimate of fuel available—the carbonaceous residue plus the fuel burned—

cannot, in principle, be assumed to be the fuel burned. However, where com-

bustion occurs at high temperatures, the carbonaceous residue may be negligi-

ble. In fact, there is a reasonable correlation between fuel burned and air

consumed when the combustion occurs at high temperatures. At lower temper-

atures, some fraction of the consumed oxygen generally is reacted with the

crude without generating carbon oxide gases or water.
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4.2 Reverse Combustion

Another variation of the in situ combustion process is the reverse combustion
method. In this technique, the combustion zone is initiated at a production well.

In this process, the combustion front moves opposite to the direction of air flow.

Combustion is initiated at the production well, and the combustion front moves

against the air flow. In a frontal displacement model, the oil that is displaced

must pass through the burning combustion zone and through the hot burned

zone. The extent of the high-temperature region in the burned zone depends

(among other things) on the rate of heat losses to the adjacent formations. As

the crude is displaced through the combustion front, it is cracked; the light ends

vaporize, and the heavy ends contribute a residue. As the vapors approach

cooler sections of the burned zone, some condensation occurs, and liquid oil

and water may exist near the outlet. The region upstream of the combustion

zone is heated by heat conduction, which leads to low-temperature oxidation

reactions and the generation of considerable heat at significant rates.

Thus, the reverse combustion front travels countercurrent to the air toward

the injection well where air is injected. The oil flows toward the production

well, through the combustion zone. Since no oil bank is formed, the total flow

resistance decreases with time, and thus, this method is particularly suitable

for reservoirs containing very viscous crude oils. One disadvantage of this

method is the likelihood of spontaneous ignition. Spontaneous ignition would

result in oxygen being consumed near the injector, and the process would

change to forward combustion (Dietz and Weijdema, 1968b). Another disad-

vantage of reverse combustion is the inherent instability of the process, which

results in narrow combustion channels being formed and therefore an ineffi-

cient burn (Gunn and Krantz, 1980; Johnson et al., 1980). Historically, reverse

combustion has been difficult to maintain because the oxygen is depleted not

far from the injection well (Dietz and Weijdema, 1968b). Furthermore, sus-

tained air injection into an unheated reservoir generally leads to spontaneous

ignition near the injection well (Elkins et al., 1974; Burger, 1976; Tadema and

Weijdema, 1970).

In reverse combustion the combustion front is initiated at the production

well and moves backward against the air flow. As the combustion front reaches

the heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen, a significant amount of

cracking occurs, and a relatively large amount of solid fuel (compared with

the amount formed during forward combustion) is deposited on the reservoir

rock. However, recovery of the partially upgraded product is lower than in for-

ward combustion because some is burned in the process, and a high degree of

equivalent oil saturation occurs in the burned zone (including unburned solid

fuel). On the other hand, the API gravity of the recovered product is increased

significantly by extensive cracking because the products flow through the hot

burned zone and are subject to secondary, tertiary, or higher level cracking

reactions.
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The addition of water or steam to an in situ combustion process can result in

a significant increase in the overall efficiency of the process. Modes of appli-

cation include injection of alternate slugs of air (oxygen) and water or coinjec-

tion of air (oxygen) and steam. Again, the combination of air (oxygen) injection

and steam or water injection increases injectivity costs that may be justified by

increased bitumen recovery. Two major benefits may be derived. Heat transfer

in the reservoir is improved because the steam and condensate have greater

heat-carrying capacity than combustion gases and gaseous hydrocarbon deriv-

atives. Sweep efficiency may also be improved because of the more favorable

mobility ratio of steam-oil compared with gas-oil. However, a major difficulty

with the process is that of maintaining an active front since sustained air injec-

tion into an unheated reservoir generally leads to spontaneous ignition near the

injection well. As a result, the oxygen then is depleted not far from the injection

well; reverse combustion cannot be maintained.

The reverse combustion process, in contrast to the forward combustion pro-

cess, is particularly applicable to reservoirs with lower effective permeability.

The process is more effective because the lower permeability would cause the

reservoir to be plugged by the mobilized fluids ahead of a forward combustion

front. In the reverse combustion process, the vaporized and mobilized fluids

move through the heated portion of the reservoir behind the combustion front.

The reverse combustion partially cracks the oil, consumes a portion of the oil as

fuel, and deposits residual coke on the sand grains, leaving 40%–60% of the oil

as recoverable oil. This coke deposition serves as a cementing material, reduc-

ing movement and production of sand.

Process efficiency is affected by reservoir heterogeneity that reduces hori-

zontal sweep. The underburden and overburden must provide effective seals to

avoid the loss of injected air and produced oil. Process efficiency is enhanced by

the presence of some interstitial water saturation. The water is vaporized by the

combustion and enhances the heat transfer by convection. The combustion pro-

cesses are subject to override because of differences in the densities of injected

and reservoir fluids. Production wells should be monitored for and equipped to

cool excessively high temperatures (>1095°C, >2000°F) that may damage

downhole production tools and tubulars.

Applying a preheating phase before the recovery phase may significantly

enhance the steam or combustion extraction processes. Preheating can be par-

ticularly beneficial if the saturation of the more viscous oil (API gravity ¼ 12°
or lower) is sufficiently great to lower the effective permeability to the point that

production is precluded by reservoir plugging. Preheating increases the mobil-

ity of the oil by raising its temperature and lowering its viscosity, and the out-

come is a lower required pressure to inject steam or air to recover the oil.

Using combustion to stimulate oil production is regarded as attractive for

deep reservoirs. In contrast to steam injection, it usually involves no loss of heat.

The duration of the combustion may be<30 days or�90 days, depending upon

the requirements. In addition, backflow of the oil through the hot zone must be

prevented, or coking occurs.
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When it is determined that the reservoir should be preheated, there are several

methods by which this can be accomplished. Conducting a reverse combustion

phase in a zone of relatively high effective permeability and low oil saturation

is onemethod. Steamor hot gasesmay be rapidly injected into a high-permeability

zone in the lower portionof the reservoir. In the fracture-assisted steam technology
(FAST) process, steam is injected rapidly into an induced horizontal fracture near

the bottom of the reservoir to preheat the reservoir. This process has been applied

successfully in three pilot projects in Southwest Texas. Shell has accomplished the

same preheating goal by injecting steam into a high-permeability bottom-water

zone in the Peace River (Alberta) field. Electric heating of the reservoir by

radio-frequency waves may also be an effective method.

A variation of the combustion process involves the use of a heat-up phase, a

blowdown (production) phase, and then a displacement phase using a fire-water

flood (a combination of forward combustion and waterflood (COFCAW)). In

the process, water is injected simultaneously or alternately with air into the for-

mation and is actually wet forward combustion, which was developed to use the

great amount of heat that would otherwise be lost in the formation. The injected

water recovers the heat from behind the burning front and transfers it to the oil

bank ahead. Because of this additional energy, the oil displacement is more effi-

cient and requires less air. In spite of these advantages, a wet combustion pro-

cess cannot avoid liquid-blocking problems, and the use of wet combustion is

limited by the oil viscosity.

In any field in which primary recovery operations are followed by secondary

or enhanced recovery operations, there is a change in product quality. Product oils

recovered by the thermal stimulation of heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand

bitumen reservoirs show some improvement in properties over those of the heavy

oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen in place. Although this improvement in

properties may not appear to be too drastic, nevertheless it usually is sufficient to

have major advantages for refinery operators. Any incremental increase in the

units of the hydrogen/carbon ratio can save amounts of costly hydrogen during

upgrading. The same principles are also operative for reductions in the nitrogen,

sulfur, and metal content. This removal of nitrogen, sulfur, and metals from the

products also improves catalyst life and activity when the product oil is refined. In

short, in situ recovery processes may have the added benefit of leaving some of

the more obnoxious constituents (from the processing objective) in the ground.

A combustion displacement process may be more attractive than a steam-

drive process, assuming that a downhole steam generator is also not available

to the reservoir. Conditions that might preclude a steam drive and be in favor of

a combustion process include (i) high sustained injection pressures (above

1500psi), (ii) excessive heat losses from the injection well in reservoirs more

than 4000ft deep, (iii) a lack of a supply of fresh water or treatment costs that

make the use of steam prohibitively expensive, (iv) serious clay swelling prob-

lems, and (v) thin or low-porosity sands where heat management using wet

combustion processes tends to make them more efficient than steam drives

(Wilson and Root, 1966).
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Wet combustion would be considered instead of dry combustion where there

is ample available water and where water/air injectivity is favorable. Wet com-

bustion would not be used where there is little likelihood that the water would

move through the burned zone to recuperate heat effectively, as in gravity-

dominated operations (Koch, 1956; Gates and Sklar, 1971).

Applying a preheating phase before the bitumen recovery phase may signif-

icantly enhance the steam or combustion extraction processes. Preheating can

be particularly beneficial if the saturation of highly viscous bitumen is suffi-

ciently great as to lower the effective permeability to the point of production

being precluded by reservoir plugging. Preheating partially mobilizes the bitu-

men by raising its temperature and lowering its viscosity. The result is a lower

required pressure to inject steam or air and move the bitumen.

Preheating may be accomplished by several methods.
4.3 The THAI Process

In situ combustion may make a comeback through a relatively recent concept or

at least a derivative thereof. Toe-to-heel air injection (THAI) is based on the

geometry of horizontal wells that may solve the problems that have plagued

conventional in situ combustion. The well geometry is based on a short flow

path so that any instability issues that are associated with conventional combus-

tion are reduced or, as best as can be determined, eliminated.

One of the prerequisites for in situ combustion is fuel (i.e., coke from the

combusted oil) availability in the reservoir, which is sufficient to support the

propagation of the combustion front. The fuel accessibility is a function of ther-

mal cracking of high-molecular-weight hydrocarbon molecules. This complex

process is primarily a function of (i) oil composition, (ii) cracking temperature,

(iii) reservoir rock properties, (iv) reservoir pressure, (v) fluid flow, and

(vi) temperature. The main distinguishing feature between THAI process and

a conventional in situ combustion process is that the THAI process uses a hor-

izontal producer well(s) instead of vertical producer well as in conventional

in situ combustion process. The propagation of the combustion front from

toe to heel due to continuous injection of air creates different zones, namely,

(i) the burned zone, (ii) the combustion front, (iii) the coke production zone,

(iv) the mobile oil zone, (v) and the cold oil zone.

In the process, a vertical air-injection well is combined with a horizontal

production well and offers a way to control the forefront and produce a product

that is partially upgraded and ready for the refinery. In the process, a combustion

front is created where part of the oil in the reservoir is burned, generating heat

that reduces the viscosity of the oil, allowing it to flow by gravity to the hori-

zontal production well. The combustion front sweeps the oil from the toe to the

heel of the horizontal producing well, recovering an estimated 80% of the orig-

inal oil in place while partially upgrading the crude oil in situ.
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The temperature ranges from 500°C to 600°C (930–1110°F) in the combus-

tion zone, to aid thermal cracking (or pyrolysis) of high-molecular-weight

hydrocarbon derivatives. A mobile oil zone is created ahead of the combustion

front where most of the thermal upgrading reactions occur. The mobilized and

thermally upgraded oil in mobile oil zone does not pass through the cold region

as in a conventional in situ combustion process but is drawn in a downward

direction into the horizontal production well. This eliminates the problem of

gas overriding and bypass, as the horizontal well seals as a result of coke for-

mation during the propagation of the combustion front. The recovery factor of

the THAI process ranges from 70% to 80% v/v of oil in place.

The THAI process has the potential to operate in reservoirs that are lower in

pressure, of a lower quality, thinner, and deeper than required for the SAGD

process. In addition, the THAI process integrates existing proved technologies

and provides the opportunity to create a step change in the development of

heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen resources globally. The hori-

zontal well arrangement provides a unique gravity and pressure drawdown

geometry. Another key feature is that oil recovery occurs via a short displace-

ment mechanism, which requires oil to move downwards (with the help of grav-

ity) typically just 15–30ft, as opposed to the lateral movement of several

hundred feet in the usual combustion processes.

The THAI process begins with preheating both wellbores using steam to ini-

tiate oil mobility and clear pore space between the injector and the toe of the

producing well. After ignition (autoignition with some oils), the energy to sus-

tain in situ combustion comes from the burning of the coke that is continuously

laid down within the reservoir. Product sulfur is reduced, as are heavy metals,

which are left as an inert residue on the reservoir rock. No water or gas fuel is

required during production, and the produced water can be treated to usable

industrial quality.

A further benefit of the THAI process is that it performs in situ upgrading

through thermal cracking of the heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen.

Laboratory tests achieved upgrading by up to 10° API. On this basis, a 10° API
oil could be expected to yield an 18°–20° API oil at the surface. This is a very
desirable feature of any recovery process since every increase of 1° API can
mean refinery savings of several dollars per barrel.

The reservoir matrix is an important aspect of the THAI process; some clay

content is required to help thermal cracking of the oil ahead of the combustion

front. The process can break down intermittent shale breaks that could other-

wise obstruct permeability. The THAI process can also cope with a bottom-

water zone by effectively steaming it out. Tests also indicate that the THAI pro-

cess can handle a gas cap; gravity and pressure draw down all the gases ahead of

the combustion front.

Ahead of the combustion front (typically at a temperature of �600°C,
1112°F) is the coking zone, in front of which is a 10–15ft-wide mobile oil zone

through which drainage takes place into the horizontal well. These zones move
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through the reservoir at about 1–3ft/day, depending on the air-injection rate.

The temperature drops to between 200°C and 350°C at the front of the mobile

oil zone, with a corresponding reduction in the rate of drainage. Ahead of the

mobile oil zone is the cold immobile virgin oil layer, through which there is no

communication for gas. This characteristic of the process geometry means that

the only way out is down into the open section of the horizontal well. The hor-

izontal well trajectory is thus a built-in self-controlling guidance system for

fluid flow. This makes the process much more controllable than conventional

in situ recovery systems, in which fluids are less controlled and can move and

penetrate anywhere in the reservoir.

The THAI technology offers many potential advantages over the SAGD

technology, including higher resource recovery of the original oil in place,

lower production and capital costs, minimal usage of natural gas and fresh

water, a partially upgraded crude oil product, reduced diluent requirements

for transportation, and significantly lower greenhouse gas emissions. The THAI

process also has potential to operate in reservoirs that are lower in pressure, con-

taining more shale, lower in quality, thinner, and deeper than SAGD. This type

of technology could be utilized in deep heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand

bitumen resources both onshore and offshore.

In summary, the THAI process has many potential technical benefits includ-

ing the following: (i) higher source recovery that is estimated at 70%–80% of

the oil in place and is potentially feasible for use over a broader range of res-

ervoirs, including reservoirs having low pressure, thin reservoirs, and previ-

ously steamed reservoirs; (ii) well geometry that enforces a short flow path

so that the instabilities associated with the longer flow path in conventional

combustion methods are reduced or even eliminated; and (iii) a lower environ-

mental impact insofar as there is negligible freshwater use, less greenhouse gas

emissions, a smaller surface footprint, and easier reclamation.

As an extension of the THAI process, the CAPRI process involves a layer of

refinery-type catalyst along the outside of the horizontal producer well; it is

therefore the catalytic variant of the THAI process. It uses an annular sheath

of solid catalyst surrounding the horizontal producer well in the bottom of

the oil layer. The thermally cracked oil produced drains into the horizontal pro-

ducer well, first passing through the layer of catalyst where the high pressure

and temperature in the reservoir enable thermal cracking and hydroconversion

reactions to take place so that only light, converted oil is produced at the surface.
5. Comparison of Recovery Methods

Thermal recovery processes are used for either stimulation or flooding with the

choice typically being governed by the properties of the formation (Shah et al.,

2010). In formations that are small or that have relatively poor continuity, it may

not be feasible to drill enough wells to implement a flooding operation. In fact,

if drilling additional wells to ensure adequate communication over close
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spacing is prohibitively costly, there may be no choice but to consider a stim-

ulation treatment to increase both recovery rates and ultimate economic recov-

ery. If the viscosity of the oil is high, cyclic steam injection has proved to be a

successful stimulation technique as long as natural driving forces are available

to produce the crude once its viscosity is reduced. Combustion stimulation has

been found to be successful in burning solid organic particles, in stabilizing clay

minerals, and in increasing absolute permeability near the treated well. These

effects are particularly attractive in low-permeability reservoirs.

Cyclic steam injection also is used as a precursor to steam drives. In reser-

voirs containing very viscous crudes, the flow resistance between wells may be

so great that steam-injection rates are severely limited, making steam drives

both technically inefficient and uneconomic. Cyclic steam injection reduces

the flow resistance near wells, where the resistance is most pronounced; this

alone improves the injection rate attainable during steam drives by reducing

the resistance to flow between wells. Repeated cyclic steam injection reduces

the flow resistance still farther from the wells and may lead to connecting the

heated zones of adjacent wells and further improving the operability of steam

drives.

In addition to its sometimes being a necessary precursor to a steam drive,

cyclic steam injection also is preferred for economic reasons, and because it

is a stimulation treatment, oil production is accelerated. Furthermore, since

steam injection into any well lasts only a fewweeks and the resulting production

lasts several months, portable steam generators have been developed. A single

portable steam generator can be moved from well to well to apply the cyclic

steam injection process to several wells at a reasonable capital cost. A disadvan-

tage to cyclic steam injection, however, is that the ultimate recovery may be low

relative to the total oil in place in the reservoir. The ultimate oil recovery from a

steam-drive process is typically much larger than the ultimate oil recovery from

a cyclic steam injection process. Thus, cyclic steam injection followed by a

steam drive is an attractive combination in that crude production is accelerated

quickly and the ultimate recovery is quite high.

The effective mobility ratio of a steam-drive process is more favorable than

that of a combustion process. Also, for combustion processes, there is a rather

high reported incidence of well failure associated with high temperatures, cor-

rosion, and erosion. These factors indicate that when the economics are the

same (laying aside considerations of risk), a steam injection process is to be pre-

ferred to a combustion drive process. However, each process has its limitations,

and sometimes, the conditions may point to only one thermal process, which

may well be a combustion process.

In the modified in situ extraction process, a combination of in situ recovery

and mining techniques is used to access the deposit reservoir when the bitumen

(or even heavy oil and extra heavy oil) proves to be too difficult to move to the

production well. The process hails back to the heavy oil mining concept in

which the heavy oil drains to a collection chamber. This type of process, with
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the inclusion of the thermal stage to enable the bitumen to flow to the collection

area of which the SAGD process, is amenable to the recovery of bitumen from

tar sand deposits (Fig. 3.3). A portion of the reservoir rock must be removed to

enable application of the in situ extraction technology. The most common

method is to enter the reservoir through a large-diameter vertical shaft, excavate

horizontal drifts from the bottom of the shaft, and drill injection and production

wells horizontally from the drifts. Thermal extraction processes are then applied

through the wells.When the horizontal wells are drilled at or near the base of the

tar sand reservoir, the injected heat rises from the injection wells through the

reservoir, and drainage of produced fluids to the production wells is assisted

by gravity.

As an addendum to this section, mention must be made to the proposed

recovery processes that involve microwave heating and the potential for

in situ upgrading.Microwave technology has been identified as having potential

application to tar sand recovery (Bosisio et al., 1977; Mutyala et al., 2010;

Robinson et al., 2010). The ability of microwaves to heat the deposit selectively

and volumetrically leads to the possibility for the extraction of a product in high

yield and that the oil can be upgraded in the process (Bosisio et al., 1977). The

potential for the success of microwave heating for heavy oil or bitumen
Stock tank Steam generator

Overburden

Tar sand reservoir

Drift

Injection well

Sump

Production well

FIG. 3.3 Schematic of the modified in situ recovery process.
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extraction leads to the hypothesis that microwave heating can remove the

hydrocarbonaceous products (bitumen or a bituminous product) from tar sand

deposits by selectively heating the water phases that are present interstitially,

and within the hydrophilic clay minerals (Robinson et al., 2010). Preliminary

analysis has shown the product quality to be favorable, but a rigorous assess-

ment of the concept is still necessary. While the preliminary analysis has shown

that the oil quality can be favorable, a rigorous assessment is needed to under-

stand the requirements for further upgrading of the product. Furthermore, it is

possible that the clay in the sand also played a role as a catalyst.

It must be emphasized that there is no single enhanced oil recovery technique

that is the cure-all for oil recovery from heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tars sand

formations. Most reservoirs and deposits are complex, and the oil reservoir sys-

temmust be considered as awhole rather than as individual, but equally complex,

entities. Selection of a method or combination of methods for heavy oil, extra

heavy oil, or tar sand bitumen recovery is best achieved by a detailed study of

each reservoir or deposit, and the reservoir or the deposit should be examined

carefully (Table 2.7). Reservoir/deposit evaluation should proceed in carefully

planned stages with the objective of reducing any uncertainty that might arise

during the application of the enhanced oil recovery process.

Finally, by all definitions, the quality of the product from a heavy oil, extra

heavy oil, and bitumen from tar sand formations is poor as a refinery feedstock.

As in any field in which primary recovery operations are followed by secondary

or enhanced recovery operations and there is a change in product quality, such is

also the case for tar sand recovery operations. Thus, product oils recovered by

the thermal stimulation of tar sand deposits show some improvement in prop-

erties over those of the bitumen in place.

Although this improvement in propertiesmay not appear to be too drastic, nev-

ertheless it usually is sufficient to have major advantages for refinery operators.

Any incremental increase in the units of hydrogen/carbon ratio can save amounts

of costly hydrogen during upgrading. The same principles are also operative for

reductions in the nitrogen, sulfur, and oxygen contents. This latter occurrence also

improves catalyst life and activity and reduces the metal content. In short, in situ

recovery processes (although less efficient in terms of bitumen recovery relative to

miningoperations)mayhave the addedbenefit of leaving someof themoreobnox-

ious constituents (from the processing objective) in the ground.
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Chapter 4
Recovery of Tar Sand Bitumen
1. Introduction

By definition, tar sand bitumen (also referred to as oil sand bitumen in Canada)
is not crude oil (Chapter 1) and, because of this, is deserving of a separate chap-

ter relating to the recovery of bitumen. Even though extra heavy crude oil is

related to bitumen insofar as under ambient (surface) conditions, flow charac-

teristics are absent, and it is only the relatively high reservoir temperature by

means of a steam-based recovery process that enables the oil to flow and recov-

ery (Chapters 1 and 3).

There are extensive well-defined resources of heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and

bitumen in Canada, Venezuela, the United States, and many other countries.

The resources in Canada and the United States are readily accessible to oil com-

panies, and the political and economic environments are stable. Moreover,

existing commercial technologies could allow for significantly increased pro-

duction (Table 4.1). In situ production of heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand

bitumen with sand and thermal production using injected steam provides the

remainder of Canada’s production. In particular, the application of the

steam-assisted gravity drainage (SAGD) method (or hybrid methods of SAGD)

is receiving increased attention. In Venezuela, because of the high reservoir

temperatures that give the oil somemobility of the deposit, cold production with

horizontal andmultilateral wells predominates and has proved to be a successful

method for the recovery of the extra heavy oil.

For example, Athabasca bitumen with a pour point in the range 50–100°C
(122–212°F) and a deposit temperature of 4–10°C (39–50°F) is a solid or near

solid in the deposit and will exhibit little or no mobility under deposit conditions.

Pour points of 35–60°C (95–140°F) have been recorded for the bitumen in Utah

with formation temperatures on the order of 10°C (50°F). This indicates that the
bitumen is solid within the deposit and therefore immobile (Chapter 1). The injec-

tion of steam to raise and maintain the reservoir temperature above the pour point

of the bitumen and to enhance bitumen mobility is difficult, in some cases almost

impossible. Conversely, when the reservoir temperature exceeds the pour point

(as it does in many of the Venezuelan extra heavy oil deposits), the oil is fluid

in the reservoir and, therefore, has some mobility. The injection of steam to raise
Heavy Oil Recovery and Upgrading. https://doi.org/10.1016/B978-0-12-813025-4.00004-0
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TABLE 4.1 ProductionMethods for Heavy Oil, Extra Heavy Oil, and Tar Sand

Bitumen

Method Current Usage

Cold production Used in Venezuela, some use for use in North
Sea

Cold heavy oil production with
sand (CHOPS)

Used in western Canada to exploit thin layers

Cyclic steam stimulation (CSS) Used in the United States, Canada, Indonesia,
and many other countries

Downhole heating with electricity Resistance, induction, radio frequency (RF)

Hybrid Solvent plus steam in SAGD, CSS, and steam
flood wells

In situ combustion with vertical
and horizontal wells

Uses heavy oil in reservoir and injected air

Open-pit mining Used in Canada for shallow tar sands

Steam flood Used in the United States, Canada, Indonesia,
and many other countries

Steam-assisted gravity drainage
(SAGD)

Used in Canada

VAPEX Uses solvent rather than steam in SAGD-type
wells
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andmaintain the reservoir temperature above the pour point of the bitumen and to

enhance oil mobility is possible, and oil recovery can be achieved.

Where the oil viscosity is sufficiently low to flow at reservoir conditions,

such as the oil in the Orinoco region of Venezuela, the extra heavy oil can

be produced using (in the Venezuelan case) horizontal and multilateral wells

that are drilled in order to contact as much of the reservoir as possible, and dil-

uents, such as naphtha, are injected to decrease fluid viscosity further. In order

to lift the oil to the surface, electric submersible pumps and progressing cavity

pumps are employed. The key advantage of the cold production method is the

considerably lower capital expenditure relative to thermally assisted tech-

niques; however, it is severely limited by the suitability of reservoirs (i.e.,

the temperature of the reservoir vis-à-vis the pour point of the oil). A consid-

erable quantity of unrecovered oil is left in place, and reservoirs may be viable

for further exploitation by more efficient methods.

In the case of the Athabasca deposits, the tar sand is a combination of clay;

sand; water; and bitumen, a high-molecular-weight black viscous oil. Tar sand

can be mined and processed to extract the bitumen, which is then refined into oil
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(Speight, 2013a,b,c, 2014, 2017). The bitumen in tar sand deposits cannot be

pumped from the ground in its natural state, but instead, tar sand deposits are

mined, usually using by a strip mining technique or an open-pit mining tech-

nique, or the bitumen oil is extracted by underground heating with additional

upgrading.

The Athabasca deposits are largely unconsolidated sand deposits with a

porosity ranging up to 45% and have good intrinsic permeability. However,

the deposits in the United States in Utah range from predominantly low-

porosity, low-permeability consolidated sand to, in a few instances, unconsol-

idated sand deposits. In addition, the bitumen properties are not conducive to

fluid flow under normal reservoir conditions in either the Canadian or United

States deposits. Nevertheless, where the general nature of the deposits prohibits

the application of a mining technique (as in many of the United States deposits),

a nonmining technique may be the only feasible bitumen recovery option.

One additional aspect of the character of Athabasca tar sand deposits is that

the sand grains are not uniform in character. Grain-to-grain contact is variable,

and such a phenomenon influences attempts to repack mined sand, as may be

the case in studies involving bitumen removal from the sand in laboratory-type

in situ studies. This phenomenon also plays a major role in the expansion of the

sand during processing where the sand to be returned to the mine site might

occupy 120%–150% of the volume of the original as-mined material.

The tar sand mass can be considered a four-phase system composed of solid

phase (siltstone and clay), liquid phase (from fresh to more saline water), gas-

eous phase (natural gases), and viscous phase (black and dense bitumen, about

8° API). The bitumen content of the tar sand of the United States varies from

zero to as much as 22% by weight. There are, however, noted relationships

between the bitumen, water, fines, and mineral contents for the Canadian tar

sand deposits. Similar relationships may also exist for the tar sand deposits

in the United States, but an overall difficulty of bitumen recovery and reduced

interest in the deposits have prevented the further development.

In a typical sandstone deposit, the sand grains are in grain-to-grain contact,

but tar sand is thought to have no grain contact due to the surrounding of indi-

vidual grains by fines with a water envelope and/or a bitumen film. The remain-

ing void space might be filled with water, bitumen, and gas in various

proportions. The sand material in the formation is represented by quartz and

clays (99% by weight), where fine content is�30% by weight; the clay content

and clay size are important factors that affect the bitumen content.

Recovery of bitumen from the Athabasca tar sand deposits is hindered pri-

marily by the high viscosity of the oil in the deposit (as well as the relatively

high pour point and the low deposit temperature). For example, the intrinsic vis-

cosity of the bitumen in the Athabasca oil sand deposit has been estimated to be

more than 1 � 106cp. The application of heat is the simplest and most efficient

way of lowering bitumen viscosity. The methods of heating the reservoir oil

include well-known fluid injection methods—such as cyclic steam stimulation,
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steam flooding, and fireflooding—and the newer techniques of heating the res-

ervoir with electromagnetic energy. Steam-injection and in situ combustion

techniques are now applied commercially to heavy oil deposits, but they are still

technically difficult and usually uneconomical in very viscous oil sand deposits.

All fluid injection methods in oil sand deposits are faced with (i) very low initial

injectivity, (ii) difficulty in establishing communication paths between wells,

(iii) poor control of injected fluid movement, (iv) reservoir inhomogeneity,

(v) steam override, and (vi) very poor mobility ratio leading to a poor sweep

efficiency (Hiebert et al., 1986).

The shallow depth of Canadian reservoirs is another limitation for the steam

drive methods like SAGD that are limited to deep reservoirs.

One of the known methods of in situ heat generation that overcomes these

difficulties is the electric heating method in which there is not any need for

injection at the initial time, so the problem of low injectivity, communication

paths, and poor mobility that is common in other heatingmethods doesn’t occur.

Also, the depth and thickness are not the limitation factors for electric heating.

This method can also be used as a preheating for steam drive process to mobilize

the oil for steam injection.

Since the Athabasca tar sand went to full commercialization in 1967, mining

has been the predominant process by which bitumen has been recovered from the

Athabasca tar sand (which involves excavation of the bitumen-rich sand using

open-pit mining methods), although other processes have been investigated with

some degree of success (Table 4.2). This is the most efficient method of extrac-

tion when there are large deposits of bitumen with little overburden. In situ

methods involve processing the tar sand deposit so that the bitumen is removed

while the sand remains in place. These methods are used for tar sand deposits that

are too deep to support surface mining operations to an economical degree.

Eighty percent of the resource in Northern Alberta lies deep below the surface.

Mining heavy oil is not a new concept (oil mining), but the manner in which

mining is applied to the recovery of tar sand bitumen is new. This is the term

applied to the surface or subsurface excavation of crude oil-bearing formations

for subsequent removal of the heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen

by washing, flotation, or retorting treatments. For example, mining of crude

oil and tar sand bitumen occurred in the Sinai Peninsula, in the Euphrates valley,

and in Persia prior to 5000 BC. In addition, subsurface oil mining was used in the

Pechelbronn oil field in Alsace, France, as early as 1735. This early mining

involved the sinking of shafts to the reservoir rock, only 100–200ft (30–60m)

below the surface, and the excavation of the tar sand in short drifts driven from

the shafts. The tar sand was brought to the surface (by hoist) and washed with

boiling water to release the bitumen. The drifts were extended as far as natural

ventilation permitted. When these limits were reached, the pillars were removed,

and the openings were filled with waste. This type of mining continued at Pechel-

bronn until 1866, when it was found that oil could be recovered from deeper and

more prolific tar sand deposits by letting the sand drain in place through mine



TABLE 4.2 Examples of Recovery Processes (Speight, 1990, 2008,

2013a,b, 2014)

Nonthermal

Methodsa
Thermal

Methodsa Mining Methodsa

Carbon dioxide Combustion Surface

Emulsification Forward Plus hot-water separation of the bitumen
from the sand

Inert gas injection Reverse Subsurface

MEOR (bacterial) Electromagnetic
heating

Modified in situ process

Miscible
displacement

Hot water

Solvent SAGD

Plus hybrids

Steam

Various options

aListed alphabetically rather than by efficiency or preference (see Chapters 2 and 3).
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openings with no removal of sand to the surface for treatment. In the modern

sense, oil mining also includes the recovery of heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and

tar sand bitumen by drainage from reservoir beds to mine shafts or other openings

driven into the rock or by drainage from the reservoir rock into mine openings

driven outside the tar sand but connected with it by boreholes or mine wells.

Even though estimates of the recoverable oil from the Athabasca deposits

are only of the order of 27 billion barrels (27 � 109bbl) of synthetic crude

oil (representing <10% of the total in-place material), this is, for the Canadian

scenario, approximately six times the estimated volume of recoverable conven-

tional crude oil. In addition, the comparative infancy of the development of the

alternative options almost ensured the adoption of the mining option for the first

two (and even later) commercial ventures.

The mineralogy of tar sand deposits is also worthy of note as it does affect

the potential for the recovery of the bitumen. Usually, more than 99% by weight

of the tar sand mineral is composed of quartz sand and clays. In the remaining

1%, more than 30 minerals have been identified, mostly calciferous or iron-

based. Particle size ranges from large grains (99.9% is finer than 1000μm) down

to 44μm (325 mesh), the smallest size that can be determined by dry screening.

The size between 44 and 2μm is referred to as silt; sizes below 2μm (equivalent

spherical diameter) are clay.
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Finally, in a highly fractured formation with low matrix permeability, the

fluid conductivity of the fracture system may be many times that of the matrix

rock. In a highly fractured reservoir with low matrix permeability and reason-

ably high porosity, the fracture system provides the highest permeability to the

flow of fluids, but the matrix rock contains the greater volume of the oil in place.

The rate of the flow of fluids from the matrix rock to the fracture system, the

extent and continuity of the fracture system, and the degree to which the pro-

duction wells effectively intersect the fracture system determine the production

rate. Special consideration must be given to these factors in predicting produc-

tion rates in fractured reservoirs. Under favorable circumstances, higher pro-

duction rates may be achieved in fractured reservoirs by improving mining

methods than in less heterogeneous reservoirs. Other reservoirs that are good

candidates for oil mining are those that are shallow, have high oil saturation,

have a nearby formation that is competent enough to support the mine, and can-

not be efficiently produced by conventional methods.
2. Nonmining Methods

Production methods that are applied to tar sand can be classified as (i) surface

mining or (ii) production through a well. Primary subsurface production

methods include cold production (horizontal and multilateral wells, waterflood,

and cold heavy oil production with sand) and thermal production (cyclic steam

stimulation, steam flood, and steam-assisted gravity drainage). However,

�20% w/w of the economically recoverable tar sand bitumen reserves are close

enough to the surface tomakemining feasible. The first step in surface mining is

the removal of overburden and the muskeg, a water-soaked area of decaying

plant material that is 3–10ft thick and lies on top of the overburden. First,

the muskeg must be drained of its water content before it is removed. Overbur-

den, which is used to build dams and dikes around the mine, is a layer of clay,

sand, and silt that lies directly above the tar sand deposit. After all of the over-

burden is removed, the tar sand is exposed and can be mined.

The gravity of tar sand bitumen is usually less than 10°API depending upon
the deposit, and viscosity is very high. Whereas conventional crude oils may

have a viscosity of several poise (at 40°C, 105°F), the tar sand bitumen has a

viscosity of the order of 50,000–1,000,000cp or more at formation temperatures

(�0–10°C, 32–50°F depending upon the season). This offers a formidable (but

not insurmountable) obstacle to bitumen recovery.

The successful recovery technique that is applied to one deposit/resource is

not necessarily the technique that will guarantee success for another deposit.

There are sufficient differences between the tar sand deposits of the United

States and Canada that general applicability is not guaranteed. Hence, caution

is advised when applying the knowledge gained from one resource to the issues

of another resource. Although the principles may at first sight appear to be the

same, the technology must be adaptable.
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In principle, the nonmining recovery of bitumen from tar sand deposits is an
enhanced recovery technique and requires the injection of a fluid into the for-

mation through an injection well. This leads to the in situ displacement of the

bitumen from the recovery and bitumen production at the surface through an

egress (production well). There are, however, several serious constraints that

are particularly important and relate to bulk properties of the tar sand and

the bitumen. In fact, both must be considered in toto in the context of bitumen

recovery by nonmining techniques. For example, such processes need a rela-

tively thick layer of overburden to contain the driver substance within the for-

mation between injection and production wells.

One of the major deficiencies in applying mining techniques to bitumen

recovery from tar sand deposits is (next to the immediate capital costs) the asso-

ciated environmental problems. Moreover, in most of the known deposits, the

vast majority of the bitumen lies in formations in which the overburden/pay

zone ratio is too high. Therefore, it is not surprising that over the last two

decades, a considerable number of pilot plants have been applied to the recovery

of bitumen by nonmining techniques from tar sand deposits where the local ter-

rain and character of the tar sand may not always favor a mining option.

In principle, the nonmining recovery of bitumen from tar sand deposits

requires the injection of a fluid into the formation through an injection well,

the in situ displacement of the bitumen from the reservoir, and bitumen produc-

tion at the surface through an egress (production well). There are, of course,

variants around this theme, but the underlying principle remains the same.

There are, however, several serious constraints that are particularly impor-

tant and relate to bulk properties of the tar sand and the bitumen. In fact, both

must be considered in the context of bitumen recovery by nonmining tech-

niques. For example, the Canadian deposits are unconsolidated sand deposits

with a porosity ranging up to about 45%.

In principle, the nonmining recovery of bitumen from tar sand deposits is an

enhanced oil recovery technique and requires the injection of a fluid into the

formation through an injection well. This leads to the in situ displacement of

the bitumen from the reservoir and bitumen production at the surface through

an egress (production) well.

Another general constraint to bitumen recovery by nonmining methods is

the relatively low injectivity of tar sand formations. It is usually necessary to

inject displacement/recovery fluids at a pressure such that fracturing (parting)

is achieved. Such a technique, therefore, changes the reservoir profile and intro-

duces a series of channels through which fluids can flow from the injection well

to the production well. On the other hand, the technique may be disadvanta-

geous insofar as the fracture occurs along the path of least resistance giving

undesirable (i.e., inefficient) flow characteristics within the reservoir between

the injection and production wells that leave a part of the reservoir relatively

untouched by the displacement or recovery fluids.
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3. Mining Methods

Surface mining is the mining method that is currently being used by Suncor

Energy and Syncrude Canada Ltd to recover tar sand from the ground. Surface

mining can be used in minable tar sand areas that lie under 75m (250ft) or less

of overburden material. Only 7% of the Athabasca tar sand deposit can bemined

using the surface mining technique, as the other 93% of the deposit has more

than 75m of overburden. This other 93% will have to be mined using different

mining techniques.

Oil mining methods should be applied in reservoirs that have significant

residual oil saturation and have reservoir or fluid properties that make produc-

tion by conventional methods inefficient or impossible. The high well density in

improved oil mining usually compensates for the inefficient production caused

by reservoir heterogeneity. However, close well spacing can also magnify the

deleterious effects of reservoir heterogeneity. If a high-permeability streak

exists with a lateral extent that is less than the interwell spacing of conventional

wells but is comparable with that of improved oil mining, the channeling is

more unfavorable for the improved oil mining method.

The equipment employed at a tar sand mine is a combination of mining

equipment and an on-site transportation system that may (currently) be either

conveyor belts or large trucks. The shovel scoops up the tar sand and dumps

it into a heavy hauler truck. The heavy (400 ton) hauler truck takes the tar sand

to a conveyor belt that transports the tar sand from the mine to the extraction

plant. Presently, there are extensive conveyor belt systems that transport the

mined tar sand from the recovery site to the extraction plant. With the develop-

ment of new technologies, the conveyors have been replaced by hydrotransport

technology, which is a combination of tar sand transport and preliminary extrac-

tion of the bitumen.

The mining equipment must be durable and strong enough to withstand

extreme climate and the abrasive nature of the tar sand. Mining never stops;

the trucks and other equipment work day and night, every day of the year. Plan-

ning is an essential and continuous part of the process. After the tar sand has

been recovered using the truck and shovel method, it is mixed with water

and caustic soda to form a slurry and is pumped along a pipeline to the

extraction plant.
3.1 Tar Sand Mining

The bitumen occurring in tar sand deposits poses a major recovery problem. The

material is notoriously immobile at formation temperatures and must therefore

require some stimulation (usually by thermal means) in order to ensure recov-

ery. Alternately, proposals have been noted that advocate bitumen recovery by

solvent flooding or by the use of emulsifiers. There is no doubt that with time,
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one or more of these functions may come to fruition, but for the present, the two

commercial operations rely on the mining technique.

There are two methods of mining that have been used to recover tar sand

from the Athabasca deposits. Suncor Energy uses the truck and shovel method

of mining, whereas Syncrude uses the truck and shovel method of mining and

draglines and bucket-wheel reclaimers. These enormous draglines and bucket

wheels are being phased out and soon will be completely replaced with large

trucks and shovels. The shovel scoops up the tar sand and transfers it to a heavy

hauler truck. The heavy hauler truck takes the tar sand to a conveyor belt that

transports the tar sand from the mine to the extraction plant.

To transfer the tar sand to the bitumen recovery plant, an extensive conveyor

belt system is used to transport the mined tar sand from the recovery site to the

extraction plant. With the development of new technologies, these conveyors

are being phased out and replaced with hydrotransport technology. Hydrotran-

sport is a combination of ore transport and preliminary extraction. After the

sand has been recovered using the truck and shovel method, it is mixed with

water and caustic soda to form a slurry and is pumped along a pipeline to

the extraction plant. The extraction process thus begins with the mixing of

the water, and agitation is needed to initiate bitumen separation from the sand

and clay.

The advantages of the hydrotransport include (i) the breakdown of large

lumps of tar sand in the ore and some separation of bitumen from the sand

as the slurry moves through the pipeline; (ii) much more flexibility than con-

veyor belt systems, because pipelines can follow circuitous routing and be

placed on uneven terrain; and (iii) low-energy extraction—because of separa-

tion during hydrotransport, extraction plant operating temperatures can be

reduced to 50°C (122°F) or less. The reduced energy requirements will result

in lower emissions (McColl et al., 2008).

Suncor uses hydrotransport to bring ore across the Athabasca River from the

SteepbankMine. Syncrude uses hydrotransport to bring ore to the Mildred Lake

upgrader from the North Mine. At more remote mines, primary extraction

occurs at the mine site. Bitumen froth is then transported to a central site by

pipeline for secondary extraction and upgrading. Syncrude has remote primary

extraction at the Aurora Mine, 35km north of the Mildred Lake upgrader. Sun-

cor has remote primary extraction at its MillenniumMine on the east side of the

Athabasca River. Some of the major challenges faced by hydrotransport oper-

ations include the effects of fine solids (clay minerals), temperature, bitumen

content (tar sand grade), and average sand grain size on the preconditioning pro-

cess and on pipeline friction losses.

Tar sand properties that are of general interest are bulk density, porosity, and

permeability. Porosity is, by definition, the ratio of the aggregate volume of the

interstices between the particles to the total volume and is expressed as a per-

centage. High-grade tar sand usually has clay mineral porosity in the range from

30% to 35% that is somewhat higher than the porosity (5%–25%) of most
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reservoir sandstone. The higher porosity of the tar sand has been attributed to

the relative lack of mineral cement (chemically precipitated material that binds

adjacent particles together and gives strength to the sand, which in most sand-

stone occupies a considerable amount of what was void space in the original

sediment).

Permeability is a measure of the ability of a sediment or rock to transmit

fluids. It is, to a major extent, controlled by the size and shapes of the pores

and the channels (throats) between the pores; the smaller the channel, the more

difficult it is to transmit the reservoir fluid (water and bitumen). Fine-grained

sediments invariably have a lower permeability than coarse-grained sediments,

even if the porosity is equivalent. It is not surprising that the permeability of the

bitumen-free sand from the Alberta deposits is quite high. On the other hand, the

bitumen in the deposits, immobile at formation temperatures (�4°C, 40°F) and
pressures, actually precludes any significant movement of fluids through the tar

sand deposits under unaltered formation conditions.

For the Canadian tar sand deposits, bitumen contents from 8% to 14% by

weight may be considered as normal (or average). Bitumen contents above

or below this range have been ascribed to factors that influence impregnation

of the sand with the bitumen (or the bitumen precursor). There are also instances

where bitumen contents in excess of 12% by weight have been ascribed to grav-

ity settling during the formative stages of the bitumen. Bitumen immobility then

prevents further migration of the bitumen itself or its constituents.

Surface mining of tar sand bitumen has been operated extensively from

opencast mines in Canada since 1967, although heavy oil, extra heavy oil,

and tar sand bitumen have also been recovered by subsurface mining in Russia.

The Athabasca (Alberta, Canada) tar sand deposit is composed of sand, silt,

clay, water, and �10%–12% w/w bitumen, and �12% v/v of the total reserves

are located in sufficient quantity at shallow depths to make the process econom-

ical. However, mining is strictly limited by the depth of the reservoir, and it is

estimated that �80% of the Alberta tar sand deposits and nearly all of the Ven-

ezuelan sand deposits are too far below the surface to allow opencast mining. In

addition, the process is associated with severe environmental problems: (i) Wet-

lands need to be drained, (ii) rivers need to be diverted, and (iii) all trees and

vegetation need to be stripped from the surface.

A further concern regarding surface mining is the vast areas of land that need

to be disturbed in order to extract the bitumen. Because of the large scale and

time frame of the projects related to the recovery of the bitumen, reclamation of

the land does not happen quickly. However, on the positive side, much of the

disturbed areas will be reclaimed, although the wetland environments that they

replaced may be impossible to fully restore.

Engineering a successful oil mining project must address a number of items

because there must be sufficient recoverable resources, the project must be con-

ducted safely, and the project should be engineered to maximize recovery

within economic limits. The use of a reliable screening technique is necessary
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to locate viable candidates. Once the candidate is defined, this should be fol-

lowed by an exhaustive literature search covering the local geology, drilling,

production, completion, and secondary and tertiary recovery operations.

The properties of the reservoir or deposit, which can affect the efficiency of

heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen production by mining technol-

ogy, can be grouped into three classes: (i) primary properties, (ii) secondary

properties, and (iii) tertiary properties (Table 4.3). There are also important rock

mechanical parameters of the formation in which a tunnel is to be mined and

from where all oil mining operations will be conducted. These properties are

mostly related to the mining aspects of the operations, and not all are of equal

importance in their influence on the mining technology. Their relative impor-

tance also depends on the mineralogy and character of the individual reservoir.

Many of the candidate reservoirs for the application of improved oil mining

are those with high oil saturation resulting from the adverse effects of reservoir

heterogeneity. Faulting, fracturing, and barriers to fluid flow are features that

cause the production of shallow reservoirs by conventional methods to be inef-

ficient. Production of heterogeneous reservoirs by underground oil production

methods requires consideration of the manner in which fractures alter the flow

of fluids.

However, overburden depth alone is not a true indicator of whether an area is

capable of sustaining an economically viable surface mining operation. The tar

sand thickness, grade, clay content, and the extent of reject zones are also

important parameters to be considered in the economic evaluation of a potential

tar sand mining project. The thickness of overburden, tar sand deposit (often

referred to as the ore), and center reject can be combined to give an

overburden-ore ratio (thickness of overburden plus reject zones divided by

the ore thickness), which can be used as an economic indicator of the cost of
TABLE 4.3 Properties of the Athabasca Tar Sand Deposits

Designated

Property Comment

Primary Properties that have an influence on the fluid flow and fluid
storage properties and include rock and fluid properties, such as
porosity, permeability, wettability, crude oil viscosity, and pour
point

Secondary Properties that significantly influence the primary properties,
including pore size distribution, clay type, and content

Tertiary Properties that mainly influence oil production operation (fracture
breakdown pressure, hardness, and thermal properties) and the
mining operations (e.g., temperature, subsidence potential, and
fault distribution)
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delivering a unit of ore to the extraction plant. The bitumen content of the tar

sand (referred to as the tar sand grade) and the content of clay minerals give an

indication of the amount of bitumen that can be recovered from the unit of the

ore, which is an indication of the value of that tar sand stratum. It is not unusual

to use only the bitumen content to define the expected processability of tar sand,

even though tar sand mineralogy is an important aspect of the project.

The rate of the flow of oil from the matrix rock into the fracture system, the

extent and continuity of the fracture system, and the degree to which the pro-

duction wells effectively intersect the fracture system determine the

production rate.

The oil mining method of recovery has received considerable attention since

it was chosen as the technique of preference for the only two commercial bitu-

men recovery plants in operation in North America. In situ processes have been

tested many times in the United States, Canada, and other parts of the world and

are ready for commercialization. There are also conceptual schemes that are a

combination of both mining (aboveground recovery) and in situ (nonmining

recovery) methods.

Since the 1920s, open-pit mining has been central to the development of tar

sand deposits, although less than 10% of the Athabasca tar sand deposit can be

mined using the surface mining technique. Surface mining is the mining method

that is currently being used by Suncor Energy (formerly Great Canadian Oil

Sands) and Syncrude Canada Ltd to recover tar sand from the ground. Great

Canadian Oil Sands was originally owned by the Sun Oil Company of Marcus

Hook, Pennsylvania.

By way of information, the Sun Oil Company (owners of Suncor Energy)

has become Sunoco LP, a master limited partnership (controlled by the Energy

Transfer Partners) registered and organized in Delaware and headquartered in

Dallas (Texas). The partnership is a wholesale distributor of motor fuels and

distributes fuel to gas stations under the Sunoco brand stations, almost all of

which are owned and operated by third parties. The partnership was formerly

known as Sun Company Inc. (1886–1920 and 1976–98) and Sun Oil Company

(1920–76). The company was formerly engaged in oil refining and the chemical

industry and retail sales.

On the other hand, the Syncrude project is a joint venture undertaking

among Imperial Oil Resources Ltd., Nexen Oil Sands Partnership, Sinopec

Oil Sands Partnership, and Suncor Energy Inc. (with the Suncor interest held

by Canadian Oil Sands Partnership No. 1 and Suncor Energy Ventures Partner-

ship, both wholly owned affiliates of Suncor Energy Inc.) as the project owners

and Syncrude as the project operator. TheMildred Lake facility is located 25 mi

north of Fort McMurray (Alberta).

Originally, tar sand was mined using draglines to excavate the face of the

formation. Bucket-wheel excavators and long conveyor belts moved the raw

bitumen to on-site processing facilities. This method has been replaced by

shovel and truck mining, which gives greater flexibility. Surface mining can
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be used inminable tar sand areas that lie under 250ft or less of overburdenmate-

rial. The first large-scale commercial operation used by Suncor Energy intro-

duced bucket-wheel excavators from the coal mining industry when they

opened in 1967. Syncrude Canada Ltd. opened in 1978 and introduced draglines

with 360ft booms. Substantial reductions in costs have been achieved through

continual process improvement but more dramatically through two major inno-

vations in the 1990s. First, there was a move toward replacing the draglines and

bucket-wheel reclaimers with more flexible, robust, and energy-efficient trucks

and power shovels. Second, hydrotransport systems were introduced to replace

the conveyor belts used to transport tar sand to the processing plant. For hydro-

transport, the tar sand ore is mixed with heated water (and chemicals in some

cases) at the ore preparation plant to create an aqueous slurry of the tar sand that

is pumped via pipeline to the extraction plant. Hydrotransport preconditions the

ore for the extraction of crude bitumen and improves energy efficiency and

environmental performance compared with conveyor systems.

The first step in surface mining is the removal of muskeg and overburden.

Muskeg is a water-soaked area of decaying plant material that is 1–3m thick and

lies on top of the overburden material. Before the muskeg can be removed, it

must be drained of its water content. The process can take up to 3 years to com-

plete. Once the muskeg has been drained and removed, the overburden must

also be removed. Overburden is a layer of clay, sand, and silt that lies directly

above the tar sand deposit. Overburden is used to build dams and dikes around

the mine and will eventually be used for land reclamation projects. When all of

the overburden is removed, the tar sand is exposed and is ready to be mined.

Mine spoils need to be disposed of in a manner that assures physical stabi-

lization. This means appropriate slope stability for the pile against not only

gravity but also earthquake forces. Since the return of the spoils to the mine

excavations is seldom economical, the spoil pile must be designed as a perma-

nent structure whose outline blends into the landscape. Straight, even lines in

the pile must be avoided.

For tar sand reserves with a depth of less than 160ft of overburden, the over-

burden is stripped to expose the ore body, and tar sand will still have to bemined

and processed in a water-based extraction process. In general, no revolutionary

changes in mining tar sand deposits are expected to emerge, although incremen-

tal advances are expected in several fields concerning tar sand mining.

Improved materials and equipment that are more durable and better suited to

the tar sand industry combined with better monitoring systems for mechanical

equipment to reduce production interruptions are expected. Some reductions in

bitumen loss through primary separation and reductions in the energy intensity

of the extraction process may be achieved. Finally, continued improvement in

the performance of existing upgrading technologies including increased energy

efficiency, catalyst development, and reductions in hydrogen use is likely to

take place.
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3.2 Improved Mining

Underground mining options have also been proposed but for the moment have

not been developed because of the fear of collapse of the formation onto any

operation/equipment. This particular option should not, however, be rejected

out of hand because a novel aspect or the requirements of the developer (which

remove the accompanying dangers) may make such an option acceptable. Cur-

rently, bitumen is recovered commercially from tar sand deposits by a mining

technique. This produces tar sand that is sent to the processing plant for the sep-

aration of the bitumen from the sand prior to upgrading. The underground min-

ing options often fall under the option known as improved mining.
In improved mining, directional (horizontal or slant) wells are drilled into

the reservoir from a mine in an underlying formation to drain oil by pressured

depletion and gravity drainage. In the process of gravity drainage extraction of

liquid crude oil, the wells are completed so that only the forces acting within the

reservoir are used. The forces acting on the reservoir are left intact, perhaps

maintained or increased. A large number of closely spaced wells can be drilled

into a reservoir from an underlying tunnel more economically than the same

number of wells from the surface. In addition, only one pumping system is

required in underground drainage, whereas at the surface, each well must have

a pumping system. The objective of using a large number of wells is to produce

each well slowly so that the gas/oil and water/oil interfaces move toward each

other efficiently. By maintaining the reservoir pressures because of forces act-

ing on the reservoir, it is then assured that the oil production is provided by the

internal forces due to gravity (the buoyancy effect) and capillary effects.

The recovery efficiency is improved by applying an enhanced oil recovery

method. The production drain holes should be surveyed while drilling, and the

drilling should be accomplished using mud-operated drills with a bent sub for

control of direction. The drain holes must be controlled so that a network of

uniformly spaced holes conforming to the data output from the computer

modeling can be drilled in the production zone. The drill string should be

equipped with check valves to minimize the backflow of mud during the instal-

lation of additional drill pipe. The return mud-line should be equipped with a

blow line to safely vent to the surface any formation gas encountered. All dril-

ling should be accomplished working through a blowout preventer or diverter.

Drill cuttings should be contained in a closed system and not allowed to encum-

ber the mine atmosphere.

Large vertical shafts sunk from the surface are generally the means through

which underground openings can be excavated. These shafts are one means of

access to offer an outlet for the removal of excavated rock, provide sufficient

opening for equipment, provide ventilation, and allow the removal of oil and gas

products during later production. These requirements plus geologic conditions

and oil reservoir dimensions determine the shaft size. It is expected that an

access shaft will range from 8 to 20ft in diameter.
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Completing wells from a level of drifts beneath the reservoir is the most eco-

nomical application of gravity drainage. In this case, only one pumping system

is required rather installing a pump in each well as is necessary in wells drilled

from the surface. When wells are drilled from beneath the producing formation

in an oil-water system, the developer has two options for completion. The cas-

ing may be set totally through the formation and the region opposite the oil sat-

uration perforated to permit production. If desired, the easing may pass only

through the water-saturated zone, and then, a jet slotting process can be used

to wash out or drill slots in the oil-saturated zone to increase the productivity

of the individual well. Other shaft configurations include those for mining in

weak rock and shafts for pumping drainage.

Excavation of shafts and tunnels during the mining process results in waste

rock that must be stored or disposed of at the ground surface. They cannot be

dumped in a heap near the mine shaft as an eyesore for future generations and a

source of air and water pollution for untold years. Air, water, and aesthetics

must be conserved not only for the present but also against reasonable future

contingencies, either natural or man-made. The cautions necessary for under-

ground mining options include the fear of collapse of the unconsolidated forma-

tion onto any operation/equipment.
4. The Hot Water Process

In terms of bitumen separation and recovery, the hot-water process is, to date,

the only successful commercial process to be applied to bitumen recovery from

mined tar sand in North America (Table 4.2). Many process options have

been tested with varying degrees of success, and one of these options may

even supersede the hot-water process (Clark, 1944; Fear and Innes, 1967;

Speight, 2013a,b, 2014).

Tar sand, as mined commercially in Canada, contains an average of 10%–
12% bitumen, 83%–85% mineral matter, and 4%–6% water. A film of water

coats most of the mineral matter, and this property permits extraction by the

hot-water process (Carrigy, 1963a,b).
The process utilizes the linear and the nonlinear variation of bitumen density

and water density, respectively, with temperature so that the bitumen that is

heavier than water at room temperature becomes lighter than water at 80°C
(180°F). Surface-active materials in the tar sand also contribute to the process.

The essentials of the hot-water process involve a conditioning, separation, and

scavenging.

The extraction of bitumen from tar sand mines involves the liberation

and separation of bitumen from the associated sand in a form that is suitable

for further processing in order to produce a marketable product. Among several

processes for bitumen extraction, the hot-water extraction process is a well-

developed commercial recovery technique (Speight, 2013b, 2014). In the

process, mined tar sand is mixed with hot water to create slurry suitable for
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extraction. Caustic soda is added to adjust the slurry pH to a desired level in

order to enhance the efficiency of the separation of the bitumen. Recent devel-

opment has shown the feasibility of operating at lower temperatures and without

caustic addition in the slurring processes. The extract typically comprises an

inorganic predominant phase (known as tailing stream) that is made up of coarse

solids, some fine solids, and water. A typical composition of bitumen froth

stream is about 60% w/w bitumen, 30% w/w water, and 10% w/w mineral mat-

ter (solids). The water and mineral matter in the froth are considered as

contaminants.

The process to reject the water and mineral matter contaminants is known as

froth treatment process. Due to the high viscosity of bitumen, the first step in the

treatment is usually the introduction of a solvent. There are two major commer-

cial approaches to reject the froth contaminants, namely, naphtha solvent-based

froth treatment and paraffinic solvent-based froth treatment. Solvent addition

(bitumen dilution) increases the density differential between bitumen, water,

and mineral matter. Rejection of the contaminants can be achieved and carried

out by a number of methods, such as centrifugation or gravity separation. The

separation scheme generally results in a product effluent stream of diluted bitu-

men and a reject or tailing stream, commonly referred to as the froth treatment

tailing (which is composed of mineral matter, water, residual solvent, and some

residual bitumen). In the paraffinic froth treatment process, the solvent dilution

reduces the precipitation of asphaltenes from the bitumen as an additional con-

taminant that results in an improvement in the efficiency of the contaminant

rejection process.

Thus, in the hot-water extraction process, the tar sand feed is introduced into

a conditioning drum in which the tar sand is heated and mixed with water, and

the agglomeration of the oil particles begins. The conditioning is carried out in a

slowly rotating drum that contains a steam-sparging system for temperature

control and mixing devices to assist in lump size reduction and a size ejector

at the outlet end. The tar sand lumps are reduced in size by ablation and mixing.

In the conditioning step, also referred to as mixing or pulping, tar sand feed

is heated and mixed with water to form a pulp of 60%–85% by weight solids at

80–90°C (175–196°F) and a pH on the order of 7.5–8.5. First, the lumps of tar

sand as-mined are reduced in size by ablation, that is, successive layers of lump

are warmed and sloughed off revealing cooler layers. The conditioned pulp is

screened through a double-layer vibrating screen. Water is then added to the

screened material (to achieve more beneficial pumping conditions), and the

pulp enters the separation cell through a central feed well and distributor.

The bulk of the sand settles in the cell and is removed from the bottom as tailing,

but the majority of the bitumen floats to the surface and is removed as froth. A

middling stream (mostly of water with suspended fines and some bitumen) is

withdrawn from approximately midway up the side of the cell wall. Part of

the middlings is recycled to dilute the conditioning drum effluent for pumping.

Clays do not settle readily and generally accumulate in the middling layer. High
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concentrations of clays increase the viscosity and can prevent normal operation

in the separation cell. Thus, it is necessary to withdraw a drag stream to act as a

purge; this is usually done at high clay concentrations but may not be as essen-

tial with a low-clay tar sand charge.

Under certain operating conditions, it may be necessary to withdraw a mid-

dling stream to the scavenger cells (air flotation cells to recover bitumen from

the drag stream). The froth from the scavenger unit(s) usually has a high mineral

and water content that can be removed by gravity settling in froth settlers after

which the froth is combined with the froth from the main separation cell from

centrifuge plant for dewatering and demineralizing. Before the centrifuging

operation, the froth is deaerated, and naphtha is added to lower the viscosity

for a more efficient water and mineral removal operation.

The separation cell acts like two settlers, one on top of the other. In the lower

settler, the sand settles down, whereas in the upper settler, the bitumen floats.

The bulk of the sand in the feed is removed from the bottom of the separation

cell as tailings. A large portion of the feed bitumen floats to the surface of the

separation cell and is removed as froth. A middling stream consists mostly of

water with some suspended fine minerals and bitumen particles. A portion of

the middlings may be returned for mixing with the conditioning drum effluent

in order to dilute the separation-cell feed for pumping. The remainder of the

middlings is called the drag stream, which is withdrawn from the separation cell

to be rejected after processing in the scavenger cells.

Tar sand feed contains a certain portion of fine minerals that, if allowed to

build up in concentration in the middlings, increases the viscosity and eventu-

ally disrupts settling in the separation cell. The drag stream is required as a

purge in order to control the fine concentration in the middlings. The amounts

of water that can enter with the feed and leave with the separation-cell tailings

and froth are relatively fixed. Thus, the size of the drag stream determines the

makeup water requirement for the separation cell. The separation cell is an open

vessel with straight sides and a cone bottom. Mechanical rakes on the bottom

move the sand toward the center for discharge. Wiper arms rotating on the sur-

face push the froth to the outside of the separation cell where it overflows into

launders for collection.

The combined froth from the separation cell and scavenging operation con-

tains an average of about 10% by weight mineral material and up to 40% by

weight water. The dewatering and demineralizing are accomplished in two

stages of centrifuging; in the first stage, the coarser mineral material is removed,

but much of the water remains. The feed then passes through a filter to remove

any additional large-size mineral matter that would plug up the nozzles of the

second-stage centrifuges.

The third step in the hot-water process is scavenging. Depending on the drag

stream size and composition, enough bitumen may leave the process in the drag

stream to make another recovery step economical. Froth flotation with air is

usually employed. The scavenger froth is combined with the separation-cell
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froth to be further treated and upgraded to synthetic crude oil. Tailings from the

scavenger cell join the separation-cell tailing stream and go to waste. Conven-

tional froth flotation cells are suitable for this step.

Froth from the hot-water process may be mixed with a hydrocarbon diluent,

for example, coker naphtha and centrifuged. The Suncor process employs a

two-stage centrifuging operation, and each stage consists of multiple centri-

fuges of conventional design installed in parallel. The bitumen product contains

1% by weight to 2% by weight mineral (dry bitumen basis) and 5% by weight to

15% by weight water (wet diluted basis). Syncrude also utilizes a centrifuge

system with naphtha diluent.

The first commercial operations (GCOS/Suncor and Syncrude) used the

Clark hot-water extraction process. In this hot-water process, the tar sand is

mixed with hot water (at 70–80°C, 158–176°F) and caustic (sodium hydroxide)

in large rotating tumblers to begin the separation of the bitumen from the sand.

The slurry from the tumblers is fed into large primary separation vessels (PSVs)

where the bitumen is separated from the sand by gravity and floats to the surface

of the primary separation vessels as a bituminous froth with the sand settling to

the bottom primary separation vessels. The froth is subjected to further proces-

sing (froth treatment) for water and solid removal.

The froth treatment step is necessary in order to minimize the amount of

water and solids going to the upgrader, so at this point, naphtha (produced from

the bitumen in the upgrading unit) is added as a diluent, and the mixture enters a

high-speed centrifuge to complete the cleaning/separation. The diluted bitumen

is moved to the upgrading unit, while the sand and other materials that settle

during the separation process are removed as a slutty (tailing slurry) for disposal

in large tailing ponds.

One of the major problems that comes from the hot-water process is the dis-

posal and control of the tailings that consist of �49%–50% w/w sand, 1% w/w

bitumen, and 50% w/w water. Furthermore, each ton of tar sand in place typ-

ically has a volume of �16 ft3, which will generate �22ft3 of tailings giving a

volume gain on the order of 40%. If the mine produces tar sand on the order of

200,000 tons of tar sand per day, the volume expansion represents a consider-

able solid disposal problem. The average particle size of the sand is about

200 μm, and it is a suitable material for dike building. Accordingly, Suncor used

this material to build the sand dike, but for fine sand, the sand must be well

compacted.

Environmental regulations in Canada or the United States will not allow the

discharge of tailing streams into (i) the river, (ii) onto the surface, or (iii) onto

any area where groundwater domains or the river may be contaminated. The

tailing streams are essentially high in clays and contain some bitumen, hence

the current need for tailing ponds, where some settling of the clay occurs. In

addition, an approach to acceptable reclamation of the tailing ponds will have

to be accommodated at the time of site abandonment.
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The structure of the dike may be stabilized on the upstream side by beaching,

which gives a shallow slope but consumes sand during the season when it is

impossible to build the dike. In remote areas such as the Fort McMurray

(Alberta) site, the dike can only be built in above-freezing weather because

(i) frozen water in the pores of the dike will create an unstable layer and (ii)

the vapor emanating from the water creates a fog, which can create a work haz-

ard. The slope of the tailing dike is �2.5:1 depending on the amount of fines in

the material. It may be possible to build with 2:1 slopes with coarser material,

but steeper slopes must be stabilized quickly. After discharge from the hot-

water separation system and separation of the sand, sludge, and water, the sand

is used to build dikes, and the runoff that contains the silt, clay, and water col-

lects in the pond. Silt and some clay settle out to form sludge, and some of the

water is recycled to the plant.

In a technique that is relatively new to the tar sand industry, the bituminous

froth is sent to countercurrent decantation unit (McColl et al., 2008). In this unit,

a solvent is added that separates the remaining solids, water, and heavy asphal-

tene constituents in a three-stage, dual-circuit process. The process yields clean,

diluted bitumen, which is low in contaminants and with a viscosity that enables

the bitumen to be transported by pipeline. Moreover, considerable effort is

underway to reduce the energy required for bitumen extraction. At the Aurora

Mine, opened in 2000, Syncrude installed a low-energy extraction process that

operates at �35°C (95°F) and is designed to consume about one-third of the

energy of the traditional 80°C (176°F) process. Success in this area would result
in substantial cost reductions and have considerable environmental benefits.

The US tar sand deposits have received considerably less attention than the

Canadian deposits. Nevertheless, approaches to recover the bitumen from US

tar sand deposits have been made. An attempt has been made to develop the

hot-water process for the Utah tar sand deposits. The process differs signifi-

cantly from that used for the Athabasca tar sand deposits due to the oil-wet Utah

sand contrasting to the water-wet Athabasca sand. This necessitates disengage-

ment by hot-water digestion in a high-shear force field under appropriate con-

ditions of pulp density and alkalinity. The dispersed bitumen droplets can also

be recovered by aeration and froth flotation.

In summary, the hot-water separation process involves extremely compli-

cated surface chemistry with interfaces among various combinations of solids

(including both silica sand and aluminosilicate clays), water, bitumen, and air.

The control of pH seems to be critical with the preferred range being 8.0–8.5,
which is achievable by the use of any of the monovalent bases. Polyvalent cat-

ions must be excluded because they tend to flocculate the clays and thus raise

the viscosity of the middlings in the separation cell.

The main challenges for the surface mining process and the accompanying

hot-water process are minimization of the environmental impact, land reclama-

tion, and forest restoration. For every unit of synthetic crude produced, 6 units

of sand and 1.5 units of fine tailings must be transported. Stockpiled
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overburden, sand, and tailing ponds can occupy a significant area of the mine

and may have to be moved to access tar sand deposits beneath them. Land rec-

lamation has only started on a small scale. Bitumen contains �5% w/w sulfur,

which is removed in the upgrading process. Large quantities of water have to be

captured during spring flood and stored in reservoirs for use during the low-

water months of the year. Large quantities of coke produced during the upgrad-

ing process must also be stored and eventually disposed.
5. Other Processes

It is conceivable that the problems related to bitumen mining and bitumen

recovery for the tar sand may be alleviated somewhat by the development of

process options that require considerably less water in the sand/bitumen sepa-

ration step. Such an option would allow a more gradual removal of the

tailing ponds.
5.1 The Cold Water Process

The cold-water bitumen separation processes have been developed to the point

of small-scale continuous pilot plants (Miller and Misra, 1982). The proposed

cold-water process for bitumen separation from mined tar sand has also been

recommended (Misra et al., 1981; Miller and Misra, 1982). The process uses

a combination of cold water and solvent, and the first step usually involves dis-

integration of the tar sand charge that is mixed with water, diluent, and reagents.

The diluent may be a crude oil distillate fraction such as kerosene and is added

in approximately a 1:1 weight ratio to the bitumen in the feed. The pH is main-

tained at 9–9.5 by the addition of wetting agents and �0.77kg of soda ash per

ton of tar sand. The effluent is mixed with more water, and in a raked classifier,

the sand is settled from the bulk of the remaining mixture. The water and oil

overflow the classifier and are passed to thickeners where the oil is concen-

trated. Clay in the tar sand feed has a distinct effect on the process; it forms

emulsions that are hard to break and are wasted with the underflow from the

thickeners.
5.2 Solvent Extraction

An anhydrous solvent extraction process for bitumen recovery has been

attempted and usually involves the use of a low-boiling hydrocarbon. The pro-

cess generally involves up to four steps. In the mixer step, fresh tar sand is mixed

with recycle solvent that contains some bitumen and small amounts of water and

mineral. Solvent-to-bitumen weight ratio is adjusted to �0.5. The drain step

consists of a three-stage countercurrent wash. Settling and draining time is

�30 min for each stage. After each extraction step, a bed of sand is formed,

and the extract is drained through the bed until the interstitial pore volume
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of the bed is emptied. From time to time, the bed is plugged with fine mineral or

emulsion. In these cases, the drainage rate is essentially zero, and the particular

extraction stage is ineffective. The last two steps of the process are devoted to

solvent recovery. Stripping of the solvent from the bitumen is straightforward.

The solvent recovery from the solids holds the key to the economic success of an

anhydrous process.

Although solvent extraction processes have been attempted and demon-

strated for the Athabasca, Utah, and Kentucky tar sand deposits, solvent losses

influence the economics of such processes, and they have not yet been reduced

to commercial practice.
5.3 The Sand Reduction Process

The sand-reduction process is a cold-water process without solvent. In the first
step, the tar sand feedstock is mixed with water at�20°C (68°F) in a screw con-

veyor in a ratio of 0.75:3 tons per ton of tar sand (the lower range is preferred).

The mixed pulp from the screw conveyor is discharged into a rotary-drum

screen, which is submerged in a water-filled settling vessel. The bitumen forms

agglomerates that are retained by an 840μm (20 mesh) screen. These agglom-

erates settle and are withdrawn as oil product. The sand readily passes through

the 840μm (20 mesh) screen and is withdrawn as waste stream. The process is

called sand reduction because its objective is the removal of sand from the tar

sand to provide a feed suitable for a fluid coking process; ca. 80% of sand is

removed. Nominal composition of the oil product is 58% by weight bitumen,

27% by weight mineral matter, and 15% by weight water.
5.4 The Spherical Agglomeration Process

The spherical agglomeration process resembles the sand-reduction process.

Water is added to tar sand, and the mixture is ball milled. The bitumen forms

dense agglomerates of 75%–87% by weight bitumen, 12%–25% by weight

sand, and 1%–5% by weight water.
5.5 The Oleophilic Sieve Process

An oleophilic sieve process (Kruyer, 1983, 2012) offers the potential for reduc-
ing tailing pond size because of a reduction in the water requirements. The pro-

cess is based on the concept that when a mixture of an oil phase and an aqueous

phase is passed through a sieve made from oleophilic materials, the aqueous

phase and any hydrophilic solids pass through the sieve, but the oil adheres

to the sieve surface on contact. The sieve is in the form of a moving conveyor,

the oil is captured in a recovery zone, and recovery efficiency is high. Removing

the dispersed bitumen and oleophilic minerals (i) improves dewatering of the

tailings and yields a higher-quality bitumen for upgrading, (ii) reduces the
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release of methane and other gases to the air from the ponds, (iii) and frees tail-

ing water faster, resulting in more effective fluid-tailing compaction for perma-

nent storage or for site remediation (Kruyer, 2012).

The sieve uses an endless cable made from steel or polymer rope looped

multiple times in wraps around a separation zone, comprising a revolving aper-

tured drum filled with medium-density balls, and around a bitumen-removal

zone, comprising one or more revolving squeeze rollers. An endless cable is

wrapped multiple times around two or more roller supports. Unlike a mesh belt,

the oleophilic sieve does not have cross members and, as a result, has an

improved flexibility and eliminates the need for expensive belt tracking and

automatic control of belt alignment. Spaces between sequential cable wraps

form the apertures of the sieve, and these can be tailored for width to optimize

sieving of the feedstock of various compositions and temperatures. A cable

guide keeps the wraps from falling off the revolving supports. The wraps walk

across the revolving roller surfaces until reaching a roller’s edge, and then, the

last wrap is guided and redirected to again become the first wrap.

The process does not need caustic and uses ambient temperature in a rotating

separation cage with long oleophilic rods to partition oleophilic phase from

hydrophilic phase and transfer the oleophilic phase to an oleophilic sieve while

discarding the hydrophilic phase. The loaded sieve travels through a hot zone to

release the captured oleophilic phase as a flowing liquid before the empty sieve

revolves back to the cage to capture more oleophilic phase. Heating only the

product instead of the feed, coupled with only one-tenth the required process

residence time, makes this a very energy-efficient technology. The process

opens the way for mine-face tar sand extraction to eliminate a large amount

of material transport from mine to central processing and of sand back to the

mine for eventual reclamation.
5.6 The Direct Heating Process

Another aboveground method of separating bitumen from mined tar sand

involves direct heating of the tar sand without previous separation of the bitu-

men such as in the case of the use of a specialized retort (Taciuk et al., 1994).

Thus, the bitumen is not recovered intact or unchanged but is recovered as an

upgraded overhead product. In the process, the sand is crushed and introduced

into a vessel, where it is contacted either with hot (spent) sand or with hot prod-

uct gases that furnish part of the heat required for cracking and volatilization.

The volatile products are passed out of the vessel and are separated into gases

and (condensed) liquids. The coke that is formed as a result of the thermal

decomposition of the bitumen remains on the sand, which is then transferred

to a vessel for coke removal by burning in air. The hot flue gases can be used

either to heat incoming tar sand or as refinery fuel. As expected, processes of

this type yield an upgraded product but require various arrangements of pneu-

matic and mechanical equipment for solid movement around the refinery.
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Electromagnetic heating techniques, which heat the reservoir by means of

the ohm losses of electric current flowing in the connate water and the oil of

the reservoir, can overcome many of these difficulties. Because no fluid is

injected, low initial injectivity is not a problem. Heating occurs both near the

well and deep into the problem. Heating occurs both near the well and deep into

the formation. In addition, with proper attention to the reservoir lithology and

electromagnetic properties, the reservoir may be heated relatively uniformly.

Production may occur during or immediately after electromagnetic heating if

the formation pressure is sufficient, or electromagnetic heating may be used

to preheat the formation for a steam flood or fireflood.

5.7 Hybrid Technologies

One approach toward recovering a significant portion of heavy oil, extra heavy

oil, and tar sand bitumen from a reservoir or deposit is to use a combination of

crude oil recovery and mining technologies. Through the use of mining technol-

ogy, access is developed below the crude oil reservoir within or beneath a per-

meability barrier. Underground development consists of providing room for

subsurface drilling and crude oil production operations as well as a life-

supporting atmosphere and safe working conditions. Wells are drilled at incli-

nations from the horizontal to the vertical upward into the reservoir. Wells are

produced as a result of a combination of pressure depletion and gravity

drainage.
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Chapter 5
Instability and Incompatibility
1. Introduction

The study of the chemical reactivity of crude oil and the heavy feedstocks

(heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen as well as residua) would

not be complete unless attention is given to the phenomena of instability and

incompatibility. Both of these phenomena are a result of chemical reactions that

form degradation products or other undesirable changes in the original chemical

properties of crude oil and crude oil products. Furthermore, it is the various ana-

lytic methods (also discussed here) that provide the data that point to the reason

for problems in the refinery or for the failure of products to meet specifications

and to perform as desired.

Deposition of asphaltene constituents (so-named by virtue of the separation

process, Fig. 5.1) is the consequence of instability of the crude oil or the crude

oil product (e.g., fuel oil). The asphaltene constituents are stabilized by resin

constituents (Koots and Speight, 1975; Speight, 1992, 1994, 2014) and main-

tained in the crude oil due to this stabilization. Asphaltene dispersants are sub-

stitutes for the natural resin constituents and are able to keep the asphaltene

constituents dispersed to prevent flocculation/aggregation and phase separation

(Speight, 1994; Browarzik et al., 1999). Dispersants will also clean up sludge in

the fuel system, and they have the ability to adhere to surface of materials that

are insoluble in the oil and convert them into stable colloidal suspensions.

At the other end of the molecular weight scale and refining, the heteroatoms

(particularly nitrogen, sulfur, and trace metals) (Chapter 1) are present in crude

oil and might be also expected to be present in liquid fuels and other products

from crude oil. And, indeed, this is often the case, although there may have been

some skeletal changes induced by the refining processes. Oxygen is much more

difficult to define in crude oil and liquid fuels. However, it must be stressed

that instability/incompatibility is not directly related to the total nitrogen, oxy-

gen, or sulfur content. The formation of color/sludge/sediment is a result of

several factors. Perhaps, the main factor is the location and nature of the hetero-

atom that, in turn, determines reactivity (Por, 1992; Mushrush and Speight,

1995; Speight, 2014).
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FIG. 5.1 General fractionation scheme and nomenclature of crude oil fractions—carbenes and

carboids are thermally generated product fractions.
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In general, the chemical reaction sequence for instability and/or incompat-

ibility can be envisaged as being dependent upon the most reactive of the var-

ious heteroatomic species that are present in fuels (Pedley et al., 1987). The

worst-case scenario would consist of a high-olefin fuel with both high indole

concentration and a catalytic trace of sulfonic acid species. This reaction matrix

would lead to rapid degradation. However, just as there is no one specific dis-
tillate product, there is also no onemechanism of degradation. In fact, the mech-

anism and the functional groups involved will give a general but not specific

mode of incompatibility (Hiley and Pedley, 1986; Mushrush et al., 1990, 1991).

The focus of incompatibility studies has usually been on the whole crude oil

and specifically on the asphaltene fraction. The asphaltene constituents are the

highest molecular weight and most polar fractions found in crude oil. The char-

acteristics of the asphaltene constituents and the amount in crude oil depend to a

greater or lesser extent on the crude oil source. During crude oil refining, the

majority of the asphaltene constituents will end up in the residual fuel products

since the lower-boiling fractions (such as naphtha and kerosene) are removed

from the oil through cracking and visbreaking. The problems of asphaltene con-

stituents in a feedstock have increased due to the need to extract even the most

viscous oils and the trend to extract large amounts of lower-boiling fractions out
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of crude oil by visbreaking and cracking processes. For example, when various

feedstocks are blended at the refinery, incompatibility can be explained by the

onset of acid-base catalyzed condensation reactions of the various organo-

nitrogen compounds in the individual blending stocks. These are usually very

rapid reactions with practically no observed induction time period (Hardy and

Wechter, 1990).

Crude oil and the heavy feedstocks (heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand

bitumen) are delicately balancedmolecular systems insofar as the different frac-

tions are compatible as long as there are no significant disturbances or changes

made to the system (Koots and Speight, 1975; Speight, 1992, 1994, 2014). Any

changes to the system that can occur that will upset the balance of the crude oil

system are (i) alteration of the natural abundances of the different fractions, as

might occur when gases are dissolved in the crude oil under reservoir pressure

and/or when these dissolved gases are released at the time when a reservoir is

first penetrated; (ii) chemical alteration of the constituents as might occur dur-

ing recovery processes, especially changes that might be brought on by thermal

recovery processes; and (iii) alteration of the distribution of the polar functional

groups as might occur during oxidation or the elimination of polar functions

during recovery operations, as might occur when exposure of crude oil to air

occurs.

When such disturbances occur, it is the higher-molecular-weight constitu-

ents that are most seriously affected. This can lead to incompatibility and insta-

bility of the oil, which is variously referred to as precipitation, sludge formation,

sediment formation, and deposition of asphaltene constituents or asphaltene-

type material, depending on the circumstances. When incompatibility and insta-

bility occur, it is the higher-molecular-weight polar constituents (either the

natural asphaltene constituents or, in some instances, the natural resin constit-

uents or, in the case of a thermal process, either the reacted asphaltene constit-

uents or the reacted resin constituents) that form a separate phase as a result of

the loss of dispersability in the oil medium that has become more aliphatic in

character (Fig. 5.2). In the reservoir, the incompatibility of the asphaltene

constituents (and even, in some cases, the incompatibility of the resin constit-

uents depending upon the process) can cause blockages of the pores and chan-

nels through which the oil must move during recovery operations.

Thus, the dispersability of the higher-molecular-weight constituents

becomes an issue that needs attention when consideration is given to the mode

of recovery or the mode of refining (Speight, 2014, 2017). And one of the ways

by which this issue can be understood is to be aware of the chemical and phys-

ical character of the polar constituents of crude oil. By such means, the issue of

dispersability, fluid-fluid interactions, oil-rock interactions, and the attending

issue of incompatibility can be understood and perhaps predicted.

Crude oil is rarely used in its raw form but must instead be processed into its

various products, generally as a means of forming products with hydrogen con-

tent different from that of the original feedstock. Similarly and because of the



FIG. 5.2 Incompatibility occurs when the oil medium has become more aliphatic in character.
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additional complexity, heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen also

require processing into the various products, no matter what the extent of the

upgrading that has occurred as part of the recovery process (Chapter 6;

Speight, 2013a,b).

In the natural state crude oil, heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen

are not always homogeneous materials, and the physical characteristics of each

oil differ depending on where the material was produced and the formation or

the deposit from which the oil was recovered. This is due to the fact that any of

these feedstocks from different geographic locations will naturally have unique

properties. In its natural, unrefined state, crude oil, heavy oil, extra heavy oil,

and tar sand bitumen range in density and consistency from very thin, light-

weight, and volatile fluidity to an extremely thick, semisolid (Speight, 2014).

There is also a considerable gradation in the color of the oil that ranges from

a light-colored golden yellow (conventional crude oil) to black (tar sand bitu-

men) (Speight, 2012, 2014).

Thus, crude oil, heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen are not

(within the individual categories) uniform materials, and the chemical and

physical (fractional) composition of each of these refinery feedstocks can vary

not only with the location and age of the reservoir or deposit but also with the

depth of the individual well within the reservoir or deposit. On a molecular

basis, the three feedstocks are complex mixtures containing (depending upon

the feedstock) hydrocarbons with varying amounts of hydrocarbonaceous con-

stituents that contain sulfur, oxygen, and nitrogen and constituents containing
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metallic constituents, particularly those containing vanadium nickel, iron, and

copper. The hydrocarbon content may be as high as 97% w/w, for example, in a

light (low viscosity) crude oil or <50% w/w in heavy crude oil and bitumen

(Speight, 2014).

Heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen contain many thousands of

different compounds that vary in molecular weight up to several hundred or, in

some case, several thousand (Speight et al., 1985; Speight, 1994, 2014). This

broad range in molecular weights results in a boiling points that range up to tem-

peratures on the order of 1100°C (2000°F). The constituents of heavy oil, extra
heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen can undergo a diversity of thermal and catalytic

reactions, thereby influencing the chemistry of the recovery processes and the

chemistry of the refining processes (Speight, 2013a,b,c, 2014, 2017).

Understanding refining chemistry not only allows an explanation of the

means by which these products can be formed from crude oil but also offers

a chance of predictability. This is very necessary when the different types of

heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen accepted by refineries are con-

sidered. And the major processes by which the various products are produced

from heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen constituents involve ther-

mal decomposition either during a thermal recovery process or during thermal

and catalytic refining processes. The changes that occur during thermal recov-

ery and refining processes give rise to the potential (often the reality) of insta-

bility and incompatibility of heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen not

only with each other but also with their respective thermal products.

Thus, the study of the properties of heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand

bitumen would not be complete without some attention to the phenomena of

instability and incompatibility. Furthermore, the occurrence of instability

and/or incompatibility during recovery operations and/or during refinery oper-

ations can have serious consequences for the producer or the refiner. Both result

in the formation of degradation products or other undesirable changes in the

original properties of heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen products.

It is only by understanding the properties of the heavy oil, extra heavy oil,

and tar sand bitumen through application of analytic methods that provide

the data that point to the reason for problems during production and during

refining (Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and

Robinson, 2017).

In addition to the thermal (noncatalytic products) of the decomposition

of heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen, the presence of hydrogen

(even in the presence of high proportions of asphaltene constituents) changes

the nature of the products (especially the decreasing coke yield) by preventing

the buildup of precursors that are incompatible in the liquid medium and

form coke (Magaril and Akensova, 1967, 1968, 1970a,b, 1972; Magaril and

Ramazaeva, 1969; Magaril et al., 1970, 1971; Schucker and Keweshan,

1980; Speight and Moschopedis, 1979; Speight, 1990, 1998, 2014; Wiehe,

1992, 1993, 1994, 1995).
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Nitrogen species—of which there is sufficient in the asphaltene and resin

constituents to initiate the reaction—contribute to the pattern of the thermolysis

insofar as the carbon-carbon bonds adjacent to ring nitrogen undergo thermo-

lysis quite readily (Fitzer et al., 1971; Speight, 1998, 2014). Thus, the initial

reactions of asphaltene decomposition involve thermolysis of aromatic-alkyl

bonds that are enhanced by the presence of heterocyclic nitrogen. Thus, the

molecular species within the asphaltene fraction, which contain nitrogen and

other heteroatoms (and have lower volatility than the pure hydrocarbons),

are the prime movers in the production of coke. Such species, containing var-

ious polynuclear aromatic systems, can be denuded of the attendant hydrocar-

bon moieties and are undoubtedly insoluble in the surrounding hydrocarbon

medium. The next step is gradual carbonization of these heteroatom-rich enti-

ties to form coke.

In contrast to the reaction of heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen

under visbreaking conditions (Speight, 2015a, 2017) in which the general prin-

ciple is the production of products for use as fuel oil, the presence of hydrogen

can reduce the amount of coke formed during a thermal process. Nevertheless,

the decomposition of asphaltene constituents is, again (or always), an issue and

frequent leads to instability and/or incompatibility of the thermal products.

Even when this occurs during recovery operations (Waxman et al., 1980),

changes in the structure and molecular association of the asphaltene constitu-

ents and the resin constituents can lead to phase separation of the reacted asphal-

tene constituents and deposition of these molecular species on the reservoir

rock. While appearing to be an advantage insofar, the asphaltene constitu-

ents—the most difficult to refine constituents of the oil—remain in the ground;

blockage of flow channels by the deposited material can result in poor recovery

of the oil.

Furthermore, the deposition of solids (due to instability or incompatibility of

the products) is still possible when asphaltene constituents interact with cata-

lysts (especially acidic support catalysts) in the subsurface during recovery

operations or in the refinery during upgrading operations (Speight, 2013c),

through the functional groups, for example, the basic nitrogen species just as

they interact with adsorbents. And there is a possibility for interaction of the

asphaltene with the catalyst through the agency of a single functional group

in which the remainder of the asphaltene molecule remains in the liquid phase.

There is also a less desirable option in which the asphaltene reacts with the

catalyst at several points of contact, causing immediate incompatibility on

the catalyst surface.

In the refinery, the reaction of asphaltene constituents (and resin constitu-

ents) with the catalyst is to be deplored, unless the catalyst is a guard catalytic

and placed in a location to protect the more expensive, say, hydrogenation cat-

alyst. On the other hand, during recovery operations, the reaction of asphaltene

constituents (and resin constituents) with the catalyst such as an in situ claymin-

eral or a specially designed adsorbent catalyst is to be encourage so that the
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main coke former (the asphaltene constituents and the resin constituents)

remains in the formation with the result being a much more refinable feedstock.

Thus, it is not surprising that instability and incompatibility during oil recov-

ery and oil refining have become a major issue over the past four decades

(Speight, 2014, 2015a, 2017). Differences in oil composition and in the nature

of the products from refinery operations have all served to emphasize the issue

of instability and incompatibility. The best means of approaching the issue of

instability and incompatibility is, in the context of this book, from an under-

standing of the nature of heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen. In

fact, it is essential to understand not only the nature of these feedstocks but also

the chemical and physical nature of the oils. Understanding these phenomena is

crucial to understanding the means by which instability and incompatibility

can arise.

Feedstock complexity and the means by which the feedstock is evaluated

(Speight, 2001, 2015a; ASTM, 2017) have made the industry unique among

industries. But product complexity has also brought to the fore issues such as

instability and incompatibility. Product complexity becomes even more disad-

vantageous when various fractions from different types of crude oil are blended

or are allowed to remain under conditions of storage (prior to use), and a distinct

phase separates from the bulk product. The adverse implications of this for

refining the fractions to salable products increase (Batts and Fathoni, 1991;

Mushrush and Speight, 1995).

Therefore, it is appropriate here to define some of the terms that are used in

the stability-incompatibility field so that their use later in the text will be more

apparent and will also alleviate some potential for misunderstanding. The gen-

eral scientific areas of instability and incompatibility are complex and have

been considered to be a chemical unknown because not all of the reactions that

contribute to instability and incompatibility have been defined in detail. Nev-

ertheless, recent studies over the past three decades have made valuable contri-

butions to our understanding of instability and incompatibility in fuels. But, for

the most part, gaps remain in our knowledge of the chemistry and physics of

instability and incompatibility.

Briefly, the term instability is often used in reference to the formation of

color, sediment, or gum in the liquid over a period of time and is usually due

to chemical reactions, such as oxidation, and is chemical rather than physical.

This term may be used to contrast the formation of a precipitate in the near term

(almost immediately). On the other hand, the term incompatibility refers to the

formation of a precipitate (or sediment) or separate phase when two liquids

are mixed.

The phenomenon of instability is often referred to as incompatibility and

more commonly known as sludge formation, sediment formation, or deposit
formation. In heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen and its products,

instability often manifests itself in various ways (Table 5.1; Stavinoha

and Henry, 1981; Hardy and Wechter, 1990; Power and Mathys, 1992).



TABLE 5.1 Examples of Properties Related to Instability in Crude

Oil and Crude Oil Products

Property Comments

Asphaltene constituents Influence oil-rock interactions

Separates from oil when gases are dissolved

Thermal alteration can cause phase separation

Heteroatom constituents Provide polarity to oil

Preferential reaction with oxygen

Preferential thermal alteration

Aromatic constituents May be incompatible with paraffinic medium

Phase separation of paraffinic constituents

Nonasphaltene constituents Thermal alteration causes changes in polarity

Phase separation of polar species
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Hence, there are different ways of defining each of these terms, but the terms are

often used interchangeably.

Gum formation (ASTM D525) alludes to the formation of soluble organic

material, whereas sediment is the insoluble organic material. Storage stability
(or storage instability) (ASTM D381 and ASTM D4625) is a term used to

describe the ability of the liquid to remain in storage over extended periods

of time without appreciable deterioration as measured by gum formation

and/or the formation sediment. Thermal stability is also defined as the ability

of the liquid to withstand relatively high temperatures for short periods of time

without the formation of sediment (i.e., carbonaceous deposits and/or coke).

Thermal-oxidative stability is the ability of the liquid to withstand relatively

high temperatures for short periods of time in the presence of oxidation and

without the formation of sediment or deterioration of properties (ASTM

D3241), and there is standard equipment for various oxidation tests (ASTM

D4871). Stability is also as the ability of the liquid to withstand long periods

at temperatures up to 100°C (212°F) without degradation. Determination of

the reaction threshold temperature for various liquid and solid materials might

be beneficial (ASTM D2883).

Existent gum is the name given to the nonvolatile residue present in the oil as

received for test (ASTM D381). In this test, the sample is evaporated from a

beaker maintained at a temperature of 160–166°C (320–331°F) with the aid

of a similarly heated jet of air. This material is distinguished from the potential
gum that is obtained by aging the sample at an elevated temperature.
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Thus, potential gum is determined by the accelerated gum test (ASTM
D873) that is used as a safeguard of storage stability and can be used to predict

the potential for gum formation during prolonged storage. In this test, the oil is

heated for 16h with oxygen under pressure in a bomb at 100°C (212°F). After
this time, both the gum content and the solids precipitate are measured. A sim-

ilar test, using an accelerated oxidation procedure, is also in use for determining

the oxidative stability of oil (ASTM D942, ASTM D2274, ASTM D2272, and

ASTM D2274).

Dry sludge is defined as the material separated from heavy oil, extra heavy

oil, and tar sand bitumen and heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen

products by filtration, which is insoluble in heptane. Existent dry sludge is the
dry sludge in the original sample as received and is distinguished from the

accelerated dry sludge obtained after aging the sample by chemical addition

or heat. The existent dry sludge is distinguished from the potential dry sludge
that is obtained by aging the sample at an elevated temperature. The existent dry
sludge is the material separated from the bulk of a crude oil or crude oil product

by filtration, which is insoluble in heptane. The test is used as an indicator of

process operability and as a measure of potential downstream fouling.

An analogous test, the thin-film oven test (TFOT) (ASTM D1754) and an

aging test (IP 390) are used to indicate the rate of change of various physical

properties such as penetration (ASTM D5), viscosity (ASTM D2170), and

ductility (ASTM D113) after a film of asphalt or bitumen has been heated in

an oven for 5h at l63°C (325°F) on a rotating plate. A similar test is available

for the stability of engine oil by thin-film oxygen uptake (TFOUT)
(ASTM D4742).

This test establishes the effects of heat and air based on changes incurred in

the above physical properties measured before and after the oven test. The

allowed rate of changes in the relevant bitumen properties after the exposure

of the tested sample to the oven test is specified in the relevant specifications

(ASTM D3381).

Attractive as they may be, any tests that involve accelerated oxidation of the
sample must be used with caution and consideration of the chemistry. Depend-

ing on the constituents of the sample, it is quite possible that the higher temper-

ature and extreme conditions (oxygen under pressure) may not be truly

representative of the deterioration of the sample under storage conditions.

The higher temperature and the oxygen under pressure might change the chem-

istry of the system and produce products that would not be produced under

ambient storage conditions. An assessment of the composition of the heavy

oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen prior to storage and application of

the test will assist in this determination.

In general, instability and incompatibility can be related to the heteroatom-

containing compounds (i.e., nitrogen-, oxygen-, and sulfur-containing com-

pounds) that are present in the heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen.

The degree of unsaturation of the heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand
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bitumen or the respective products caused by thermal recovery processes or

by refining processes (i.e., the level of olefinic species) also plays a role in

determining instability/incompatibility. And recent investigations have also

implicated catalytic levels of various oxidized intermediates and acids as espe-

cially deleterious.

The term incompatibility can have manymeanings. Themost obvious exam-

ple of incompatibility (nonmiscible) is the inability of heavy oil, extra heavy oil,
and tar sand bitumen or their respective products and water to mix. In the pre-

sent context, incompatibility usually refers to the presence of various polar

functions (i.e., heteroatom function groups containing nitrogen, oxygen, or sul-

fur and even various combinations of the heteroatoms) in the crude oil.

Instability reactions are usually defined in terms of the formation of filterable

and nonfilterable sludge (sediments, deposits, and gums), an increased peroxide

level, and the formation of color bodies. Color bodies in and of themselves do not

predict instability. However, the reactions that initiate color-body formation can

be closely linked to heteroatom-containing (i.e., nitrogen-, oxygen-, and sulfur-

containing) functional group chemistry. For example, blending crude oils or

heavy feedstocks that are incompatible can lead to extensive fouling and proces-

sing difficulties due to unstable asphaltene constituents (Speight, 2014, 2015a).

For example, extensive fouling in the crude preheat train may occur resulting in

decreased energy efficiency, increased emissions of carbon dioxide, and

increased frequency atwhich heat exchangers need to be cleaned. In aworst-case

scenario, crude throughput may be reduced leading to significant financial

losses.

Thus, heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen constituents are

incompatible when sludge, semisolid, or solid particles (for convenience here,

these are termed secondary products to distinguish them from the actual heavy

oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen product) are formed during and after

blending. This phenomenon usually occurs prior to use.

If the secondary products are marginally soluble in the blended heavy oil,

extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen product, use might detract from solubility

of the secondary products, and they will appear as sludge or sediment that can be

separated by filtration or by extraction (ASTM D4310). When the secondary

products are truly insoluble, they separate and settle out as a semisolid or solid

phase floating in the heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen or are

deposited on the walls and floors of containers. In addition, secondary products

usually increase the viscosity of the heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitu-

men product. Standing at low temperatures will also cause a viscosity change in

heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen (ASTM D2532).

In the current context, the meaning of the term incompatibility is found when
it is applied to heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen recovery and

heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen refining. The application occurs

when a product is formed in the formation or well pipe (recovery) or in a reactor

(refining) and the product is incompatible with (immiscible with or insoluble in)
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the original heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen or its products. Such

an example is the formation and deposition of other solids during recovery or

the formation of coke precursors and even of coke during many thermal and

catalytic operations. Coke formation is considered to be an initial phase sepa-
ration of an insoluble, solid, coke precursor prior to coke formation proper. In

the case of crude oils, sediments and deposits are closely related to sludge, at
least as far as compositions are concerned. The major difference appears to

be in the character of the material.

There is also the suggestion (often, but not always, real) in that the sediments

and deposits originate from the inorganic constituents of heavy oil, extra heavy

oil, and tar sand bitumen. They may be formed from the inherent components of

the crude oil (i.e., the metalloporphyrin constituents) or from the ingestion of

contaminants by the crude oil during the initial processing operations. For

example, crude oil is known to pick up iron and other metal contaminants from

contact with pipelines and pumps.

Sediments can also be formed from organic materials, but the usual infer-

ence is that these materials are usually formed from inorganic materials. The

inorganic materials can be salt, sand, rust, and other contaminants that are insol-

uble in the crude oil and that settle to the bottom of the storage vessel. For exam-

ple, gum typically forms by way of a hydroperoxide intermediate that induces

polymerization of olefins. The intermediates are usually soluble in the liquid

medium. However, gum that has undergone extensive oxidation reactions tends

to be higher in molecular weight and much less soluble. In fact, the high-molec-

ular-weight sediments that form in heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitu-

men are usually the direct result of autoxidation reactions. Active oxygen

species involved include both molecular oxygen and hydroperoxides. These

reactions proceed by a free-radical mechanism, and the solids produced tend

to have increased incorporation of heteroatom and are thus also more polar

and increasingly less soluble in the heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand

bitumen.

The most significant and undesirable instability change in heavy oil, extra

heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen is the formation of solids, termed filterable sed-
iment. Filterable sediments can plug nozzles, filters, and coat heat exchanger

surfaces and otherwise degrade engine performance. These solids are the result

of free-radical autoxidation reactions. Although slight thermal degradation

occurs in nonoxidizing atmospheres, the presence of oxygen or active oxygen

species, such as hydroperoxides, will greatly accelerate oxidative degradation

and significantly lower the temperature at which undesirable products are

formed. Solid deposits that form as the result of short-term high-temperature

reactions share many similar chemical characteristics with filterable sediment

that form in storage.

The soluble sludge/sediment precursors that form during processing or

use may have a molecular mass in the several hundred range. For this

soluble precursor to reach a molecular weight sufficient to precipitate
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(or to phase-separate), one of two additional reactions must occur. Either

the molecular weight must increase drastically as a result of condensation

reactions leading to the higher-molecular-weight species, or the polarity of

the precursor must increase (without necessarily increasing the molecular

weight) by incorporation of additional oxygen, sulfur, or nitrogen func-

tional groups. Additionally, the polarity may increase because of the

removal of nonpolar hydrocarbon moieties from the polar core, as occurs

during cracking reactions. In all three cases, insoluble material will form

and separate from the liquid medium.

Additives are chemical compounds intended to improve some specific prop-

erties of heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen or their respective

products. Different additives, even when added for identical purposes, may

be incompatible with each other, for example, react and form new compounds.

Consequently, a blend of heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen with

other liquids, containing different additives, may form a system in which the

additives react with each other and so deprive the blend of any beneficial effect.

The chemistry and physics of incompatibility can, to some extent, be eluci-

dated (Power and Mathys, 1992; Mushrush and Speight, 1995), but many

unknowns remain. In addition to the chemical aspects, there are also aspects

such as the attractive force differences:

1. Specific interactions between like/unlike molecules (e.g., hydrogen

bonding and electron donor-acceptor phenomena).

2. Field interactions such as dispersion forces and dipole-dipole

interactions.

3. Any effects imposed on the system by the size and shape of the inter-

acting molecular species.

Such interactions are not always easy to define, and thus, the measurement

of instability and incompatibility has involved visual observations, solubility

tests, hot filtration sediment (HFS), and gum formation. However, such

methods are often considered to be after-the-fact methods insofar as they did

not offer much in the way of predictability. In refinery processes (Parkash,

2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017), predict-

ability is not just a luxury, it is a necessity. The same principle must be applied

to the measurement of instability and incompatibility. Therefore, methods are

continually being sought to aid in achieving this goal.

In addition to the gravimetric methods, there have also been many attempts

to use crude oil and/or product characteristics and their relation to the sludge

and deposit formation tendencies. In some cases, a modicum of predictability

is the outcome, but in many cases, the data appear as preferred ranges and

are subject to personal interpretation. Therefore, caution is advised.

Furthermore, although the terminology applied to oil instability and incom-

patibility has evolved over the decades, confusion still exists. Another part of

the problem (not to be underestimated) arises because of variations in terminol-

ogy. The nonspecific application of various names is confusing and needs to be
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resolved. Part of the goal of this chapter is to attempt to resolve the issue of

nomenclature. The terminology may seem confusing unless some general rules

are accepted. To alleviate some of the confusion, the terms instability and

incompatibility will be used with caution throughout the text, and the meanings

will be made clear at the time of use. Particularly troublesome and more con-

fusing are those terms that are applied to the more viscous materials; for exam-

ple, in the context of this book, the use of the terms bitumen (a naturally

occurring material found in tar sand deposits) (Chapter 1) and asphalt (a man-

ufactured material used for road construction and waterproofing) is preferred.

It is the purpose of this chapter to present a brief overview of the types of

constituents that are found in crude oil, heavy oil, and bitumen and also to pre-

sent brief descriptions of the chemistry and physics of thermal decomposition. It

is also the purpose of this chapter to document some of the more prominent

methods used for determining instability and incompatibility. No preference

will be shown, and none will be given to any individual methods. It is the choice

of the individual experimentalist to choose the method on the basis of the prop-

erties of the heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen; the immediate

needs; and the projected utilization of the data (Speight, 2015a). It is often

the use (misuse is a better word) of the data that often detracts from an otherwise

sound method. Also, it is appropriate at this point to define terms that are used in

these important aspects of oil recovery and refining.
2. General Terminology

The general scientific areas of the instability and incompatibility of heavy oil,

extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen are complex and have been considered to

be nothing better than a black art because not all of the reactions that contribute

to instability and incompatibility have been defined. Nevertheless, studies over

the past three decades have made valuable contributions to our understanding of

instability and incompatibility in heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitu-

men. For the most part, however, gaps remain in our knowledge of the chem-

istry and physics of instability and incompatibility, especially when applied to

heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen.

Briefly, the term instability is often used in reference to the formation of

color, sediment, or gum in the liquid over a period of time. This term may

be used in contrast to the formation of a precipitate in the near, almost imme-

diate term. However, the terms are often used interchangeably. On the other

hand, the term incompatibility refers to the formation of a precipitate (or sed-

iment) or phase separation when two liquids are mixed. The term gum formation
alludes to the formation of soluble organic (usually considered to be polymeric)

material, whereas sediment is considered to be insoluble organic (usually poly-

meric) material. By way of often archaic terminology, sludge that settles as a

bottom layer in storage facilities is often semisolid, whereas a sediment and
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a deposit are usually solid materials. These are mere semantics but are often

very real differences to the operators of storage facilities.

Storage stability (or storage instability) is a term used to describe the ability

of a liquid oil to remain in storage over extended periods of time without appre-

ciable deterioration as measured by gum formation and the depositions of insol-

uble material. Thermal stability is the ability of the liquid oil to withstand

relatively high temperatures for short periods of time without the formation

of carbonaceous deposits (coke). There is also the tendency to define stability

as the ability of the liquid to withstand long periods at temperatures up to 100°C
(212°F) without degradation.

In general, instability and incompatibility can be related to the existence

of heteroatoms (i.e., containing nitrogen, oxygen, and sulfur). The degree of

unsaturation of the oil (i.e., the level of olefinic species) also plays a role in

determining instability and incompatibility. In addition, the phenomenon of

instability (often variously referred to sludge formation and sediment formation

or deposit formation) in crude oil and other products often manifests itself in

various ways. Hence, there are different ways of defining each of these terms.

For example, instability may be observed during crude oil storage, refining,

product storage, and product utilization. The composition of the sludge/

sediment often provides some insights into the mode of formation. In the areas

of heavy oil science, extra heavy oil science, and tar sand bitumen science, the

reactions leading to instability are usually defined in terms of the formation of

filterable and nonfilterable sludge (sediments, deposits, and gums).

Both stability and incompatibility result in the formation and separation of

degradation products or in other undesirable changes in the original properties

of heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen. In the case of instability,

there is a low resistance of the product to environmental influences during

storage or to its susceptibility to oxidative or other degradation processes. In

the case of incompatibility, degradation products form, or changes occur due

to an interaction of some chemical groups present in the components of the

final blend.

The components of heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen can be

defined as being incompatible when sludge, semisolid, or solid particles are

formed when such oils are blended. The products so formed can be either sol-

uble or insoluble in the final blend. In the former case, they usually increase the

viscosity of the product; in the latter case, they settle out as semisolid or solid

matter floating in the heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen or being

deposited on the walls and floors of containers.

Incompatibility phenomena, although not always recognized as such, can be

associated with heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen, and the phe-

nomenon of incompatibility is invariably associated with the chemical compo-

sition of the components. In most cases, a certain component in one of the oils

reacts with another component in the heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand

bitumen with which it is blended. This chemical reaction results in the
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formation of a new product that, when soluble, affects the properties of the

blend and, when insoluble, settles out in the form of semisolid or solid matter.

In general terms, studies of the composition of the incompatible materials

often involve determination of the distribution of the organic components

by selective fractionation, analogous to the deasphalting procedure (Speight,

2014, 2015a): (i) heptane-soluble material, often called maltenes; (ii) heptane-

insoluble material and benzene (or toluene)-soluble material, often referred to

as the asphaltene fraction; (iii) or toluene-insoluble material, referred to as car-

benes plus carboids when the fraction is a thermal product; and (iv) pyridine-

soluble material (carbenes) and pyridine-insoluble material (carboids).

Whichever solvent separation scheme is employed, there should be ample

description of the procedure that the work can be repeated not only in the same

laboratory by a different researcher but also in different laboratories by different

researchers (Speight, 2015a). Thus, for any particular feedstock and solvent

separation scheme, the work should repeatable and reproducible within the

limits of experimental error.

The sludge formed by the instability of heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar

sand bitumen often contains inorganic and organic components and sometimes

both intermingled in a heterogeneous matrix. The inorganic components are

represented often by aqueous solutions of salts, sand, corrosion products,

bacterial slime, and other contaminants. The organic components in crude oil

sludge are usually polar constituents or condensed high-molecular-weight con-

stituents (such as asphaltene material) and a variety of other organic (degrada-

tion) products. The degradation products formed during the long-term storage

of heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen are often the result of air

oxidation, photooxidation, and condensation. Any high-molecular-weight polar

substances that stay solid at ambient temperatures are so formed and, conse-

quently, form sludge.

To summarize, part of the problem of incompatibility arises from the man-

ner in which the constituents of heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen

can vary during production and refining or by reaction with oxygen during stor-

age. The remainder of the problem may be due to the character of the individual

constituents. Many of the constituents may be incompatible/immiscible with

each other, thereby causing phase separation and, hence, incompatibility.
3. Instability and Incompatibility

Incompatibility during refining can occur in a variety of processes, either by

intent (such as in the deasphalting process) or inadvertently when the separation

is detrimental to the process. Thus, separation of solids occurs whenever the

solvent characteristics of the liquid phase are no longer adequate to maintain

polar and/or high-molecular-weight material in solution. Examples of such

occurrences are (i) asphaltene separation that occurs when the paraffinic nature

of the liquid medium increases, (ii) wax separation that occurs when there is a
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drop in temperature or the aromaticity of the liquid medium increases,

(iii) sludge/sediment formation in a reactor that occurs when the solvent char-

acteristics of the liquid medium change so that asphaltic or wax materials sep-

arate, (iv) coke formation that occurs at high temperatures and commences

when the solvent power of the liquid phase is not sufficient to maintain the coke

precursors in solution, and (v) sludge/sediment formation in fuel products that

occurs because of the interplay of several chemical and physical factors

(Mushrush and Speight, 1995).

When fractions of crude oil are heated to temperatures in excess of 350°C
(>660°F), the thermal or free-radical reactions start to give way to cracking of

the constituents of the oil at significant (measurable) rates. Thermal conversion

does not require the addition of a catalyst, and therefore, this approach is the

oldest technology available for conversion of crude oil to salable products.

The severity of thermal processing determines the conversion and the product

characteristics.

The thermal treatment of heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen

ranges frommild, for reduction of viscosity, to ultrapyrolysis, for complete con-

version to olefins and lower-boiling constituents (often referred to as light ends)
(Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson,

2017). The higher the temperature, the shorter the time to achieve a given con-

version. The severity of the process conditions is defined as the combination of

reaction time and temperature to achieve a given conversion. If side reactions

are absent, very long times at low temperature are often claimed to be equiva-

lent to very short times at high temperature. Nothing could be further from

reality!

Thermal reactions, however, can give rise to a variety of different reactions,

so that selectivity for a given product changes with temperature and pressure.

Mild thermal processes and high-severity thermal processes are frequently used

for processing higher-molecular-weight feedstocks such as heavy oil, extra

heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen. More extreme conditions are only used com-

mercially for cracking ethane (CH3CH3), propane (CH3CH2CH3), butane

[CH3CH2CH2CH3 or (CH3)2CHCH3, or (CH3)3CCH3], and low-boiling distil-

late feedstocks (such as naphtha, kerosene, and gas oil) to produce ethylene

(CH2]CH2) and higher-molecular-weight olefins.

Themain limitation on thermal processes is that the products can be unstable

and may even be incompatible with the original feedstock and/or other prod-

ucts. Thermal cracking at low pressure produces olefins, which give a highly

unstable product that is prone to oxidation leading to polymerization reactions

to form tars and gums. The high-molecular-weight fraction can form solids or

sediments, which also feed composition, which also determines the maximum

conversion allowable.

The instability/incompatibility of heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitu-

men ismanifested in the formationofsludgeand/or sediment. Sludge (or sediment)
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formation takes one of the following forms: (i) material dissolved in the liquid,

(ii) precipitated material, and (iii) material emulsified in the liquid. Under favor-

able conditions, sludge or sediment will dissolve in the heavy oil, extra heavy oil,

and tar sand bitumen with the potential of increasing the viscosity. Sludge or

sediment, which is not soluble in the heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand

bitumen may either settle at the bottom of the storage tanks or remain in the crude

oil as an emulsion. Inmost of the cases, the smaller part of the sludge/sedimentwill

settle satisfactorily; the larger partwill stay in the heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar

sand bitumen as emulsions. In any case, there is a need of breaking the emulsion,

whether it is a water-in-oil emulsion or whether it is the sludge itself, which

has to be separated into the oily phase and the aqueous phase. The oily phase

can be then processed with the crude oil, and the aqueous phase can be drained

out of the system.

Phase separation can be accomplished by either the use of suitable surface-

active agents allowing for sufficient settling time or the use of a high-voltage

electric field for breaking such emulsions after admixing water at a rate of about

5% and at a temperature of about 100°C (212°F).
Emulsion breaking, whether the emulsion is due to crude oil-sludge emul-

sions and crude oil-water emulsions, or breaking the sludge themselves into

organic (oily) and inorganic components are of a major importance from oper-

ational and commercial aspects. In the case of heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar

sand bitumen, phase separation difficulties often arise. Also, some heavy oil,

extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen emulsions may be stabilized by naturally

occurring substances in the oil. Many of these polar particles accumulate at the

oil-water interface, with the polar groups directed toward the water and the

hydrocarbon groups toward the oil. A stable interfacial skin may be so

formed—particles of clay or similar impurities present in the heavy oil, extra

heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen may be embedded in this skin and make the

emulsion very difficult to break.

Chemical and electric methods for sludge removal and for water removal,

often combined with chemical additives, have to be used for breaking such

emulsions. Each emulsion has its own structure and characteristics: water-in-

oil emulsions where the oil is the major component or oil-in-water emulsions

where the water is the major component. The chemical and physical nature

of the components of the emulsion plays a major role in their susceptibility

to the various surface-active agents used for breaking them.

Therefore, appropriate emulsion-breaking agents have to be chosen very

carefully, usually with the help of previous laboratory evaluations. Water-

or oil-soluble demulsifiers, the latter being often nonionic surface-active

alkylene oxide adducts, are used for this purpose. But, as had been said in

the foregoing, the most suitable demulsifier has to be chosen for each case

from a large number of such substances in the market, by a prior laboratory

evaluation.
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4. Factors Influencing Instability-Incompatibility

The initial stages of the thermal decomposition of asphaltenes have been least

well understood of the thermal decomposition process. It is known that the over-

all thermal decomposition involves scission of carbon-carbon bonds, aromati-

zation of naphthenic ring systems, formation of lower-molecular-weight

material, and formation of coke. The presence of hydrogen during the thermal

decomposition of asphaltenes can alter the product slate. However, the chem-

istry remains complex, and the representation of the chemistry of asphaltene

thermolysis is speculative and has been done simply by the use of nonchemical

formulas.

If no side reactions occur, very residence long times at low temperature

should be equivalent to very short times at high temperature. In fact, the nature

of the thermal processes varies considerably.

One of the postulates of coke formation involves the production of coke by a

sequence of polymerization and condensation steps from the lower boiling

(lower molecular weight) to the heaviest (higher molecular weight) fractions.

While this concept is acceptable for pure aromatic hydrocarbons, the formation

of coke by thermal cracking the constituents of the asphaltene constituents of

crude oil requires a modification of this concept. Indeed, present evidence

(Speight, 1994, 2014;Wiehe, 1992, 1993) supports the concept that the reaction

pathway of the asphaltene constituents to coke is much more complex and

involves at least several reaction stages. Various findings offer some indication

of the proposed chemistry of coke or sediment formation during crude oil pro-

cessing. However, in each case, the aromatization of naphthene rings and the

potential or reality of cyclodehydrogenation reactions are ignored. In addition,

the thermal reactions of the resin constituents are not addressed.

The asphaltene constituents rely upon the resin constituents for stability

within the oil medium. Removal or thermal alteration of the resin constituents

will also cause the asphaltene constituents to separate as a distinct phase. Such

processes would also lead to increased aromaticity of the polynuclear aromatic-

naphthenic (often referenced as redistribution of hydrogen within constituents)

core and further enhance the insolubility (phase separation) of the dealkylated

polynuclear product.

The available data suggest that the thermal cracking of the high-molecular-

weight constituents of crude oil (leading to the formation of volatile products

and coke) is a complex process involving both chemical reactions and thermo-

dynamic behavior. Reactions that contribute to this process are (i) cracking

of side chains from aromatic groups, (ii) dehydrogenation of naphthenes to

form aromatics, (iii) condensation of aliphatic structures to form aromatics,

(iv) condensation of aromatics to form higher fused-ring aromatics, and

(v) dimerization or oligomerization reactions. Loss of side chains always

accompanies thermal cracking, and dehydrogenation and condensation reac-

tions are favored by hydrogen deficient conditions.
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The importance of the use of solvents to mitigate coke formation during the

thermal decomposition of crude oil has been recognized for many years, but the

effects have been correctly ascribed to hydrogen donor reactions that have an

inhibiting effect on the formation of the molecular species that are prone to

phase separation. The separation of the phases depends on the solvent charac-

teristics of the liquid. Addition of aromatic solvents suppresses phase separa-

tion, whereas paraffins enhance separation. Microscopic examination of coke

particles often shows evidence for mesophase, spherical domains that exhibit

the anisotropic optical characteristics of liquid crystals.

The phase-separation phenomenon that is the prelude to coke formation can

also be explained by use of the solubility parameter (δ) for crude oil fractions
and for the solvents (Speight, 1992, 1994, 2014 and references cited therein).

Although little is known about the solubility parameter of crude oil fractions,

there has been a noteworthy attempt to define the solubility parameter ranges

for different fossil fuel liquids.

When catalytic processes are employed, complex molecules (such as those

that may be found in the original resin fraction and in the original asphaltene

fraction or those formed during the process), are not sufficiently mobile

(or are too strongly adsorbed by the catalyst) to be saturated by the hydrogena-

tion components. Hence, these molecular species continue to condense and

eventually degrade to coke. These deposits deactivate the catalyst sites and

eventually interfere with the process.

As these concepts show, characterization data can be used as an integral part

of understanding the thermal chemistry of asphaltenes as a start in predicting

product yield and product distribution; predictions of product quality will

follow.

A number of experimental methods are available for estimation of the fac-

tors that influence instability/incompatibility. These factors have been

explored, and attempts are made to estimate the character of the heavy oil, extra

heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen or their respective products with varied results.
4.1 Acidity

The acidity of heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen or heavy oil, extra

heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen products is usually measured in terms of the acid
number that is defined as the number of milliequivalents per gram of alkali

required to neutralize the acidity of the heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand

bitumen sample (ASTM D664, ASTM D974, and ASTM D3242).

Acidity due to the presence of inorganic constituents is not expected to be

present in crude oils, but organic acidity might be found. Acidic character is

composed of contributions from strong organic acids and other organic acids.

Values above 0.15 mg potassium hydroxide per gram are considered to be sig-

nificantly high. Crude oils of higher acidities may exhibit a tendency of

instability.
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The acid-imparting agents in crude oils are naphthenic acids and hydrosul-

fides (thiols, mercaptans, and R-SH). These are sometimes present in the crude

oil originally in small and varying concentrations. Normally, the total acidity of

crude oils is in the range of 0.1–0.5mg potassium hydroxide per gram, although

higher values are not exceptional.

Free hydrogen sulfide is often present in crude oils, a concentration of up to

10ppm being acceptable in spite of its toxic nature. However, higher hydrogen

sulfide concentrations are sometimes present, 20ppm posing serious safety haz-

ards. Additional amounts of hydrogen sulfide can form during the crude oil pro-

cessing, when hydrogen reacts with some organic sulfur compounds converting

them to hydrogen sulfide. In this case, it is referred to as potential hydrogen

sulfide, contrary to free hydrogen sulfide.

Acidity can also form by bacterial action insofar as some species of aerobic

bacteria can produce organic acids from organic nutrients. On the other hand,

anaerobic sulfate-reducing bacteria can generate hydrogen sulfide, which, in

turn, can be converted to sulfuric acid (by bacterial action).
4.2 Density/Specific Gravity

In the earlier years of the heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen indus-

try, density and specific gravity (with the API gravity) were the principal spec-

ifications for feedstocks and refinery products (Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007;

Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017). They were used to give an esti-

mate of the most desirable product, that is, kerosene, in crude oil. At the present

time, a series of standard tests exist for determining density and specific gravity

(Speight, 2001, 2015a).

There is no direct relation between the density and specific gravity of crude

oils to their sludge forming tendencies, but crude oil having a higher density

(thus, a lower API gravity) is generally more susceptible to sludge formation,

presumably because of the higher content of the polar/asphaltic constituents.
4.3 Elemental Analysis

The ultimate analysis (elemental composition) of heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and

tar sand bitumen and its products is not reported to the same extent as for coal

(Speight, 2013d). Nevertheless, there are standard test methods (ASTM, 2017)

for the ultimate analysis of heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen and

heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen products, but many such

methods may need some form of modification since they may have been

designed for other materials.

Of the data that are available, the proportions of the elements in heavy oil,

extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen vary only slightly over narrow limits: car-

bon 83.0–87.0% w/w, hydrogen 10.0–14.0% w/w, nitrogen 0.10–2.0% w/w,

oxygen 0.05–1.5% w/w, and sulfur 0.05–6.0% w/w (Speight, 2013a,b, 2014).
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And yet, there is a wide variation in physical properties from the low-viscosity

more mobile crude oils at one extreme to the extra heavy crude oil at the other

extreme (Chapter 1). In terms of the instability and incompatibility of heavy oil,

extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen and heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand

bitumen products, the heteroatom content appears to represent the greatest

influence. In fact, it is not only the sulfur and nitrogen content of heavy oil, extra

heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen that are important parameters in respect of the

processing methods that have to be used in order to produce liquid fuels that

meet, for example, sulfur specifications, but also the type of sulfur and nitrogen

species in the oil. There could well be a relation between nitrogen and sulfur

content and crude oil (or product) stability; higher nitrogen and sulfur crude oils

are suspect of higher sludge forming tendencies.
4.4 Metals Content

The majority of crude oils contain metallic constituents that are often deter-

mined as combustion ash (ASTM D482). This is particularly so for the heavier

feedstocks. These constituents, of which nickel and vanadium are the principal

metals, are very influential in regard to feedstock behavior in processing

operations.

The metal (inorganic) constituents of heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand

bitumen or a liquid fuel product arise from either the inorganic constituents pre-

sent in the crude oil originally or those picked up by the heavy oil, extra heavy

oil, and tar sand bitumen during storage. The former are mostly metallic

substances like vanadium, nickel, sodium, iron, and silica; the latter may be

contaminants such as sand, dust, and corrosion products.

Incompatibility leading to deposition of the metals (in any form) onto the

catalyst leads to catalyst deactivation whether it is by physical blockage of

the pores or destruction of reactive sites. In the present context, the metals must

first be removed if erroneously high-carbon residue data are to be avoided.

Alternatively, they can be estimated as ash by complete burning of the coke

after carbon residue determination.

Metal content above 200ppm is considered to be significant, but the varia-

tions are very large. The higher the ash content, the higher is the tendency of the

crude oil to form sludge or sediment.
4.5 Pour Point

The pour point (Speight, 2015a) is used to define the cold properties of crude

oils and heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen and heavy oil, extra

heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen products, that is, the minimal temperature at

which they still retain their fluidity (ASTM D97). Therefore, pour point also

indicates the characteristics of crude oils: the higher the pour point, the more

paraffinic is the oil and vice versa. Higher pour point crude oils are waxy,
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and therefore, they tend to form waxlike materials that enhance sludge

formation.

To determine the pour point (ASTM D97, ASTM D5327, ASTM D5853,

ASTM D5949, ASTM D5950, ASTM D5985, IP 15, IP 219, and IP 441), the

sample is contained in a glass test tube fitted with a thermometer and immersed

in one of three baths containing coolants. The sample is dehydrated and filtered

at a temperature 25°C (45°F) higher than above the anticipated cloud point.

It is then placed in a test tube and cooled progressively in coolants held at

�1 to +2°C (30–35°F), �18 to �20°C (�4–0°F), and �32 to �35°C (�26

to �31°F). The sample is inspected for cloudiness at temperature intervals of

1°C (2°F). If conditions or oil properties are such that reduced temperatures

are required to determine the pour point, alternate tests are available that accom-

modate the various types of samples.
4.6 Viscosity

The viscosity of a feedstock varies with the origin and type of the crude oil and

also with the amounts of the various chemical constituents, particularly the

polar functions where intermolecular interactions can occur. For example, there

is a gradation of viscosity between conventional crude oil, heavy oil, and bitu-

men (Speight, 2001, 2015a).

Viscosity is a measure of fluidity properties and consistencies at given

temperatures. Heavier crude oil, that is, crude oil having lower API gravity,

typically has higher viscosity. Increases of viscosity during storage indicate

either an evaporation of volatile components or formation of degradation prod-

ucts dissolving in the crude oil.
4.7 Volatility

Heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen can be subdivided by distilla-

tion into a variety of fractions of different boiling ranges or cut points (Parkash,
2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017). In fact,

distillation was, and still is, the method for feedstock evaluation for various

refinery options. Indeed, volatility is one of the major tests for heavy oil, extra

heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen products, and it is inevitable that the majority

of all products will, at some stage of their history, be tested for volatility

characteristics (Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu

and Robinson, 2017).

As an early part of characterization studies, a correlation was observed

between the quality of heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen fractions

and their heteroatom content (Speight, 2014). Thus, it is not surprising that test

to determine the volatility of heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen and

heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen products was among the first to

be defined. Heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen, yielding higher
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amounts of residua, tend to form more sludge during storage compared with

low-viscosity crude oil.

4.8 Water Content, Salt Content, and Bottom Sediment/Water
(BS&W)

Water content (ASTM D4006, ASTM D4007, ASTM D4377, and ASTM

D4928), salt content (ASTM D3230), and bottom sediment/water (ASTM

D96, ASTM D1796, and ASTM D4007) indicate the concentrations of aqueous

contaminants, present in the crude either originally or picked up by the crude

during handling and storage. Water and salt content of crude oils produced

at the field can be very high, forming sometimes its major part. The salty water

is usually separated at the field, usually by settling and draining; surface-active

agents and electric methods for the destruction of emulsions (emulsion breakers

and desalters) are sometimes employed. The water and salt contents of crude oil

supplied to the buyers is function of the production field. Water content below

0.5%, salt content up to 20 lb per 1000 barrels, and bottom sediment and water

up to 0.5% are considered to be satisfactory.

Although the centrifuge methods are still employed (ASTM D96, ASTM

D1796, ASTM D2709, and ASTM D4007), many laboratories prefer the Dean

and Stark adaptor (ASTM D95) (Speight, 2015a). The apparatus consists of a

round-bottom flask with capacity of 50mL connected to a Liebig condenser by a

receiving tube with capacity of 25mL, graduated in 0.1mL. A weighed amount,

corresponding to �100mL of oil, is placed in the flask with 25 nil of dry tol-

uene. The flask is heated gently until the 25mL of toluene have distilled into the

graduated tube. The water distilled with the toluene separates to the bottom of

the tube where the volume is recorded as mL or the weight as mg or percent.

To determine the sediment in heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitu-

men or in a heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen product, the method

involves solvent extraction using a Soxhlet extractor (Speight, 2015a).

The Karl Fischer titration method (ASTMD1744), the Karl Fischer titration

method (ASTM D377), and the colorimetric Karl Fischer titration method

(ASTM D4298) still find wide application in many laboratories for the deter-

mination of water in liquid fuels, specifically the water content of aviation fuels.

The higher the bottom sediment and water content, the higher sludge and

deposit formation rates can be expected in the stored crude oil.

5. Asphaltene Constituents and Instability-Incompatibility

An early hypothesis of the physical structure of crude oil (Pfeiffer and Saal,

1940) indicated that asphaltene constituents are the centers of micelles formed

by adsorption or even by absorption of the part of the maltenes, that is, resin

material, onto the surfaces or into the interiors of the asphaltene particles. Thus,

most of those substances with greater molecular weight and with the most
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pronounced aromatic nature are situated closest to the nucleus and are sur-

rounded by lower-boiling constituents of a less aromatic nature. The transition

of the intermicellar (dispersed or oil) phase is gradual and almost continuous

and is influenced by the makeup of the asphaltene fraction, which is composed

of neutral, acidic, and basic constituents (Speight, 1994, 2014), and this is why

the asphaltene fraction cannot be adequately represented by a so-called average

structure. Various separation procedures applied to the asphaltene fraction have

confirmed the complex chemical and functional nature of the asphaltene frac-

tion (Fig. 5.3; Francisco and Speight, 1984; Speight, 1994, 2014). Since asphal-

tene constituents are incompatible with the oil fraction, asphaltene dispersion

is attributable to the interactions between resin constituents (polar aromatic

constituents) and the asphaltene constituents that each carries interacting

chemical-physical sites and functional groups (Koots and Speight, 1975).

On this basis, the stability of crude oil can be represented by a three-phase

system in which the asphaltene constituents, the aromatic constituents (includ-

ing the resin constituents), and the saturate constituents are delicately balanced

(Speight, 1994, 2014). Various factors, such as oxidation, can have an adverse

effect on the system, leading to instability/incompatibility as a result of chang-

ing the polarity and bonding arrangements of the species in crude oil.

The evolution of this concept is perhaps the single most responsible agent

for the perception that asphaltene constituents in crude oil, heavy oil, extra

heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen crude oil exist in the manner of a colloidal sys-

tem. Indices have been derived to describe this behavior. One strong factor in

favor of such a system is the inability of most crude oils to disperse the asphal-

tene fraction in the absence of the resin fraction (Koots and Speight, 1975).

In heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen, the asphaltene constit-

uents and the resin constituents have strong interactions to the extent that the

asphaltene constituents are immiscible (insoluble/incompatible) with the
FIG. 5.3 Fractionation of the asphaltene fraction on the basis of functionality (Francisco and

Speight, 1984).Simple examples of the functional types are given in parentheses.
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remaining constituents in the absence of the resin constituents (Koots and

Speight, 1975). And there appears to be points of structural similarity (for a

crude oil) between the asphaltene and the resin constituents, thereby setting

the stage for a more than is generally appreciated complex relationship but

confirming the hypothesis that heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen

is a continuum of chemical species, including the asphaltene constituents

(Speight, 2014, 2015a).

This sets the stage for the incompatibility of the asphaltene constituents in

any operation in which the asphaltene or resin constituents are physically or

chemically altered. Disturbance of the asphaltene-resin relationships can be

the stimulation by which, for example, some or all of the asphaltene constituents

form a separate insoluble phase leading to such phenomena as coke formation

(in thermal processes) or asphalt instability during use.

The problems with the asphaltene constituents have increased due to the

need to extract even the heaviest crude oils and the trend to extract large

amounts of lower-boiling fractions out of crude oil by among other methods

cracking and visbreaking. There is a variety of issues that arise due to floccu-

lation and/or sedimentation of asphaltene constituents and reacted asphaltene

constituents (Table 5.2).
TABLE 5.2 Examples of Issue Arising From the Presence of Asphaltene

Constituents in a Feedstock Such as HeavyOil, Extra HeavyOil, and Tar Sand

Bitumen

Process Issue

Oil recovery Wellbore plugging and pipeline deposition

Visbreaking
process

Degraded asphaltene constituents are more aromatic (loss of
aliphatic chains) and less soluble

Cracking
process

Degraded asphaltene constituents are more aromatic (loss of
aliphatic chains) and less soluble

Emulsion
formation

A sufficiently high degree of water contamination can lead to
emulsions formation

Asphaltene constituents are responsible for the undesired
stabilization of emulsions, since asphaltene constituents are highly
polar and surface active

Preheating Preheating of heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen prior
to combustion encourages reaction and precipitation of the reacted
asphaltene constituents leading to coking

Combustion A high content (>6% w/w) of asphaltene constituents in the results
in ignition delay and poor combustion further leading to boiler
fouling, poor heat transfer, stack solid emission, and corrosion
problems

Continued



TABLE 5.2 Examples of Issue Arising From the Presence of Asphaltene

Constituents in a Feedstock Such as HeavyOil, Extra HeavyOil, and Tar Sand

Bitumen—cont’d

Process Issue

Blending The change of medium during mixing may cause destabilization of
asphaltene constituents and destabilization of any reacted
asphaltene constituents

Storage Sedimentation and plugging can occur due to oxidation of the
asphaltene constituents

Increased polarity may cause asphaltene aggregation, and sludge/
sediment formation can furthermore be accelerated if there is
bacterial infestation in the heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand
bitumen
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Thus, the deposition of asphaltene constituents is the consequence of insta-

bility of the heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen or the heavy oil,

extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen product.

The instability/incompatibility of heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand

bitumen products is a precursor to either the formation of degradation products

or the occurrence of undesirable changes in the properties of the heavy oil, extra

heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen. Individually, the components of a product may

be stable and in compliance with specifications, but their blend may exhibit

poor stability properties, making them unfit for use.

Incompatibility in the distillate products is important to consumers and the

producer. Distillate products that are made from the refining process based on

straight-run distillation show very little incompatibility problems. However, at

present and in the future, problems for refiners will continue to increase as the

quality of the available crude decreases worldwide and more reliance is placed

upon heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen as refinery feedstocks.

Incompatibility in heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen products

can be linked to the presence of several different deleterious heteroatomic com-

pound classes (Mushrush and Speight, 1995). The incompatibility observed in a

blend is dependent on the blending stocks employed in its production. The

lower-boiling cycle oils produced during catalytic process contain the unstable

heteroatomic species that are responsible for the observed deterioration in some

fuel products. The solution is to use straight-run distillate product but with a

deficiency in supply, an option is to use chemical additives that overcome

the incompatibilities of the variant chemical composition of the product known

as light cycle oil.

In general, the reaction sequence for sediment formation can be envisaged as

being dependent upon the most reactive of the various heteroatomic species that
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are present in heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen and their respec-

tive products (Pedley et al., 1986, 1988, 1989). The key reaction in many

incompatibility processes is the generation of the hydroperoxide species from

dissolved oxygen. Once the hydroperoxide concentration starts to increase,

macromolecular incompatibility precursors form in the heavy oil, extra heavy

oil, and tar sand bitumen or their respective products. Acid- or base-catalyzed

condensation reactions then rapidly increase both the polarity, incorporation of

heteroatoms, and the molecular weight.

When the product is transferred to a storage tank or some other holding tank,

incompatibility can occur by the free-radical hydroperoxide-induced polymer-

ization of active olefins. This is a relatively slow reaction, because the observed

increase in hydroperoxide concentration is dependent on the dissolved oxygen

content (Mayo and Lan, 1987; Mushrush and Speight, 1995).

The third incompatibility mechanism involves degradation when the heavy

oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen or the products are stored for pro-

longed periods, as might occur during stockpiling of fuel for military use

(Goetzinger et al., 1983; Hazlett and Hall, 1985; Stavinoha and Westbrook,

1980). This incompatibility process involves (i) the buildup of hydroperoxide

moieties after the gum reactions, (ii) a free-radical reaction with the various

organo-sulfur compounds present that can be oxidized to sulfonic acids, and

(iii) reactions such as condensations between organo-sulfur and nitrogen

compounds and esterification reactions.

Examples of such occurrences are (i) asphaltene separation that occurs when

the paraffinic nature of the liquid medium increases during thermal processes

(Chapter 8, during catalytic processes (Chapter 9), during hydrotreating pro-

cesses (Chapter 10), and during hydrocracking processes (Chapter 11); (ii) solid

separation that occurs when there is a drop in temperature or the aromaticity of

the liquid medium increases; (iii) sludge/sediment formation in a reactor that

occurs when the solvent characteristics of the liquid medium change so that

asphaltic or wax materials separate, (iv) coke formation that occurs at high tem-

peratures and commences when the solvent power of the liquid phase is not suf-

ficient to maintain the coke precursors in solution, and (v) sludge/sediment

formation, in the liquid products, that occurs because of the interplay of several

chemical and physical factors (Mushrush and Speight, 1995).

In mixtures as complex as heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen,

production options and refining options can only be generalized because of dif-

ficulties in analyzing not only the products but also the feedstock and the intri-

cate and complex nature of the molecules that make up the feedstock.

Moreover, the incompatibility of feedstocks and products is an ongoing issue

during refining. The occurrence of sediment during thermal operations and from

products during storage reduces the efficiency of a variety of processes.

The complex nature of these species can be taken several steps further when

it is acknowledged that the structures of the asphaltene constituents are multi-

dimensional in space. Furthermore, the asphaltene constituents appear to play a



TABLE 5.3 Standard ASTM Methods for Asphaltene Precipitation

Method Precipitant Volume Precipitant Per Gram of Sample

ASTM D893 n-Pentane 10mL

ASTM D2006 n-Pentane 50mL

ASTM D2007 n-Pentane 10mL

ASTM D3279 n-Heptane 100mL

ASTM D4124 n-Heptane 100mL

ASTM, 2017. Annual Book of Standards, ASTM International, West Conshohocken, PA.
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major role in interactions that lead to incompatibility in feedstocks, particularly

during production and refining operations. Thus, a key to decreasing incompat-

ibility during production and refinery operations is to develop an understanding

of the asphaltene constituents, which are the principal precursors to sludge and

other sediments. Indeed, the presence of asphaltene constituents in feedstocks is

of considerable concern to those processes that center around the use of a cat-

alyst, which, due to incompatibility, can lead to the deposition of metals and

carbonaceous residues onto the catalyst (Speight, 2014).

The asphaltene fraction is, by definition, a solubility class that is precipitated

from heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen by the addition of an

excess of a low-boiling liquid hydrocarbon such as heptane (Table 5.3). How-

ever, the nomenclature of the nonvolatile constituents of crude oil (i.e., the

asphaltene constituents; the resin constituents; and, to some extent, part of

the oil fraction insofar as nonvolatile oils do occur in heavy oil, extra heavy

oil, and tar sand bitumen) is an operational aid and is not based on chemical

or structural features (Fig. 5.1).
5.1 Composition

The asphaltene fraction of crude oil, heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitu-

men is a solubility class and, as such, is composed of many different types of

molecular species (Speight, 2014). Therefore, there is no one description that

can be used to define the asphaltene fraction or the asphaltene constituents.

Analytic data from various techniques and methods can only produce aver-

age values; such data do show that the asphaltene fraction contains the most

aromatic and most polar species originally present in the crude oil. However,

caution must be used in the application of average data to structural studies,

where the formula for an average molecule might be derived. An average mol-

ecule that might be derived from the data may be very far from the truth andmay

only explain asphaltene behavior with difficulty and with much imagination.
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5.2 Ultimate (Elemental) Composition

The elemental compositions of asphaltene fraction vary over only a narrow

range, corresponding to H/C ratios of 1.15 � 0.05%, although values outside

of this range are often found (Speight, 2014). Notable variations do occur in

the proportions of the heteroelements, in particular, in the proportions of oxygen

and sulfur. On the other hand, the nitrogen content of the asphaltene fraction has

a somewhat lesser degree of variation. This is perhaps not surprising, since

exposing asphaltene constituents to atmospheric oxygen can substantially alter

the oxygen content, and exposing a crude oil to elemental sulfur, or even to

sulfur-containing minerals, can result in sulfur uptake.
5.3 Fractional Composition

The asphaltene fraction can be fractionated by the use of a variety of techniques

(Francisco and Speight, 1984; Speight, 2014). Of specific interest is the obser-

vation that when asphaltene constituents are fractionated on the basis of aroma-

ticity and polarity, it appears that the more aromatic species contain higher

amounts of nitrogen (Speight, 1984, 1994, 2014). This suggests that the nitrogen

species are located predominantly in aromatic systems. However, more impor-

tant, the separation of the asphaltene constituents into a variety of functional

(and polar) types (Francisco and Speight, 1984) has confirmed the complexity

of the asphaltene fraction. High-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC)

has also confirmed the diversity of the structural and functional types in the

asphaltene fraction to the extent that different HPLC profiles can be expected

for different asphaltene fractions.

In summary, fractionation data lend support to, and reinforce, the concept

that asphaltene constituents are complex mixtures of molecular sizes and var-

ious functional types and that carbenes and carboids can also fit into this con-

cept (Speight, 2014).
5.4 Instability and Incompatibility

The asphaltene constituents are the most troublesome fraction of heavy oil,

extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen (as well as the crude oils that contain

an asphaltene fraction) due to the ability of these constituents to precipitate

as solids and subsequently deposit with changing pressure, temperature, and

oil composition (Speight, 1994, 2014). This may affect and cause severe prob-

lems in both upstream and downstream operations leading to fouling in all cases

(Speight, 2015b). Separated asphaltene constituents (as well as in the case of

thermal processes) and separated reacted asphaltene constituents can deposit

on reservoir rock (as well as in the pores of the reservoir rock leading to possible

blocking of flow, particularly in the near wellbore region), in pipelines, in heat

exchangers, and at the bottom of a distillation column, thereby affecting
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efficiency of production and refining processes and leading to equipment dam-

age. Furthermore, it is not only the amount of precipitated asphaltene constit-

uents that is important but also the compatibility of the asphaltene constituents

with the remainder of the oil (the maltene fraction, that is, the deasphaltened oil

fraction) that affects rheological properties of an oil (Koots and Speight, 1975;

Speight, 1994, 2014; Laux et al., 1997; Andersen and Speight, 1999; Bearsley

et al., 2004).

However, to explain the behavior of asphaltene constituents, it is necessary

to distinguish between (i) precipitation, (ii) aggregation, and (iii) deposition.

Precipitation is the process when the asphaltene constituents become a sepa-

rate phase from the crude oil and remain suspended in the liquid phase. The

precipitated asphaltene constituents associate (aggregation) and form larger

particles (flocs). The asphaltene aggregates are initially suspended in the

crude oil after which the flocs may attach to and accumulate on various sur-

faces (deposition).

Once a heavy oil, extra heavy oil, or tar sand bitumen has been defined

sufficiently well to indicate the preferential methods of recovery and refin-

ing, it is the nature of the recovery and refining processing operations that

dictate the means to proceed. However, it is the nature of the feedstock

and the products that dictate the potential for instability and/or incompatibil-

ity. Moreover, the potential for instability/incompatibility during thermal

recovery operations and refining operations is real and must be addressed

during processing.

Examples of such occurrences are (i) asphaltene separation that occurs when

the paraffinic nature of the liquid medium increases, (ii) sludge/sediment for-

mation in a reactor that occurs when the solvent characteristics of the liquid

medium change so that asphaltene constituents (or reacted asphaltene constit-

uents) materials separate, (iii) coke formation that occurs at high temperatures

and commences when the solvent power of the liquid phase is not sufficient to

maintain the coke precursors in solution, (iv) sludge/sediment formation in the

thermal products that occurs because of the interplay of several chemical and

physical factors.

The formation of solid sediments or coke during thermal recovery and dur-

ing thermal refinery processes can be (more than likely) amajor limitation to the

process. Furthermore, the presence of these different types of solids shows that

solubility controls solids formation. The tendency toward solid formation

changes in response to the relative amounts of the lower-boiling fractions (such

as gases and naphtha), middle distillates, and residues and also in response to

their changing chemical composition as the process proceeds.

The prime mover in the formation of incompatible products during the pro-

cessing of feedstocks containing asphaltene constituents is the nature of the pri-

mary thermal decomposition products. There have been several attempts to

focus attention on the asphaltene constituents during hydroprocessing studies.
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The focus has been on the macromolecular changes that occur by investigation

of the changes to the generic fractions, that is, the asphaltene constituents, the

resin constituents, and the other fractions that make up such a feedstock.

This option suggests that the overall pathway by which hydrotreating and

hydrocracking of heavy oils and residua occurs involves a stepwise mechanism:

Asphaltene constituents ! polar aromatics (resin-type components)

Polar aromatics ! aromatics

Aromatics ! saturates

A direct step from either the asphaltene constituents or the resin-type

components to the saturates is not considered a predominant pathway for

hydroprocessing.

The means by which asphaltene constituents are desulfurized, as one step

of a hydrocracking operation, are also suggested as part of this process. This

concept can then be taken one step further to show the dealkylation of the aro-

matic systems as a definitive step in the hydrocracking process (Speight,

2014). It is also likely that molecular species within the asphaltene fraction

that contain nitrogen and other heteroatoms and have lower volatility than

their hydrocarbon analogs are the prime movers in the production of coke

(Speight, 2014).

When catalytic processes are employed either during an in situ recovery pro-
cess or in a refinery, complex molecules (such as those that may be found in the

original asphaltene fraction or those formed during the process) are not suffi-

ciently mobile (or are too strongly adsorbed by the catalyst) to be saturated

by the hydrogenation components and, hence, continue to condense and even-

tually degrade to coke. These deposits deactivate the catalyst sites and eventu-

ally interfere with the hydroprocess.

A very convenient means of understanding the influence of feedstock on the

hydrocracking process is through a study of the hydrogen content (H/C atomic

ratio) and molecular weight (carbon number) of the feedstocks and products

(Speight, 2014). Such data show the extent to which the carbon number must

be reduced and/or the relative amount of hydrogen that must be added to gen-

erate the desired lower-molecular-weight, hydrogenated products. In addition,

it is also possible to use data for hydrogen in residuum processing, where the

relative amount of hydrogen consumed in the process can be shown to be depen-

dent upon the sulfur content of the feedstock.

In summary, and as these concepts show, characterization data can be used

as an integral part of refinery operations. There is the need to understand the

nature of the asphaltene constituents and polar constituents of feedstocks in

more detail in order to be able to predict product yield, product distribution,

and product quality. It is this latter item that will allow some measure of pre-

dictability in terms of the compatibility/incompatibility of the product mix. The

characterization techniques currently at hand (Speight, 2001, 2015a) are an aid

to accomplishing this goal.
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6. Blending

Blending (sometime simply referred to as mixing) (Hemrajani, 2004) is

involved in every step of the oil industry from exploration to marketing prod-

ucts. While drilling oil and gas wells, drilling fluid is applied. The fluid consists

of a mixture of clay and a stabilized water-in-oil emulsion. The emulsion is pre-

pared batchwise by dispersing water in oil in agitated tanks. The main functions

of drilling mud include providing hydrostatic pressure to prevent formation

fluids from entering into the wellbore, keeping the drill bit cool and clean during

drilling, carrying drill cuttings out of the well, and suspending the drill cuttings

while drilling is paused, and the drilling assembly is brought in and out of

the hole.

Meanwhile, blending is important for product sampling in the pipeline trans-

port. When crude oil is sampled to determine its water content before its custody

is transferred to refineries, the water has to be uniformly dispersed across the

cross section of pipes. Thus, a blending system has to be installed upstream

of the sampler. Adequate blending should create a good dispersion but still

allow water to easily settle in downstream storage tanks. Optimum mixing

can add a high value.

Viscous crude oil has become an increasingly important source of hydrocar-

bons around the world. Transportation of these viscous crudes from the source

to the refinery is a challenge because existing pipelines were designed for less

viscous crudes. One available technology is to blend crude oil into water with an

emulsifier to form high oil content oil-in-water emulsions with a dramatic

decrease in viscosity and pressure drop.

Blending is also used to control sludge accumulation in crude oil storage

tanks. Crude oil usually carries a certain amount of bottom sludge and water,

and since this sludge is heavier than crude oil, it settles in storage vessels at ter-

minals and refineries. Excessive sludge accumulation can occur in tanks with

poor mixers and at low ambient temperatures. Once the sludge is settled on

the tank floor, it hardens and cannot be removed by normal pumping. The tank

has to be taken off-line and cleaned, which is hazardous, expensive, and time-

consuming and requires sludge disposal.

In the refinery, or for shipment to the refinery, the usual practice is to blend

crude oils of similar characteristics, although fluctuations in the properties of

the individual components of the blend crude oils may cause significant vari-

ations in the properties of the blend over a period. In fact, it is during the blend-

ing operation that instability or incompatibility of the components of the blend

may be clearly manifested. Homogeneity of the blend and stability and consis-

tency are key requirements for optimal blending operations.

Blending several crude oils prior to refining can eliminate the frequent need

to change the processing conditions that may be required to process each of the

crude oils individually. However, incompatibility of different crude oils, which can

occur if, for example, a paraffinic crude oil is blended with a heavy asphaltic oil,
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can cause sediment formation in the unrefined feedstocks or in the products,

thereby complicating the refinery process (Speight, 2014).

Fouling as it pertains to crude oil is deposit formation, encrustation, depo-

sition, scaling, scale formation, slagging, and sludge formation that has an

adverse effect on operations (Speight, 2015b). It is the accumulation of

unwanted material (such as asphaltene-type deposits) within a processing unit

or on the solid surfaces of the unit to the detriment of function. For example,

when it does occur during refinery operations, the major effects include (i) loss

of heat transfer as indicated by charge outlet temperature decrease and pressure

drop increase, (ii) blocked process pipes, (iii) underdeposit corrosion and pol-

lution, and (iv) localized hot spots in reactors, all of which culminate in produc-

tion losses and increased maintenance costs.

Although crude oil fouling is a complex process involving several parallel

mechanisms, it is assumed that the organic-derived fouling takes place through

the destabilization of the asphaltene constituents of the oil, their deposition at

the tube wall and subsequent degradation to carbonaceous fouling layer. The

foulant typically—precipitated asphaltene constituents or in the case of a ther-

mal process modified asphaltene-type material—can plug well and distillation

equipment and, in many cases, decrease or stop oil production and can further

increase the cost of oil recovery processes. Therefore, a detailed knowledge of

factors that affect the composition and physicochemical structure of crude oils

is necessary.

Asphaltene precipitation during oil production and processing is a serious

problem. Asphaltene constituents are sensitive to shearing forces and electro-

static interactions, and crude distillation and vacuum units often are affected

by asphaltene fouling. Crude preheat train and vacuum bottom heat exchangers

can plug and as a result require chemical or mechanical cleaning; otherwise,

throughput has to be reduced, leading to a loss of production. Thus, selection

and compatibility considerations—through laboratory testing (Speight,

2015b)—are a critical part of a successful blending operation (Watkinson,

1992; Asomaning and Watkinson, 2000).
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Chapter 6
Upgrading During Recovery
1. Introduction

Crude oil upgrading is of major economic importance to many countries in the

world. Heavy crude oil, extra heavy crude oil, and tar sand bitumen exist in large

quantities in the western hemisphere but are difficult to produce and transport

because of their high viscosity. Some crude oils contain compounds such as sul-

fur and/or heavy metals causing additional refining problems and costs. In situ

upgrading could be a very beneficial process for leaving the unwanted elements

in the reservoir and increasing API gravity.

Heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen (the primary organic com-

ponent of tar sand) are often defined (loosely and incorrectly) in terms of API

gravity. A more appropriate definition of tar sand bitumen, which sets it aside

from heavy oil and conventional crude oil, is based on the definition offered by

the United States government as the extremely viscous hydrocarbon that is not
recoverable in its natural state by conventional oil well production methods
including currently used enhanced recovery techniques (Chapter 1). By infer-

ence, conventional crude oil and higher-viscosity oil (recoverable by conven-
tional oil well production methods including currently used enhanced
recovery techniques) are different to tar sand bitumen. Be that as it may, some

stage of production, conventional crude oil (in the later stages of recovery), and

high-viscosity oil (in the earlier stages of recovery) may require the application

of enhanced oil recovery methods (Speight, 2009).

Whatever the definition, heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand are poor-

quality refinery feedstocks. In reservoirs that contain high-viscosity oil, it is

often desirable to initiate enhanced oil recovery (EOR) operations as early as

possible. In tar sand deposits that contain bitumen, it is often desirable to initiate

enhanced oil recovery (EOR) operations as early as possible. This may mean

considerably abbreviating conventional secondary recovery operations or

bypassing them altogether.

Thermal floods using steam and controlled in situ combustion methods are

also used. Thermal methods of recovery reduce the viscosity of the crude oil by

heat so that it flows more easily into the production well (Bennion et al., 1978;

Graue, 2001).
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In fact, it has been reported (Henderson and Weber, 1965) that subjecting a

high-viscosity feedstock to mild thermal cracking conditions effects a perma-

nent and significant reduction in the viscosity and specific gravity. Although

all feedstocks are susceptible to cracking, the temperatures and times required

usually exceed those required to crack higher-boiling feedstocks such as those

found in the Athabasca tar sands.

As in any field in which primary recovery operations are followed by sec-

ondary or enhanced recovery operations and there is a change in product qual-

ity, such is also the case for tar sand recovery operations. Thus, product oils

recovered by thermal stimulation of tar sand deposits show some improvement

in properties over those of the bitumen in place, especially when the recovery

process involves in situ combustion (Rafenomanantsoa et al., 1998). Thus,

advanced techniques are usually variations of secondary methods with a goal

of improving the sweeping action of the invading fluid. Moreover, upgrading

of extra heavy crude has also been proposed by using a hydrogen donor under

steam-injection conditions (Ovalles et al., 2003, 2015).

The technologies applied to oil recovery involve different concepts, some of

which can cause changes to the oil during production. Technologies such as

alkaline flooding, microemulsion (micellar/emulsion) flooding, polymer-

augmented waterflooding, and carbon dioxide miscible/immiscible flooding

do not require or cause any change to the oil. The steaming technologies

may cause some steam distillation that can augment the process when the

steam-distilled material moves with the steam front and acts as a solvent for

oil ahead of the steam front. Again, there is no change to the oil although there

may be favorable compositional changes to the oil insofar as lower-boiling frac-

tions (such as gases and naphtha) are recovered and heavier materials remain in

the reservoir.

In some cases, hydrogen addition must be used during upgrading in order to

stabilize the upgraded bitumen. This means that the cost of partial upgrading is

not much reduced as compared with full upgrading. Therefore, the only choice

currently is no upgrading or full upgrading. Other goals could be to achieve

breakthroughs in upgrading technologies such as methods that would use far

less energy or such as gasification at 800°C (14570°F) that is far less than cur-

rent commercial temperatures. The technology where changes do occur

involves combustion of the oil in situ. The concept behind any combustion tech-

nology requires that the oil be partially combusted as fuel and that thermal

decomposition occurs to other parts of the oil. This is sufficient to cause irre-

versible chemical and physical changes to the oil to the extent that the product

is markedly different to the oil in place. Recognition of this phenomenon is

essential before combustion technologies are applied to oil recovery.

Furthermore, in any field where primary production is followed by a second-

ary or enhanced recovery method, there is the potential for noticeable differ-

ences in properties between the fluids produced. Significant differences may

render the product outside of the range of acceptability for the usual refining
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options and force a higher demand for thermal process (i.e., coking) units. Thus,

overloading thermal process units will increase as the proportion of the high-

viscosity oil in the refinery feedstock increases.

Enhanced oil recovery (Chapters 2 and 3) is the incremental ultimate recov-

ery of oil that can be economically recovered from a crude oil reservoir over oil

that can be economically recovered by conventional primary and secondary

methods. The intent of enhanced oil recovery is to increase the effectiveness

of oil removal from pores of the rock (displacement efficiency) and to increase

the volume of rock contacted by injected fluids (sweep efficiency). In addition,

enhanced oil recovery processes use thermal-, chemical-, or fluid-phase behav-
ior effects to reduce or eliminate the capillary forces that trap oil within pores,

to thin the oil or otherwise improve its mobility, or to alter the mobility of the

displacing fluids. In some cases, the effects of gravity forces, which ordinarily

cause vertical segregation of fluids of different densities, can be minimized or

even used to advantage. The various processes differ considerably in the com-

plexity, the physical mechanisms responsible for oil recovery, and the amount

of experience that has been derived from field application. The degree to which

the enhanced oil recovery methods are applicable in the future will depend on

the development of improved process technology. It will also depend on

improved understanding of fluid chemistry, phase behavior, and physical

properties and on the accuracy of geology and reservoir engineering in charac-

terizing the physical nature of individual reservoirs.

Variations of the enhanced oil recovery theme include the use of steam and

solvents as the means of reducing interfacial tension. The solvent approach has

had some success when applied to bitumen recovery from mined tar sand, but

when applied to nonmined material, phenomenal losses of solvent and bitumen

are always a major obstacle. This approach should not be rejected out of hand

since a novel concept may arise that guarantees minimal (acceptable) losses of

bitumen and solvent. In fact, miscible fluid displacement (miscible displace-
ment) is a process in which an alcohol, refined hydrocarbon, condensed crude

oil gas, carbon dioxide, liquefied natural gas, or even exhaust gas is injected into

an oil reservoir, at pressure levels such that the injected gas or alcohol and res-

ervoir oil are miscible; the process may include the concurrent, alternating, or

subsequent injection of water.

The procedures for miscible displacement are the same in each case and

involve the injection of a slug of solvent that is miscible with the reservoir

oil followed by the injection of either a liquid or a gas to sweep up any remain-

ing solvent. As the miscible slug of solvent becomes enriched with oil as it

passes through the reservoir, the composition changes, thereby reducing the

effective scavenging action. However, changes in the composition of the

fluid—which is a delicately balance system when unchanged—can also lead

to wax deposition and deposition of asphaltene constituents (Speight, 1994).

Precipitation and deposition of high-boiling constituents—such as asphal-

tene constituents—inside reservoirs, processing, and transportation facilities
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is a major concern in the crude oil industry. The probability of asphaltene pre-

cipitation and deposition occurring during any enhanced oil recovery operation

and the subsequent effects on reservoir performance should be anticipated at

earlier stages of any development project, especially when changes to the

asphaltene structure can be anticipated (Waxman et al., 1980). Once the asphal-

tene deposition occurs, it causes severe permeability and porosity reduction and

wettability alteration, changing relative permeability in the reservoir and, in

severe cases, plugging the wellbore and surface facilities. Therefore, caution

is advised.

Microscopic observations of the leading edge of the miscible phase have

shown that the displacement takes place at the boundary between the oil and

the displacing phase. The small amount of oil that is bypassed is entrained

and dissolved in the rest of the slug of miscible fluids; mixing and diffusion

occur to permit complete recovery of the remaining oil. If a second miscible

fluid is used to displace the first, another zone of displacement and mixing fol-

lows. The distance between the leading edge of the miscible slug and the bulk of

pure solvent increases with the distance traveled, as mixing and reservoir het-

erogeneity cause the solvent to be dispersed.

Other parameters affecting the miscible displacement process are reservoir

length, injection rate, porosity, and permeability of reservoir matrix; size and

mobility ratio of miscible phases; gravitational effects; and chemical reactions.

Thermal recovery methods (Chapter 3) have found most use when heavy oil,

extra heavy oil, or tar sand bitumen has an extremely high viscosity under res-

ervoir conditions. For example, most heavy oils are highly viscous, with a vis-

cosity ranging from a thousand centipoises to a million centipoises or more at

the reservoir conditions. In addition, oil viscosity is also a function of temper-

ature and API gravity (Speight, 2000, 2009).

Thermal enhanced oil recovery processes (i.e., cyclic steam injection, steam

flooding, and in situ combustion) add heat to the reservoir to reduce oil viscosity

and/or to vaporize the oil. In both instances, the oil is made more mobile so that

it can be more effectively driven to producing wells. In addition to adding heat,

these processes provide a driving force (pressure) to move oil to

producing wells.

In situ combustion has long been used as an enhanced oil recovery method,

and the potential for upgrading the oil during the process has long been recog-

nized (Rafenomanantsoa et al., 1998;Castanier andBrigham, 2003). In situ com-

bustion involves the injection of an oxidizing gas (air or oxygen-enriched air)

to generate heat by burning a portion of the oil. Most of the oil is driven toward

the producers by a combination of gas drive (from the combustion gases) and

steam and water drive. This process is also called fireflooding to describe the

movement of the burning front inside the deposit. Based on the respective direc-

tions of front propagation and airflow, the process can be forward,when the com-

bustion front advances in the same direction as the airflow, or reverse, when

the front moves against the airflow. For tar sand bitumen, numerous field
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observations have shown upgrading of 2°–6°API for tar sand bitumen undergo-

ing combustion (Ramey et al., 1992; Lim et al., 2010). During in situ combustion

of tar sand bitumen, temperatures of up to 700°C can be observed at the

combustion front.

Forward combustion can be further characterized as dry when only air or

enriched air is injected or wet when air and water are coinjected (Chapter 3).

In the process, air is injected in the target formation for a short time, usually a

few days to a few weeks, and the oil in the formation is ignited. Ignition can

be induced using downhole gas burners, electric heaters, and/or injection of

pyrophoric agents (not recommended) or steam. In some cases, autoignition

occurs when the deposit temperature is fairly high and the oil reasonably

reactive. This often happens to be the case for California heavy oil and extra

heavy oil.

After ignition, the combustion front is propagated by a continuous flow of

air. As the front progresses into the deposit, several zones can be found between

the injector and the producer as a result of heat, mass transport, and chemical

reactions occurring in the process. The burned zone is the volume already

burned. This zone is filled with air and may contain small amounts of residual

unburned organic solids. As it has been subjected to high temperatures, mineral

alterations are possible. Because of the continuous airflow from the injector to

the burned zone, temperature increases from injected air temperature at the

injector to near-combustion-front temperature near the combustion front. There

is no oil left in this zone.

The combustion front is the highest-temperature zone. It is very thin, often

no more than several inches thick. It is in that region that oxygen combines

with the fuel and high-temperature oxidation occurs. The products of the burn-

ing reactions are water and carbon oxides. The fuel is often misnamed coke. In

fact, it is not pure carbon but a hydrocarbon with H/C atomic ratios ranging

from about 1 to 2.0. This fuel is formed in the thermal cracking zone just ahead

of the front and is the product of cracking and pyrolysis, which is deposited on

the rock matrix. The amount of fuel burned is an important parameter because

it determines how much air must be injected to burn a certain volume of

deposit.

Chemical reactions are of two main categories: (i) oxidation, which occurs

in the presence of oxygen, and (ii) pyrolysis, which is causedmainly by elevated

temperatures. In general, at low temperature, oxygen combines with the oil to

form oxidized hydrocarbon derivatives such as peroxides, alcohols, or ketones.

This generally increases the oil viscosity but could increase oil reactivity at

higher temperature. When oxygen contacts the oil at higher temperature, com-

bustion occurs resulting in the production of water and carbon oxides. Of all the

reactions that can occur during in situ combustion, only low-temperature oxi-

dation can increase the viscosity of the oil. If the process is conducted judi-

ciously, low-temperature oxidations are minimized because most of the

oxygen injected is consumed at the burning front.
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In situ combustion may make a comeback with a new concept—the toe-to-

heel air injection process (THAI process)—which uses combinations of vertical

injection wells and horizontal producer wells, arranged in a direct or staggered

line drive (Greaves and Xia, 2004a,b; Xia and Greaves, 2006). Thus, the process

is based on the geometry of horizontal wells that may solve the problems that

have plagued conventional in situ combustion (Al-Marshed et al., 2015; Hart

et al., 2017; Hart and Wood, 2018). The well geometry enforces a short flow

path so that any instability issues associated with conventional combustion

are reduced or even eliminated.

Unlike conventional refinery processing, downhole upgrading involves

implementing upgrading processes (such as catalytic processes) within the

oil-bearing geologic formations. By this means, impurities contained in heavy

crude oil, extra heavy crude oil, and tar sand bitumen have the potential to

remain in the formation or can be conveniently separated from the oil during

the production process. Application of this type of concept would provide an

improved feedstock for transportation and for refining. In order for the success-

ful production of improved quality oil by means of a downhole upgrading pro-

ject, several processing steps are necessary, such as (i) anticipated placement of

one or more catalysts into an appropriate downhole location, (ii) mobilization of

the oil over the catalyst bed(s), and (iii) creation of processing conditions that

are necessary to achieve the desirable reasonable degree of upgrading. How-

ever, downhole processing differs from surface processing in that brine; high

steam partial pressures and low hydrogen partial pressure need to be accommo-

dated in the reaction zone (Weissman et al., 1996; Weissman, 1997).

When applied to Athabasca tar sand bitumen, downhole upgrading of the

bitumen was significant, with the API gravity of the product oil having an

increase in the API gravity on the order of 8° compared with the original bitu-

men (i.e., original bitumen, 8° API, and product oil, 16° API). The produced oil
viscosity was also dramatically reduced, and compositional analysis (Superfund

Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA) analysis) was used to assess the

quality of the produced oil, showing that the saturate fraction of the bitumen was

increased from �16% to 72% w/w. Thus, the THAI process could well have a

wider range of applications than SAGD, but in any case, a detailed knowledge

of the reservoir or deposit is essential (Speight, 2013). SAGD generally works

best in relatively thick (130 ft) homogeneous pay zones.

The CAPRI process involves the addition of gravel-packed catalyst, as used

in a conventional refinery, between the tubing and the horizontal wellbore.

Results have shown that the technique improves the quality of bitumen on

the order of 6°–8° API points on top of the THAI in situ upgrades—that is,

the product oil has an API gravity on the order of 22°–24°. Based on these data,
in situ upgrading could produce a product that has an API gravity in excess of

the 22° API requirement for produced fluids that can be transported by pipeline

without diluent that also represents a major saving in surface upgrading and

refining costs.
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In situ conversion, or underground refining, is a promising new technology

to tap the extensive reservoirs of heavy oil and deposits of extra heavy oil and

tar sand bitumen. The new technology (Gregoli and Rimmer, 2000; Gregoli

et al., 2000; Ovalles et al., 2001) features the injection of high-temperature,

high-quality steam and hot hydrogen into a formation containing high-boiling

hydrocarbon derivatives to initiate conversion of the high-boiling hydrocarbon

derivatives into lower-boiling hydrocarbon derivatives. In effect, the higher-

boiling hydrocarbon derivatives undergo partial underground refining that con-

verts them into a synthetic crude oil (or syncrude). The heavier portion of the

syncrude is treated to provide the fuel and hydrogen required by the process, and

the lower-boiling portion is marketed as a conventional crude oil.

Thus, belowground, superheated steam and hot hydrogen are injected into a

heavy oil or tar sand bitumen formation, which simultaneously produces the

heavy oil or bitumen and converts it in situ (i.e., within the formation) into syn-

crude. Aboveground, the heavier fraction of the syncrude is separated and trea-

ted on-site to produce the fuel and hydrogen required by the process, while the

lower-boiling fraction is sent to a conventional refinery to be made into crude

oil products (Gregoli et al., 2000; Gregoli and Rimmer, 2000).

The potential advantages of an in situ process for heavy oil, extra heavy oil,

and tar sand bitumen include (i) leaving the coke-forming precursors in the

ground, (ii) leaving the heavy metals in the ground, (iii) reducing sand handling,

and (iv) bringing a partially upgraded product to the surface. The extent of the

upgrading can, hopefully, be adjusted by adjusting the exposure of the heavy

oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen to thermal effects in the subsurface.

In themodified in situ extraction processes, combinations of in situ and min-

ing techniques are used to access the reservoir. A portion of the reservoir rock

must be removed to enable the application of the in situ extraction technology.

Themost commonmethod is to enter the reservoir through a large-diameter ver-

tical shaft, excavate horizontal drifts from the bottom of the shaft, and drill

injection and production wells horizontally from the drifts. Thermal extraction

processes are then applied through the wells. When the horizontal wells are

drilled at or near the base of the tar sand reservoir, the injected heat rises from

the injection wells through the reservoir, and the drainage of produced fluids to

the production wells is assisted by gravity.

Generally, as opposed to heavy oil recovery and (Venezuelan) extra heavy

oil recovery, bitumen recovery from a tar sand formation requires a higher

degree of thermal stimulation because the bitumen, in its immobile state, is

extremely difficult to move to a production well. Extreme processes are

required, usually in the form of a degree of thermal conversion that produces

free-flowing product oil that will flow to the well and reduce the resistance

of the bitumen to flow.

The concept of downhole catalytic upgrading of high-viscosity oil

using in situ combustion is not new as evidenced by interest in the concept

and work performed over the past four decades (e.g., Reichert et al., 1989;
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Mamora et al., 1993; Weissman and Kessler, 1996; Weissman, 1997;

Rafenomanantsoa et al., 1998; Moore et al., 1999; Fan and Liu, 2002). The

downhole catalytic upgrading process requires suitable placement of a catalyst

bed in the reservoir, the flow of oil through the catalytic bed at a specified tem-

perature and pressure, and finally drainage of the upgraded oil into the

production well.

Upgrading of any refinery feedstock is of major economic importance.

Heavy crude oils exist in large quantities in the western hemisphere but are dif-

ficult to produce and transport because of their high viscosity. Some crude oils

contain compounds such as sulfur and/or heavy metals causing additional refin-

ing problems and costs. In situ upgrading could be a very beneficial process for

leaving the unwanted elements in the reservoir and increasing API gravity.

There are two ways that are currently practiced in bringing heavy crude oil,

extra heavy crude oil, and tar sand bitumen to market. The first method is to

upgrade the material in the oil field and leave much of the material behind

as coke and then pipeline the upgraded material out as synthetic crude. In this

method, the crude is fractionated, and the residue is coked. The products of the

coking operation and in some cases some of the residue are hydrotreated. The

hydrotreated materials are recombined with the fractionated lower-boiling

materials to form synthetic crude that is then transported to market in a pipeline.

The second method is to effect partial upgrading in situ as part of the recov-

ery process or, at least, at the surface before transportation (Colyar, 2009). Par-

tial or field upgrading of heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen

produces transportable synthetic crude oil and eliminates the need for diluents

for transportation to refiners. However, the option to produce an acceptable

pipeline material would be an ideal solution in terms of improving the API grav-

ity of the oil; there may be limitations (Motaghi et al., 2010; Fellows et al.,

2017). For example, the amount of viscous oil production could be limited

by the recovery process, and the upgraded products must be compatible with

the original or partially changed viscous oil. If the products and the original

(partially changed) viscous oil have limited (or no) compatibility, this would

limit the amount of dilution and could even adversely affect the effectiveness

of the recovery process.

A final option that is already in common practice is to use traditional crude

that is located in the general area to dilute the nontraditional crude to produce an

acceptable pipeline material. This option is workable but does not represent any

form of upgrading of the viscous oil—the operative word is dilution. This option

also suffers from the limitation due to the potential for incompatibility and

instability of the blend. If the viscous oil and the conventional crude oil have

limited compatibility, this would limit the amount of dilution and, conse-

quently, limit the amount of viscous oil recovery. Since this option does not

involve upgrading, it will not be discussed further here.

Although this improvement in properties that are brought about by the

recovery technology may not appear to be too drastic, nevertheless, the changes
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(usually measured by comparison of the before-and-after API gravity) may be

sufficient to have major economic advantages for refinery operators. Any incre-

mental increase in the units of hydrogen/carbon ratio can save amounts of costly

hydrogen during upgrading. The same principles are also operative for reduc-

tion in the nitrogen, sulfur, and oxygen content. However, the limitations of pro-

cessing tar sand bitumen depend to a large extent on the amount of nonvolatile

higher-molecular-weight constituents (asphaltene constituents and resin con-

stituents), which also contain the majority of the heteroatoms (i.e., nitrogen,

oxygen, sulfur, and metals such as nickel and vanadium). These constituents

are responsible for high yields of thermal and catalytic coke.

In catalytic processes, the asphaltene and resin constituents (as well as

related constituents formed during the process) are not sufficiently mobile

(i.e., they are strongly adsorbed by the catalyst) and fail to be converted to useful

products either in a thermal process or in a hydroprocess. The chemistry of the

thermal reactions of some of these constituents dictates that certain reactions,

once initiated, cannot be reversed and proceed to completion (Speight, 2014,

2017). Coke is the eventual product, and deposits of such carbonaceous material

and metal-bearing carbonaceous products deactivate the catalyst sites and even-

tually interfere with the catalytic process.

Thus, it is the purpose of this section to (i) present an outline of the options

for surface upgrading facilities and (ii) compare the concepts for upgrading dur-

ing an in situ recovery process. Nevertheless, some consideration of both

options is warranted here with the possibility that one or the other (or both) must

become a reality in the not too distant future.
2. In Situ Upgrading

Fluids produced from awell are seldom pure crude oil: in fact, a variety of mate-

rials may be produced by oil wells in addition to liquid and gaseous hydrocarbon

derivatives (Speight, 2009). In addition, it has been recorded that there are

noticeable differences in properties between the fluids produced (Shah et al.,

2010). The differences in elemental composition may not reflect these differ-

ences to any great extent; indeed, the elemental composition of tar sand bitumen

from different sources varies very little within narrow limits; more significant

differences will be evident from an inspection of the physical properties. One

issue that arises from the physical property data is that such oils may be outside

the range of acceptability for refining techniques other than thermal options. In

addition, overloading of thermal process units will increase as the proportion of

the tar sand bitumen in the refinery feedstock increases. Obviously, there is a

need for more and more refineries to accept larger proportions of oil sand bitu-

men and extra heavy oil as the refinery feedstock and have the capability to pro-

cess such materials.

Technologies such as alkaline flooding,microemulsion (micellar/emulsion) flood-

ing, polymer-augmented waterflooding, and carbon dioxide miscible/immiscible
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flooding do not require or cause any change to the any tar sand bitumen that is

recovered by these methods. The technologies that use steam may cause some steam

distillation that can augment the processwhen the steam-distilledmaterialmoveswith

the steam front and acts as a solvent for oil ahead of the steam front with a tendency to

causeupgradingof theoil (NorthropandVenkatesan,1993;Sharpeet al., 1995; Jaiswal

and Mamora, 2007; Shah et al., 2010). This allows the transport and production of

the lower-boiling fractions of the oil leaving behind the higher-boiling material—as

in refinery distillation (Speight, 2014)—which often contain the majority of the

undesirable compounds, which may contain sulfur or metals. Again, there is no

chemical change to the bitumen although there may be favorable compositional

changes to the bitumen insofar as lower-boiling constituents are recovered and

higher-boiling constituents (usually equate to coke formation during refining) remain

in the deposit.

In situ upgrading essentially involves using the reservoir or the production

well as the reactor in which the properties of the oil are changed prior to the oil

arriving at the surface facility. In this manner, as much as possible, the unde-

sirable components of the oil (nitrogen, sulfur, metal constituents, and coke

formers) would remain in the formation, and the recovered oil would have lesser

amount of these components and be more preferential refinery feedstocks

(Fig. 6.1).

In situ upgrading technologies such as catalytic thermal conversion in the

presence of hydrogen, hydrogen-donor solvents, and the use of microbial com-

munities generating methane (biodegradation of C2-C5 hydrocarbon deriva-

tives) all have environmental advantages because of their ability to trap most

of the pollutants generated from the viscous oil in the reservoir well. Applica-

tion of these technologies will also reduce the need for surface upgrading, which

results in the cleaner production of lower-viscosity oil, which is more easily

transported without the use of diluents.
FIG. 6.1 Representation of the observed and preferred quality of the recovered oil.
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Heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and bitumen are unconventional oil resources that

are characterized by high viscosities (i.e., resistance to flow) and high densities

compared with conventional oil. Most heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and bitumen

deposits are very shallow and close to the surface. They originated as conven-

tional oil that formed in deep formations but migrated to the surface region

where they were degraded by bacteria and by weathering and where the

lowest-boiling hydrocarbon derivatives escaped. Heavy oil, extra heavy oil,

and bitumen are deficient in hydrogen and have high carbon, sulfur, and heavy

metal content. Hence, they require additional processing (upgrading) to become

a suitable feedstock for a normal refinery.

Recent developments in upgrading of viscous oil (Ancheyta and Speight,

2007; Speight, 2014, 2017) indicate that the near future could see a reduction

of the differential cost of upgrading viscous oil as refineries evolve beyond this

century (Speight, 2011). These processes are based on a better understanding of

asphaltene solubility effects at high temperatures, the incorporation of a catalyst

that is chemically precipitated internally during the upgrading, and the improve-

ment of hydrogen addition or carbon rejection.

The potential advantages of an in situ process for bitumen upgrading include

(i) leaving the carbon-forming precursors in the ground, (ii) leaving the heavy

metals in the ground, (iii) bringing a partially upgraded product to the surface,

and (iv) in the case of tar sand bitumen upgrading a reduction in the amounts of

sand. The extent of the upgrading can, hopefully, be adjusted by adjusting the

exposure of the heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen on the under-

ground thermal effects.

In situ upgrading can reduce the viscosity of viscous oil by cracking long

hydrocarbon chains and can improve oil quality by reducing or removing

asphaltene constituents and resin constituents. Asphaltene constituents may

contain iron, nickel, and vanadium, which are damaging to refineries. Excess

carbon, in the form of coke, may be left in the reservoir.

The upgraded oil flows more readily into the wellbore (increasing recovery

factor), is easier to lift to the surface, and may eliminate the need for a diluent

for pipeline transportation. Furthermore, in situ upgrading might eliminate the

need for surface upgrading facilities, thus reducing capital investments. In a

conventional thermal process (e.g., SAGD), the viscous oil is heated in situ,

but it may cool after being produced to the surface. It then has to be reheated

for upgrading. In situ upgrading may be more energy-efficient as well. How-

ever, the increased mobilization of viscous oil in the reservoir by partial upgrad-

ing is not a new idea and still has many hurdles to overcome before it can be

considered close to commercial. The product will be less viscous than the orig-

inal viscous oil in place, but some property changes such as high olefin content

from cracking are not necessarily positive.

In situ technologies offer the potential for upgrading during recovery. For

example, it is to be expected that the product oil from an in situ combustion
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process (involving heavy oil, extra heavy oil, or tar sand bitumen) will show

(i) a decrease in viscosity and (ii) a decrease in density—an increase in API

gravity—and changes in other properties because of the thermal cracking

reactions that will occur and because of the formation of alkane products

and lower-molecular-weight aromatic products. This latter occurrence also

improves catalyst life and activity and reduces the metal content.

Generally, one form of in situ upgrading involves the injection of a catalyst.

As this process also involves contacting and mixing of the catalyst with the bitu-

men, it would be applied as an intermediate or supplemental process. An alter-

nate to catalytic upgrading is in situ deasphalting process. Here, a solvent such

as propane is injected to drop out some of the asphaltenes and lower the bitumen

viscosity. This could be a stand-alone process or an additional benefit to a

solvent-based recovery process such as VAPEX. In situ upgrading is also an

additional benefit to the combustion recovery process. As the combustion front

moves through the reservoir, any lower-boiling constituents of the bitumen are

distilled off, thermal cracking takes place, and the coke product is consumed as

fuel. The resulting produced oil has a much lower viscosity than the original

bitumen. Another mechanism for in situ upgrading is bioconversion or bacterial

upgrading as part of the microbial enhanced oil recovery (MEOR) process

(Chapter 2) (Shennan and Levi, 1987; Bryant et al., 1989; Banat, 1995;

Bryant and Lindsey, 1996; Monticello and Haney, 1996; Khire and Khan,

1994a,b; Omajali et al., 2017). The process depends on microbes that can con-

vert the bitumen to lower-viscosity oil or methane. These microbes may be nat-

urally occurring or injected into the reservoir. As additional nutrients are

normally required for this process to take place at reasonable rates, these must

be injected. As it is a relatively slow process, it would most likely be applied as a

final “cleanup” process.

However, it is unlikely that any one in situ recovery process will be appli-

cable to all reservoirs and no single recovery process will be able to access all

the bitumen in a given reservoir. To achieve maximum recovery, it will be nec-

essary to apply a combination of different processes, for example, a steam-

based recovery process followed by in situ combustion, followed by in situ

upgrading, followed by bioconversion of the residual hydrocarbon derivatives.

This type of sequential recovery will require careful planning to ensure that the

optimum sequence and timing is applied.

On the other hand, in situ recovery processes may have the added benefit of

leaving some of the more obnoxious constituents (from the processing objec-

tive) in the ground. Processes that offer the potential for partial upgrading dur-

ing recovery are varied but usually follow from a surface process. Not that this

be construed as an easy task, there are many disadvantages that arise from

attempting in situ upgrading. Nevertheless, there are three main approaches

for heating the reservoir: (i) steam distillation; (ii) mild thermal cracking, such

as the visbreaking process; and (iii) partial combustion.
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2.1 Steam Distillation

Steam-injection pressures are limited during recovery of viscous oil because

most viscous oil deposits are relatively shallow. The maximum steam tempera-

ture is limited by the ideal gas law. For example, at a 1000mdepth, the formation

pressure is �1450psi, which permits a steam temperature of �300°C (570°F),
which is too low to provide significant upgrading on a short timescale. In situ

combustion is capable of much higher temperatures (�700°C, 1290°F), which
has the potential for measurable upgrading. Electric heating (resistance, induc-

tion, or RF) should also be able to achieve the high temperatures required for

in situ upgrading (Mut, 2005). But steam distillation then becomes an option.

The principal mechanisms responsible for oil recovery during viscous oil

recovery by steam-based processes are (i) thermal expansion of the oil, (ii) vis-

cosity reduction, and (iii) steam distillation. Steam distillation, once an ignored

phenomenon, deserves recognition as the main mechanism that reduces the

residual oil saturation behind the hot-water front during steam flood particularly

for low-viscosity crude oil and medium-viscosity crude oil. Furthermore, steam

distillation can also play an important role during viscous oil recovery by steam

flooding.

Vaporization of the lower-boiling hydrocarbon derivatives is induced by

increasing the system temperature, and it is reflected by the increase in the sys-

tem pressure. Steam will evolve from the aqueous phase and strip some hydro-

carbon component from the oleic phase. Since the pressure of the system is

increased, the apparent bubble point of the water is consequently increased,

which causes the higher-molecular-weight, higher-boiling hydrocarbon deriv-

atives to vaporize at the elevated saturation temperatures causing displacement

of the oil by steam displacement and steam distillation (Volek and Pryor, 1972;

Wu and Brown, 1975; Wu and Elder, 1983; Sarathi et al., 1988; Sharpe et al.,

1995). In fact, several basic crude oil properties can be used to predict steam

distillation yields reasonably well. A correlation using oil viscosity in centis-

tokes at 100°F (38°C) can be used to predict the steam distillation yield as

can the API gravity (Wu and Elder, 1983).

To reduce viscosity of heavy crude oil, solvents frequently are used for

dilution—this is one of the most efficient methods of pipeline transportation

of viscous oil. Solvents also are injected into the reservoir for well cleaning,

stimulation, and fracturing and, less frequently, formiscible displacement. Thus,

one benefit resulting from the distillation of viscous oil during a steam flood is

that the lower-boiling constituents can act as a solvent to lower the viscosity of

the original oil. In the steam distillation process, the vaporized distillate mixes

with the original oil ahead of the steam condensation zone. Depending on the

quantity of lower-boiling hydrocarbon available to mix with the oil, viscosity

can be substantially decreased—provided the distillate has a sufficient amount

of aromatic constituents or naphthenic constituents to maintain the asphaltene

constituents in solution (Speight andMitchell, 1973; Shu, 1984; Speight, 2014).
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It has also been shown that, during steam-propane distillation of oil, the

steam/propane vapor strips the more volatile components from the viscous

oil and encourages a decrease of the boiling point of these components. The

steam enriched with the propane and lower-boiling components flow through

the steam zone to the condensation front where both steam and lower-boiling

hydrocarbon derivatives condense. The condensed hydrocarbon derivatives

are miscible with the oil, reducing overall viscosity of liquid hydrocarbon.

The steam/propane distillation begins when the total vapor pressure (steam

and propane) in the presence of two immiscible liquids (water and oil exerting

its own vapor pressure at the temperature of the system) equals the total pressure

on the system. It is also possible that the role of propane is to reduce the boiling

point of the lower-molecular-weight components. As a result, viscous oil will

begin distilling at temperatures much lower than the normal boiling points of

the constituents, and as a consequence, the distillation yield increases.

As promising as this may seem, the steam distillation yields are mainly

dependent on the oil composition and may not correlate with crude API gravity.

Changes in steam saturation pressure and temperature have insignificant effect

on the yields; however, superheated steam significantly increases the yields for

some crude oils.
2.2 Mild Thermal Cracking

Viscous oil constituents can be cracked into lower-boiling hydrocarbon deriv-

atives at high enough temperatures and pressures. As a result of the pyrolysis of

viscous oil, carbon-carbon bonds in the hydrocarbon chain are broken by heat;

essentially, the vibrational energy exceeds the chemical energy in the carbon-

carbon bonds. Pyrolysis occurs in the absence of oxygen or a catalyst, but steam

may be present. For example, steam cracking and thermal cracking are done in

refineries at temperatures at or above 800°C (1470°F). Such high temperatures

are difficult to achieve in the reservoir. Pyrolysis can still occur at lower

temperatures but at much, much slower rates.

For example, viscous oil produced under primary and fireflood conditions

showed a gradual increase in density, viscosity, and other properties over time.

This indicates fractionation during flow through the formation; there was also a

decrease in viscosity, density, and other properties as a result of the products of

thermal cracking of the oil and the formation of smaller straight-chain alkanes

and small aromatic molecules (Reichert et al., 1989).

It is also conceivable that under the appropriate conditions (as yet undefined),

electric heating (resistance, induction, or radio frequency) should also be able to

achieve the high temperatures required for in situ upgrading (Cunha, 2005).
2.3 Partial Combustion

The combustion front is the highest-temperature zone. It is very thin, often no

more than several inches thick. It is in that region that oxygen combines with the
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fuel and oxidation occurs (Verkoczy and Freitag, 1997). The products of the

burning reactions are water and carbon oxides. The fuel is oftenmisnamed coke.

In fact, it is not pure carbon but a hydrocarbon with H/C atomic ratios ranging

from about 1 to 2.0. This fuel is formed in the thermal cracking zone just ahead

of the front and is the product of cracking and pyrolysis, which is deposited on

the rock matrix. The amount of fuel burned is an important parameter because it

determines howmuch air must be injected to burn a certain volume of reservoir.

In situ combustion has long been used as an enhanced oil recovery method.

For many viscous oils, numerous field observations have shown upgrading of

2°–6° API for heavy oils undergoing combustion (Ramey et al., 1992). During

in situ combustion of viscous oils, temperatures of up to 700°C can be observed

at the combustion front.

Forward in situ combustion by itself is already an effective in situ upgrading

method with field improvements in gravity reported to be as much as 6° API
(Ramey et al., 1992).

Forward in situ combustion by itself is already an effective in situ upgrading

method with improvements in API gravity by as much as 6°. Another work
(Greaves and Xia, 2004a,b; Greaves et al., 2005; Greaves and Xia, 2008) has

followed up on this potential, but direct application of these laboratory results

to the field is difficult; such technology deserves further research. The higher-

boiling constituents often contain the majority of the undesirable compounds,

which may contain sulfur or metals. In the following, we will discuss some

hybrid methods that might be used to further upgrade the oil in situ.

Another possible in situ upgrading technique involves a combination of sol-

vent injection and combustion. Cyclic oil recovery has numerous advantages

both technically and economically. It can also be easily optimized in a given

oil reservoir. Cyclic injection of solvents, either gas or liquid, is followed by

in situ combustion of a small part of the reservoir not only to increase the tem-

perature near the well but also to clean the wellbore region of all the residues left

by the solvents. Alternate slugs of solvent and air would be injected, and pro-

duction would occur after each solvent slug injection and after each combustion

period. The process could be repeated until an economic limit is reached. One

important fact to note is that both solvent injection and in situ combustion have

been proved to be effective in a variety of reservoirs; however, the combination

of the two methods has never been tried.

The most significant effect will be the precipitation and/or deposition of

high-molecular-weight constituents such as asphaltene constituents or wax

constituents. The produced oil is expected to be slightly upgraded by the solvent

cycle. Unlike the classic well-to-well in situ combustion, we would only try to

improve near-wellbore conditions by burning the solid residues left after the

solvent cycle. The benefits of using combustion at this stage are expected to

include (i) productivity improvement through the removal of the high-boiling

constituents left from the solvent cycle, (ii) possible deactivation of the clays

near the wellbore due to the high temperature of the combustion, and

(iii) reduced viscosity of the oil due to temperature increase.
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However, while in situ combustion is a relatively inexpensive process, it has

major drawbacks. The high temperatures in the presence of oxygen that are

encountered when the process is applied cause coke formation and the produc-

tion of olefins and oxygenated compounds such as phenols and ketones, which

in turn cause major problems when the produced liquids are processed in refin-

ery units. Commonly, the processing of products from thermal cracking is

restricted to delayed or fluid coking because the hydrocarbon is degraded to

a degree that precludes processing by other methods.

One concept that relates to upgrading during in situ recovery utilizes a

unique combination of operations to achieve hydrovisbreaking in formations

in which viscous oil and commonly encountered levels of formation permeabil-

ity combine to limit fluid mobility (Graue, 2001). The benefits of introduction

of hydrogen during in situ retorting offer much promise. The possible applica-

tion of such methods for selective separation of the metal constituents is an

obvious benefit. For example, partial oxidation in the presence of steam may

produce hydrogen for immediate pickup and result in integrated recovery

and significant upgrading.

Downhole upgrading of Athabasca tar sand bitumen has been investigated in

a series of experiments using THAI (toe-to-heel air injection) process, which

uses combinations of vertical injection wells and horizontal producer wells,

arranged in a direct or staggered line drive.

It is possible that the THAI process will be effective down to about 6–20ft
thick, as is common in many Saskatchewan viscous oil pools (Greaves and Xia,

2004a,b).

The THAI process potentially allows the inclusion of a catalytic upgrading

stage since it provides favorable operating temperatures at the production well

as the combustion zone is “anchored” to the horizontal well (Xia et al., 2002).

The cracking reactions happening in the mobile oil zone create precursor con-

ditions for the CAPRI process. The reactants are usually water (steam) and com-

bustion gases, which pass through the mobile oil zone and in contact with the

catalyst layer around the horizontal production well. The catalyst reacts with

partially upgraded THAI oil and further upgrades it.

Thus, adding a catalyst (such as iron) to a thermal process may enhance

in situ upgrading, even at the lower temperatures for steam injection ( Jiang

et al., 2005). Laboratory experiments combining in situ combustion with a cat-

alyst in a horizontal producing well produced significantly upgraded oil. Ther-

mal cracking occurred in the combustion zone, and additional upgrading was

achieved by catalytic cracking in the production well (Xia et al., 2002). The

downhole catalytic upgrading produced a low-boiling oil, characterized by a

low viscosity, that was readily converted into naphtha and kerosene fractions,

with a higher conversion on an fluid catalytic cracking (FCC) basis than that

obtained with normal virgin bitumen vacuum gas oil (Greaves and Xia,

2004a,b; Greaves et al., 2005).
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Thus, one form of in situ viscous oil upgrading involves the injection of a

catalyst—hence, the CAPRI process involves the addition of gravel-packed cat-

alyst, as used in a conventional refinery, between the tubing and the horizontal

wellbore. Test results have shown the technique to add 6–8°API points in addi-
tion to the THAI in situ upgrading. Based on these data, the combination could

deliver in situ upgrading above the 22°API requirement for produced fluids that

can be transported by pipeline without diluent, which also represents a major

saving in surface upgrading and refining costs.
2.4 Solvent Deasphalting

The application of lower-boiling hydrocarbon solvents to reduce or elimi-

nate natural gas for steam generation has received significant recent interest.

These lower-boiling hydrocarbon derivatives also have a natural tendency to

cause asphaltene constituents to separate (Mitchell and Speight, 1973;

Speight, 2009), thereby offering promise of some in situ upgrading.

VAPEX is the most advanced process in this area. Physical and chemical

separations into fractions might lead to segregated and more targeted process

steps, including more efficiently targeted hydrogen addition. There may

be some overlap here with demetallization.

Thus, an extension of solvent recovery is the combined use of solvents and

thermal stimulation to achieve some degree of in situ upgrading. A factor is a

degree of upgrading that may occur in new recovery methods, but a potentially

major factor is the likely conversion of bitumen-based residues in the future for

energy, power, and hydrogen at production or upgrading stages and the possible

application of mild in situ field upgrading to reduce dependence on diluent for

transport to distant refineries. The potential move to less severe primary upgrad-

ing will place more emphasis on conversion at the secondary stage and hetero-

atom removal. The desire to reduce overall hydrogen consumption will place

emphasis on lower-boiling by-product production and targeted hydrogen

addition to the synthetic crude oil product.

During a solvent-based process for the recovery of viscous oil, such as

vapor-assisted petroleum extraction (VAPEX), a condensable solvent is

injected into a viscous oil reservoir. Solvent dissolution of or into viscous oil

and possible asphaltene precipitation drastically reduce its viscosity so that

the diluted viscous oil can flow toward a production well. In the past, several

physical modeling studies have shown that the produced viscous oil has much

less amount of high-boiling constituents than the original viscous oil. This phe-

nomenon is often referred to as in situ upgrading.

Typically, after a solvent is made in contact with viscous oil at a relatively

high pressure for a sufficiently long time, the solvent-viscous oil system at equi-

librium state can be roughly divided into three different layers. The top layer is a

solvent-enriched liquid phase, the middle layer comprises viscous oil with the
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dissolved solvent, and the bottom layer mainly consists of high-boiling constit-

uents. The solvent-viscous oil mixtures in these three layers show rather differ-

ent chemical and physical properties, such as solvent concentration, carbon

number distribution, and viscosity. The top layer has the highest concentrations

of solvent and lower-boiling components and the lowest viscosity of the oil even

after its dissolved solvent is flashed off. The viscous oil in the middle layer

has similar carbon number distribution to the original viscous oil. The bottom

layer has the lowest solvent concentration and the highest concentration of

high-boiling constituents.

The viscous oil in the bottom layer after its dissolved solvent is flashed off

has much higher viscosity than the original viscous oil. These experimental

results indicate that in a solvent-based viscous oil recovery process, the

solvent-viscous oil mixture in the top and middle layers can be recovered

because of its lower viscosity, whereas the viscous oil in the bottom layer

may be left behind in the viscous oil reservoir because of its higher viscosity.

In this way, the produced viscous oil is in situ upgraded during the solvent-based

viscous oil recovery process.

However, there has been little work done to determine reservoir damage or

deposit damage caused by asphaltene separation and, in addition, the site spec-

ificity of each reservoir, and/or each deposit needs to be considered before any

specific plane is made for the development of a prospect.

An extension of solvent recovery is the combined use of solvents and ther-

mal stimulation to achieve some degree of in situ upgrading. The potential move

to less severe primary upgrading will place more emphasis on conversion at the
secondary stage and heteroatom removal.
2.5 Microbial Enhanced Oil Recovery

Microbial enhanced oil recovery is different from the more conventional

enhanced oil recovery methods such as carbon dioxide injection, steam injec-

tion, chemical surfactant, and polymer flooding, in that it involves the use of

live microorganisms to use the oil as a feedstock, thereby changing the proper-

ties of the oil. The process takes place by different mechanisms, such as reduc-

tion of oil-water interfacial tension and alteration of wettability by surfactant

production, selective plugging by microorganisms and their metabolites, oil

viscosity reduction by gas production or degradation or biotransformation of

long-chain saturated hydrocarbon derivatives, and production of acids that

improves absolute permeability by dissolving minerals in the rock. The micro-

bial metabolic products include biosurfactants, biopolymers, acids, solvents,

gases, and enzymes. The bacteria used for microbial enhanced oil recovery

are typically hydrocarbon-utilizing, nonpathogenic, and naturally occurring

in many reservoirs.
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3. Partial Upgrading at the Surface

The influx of highly viscous feedstocks into the refinery system can offset the

shortages of conventional crude oil, but there is also a need for increased refin-

ing capacity and the need for lower-viscosity feedstocks. While new residue

processing capacity needs to be added to existing refineries (Speight, 2011,

2014), there is the need for simple primary upgrading system to make the oil

acceptable to a pipeline—many viscous oils are too viscous to transport by pipe-

line and fall outside of the specification required by pipeline owners. Partial

upgrading reduces the viscosity of viscous feedstocks (such as heavy oil, extra

heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen) so that the product oil can flow through

pipelines more easily without requiring blending with a diluent.

In the past several decades, producers have evaluated field upgrading (mod-

erate upgrading) processes. The interest was driven by concern for the future

supply of diluent (typically gas field condensate) used to reduce bitumen vis-

cosity for pipeline transport to distant refineries. The issue may resolve itself

in time: it is now anticipated that more bitumen will be fully upgraded and bitu-

men might increasingly be transported with synthetic crude. Consequently,

there are currently no projects that plan to employ field upgrading for transport

purposes. The kinds of processes that have been proposed for field upgrading

typically involve solvent-based deasphalting or mild, precoking thermal

processes, such as visbreaking.

Although not in situ upgrading in the strictest sense, partial upgrading of

viscous oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen at the surface is the ultimate

step in the recovery process; partial upgrading at the surface offers a means of

preparing the oil for transport to the refinery. It can, therefore, be classed as a

preupgrading step. The option of partial upgrading at the surface involves

recovery of the viscous crude and sufficient upgrading to make the crude trans-

portable by pipeline. As a result of such upgrading, the properties of the viscous

oil would be modified to meet the specification required by the pipeline com-

pany. This could be either through dilution with a suitable solvent (presumably

aromatic solvent that would prevent the asphaltene constituents from separating

as a separate phase) or through partial thermal upgrading.

Traditional processing of viscous feedstock—such as by coking processes or

hydrocracking processes—is very expensive processes and requires large scale

to be viable. Thus, adaptation of such processes to the wellhead is not always

viable. Thus, the manner in which refineries convert viscous oil into low-boiling

high-value products has become a major focus of operations with new concepts

evolving into new processes (Speight, 2011, 2014). Even though they may not

be classed as conversion processes per se, pretreatment processes for removing

asphaltene constituents and metals, sulfur, and nitrogen constituents are also

important and can play an important role in selecting a suitable wellhead

processing option.
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Conceivably, viscous oil could be upgraded at the wellhead and sent through

a pipeline to a refinery for further upgrading. However, this is not to be con-

strued that viscous oil upgrading will always involve a coking step as the pri-

mary upgrading step. Other options, including some presented elsewhere

(Speight, 2014, 2017), could well become predominant methods for upgrading

in the future.
3.1 Thermal Cracking Processes

Thermal cracking processes offer attractive methods of feedstock conversion at

low operating pressure without requiring expensive catalysts. Currently, the

widest operated residuum conversion processes are visbreaking, delayed cok-

ing, and fluid coking that are still attractive processes for refineries from an eco-

nomic point of view (Dickenson et al., 1997). The visbreaking process offers

wide potential because of the mild nature of the process (Radovanovi�c and

Speight, 2011; Speight, 2012).

Visbreaking (viscosity reduction or viscosity breaking) is a mild form of

thermal cracking insofar as the thermal reactions are not allowed to proceed

to completion and are interrupted by quenching. Process conditions range from

455°C to 510°C (850–950°F) at a short residence time and from 50 to 300 psi at

the heating coil outlet. It is the short residence time that brings to visbreaking

the concept of being a mild thermal reaction in contrast to, for example, the

delayed coking process where residence times are much longer and the thermal

reactions are allowed to proceed to completion. Liquid-phase cracking takes

place under these low-severity conditions to produce some naphtha andmaterial

in the kerosene and gas-oil boiling range. The gas oil may be used as additional

feed for catalytic cracking units or as heating oil.

Visbreaking and variants and the recently demonstrated ORMAT process

are examples of bulk thermal processes that convert residues without progres-

sing all the way to solid coke. These processes have significant potential inte-

grated with deasphalting to produce residues of varying yields on bitumen to

meet future alternative energy and hydrogen production needs.

Hydrovisbreaking, a noncatalytic process, is conducted under similar con-

ditions to visbreaking and involves treatment with hydrogen under mild condi-

tions (RAROP, 1991, p. 57; Gregoli et al., 2000; Gregoli and Rimmer, 2000).

The presence of hydrogen leads to more stable products (lower flocculation

threshold) than can be obtained with straight visbreaking, which means that

higher conversions can be achieved, producing a lower-viscosity product.

A recent variant of the visbreaking process is the Aquaconversion process
(Marzin et al., 1998), which is a catalytic visbreaking process that operates in

the presence of steam. The visbreaking technology is limited in conversion level

because of the stability of the resulting product; because one process require-

ment is that the product has to be stable, standard visbreaking allows only an

�2°–6°API upgrading of the viscous oil and only a limited viscosity reduction,
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which does not ensure its transport without external diluent. The process pushes

this maximum conversion level within the stability specification by adding a

homogeneous catalyst in the presence of steam.

Other variants of visbreaking that may find use at the wellhead could the

Tervahl T process and the Tervahl H process.

In the Tervahl T process (LePage et al., 1987; RAROP, 1991, p. 25), the

feedstock is heated to the desired temperature using the coil heater, and heat

is recovered in the stabilization section and held for a specified residence time

in the soaking drum. The soaking drum effluent is quenched and sent to a con-

ventional stabilizer or fractionator where the products are separated into the

desired streams. The gas produced from the process is used for fuel.

In the Tervahl H process, the feedstock and hydrogen-rich stream are heated

using heat recovery techniques and fired heater and held in the soak drum as in

the Tervahl T process. The gas and oil from the soaking drum effluent are mixed

with recycle hydrogen and separated in the hot separator where the gas is

cooled, passed through a separator, and recycled to the heater and soaking drum

effluent. The liquids from the hot and cold separator are sent to the stabilizer

section where purge gas and synthetic crude are separated. The gas is used

as fuel, and the synthetic crude can now be transported or stored.

Although not truly a thermal cracking process, upgrading by the use of cav-

itation energy is claimed to reduce the viscosity of bitumen by breaking up the

aggregated molecules in bitumen (Chapter 7). The aim of the process is to

change or modify the asphaltene microstructures in heavy oil, extra heavy

oil, and tar sand bitumen, which comprise the highest-molecular-weight frac-

tion and contribute to the high viscosities observed in these viscous feedstocks.

In the process (Yen, 1997; Mohapatra and Kirpalani, 2016), the viscous

feedstock is subjected to a range of sonication frequencies (20kHz–
1.1MHz). The sonication frequency of 574kHz with 50% power input resulted

in low asphaltene content and lower viscosity suitable for improved transport-

ability. Furthermore, the sonication treatment of bitumen under different con-

ditions of frequencies and acoustic power decreased the H/C ratio. These results

showed higher content of aromatic hydrogen and lower content of aliphatic

hydrogen in bitumen treated under different conditions of sonication frequen-

cies and intensity. The lowered metal content can be attributed to the reduced

asphaltene formation as a result of sonication treatment of bitumen.

In terms of the mechanism of the reaction, it is believed that the collapse of

bubbles during cavitation can give tiny hot spots with temperatures over 3000°C
(5430°F) that initiate reaction (Thompson and Doraiswamy, 1999). However, at

low temperature of the bulk liquid, the rate of conversion of hydrocarbon deriv-

atives is insignificant, and addition or polymerization reactions are favored

(Cataldo, 2000). Like ionizing radiation, significant conversion would require

operation at temperatures comparable with conventional thermal processes.

However, a combination of cavitation, heating to temperatures known to cause

thermal reactions, and heating under pressure may result in partial upgrading,
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but the contribution of cavitation against the background effects of thermal

reactions at elevated pressure is not clear.
3.2 Solvent Processes

The main solvent process for quick and convenient surface upgrading using a

solvent is dilution. By this means, viscous oil can be diluted sufficiently so that

the blend meets the specifications for shipping by pipeline or other means of

transportation where specification must be met.

Dilution of viscous oil has been studied using various solvents, in terms of

aromaticity, chemical nature, and viscosity (Speight, 2009, 2014; Motaghi

et al., 2010). Dilution with low-viscosity hydrocarbon derivatives, such as

low-viscosity crude oil or naphtha, has shown that the viscosity reduction effi-

ciency is controlled by the sole viscosity of the diluent and not by its aromatic-

ity. However, while blending diluents of different chemical nature and polarity

can enhance viscosity reduction, there is always the risk (especially with

paraffin-based solvents) that separation of asphaltene constituents will occur

(Mitchel and Speight, 1973; Speight, 1979, 2014).

Solvent deasphalting processes allow the removal of sulfur and nitrogen

compounds and metallic constituents by balancing yield with the desired feed-

stock properties (Ditman, 1973). In the process, the feedstock is mixed with

dilution solvent from the solvent accumulator and then cooled to the desired

temperature before entering the extraction tower. Because of its high viscosity,

the charge oil neither can be cooled easily to the required temperature nor will it

mix readily with solvent in the extraction tower. By adding a relatively small

portion of solvent upstream of the charge cooler (insufficient to cause phase

separation), the viscosity problem is avoided.

The choice of solvent is vital to the flexibility and performance of the unit.

The solvent must be suitable, not only for the extraction of the desired oil frac-

tion but also for the control of the yield and/or the quality of the deasphalted oil

at temperatures that are within the operating limits (Speight, 2014).
4. Epilogue

In the not too distant past and even now, the mature and well-established pro-

cesses such as visbreaking, delayed coking, fluid coking, flexicoking, propane

deasphalting, and butane deasphalting were deemed adequate for upgrading vis-

cous feedstocks. More options are now being sought in order to increase process

efficiency in terms of the yields of the desired products.

There is (or will be) an obvious future need for partial upgrading during or

immediately after recovery. On the other hand, hydrogen addition must be used

during upgrading in order to stabilize the upgraded viscous oil—which could

mean that the cost of partial upgrading is not much reduced as compared with

full upgrading.
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To achieve partial upgrading during recovery requires a further sequential

operation before a transportable produced. A multistep system is required to

achieve the necessary aims of viscous oil recovery with partial upgrading. What

this might be is currently unknown, but there are possibilities.

The future development of the industry will also need to address the even-

tual, but not sudden, adoption of alternative energies such as for fuel cells and

even hydrogen. Many of the technologies that will meet some of those

long-term needs include hydrocracking, gasification, and syngas conversion.

Thus, while the upgrading of heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen

feedstocks has been seen as a major cost in competing with or replacing declin-

ing conventional crude oil feedstocks, the very need for upgrading may lead to a

resource more versatile in addressing long-term, radical changes in the energy

economy.

The use of surface field plants for partial upgrading of viscous feedstocks

will address the following trends: (i) the need to take advantage of some rela-

tively minor upgrading at the recovery stage; (ii) the need to take advantage of

the necessity to move to alternative energy and hydrogen sources, particularly

internally generated residues, a trend with very large impact on main upgrader

plant process selection; (iii) the need to pay attention to any major environmen-

tal concerns in an integrated way; and (iv) the need to meet future crude quality

trends in current planning.

In summary, the technologies applied to oil recovery involve different

concepts, some of which can cause changes to the oil during production.

Finally, the potential for instability and incompatibility of the oil constitu-

ents during production must never be forgotten. Instability and incompatibility

usually occur as a result of the separation or precipitation of asphaltene constit-

uents. This may be caused by well stimulation, such as acidizing, which

involves a drastic shift in local chemical equilibriums, pH, and liberation of car-

bon dioxide. Some of these changes may also increase the concentration of

some ions, such as iron, which will promote the formation of asphaltenic

sediment.

It is the purpose of this chapter (i) to present an outline of the options for

surface upgrading facilities and (ii) to compare the concepts with in situ upgrad-

ing, in view of the origin and development of new process concepts—of which

the VAPEX process (Chapter 2) and the THAI process (Chapter 3) are

examples.
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Chapter 7
Introduction to Upgrading
Heavy Feedstocks
1. Introduction

In a very general sense, crude oil refining can be traced back over 5000 years to

the times when asphalt materials and oils were isolated from areas where natural

seepage occurred (Abraham, 1945; Forbes, 1958; Hoiberg, 1960). Any treat-

ment of the asphalt (such as hardening in the air prior to use) or of the oil (such

as allowing for more volatile components to escape prior to use in lamps) may

be considered to be refining under the general definition of refining. However,

crude oil refining as it is now practiced is a very recent science, and many inno-

vations evolved during the 20th century.

Briefly, crude oil refining is the separation of crude oil into fractions and the

subsequent treating of these fractions to yield marketable products (Parkash,

2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2011, 2014a, 2015a,b, 2017; Hsu and

Robinson, 2017). In fact, a refinery is essentially a group of manufacturing

plants that vary in number with the variety of products produced (Fig. 7.1).

However, in addition to the simplified schematic of a refinery, the refinery

(for the present purposes) can actually be considered as two refineries—(i) a

section for low-viscosity feedstocks and (ii) a section for high-viscosity feed-

stocks (Fig. 7.2).

In this way, the processes can be selected and products manufactured to give

a balanced operation in which the refinery feedstock oil is converted into a vari-

ety of products in amounts that are in accord with the demand for each. For

example, the manufacture of products from the lower-boiling portion of crude

oil automatically produces a certain amount of higher-boiling components

using distillation and various thermal processes (Tables 7.1–7.4). If the latter

cannot be sold as, say, heavy fuel oil, these products will accumulate until refin-

ery storage facilities are full. To prevent the occurrence of such a situation, the

refinery must be flexible and be able to change operations as needed. This

usually means more processes are required for refining the heavier feedstocks:

(i) thermal processes to change an excess of heavy fuel oil into more gasoline
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with coke as the residual product or (ii) a vacuum distillation process to separate

the viscous feedstock into lubricating oil stocks and asphalt.

The refining industry has been the subject of the four major forces that affect

most industries and have hastened the development of new refining processes:

(i) the demand for products such as gasoline, diesel, fuel oil, and jet fuel;

(ii) feedstock supply, specifically the changing quality of refinery feedstock



FIG. 7.2 General refinery operations: (A) light petroleum refining section and (B) heavy feedstock

refining section.
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TABLE 7.1 General: Boiling Fractions of Crude Oil

Boiling Rangea

Fraction °C °F

Light naphtha �1–150 30–300

Gasoline �1–180 30–355

Heavy naphtha 150–205 300–400

Kerosene 205–260 400–500

Light gas oil 260–315 400–600

Heavy gas oil 315–425 600–800

Lubricating oil > 400 > 750

Vacuum gas oil 425–600 800–1100

Residuum > 510 > 950

aFor convenience, boiling ranges are converted to the nearest 5°.

TABLE 7.2 Comparison of Visbreaking With Delayed Coking and Fluid

Coking

Visbreaking

Purpose: to reduce viscosity of fuel oil to acceptable levels

Conversion is not a prime purpose

Mild (470–495°C, 880–920°F) heating at pressures of 50–200psi

Reactions quenched before going to completion

Low conversion (10%) to products boiling less than 220°C (430°F)

Heated coil or drum (soaker)

Delayed coking

Purpose: to produce maximum yields of distillate products

Moderate (480–515°C, 900–960°F) heating at pressures of 90 psi

Reactions allowed to proceed to completion

Complete conversion of the feedstock

Soak drums (845–900°F) used in pairs (one onstream and one offstream being decoked)

Coked until drum solid

Coke removed hydraulically from offstream drum

Coke yield: 20%–40% by weight (dependent upon feedstock)

Yield of distillate boiling below 220°C (430°F): ca. 30% (but feedstock-dependent)
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TABLE 7.2 Comparison of Visbreaking With Delayed Coking and Fluid

Coking—cont’d

Fluid coking

Purpose: to produce maximum yields of distillate products

Severe (480–565°C, 900–1050°F) heating at pressures of 10psi

Reactions allowed to proceed to completion

Complete conversion of the feedstock

Oil contacts refractory coke

Bed fluidized with steam, heat dissipated throughout the fluid bed

Higher yields of light ends (<C5) than delayed coking

Less coke make than delayed coking (for one particular feedstock)

TABLE 7.3 Summary of Catalytic Cracking Processes

Conditions

Solid acidic catalyst (silica-alumina, zeolite, etc.)

Temperature: 480–540°C (900–1000°F) (solid/vapor contact)

Pressure: 10–20psi

Provisions needed for continuous catalyst replacement with heavier feedstocks (residua)

Catalyst may be regenerated or replaced

Feedstocks

Gas oils and residua

Residua pretreated to remove salts (metals)

Residua pretreated to remove high molecular weight (asphaltic constituents)

Products

Lower molecular weight than feedstock

Some gases (feedstock- and process-parameter-dependent)

Isoparaffins in product

Coke deposited on catalyst

Variations

Fixed bed

Moving bed

Fluidized bed
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TABLE 7.4 Summary of Hydrocracking Process Operations

Conditions

Solid acid catalyst (silica-alumina with rare earth metals and various other options)

Temperature: 260–450°C (500–845°F) (solid/liquid contact)

Pressure: 1000–6000psi hydrogen

Frequent catalyst renewal for heavier feedstocks

Gas oil: catalyst life up to 3 years

Heavy oil/tar sand bitumen: catalyst life less than 1 year

Feedstocks

Refractory (aromatic) streams

Coker oils

Cycle oils

Gas oils

Residua (as a full hydrocracking or hydrotreating option)

In some cases, asphaltic constituents (S, N, and metals) removed by deasphalting

Products

Lower-molecular-weight paraffins

Some methane, ethane, propane, and butane

Hydrocarbon distillates (full range depending on the feedstock)

Residual tar (recycle)

Contaminants (asphaltic constituents) deposited on the catalyst as coke or metals

Variations

Fixed bed (suitable for liquid feedstocks)

Ebullating bed (suitable for heavy feedstocks)
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oil and geopolitics between different countries and the emergence of alternate

feed supplies such as heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen; (iii) envi-

ronmental regulations that include more stringent regulations in relation to

sulfur in gasoline and diesel; and (iv) technology development such as new cat-

alysts and processes (Table 7.5; Castañeda et al., 2014; Villasana et al., 2015).

With the onset of the 21st century and in spite of the availability of good-

quality crude oil from tight formations (Chapter 1), refining technology contin-

ued to experience great innovation driven by the increasing supply of heavy



TABLE 7.5 Examples of Processesa for Upgrading Heavy Feedstocks

ABC process Asphaltene cracking in the presence of hydrogen

Aquaconversion A hydrovisbreaking technology that is a catalytic
process that uses catalyst-activated transfer of
hydrogen from water added to the feedstock in slurry
mode. Reactions that lead to coke formation are
suppressed, and there is no separation of asphaltene-
type material

ART process Efficient catalyst-feedstock contact

Asphalt coking technology
(ASCOT) process

Combination of delayed coking and deep solvent
deasphalting

BOC process Temperature control and feedstock conversion limited
to avoid coking

Cherry-P process Feedstock slurred with coal

DSD process Solvent chosen for yield of deasphaltened oil

Demex process Less selective solvent than propane-based processes

ENI slurry technology A process that is based on the slurry hydrotreatment of
heavy feedstock at relatively low temperature in the
presence of hydrogen and a dispersed catalyst, which is
recycled to the slurry reactor via solvent deasphalting
together with the asphaltene recycle

ET-II process Feedstock mixed with high-boiling recycle oil

HOC process Feedstock if first desulfurized (hydrotreated)

H-Oil process An ebullated-bed process uses a single-stage, two-
stage, or three-stage ebullated-bed reactors and can
operate over a wide range of conversion levels.
Adapted to process heavy feedstocks with high metal
content and to desulfurize and demetallize feedstocks

HOT process Steam-iron reaction to produce hydrogen in the cracker

HYCAR process A noncatalytic process, based on visbreaking and
involving treatment with hydrogen at mild conditions.
Involves the use of three reactors:

1. Visbreaking: this reactor carries out a moderate
thermal cracking process in the presence of
hydrogen

2. Hydrodemetallization: this reactor is to remove
contaminants, particularly metals, prior to
hydrocracking

3. Hydrocracking: desulfurization and
denitrogenation take place in this reactor alongwith
hydrocracking

Continued
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TABLE 7.5 Examples of Processes for Upgrading Heavy

Feedstocks—cont’d

Hycon process Used to remove sulfur, metals, and asphaltene
constituents and is typically operated in fixed-bed
mode, but with increasing metal content in the
feedstock, one ormoremoving-bed bunker reactors are
added as the leading reactors for hydrodemetallization

Hyvahl-F and Hyvahl-S These processes are used to hydrotreat heavy
feedstocks and designed primarily for feedstock
containing high concentrations of asphaltene,
constituents, and metals

LC-Fining process An ebullated-bed process is a hydrogenation process
that can be operated for hydrodesulfurization,
hydrodemetallization, and hydrocracking

MDS process Solvent deasphalting and desulfurization for feedstock
to catalytic cracker

Microcat-RC A catalytic ebullated-bed hydroconversion process that
operates at relatively moderate pressures and
temperatures. The catalyst particles are dispersed
uniformly throughout the feedstock, which results in
less distance between particles and less time for a
reactant molecule or intermediate to find an active
catalyst site

MRH process A hydrocracking process designed to upgrade heavy
feedstocks containing large amounts of metals and
asphaltene. The reactor is designed to maintain a
mixed three-phase slurry of feedstock, fine powder
catalyst, and hydrogen and to promote effective
contact

OCR process The process (which features onstream catalyst
replacement) is a moving-bed reactor for
hydroprocessing of heavy feedstocks that contain a
significant amount of metals and operates in a
countercurrent mode at high temperature and pressure

Residual oil supercritical
extraction (ROSE) process

Deasphalting/deasphaltening depending upon the
choice of solvent

RDS/VRDS In both processes, desulfurization is used to remove
sulfur and metallic constituents, while part of the
feedstock is converted to lower-boiling products

Uniflex process Uses a catalyst to promote hydrogenation and reduce
coke formation, incorporates features of the former
Canada Center for Mineral and Energy Technology
(CANMET) process

aPresented alphabetically rather than by preference.
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feedstocks of decreasing quality (such as heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar

sand bitumen) and the fast increases in demand for clean and ultraclean vehicle

fuels and petrochemical raw materials. This is continuing the movement from

conventional methods of refining heavy feedstocks using (typically) coking

technologies to more innovative processes (including hydrogen management)

that will produce optimal amounts of liquid fuels from the feedstock and main-

tain emissions within environmental compliance (Davis and Patel, 2004;

Penning, 2001; Speight, 2011).

In addition, the general trend throughout refining has been to produce more

products from each barrel of crude oil and to process those products in different

ways to meet the product specifications for use in modern engines. Overall, the

demand for gasoline and diesel fuel has rapidly expanded, and demand has also

developed for gas oils and fuels for domestic central heating and fuel oil for

power generation, as well as for low-boiling distillates and other inputs, derived

from refinery feedstocks, for the petrochemical industries.

Thus, upgrading heavy feedstocks has become a major economic incentive

(Hedrick et al., 2006), and the feedstocks such as heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and

tar sand bitumen exist in large quantities throughout the world but are difficult

to produce and transport because of their high viscosity. Some refinery feed-

stocks contain compounds such as sulfur and/or heavymetals causing additional

refining problems and costs. In situ upgrading could be a very beneficial process

for leaving the unwanted elements in the reservoir and increasing API gravity.

As the need for the lower-boiling products developed, refinery feedstocks

that could produce the desired quantities of the lower-boiling products became

less available, and refineries had to introduce conversion processes to produce

greater quantities of lower-boiling products from the higher-boiling fractions.

The means by which a refinery operates in terms of producing the relevant prod-

ucts depends not only on the nature of the refinery feedstock but also on its con-

figuration (i.e., the number of types of processes that are employed to produce

the desired product slate), and the refinery configuration is, therefore, influ-

enced by the specific demands of a market. Therefore, refineries need to be con-

stantly adapted and upgraded to remain viable and responsive to ever-changing

patterns of crude supply and product market demands. As a result, refineries

have been introducing increasingly complex and expensive processes to gain

higher yields of lower-boiling products from the heavy feedstocks.

Changes in the characteristics of the conventional refinery feedstock can be

specified and will trigger changes in refinery configurations and corresponding

investments. In the future, crude slate is expected to consist of higher propor-

tions of heavier (more viscous) crude oils, sour (high-sulfur) crude oils, and

extra light feedstocks such as natural gas liquids (NGLs). There will also be

a shift toward viscous feedstocks such as Californian heavy oil, Venezuelan

extra heavy oil, and Athabasca tar sand bitumen. These changes will require

investment in upgrading either at field level to process tar sand bitumen and

oil shale into synthetic crude at the refinery level (Speight, 2011).
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In the not too distant past and even now, the mature and well-established

processes such as visbreaking, delayed coking, fluid coking, flexicoking, pro-

pane deasphalting, and butane deasphalting were deemed adequate for upgrad-

ing heavy feedstocks. Moreover, more options are now being sought in order to

increase process efficiency in terms of the yields of the desired products. Cur-

rently, there are currently four ways of bringing heavy feedstocks to market

(Hedrick et al., 2006).

Partial upgrading is, in the context of this book, any combination of proces-

sing steps applied to heavy oil, extra have oil, or tar sand bitumen that prepares

the oil to meet the specifications for pipeline transport or the next steps in con-

version of the oil to products (Hart, 2014). For example, the approaches used for

reducing the viscosity of heavy crude include heating, blending with light crude

and with kerosene, and forming oil-in-water emulsions. Heating has a dramatic

effect on the heavy crude viscosity but does not always achieve a practical level;

consequently, blending the heavy crude with either light crude or kerosene

requires substantial amounts of the diluent and raises the potential for instability

of the blend or incompatibility of the blend components (Chapter 5).

Alternatively, emulsion formation can achieve a practical level of reduction

that is achievable at 70%–75% v/v oil content, in the high-shear-rate range, and

at 30–50°C (86–122°F), and providing these is no occurrence of instability of

the emulsion (Mehrota, 1990; Khan, 1996; Al-Asmi et al., 1997; Urdahl et al.,

1997; Zaki, 1997; Yaghi and Al-Bemani, 2002). In terms of pipeline transport of

the oil, the addition of a diluent to the heavy oil, extra heavy oil, or tar sand

bitumen prepares the oil to meet the specifications required by the pipeline com-

pany. In the true sense of the term, the addition of diluent is not an upgrading

step insofar as the oil can be recovered unchanged by the removal of the diluent.

The heavy feedstocks add a new dimension of complicity of refining chem-

istry insofar as thermal decomposition processes, catalytic decomposition pro-

cesses, pressure, and chemicals to rearrange the structures and bonding patterns

of the high-molecular-weight feedstock constituents into different hydrocarbon

products. In many cases, the chemical structures of the constituents of the prod-

ucts do not reflect the chemical structures of the constituents of the originally

unprocessed feedstock. It is only in low-temperature solvent processes, such as

deasphalting, that the original structures of the constituents are retained without

change in the deasphalted oil and asphalt.

Understanding refining chemistry not only allows an explanation of the

means by which these products can be formed from a feedstock but also offers

the potential for predictability of the outcome, and the major processes by which

these products are produced from refinery feedstock constituents involve ther-

mal decomposition leading to many modern products. Even though refining

chemistry might be represented by relatively simple equations, the chemistry

of conversion process may be quite complex, and an understanding of the chem-

istry involved in the conversion of a refinery feedstock to a variety of products is

essential to an understanding of refinery operations.
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In fact, the complexity of the individual reactions occurring in an extremely

complex mixture and the interference of the products with those from other

components of the mixture is unpredictable. Or the interference of secondary

and tertiary products with the course of a reaction and, hence, with the forma-

tion of primary products may also be cause for concern. Hence, caution is

advised when applying the data from model compound studies to the behavior

of crude oil, especially the molecularly complex viscous oils. These have few, if

any, parallels in organic chemistry.

The yield and quality of refined crude oil products produced by any given oil

refinery depend on the mixture of crude oil used as the refinery feedstock and

the configuration of the refinery facilities. Light/sweet (low-sulfur) crude oil is

generally more expensive and has inherent high yields of higher-value, low-

boiling products such as naphtha, gasoline, jet fuel, kerosene, and diesel fuel.

Viscous sour (high-sulfur) crude oil is generally less expensive and produces

greater yields of lower-value, higher-boiling products that must be converted

into lower-boiling products.

Finally, a comment about the chemistry of refining that has been dealt with

in detail elsewhere (Speight, 2014a, 2017) will not be reproduced in this text.
2. Feedstock Quality

Over the past five decades, the feedstocks available to refineries have generally

decreased in API gravity that has forced changes in refinery options for proces-

sing the heavier feedstocks (Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2011,

2014a, 2015a,b, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017). There is, nevertheless, a major

focus in refineries through a variety of conversion processes on the ways in

which viscous feedstocks might be converted into low-boiling high-value prod-

ucts. Simultaneously, the changing refinery feedstock properties are reflected in

changes such as an increase in asphaltene constituents and an increase in sulfur,

metal, and nitrogen contents (Fig. 7.3). Pretreatment processes for removing

those would also play an important role. However, the essential step required

of refineries is the upgrading of viscous feedstocks, particularly residua

(McKetta, 1992; Dickenson et al., 1997). In fact, the increasing supply of vis-

cous crude oils is a matter of serious concern for the refining industry.

As a result of these changes, feedstock evaluation (always an important

aspect of refining) is an even more important aspect of the prerefining exami-

nation of a refinery feedstock, especially the physical properties of the viscous

feedstocks (Table 7.6). Evaluation, in this context, is the determination of the

physical and chemical characteristics of crude oil, heavy oil, extra heavy oil,

and tar sand bitumen since the yields and properties of products or factions pro-

duced from these feedstocks vary considerably and are dependent on the con-

centration of the various types of hydrocarbon derivatives and the amounts of

the heteroatom compounds (i.e., molecular constituents containing nitrogen,

oxygen, sulfur, and/or metals). Some types of feedstocks have economic
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FIG. 7.3 Simplified representation of feedstock composition.The majority of the nitrogen-,

sulfur-, and metal-containing constituents reside in the fraction designated as polar aromatics.
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advantages as sources of fuels and lubricants with highly restrictive character-

istics because they require less specialized processing than that needed for the

production of the same products frommany types of refinery feedstocks. Some

feedstocks may contain unusually low concentrations of components that are

desirable fuel or lubricant constituents, and the production of these products

from such refinery feedstocks may not be economically feasible.

Since heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen exhibit a wide range of

physical properties, it is not surprising the behavior of various feedstocks in

these refinery operations is not simple. The atomic ratios from ultimate analysis

(Speight, 2014a, 2015a) can give an indication of the nature of a feedstock and

the generic hydrogen requirements to satisfy the refining chemistry (Speight,

2016), but it is not possible to predict with any degree of certainty how the feed-

stock will behave during refining. Any deductions made from such data are pure

speculation and are open to much doubt.

In addition, the chemical composition of a feedstock is also an indicator of

refining behavior (Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014a, 2015a,b,

2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017). Whether the composition is represented in



TABLE 7.6 Bitumen and Heavy Oil Properties

Source

Reservoir

Temperature

Reservoir

Permeability Reservoir

API

Viscosity

(cp)

Viscosity

(cp)

Viscosity

(cp)

Viscosity

(cp)

Pour

Point

(°F)Porosity
Reservoir
Temp.oF md

Alberta

Athabasca,
Abasand

50 6.5 559 at 210°F 100

Athabasca,
Bitumount

9.7 70 at 210°F 95

Athabasca,
McMurray

54 2000 33 7 1,500,000 75

Athabasca,
McMurray

8.9 1,011,600
at 59°F

265,300
at 77°F

4620 at
140°F

100 at 212°F 82

Athabasca,
Mildred Lake

50 7.8 345 85

Carbonate 52 7 1,000,000 700 at 212°F 77

Cold Lake 55 11 100,000 50

Cold Lake
Clearwater

55 1500 35 10.2 100,000 100 at 212°F 50

Lloydminster 15 3000 20 at 212°F �8

Lloydminster 53 14 500 at 100°F 5

Peace River 60 9 100,000 100 at 212°F 30

Peace River 63 440 28 10 220,000

Utah

Continued



TABLE 7.6 Bitumen and Heavy Oil Properties—cont’d

Source

Reservoir

Temperature

Reservoir

Permeability Reservoir

API

Viscosity

(cp)

Viscosity

(cp)

Viscosity

(cp)

Viscosity

(cp)

Pour

Point

(°F)Porosity
Reservoir
Temp.oF md

Asphalt Ridge 52 > 1000 27 12.9 1,000,000 20,000 at
140°F

95

Asphalt Ridge 9.1 126

Asphalt
Ridge, Uinta
County

10.2 16,910
at 149°F

539 at
225°F

113

Asphalt Ridge
NW

52 14.3 2,950,000 1,000,000
at 60°F

140

Asphalt Ridge
NW

52 675 31 14 >1,000,000
at 60°F

140

Asphalt Ridge
NW

50 651 26 14.2 140

Asphalt Ridge
NW

< 6 2175 29.5 13 > 1,000,000
at 60°F

13 at 200°F 115

PR Spring 55 700 26 9 32,500,000 1,000,000
at 70°F

400,000
at 140°F

115

Sunnyside 50 800–1000 24 8 100,000 115

Tar Sand
Triangle

50 22 5.5 1,300,000 700,000
140°F

95

Texas

San Miguel,
Saner Ranch

100 250–1000 2.1 2,000,000 2279 at 210°F Solid



San Miguel,
Street Ranch

95 <1000 27.5 �2 20,000,000 520,000
at 175°F
61,000 at
200°F

180

California

Casmalia 48

Cat Canyon 12

Brooks Sand 135 1400–5000 32 12 15,000

S Sand 110 3450 37 12,000

Coalinga
Temblor

95 1000 12.0 3000 65 at 200°F

Coalinga
Etchegoin

11

East Coalinga 95 1000 12 3000

Kern River 86 2000 31 12,000 18 at 250°F

Kern River 110 15.9 5047 at 80°F 302 at
140°F

44 at 200°F

Midway-
Sunset

11 786 at 100°F 55

Midway-
Sunset

100 12 4000 at
100°F

45

Gore Sands 96 2000 22.7 13 6000 at
100°F

28 at 250°F

Potter Sands 95 2000 35 11.6 9500 30 at 250°F

Potter Sands 100 2000 11 4000
at 100°F

Continued



TABLE 7.6 Bitumen and Heavy Oil Properties—cont’d

Source

Reservoir

Temperature

Reservoir

Permeability Reservoir

API

Viscosity

(cp)

Viscosity

(cp)

Viscosity

(cp)

Viscosity

(cp)

Pour

Point

(°F)Porosity
Reservoir
Temp.oF md

Webster
Sands

100 1300 28 14 1650

Oxnard 122

Yorba Linda 80 33 12 6400 11 at 300°F

Lower
Conglomerate

95 600 30 13–14 2000 8 at 300°F

Olinda Fee
No. 4

85 600 13 6400
at 100°F

Olinda Fee
Three 106

12.1

Upper
Conglomerate

85 600 30 12–13 6400 11 at 300°F

Upper
Conglomerate

80 4000 33 12
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terms of compound types or in terms of generic compound classes, it can enable

the refiner to determine the nature of the reactions. Hence, chemical composi-

tion can play a large part in determining the nature of the products that arise

from the refining operations. It can also play a role in determining the means

by which a particular feedstock should be processed (Parkash, 2003; Gary

et al., 2007; Speight, 2014a, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017).

Therefore, the judicious choice of a refinery feedstock to produce any given

product is just as important as the selection of the product for any given purpose.

Thus, initial inspection of the nature of the feedstock will provide deductions

related to the most logical means of refining. Indeed, careful evaluation of

the feedstock from physical property data is a major part of the initial study

of any heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen destined as a refinery

feedstock. Proper interpretation of the data resulting from the inspection of

crude oil requires an understanding of their significance.

Heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen exhibit a wide range of

physical properties, and several relationships can be made between various

physical properties (Speight, 2001). Whereas the properties such as viscosity,

density, boiling point, and color of heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand

bitumen may vary widely, the ultimate or elemental analysis varies, as already

noted, over a narrow range for a large number of feedstock samples (Speight,

2014a, 2017). Of the data that are available, the proportions of the elements in

crude oil vary only slightly over narrow limits:

Carbon 83.0%–87.0%
Hydrogen 10.0%–14.0%
Nitrogen 0.1%–2.0%
Oxygen 0.05%–1.5%
Sulfur 0.05%–6.0%
Metals (Ni and V) <1000ppm

Nevertheless, there is a wide variation in physical properties from the less vis-

cous (moremobile) crude oil at one extreme to the more viscous (asphaltic) crude

oils at the other extreme. The majority of the more aromatic species and the

heteroatoms occur in the higher-boiling fractions of feedstocks. The heavier feed-

stocks are relatively rich in these higher-boiling fractions (Speight, 2014a,

2015a). The carbon content is relatively constant, while the hydrogen and

heteroatom contents are responsible for the major differences between heavy

oil, extra heavyoil, and tar sand bitumen.Coupledwith the changes brought about

to the feedstock constituents by refinery operations, it is not surprising that heavy

oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen characterization is a monumental task.

Difficult-to-refine feedstocks, such as heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar

sand bitumen, are characterized by low API gravity (high density) and high vis-

cosity, high initial boiling point, high carbon residue, high nitrogen content,

high sulfur content, and high metal content (Speight, 2013a, 2014a, 2017). In

addition to these properties, the heavy feedstocks also have an increased molec-

ular weight and reduced hydrogen content with a relatively low content of
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volatile saturated and aromatic constituents and a relatively high content of

asphaltene and resin constituents that is accompanied by a high heteroatom

(nitrogen, oxygen, sulfur, and metals) content. Thus, such feedstocks are of

low volatility (especially tar sand bitumen and extra heavy oil) when compared

with conventional crude oil (Tables 7.7 and 7.8) and not typically subject to dis-

tillation unless contained in the refinery feedstock as a stable blend with other

refinery feedstocks (Chapter 5).

Upgrading viscous feedstocks began with the introduction of desulfurization

processes (Speight, 2000, 2014a, 2017; Ancheyta and Speight, 2007; Hsu and

Robinson, 2017). In the early days, the goal was desulfurization, but in later

years, the processes were adapted to a 10%–30% partial conversion operation,

as intended to achieve desulfurization and obtain low-boiling fractions simul-

taneously, by increasing severity in operating conditions. Refinery evolution

has seen the introduction of a variety of cracking processes based on thermal
cracking, catalytic cracking, and hydroconversion. Those processes are differ-
ent from one another in cracking method, cracked product patterns, and product

properties and will be employed in refineries according to their respective fea-

tures. Thus, refining viscous feedstocks has become a major issue in modern

refinery practice, and several process configurations have evolved to accommo-

date the viscous feedstocks (Table 1.1; RAROP, 1991; Shih and Oballa, 1991;

Yoshida et al., 1997; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014a, 2017; Hsu and

Robinson, 2017).

Technologies for upgrading viscous feedstocks can be broadly divided into

carbon rejection and hydrogen addition processes (Fig. 7.4). Carbon rejection
redistributes hydrogen among the various components, resulting in fractions

with increased H/C atomic ratios and fractions with lower H/C atomic ratios.

On the other hand, hydrogen addition processes involve the reaction of refinery
feedstocks with an external source of hydrogen and result in an overall increase

in H/C ratio (Speight, 1994, 2011, 2014a, 2017).

The criteria to select one of the routes as an upgrading option depend on

several factors that must be analyzed in detail when it comes to consider a pro-

ject of this nature. For example, the technology of hydrogen addition produces a
high yield of products with a commercial value larger than that of the carbon
rejection technology but requires a larger investment and more natural gas

availability to produce the amounts of hydrogen and steam required for these

processes.

New processes for the conversion of heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand

bitumen feedstocks will probably be used in concert with visbreaking with some

degree of hydroprocessing as a primary conversion step. Other processes may

replace or augment the deasphalting units in many refineries. Depending on

the properties, an option for heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen,

like the early option for tar sand bitumen, is to subject the feedstock to either

delayed coking or fluid coking as the primary upgrading step with some prior

distillation to remove a valuable gas-oil fraction (Fig. 7.5; Speight, 2009, 2011,

2014a, 2017).



TABLE 7.7 Distillation Profile of Leduc Crude Oil (Alberta, Canada) and Selected Properties of the Fractions (Charbonnier et al.,

1969; Draper et al., 1977)

Boiling Range

wt%

wt%

Cumulative

Specific

Gravity

API

Gravity

Sulfur

wt%

Carbon Residue

(Conradson)

Whole Crude Oil °C °F 100.0 0.828 39.4 0.4 1.5

Fractiona

1 0–50 0–122 2.6 2.6 0.650 86.2

2 50–75 122–167 3.0 5.6 0.674 78.4

3 75–100 167–212 5.2 10.8 0.716 66.1

4 100–125 212–257 6.6 17.4 0.744 58.7

5 125–150 257–302 6.3 23.7 0.763 54.0

6 150–175 302–347 5.5 29.2 0.783 49.2

7 175–200 347–392 5.3 34.5 0.797 46.0

8 200–225 392–437 5.0 39.5 0.812 42.8

9 225–250 437–482 4.7 44.2 0.823 40.4

10 250–275 482–527 6.6 50.8 0.837 37.6

11 < 200 < 392 5.4 56.2 0.852 34.6

12 200–225 392–437 4.9 61.1 0.861 32.8

13 225–250 437–482 5.2 66.3 0.875 30.2

14 250–275 482–527 2.8 69.1 0.883 28.8

15 275–300 527–572 6.7 75.4 0.892 27.0

Residuum > 300 > 572 22.6 98.4 0.929 20.8 6.6

Distillation loss 1.6

aDistillation at 765mm Hg then at 40mm Hg for fractions 11–15.
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TABLE 7.8 Distillation Profile of Athabasca Bitumen (Alberta, Canada) and Selected Properties of the Fractions (Charbonnier

et al., 1969)

Feedstock Boiling Range

wt%

wt%

Cumulative

Specific

Gravity

API

Gravity

Sulfur

wt%

Carbon Residue

(Conradson)

Whole Bitumen °C °F 100.0 1.030 5.9 5.8 19.6

Fractiona

1 0–50 0–122 0.0 0.0

2 50–75 122–167 0.0 0.0

3 75–100 167–212 0.0 0.0

4 100–125 212–257 0.0 0.0

5 125–150 257–302 0.9 0.9

6 150–175 302–347 0.8 1.7 0.809 43.4

7 175–200 347–392 1.1 2.8 0.823 40.4

8 200–225 392–437 1.1 3.9 0.848 35.4

9 225–250 437–482 4.1 8.0 0.866 31.8

10 250–275 482–527 11.9 19.9 0.867 31.7

11 < 200 < 392 1.6 21.5 0.878 29.7

12 200–225 392–437 3.2 24.7 0.929 20.8

13 225–250 437–482 6.1 30.8 0.947 17.9

14 250–275 482–527 6.4 37.2 0.958 16.2

15 275–300 527–572 10.6 47.8 0.972 14.1

Residuum > 300 > 572 49.5 97.3 39.6

aDistillation at 762mm Hg and then at 40mm Hg for fractions 11–15.
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FIG. 7.4 Process options for refining heavy feedstocks.
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After primary upgrading, the product streams are hydrotreated (referred to

as secondary upgrading) and combined to form a synthetic crude oil (Table 7.9)
that is shipped to a conventional refinery for further processing to liquid fuels.

The synthetic crude oil is a blend of naphtha, distillate, and gas-oil range mate-

rials, with no residuum (1050°F+, 565°C+ material) (Speight, 2013c,

2014a, 2017).
Naphtha

Synthetic
crudeLight gas oil

Heavy gas oil

Hydrotreating
Primary

conversion

Pitch or
coke

Collected gas

Sulfur

Gas

H2S recovery
S plant

H2 plant

Bitumen

FIG. 7.5 Processing sequence for tar sand bitumen.



TABLE 7.9 Properties of Synthetic Crude Oil Produced Form

Athabasca Bitumen

Property Bitumen

Synthetic Crude

Oil

Gravity, ° API 8 32

Sulfur, % w/w 4.8 0.2

Nitrogen, % w/w 0.4 0.1

Viscosity, centipoise at 100°F 500,000 10

Distillation profile, % w/w

°C °F

0 30 0 5

30 85 0 30

220 430 1 60

345 650 17 90

550 1020 45 100
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However, there is not one single heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand

bitumen upgrading solution that will fit all refineries or because of the inherent

differences, all viscous feedstocks. The properties of the viscous feedstock,

existing refinery configuration, and desired product slate all can have a signif-

icant effect on the final configuration. Furthermore, a proper evaluation

however is not a simple undertaking for an existing refinery. The evaluation

starts with an accurate understanding of the nature of the feedstock along with

corresponding conversion chemistry that needs to be assessed. Once the

options have been defined, development of the optimal configuration for refin-

ing the incoming feedstocks can be designed. There is also recognition that

in situ upgrading (upgrading during recovery operations) could be a very ben-

eficial process for leaving the unwanted elements in the reservoir and increas-

ing API gravity (Chapter 6).

However, the increased mobilization of viscous oil in the reservoir by partial

upgrading is not a new idea and still has many hurdles to overcome before it can

be considered close to commercial. The product will be less viscous than the

heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen in place, but some property

changes such as high olefin content from cracking are not necessarily positive.

In summary, there are three main approaches for heating the reservoir: (i) steam

distillation, (ii) mild thermal cracking (visbreaking), and (iii) partial combus-

tion (Chapter 3) (Speight, 2009, 2013a).
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Nevertheless, there is (or will be) an obvious future need for partial upgrad-

ing during or immediately after recovery. On the other hand, hydrogen addition

must be used during upgrading in order to stabilize the upgraded heavy oil, extra

heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen—which could mean that the cost of partial

upgrading is not much reduced as compared with full upgrading. Therefore,

the only choice currently is no upgrading or full upgrading. Other goals could

be to achieve breakthroughs in upgrading technologies—such as nonthermal

coking methods that would use far less energy or such as gasification at 800°
C (1470°F), which is far less than current commercial temperatures. The tech-

nology where changes do occur involves combustion of the oil in situ. The con-

cept of any combustion technology requires that the oil be partially combusted

and that thermal decomposition occur to other parts of the oil. This is sufficient

to cause irreversible chemical and physical changes to the oil to the extent that

the product is markedly different to the oil in place. Recognition of this phenom-

enon is essential before combustion technologies are applied to oil recovery.

Although this improvement in properties may not appear to be too drastic,

nevertheless, it usually is sufficient to have major advantages for refinery oper-

ators. Any incremental increase in the units of hydrogen/carbon ratio can save

amounts of costly hydrogen during upgrading. The same principles are also

operative for reductions in the nitrogen, sulfur, and oxygen contents. This latter

occurrence also improves catalyst life and activity and reduces the metal

content.

In short, in situ recovery processes (although less efficient in terms of bitu-

men recovery relative to mining operations) may have the added benefit of leav-
ing some of the more obnoxious constituents (from the processing objective) in

the ground. Processes that offer the potential for partial upgrading during recov-

ery are varied but usually follow a surface process. Not that this be construed as

an easy task, there are many disadvantages that arise from attempting in situ

upgrading.

Finally, there is not a single in situ recovery process that will be applicable to

all reservoirs, and no single recovery process will be able to access all the heavy

oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen in a given reservoir. To achieve max-

imum recovery, it will be necessary to apply a combination of different pro-

cesses, for example, a steam-based recovery process followed by in situ

combustion, followed by in situ upgrading, followed by bioconversion of the

residual hydrocarbon derivatives. This type of sequential recovery will require

careful planning to ensure that the optimum sequence and timing is applied.

To achieve partial upgrading during recovery requires a further sequential

operation before a transportable produced. A multistep system is required to

achieve the necessary aims of heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen

recovery with partial upgrading. What this might be is currently unknown, but

there are possibilities. Thus, a major decision at the time of recovery of heavy

oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen is to acknowledge the practical

(or impractical) aspects of upgrading during recovery, partial upgrading at
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the surface, or full upgrading in a conversion refinery. For the purposes of this

text only, upgrading in a conversion refinery has been assumed as the means of

upgrading one or all of the three viscous feedstocks.

Furthermore, in hydroconversion processes such as LC-Fining and H-Oil

where the NiMo or CoMo catalysts supported on alumina are used, it is crucial

that the pore network of the support offers the maximum accessibility to asphal-

tene constituents. In order to produce lower-boiling products, the asphaltene

constituents should be able to diffuse into the pore channels and then reach

the active sites of the catalyst. The first active site that is accessible to the

asphaltene constituents is the pore mouth, where plugging by metal deposition

and/or coke deposition occurs. Hence, reaction rates of asphaltene conversion

and demetallation could be controlled by the pore diffusion of reacting

substances.

During hydroprocessing, the asphaltene constituents undergo a multitude

of reactions involving both cracking and hydrogenation, which change their

initial structure and relationship with the other constituents of the feedstocks

(Speight, 1994, 2014a,b,c). Thus, below 350°C (650°F)—which is arbitrarily

selected for convenience here as the cracking temperature—where cracking

is minimal or certainly at a low level, the reaction chemistry is dominated

by hydrogenation reactions, whereas above 350°C (650°F), cracking reac-

tions play a greater role, thereby causing a rupture of alkyl side chains (deal-

kylation of aromatic moieties) and cracking of naphthene derivatives. The

transition between these two reactions is more predominant within and

above the temperature range 370–390°C (695–735°F), but it must be remem-

bered that the so-called cracking temperature or the cracking range is

feedstock-dependent.

Thus, with the complexity of the asphaltene fraction and the complex

chemical structures of the individual constituents, any modification in the

constitutional groups is very likely to alter the solubility/compatibility, and

precipitation may occur within the catalyst pore system. At higher processing

temperatures, cracking becomes dominant, yielding reacted asphaltene con-

stituents with lower solubility and a higher tendency for incompatibility.

As these reactions progress, the chemical structure of maltenes tends toward

a higher degree of aliphatic character, and incompatibility (deposition) of the

reacted asphaltene constituents is assured.

The problems related to the behavior of the asphaltene constituents can

quickly reduce the benefits of processing a viscous feedstock. For example,

incompatibility and/or extensive fouling in the feedstock preheat train may

occur (Speight, 2015b) resulting in decreased energy efficiency, increased

emissions of carbon dioxide, and increased frequency at which heat exchangers

need to be cleaned. In a worst-case scenario, crude throughput may be reduced

leading to significant financial losses.

Thus, heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen, while offering initial

pricing advantages, may have composition problems that can cause severe prob-

lems at the refinery, harming infrastructure, yield, and profitability. Before
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refining, there is the need for comprehensive evaluations of these feedstocks,

giving the potential buyer and seller the needed data to make informed decisions

regarding fair pricing and the suitability of a particular crude oil as a feedstock

for the refinery. This will assist the refiner to manage the ever-changing crude

oil quality input to a refinery—including quality and quantity requirements and

situations, crude oil variations, contractual specifications, and risks associated

with such viscous feedstocks.

Finally, the limitations of processing these viscous feedstocks depend to a

large extent on the tendency for coke formation and the deposition of metals

and coke on the catalyst due to the higher molecular weight (low volatility) and

heteroatom content. However, the essential step required of refineries is the

upgrading of viscous feedstocks (McKetta, 1992; Dickenson et al., 1997).

Also, there is one aspect of upgrading that cannot be ignored, and it relates

to the compatibility/incompatibility of the refinery feedstocks. Blending feed-

stocks that are incompatible (Chapter 5) can lead to extensive fouling and pro-

cessing difficulties due to unstable asphaltene constituents (Speight, 2014a,b,

2015b, 2017).

In fact, the increasing supply of viscous refinery feedstocks is a matter of

serious concern for the refining industry. In order to satisfy the changing pattern

of product demand, significant investments in refining conversion processes

will be necessary to profitably utilize these viscous refinery feedstocks. The

most efficient and economical solution to this problem will depend to a large

extent on individual country and company situations.
3. Refinery Configuration

Crude oil refineries were originally designed and operated to run within a nar-

row range of crude oil feedstock and to produce a relatively fixed slate of crude

oil products. Since the 1970s, refiners had to increase their flexibility in order to

adapt to a more volatile environment. Several possible paths may be used by

refiners to increase their flexibility within existing refineries. Examples of these

paths are change in the severity of operating rules of some process units by vary-

ing the range of inputs used, thus achieving a slight change in output. Alterna-

tively, refiners can install new processes, and this alternate scenario offers the

greatest flexibility but is limited by the constraint of strict complementary of the

new units with the rest of the existing plant and involves a higher risk than the

previous ones. It is not surprising that many refiners decide to modify existing

processes.

To convert a feedstock into the desired products in an economically feasible

and environmentally acceptable manner, refinery processes for crude oil are

generally divided into three categories: (i) separation processes, of which dis-

tillation is the prime example; (ii) conversion processes, of which coking and

catalytic cracking are prime examples; and (iii) finishing processes, of which

hydrotreating to remove sulfur is a prime example (Parkash, 2003; Gary

et al., 2007; Speight, 2014a, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017).
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However, the configuration of refineries may vary from refinery to refinery.

Some refineries may be more oriented toward the production of gasoline (large

reforming and/or catalytic cracking), whereas the configuration of other refin-

eries may be more oriented toward the production of middle distillates such as

jet fuel and gas oil.
3.1 Topping Refinery and Hydroskimming Refinery

The simplest refinery configuration is the topping refinery (Table 7.10 and

Fig. 7.6), which is designed to prepare feedstocks for petrochemical
TABLE 7.10 General Description of Refinery Types

Refinery Type Processes Name Complexity Complexity

Topping Distillation Skimming Low 1

Hydroskimming Distillation Hydroskimming Moderate 3

Reforming

Hydrotreating

Conversion Distillation Cracking High 6

Fluid catalytic

cracking

Hydrocracking

Reforming

Alkylation

Hydrotreating

Deep

conversion

Distillation Coking Very high 10

Coking

Fluid catalytic

cracking

Hydrocracking

Reforming

Alkylation

Hydrotreating

Indicates refinery complexity on an arbitrary scale of 1–10, with 10 being the most complex.
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manufacture or for the production of industrial fuels in remote oil production

areas. The topping refinery consists of tankage, a distillation unit, recovery

facilities for gases and low-boiling hydrocarbon derivatives, and necessary util-

ity systems (steam, power, and water treatment plants).

A topping refinery (sometimes referred to as a modular mini refinery) is best

utilized in emerging economies and in remote locations where naphtha and ker-

osene are needed. The local crude oil is typically the lowest cost feedstock

because the transportation costs are minimized. A topping refinery with a vis-

cous heavy crude and low API gravity will produce more fuel oil and less naph-

tha and kerosene. A crude oil with a high API gravity will produce less fuel oil

and more naphtha and kerosene. Additionally, the sulfur content of the refinery

feedstock determines refinery cost being as low-sulfur crudes may not require

hydrotreaters.

Thus, a topping refinery will produce substantial quantities of unfinished

products and is highly dependent on local markets, but the addition of hydro-

treating and reforming units to this basic configuration results in a more flexible

hydroskimming refinery (Table 7.10 and Fig. 7.7), which can also produce desul-
furized distillate fuels and high-octane gasoline. These refineries may produce

up to half of their output as residual fuel oil, and they face increasing market loss

as the demand for low-sulfur (even no-sulfur) and high-sulfur fuel oil increases.

http://www.britannica.com/bcom/eb/article/idxref/0/0,5716,624137,00.html
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A hydroskimming refinery is a refinery equipped with an atmospheric dis-

tillation unit, a naphtha reforming unit, and the necessary treating processes.

A hydroskimming refinery is therefore more complex than a topping refinery
(which just separates the crude into its constituent petroleum products by atmo-

spheric distillation and produces naphtha). However, a hydroskimming refinery

produces a surplus of fuel with a relatively unattractive price and demand.

The ability to switch between light and heavy crudes means that one crude

may require a larger naphtha hydrotreater, a larger naphtha reformer, and a

larger kerosene hydrotreater, whereas the other may not.
3.2 Conversion Refinery

The most versatile refinery configuration is known as the conversion refinery,
of which the refinery based on coking technology (Table 7.10 and Fig. 7.8) and

the refinery based on catalytic cracking (Fig. 7.9) are examples. In this

context, the term conversion is the difference in the amount of unconverted

oil between the feedstock and in the product(s) divided by the amount of uncon-

verted oil in the feedstock.

Most refineries therefore add vacuum distillation and catalytic cracking,

which adds one more level of complexity by reducing fuel oil by conversion

http://www.britannica.com/bcom/eb/article/idxref/0/0,5716,624138,00.html
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to low-boiling distillates and middle distillates. A coking refinery adds further

complexity to the cracking refinery by high conversion of fuel oil into distillates

and petroleum coke. Thus, a conversion refinery incorporates all the basic units

found in both the topping and hydroskimming refineries, but it also features gas-

oil conversion plants such as catalytic cracking and hydrocracking units; olefin

conversion plants such as alkylation or polymerization units; and, frequently,

coking units for sharply reducing or eliminating the production of residual fuels.

A modern conversion refinery may produce two-thirds of the product output

as unleaded gasoline, with the balance distributed between liquefied petroleum

gas, jet fuel, diesel fuel, and a small quantity of coke. Many such refineries also

incorporate solvent extraction processes for manufacturing lubricants and pet-

rochemical units with which to recover propylene, benzene, toluene, and

xylenes for further processing into polymers.

Finally, the yields and quality of refined crude oil products produced by any

given refinery depend on the mixture of crude oil used as feedstock and the con-

figuration of the refinery facilities (Speight, 2013a, 2014a).
4. Upgrading

The influx of heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen into the refinery

system can offset the shortages of conventional crude oil, but there is also the

recognition of the need for increased refining capacity in terms of the units that

can process these feedstocks (McGrath and Houde, 1999; Al-Marshed et al.,

2015). New viscous feedstock upgrading capacity needs to be incorporated into

existing refineries, or it could be built in separate, stand-alone upgrading facil-

ities. If the oil is too viscous to transport by pipeline and/or there is the need for

heat or energy at the production site, heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand

bitumen upgrading in the field is attractive and may avoid extensive modifica-

tions of existing refineries (Hart, 2014). Traditional processes of viscous feed-

stocks, such as coking or hydrocracking, are expensive processes that require

processing on the large scale to be viable. Thus, heavy oil, extra heavy oil,

and tar sand bitumen refining is now in a significant transition period as the

industry moves further into the 21st century and the demand for crude oil prod-

ucts has shown a sharp growth in recent decades (Speight, 2011).

In order to satisfy the changing pattern of product demand, significant

investments in refining conversion processes will be necessary to profitably

utilize viscous feedstocks. The most efficient and economical solution to this

problem will depend to a large extent on individual refinery situations and

the process temperature and pressure (Fig. 7.10) and feedstock conversion

(Fig. 7.11). However, the most promising technologies will likely involve cur-

rent (or modified) processes that are applied to the conversion of vacuum

residua. But technologies are needed that will take the feedstock beyond current

limits and, at the same time, reduce the amount of coke and other nonessential

products (Fig. 7.1). Such a goal may require the use of two or more technologies
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in series rather than an attempt to develop a whole new one-stop conversion

technology. Such is the nature of the modern refinery.

The manner in which refineries convert heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar

sand bitumen into low-boiling high-value products has become a major focus

of operations with new concepts evolving into new processes (Khan and

Patmore, 1998; Speight, 2000, 2014a, 2017). Even though they may not be

classed as conversion processes per se, pretreatment processes for removing

asphaltene constituents, metals, sulfur, and nitrogen constituents are also impor-

tant and can play an important role.

New processes for the conversion of heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand

bitumen will probably be used perhaps not in place of but in conjunction with
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visbreaking and coking options with some degree of hydroprocessing as a pri-

mary conversion step. In addition, other processes may replace or, more likely,

augment the deasphalting units in many refineries. An exception, which may

become the rule, is the upgrading of bitumen from tar sands (Speight, 1990,

2000, 2014a, 2017). The bitumen is subjected to either delayed coking or fluid

coking as the primary upgrading step without prior distillation or topping. After
primary upgrading, the product streams are hydrotreated and combined to form

a synthetic crude oil that is shipped to a conventional refinery for further pro-

cessing (Speight, 2013c, 2014a, 2017).

To upgrade heavy and extra heavy crude oils, two basic technological routes

are known: (i) carbon rejection and (ii) hydrogen addition (Parkash, 2003; Gary

et al., 2007; Speight, 2014a, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017).

The upgrading process applied to heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand

bitumen is based on the use of delayed coking as the principal technology,

but the high coke production makes it necessary to analyze and develop a very

serious consideration of other upgrading options, different from carbon rejec-

tion, such as hydrogen addition and other new technological upgrading pro-

posals. The technology of hydrogen addition is a great advance, but one of

the more important problems to solve in the hydrocarbon upgrading program

is the ecological issue. Those hydrocarbon derivatives contain high concentra-

tions of sulfur and metals, particularly nickel and vanadium. The processing

implies a coke and sulfur generation greater than that of the light crude oil

and medium crude oil and a larger amount of effluents and emissions to the

atmosphere. Also, a high level of consciousness must be developed about

the environmental impact of the extraction, transportation, upgrading, proces-

sing, and consumption of hydrocarbon derivatives with these characteristics,

and technological solutions to preserve the ecological and environmental equi-

librium of the affected area must be proposed and implemented as well.

In order to satisfy the changing patterns of feedstock slate and product

demand, significant investments in refining conversion processes will be nec-

essary to profitably utilize viscous feedstocks. The most efficient and econom-

ical solution to this problem will depend to a large extent on individual refinery

situations, and this may require the use of two or more technologies in series

rather than an attempt to develop a new one-stop technology for bitumen con-

version (Speight, 2011).

The manner in which refineries convert tar sand bitumen into low-boiling

high-value products has become a major focus of operations with new concepts

evolving into new processes (Khan and Patmore, 1998; Speight, 2000).

For example, refineries can have any one or a conjunction of several con-

figurations, but the refinery of the future will of necessity be required to be a

conversion refinery, which incorporates all the basic building blocks found

in both the topping refinery and the hydroskimming refinery, but it also features
gas-oil conversion plants such as catalytic cracking and hydrocracking units;

olefin conversion plants such as alkylation or polymerization units; and,
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frequently, coking units for sharply reducing or eliminating the production of

residual fuels. Many such refineries also incorporate solvent extraction pro-

cesses for manufacturing lubricants and petrochemical units with which to

recover high-purity petrochemical feedstocks and petrochemical products.

Conceivably, tar sand bitumen could be upgraded in the same manner and,

depending upon the upgrading facility, upgraded further for sales. However,

this is not to be construed that bitumen upgrading will always involve a coking
step as the primary upgrading step. Other options, including some presented

elsewhere (Speight, 2014a,b,c), could well become predominant methods for

upgrading in the future.

There are several proved technologies used worldwide in refineries and

upgrading complexes for heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen that

are described in the following chapters: (i) thermal cracking processes

(Chapter 8), catalytic cracking (Chapter 9), (iii) hydrotreating (Chapter 10),

(iv) hydrocracking (Chapter 11), (v) solvent treatment (Chapter 12), (vi) gasi-

fication (Chapter 13), and (vii) bioconversion (Chapter 14). These aspects of

viscous feedstock conversion will not be discussed any further at this point

but are the main focus of later chapters.
5. Options

Modern conversion refineries may produce two-thirds of their output as

unleaded gasoline, with the balance distributed between liquefied petroleum

gas, jet fuel, diesel fuel, and a small quantity of coke. Many such refineries also

incorporate solvent extraction processes for manufacturing lubricants and petro-

chemical units with which to recover propylene, benzene, toluene, and xylenes

for further processing into polymers. Also, many refineries offer options that can

be accepted for upgrading viscous feedstocks.

The first option is to upgrade the viscous feedstock (partially or fully by the

application of the appropriate processing steps) at or near to the wellhead, leav-

ing much of the asphaltene-type material behind as coke, and the upgraded

material will then be sent by pipeline as synthetic crude oil. With this method,

the oil is fractionated, and the residue is coked—the products of the coking

operation—and in some cases, some of the residue may also be hydrotreated

in a field unit. The hydrotreated materials are recombined with the fractionated

low-boiling materials to form synthetic crude that is then transported to market

in a pipeline.

Examples of this type of processing can be seen in the current Canadian tar

sand operations around Fort McMurray in Alberta, Canada (Parkash, 2003;

Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2011, 2014a, 2015a,b, 2017; Hsu and Robinson,

2017). The first option can be made more workable by the presence of abundant

supplies of natural gas in the area and local electric power source. In addition,

the presence of a scavenger-type catalyst in a relatively mild thermal or hydro-

treating wellhead process can also assure the removal of the major coke formers
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as proto-coke—proto-coke is the material formed in the initial stages of the

thermal process and has also been referred to as reacted asphaltene constituents

(Speight and Moschopedis, 1979; Speight, 2014a). With the installation of suit-

able flue gas cleaning options, the proto-coke can be sued as process fuel. This

concept can be extended to include a partial upgrading facility in which the vis-

cous feedstock is upgraded to a level that make sit suitable for transportation

(Motaghi et al., 2010a, 2010b, 2010c; Speight, 2013a, 2014a, 2017).

The second option is to build upgrading facilities at an established transpor-

tation terminal with abundant gas and electric resources. The liquid products

from a coking operation can be hydrotreated and mixed back with the virgin

materials. A pipeline from the upgrader to the oil field transports cutter stock

to the oil field in sufficient quantity to produce pipeline-acceptable crude from

the viscous feedstocks. There are several examples of this kind of facility

located in the Jose, Venezuela, area that enable the production of extra heavy

oil from the Orinoco River Basin (Venezuela).

A third option is to use conventional crude oil that is located in the general

area to blend with the viscous feedstock to produce an acceptable pipeline mate-

rial (Hart, 2014). While a seemingly viable option on paper, this option has a

number of limitations. For example, the viscous feedstock production could

be limited by the amount of conventional crude oil that is available for dilution.

Another problem is the potential for incompatibility of the viscous feedstock

and the conventional crude oil (Chapter 5) that would limit (perhaps even pro-

hibit) the amount of dilution and the amount of viscous feedstock produced

(Speight, 2011, 2014a).

The fourth and not always the final option—there may be other unforeseen

options lurking out there that are specific to a particular area—is related to the

established transportation terminal where a substantial oil field is located far

from other fields, from power or from natural gas. This option includes building

a reverse pipeline from a refinery to the oil field and a crude pipeline.

A fifth option, which often lurks in the sidelines, is the concept of the gas-

ification refinery (Chapter 13) that could well be the most popular option in the

future refinery (Chapter 16). Installation of a gasification unit would offer a

technology not currently available in a nongasification refinery operation.

The refinery would produce synthesis gas (from the viscous feedstock) from

which liquid fuels would be manufactured using Fischer-Tropsch synthesis

technology (Chadeesingh, 2011; Speight, 2011, 2013a,b, 2014c; Luque and

Speight, 2015).

Briefly, the gasifier differs from a combustor in that the amount of air or

oxygen available inside the gasifier is carefully controlled so that only a rel-

atively small portion of the fuel burns completely. The partial oxidation

process provides the heat, and rather than combustion, most of the carbon-

containing feedstock is chemically broken apart by the heat and pressure

applied in the gasifier resulting in the chemical reactions that produce

synthesis gas.
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Synthesis gas (syngas) is the name given to a gas mixture that contains vary-

ing amounts of carbon monoxide and hydrogen generated by the gasification of

a carbon-containing fuel to a gaseous product with a heating value. The com-

position of the synthesis gas will vary because of dependence upon the condi-

tions in the gasifier and the type of feedstock. Examples include the gasification

of coal or viscous feedstocks (Speight, 2011). Synthesis gas is used as a source

of hydrogen or as an intermediate in producing hydrocarbon derivatives using

the Fischer-Tropsch synthesis (Chadeesingh, 2011). Viscous feedstock and

biomass cogasification is therefore one of the most technically and economi-

cally convincing energy provision possibilities for a potentially carbon-neutral

economy.

As a final note on this issue, viscous feedstock refining by gasification

(Chapter 13) could well be the answer to viscous feedstock upgrading. The inte-

gration of gasification technology into a refinery offers alternate processing

options for viscous feedstocks. Thus, the refinery of the future will have a gas-

ification section devoted to the conversion of viscous feedstocks (including

blends with coal and/or biomass) to produce Fischer-Tropsch hydrocarbon

derivatives. Many refineries already have gasification capabilities, but the trend

will increase to the point (over the next two decades) where nearly all refineries

will feel the need to construct a gasification section to handle viscous

feedstocks.

Since a refinery is a group of integrated manufacturing plants (Fig. 7.1) that

are selected to give a balanced production of salable products in amounts that

are in accord with the demand for each, it is necessary to prevent the accumu-

lation of nonsalable products; the refinery must be flexible and be able to

change operations as needed. The complexity of heavy oil, extra heavy oil,

and tar sand bitumen is emphasized insofar as the actual amounts of the products

vary significantly from one crude oil to another (Speight, 2014a, 2017).

Cavitation processing has been proposed as an environmentally friendly

(low-temperature) alternative to solvent dilution or heat treatment of bitumen

and other viscous oils to reduce viscosity and, hence, improve transportability

(Yen, 1997; Fomitchev-Zamilov, 2014; Mohapatra and Kirpalani, 2016;

Kirpalani and Mohapatra, 2017). Over the range of sonication frequencies

(20kHz–1.1MHz), the sonication frequency of 574kHz with 50% power input

resulted in low asphaltene content and lower viscosity suitable for improved

transportability. Furthermore, comparisons of different conditions of sonication

frequencies and power inputs were carried out to investigate the effect of ultra-

sound on properties of asphaltene (elemental analysis and metal content). The

sonication treatment of bitumen under different conditions of frequencies and

acoustic power decreased the H/C ratio. These results showed higher content of

aromatic hydrogen and lower content of aliphatic hydrogen in bitumen treated

under different conditions of sonication frequencies and intensity. The lowered

metal content can be attributed to the reduced asphaltene formation as a result of

sonication treatment of bitumen.
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No matter what option is selected for viscous feedstock upgrading, there

remains the need for hydrogen at some point of the refinery scenario in order

to (i) facilitate the conversion of the viscous feedstock to lower-boiling product

while reducing the potential yield of coke and (ii) to assure that the primary

products can be treated to meet sales specification.
6. Hydrogen Production

Throughout the previous sections of this chapter, there have been several

acknowledgments of a very important property of crude oil and crude oil prod-

ucts. And that is the hydrogen content or the use of hydrogen during refining in

hydrotreating processes, such as desulfurization, and in hydroconversion pro-

cesses, such as hydrocracking. Although the hydrogen recycle gas may contain

up to 40% by volume of other gases (usually hydrocarbon derivatives), hydro-

treater catalyst life is a strong function of hydrogen partial pressure. While this

aspect is presented in more detail elsewhere (Chapter 15), it is worthy of com-

ment in the context of this chapter.

A critical issue facing the modern refineries is the changing landscape in

processing viscous feedstock into refined transportation fuels under an environ-

ment of increasingly more stringent clean fuel regulations; decreasing fuel oil

demand; and increasingly viscous, more sour crude supply. Hydrogen network

optimization is at the forefront of world refinery options to address clean fuel

trends, to meet growing transportation fuel demands, and to continue to make a

profit from their crudes (Speight, 2016). A key element of a hydrogen network

analysis in a refinery involves the capture of hydrogen in its fuel streams and

extending its flexibility and processing options. Thus, innovative hydrogen net-

work optimization will be a critical factor influencing refinery future operating

flexibility and profitability in a shifting world of crude feedstock supplies and

ultralow-sulfur (ULS) gasoline and diesel fuel.

As hydrogen use has become more widespread in refineries, hydrogen pro-

duction has moved from the status of a high-tech specialty operation to an inte-

gral feature of most refineries. This has been made necessary by the increase in

hydrotreating and hydrocracking, including the treatment of progressively

heavier feedstocks. In fact, the use of hydrogen in thermal processes is perhaps

the single most significant advance in refining technology during the 20th cen-

tury. The continued increase in hydrogen demand over the last several decades

is a result of the conversion of crude oil to match changes in product slate and

the supply of viscous, high-sulfur oil and in order to make lower-boiling,

cleaner, and more salable products. There are also many reasons other than

product quality for using hydrogen in processes adding to the need to add hydro-

gen at relevant stages of the refining process and, most importantly, according

to the availability of hydrogen.

With the increasing need for clean fuels, the production of hydrogen for

refining purposes requires a major effort by refiners. In fact, the trend to
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increase the number of hydrogenation (hydrocracking and/or hydrotreating)
processes in refineries coupled with the need to process the heavier oils, which

require substantial quantities of hydrogen for upgrading because of the

increased use of hydrogen in hydrocracking processes, has resulted in vastly

increased demands for this gas. The hydrogen demands can be estimated to a

very rough approximation using API gravity and the extent of the reaction, par-

ticularly the hydrodesulfurization reaction (Speight, 2000, 2014a, 2017;

Ancheyta and Speight, 2007). But accurate estimation requires equivalent pro-

cess parameters and a thorough understanding of the nature of each process.

Thus, as hydrogen production grows, a better understanding of the capabilities

and requirements of a hydrogen plant becomes ever more important to overall

refinery operations as a means of making the best use of hydrogen supplies in

the refinery.
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Chapter 8
Thermal Cracking Processes
1. Introduction

Distillation has remained a major refinery process and a process to which

almost every crude oil that enters the refinery is subjected (Speight, 2014,

2017). However, not all crude oils yield the same distillation products nor

are all oils amenable to the distillation process as the first step in refining. In

fact, the nature of the refinery feedstock—especially heavy oil, extra heavy

oil, and tar sand bitumen—dictates the processes that may be required for refin-

ing, and balancing product yield with demand is a necessary part of refinery

operations (Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and

Robinson, 2017).

However, the balancing of product yield and market demand, without the

manufacture of large quantities of fractions having low commercial value,

has long required processes for the conversion of hydrocarbon derivatives of

one molecular weight range and/or structure into some other molecular weight

range and/or structure. Basic processes for this are still the so-called cracking

processes in which relatively high-boiling constituents are cracked, that is,

thermally decomposed into lower-molecular-weight, smaller, lower-boiling

molecules, although reforming alkylation, polymerization, and hydrogen-

refining processes have wide applications in making premium-quality products

(Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Hsu and Robinson, 2017; Speight,

2014, 2017).

After 1910 and the conclusion of World War I, the demand for automotive

(and other) fuels began to outstrip the market requirements for kerosene, and

refiners, needing to stay abreast of the market pull, were pressed to develop

new technologies to increase gasoline yields. There being finite amounts of

straight-run distillate fuels in viscous feedstocks, refiners had, of necessity,

the urgency to develop processes to produce additional amounts of these fuels.

The conversion of coal and oil shale to liquid through the agency of cracking

had been known for centuries, and the production of various distillate fuels from

crude oil through thermal methods had been known since at least the inception

of Greek fire in earlier centuries.
Heavy Oil Recovery and Upgrading. https://doi.org/10.1016/B978-0-12-813025-4.00008-8
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The discovery that higher-molecular-weight (higher-boiling) materials

could be decomposed to lower-molecular-weight (lower-boiling) products

was used to increase the production of kerosene and was called cracking distil-
lation. In the process, a batch of crude oil was heated until most of the kerosene

was distilled from it and the overhead material became dark in color. At this

point, the still fires were lowered, the rate of distillation decreased, and the vis-

cous oil was held in the hot zone, during which time some of the high-molec-

ular-weight hydrocarbon derivatives were decomposed and rearranged into

lower-molecular-weight products. After a suitable time, the still fires were

increased, and distillation continued in the normal way. The overhead product,

however, was a lower-boiling fraction suitable for kerosene instead of the

higher-boiling fraction that would otherwise have been produced. Thus, it

was not surprising that such technologies were adapted for the fledgling crude

oil industry.

Thus, thermal cracking is a high-temperature process (in some cases, pres-

sure is also applied) in which the constituents of petroleum are decomposed

under the iinfluence of heat to break molecular bonds and yield products having

a lower molecular weight than the feedstock. The process is one of several

cracking methods used in the petroleum industry to process crude oil and other

petroleum products for commercial use, and the major process variables are

(i) feedstock type, (ii) temperature, (iii) pressure, and (iv) residence time in

the hot zone, which need to be considered to maximize the yield of distillates

and minimize the yield of coke (Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014,

2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017).

The earliest processes, which involved thermal cracking, consisted of heat-

ing heavier oils (for which there was a low market requirement) in pressurized

reactors and thereby cracking or splitting their large molecules into the smaller

ones that form the low-boiling, more valuable fractions such as gasoline, ker-

osene, and low-boiling industrial fuels. Gasoline manufactured by thermal

cracking processes performed better in automobile engines than gasoline

derived from straight distillation of crude oil. The development of more pow-

erful aircraft engines in the late 1930s gave rise to a need to increase the com-

bustion characteristics of gasoline to improve engine performance. Thus, during

World War II and the late 1940s, improved refining processes involving the use

of catalysts led to further improvements in the quality of transportation fuels and

further increased their supply.

The1950s and1960sbrought a large-scale demand for jet fuel andhigh-quality

lubricating oils. The continuing increase in demand for crude oil products also

heightened the need to process a wider variety of crude oils into high-quality

products. Catalytic reforming of naphtha (Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007;

Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017) replaced the earlier thermal

reforming process and became the leading process for upgrading fuel qualities

to meet the needs of higher-compression engines. Hydrocracking, a catalytic

cracking process conducted in the presence of hydrogen (Parkash, 2003;
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Garyet al., 2007;Speight, 2014, 2017;HsuandRobinson, 2017),was developed to

be a versatile manufacturing process for increasing the yields of either gasoline or

jet fuels.

In the early stages of thermal cracking process development, processes were

generally classified as either liquid phase, high pressure (350–1500psi), and
low temperature (400–510°C, 750–950°F) or vapor phase, low pressure

(<200psi), and high temperature (540–650°C, 1000–1200°F). In reality, the

processes were mixed phase with no process really being entirely liquid or

vapor phase, but the classification (like many classifications of crude oil and

related areas) was still used as a matter of convenience (Parkash, 2003; Gary

et al., 2007; Hsu and Robinson, 2017; Speight, 2014).

The early processes were classified as liquid-phase processes and had the

following advantages over vapor-phase processes: (i) large yields of gasoline

of moderate octane number, (ii) low gas yields, (iii) ability to use a wide variety

of feedstocks, (iv) long cycle time due to low coke formation, and (v) flexibility

and ease of control. However, the vapor-phase processes had the advantages of

operation at lower pressures and the production of a higher-octane gasoline due

to the increased production of olefin derivatives and low-boiling aromatic

derivatives. However, there were many disadvantages that curtailed the devel-

opment of vapor-phase processes: (i) temperatures were required that the steel

alloys available at the time could not tolerate, (ii) there were high gas yields and

resulting losses since the gases were normally not recovered, and (iii) there was

a high production of olefinic compounds that created naphtha with poor stability

(increased tendency to form undesirable gum) (Mushrush and Speight, 1995;

Speight, 2014) that required subsequent treating of the gasoline to stabilize it

against gum formation. The vapor-phase processes were not considered suitable

for the production of large quantities of gasoline but did find application in pet-

rochemical manufacture due to the high concentration of olefin derivatives

produced.

It is generally recognized that the most important part of any refinery, after

the distillation units, is the gasoline (and liquid fuels) manufacturing facilities;

other facilities are added to manufacture additional products as indicated by

technical feasibility and economic gain. More equipment is used in the manu-

facture of gasoline, the equipment is more elaborate, and the processes are more

complex than for any other product. Among the processes that have been used

for liquid fuel production are thermal cracking, catalytic cracking, thermal

reforming, catalytic reforming, polymerization, alkylation, coking, and distilla-

tion of fractions directly from crude oil (Fig. 8.1). Each of these processes may

be carried out in a number of ways, which differ in details of operation, essential

equipment, or both (Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Hsu and Robinson, 2017;

Speight, 2014).

Thermal processes are essentially processes that decompose, rearrange, or

combine hydrocarbon molecules by the application of heat. The major variables

involved are feedstock type, time, temperature, and pressure and, as such, are
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usually considered in promoting cracking (thermal decomposition) of the

heavier molecules to lower-molecular-weight products and in minimizing coke

formation. Thus, one of the earliest processes used in the crude oil industry is the

noncatalytic conversion of higher-boiling crude oil stocks into lower-boiling

products, known as thermal cracking.
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The thermal decomposition (cracking) of high-molecular-weight hydrocar-

bon derivatives to lower molecular weight and normally more valuable hydro-

carbon derivatives has long been practiced in the crude oil refining industry.

Although catalytic cracking has generally replaced thermal cracking, noncata-

lytic cracking processes using high temperature to achieve the decomposition

are still in operation. In several cases, thermal cracking processes to produce

specific desired products or to dispose of specific undesirable charge streams

are being operated or installed. The purpose of this chapter is to provide basic

information to assist the practicing engineer/crude oil refiner to (i) determine if

a particular thermal cracking process would be suitable for a specific applica-

tion and could fit into the overall operation, (ii) develop a basic design for a

thermal cracking process, and (iii) operate an existing or proposed process.

Conventional thermal cracking is the thermal decomposition, under pres-

sure, of high-molecular-weight constituents (higher molecular weight and

higher boiling than gasoline constituents) to form lower-molecular-weight

(and lower-boiling) species. Thus, the thermal cracking process is designed

to produce gasoline from higher-boiling charge stocks, and any unconverted

or mildly cracked charge components (compounds that have been partially

decomposed but are still higher boiling than gasoline) are usually recycled to

extinction to maximize gasoline production. A moderate quantity of low-

boiling hydrocarbon gases is also formed. As thermal cracking proceeds, reac-

tive unsaturated molecules are formed that continue to react and can ultimately

create higher-molecular-weight species that are relatively hydrogen-deficient

and readily form coke. Thus, they cannot be recycled without excessive coke

formation and are therefore removed from the system as cycle fuel oil.

When crude oil fractions are heated to temperatures over 350°C (660°F), the
rates of the thermal cracking cause thermal decomposition to proceed at signif-

icant rates (Speight, 2000, 2014). Thermal decomposition does not require the

addition of catalyst, and therefore, this approach is the oldest technology avail-

able for residue conversion. The severity of thermal processing determines the

conversion and the product characteristics. Thermal treatment of residues

ranges from mild treatment for reduction of viscosity to ultrapyrolysis (high-
temperature cracking at very short residence time) for complete conversion

to olefin derivatives and low-boiling products (light ends). The higher the tem-

perature, the shorter the time required to achieve a given conversion but, in

many cases, with a change in the chemistry of the reaction. The severity of

the process conditions is the combination of reaction time and temperature to

achieve a given conversion.

Thermal reactions, however, can give rise to a variety of different reactions

so that selectivity for a given product changes with temperature and pressure.

The mild- and high-severity processes are frequently used for processing of

heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen, while conditions similar to

ultrapyrolysis (high temperature and very short residence time) are only used

commercially for cracking ethane, propane, butane, and low-boiling distillate
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feeds to produce ethylene and higher-molecular-weight olefin derivatives. Suf-

ficiently, high temperatures convert oils entirely to gases and coke; cracking

conditions are controlled to produce as much as possible of the desired product,

which is usually gasoline but may be cracked gases for petrochemicals or a

lower-viscosity oil for use as a fuel oil. The feedstock, or cracking stock,

may be almost any fraction obtained from crude oil, but the greatest amount

of cracking is carried out on gas oils, a term that refers to the portion of crude

oil boiling between the fuel oils (kerosene and/or stove oil) and the residuum.

Heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen are also cracked, but the pro-

cesses are somewhat different from those used for gas oils.

Thus, thermal conversion processes are designed to increase the yield of

lower-boiling products obtainable from crude oil either directly (by means of

the production of gasoline components from higher-boiling feedstocks) or indi-

rectly (by production of olefin derivatives and the like, which are precursors of

the gasoline components). These processes may also be characterized by the

physical state (liquid and/or vapor phase) in which the decomposition occurs.

The state depends on the nature of the feedstock and conditions of pressure and

temperature.

From the chemical viewpoint, the products of cracking are very different

from those obtained directly from crude oil—the products are nonindigenous

to crude oil because they are created from crude oil by application of an external

force (heat). When a twelve-carbon atom hydrocarbon typical of straight-run

gas oil is cracked or broken into two parts, one may be a six-carbon paraffin

hydrocarbon and the other a six-carbon olefin hydrocarbon:

CH3 CH2ð Þ10CH3 !CH3 CH2ð Þ4CH3 +CH2 ¼CH CH2ð Þ3CH3

The paraffin may be the same as is found in straight-run (distilled) gaso-
line, but the olefin is new. Furthermore, the paraffin has an octane number

approaching zero, but the olefin has an octane number approaching 100.

Hence, naphtha formed by cracking (cracked gasoline) has a higher-octane

number than straight-run gasoline. In addition to a large variety of olefin

derivatives, cracking produces high-octane aromatic and branched-chain

hydrocarbon derivatives in higher proportions than are found in straight-run

gasoline. Diolefin derivatives are produced but in relatively small amounts;

they are undesirable in gasoline because they readily combine to form gum.

The overall complexity of such a reaction is illustrated by the following equa-

tions in which the products are subject to the position of bond scission within

the starting molecule:

CH3 CH2ð Þ10CH3 !CH3 CH2ð Þ8CH3 +CH2 ¼CH2

CH3 CH2ð Þ10CH3 !CH3 CH2ð Þ7CH3 +CH2 ¼CHCH3

CH3 CH2ð Þ10CH3 !CH3 CH2ð Þ6CH3 +CH2 ¼CHCH2CH3

CH3 CH2ð Þ10CH3 !CH3 CH2ð Þ5CH3 +CH2 ¼CH CH2ð Þ2CH3
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CH3 CH2ð Þ10CH3 !CH3 CH2ð Þ4CH3 +CH2 ¼CH CH2ð Þ3CH3

CH3 CH2ð Þ10CH3 !CH3 CH2ð Þ3CH3 +CH2 ¼CH CH2ð Þ4CH3

CH3 CH2ð Þ10CH3 !CH3 CH2ð Þ2CH3 +CH2 ¼CH CH2ð Þ5CH3

CH3 CH2ð Þ10CH3 !CH3CH2CH3 +CH2 ¼CH CH2ð Þ6CH3

CH3 CH2ð Þ10CH3 !CH3CH3 +CH2 ¼CH CH2ð Þ7CH3

CH3 CH2ð Þ10CH3 !CH4 +CH2 ¼CH CH2ð Þ8CH3

Furthermore, the primary products (unless the reaction conditions are mon-
itored carefully) will react further to yield secondary, tertiary, and even quater-

nary products.

The hydrocarbon derivatives with the least thermal stability are the paraffin

derivatives, and the olefin derivatives produced by the cracking of paraffin

derivatives are also reactive. Cycloparaffin derivatives (naphthene derivatives)

are less easily cracked, their stability depending mainly on any side chains pre-

sent, but ring splitting may occur, and dehydrogenation can lead to the forma-

tion of unsaturated naphthene derivatives and aromatic derivatives. Aromatic

derivatives are the most stable (refractory) hydrocarbon derivatives, the stabil-
ity depending on the length and stability of side chains. Very severe thermal

cracking of high-molecular-weight constituents can result to the production

of excessive amounts of coke.

The higher-boiling oils produced by cracking are low-viscosity gas oil, high-

viscosity gas oil, and a residual oil, which in the case of thermal cracking is

usually (erroneously) called tar and in the case of catalytic cracking is called

cracked fractionator bottoms. The residual oil may be used as heavy fuel oil,

and gas oils from catalytic cracking are suitable as domestic and industrial fuel

oils or as diesel fuels if blended with straight-run gas oils. Gas oils from thermal

cracking must be mixed with straight-run (distilled) gas oils before they become

suitable for domestic fuel oils and diesel fuels.

The gas oils produced by cracking are an important source of gasoline, and

in a once-through cracking operation, all of the cracked material is separated

into products and may be used as such. However, the cracked gas oils are more

resistant to cracking (more refractory) than straight-run gas oils but can still be

cracked to producemore gasoline. This is done in a recycling operation in which

the cracked gas oil is combined with fresh feed for another trip through the

cracking unit. The operation may be repeated until the cracked gas oil is almost

completely decomposed (cracking to extinction) by recycling (recycling to
extinction) the higher-boiling product, but it is more usual to withdraw part

of the cracked gas oil from the system according to the need for fuel oils.

The extent to which recycling is carried out affects the amount or yield of

cracked gasoline resulting from the process.

The gases formed by cracking are particularly important because of their

chemical properties and their quantity. Only relatively small amounts of
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paraffinic gases are obtained from crude oil, and these are chemically inactive.

Cracking produces both paraffinic gases (e.g., propane, C3H8) and olefinic

gases (e.g., propene, C3H6); the latter are used in the refinery as the feed for

polymerization plants where high-octane polymer gasoline is made. In some

refineries, the gases are used to make alkylate, a high-octane component for avi-

ation gasoline and for motor gasoline. In particular, the cracked gases are the

starting points for many petrochemicals (Speight, 2014).

The importance of solvents in coking has been recognized for many years

(Langer et al., 1961, 1962), but their effects have often been ascribed to

hydrogen-donor reactions rather than phase behavior. The separation of the

phases depends on the solvent characteristics of the liquid. Addition of aromatic

solvents will suppress phase separation, while paraffin derivatives will enhance

separation. Microscopic examination of coke particles often shows evidence for

the presence of a mesophase, spherical domains that exhibit the anisotropic

optical characteristics of liquid crystal. This phenomenon is consistent with

the formation of a second liquid phase; the mesophase liquid is denser than

the rest of the hydrocarbon, has a higher surface tension, and likely wets metal

surfaces better than the rest of the liquid phase. The mesophase characteristic of

coke diminishes as the liquid phase becomes more compatible with the aromatic

material (Speight, 1990, 2000).

Thermal cracking processes for the conversion of higher-boiling feedstocks

to naphtha and kerosene are an obsolete process, since the antiknock require-

ment of modern automobile engines has outstripped the ability of the thermal

cracking process to supply an economical source of high-quality fuel. New units

are rarely installed, but a few refineries still operate thermal cracking units built

in previous decades.

Feedstock properties such as carbon residue (potential coke formation); sul-

fur content (hydrogen needs for desulfurization); metallic constituents (catalyst

rejuvenation); nitrogen content (catalyst rejuvenation); naphthenic or paraffinic

character through use of a characterization factor or similar indicator (potential

for cracking in different ways to give different products); and, to a lesser extent,

asphaltene content (coke formation) since this last parameter is related to sev-

eral of the previous parameters. Process parameters such as time-temperature-

pressure relationships (distillate yield and coke yield), feedstock recycle ratio

(distillate yield and coke yield plus overall conversion), and coke formation

(the lack of liquid production when liquids are the preferred products). Equip-
ment parameters such as batch operation, semicontinuous operation, or contin-

uous operation (residence time and contact with the catalyst, if any); coke

removal; and unit capacity that also dictates residence time. However, it is

not the purpose of this text to present the detail of these three categories, but

they should be borne in mind when considering and deciding upon the potential

utility of any process presented throughout this and subsequent chapters.

In summary, the cracking of crude oil constituents can be visualized as a

series of simple thermal conversions (Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007;
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Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017). The reactions involve the for-

mation of transient highly reactive species that may react further in several ways

to produce the observed product slate (Germain, 1969; Speight, 2000, 2014).

Thus, even though chemistry and physics can be used to explain feedstock reac-

tivity, the main objective of feedstock evaluation (Parkash, 2003; Gary et al.,

2007; Speight, 2014, 2015a,b, 2017, Hsu and Robinson, 2017) is to allow a

degree of predictability of feedstock behavior in thermal processes (Speight,

2000, 2014). And in such instances, chemical principles must be combined with

engineering principles to understand feedstock processability and predictability

of feedstock behavior. In the simplest sense, process planning can be built on an

understanding of the following three parameter groups: (i) feedstock properties,

(ii) process parameters, and (iii) equipment parameters (Speight, 2015a).
2. History

As the demand for gasoline increased with the onset of automobile sales, the

issue of how to produce more gasoline from less crude oil was solved in

1913 by the incorporation of cracking units into refinery operations in which

fractions higher boiling than gasoline were converted into gasoline by thermal

decomposition.

The origins of cracking are unknown. There are records that illustrate the use

of naphtha inGreek fire almost 2000 years ago (Speight, 2014), but whether the

naphtha was produced naturally by distillation or by cracking distillation is not

clear. Cracking was used commercially in the production of oils from coal and

oil shale before the beginning of the modern crude oil industry. From this, the

discovery that the higher-boiling materials from crude oil could be decomposed

to lower-molecular-weight products was used to increase the production of ker-

osene and was called cracking distillation (Kobe and McKetta, 1958).

The precise origins of the modern version of cracking distillation, as applied

in the modern crude oil industry, are also unknown. However, it is essential to

recognize that the production of volatile product by the destructive distillation

of wood and coal was known for many years, if not decades or centuries, before

the birth of the modern crude oil industry. Indeed, the production of spirits of
fire (i.e., naphtha, the flammable constituent of Greek fire) was known from

early times. The occurrence of bitumen at Hit (Mesopotamia) that was used

as mastic by the Assyrians was further developed for use in warfare through

the production of naphtha by destructive distillation.

At the beginning of the 20th century, the yields of gasoline and kerosene

fractions were usually markedly increased by means of cracking distillation,
but the technique was not entirely suitable for gasoline production. As the need

for gasoline arose, the necessity of prolonging the cracking process became

apparent and led to a process known as pressure cracking, which is a batch oper-
ation in which feedstock was heated to �425°C (800°F) in stills (shell stills)

especially reinforced to operate at pressures as high as 95psi for 24h.
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Distillation was then started, and during the next 48–72h, a low-boiling distil-

late was obtained, which was treated with sulfuric acid to remove unstable gum-

forming components (olefin derivatives and diolefin derivatives) and then

redistilled to produce a naphtha (cracked gasoline, boiling range<205°C,
<400°F) and residual fuel oil (Stephens and Spencer, 1956).

The Burton cracking process for the large-scale production of naphtha

(cracked gasoline) was first used in 1912. The process employed batch distil-

lation in horizontal shell stills and operated at �400°C (ca. 750°F) and

75–95psi and was the first successful method of converting higher-boiling feed-

stocks to gasoline. However, batch heating gas oil was considered inefficient,

and during the years 1914–22, a number of successful continuous cracking

processes were developed. In these processes, gas oil was continuously pumped

through a unit that heated the gas oil to the required temperature and held it for a

time under pressure, and then, the cracked product was discharged into a dis-

tillation unit for separation into gases, gasoline, gas oil, and cracked residuum

(often called tar).
The tube-and-tank cracking process is typical of the early continuous crack-

ing processes. Gas oil, preheated by exchange with the hot products of cracking,

was pumped into the cracking coil (up to several hundred feet long) that lined

the inner walls of a furnace where oil or gas burners raised the temperature of

the gas oil to 425°C (800°F). The hot gas oil passed from the cracking coil to a

reaction chamber (soaker) where the gas oil was held under these temperature

and pressure conditions until the cracking reactions are completed. The crack-

ing reactions formed coke, which over the course of several days filled the

soaker. The gas-oil stream was then switched to a second soaker, and drilling

operations similar to those used in drilling an oil well cleaned out the first

soaker. The cracked material (other than coke) left the onstream soaker to enter

an evaporator (tar separator) maintained under a much lower pressure than the

soaker, where, because of the lower pressure, all the cracked material except the

tar became vaporized. The vapor left the top of the separator, where it was dis-

tilled into separate fractions: gases, gasoline, and gas oil. The tar that was depos-

ited in the separator was pumped out for use as asphalt or as a heavy fuel oil.

Shortly thereafter, in 1921, a more advanced thermal cracking process that

operated at 750–860°F (400–460°C) was developed (Dubbs process). In the

process, a reduced crude (such as an atmospheric residuum or a toped crude

oil) was the feedstock, and the process also employed the concept of recycling

in which the gas oil was combined with fresh (viscous) feedstock for further

cracking. In a typical application of conventional thermal cracking (Fig. 8.2),

the feedstock (reduced crude, i.e., residuum or flashed crude oil) is preheated

by direct exchange with the cracked products in the fractionating columns.

Cracked gasoline and middle distillate fractions were removed from the upper

section of the column. Low-boiling and high-boiling distillate fractions were

removed from the lower section and were pumped to separate heaters. Higher

temperatures were used to crack the more refractory low-boiling distillate
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fraction. The streams from the heaters were combined and sent to a soaking

chamber, where additional time is provided to complete the cracking reactions.

The cracked products were then separated in a low-pressure flash chamber

where a heavy fuel oil is removed as the nonvolatile product. The remaining

cracked products were sent to the fractionating columns.

As refining technology evolved throughout the 20th century, the feedstocks

for cracking processes became the residuum or gas oil from a distillation unit. In

addition, the residual oil produced as the end product of distillation processes

and even some of the higher-boiling crude oil constituents often contain sub-

stantial amounts of asphaltic materials, which preclude use of the residuum

as fuel oils or lubricating stocks (Speight, 2000, 2014, 2017; Parkash, 2003;

Gary et al., 2007; Hsu and Robinson, 2017).

However, subjecting the heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen

directly to thermal processes has become economically advantageous since,

on the one hand, the end result is the production of lower-boiling products

but, on the other hand, the asphaltene constituents and the resin constituents that

are concentrated in heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen are precur-

sors to high yields of thermal coke (i.e., coke formed in noncatalytic processes)

(Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson,

2017). Although new thermal cracking units are now under development for

heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen (Speight, 2008, 2014), processes

that can be regarded as having evolved from the original concept of thermal

cracking are visbreaking and the various coking processes (Speight, 2014).
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In the modern refinery, thermal cracking processes offer attractive methods

of conversion of viscous feedstocks because they enable low operating pressure,

while involving high operating temperature, without requiring expensive cata-

lysts. Currently, the most widely operated viscous feedstock conversion pro-

cesses are visbreaking and delayed coking. And these are still attractive

processes for refineries from an economic point of view and will continue to

be so well into the 21st century (Dickenson et al., 1997; Gary et al., 2007;

Speight, 2011).

The majority of regular thermal cracking processes use temperatures of

455–540°C (850–1005°F) and pressures of 100–1000psi. This approach is

the oldest technology available for residue conversion, and the severity of ther-

mal processing determines the conversion and the product characteristics. Ther-

mal treatment of viscous feedstocks ranges frommild treatment for reduction of

viscosity to ultrapyrolysis (high-temperature cracking at very short residence

time) for better conversion to overhead products. A higher temperature requires

a shorter time to achieve a given conversion, but in many cases, there is a
change in the chemistry of the reaction, so merely raising the temperature does

not necessarily accomplish the same goals in terms of product slate and product

yields.

Low pressures (<100psi) and temperatures in excess of 500°C (930°F) tend
to produce lower-molecular-weight hydrocarbon derivatives than those pro-

duced at higher pressures (400–1000psi) and at temperatures below 500°C
(930°F). The reaction time is also important; low-boiling feeds (gas oils) and

recycle oils require longer reaction times than the readily cracked high-boiling

residues. Mild cracking conditions (defined here as a low conversion per cycle)

favor a high yield of gasoline components with low gas production and

decreased coke production, but the gasoline quality is not high, whereas more

severe conditions give increased gas production and increased coke production

and reduced gasoline yield (but of higher quality). With limited conversion per

cycle, the heavier residues must be recycled. However, the recycled oils become

increasingly refractory upon repeated cracking, and if they are not required as a

fuel oil stock, they may be subjected to a coking operation to increase gasoline

yield or refined by means of a hydrogen process.

Thus, thermal cracking processes offer attractive methods of feedstock con-

version at low operating pressure without requiring expensive catalysts. Cur-

rently, the widest operated residuum conversion processes are visbreaking,

delayed coking, and fluid coking that are still attractive processes for refineries

that process viscous feedstocks such as heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand

bitumen. Currently, the widest operated residuum conversion processes are vis-

breaking and delayed coking, and other processes that have also received some

attention for bitumen upgrading include partial upgrading (a form of thermal

deasphalting), flexicoking, Eureka process, and various hydrocracking pro-

cesses (Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and

Robinson, 2017).
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3. Visbreaking

Visbreaking (viscosity reduction or viscosity breaking), a mild form of thermal

cracking, was developed in the late 1930s to produce more desirable and valu-

able products (Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Joshi et al., 2008; Stell et al.,

2009a,b; Carrillo and Corredor, 2013; Speight, 2014, 2017). The processes that

can be regarded as having evolved from the original concept of thermal crack-

ing are visbreaking and the various coking processes (Table 8.1). The process is

a relatively mild, liquid-phase thermal cracking process used to convert high-

viscosity feedstocks to lower-viscosity fractions suitable for use in heavy fuel

oil. This ultimately results in less production of fuel oil since less cutter stock

(low-viscosity diluent) is required for blending to meet fuel oil viscosity spec-

ifications. The cutter stock no longer required in fuel oil may then be used in

more valuable products. A secondary benefit from the visbreaking operation

is the production of gas oil and gasoline streams that usually have higher prod-

uct values than the visbreaker charge. Visbreaking produces a small quantity of

low-boiling hydrocarbon gases and a larger amount of gasoline and remains a

process of promise for viscous feedstocks (Stark and Falkler, 2008; Stark

et al., 2008).

The process can also be used as the first step in upgrading viscous feedstocks

(Schucker, 2003). In such a process, the viscous feedstock is first thermally

cracked using visbreaking or hydrovisbreaking technology to produce a product

that is lower in molecular weight and boiling point than the feed. The product is

then deasphalted using an alkane solvent at a solvent-to-feed ratio of <2

wherein separation of solvent and deasphalted oil from the asphaltenes is

achieved through the use of a two-stage membrane separation system in which

the second stage is a centrifugal membrane.

Visbreaking, unlike conventional thermal cracking, typically does not

employ a recycle stream. Conditions are too mild to crack a gas-oil recycle

stream, and the unconverted viscous feedstock stream, if recycled, would cause

excessive heater coking. The boiling range of the product viscous feedstock

stream is extended by visbreaking so that low-boiling gas oil and high-boiling

gas oil can be fractionated from the product viscous feedstock stream, if desired.

In some present applications, the high-boiling gas-oil stream is recycled and

cracked to extinction in a separate higher-temperature heater with the produc-

tion of products that are lower boiling than the original feedstock (Ballard et al.,

1992; Parkash, 2003; Negin and Van Tine, 2004; Gary et al., 2007; Speight,

2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017). Low residence times are required to

avoid polymerization and coking reactions, although additives can help to sup-

press coke deposits on the tubes of the furnace.

Visbreaking conditions range from 455°C to 510°C (850–950°F) at a short
residence time and from 50 to 300psi at the heating coil outlet. It is the short

residence time that brings to visbreaking the concept of being a mild thermal

reaction in contrast to, for example, the delayed coking process where residence



TABLE 8.1 Summary of the Various Thermal Cracking Processes

Thermal cracking

Prime purpose: conversion

Semicontinuous process

High conversion

Process configuration: various, depending on feedstock

Visbreaking

Prime purpose: viscosity reduction

Low conversion (10%) to products boiling <220°C (430°F)

Mild (470–495°C; 880–920°F) heating at pressures of 50–200psi

Thermal reactions quenched before going to completion

Heated coil or drum (soaker)

Delayed coking

Prime purpose: conversion to distillates

Complete conversion of the feedstock

Moderate—short residence time in hot zone (480–515°C; 900–960°F)

Pressures on the order of 90psi

Thermal reactions allowed to proceed to completion out if hot zone

Soak drums (845–900°F) used in pairs (one onstream and one offstream for decoking)

Coke yield: 20%–40% w/w (dependent upon feedstock)

Fluid coking

Prime purpose: conversion to distillates

Complete conversion of the feedstock

Severe—longer residence time in hot zone (480–565°C; 900–1050°F)

Pressure on the order of 10psi

Thermal reactions allowed to proceed to completion in hot zone

Coke bed fluidized with steam; heat dissipated throughout the fluid bed

Higher yields of hydrocarbon gases (<C5) than delayed coking

Less coke yield than delayed coking (for one particular feedstock)
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times are much longer and the thermal reactions are allowed to proceed to com-

pletion. The visbreaking process uses a quench operation to terminate the ther-

mal reactions. Liquid-phase cracking takes place under these low-severity

conditions to produce some naphtha and material in the kerosene and gas-oil

boiling range. The gas oil may be used as additional feed for catalytic cracking

units or as heating oil.

Two visbreaking processes are commercially available (Figs. 8.3–8.5); the
first process is the coil, or furnace, type, and the second process is the soaker

type: (i) the coal visbreaking process and (ii) the soaker visbreaking process,

respectively. The coil visbreaking process (Fig. 8.4) achieves conversion by

high-temperature cracking within a dedicated soaking coil in the furnace. With

conversion primarily achieved as a result of temperature and residence time,

coil visbreaking is described as a high-temperature, short-residence-time route.

The main advantage of the coil-type design is the two-zone fired heater that pro-

vides better control of the material being heated, and with the coil-type design,

decoking of the heater tubes is accomplished more easily by the use of steam-air

decoking. In the alternative soaker visbreaking process (Fig. 8.5), the bulk of

the cracking reaction occurs not in the furnace but in a drum located after

the furnace (the soaker) in which the heated feedstock is held at an elevated

temperature for a predetermined period of time to allow cracking to occur

before being quenched and then passed to a fractionator. In soaker visbreaking,

lower temperatures are used than in coil visbreaking. Consequently, the soaker

visbreaking process is described as a low-temperature, high-residence-time

route. Product quality and yields from the coil and soaker drum design are
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essentially the same at a specified severity being independent of visbreaker con-

figuration. By providing the residence time required to achieve the desired reac-

tion, the soaker drum design allows the heater to operate at a lower outlet

temperature (thereby saving fuel), but there are disadvantages.
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In the process, the viscous feedstock is passed through a furnace where it is

heated to a temperature of 480°C (895°F) under an outlet pressure of �100psi.

The cracked products are then passed into a flash-distillation chamber. The

overhead material from this chamber is then fractionated to produce naphtha

and low-boiling gas oil. The liquid products from the flash chamber are cooled

with a gas-oil flux and then sent to a vacuum fractionator. This yields a high-

boiling gas-oil distillate and a residuum of reduced viscosity—a 5%–10% v/v

conversion of residuum to naphtha is usually sufficient to afford at least an

approximate fivefold reduction in viscosity. Reduction in viscosity is also

accompanied by a reduction in the pour point. An alternative option is to use

lower furnace temperatures and longer times, achieved by installing a soaking

drum between the furnace and the fractionator. The disadvantage of this

approach is the need to remove coke from the soaking drum.

The higher heater outlet temperature specified for a coil visbreaker is an

important advantage of coil visbreaking. The higher heater outlet temperature

is used to recover significantly higher quantities of visbroken gas oil. This capa-

bility cannot be achieved with a soaker visbreaker without the addition of a vac-

uum flasher. In terms of product yield, there is little difference between the two

options (soaker visbreaker compared with coil visbreaker approaches). How-

ever, each offers significant advantages in particular situations. For example,

the cracking reaction forms coke as a by-product. In coil visbreaking, this lays

down in the tubes of the furnace and will eventually lead to fouling or blocking

of the tubes. The lower temperatures used in the soaker approach mean that

these units use less fuel. In cases where a refinery buys fuel to support process

operations, any savings in fuel consumption could be extremely valuable. In

such cases, soaker visbreaking may be advantageous. In fact, most of the exist-

ing visbreaker are the soaker type, which utilize a soaker drum in conjunction

with a fired heater to achieve conversion and which reduces the temperature

required to achieve conversion while producing a stable residue product,

thereby increasing the heater run length and reducing the frequency of unit shut

down for heater decoking.

Decoking is accomplished by a high-pressure water jet. First, the top and

bottom heads of the coke drum are removed after which a hole is drilled in

the coke from the top to the bottom of the vessel and a rotating stem is lowered

through the hole, spraying a water jet sideways. The high-pressure jet cuts the

coke into lumps, which fall out the bottom of the drum for subsequent loading

into trucks or railcars for shipment to customers. Typically, coke drums operate

on fixed cycles that depend upon the feedstock and the coking parameters.

Cokers produce no liquid residue but yield up to 30% coke by weight. Much

of the low-sulfur product is employed to produce electrodes for the electrolytic

smelting of aluminum.

The main disadvantage is the decoking operation of the heater and soaker

drum, and although decoking requirements of the soaker drum design are not

as frequent as those of the coil-type design, the soaker design requires more
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equipment for coke removal and handling. The customary practice of removing

coke from a drum is to cut it out with high-pressure water, thereby producing a

significant amount of coke-laden water that needs to be handled, filtered, and

then recycled for use again.

The Shell soaker visbreaking process is suitable for the production of fuel oil

by residuum (atmospheric residuum, vacuum residuum, or solvent deasphalter

bottoms) viscosity reduction with maximum production of distillates. The basic

configuration of the process includes the heater, soaker, and fractionator and

more recently a vacuum flasher to recover more distillate products (Parkash,

2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017). The

cut point of the viscous gas-oil stream taken from the vacuum flasher is

�520°C (970°F). In the process, the feedstock is preheated before entering

the visbreaker heater, where the residue is heated to the required cracking tem-

perature. Heater effluent is sent to the soaker drum where most of the thermal

cracking and viscosity reduction takes place under controlled conditions.

Soaker drum effluent is flashed and then quenched in the fractionator, and

the flashed vapors are fractionated into gas, naphtha, gas-oil, and visbreaker res-

idue. The visbreaker residue is steam stripped in the bottom of the fractionator

and pumped through the cooling circuit for further processing. Visbreaker gas

oil, which is recovered as a sidestream, is steam stripped, cooled, and sent for

further processing. As expected, product yields are dependent on feed type and

product specifications. The viscous gas-oil stream for the visbreaker can be used

as feedstock for a thermal distillate cracking unit or for a catalytic cracker for

the production of lower-boiling distillate products.

Other variations of visbreaking technology include the Tervahl T and Ter-

vahl H processes. The Tervahl T alternative (Fig. 8.6) includes only the thermal

section to produce a synthetic crude oil with better transportability by having

reduced viscosity and greater stability. The Tervahl H alternative adds hydrogen

that also increases the extent of the desulfurization and decreases the carbon

residue of the product. The Aquaconversion process (Fig. 8.7) is a hydrovis-

breaking process that uses catalyst-activated transfer of hydrogen from water

added to the feedstock. Reactions that lead to coke formation are suppressed,

and there is no separation of asphaltene-type material (Marzin et al., 1998).

Atmospheric and vacuum residua are the usual feedstocks to a visbreaker

although heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen are also acceptable

feedstocks. The viscous feedstocks will typically achieve a conversion to

gas, naphtha, and gas oil in the order of 10–50% w/w, depending on the severity

and feedstock characteristics. The conversion of the viscous feedstock to distil-

late (low-boiling products) is commonly used as a measurement of the severity

of the visbreaking operation, and the conversion is determined as the amount of

345°C+ (650°F+) material present in the atmospheric residuum or the 482°C+

(900°F+) material present in the vacuum residuum that is converted

(visbroken) into lower-boiling components.
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The extent of feedstock conversion is limited by a number of feedstock char-

acteristics, such as asphaltene content that varies with the type of feedstock and,

hence, the type of residuum and, more particularly, carbon residue (Parkash,

2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017). In very

general terms, paraffinic feedstocks will have a low heptane-asphaltene content

(0%–8% by weight), whereas naphthenic feedstock will have a much higher

heptane-asphaltene content (10%–20% by weight) with the mixed crude oils
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having intermediate values. Of course, when the heptane asphaltenes are con-

centrated in the nonvolatile portion (through distillation), the proportions of the

asphaltenes will be much higher. Thus, feedstocks with a high heptane-

asphaltene content will result in an overall lower conversion than feedstocks

with a lower heptane-asphaltene content while maintaining production of a sta-

ble fuel oil from the visbreaker bottoms. Minimizing the sodium content to

almost a negligible amount and minimizing the Conradson carbon weight per-

cent will result in longer cycle run lengths.

In addition, variations in feedstock quality will impact the level of conver-

sion obtained at a specific severity. For example, for a given feedstock, as the

severity is increased, the viscosity of the 205°C+ (400°F+) visbroken residue

(often referred to as visbroken tar or visbreaker tar) initially decreases and then,
at higher severity levels, increases dramatically, indicating the formation of

coke precursors and their initial phase separation as sediment. The point at

which this viscosity reversal occurs differs from feedstock to feedstock but

can be estimated from the amount of low-molecular-weight hydrocarbon gases

(� C3) (Negin and Van Tine, 2004).

Thus, a viscous feedstock, such as a crude oil residuum or tar sand bitumen,

is passed through a furnace where it is heated to a temperature of 480°C (895°F)
under an outlet pressure of �100psi. The heating coils in the furnace are

arranged to provide a soaking section of low heat density, where the charge

remains until the visbreaking reactions are completed. The cracked products

are then passed into a flash-distillation chamber. It is advisable to maintain

the flash zone temperature as low as possible to minimize the potential for cok-

ing. Under fixed flashing conditions, increasing the yield of the residuum will

reduce this temperature.

The overhead material from this chamber is then fractionated to produce a

low-quality gasoline as an overhead product and low-boiling gas oil as bottoms.

The liquid products from the flash chamber are cooled with a gas-oil flux and

then sent to a vacuum fractionator. This yields a heavy gas-oil distillate and a

residuum of reduced viscosity. A quench oil may also be used to terminate the

reactions and will also influence the temperature of the flash zone.

A 5%–10% v/v conversion of viscous feedstocks to naphtha is usually suf-

ficient to afford at least an approximate fivefold reduction in viscosity. Reduc-

tion in viscosity is also accompanied by a reduction in the pour point. However,

the reduction in viscosity of nonvolatile portion tends to reach a limiting value

with conversion, although the total product viscosity can continue to decrease.

The minimum viscosity of the unconverted residue can lie outside the range of

allowable conversion if sediment begins to form. When shipment of the vis-

breaker product by pipeline is the process objective, the addition of a diluent

such as gas condensate can be used to achieve a further reduction in viscosity.

Conversion of heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen in visbreaking

follows first-order reaction kinetics.
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Briefly, fouling (a deposit buildup in refinery processes that impedes heat

transfer and/or reduces throughput) is the leading cause of diminished effi-

ciency and productivity in refineries. The energy lost due to this inefficiency

must be supplied by burning additional fuel or reducing feed. While most foul-

ing is caused by the deposition of heavier hydrocarbon species coming directly

from the crude oil, a small undetermined percentage is related to corrosion and

scale deposits, either actively participating as loose corrosion products or by

scale acting as a substrate for hydrocarbon deposition. Fouling will also occur

in the drum of a soaker visbreaker, though the lower temperatures used in the

soaker drum lead to fouling at a much slower rate. Coil visbreaking units there-

fore require frequent decoking. Soaker drums require far less frequent attention,

but them being taken out of service normally requires a complete halt to the

operation.

Thus, the severity of the visbreaking operation is generally limited by the

stability of the visbroken product—generally a prelude to the onset of fouling.

If overcracking occurs, the resulting fuel oil may form excessive deposits in

storage or when used as a fuel in a furnace. The visbreaking correlations pre-

sented are based on operating to levels where the fuel oil quality will be limited

by this test. This severity level is well within the operating limits that would be

imposed by excessive coke formation in properly designed visbreaking

furnaces.

The main limitation of the visbreaking process and for that matter all ther-

mal processes is that the products can be unstable. Thermal cracking at low

pressure gives olefin derivatives, particularly in the naphtha fraction. These ole-

fin derivatives give a very unstable product, which tends to undergo secondary

reactions to form gum and intractable nonvolatile material. Product stability of

the visbreaker residue is a main concern in selecting the severity of the vis-

breaker operating conditions. Severity, or the degree of conversion, can cause

phase separation of the fuel oil even after cutter stock blending. Increasing vis-

breaking severity and percent conversion will initially lead to a reduction in the

visbroken fuel oil viscosity. However, visbroken fuel oil stability will decrease

as the level of severity—and hence conversion—is increased beyond a certain

point, dependent on feedstock characteristics.

The instability of the visbroken fuel oil is related to the asphaltene constit-

uents and their thermal stability in the residuum. Asphaltenes are high-molec-

ular-weight nonvolatile compounds that can be classified according to their

solubility in various solvents. The asphaltene constituents can be thermally

altered during visbreaking operations. In addition, during visbreaking, some

of the high-molecular-weight constituents, including some of the asphaltene

constituents, are converted to lower-boiling and medium-boiling paraffinic

components, some of which are removed from the residuum. The asphaltenes

and thermally altered, being unchanged, are thus concentrated in the product

residuum (that may contain new paraffinic material) and if the extent of the
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visbreaking reaction is too high, the asphaltene constituents or altered asphal-

tene constituents will phase tend to precipitate in the product fuel oil, creating

an unstable fuel oil.

A commonmethod of measuring the amount of asphaltenes in crude oil is by

the addition of a low-boiling liquid hydrocarbon such as n-pentane (ASTM

D893, 2015; ASTM D, 2007) or n-heptane (ASTM D3279, 2015; ASTM

D4124, 2015) by which treatment the asphaltenes separate as a solid

(Speight, 2000, 2014). Since the amount of asphaltenes in the visbreaking unit

charge residuum may limit the severity of the visbreaking operations, the n-
pentane insoluble content or n-heptane insoluble content of the feedstock is

used as the correlating parameter in various visbreaking correlations. However,

these correlations can be visbreaker and feedstock-dependent, and application

from one unit to another and one feedstock to another may be misleading.

Sulfur in the visbroken residuum can also be an issue since the sulfur content

of the visbreaker residuum is often higher (�0.5% w/w or greater) than the sul-

fur in the feedstock. Therefore, it can be difficult to meet the commercial sulfur

specifications of the refinery product residual fuel oil, and blending with low-

sulfur cutter stocks may be required.

Visbreaking, like thermal cracking, is a first-order reaction. However, due
to the visbreaking severity limits imposed by fuel oil instability, operating con-

ditions do not approach the level where secondary reactions, polymerization

and condensation, occur to any significant extent. The first-order reaction rate

equation altered to fit the visbreaking reaction is

K¼ 1=tð Þ ln100=X1ð Þ
where K is the first-order reaction velocity constant, 1/s; t is the time at
thermalconversionconditions, s; andX1 ¼ 900°F+visbroken residuumyield, vol-

ume%. The thermal conversion reactions are generally assumed to start at 425°C
(800°F) although some visbreaking occurs below this temperature. Therefore,

the residence time in the 425–450°C (800–865°F) reaction zone should be 613s.
The central piece of equipment in any thermal process and visbreaking is,

with no exception, the heater. The heater must be adequate to efficiently supply

the heat required to accomplish the desired degree of thermal conversion. A

continually increasing temperature gradient designed to give most of the tem-

perature increase in the front part of the heater tubes with only a slow rate of

increase near the outlet is preferred. Precision control of time and temperature

is usually not critical in the processes covered in this article. Usually, all that is

required is to design to some target temperature range and then adjust actual

operations to achieve the desired cracking. In the higher-temperature processes

(e.g., ethylene manufacture), temperature control does become of prime impor-

tance due to equilibrium considerations.

Equipment design to minimize coke formation is of importance. The exces-

sive production of coke adversely affects the thermal cracking process in the

following ways: (i) reduces heat transfer rates, (ii) increases pressure drops,
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(iii) creates overheating, (iv) reduces run time, and (v) requires the expense of

removing the coke from the equipment. In addition, the metallurgy of the equip-

ment, specifically the heater tubes and pumps, in the high-temperature, corro-

sive environments must be adequate to prevent expensive destruction and

replacement of equipment. In the early days of thermal cracking, the metallurgy

of the heater tubes was not of sufficient quality to permit extended periods of

high temperatures. Modern improvements in the quality of steel have extended

the durability of the thermal cracking equipment.

The advances in heater design have reached a point where very efficient fur-

nace and heating tube arrangements can be built that give the refiner the desired

thermal cracking operation. The practice of the refiner is generally to set the

specifications the heater is expected to meet for the specific application and

have a heater manufacturer prepare a suitable design. Proper tube size selection
depends upon minimizing pressure drop while obtaining good turbulence for

proper heat transfer that is also dependent upon the charge rate that ultimately

affects the residence time and, therefore, the extent of the conversion.

The charge stock liquid velocity should be sufficient to provide enough tur-

bulence to ensure a good rate of heat transfer and to minimize coking. A min-

imum linear cold 15.6°C (60°F) velocity on the order of 5 ft./s for a l00% liquid

charge rate is considered to be sufficient. The maximum velocity would be lim-

ited to �10ft./s due to excessive pressure drop. The velocities at the higher

cracking temperatures would, of course, be greater due to the partial vaporiza-

tion of the charge.

Most of the heat supplied to the charge stock is radiant heat. The convection
section of the heater is used primarily to supply preheat to the charge prior to the

main heating in the radiant section. The heat transfer rate in the convection sec-
tion will range from 3000 to 10,000Btu/ft2 of tube outside area per hour with an

average rate of 5000Btu/ft2/h. The heating rates in the radiant section will range

from 8000 to 20,000Btu/ft2/h depending upon the charge stock, with heavier oil

generally requiring the lower heating rate.

The heating tube outlet temperaturewill depend upon the charge stock being
processed and the degree of thermal conversion required. The outlet tempera-

ture will vary from a minimum of 425°C (800°F) for visbreaking to a maximum

of 595°C (1100°F) for thermal reforming. The combustion chamber tempera-

ture will range from 650°C to 870°C (1200–1600°F) at a point �1ft.

below the radiant tubes. Flue gas temperatures are usually high (425–595°C,
800–1100°F) particularly since the viscous feedstock is usually entering the

heater at a high temperature from a fractionating tower. An exception to the

charge entering at a high temperature would be when charging gasoline to a

thermal reformer. However, since thermal reforming requires high tempera-

tures, flue gas temperatures will also be high.

Since it is desirable to maintain different temperature increase rates through-

out the charge heating, that is, rapid increase at the beginning of the heating coil

and a lower rate near the outlet, zone temperature control within the furnace is
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desired. A three-zone furnace is preferred with the first zone giving the greatest

rate of temperature increase and the last zone the least.

Coke formation limits the operation of the heater, and techniques should be

employed to minimize coke formation in the heater tubes. Coking occurs on the

walls of the tubes, particularly where turbulence is low and temperature is high.

Maintaining sufficient turbulence assists in limiting coke formation. Baffles

within the tubes are sometimes used, but water injection into the charge stream

is the preferred method.Water is usually injected at the inlet although water also

may be injected at additional points along the heater tubes. The water, in addi-

tion to providing turbulence in the heater tubes as it is vaporized to steam, also

provides a means to control temperature. The optimum initial point of water

injection into the heater tubes is at the point of incipient cracking where coke

would start to form. An advantage to this injection point is the elimination of the

additional pressure drop that would have been created by the presence of water

between the heater inlet and the point of incipient cracking.

The preferred method to remove coke (decoke) from the heater tubes is to

burn off the coke using a steam-air mixture. The heater tubes, therefore, should

be capable of withstanding temperatures up to 760°C (1400°F) at low pressures

for limited time periods. The heater tubes along with the tube supports should be

designed to handle the thermal expansion extremes that would be encountered.

Mechanical means, such as drills, can also be used to remove coke, but most

modern heaters use the steam-air combustion technique. Parallel heaters may

be employed so that one can be decoked while permitting cracking to proceed

in the other heater(s).

The metallurgy of thermal cracking units is variable although alloy steel

tubes of 7%–9% chromium are usually satisfactory to resist sulfur corrosion

in thermal cracking heaters. If the hydrogen sulfide content of the cracked prod-

ucts exceeds 0.1mol% in the cracking zone, a higher alloy steel may be

required. Stabilized stainless steel, such as Type 321 or 347, would be suitable

in this case. Other alloys, such as the Inconel or Incoloy alloys, could also be

used. Seamless tubes with welded return bends are now normally used in

heaters. Flanged return bends were used in earlier thermal cracking units to

facilitate cleaning. However, the use of steam air to burn out the coke essentially

eliminates the need for flanged fittings that, in turn, reduces the possibility of

dangerous leaks.

A useful tool to aid in the design and operation of thermal cracking units is

the soaking volume factor (SVF). This factor combines time, temperature, and

pressure of thermal cracking operations into a single numerical value. The SVF

is defined as the equivalent coil volume in cubic feet per daily barrel of charge

(fresh plus recycle) if the cracking reaction had occurred at 800°F and 750psi:

SVF750psi=800F ¼ 1=FRKpdV

where SVF750psi/800F is the SVF at base reaction conditions of 750psi gauge
pressure and 800°F, cubic feet of coil volume per total charge throughput in
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barrels per day; F is the charge (fresh plus recycle) throughput rate, barrels per

day; R is the ratio of reaction velocity constant at temperature Y and reaction

velocity constant at 800°F,KT/K800;Kp is the pressure correction factor for pres-

sures other than 750psi gauge; and dV is the incremental coil volume,

cubic feet.

When an additional soaking drum is used, the SVF for the soaking drum

should be added to the coil SVF. The SVF for the drummay be determined from

SVFD ¼DV=F KTDð Þ Kp

� �

SVFD is the SVF of the drum. DV is the volume of drum, ft3. F is the charge
(fresh plus recycle) throughput rate, bbl/day. KTD is the reaction velocity con-

stant for the mean drum temperature, and Kp is the pressure correction factor for

the mean drum pressure.

The SVF will range from 0.03 for visbreaking of viscous feedstocks to�1.2

for low-boiling gas-oil cracking. The SVF is a numerical expression of cracking

rate and thus can be correlated with product yield, and quality SVF may also be

translated into cracking coils and still volumes of known dimensions under

design conditions of temperature and pressure.

A cracking unit seldom operates very long at design conditions. Charge

stock quality changes, desired product yields and qualities change, or additional

capacity is required. These changes require a SVF that is different than the

design SVF. The SVF may be varied by (i) varying pressure at constant temper-

ature and feed rate; (ii) varying temperature at constant feed rate, the pressure

gradient varying with the effect upon cracking rate and fluid density in the

cracking coil; and (iii) varying the soaking volume at constant temperature

and pressure by varying heater feed rate and/or varying the number of tubes

in the section above 425°C (800°F).
With the advent of higher firing rate and better efficiency heaters, the use of

external soaking drums to provide additional reaction times is of less impor-

tance in thermal cracking operations. In modern units, the coil in the heater

is usually sufficient to provide the temperature-time relationships required.

A possible exception would be the case where it is desirable to crack a consid-

erable amount of viscous nonvolatile material. The temperature required prob-

ably could not be successfully obtained in a heater coil without excessive

coking. A reaction chamber (soaking drum) is employed where the hotter,

cleaner low-boiling gas oil is used to supply heat to the heavier dirty oil stream

in a soaking drum. A low-temperature low-boiling gas-oil stream is also fre-

quently used to wet the walls of the soaking drum to minimize coking. Parallel

soakers could be used to allow one to be decoked, while the other is used for the

cracking operations.

The pumps used in thermal cracking operations must be capable of operation

for extended periods handling a high-temperature (above 230°C, 450°F, and up
to 345°C, 650°F) corrosive liquid. In addition, since coke particles are formed in

thermal cracking, the pumps must be able to withstand the potential erosion of
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the metal parts by the coke particles. In the early days of thermal cracking,

reciprocating pumps were commonly used, but in later units, centrifugal pumps

have been used. A preferred centrifugal pump would be of the coke-crushing

type or may have open impellers with case wear plates substituted for the front

rings. The metal should be 12% chromium steel alloy or a higher alloy if serious

corrosion is potential.

Heat exchangers should be constructed to provide easy cleaning since high

temperatures and coke particles can create extensive fouling of the exchangers.

The downstream processing equipment (flash drums, separators, and fraction-
ating towers) is typically of standard design, and no special design specifica-

tions are required other than minimizing potential coke buildup. This can be

accomplished by designing the equipment, so there would be no significant

holdup or dormant spots in the process equipment where coke could

accumulate.

In thermal cracking operations, there is a considerable amount of excess heat
that cannot be economically utilized within the cracking unit itself. When a

thermal cracking unit is being considered, it is desirable to construct the unit

in conjunction with some other unit, such as a crude still, which could utilize

the excess heat to preheat the crude oil charge. Alternately, the excess heat

could be used in steam generation facilities.

Visbreaking may be the most underestimated and/or undervalued process in

a refinery. The process may find rejuvenated use not only for viscous feedstock

(including tar sand bitumen) but also for biofeedstocks. This visbreaking pro-

cess possesses sufficient hardware flexibility to accommodate feedstock blend-

ing (crude oil feedstocks and biofeedstocks) and of the unit as well as a high

measure of reliability and predictive operations/maintenance, thereby minimiz-

ing unplanned shutdowns.

The severity of visbreaker operation is generally limited by the stability

requirement of the product and the extent of fouling and coke laydown in the

visbreaker heater (Speight, 2015a). The former requirement means that the sta-

bility of the residue must be sufficient to ensure that the finished fuel resulting

from blending with diluents (that are less aromatic than the residue) is stable and

that asphaltene flocculation does not occur. Where the residue is converted to an

emulsion, blend stability is improved, and severity/conversion can be increased,

subject to acceptable levels of heater fouling and coke deposition (Miles, 2009).

Operational modifications, such as increasing steam injection or recycling high-

boiling distillates from the visbreaker fractionator, may help mitigate coking

tendency and enhance yield, while some relatively low-cost options to increase

heater capacity might be implemented in certain instances.

In terms of processing biofeedstocks, many biofeedstocks have a high oxy-

gen content and high mineral content, which could (even when blended) dis-

qualify the use of the biomaterial as a feedstock to a hydroprocessing unit.

Refiners are very wary of high-oxygen and high-mineral feedstocks because

of the increased hydrogen requirements (hydrogen is an expensive refinery
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commodity) to remove the oxygen from the hydrocarbon products with the

appearance of the additional hydrogen as water. However, blending a biofeed-

stock with a resid as feedstock to a visbreaking unit to produce additional fuel

products is a concept that could pay dividends and provide refineries with a

source of fuels to supplement crude oil feedstocks. In the visbreaker, the feed-

stock is converted to overhead (volatile products) and coke (if the unit is oper-

ated beyond the typical operating point or coke-forming threshold) (Speight,

2014). The majority of the nitrogen, sulfur, and minerals appear in the coke.

Oxygen often appears in the volatile product as water and carbon dioxide,

unfortunately removing valuable hydrogen from the internal hydrogen manage-

ment system.

Alternatively, another option is the preparation of a feedstock that is accept-

able to a refinery. In particular, any process that reduces the mineral matter in

the biofeedstock and reduces the oxygen content in the biofeed would be a

benefit.

This can be accomplished by one or two preliminary treatment steps (such as

the visbreaking process) in which the feedstock is demineralized and the oxygen

constituents are removed as overhead (volatile) material giving the potential for

then production of a fraction rich in oxygen functions that may be of some use to

the chemical industry. Such a process might have to be established at a biofeed-

stock production site, unless the refinery has the means by which to accommo-

date the feedstock in an already existing unit.

In a manner similar to the visbreaking process where the biofeedstock is

blended with a residuum, the biofeedstock alone would be heated in a

visbreaker-type reactor (at a lower temperature than the conventional visbreak-

ing temperature) to the point where hydrocarbon derivatives (or alcohols) are

evolved and coke starts to form. As the coke forms, the mineral matter is depos-

ited with the coke, and the oxygen constituents are deoxygenized leaving a (pre-

dominantly) hydrocarbon product as a liquid that will ensure easy separation

from the coke and mineral matter.

As an addendum to the description of visbreaking, hydrovisbreaking, a non-
catalytic process, is conducted under similar conditions to visbreaking and

involves treatment with hydrogen under mild conditions (Speight, 2014,

2017). The presence of hydrogen leads to more stable products (lower floccu-

lation threshold) than can be obtained with straight visbreaking, which means

that higher conversions can be achieved, producing a lower-viscosity product.

In addition, the HYCAR process is composed fundamentally of three parts:

(i) visbreaking, (ii) hydrodemetallization, and (iii) hydrocracking. In the

visbreaking section, the viscous feedstock is subjected to moderate thermal

cracking while no coke formation is induced. The visbroken oil is fed to the

demetallization reactor in the presence of catalysts, which provides sufficient

pore for diffusion and adsorption of high-molecular-weight constituents. The

product from this second stage proceeds to the hydrocracking reactor, where

desulfurization and denitrogenation take place along with hydrocracking.
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4. Coking

Coking is a thermal process for the continuous conversion of heavy oil, extra

heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen into lower-boiling products. The feedstock

can be atmospheric residuum, vacuum residuum, or cracked residuum, and

the products are gases, naphtha, fuel oil, gas oil, and coke. Coking processes

generally utilize longer reaction times than thermal cracking processes. To

accomplish this, drums or chambers (reaction vessels) are employed, but it is

necessary to use two or more such vessels so that coke removal can be accom-

plished in those vessels not onstream without interrupting the semicontinuous

nature of the process. Gas oil may be the major product of a coking operation

and serves primarily as a feedstock for catalytic cracking units. The coke can be

used as fuel, but processing for specialty uses, such as electrode manufacture,

production of chemicals, and metallurgical coke, is also possible. For these lat-

ter uses, the coke may require treatment to remove sulfur and metal impuri-

ties—calcined crude oil coke can be used for making anodes for aluminum

manufacture and a variety of carbon or graphite products such as brushes for

electric equipment.

Thus, coking is a thermal cracking-type operation used to convert low-grade

feedstocks to coke, gas, and distillates. Two types of crude oil coking processes

are presently operating: (i) delayed coking, which uses multiple coking cham-

bers to permit continuous feed processing wherein one drum is making coke and

one drum is being decoked; and (ii) fluid coking, which is a fully continuous

process where product coke can be withdrawn as a fluidized solid.

Crude oil residua obtained from the vacuum distillation tower as a nonvol-

atile (bottoms) fraction, heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen are the

usual feedstocks to coking units. Atmospheric tower bottoms (sometimes

referred to as long residua) may be charged to coking units, but it is generally

not always acceptable to thermally degrade any gas-oil fraction contained in the

heavy feedstock. Other feedstocks to coking units are deasphalter bottoms

(often referred to as deasphalter pitch) and tar sand bitumen and cracked residua

(thermal tars). The products are gases, naphtha, fuel oil, gas oil, and coke. The

gas oil may be the major product of a coking operation and serves primarily as a

feedstock for catalytic cracking units. The coke obtained is usually used as fuel,

but processing marketing for specialty uses, such as electrode manufacture, pro-

duction of chemicals, and metallurgical coke, is also possible and increases the

value of the coke. For these uses, the coke may require treatment to remove sul-

fur and metal impurities. Furthermore, the increasing attention paid to reducing

atmospheric pollution has also served to direct some attention to coking, since

the process not only concentrates such pollutants as feedstock sulfur in the coke

but also usually yields products that can be conveniently subjected to desulfur-

ization processes.

Coking processes have the virtue of eliminating the residue fraction of the

feed, at the cost of forming a solid carbonaceous product. The yield of coke in a
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given coking process tends to be proportional to the carbon residue content of

the feed (measured as the Conradson carbon residue) (Speight, 2014, 2015b).

The formation of large quantities of coke is a severe drawback unless the coke

can be put to use. Calcined crude oil coke can be used for making anodes for

aluminum manufacture and a variety of carbon or graphite products such as

brushes for electric equipment. These applications, however, require a coke that

is low in mineral matter and sulfur.

If the feedstock produces a high-sulfur, high-ash, and high-vanadium coke,

one option for the use of the coke is combustion of the coke to produce process

steam (and large quantities of sulfur dioxide unless the coke is first gasified or

the combustion gases are scrubbed). Another option is stockpiling. For some

feedstocks, particularly from heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen,

the combination of poor coke properties for anode use, limits on sulfur dioxide

emissions, and loss of liquid product volume have tended to relegate coking

processes to a strictly secondary role in any new upgrading facilities.
4.1 Delayed Coking

Delayed coking is a severe form of thermal cracking process that falls in the

temperature range of 450–470°C (840–890°F). It is one of the technologies with
greater use to upgrade high-molecular-weight viscous fractions, since almost

30% of this type of installations uses this process. It started to be used in the

1920s, with the necessity to increase the yield of low-boiling oil products,

and there since it has been the preferred option at many refineries, because it

permits to handle heavier fractions containing impurities. It is a semicontinuous

process based on the alternate use of the drums in filling, coking, and emptying

cycles, due to which viscous hydrocarbon derivatives with low commercial

value, comingmainly from the bottom of atmospheric distillation towers or vac-

uum columns, are converted into lower-molecular-weight hydrocarbon deriva-

tives of higher value and a solid by-product known as coke, whose value will

depend on its properties, such as sulfur and metal content. Top vapors of drums

are taken to the separating column, where they are split into wet gas, nonstabi-

lized naphtha, low-boiling gas oil, high-boiling gas oil, and viscous recycle oil.

Wet gas is processed in gas plants, while liquids must be hydrotreated to reduce

its reactivity and improve their quality. Once it has been cooled, coke is hydrau-

lically cut and then handled for disposal, whether mine storage (Canadian case)

or commercialization (Venezuelan case). Product yield is in the range of 65%–
70%, whereas the balance stays as coke.

In the process, the cracking reactions are given sufficient (extended or

delayed) time to proceed to completion in coke drums that are specially

designed to accumulate the coke and not in the heater tubes, which otherwise

would have led to the premature shutdown of the unit. Sufficient heat is intro-

duced in the heater tubes for complete destructive distillation (with simulta-

neous removal of distillate), but the reduction to coke does not occur unless
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and until the residue enters the coke drum. Heating is achieved in the furnace to

initiate cracking, and the actual reactions are complemented and completed in

the huge and tall coke drums.

Delayed coking is the oldest, most widely used process and has changed very

little since the process was first brought onstream�80years ago. It is a semicon-

tinuous (semibatch) process in which the heated charge is transferred to large cok-

ing (or soaking) drums that provide the long residence time needed to allow the

cracking reactions to proceed to completion (McKinney, 1992; Feintuch and

Negin, 2004). The process is widely used for treating viscous feedstocks and

is particularly attractive when the green coke produced can be sold for anode

or graphitic carbonmanufacture or when there is no market for fuel oils. The pro-

cess uses long reaction times in the liquid phase to convert the residue fraction of

the feed to gases, distillates, and coke. The condensation reactions that give rise to

the highly aromatic coke product also tend to retain sulfur, nitrogen andmetals, so

that the coke is enriched in these elements relative to the feed.

In the process (Fig. 8.8), the feedstock is charged to the fractionator and sub-

sequently charged with an amount of recycle material (usually �10%, but as

much as 25%, of the total feedstock) from the coker fractionator through a pre-

heater and then to one of a pair of coke drums; the heater outlet temperature

varies from 480°C to 515°C (895–960°F) to produce the various products.

The cracked products leave the drum as overheads to the fractionator, and coke

deposits form on the inner surface of the drum. The majority of the sulfur orig-

inally in the feedstock remains in the coke (Table 8.2), but this is dependent

upon the chemical character of the sulfur in the feedstock insofar as ring sulfur

will have a higher retention in the coke than nonring sulfur. A pair of coke
Fractionator
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FIG. 8.8 The delayed coking process.



TABLE 8.2 Relationship of Feedstock Sulfur to Coke Sulfur

API Gravity Sulfur Sulfur in Coke %Scoke/%Sfeedstock

2.5 3.5 6.5 1.83

4.5 4.5 7.0 1.55

6 5.4 10.8 2.01

8 5.3 5.0 1.06

19 0.6 0.6 1.00
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drums is used so that while one drum is onstream, the other is being cleaned

allowing continuous processing, and the drum operation cycle is typically

48h. The temperature in the coke drum ranges from 415°C to 450°C (780–
840°F) at pressures from 15 to 90psi (103–620kPa) (Parkash, 2003; Gary

et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017).

Fractionators separate the overhead products from the coke drum to fuel gas

(low-molecular-weight gases up to and including ethane), propane and propyl-

ene (CH3CH2CH3 and CH3CH]CH2), butane-butene (CH3CH2CH2CH3 and

CH3CH2CH]CH2), naphtha, low-boiling gas oil, and high-boiling gas oil.

Yields and product quality vary widely due to the broad range of feedstock used

for coking units (Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and

Robinson, 2017).

Coker naphtha typically has a boiling range up to 220°C (430°F), is olefinic,
and must be upgraded by hydrogen processing for the removal of olefin deriv-

atives and sulfur. They are then used conventionally for reforming to gasoline or

as chemical feedstocks. Middle distillates, boiling in the range of 220–360°C
(430–680°F), are also hydrogen treated for improved storage stability, sulfur

removal, and nitrogen reduction. They can then be used for either diesel or

burner fuels or thermally processed to lower-boiling naphtha. The gas oil boil-

ing up to�510°C (950°F) end point may be charged to a fluid catalytic cracking

unit immediately or after hydrogen upgrading when low sulfur is a requirement.

The coke drums are on a 48h cycle (Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight,

2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017) in which the coke drum is usually onstream

for �24h before becoming filled with porous coke after which time the coke is

removed by the following procedure: (i) The coke deposit is cooled with water;

(ii) one of the heads of the coking drum is removed to permit the drilling of a hole

through the center of the deposit; and (iii) a hydraulic cutting device, which uses

multiple high-pressure water jets, is inserted into the hole, and the wet coke is

removed from the drum. Typically, 24h is required to complete the cleaning oper-

ation and to prepare the coke drum for subsequent use onstream (Parkash, 2003;

Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017).
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A well-designed delayed coker will have an operating efficiency of better

than 95%, although delayed coking units are generally scheduled for shut-

down for cleaning and repairs on a 12–18month schedule, depending on

the most economical cycle for the refinery. In terms of process efficiency,

the feedstock heater and the coke drums are the most critical parts of the

delayed coking process. The function of the heater or furnace is to preheat

the charge quickly, to avoid preliminary decomposition, to the required

temperature. Since coking is endothermic, the furnace outlet temperature must

be �55°C (100°F) higher than the coke drum temperature to provide the nec-

essary process heat. The heater run length is a function of coke laydown in

heater tubes, and careful design is necessary to avoid premature shutdown

with cycle lengths preferably at least 1year. When the charge stock is derived

from crude distillation, double desalting is desirable since salt deposits will

shorten heater cycles.

The heater for a delayed coking unit does not require as broad an operating

range as a thermal cracking or visbreaking heater where both contact time and

temperature can be varied to achieve the desired level of conversion. The coker

heater must reach a fixed outlet temperature for the required coke drum temper-

atures. Thus, the coker heater requires a short residence time, high radiant heat

flux, and good control of heat distribution.

The function of the coke drum is to provide the residence time required for

the coking reactions to proceed to completion and to accumulate the coke. In

sizing coke drums, a superficial vapor velocity in the range of 0.3–0.5 ft./s is
used, and coke drums with heights of 97 ft. (30m) have been constructed and

approach a practical limit for hydraulic coke cutting. Drum diameters up to

26ft. (8m) have been commonly used, and larger drums are feasible for effi-

cient processing. Various types of level detectors are used to permit drum filling

to within 7–8ft. (2–2.5m) of the upper tangent line of the drum monitor coke

height in the drum during onstream service.

Hydraulic cutters are used to remove coke from the drum, and the first step is

to bore a vertical pilot hole through the coke after which cutting heads with hor-

izontally directed nozzles and then undercut the coke and drop it out of the bot-

tom of the drum. Hydraulic pressures in the range of 3000–3600psi are used in
the 26ft. diameter coking drums.

In regard to the process parameters and product yields, an increase in the

coking temperature (i) decreases coke production, (ii) increases liquid yield,

and (iii) increases gas-oil end point. On the other hand, increasing pressure

and/or recycle ratio (i) increases gas yield, (ii) increases coke yield, (iii)

decreases liquid yield, and (iv) decreases gas-oil end point. As an example,

increasing the pressure from the currently designed 15–35psi causes the

higher-boiling products to remain in the hot zone longer causing further decom-

position and an increase in the yield of the naphtha fraction, a decrease in the

yield of the middle distillate-gas-oil fraction, and an increase in the yield

of coke.
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In the past, many delayed coking units were designed to provide complete

conversion of atmospheric residue to naphtha, kerosene, and other low-boiling

products. However, some units have been designed to minimize coke yield and

produce heavy coker gas oil (HCGO) that is catalytically upgraded. The yield

slate for a delayed coker can be varied to meet a refiner’s objectives through the

selection of operating parameters. Furthermore, delayed coking has an increas-

ingly important role to play in the integration of modem crude oil refineries

because of the inherent flexibility of the process to handle even the heaviest

of residues. The flexibility of operation inherent in delayed coking permits

refiners to process a wide variety of crude oil feedstocks including high-sulfur

viscous feedstocks.

Low-pressure coking is a process designed for a once-through, low-pressure
operation. The process is similar to delayed coking except that recycling is not

usually practiced and the coke chamber operating conditions are 435°C (815°F),
25psi. Excessive coking is inhibited by the addition of water to the feedstock in

order to quench and restrict further reactions of the reactive intermediates.

High-temperature coking is a semicontinuous process designed to convert

viscous feedstocks to gas oil and coke as the primary products. In the process,

the feedstock is transported to the heater (370°C, 700°F, and 30psi) and finally
to the coking unit, where temperatures may be as high as 980–1095°C (1800–
2000°F). Volatile materials are fractionated, and after the cycle is complete,

coke is collected for sulfur removal before storage.

Delayed coking is likely to remain the workhorse of thermal cracking pro-

cesses for the foreseeable future. Online spalling, decoking techniques have

been developed, based on successful, similar application on delayed coker

heaters. Coker heater operation (in delayed coking units and in visbreaker units)

is improved by online spalling of the coker heater pipes by the addition of off-

line pipe that is added to the online coker heater pipes. When an online pipe is to

be spalled, flow is diverted to the off-line pipe allowing for full operation of the

coker heater. In another embodiment, a thermal transfer resistant zone plate is

movably mounted in the radiant section of the coker heater. By moving the zone

plate from an operating position to a spalling position and adjusting the temper-

ature of the plurality of burners, the temperature of the pipes in the zone of the

heater radiant section to be spalled can be lowered, while the temperature in the

remaining zones of the heater radiant section are fully operational.

The delayed coking process will remain a preferred residue upgrading

option because of its ability to handle the heaviest, contaminated crudes. Glob-

ally, approximately one-third of installed residue upgrading plant is by delayed

coking. Although a mature process, in recent years, many developments have

taken place, including (i) development of automated coke drum unheeding

devices, allowing the operator to carry out the decoking procedure safely from

a remote location; (ii) understanding of process parameters affecting yields,

coker product qualities, and coke qualities (e.g., shot coke); and (iii) design

and operation of major equipment items, in particular coke drums (allowing
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shorter coking cycles) and the delayed coker heater (online spalling/decoking

and minimization of coking in furnace tubes).

Considering the need for expanding viscous feedstock processing (Parkash,

2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017), there

will be a need to incorporate operational flexibility into the original design of

the delayed coker and make a few key equipment choices with long-term goals

in mind. In recent projects and licensing proposals, refineries are also incorpo-

rating unique long-term rationales into their designs (Wodnik and Hughes,

2005). For example, some locations intentionally leave plot space and specify

design criteria around the coker to allow for easy placement of an additional pair

of coke drums with minimal debottlenecking of existing assets. This decision is

based upon future plans to construct either another sour crude train or other pro-

jects to make more coker feedstock available from existing refinery units. These

units utilize the benefit of being online and generating earnings to help pay for

the future expansion projects. Incorporating distillate recycle in the processing

scheme or at least designing the coker so that recycle technology can be added

later at minimal cost is another design strategy possibility.

In terms of the chemistry of the process, coke formation begins only after an

accumulation of considerable amount of asphaltene-type constituent that are

formed as part of the thermal process. The rate of coke formation in a given case

is determined by the rate of increase of the asphaltenes in the cracked residue.

The process of formation of a new solid phase is made up of the precipitation of

asphaltene constituents from the saturated solution and their subsequent con-

densation. In addition, the time for the inception of coke formation coincides

with the time of maximum yield of asphaltene constituents (Magaril and

Aksenova, 1968; Magaril et al., 1971).
4.2 Fluid Coking

Throughout the history of the refining industry, with only short-term excep-

tions, there has been a considerable economic driving force for upgrading heavy

oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen. This has led to the development of

processes to reduce unwanted yield of nonvolatile materials including processes

such as thermal cracking, visbreaking, delayed coking, vacuum distillation, and

deasphalting.

Fluid coking is a continuous coking process that converts viscous feed-

stocks, such as vacuum residua, deasphalter bottoms, and tar sand bitumen.

In the reactor, the feedstock is thermally cracked into low-boiling products

and coke. The product yield of the process is in the range of 70%–75% per load

weight, whereas the balance is coke. The process is also valuable for the con-

version of heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen to distillates

(Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson,

2017). In the process, the hot feedstock is sprayed onto a fluidized bed of

hot, fine coke particles, which permits the coking reactions to be conducted
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at higher temperatures and shorter contact times than can be employed in

delayed coking. These conditions result in decreased yields of coke; greater

quantities of more valuable liquid product are recovered in the fluid coking

process.

As a brief history, in the late 1940s and early 1950s, there was a large incen-

tive to develop a continuous process to convert viscous feedstocks into lower-

boiling products. During this period, fluid coking using the principle of fluidized

solids was developed, and contact coking, using the principle of a moving solid

bed, was also developed, and the first commercial fluid coker went onstream in

late 1954. During the late 1960s, environmental considerations indicated that, in

many areas, it would no longer be possible to utilize high-sulfur coke as a boiler

fuel. This and other environmental considerations resulted in the development of

flexicoking to convert the coke product from a fluid coker to clean fuel. Flexicok-

ing is a carbon rejection process developed as a modification to fluid coking, add-

ing a step for coke gasifying to produce flexigas, a coke gas with a low-heating

power (80–100Btu/ft3), reducing considerably the coke production. The product
yield is similar to that of fluid coking, but coke production is reduced from 24

to 4%, converting it into flexigas. The first commercial flexicoking unit went

onstream in 1976.

Fluid coking (Fig. 8.9) is a continuous process that uses the fluidized solid

technique to convert viscous feedstocks such as vacuum residua, cracked

residua, heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen to more valuable prod-

ucts (Roundtree, 1997; Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017;

Hsu and Robinson, 2017). This coking process allows improvement in the yield

of distillates by reducing the residence time of the cracked vapors and also

allows simplified handling of the coke product. Heat for the process is supplied

by partial combustion of the coke with the remaining coke being drawn as prod-

uct. The new coke is deposited in a thin fresh layer (ca. 0.005mm, 5μm) on the

outside surface of the circulating coke particle, giving an onion skin effect.

The equipment for the fluid coking process is similar to that used in fluid

catalytic cracking (Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017;

Hsu and Robinson, 2017) and follows comparable design concepts except that

the fluidized coke solids replace catalyst. Small particles of coke made in the

process circulate in a fluidized state between the vessels and are the heat transfer

medium, and thus, the process requires no high-temperature preheat furnace.

Fluid coking uses two vessels, a reactor and a burner; coke particles are cir-

culated between these to transfer heat (generated by burning a portion of the

coke) to the reactor (Fig. 8.9; Blaser, 1992; Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007;

Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017). The reactor holds a bed of flu-

idized coke particles, and steam is introduced at the bottom of the reactor to

fluidize the bed. The feed coming from the bottom of a vacuum tower at, for

example, 260–370°C (500–700°F) is injected directly into the reactor. The tem-

perature in the coking vessel ranges from 480 to 565°C (900–1050°F), with
short residence times of the order of 15–30s, and the pressure is substantially
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atmospheric, so the incoming feed is partly vaporized and partly deposited on

the fluidized coke particles. The material on the particle surface then cracks and

vaporizes, leaving a residue that dries to form coke. The vapor products pass

through cyclones that remove most of the entrained coke.

Vapor products leave the bed and pass through cyclones that are necessary

for the removal of the entrained coke. The cyclones discharge the vapor into the

bottom of a scrubber, and any coke dust remaining after passage through the

cyclones is scrubbed out with a pump-around stream, and the products are

cooled to condense the viscous tar-like product. The resulting slurry is recycled

to the reactor. The scrubber overhead vapors are sent to a fractionator where

they are separated into wet gas, naphtha, and various gas-oil fractions. The

wet gas is compressed and fractionated into the desired components.

In the reactor, the coke particles flow down through the vessel into the strip-

ping zone. The stripped coke then flows down a standpipe and through a slide

valve that controls the reactor bed level. A riser carries the cold coke to the

burner. Air is introduced to the burner to burn part of the coke to provide reactor

heat. The hot coke from the burner flows down a standpipe through a slide valve
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that controls coke flow and thus the reactor bed temperature. A riser carries the

hot coke to the top of the reactor bed. Combustion products from the burner bed

pass through two stages of cyclones to recover coke fines and return them to the

burner bed.

Coke is withdrawn from the burner to keep the solid inventory constant. To

aid in keeping the coke from becoming too coarse, large particles are selectively

removed as product in a quench elutriator drum and coke fines are returned to

the burner. The product coke is quenched with water in the quench elutriator

drum and pneumatically transported to storage. A simple jet attrition system

in the reactor provides additional seed coke to maintain a constant particle size

within the system.

Due to the higher thermal cracking severity used in fluid coking compared

with delayed coking, the products are somewhat more olefinic than the products

from delayed coking. In general, products are handled for upgrading in a com-

parable manner from both coking processes. Delayed coking and fluid coking

have been the processes of choice for primary conversion of Athabasca bitumen

to liquid products for more than four decades (Fig. 8.10; Speight, 1990, 2000,

2014, 2017, Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Hsu and Robinson, 2017). Both

processes are termed the primary conversion processes for the tar sand plants in
Fort McMurray, Alberta, Canada. The unstable liquid product streams are

hydrotreated before recombining to the synthetic crude oil.

Coke, being a product of the process, must be withdrawn from the system to

keep the solids inventory from increasing. The net coke produced is removed

from the burner bed through a quench elutriator drum, where water is added
Primary
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FIG. 8.10 Processing sequence for tar sand bitumen.
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for cooling and cooled coke is withdrawn and sent to storage. During the course

of the coking reaction the particles tend to grow in size. The size of the coke

particles remaining in the system is controlled by a grinding system within

the reactor.

The coke product from the fluidized process is a laminated sphere with an

average particle size of 0.17–0.22mm (170–220μm), readily handled by fluid

transport techniques. It is much harder and denser than delayed coke and in gen-

eral is not as desirable for manufacturing formed products.

The yields of products are determined by the feed properties, the tempera-

ture of the fluid bed, and the residence time in the bed. The lower limit on oper-

ating temperature is set by the behavior of the fluidized coke particles. If the

conversion to coke and light ends is too slow, the coke particles agglomerate

in the reactor, a condition known as bogging. The use of a fluidized bed reduces
the residence time of the vapor-phase products in comparison with delayed cok-

ing, which in turn reduces cracking reactions. The yield of coke is thereby

reduced, and the yield of gas-oil and olefin derivatives increased. An increase

of 5°C (9°F) in the operating temperature of the fluid-bed reactor typically

increases gas yield by 1% w/w and naphtha by �1% w/w.

The disadvantage of burning the coke to generate process heat is that sulfur

from the coke is liberated as sulfur dioxide (SO2). The gas stream from the coke

burner also contains carbon monoxide (CO), carbon dioxide (CO2), and nitro-

gen (N2). An alternate approach is to use a coke gasifier to convert the carbo-

naceous solids to a mixture of carbon monoxide (CO), carbon dioxide (CO2),

and hydrogen (H2).

The liquid products from the coker can, following cleanup via commercially

available gas-oil hydrodesulfurization technology (Parkash, 2003; Gary et al.,

2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017), provide large quantities

of low-sulfur fuel (<0.2% by weight sulfur). The incentive for fluid coking or

flexicoking increases relative to alternate processing, such as direct hydropro-

cessing, as feedstock quality (Conradson carbon, metals, sulfur, nitrogen, etc.)

decreases. Changes in yields and product quality result from a change from a

low cut-point, high reactor temperature operation to a high cut-point operation

with a lower reactor temperature (Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight,

2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017).

Fluid coke is used in electrodes for aluminum manufacture, in silicon car-

bide manufacture, in ore sintering operations, and as fuel. The coke from a feed-

stock containing a large amount of contaminants may not be suitable for these

uses, from either a product contamination or environmental standpoint. The

flexicoking process overcomes this problem by converting part of the gross

coke to a gas that can be burned in process furnaces and boilers. The coke fines

from a flexicoking unit contain most of the metals in the feedstock and may be

suitable for metal recovery.

The fluid coking processes can be used to produce a high yield of low-sulfur

fuel oil and to completely eliminate residual fuel oil and nonvolatile residua
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from the refinery product slate (Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014,

2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017). The different distributions are obtained by

varying the fluid coker/flexicoker operating conditions and changing the down-

stream processing of the coker reactor products. In fact, there are many process
variations that can be used to adapt the process to particular refining situations.
Once-through or partial recycle coking can be used where there is a small mar-

ket for heavy fuel oil or where a quantity of high-sulfur material can be blended

into the fuel oil pool.

In reference to the process parameters, the reactor temperature is normally

set at 510–540°C (950–l000°F). Low temperature favors high liquid yields and

reduces the unsaturation of the gas but increases the reactor holdup require-

ments. The burner temperature is normally 55–110°C (100–200°F) above the

reactor temperature. Regulating the amount of coke sent to the reactor from

the burner controls the reactor temperature. Burner temperature is controlled

by the air rate to the burner.

Low pressure provides maximum gas-oil recycle cut point, minimizes steam

requirements, and reduces air blower horsepower. Reactor pressure normally

adjusts to the gas compressor suction pressure but is higher due to the pressure

drop through the piping, the condenser, the fractionation tower, and the reactor

cyclone. The unit pressure balance required for coke circulation is normally

controlled at a fixed differential pressure relative to the reactor that sets the

burner pressure. Reactor coke level is controlled by the cold coke slide valve

on the transfer line from the reactor to the burner, and burner coke level is con-
trolled by the coke withdrawal rate.

In all coking processes, product yields are a function of feed properties, the

severity of the operation, and recycle cut point (Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007;

Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017). Severity is a function of time

and temperature since low severity and high gas-oil cut point favor high liquid

yields, whereas high severity and low gas-oil cut point increase coke and gas

yields. Data from these sources indicate that the gross coke yield is directly

related to the API gravity of the feedstock (Table 8.3), which in turn is related

to the carbon residue (Speight, 2014, 2015a,b, 2017). Coke quality and gas qual-

ity are also important (Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017;

Hsu and Robinson, 2017).

In most cases, high liquid yield and minimum coke and gas yields are

required, and in theory, two cracking rates should be considered. The first is

the rate at which the liquid cracks and vaporizes after initially laying down

on the coke particles that determines the reactor holdup. The second is that

vapor-phase cracking determines the distribution of the products between

gas, naphtha, and gas oil. The vapor residence time can be determined from

the reactor volume and the volume flow of hydrocarbon vapor and steam

and can be divided into time in the fluid bed and time in the disperse phase.

The former is a function of the coke holdup or hourly space velocity that is nor-

mally expressed as reciprocal hours. For maximum liquid yield, the secondary



TABLE 8.3 Relationship of Coke Yield to API Gravity

API Gravity

Yield (% w/w)

Delayed Coke Fluid Coke

26 8 3

16 18 11

10 27 17

6 35 23

4 42 29
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cracking time should be kept at a minimum, and thus, it is normally desirable to

design the unit for the maximum hourly space velocity.

The maximum rate at which feed can be injected into a fluid coker is limited

by a condition known as bogging. The conditions required to avoid a bogging

are the following: (i) The feedstock must be uniformly distributed over the

entire surface of the heat transfer medium; (ii) the layer of feed material on

the particles should not be too great, and the thickness of the sticky plastic layer

depends on the specific flow rate of feedstock, its coking factor, and the recir-

culation rate of the heat transfer medium; (iii) the bed temperature and the initial

temperature of the heat transfer medium should be sufficiently high that the first

stage of the process is completed in a short time; and (iv) the heat transfer

medium should not consist of particles that are too fine. The heat reserve of

the granules should be sufficient to cover the entire energy requirements in con-

nection with heating the feedstock, supplying the energy for the endothermic

cracking reaction, and evaporating the decomposition products. If the feed

injection rate exceeds the vaporization rate for an extended period of time,

the thickness of the tacky oil film on the particles will increase until the particles

rapidly agglomerate, causing the bed to lose fluidity. When fluidization is lost,

the heat transfer rate is greatly reduced, further aggravating the condition. Coke

circulation cannot be maintained due to the loss of reactor fluidization.

For comparative purposes because of the similarity of the processes, there

are some notable differences between the operation of a fluid coker and a fluid

catalytic cracking unit (FCCU), and some of these differences tend to make the

fluid coker easier to operate. The fluid coker heat balance is very easy to main-

tain, as there is always an excess of carbon to burn, whereas a fluid catalytic

cracking unit has a sensitive interaction between heat balance and intensity

balance and therefore between carbon burned and carbon produced, which com-

plicates control, especially during operating changes, startup, and shutdown.

In addition, recovery from upsets caused by the loss of utilities such as steam

and air is normally easier and faster with a fluid coker than with a fluid catalytic
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cracking unit. The fluid coker normally operates well at low feed rates, and turn-

down to low rate is normally limited by the ability of the tower to maintain frac-

tionation of the products. The fluid coker properly can operate at any feed rate

that will provide enough coke to heat balance.

However, the fluid coker has some inherent features that can create prob-

lems if proper precautions are not followed. The viscous residuum can become

a near-solid phase if the lines are not properly heat traced and insulated. Low

reactor temperature results in reactor bogging. If the particle size of the circu-

lating coke is not properly controlled, the size can grow to the point that coke

circulation problems are encountered. The feed nozzles must be maintained and

occasionally cleaned to prevent poor feed distribution followed by excessive

agglomerate formation. Control of the reactor bed level is critical since an

excessively high bed level will flood the reactor cyclone and allow coke to

be carried to the scrubber where it will plug the lines.

Along similar lines to the fluid coking process, the rapid thermal processing
(RTP, now the heavy-to-light upgrading technology (HTL)) process was devel-

oped by Ivanhoe Energy Inc. in the 1980s. The process uses a circulating trans-

port bed of hot sand to rapidly induce thermal cracking of the viscous feedstock

in the absence of air to produce a low-boiling synthetic crude oil (Veith, 2007;

Koshka et al., 2008; Silverman et al., 2011).
4.3 Flexicoking

Flexicoking is a direct descendent of fluid coking (Fig. 8.11) and uses the same

configuration as the fluid coker but includes a gasification section in which

excess coke can be gasified to produce refinery fuel gas (Roundtree, 1997;

Marano, 2003; Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu

and Robinson, 2017). The flexicoking process was designed during the late

1960s and the 1970s as a means by which excess coke could be reduced in view

of the gradual incursion of the heavier feedstocks in refinery operations. Such

feedstocks are notorious for producing high yields of coke (>15% by weight) in

thermal and catalytic operations.

In the process, the viscous feedstock enters the scrubber for direct-contact

heat exchange with the overhead product vapors from the reactor. The higher-

boiling products (> 525°C/> 975°F) present in the overhead condense in the

scrubber and return to the reactor as a recycle stream with fresh feedstock.

Lower-boiling overhead constituents in the scrubber go to a conventional frac-

tionator and also to light ends recovery. The feedstock is thermally cracked in

the reactor fluidized bed to a range of gas and liquid products and coke. The

coke inventory is maintained by circulating the bed coke from the reactor to

the heater via the cold coke transfer line. In the heater, the coke is heated by

the gasifier products and circulated back to the reactor via the hot coke transfer

line to supply the heat that sustains the thermal cracking process.
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Excess coke is converted to a low-heating value gas in a fluid-bed gasifier

with steam and air. The air is supplied to the gasifier to maintain temperatures of

830–1000°C (1525–1830°F) but is insufficient to burn all of the coke. The gas-
ifier products, consisting of a gas and coke mixture, return to the heater to heat

up the coke. The gas exits the heater overhead and goes to steam generation, to

dry/wet particulate removal, and to desulfurization. The clean flexigas is then

ready for use as fuel in refinery boilers and furnaces and/or for steam and power

generation. Approximately 95%w/w of the coke generated in the reactor is con-

verted in the process. Only a small amount of product coke is collected as fines

from the flexigas and purged from the heater to extract feed metals.

A typical gas product, after removal of hydrogen sulfide, contains carbon

monoxide (CO, 18%), carbon dioxide (CO2, 10%), hydrogen (H2, 15%), nitro-

gen (N2, 51%), water (H2O, 5%), and methane (CH4, 1%). The heater is located

between the reactor and the gasifier, and it serves to transfer heat between the

two vessels. The heater temperature is controlled by the rate of coke circulation

between the heater and the gasifier. Adjusting the air rate to the gasifier controls

the unit inventory of coke, and the gasifier temperature is controlled by steam

injection to the gasifier.

Yields of liquid products from flexicoking are the same as from fluid coking,

because the coking reactor is unaltered. The main drawback of gasification is

the requirement for a large additional reactor, especially if high conversion

of the coke is required. Units are designed to gasify 60%–97% w/w of the coke
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from the reactor. Even with the gasifier, the product coke will contain more sul-

fur than the feed, which limits the attractiveness of even the most advance of

coking processes.

The flexicoking process produces a clean fuel gas with a heating value of

�90Btu/ft3 or higher. The coke gasification can be controlled to burn �95%

of the coke to maximize production of coke gas or at a reduced level to produce

both gas and a coke that has been desulfurized by �65%. This flexibility per-

mits adjustment for coke market conditions over a considerable range of feed-

stock properties. Fluid coke is currently being used in power plant boilers.

Fluid coking and flexicoking are versatile processes that are applicable to a

wide range of viscous feedstocks and provide a variety of products. The feed-

stock should have a carbon residue in excess of 5% w/w, and there is no upper

limit on the carbon residue. Suitable feedstocks include vacuum residua,

asphalt, and visbreaker residuum (visbreaker tar), heavy oil, extra heavy oil,

and tar sand bitumen.
5. Other Processes

Typically, in terms of upgrading tar sand bitumen, the feedstock was processed

(on the surface) by delayed coking or fluid coking to produce a synthetic crude

oil (Fig. 8.10; Speight, 2013, 2014, 2017). In a variation of the bitumen upgrad-
ing process, bitumen from the separation plant is first sent to an atmospheric

distillation tower where the resulting products are naphtha, low-boiling gas

oil, high-boiling gas oil, and residuum (NRCAN, 2015). Each of the naphtha,

low-boiling gas-oil, and high-boiling gas-oil streams is then sent to the appro-

priate (and separate) hydrotreater to remove sulfur and nitrogen by adding

hydrogen. The resulting products from each of the separate hydrotreaters are

then combined to produce synthetic crude oil. The residuum from the atmo-

spheric distillation tower is further separated into two streams, viscous vacuum

gas oil and vacuum residue. The viscous vacuum gas oil is mixed with the gas

oil from the atmospheric distillation tower to undergo hydrotreating. The vac-

uum residuum is further upgraded either in a hydroconverter or in a coker to

produce low-boiling liquid products and by-product coke (in the coker). The

overhead product from the hydroconverter or coker is further separated into

naphtha, low-boiling gas oil and high-boiling gas oil by distillation. Each of

these three streams are mixed with the corresponding liquid product from the

atmospheric distillation tower and then sent to the separate hydrotreaters to

remove sulfur and nitrogen by adding hydrogen. The final products from the

upgrading facility are synthetic crude oil and coke.

The decarbonizing thermal process is designed to minimize coke and gas-

oline yields but, at the same time, to produce maximum yields of gas oil and

should not be confused with the propane decarbonizing process, which is a deas-

phalting process. The thermal decarbonizing process is essentially the same as

the delayed coking process, but lower temperatures and pressures are employed.
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For example, pressures range from 10 to 25psi, heater outlet temperatures may

be 485°C (905°F), and coke drum temperatures may be of the order of 415°C
(780°F). Decarbonizing in this sense of the term should not be confused with

propane decarbonizing, which is essentially a solvent deasphalting process

(Chapter 12; Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and

Robinson, 2017).

High-temperature coking is a semicontinuous thermal conversion process

designed for high-melting feedstocks that yields coke and gas oil as the primary

products. The coke may be treated to remove sulfur to produce a low-sulfur

coke (� 5%), even though the feedstock contained as much as 5% w/w sulfur.

In the process, the feedstock is transported to the pitch accumulator, then to the

heater (370°C (700°F) and 30psi), and finally to the coke oven, where temper-

atures may be as high as 980–1095°C (1800–2000°F). Volatile materials are

fractionated, and after the cycle is complete, coke is collected for sulfur removal

and quenching before storage.

Mixed-phase cracking (also called liquid-phase cracking) is a continuous

thermal decomposition process for the conversion of viscous feedstocks to

products boiling in the gasoline range. The process generally employs rapid

heating of the feedstock (kerosene, gas oil, reduced crude, or even whole crude),

after which it is passed to a reaction chamber and then to a separator where the

vapors are cooled. Overhead products from the flash chamber are fractionated to

gasoline components and recycle stock, and flash chamber bottoms are with-

drawn as a heavy fuel oil. Coke formation, which may be considerable at the

process temperatures (400–480°C, 750–900°F), is minimized by the use of pres-

sures in excess of 350psi.

Vapor-phase cracking is a high-temperature (545–595°C, 1000–1100°F),
low-pressure (<50psi) thermal conversion process that favors dehydrogenation

of feedstock (gaseous hydrocarbon derivatives to gas oils) components to olefin

derivatives and aromatic derivatives. Coke is often deposited in heater tubes,

causing shutdowns. Relatively large reactors are required for these units.

Selective thermal cracking is a thermal conversion process that utilizes

different conditions depending on the nature of the feedstock. For example, a

heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen may be cracked at 494–515°C
(920–960°F) and 300–500psi; a low-boiling gas oil may be cracked at

510–530°C (950–990°F) and 500–700psi (Fig. 8.12). Each feedstock has its

own particular characteristics that dictate the optimum conditions of temperature

and pressure for maximum yields of the products. These factors are utilized in

selective combination of cracking units in which the more refractory feedstocks

are cracked for longer periods of time or at higher temperatures than the less

stable feedstocks, which are cracked at lower temperatures.

The process eliminates the accumulation of stable low-boiling material in

the recycle stock and also minimizes coke formation from high-temperature

cracking of the higher-boiling material. The end result is the production of fairly

high yields of gasoline, middle distillates, and olefin gases.
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The thermal cracking of naphtha involves the upgrading of low-octane frac-

tions of catalytic naphtha to higher-quality material. The process is designed, in

fact, to upgrade the heavier portions of naphtha, which contain virgin feedstock,

and to remove naphthene derivatives and paraffin derivatives. Some high-

molecular-weight aromatic derivatives are produced by condensation reactions,

and substantial quantities of olefin derivatives occur in the product streams.
6. Options for Heavy Feedstocks

The limitations of processing the more complex difficult-to-convert heavy oil,

extra heavy oil, and tar bitumen depend to a large extent on the amount of non-

volatile higher-molecular-weight constituents, which also contain the majority

of the heteroatoms (i.e., nitrogen, oxygen, sulfur, and metals such as nickel and

vanadium) (Chapter 1). The chemistry of the thermal reactions of some of these

constituents dictates that certain reactions, once initiated, cannot be reversed

and proceed to completion and coke is the eventual product (Parkash, 2003;

Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017).

Upgrading viscous feedstocks, such as crude oil residua that are similar in

character to heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen, began with the

introduction of desulfurization processes that were designed to reduce the sulfur

content of the feedstock and products therefrom. In the early days of such
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upgrading, the goal was desulfurization, but in later years, the processes were

adapted to a 10%–30% partial conversion operation, as intended to achieve

desulfurization and obtain low-boiling fractions simultaneously, by increasing

severity in operating conditions.

Although new thermal cracking units are now under development for vis-

cous feedstocks (Speight, 2011), processes that can be regarded as having

evolved from the original concept of thermal cracking are visbreaking and

the various coking processes.

In summary, there is a need to improve conversion of viscous feedstocks,

and part of the future growth will be at or near recovery sites at heavy crude

oil reservoirs, extra heavy crude oil deposits, and tar sand bitumen deposits

in order to improve the quality to ease transportation and open markets for

crudes of otherwise marginal value. Thus, refinery evolution has seen the intro-

duction of a variety of viscous feedstock cracking processes (some use catalysts

and are, of necessity, included here). These processes are different from one

another in cracking method, cracked product patterns, and product properties

and will be employed in refineries according to their respective features.

It is the purpose of this chapter to present these processes in relation to their

use in modern refineries and the information that should be borne in mind when

considering and deciding upon the potential utility of any process presented

throughout this and subsequent chapters. In addition, the importance of solvents

to mitigate coke formation has been recognized for many years (e.g., Langer

et al., 1961), but their effects have often been ascribed to hydrogen-donor reac-

tions rather than phase behavior. The separation of the phases depends on the

solvent characteristics of the liquid. Addition of aromatic solvents will suppress

phase separation, while paraffin-based solvents will enhance separation.
6.1 Aquaconversion Process

The Aquaconversion process (Fig. 8.7) consists of an improved version of the

viscosity reduction process to decrease both the viscosity and the density of vis-

cous feedstocks, achieving a conversion much larger than that of the conven-

tional visbreaking. The novel catalytic system allows hydrogen from the

water to be transferred to the resid when operated at the conditions normally

used for the visbreaking process. This hydrogen incorporation is much lower

than that obtained when using a deep hydroconversion process under high

hydrogen partial pressure. Nevertheless, it is high enough to saturate the free

radicals, formed within the thermal process, which would normally lead to poly-

merization reactions that form large asphaltenes and cause stability problems.

With this hydrogen incorporation, a higher conversion level can be reached,

thus enabling higher API and viscosity improvements to be achieved while

maintaining product stability.

Put simply, the Aquaconversion process is a hydrovisbreaking technology

that uses catalyst-activated transfer of hydrogen from water added to the
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feedstock. Reactions that lead to coke formation are suppressed, and there is no

separation of asphaltene-type material (Marzin et al., 1998; Pereira et al., 1998,

2001; Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson,

2017). The important aspect of the Aquaconversion technology is that it does

not produce any solid by-product such as coke, nor requires any hydrogen

source or high-pressure equipment. In addition, the Aquaconversion process

can be implanted in the production area, and thus, the need for external diluent

and its transport over large distances is eliminated.

Typically, visbreaking technology is limited in conversion level because of

the stability of the resulting product. The Aquaconversion process extends the

maximum conversion level within the stability specification by adding a homo-

geneous catalyst in the presence of steam.

Low-boiling distillates from the raw crude can be used as diluent for both the

production and desalting processes. Also some catalyst processes have been

developed such as catalytic aquathermolysis, which is used widely for upgrad-

ing viscous oil. In this process to maximize the upgrading effect, the suitable

catalysts should be chosen.

In order to achieve the desired result, the catalyst precursor is dispersed in

the feedstock by reaction with its polar components. The polar nature of the

resulting mixture allows the catalyst to migrate toward the feedstock’s more

aromatic, multiring components. The catalyst, which is produced and activated

by heat in the presence of water, then catalyzes the dissociation of water into

hydrogen and oxygen radicals. As thermal cleavage of the carbon-carbon bonds

progresses, hydrocarbon free radicals would begin to be formed. Unlike the typ-

ical visbreaking reaction sequence, where these materials react to eventually

form asphaltene-type products, the Aquaconversion reaction mechanism

reduces the tendency for the formation of high-molecular-weight products.

The catalyst also accomplishes dealkylation of the alkyl aromatic structures

to form smaller aromatic derivatives, hydrogen, and carbon dioxide (Yoshida

et al., 1997). In addition, oxygen from the water saturates some hydrocarbon

free radicals to form carbon oxides, mostly carbon dioxide because the thermo-

dynamic equilibrium favors its formation at the Aquaconversion temperature.

The entire reaction sequence can effectively terminate several undesirable

asphaltene polymerization reactions and results in a catalytic steam visbroken

product with lower asphaltene content than conventional visbreaking (Marzin

et al., 1998).
6.2 Asphalt Coking Technology Process

The asphalt coking technology (ASCOT) process is a residual oil upgrading

process that integrates the delayed coking process and the deep solvent deas-

phalting process (low-energy deasphalting, LEDA) (Bonilla, 1985; Bonilla

and Elliott, 1987). Removing the deasphalted oil fraction prior to application

of the delayed coking process has two benefits: (i) In the coking process, this
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fraction is thermally cracked to extinction, degrading this material as an FCC

feedstock, and (ii) thermally cracking this material to extinction results in con-

version of a significant portion to coke.

In the process, the feedstock is brought to the desired extraction temperature

(50–230°C, 120–445°F, at 300–500psig) and then sent to the extractor where

solvent (straight-run naphtha and coker naphtha; solvent-to-oil ratio¼4:1 to

13:1) flows upward, extracting soluble material from the down-flowing feed-

stock. The solvent-deasphalted phase leaves the top of the extractor and flows

to the solvent recovery system where the solvent is separated from the deas-

phalted oil and recycled to the extractor. The deasphalted oil is sent to the

delayed coker (heater outlet temperature, 480–510°C, 900–950°F, at 15–35psig,
and a recycle ratio of 0.05:0.25 on fresh feedstock) where it is combined with the

high-boiling coker gas oil from the coker fractionator and sent to the coker gas-oil

stripper where low-boiling hydrocarbon derivatives are stripped off and returned

to the fractionator.

The stripped deasphalted oil/high-boiling coker gas-oil mixture is removed

from the bottom of the stripper and used to provide heat to the naphtha

stabilizer-reboiler before being sent to battery limits as a cracking stock. The

raffinate phase containing the asphalt and some solvent flows at a controlled

rate from the bottom of the extractor and is charged directly to the coking

section.

The solvent contained in the asphalt and deasphalted oil is condensed in the

fractionator overhead condensers, where it can be recovered and used as lean oil

for a propane/butane recovery in the absorber, eliminating the need to recircu-

late lean oil from the naphtha stabilizer. The solvent introduced in the coker

heater and coke drums results in a significant reduction in the partial pressure

of asphalt feed, compared with a regular delayed coking unit. The low asphalt

partial pressure results in low coke and high liquid yields in the coking reaction.

With the ASCOT process, there is a significant reduction in by-product fuel

as compared with either solvent deasphalting or delayed coking, and the process

can be tailored to process a specific quantity or process to a specific quality of

cracking stock (Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and

Robinson, 2017).
6.3 Cherry-P Process

The comprehensive heavy ends reforming refinery (Cherry-P) process is a pro-

cess for the conversion of viscous crude oil or residuum into distillate and a

cracked residuum (Ueda, 1976, 1978). In this process, the principal aim is to

upgrade viscous crude oil residues at conditions between those of conventional

visbreaking and delayed coking. Although coal is added to the feedstock, it is

not intended to be a coprocessing feedstock, but the coal is intended to act as a

scavenger to prevent the buildup of coke on the reactor wall. The use of scav-

engers in the process is projected to increase (Stark and Falkler, 2008; Stark
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et al., 2008; Speight, 2014). The superior surface activity of the asphaltene con-

stituents will facilitate removal by adsorption on different surfaces (Speight,

1994, 2014, 2015a,b).

In the process, the feedstock is mixed with coal powder in a slurry mixing

vessel (without a catalyst or hydrogen), heated in the furnace, and fed to the

reactor where the feedstock undergoes thermal cracking reactions for several

hours at a temperature higher than 400–450°C (750–840°F) and under pressure
(70–290psi) with a residence time on the order of 1–5h. Gas and distillate from
the reactor are sent to a fractionator, and the cracked residuum residue is

extracted out of the system after distilling low-boiling fractions by the flash

drum and vacuum flasher to adjust its softening point. Distillable product yields

of 44% by weight on total feed are reported (Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007;

Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017). Since this yield is obtained

when using anthracite, the proportion that is derived from the coal is likely

to be very low and unlikely to cause compatibility reactions in downstream

reactors due to the presence of phenols and other polar species (Speight,

1990, 2014).
6.4 Continuous Coking Process

A new coking process that can accept a viscous feedstock and continuously dis-

charge vapor and dry crude oil coke particles has been developed and is

designed to. A new coking process is designed to accept viscous feedstocks

(including vacuum residua) from a conventional residuum heater in a coking

plant and continuously discharges volatiles and dry coke particles

(Sullivan, 2011).

In the process, the reactor/devolatilizer receives heavy oil, extra heavy

oil, and tar sand bitumen from a fired heater at a temperature of 450–535°C
(850–1000°F), similar to the heater discharge temperature from the heater in

a delayed coke plant. The feed flows directly into one end of the horizontal reac-

tor/devolatilizer. A kneading/mixing action inside the reactor/devolatilizer

causes new surfaces of the residuum mass to be continuously exposed to the

gas phase several times per second. This creation of new liquid-gas interface

enhances the rapid mass transfer of volatiles into the gas phase similar to what

happens with thin films. The volatile products are then rapidly cooled in a

quench vessel to retard possible degradation by secondary cracking. With the

rapid reduction of volatile content in the residuummass, the carbonization reac-

tion rates are accelerated, enabling continuous and rapid production of solid

coke particles. The rapid release of volatiles also reduces the opportunity for

the volatiles to react with the hot residuum and become locked in the coke.

In order to reduce secondary cracking of the volatiles after they are released into

the vapor phase, the vapor flows immediately (0.1–0.2 s) into the quench section
after leaving the reactor. In the quench section, the temperature of the vapor

is reduced to 51–80°C (125–175°F) by countercurrent flow against gas-oil
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(or residuum feedstock) liquid droplets in a low-pressure-drop vapor-liquid

contactor. The gas-oil quench liquid also scrubs entrained solids out of the

vapor stream and reduces the potential for downstream fouling.

The process also causes the carbonization reactions to proceed more rapidly,

and it produces uniform composition and uniform size of coke particles that

have a low volatile content. The process uses a kneading and mixing action

to continuously expose new resid surface to the vapor space and causes a more

complete removal of volatiles from the produced crude oil coke. Not only are

more valuable volatiles recovered, but also the volatiles are likely to be richer in

middle distillates. As a result of kneading/mixing action by the reactor/devola-

tilizer, new surfaces of the residuum mass are continuously exposed to the gas

phase, enhancing the rapid mass transfer of volatiles into the gas phase. The

volatiles are then rapidly cooled to retard degradation. With the rapid reduction

of volatiles content in the resid mass, the carbonization reaction rates are accel-

erated, enabling continuous and rapid production of solid crude oil coke parti-

cles. The short contact time of the volatiles with the hot residuum minimizes

thermal degradation of volatiles.

Concurrently with the carbonization reactions and the formation of coke,

some cracking of side chains off the larger molecules likely occurs. These smal-

ler, low-boiling molecules produced from cracking reactions join the population

of the indigenous volatiles. Some volatiles may be generated even after the solid

coke is formed. In the delayed coking process, many of these late-forming

volatiles remain trapped in the coke. The process promotes the release of these

late-forming cracked volatiles, allowing them to escape into the gas phase by

breaking the solid coke into small particles.

In addition to the recovery of additional and more valuable volatiles, there

are other benefits of the new process compared with the delayed coking process.

The consumption of utilities is less because no steam or water is required. Since

there is no quenching, energy from the hot coke is recovered. The process is

continuous so is never opened to the atmosphere. There is no cutting procedure

as in the delayed coking process where high-pressure water is used to cut the

coke out of the drums. Therefore, no volatiles and no coke particles are released

into the atmosphere.
6.5 ET-II Process

The ET-II process is a thermal cracking process for the production of distillates

and cracked residuum for use as metallurgical coke and is designed to accom-

modate feedstocks such as heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen

(Kuwahara, 1987). The distillate (cracked oil) is suitable as a feedstock to

hydrocracker and fluid catalytic cracking. The basic technology of the ET-II

process is derived from that of the original Eureka process.

In the process, the feedstock is heated up to 350°C (660°F) by passage

through the preheater and fed into the bottom of the fractionator, where it is
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mixed with recycle oil, and the high-boiling fraction of the cracked oil. The ratio

of recycle oil to feedstock is within the range 0.1%–0.3% by weight. The feed-

stockmixed with recycle oil is then pumped out and fed into the cracking heater,

where the temperature is raised to approximately 490–495°C (915–925°F), and
the outflow is fed to the stirred-tank reactor where it is subjected to further ther-

mal cracking. Both cracking and condensation reactions take place in

the reactor.

The cracked oil and gas products, together with steam from the top of the

reactor, are introduced into the fractionator where the oil is separated into

two fractions, cracked light oil and vacuum gas oil and pitch (Parkash, 2003;

Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017).

The heat required for the cracking reaction is brought in by the effluent itself

from the cracking heater and by the superheated steam, which is heated in the

convection section of the cracking heater and blown into the reactor bottom.

The superheated steam reduces the partial pressure of the hydrocarbon deriva-

tives in the reactor and accelerates the stripping of volatile components from the

cracked residuum. This residual product is discharged through a transfer pump

and transferred to a cooling drum, where the thermal cracking reaction is ter-

minated by quenching with a water spray after which it is sent to the pitch water

slurry preparation unit.
6.6 Eureka Process

The Eureka process is a thermal cracking process to produce a cracked oil and

aromatic residuum from nonvolatile residual materials (Aiba et al., 1981;

Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Ohba et al., 2008; AlHumaidan et al.,

2013a,b; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017). The cracking reactions

occur under lower cracked oil partial pressure by introducing steam into the

reactor. The unconverted cracked residuum (pitch) in the reactor behaves as

a homogeneous system that provides stable and trouble-free operating condi-

tions. The cracked oil is further hydrotreated, cracked, and/or hydrocracked

to produce marketable fuels, and the cracked residuum is utilized as a boiler

fuel or as a gasification (partial oxidation) feedstock for hydrogen production

or synthesis gas production (Chapter 13).

In this process, the viscous feedstock is fed to the preheater and then enters

the bottom of the fractionator, where it is mixed with the recycle oil. The mix-

ture is then fed to the reactor system that consists of a pair of reactors operating

alternately. In the reactor, thermal cracking reaction occurs in the presence of

superheated steam that is injected to strip the cracked products out of the reactor

and supply a part of heat required for cracking reaction. At the end of the reac-

tion, the bottom product is quenched. The oil and gas products (and steam) pass

from the top of the reactor to the lower section of the fractionator, where a small

amount of entrained material is removed by a wash operation. The upper section

is an ordinary fractionator, where the heavier fraction of cracked oil is drawn as
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a sidestream. The process bottoms (pitch) can be used as boiler fuel, as partial

oxidation feedstock for producing hydrogen and carbon monoxide, and as

binder pitch for manufacturing metallurgical coke (Parkash, 2003; Gary

et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017).

The process reactions proceed at lower cracked oil partial pressure by inject-

ing steam into the reactor, keeping crude oil pitch in a homogeneous liquid state,

and unlike a conventional delayed coker, a higher cracked oil yield can be

obtained. A wide range of heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen

can be used as feedstock, such as atmospheric and vacuum residue of crude oils,

various cracked residues, asphalt products from solvent deasphalting, and

native asphalt. After hydrotreating, the cracked oil is used as feedstock for a

fluid catalytic cracker or hydrocracker.

The original Eureka process uses two batch reactors, while the newer ET-II

and high conversion soaker cracking (HSC) processes both employ continuous

reactors.
6.7 FTC Process

The fluid thermal cracking (FTC) process is a heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar

sand bitumen upgrading process in which the feedstock is thermally cracked to

produce distillate and coke (Miyauchi et al., 1981;Miyauchi et al., 1987; Parkash,

2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017).

The feedstock, mixed with recycle stock from the fractionator, is injected

into the cracker and is immediately absorbed into the pores of the particles

by capillary force and is subjected to thermal cracking. In consequence, the sur-

face of the noncatalytic particles is kept dry, and good fluidity is maintained

allowing a good yield of and selectivity for middle distillate products.

Hydrogen-containing gas from the fractionator is used for the fluidization in

the cracker. Excessive coke caused by the metals accumulated on the particle

is suppressed under the presence of hydrogen. The particles with deposited coke

from the cracker are sent to the gasifier, where the coke is gasified and con-

verted into carbon monoxide (CO), hydrogen (H2), carbon dioxide (CO2),

and hydrogen sulfide (H2S) with steam and air. Regenerated hot particles are

returned to the cracker.
6.8 HSC Process

The high conversion soaker cracking (HSC) process is a cracking process

designed for moderate conversion, higher than visbreaking but lower than cok-

ing (Watari et al., 1987; Washimi, 1989; Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007;

Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017). The process is an advanced con-

tinuous thermal cracking technology with a proprietary soaking drum, featuring

a wide range of conversion levels between visbreaking and coking while pro-

ducing pumpable liquid residue at process temperature. A broad range of
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viscous feedstocks such as heavy crude, long and short residue with high con-

tents of sulfur and heavy metals, and even visbroken residue can be charged to

the HSC process. The cracked distillates from the HSC process are mostly low-

boiling gas oil and high-boiling gas oil with fewer unsaturated compounds than

coker distillates. The high-boiling gas-oil fraction serves as the feedstock to the

fluid catalytic cracking unit, and the cracked residue can be used as the fuel for

boiler at the power station. The process uses no hydrogen, no catalyst, and no

high-pressure equipment. The process economics is benefited by low invest-

ment cost and low utility consumptions due to its simple process scheme as vis-

breaking process. The process features less gas make and a higher yield of

distillate compared with other thermal cracking processes. The process can

be used to convert a wide range of feedstocks with high sulfur and metal con-

tent, including heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen. As a note of

interest, the HSC process employs continuous reactors, whereas the original

Eureka process (q.v.) uses two batch reactors.

In the process, the preheated feedstock enters the bottom of the fractionator,

where it is mixed with the recycle oil. The mixture is pumped up to the charge

heater and fed to the soaking drum (ca. atmospheric pressure, steam injection at

the top and bottom), where sufficient residence time is provided to complete the

thermal cracking. In the soaking drum, the feedstock and some product flow

downward passing through a number of perforated plates while steam with

cracked gas and distillate vapors flow through the perforated plates

countercurrently.

The volatile products from the soaking drum enter the fractionator where the

distillates are fractionated into desired product oil streams, including a high-

boiling gas-oil fraction. The cracked gas product is compressed and used as

refinery fuel gas after sweetening. The cracked oil product after hydrotreating

is used as fluid catalytic cracking or hydrocracker feedstock. The residuum is

suitable for use as boiler fuel, road asphalt, binder for the coking industry, and a

feedstock for partial oxidation.
6.9 Selective Cracking Process

Selective cracking is a thermal conversion process that utilizes different condi-

tions depending on feedstock composition. For example, a feedstock such as

heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen may be cracked at 494–515°C
(920–960°F) and 300–500psi. A lower-boiling gas oil may be cracked at 510–
530°C (950–990°F) and 500–700psi (Moschopedis et al., 1998; Parkash,

2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017).

The process eliminates the accumulation of stable low-boiling material in

the recycle stock and also minimizes coke formation from high-temperature

cracking of the higher-boiling material. The end result is the production of fairly

high yields of gasoline, middle distillates, and olefin gases.
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6.10 Shell Thermal Cracking Process

The Shell thermal distillate cracking unit is based on the principle of converting

high-boiling feedstocks to lower-boiling products (Parkash, 2003; Gary et al.,

2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017). Thermal cracking of

heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen takes place in the liquid phase

in a furnace, at elevated pressure and temperature, and the products are resid-

uum and distillate products.

In the process, the feedstock (e.g., the gas-oil fraction from the atmospheric

distillation unit or vacuum gas oil from the vacuum distillation unit) is sent to a

surge drum. Liquid from this drum is pumped to the distillate heater, which typ-

ically operates at a pressure of �490°C (915°C) and 290psi. Under these con-

ditions, the cracking reactions take place in the liquid phase. Fluid from the

distillate heater is then routed to the combi tower where separation is achieved

between residue, gas-oil, and lower-boiling products. In addition, a gas-oil frac-

tion is taken from the combi tower, returned to the surge drum, and then

recycled through the distillate heater. The bottom product of the combi tower

is routed to a vacuum flasher where high-boiling gas oil is recovered from the

residuum stream and routed back to the distillate heater.

The vacuum flashed residuum from the vacuum flasher can be routed to fuel

oil blending or can be used internally as refinery fuel. The recycling of

high-boiling gas oil from both the vacuum flasher and the combi tower to

the distillate heater means that all of the high-boiling gas oil is converted to

lower-boiling products. Low-boiling gas oil from the combi tower is first

stripped and is then routed to a hydrotreater. Alternatively, the low-boiling

gas oil can be used as cutter stock. The feedstock and product requirements

of the thermal distillate cracking process are flexible, and the process has the

capability to optimize conversion through adjustment of the recycle rate of

the high-boiling gas-oil fraction.

The Shell deep thermal gas-oil process is a combination of the Shell deep
thermal conversion process and the Shell thermal gas-oil process. In this alter-
native high conversion scheme, the heavy gas oil (HGO) from the atmospheric

distillation unit and the vacuum gas oil (VGO) from the vacuum flasher or vac-

uum distillation unit are cracked in a distillate thermal cracking heater into

lower-boiling range gas oil.

A related process, the deep thermal conversion (DTC) process (Fig. 8.13)

offers a bridge between visbreaking and coking and provides maximum distil-

late yields by applying deep thermal conversion followed by vacuum flashing of

the products. In the process, the heated vacuum residuum is charged to the

heater and from there to the soaker where conversion occurs. The products

are then led to an atmospheric fractionator to produce gases, naphtha, kerosene,

and gas oil. The fractionator residuum is sent to a vacuum flasher that recovers

additional gas oil and distillate. The next steps for the coke are dependent on its

potential use, and it may be isolated as liquid coke (pitch, cracked residuum) or
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solid coke. The process yields a maximum of distillates from viscous feedstocks

(such as vacuum residua, heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen) and

by vacuum flashing the cracked residue. The liquid coke, not suitable for blend-

ing to commercial fuel, is used for specialty products, gasification, and/or

combustion, for example, to generate power and/or hydrogen.
6.11 Tervahl-T Process

The Tervahl T process offers options that allow the process to accommodate

differences in the feedstock and the desired sale of products. In the process

(LePage et al., 1987; Peries et al., 1988; Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007;

Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017), the feedstock is heated to the

desired temperature using the coil heater, and heat is recovered in the stabiliza-

tion section and held for a specified residence time in the soaking drum. The

soaking drum effluent is quenched and sent to a conventional stabilizer or frac-

tionator where the products are separated into the desired streams (Parkash,

2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017). The

gas produced from the process is used for fuel.

In the related Tervahl H process (a hydrogenation process but covered here for

convenient comparison with the Tervahl T process), the feedstock and hydrogen-

rich stream are heated using heat recovery techniques and fired heater and held in
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the soak drum as in the Tervahl T process. The gas and oil from the soaking drum

effluent are mixedwith recycle hydrogen and separated in the hot separator where

the gas is cooled, passed through a separator, and recycled to the heater and soak-

ing drum effluent. The liquids from the hot and cold separator are sent to the sta-

bilizer section where purge gas and synthetic crude are separated. The gas is used

as fuel, and the synthetic crude can now be transported or stored.
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Chapter 9
Catalytic Cracking Processes
1. Introduction

Catalytic cracking is a conversion process that can be applied to a variety of

feedstocks ranging from gas oil to oil and residuum (Parkash, 2003; Gary

et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017). The concept of cat-

alytic cracking is basically the same as thermal cracking, but it differs by the use

of a catalyst that is not (in theory) consumed in the process, and it is one of sev-

eral practical applications used in a refinery that employ a catalyst to improve

process efficiency and product slate. Catalytic cracking is different to thermal

cracking insofar as a catalyst is used for the catalytic process. The mechanism of

catalytic cracking is also different insofar as the mechanism of the thermal

process involves free-radical intermediates, whereas the mechanism of the

catalytic process involves ionic intermediates (Table 9.1). However, there

has been the claim that, in some cases, the feedstock constituents decompose

by thermolysis before the species may come into contact with the catalyst.

Catalytic cracking is widely used to convert viscous feedstocks—such as

heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen—into more valuable naphtha

(a blend stock for gasoline manufacture) and other low-boiling products. As the

demand for gasoline increased, catalytic cracking replaced thermal cracking

with the evolution of catalytic cracking. Fluid catalytic cracking (FCC) refers

to the behavior of the catalyst during this process insofar as the fine, powdered

catalyst (typically zeolites, which have a particle size on the order of 70μm)

takes on the properties of a fluid when it is mixed with the vaporized feed. Flu-

idized catalyst particles circulate continuously between the reaction zone and

the regeneration zone.

In terms of process parameters, catalytic cracking is typically performed at

temperatures ranging from 485 to 540°C (900–1000°F) and pressures up to

100psi. Feedstocks for the process have typically been the atmospheric and/

or the vacuum gas-oil fraction of crude oil (Table 9.2), but the focus is shifting

to gas-oil-residuum blends, gas-oil-viscous feedstock blends, and gas-oil-

bitumen blends (Shidhaye et al., 2015). In some cases, heavy oil, extra heavy

oil, and tar sand bitumen had been blended with the minimum amount of gas

oil (added as a flux) as the feedstock to catalytic cracking units. In the process,
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TABLE 9.2 Preferred Composition of the FCC Feedstock

Test Data Range

Gravity, API 19.5–23.0

Density at 15°C, kg/L 0.9153–0.9366

Distillation (D 1160),°C (°F)

Initial boiling point 275 (525)

End point 345 (655)

Flash point 116–143 (240–290)

Pour point 17–38 (60–100)

Viscosity at 50°C (122°F), cSt 20–50

Sulfur, % w/w 1.1–1.4

Carbon residue, % w/w 0.1–0.5

Aniline point 73–79 (163–174)

Asphaltene content, % w/w < 2

Nitrogen, ppm 1200–1700

Basic nitrogen, ppm 400–600

Vanadium, ppm < 0.05

Nickel, ppm < 0.10

TABLE 9.1 Comparison of Thermal Cracking and Catalytic Cracking

Thermal cracking

l No catalyst
l Free-radical reaction mechanism
l Moderate yields of naphtha and other distillates
l Gas yields are feedstock-dependent
l Low-to-moderate product selectivity
l Low-octane naphtha
l Low-to-moderate yield of C4 olefins
l l Low-to-moderate yields of aromatic derivatives

Catalytic cracking

l Uses a catalyst
l Ionic reaction mechanism
l High yields of naphtha and other distillates
l Lower gas yields than the thermal process
l High product selectivity
l Low yields of n-alkanes—high-octane naphtha
l Chain branching and high yield of C4 olefins
l l High yields of aromatic derivatives
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the feedstock enters the unit at temperatures on the order of 485–540°C
(900–1000°F), and the circulating catalyst provides heat from the regeneration

zone to the oil feed. Carbon (coke) on the catalyst is burned off in the regener-

ator, raising the catalyst temperature to 620–735°C (1150–1350°F), before the
catalyst returns to the reactor.

The preferred feedstock to a fluid catalytic cracking unit has been and con-

tinues to be the portion of the crude oil that has an initial boiling point (at atmo-

spheric pressure) of �275°C (525°F) up to the initial boiling point of the

atmospheric residuum (345°C, 655°F) (Table 9.2). On occasion, the vacuum

gas oil (boiling range, 345–510 or 345–565°C, 655–950 or 655–1050°F) may

also be used as feedstock to the fluid catalytic cracking unit. However, the

changing slate of refinery feedstocks has caused this to change. Currently,

the feedstocks for catalytic cracking can be any one (or blends) of the following:

(i) straight-run gas oil, (ii) vacuum gas oil, (iii) atmospheric residuum, and (iv)

vacuum residuum, with special emphasis on the heavier feedstocks such as

heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen (Lifschultz, 2005; Ross

et al., 2005; Speight, 2014). If blends of the above feedstocks are employed,

compatibility of the constituents of the blends (i.e., no phase separation) must

be assured, or excessive coke (and metals) will be laid down onto the catalyst.

In addition, there are several pretreatment options for the feedstocks that

offer process benefits, and these are (i) deasphalting to prevent excessive coking

on catalyst surfaces; (ii) demetallization, that is, removal of nickel, vanadium,

and iron to prevent catalyst deactivation; (iii) the use of a short residence time as

a means of preparing the feedstock; (iv) hydrotreating or mild hydrocracking to

prevent excessive coking in the fluid catalytic cracking unit; (v) blending with

an aromatic gas-oil type to prevent phase separation; and (vi) staged partial con-

version (Birch and Ulivieri, 2000; Speight, 2000, 2014, 2017; Patel et al., 2002,

2004; Gary et al., 2007; Dziabala et al., 2011; Hsu and Robinson, 2017). Hydro-

treating the feedstock to the fluid catalytic cracker improves the yield and qual-

ity of naphtha (Table 9.3) and reduces the sulfur oxide (SOx) emissions from the

catalytic cracker unit (Sayles and Bailor, 2005). Refineries wishing to process

heavier crude oil may only have the option to desulfurize the resulting high-sul-

fur naphtha produced in the process.

On a global basis, the effect of declining crude quality (Speight, 2011a,

2014) may be looked upon as influencing the fluid catalytic cracking feedstock

quality and amount. However, this will be a secondary factor compared with the

changes required in the refined product slate (Benazzi, and Cameron, 2005). In

addition to the heavier viscous crude oils—as a blend or as a hydrotreated feed-

stock—the production of synthetic crude oil from tar sand bitumen will increase

dramatically in the next decade (Patel, 2007; Speight, 2008, 2009, 2011a). For

example, the synthetic crude oil from Canadian tar sand sources is projected to

increase to 3.0 million barrels per day by 2015. With Canadian reserves in

excess of 170 billion barrels (170�109 bbl) of viable oil, economic forecasts

predict that tar sand deposits will continue to be a significant crude source



TABLE 9.3 Feedstock and Product Data for the Fluid Catalytic Process

With and Without Feedstock Hydrotreating

Without Feedstock

Hydrotreating

With Feedstock

Hydrotreating

Feedstock (> 370°C, > 700°F)

API 15.1 20.1

Sulfur, % w/w 3.3 0.5

Nitrogen, % w/w 0.2 0.1

Carbon residue, % w/w 8.9 4.9

Nickel + vanadium, ppm 51.0 7.0

Products

Naphtha(C5–221°C,C5–430°F),
% v/v

50.6 58.0

Light cycle oil (221–360°C,
430–680°F), % v/v

21.4 18.2

Residuum (>360°C, > 680°F),
% w/w

9.7 7.2

Coke, % w/w 10.3 7.0
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(and, hence, feedstock to the catalytic cracking unit) for the foreseeable future

(Schiller, 2011). With the increasing focus to reduce sulfur content in fuels, the

role of desulfurization in the refinery becomes more and more important. Cur-

rently, the process of choice is the hydrotreater in which the unfinished fuel is

hydrotreated to remove sulfur from the fuel. Hydrotreating of the feedstock to

the catalytic cracking unit can increase conversion by 8%–12% v/v and with

most feedstocks (Salazar-Sotelo et al., 2004). Thus, it will be possible to reduce

the sulfur content of the naphtha/gasoline product to levels low enough to meet

the future low-sulfur gasoline pool specifications.

Finally, the use of biofeedstocks (such as animal fats, vegetable oils, cellu-

losic materials, and lignin) in the fluid catalytic cracking unit will be used to

increase the yield of light cycle oil and will also provide high-quality products

in terms of cetane number (Speight, 2008). Practical implementation in a refin-

ery will be accompanied by blending with vacuum gas oil or resid (Speight,

2011a). From a strategic point of view, refiners should not try to compete with

biofuel producers, but rather try to use renewable feedstocks in traditional crude

oil refining processes and make products that are compatible with conventional

hydrocarbon fuels (Speight, 2008, 2011a).
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Furthermore, fluid catalytic cracking technology represents one of the most

expanded processes producing the precursors to liquid fuels (naphtha and ker-

osene) and automobile fuels from gas-oil distillates and from viscous feed-

stocks. A key factor is the use of active, stable, and selective (tailor-made)
catalysts to convert specific feedstocks (especially viscous feedstocks) into

desired products. Thus, the refinery process (Fig. 9.1) can be applied to a variety
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of feedstocks ranging from gas oil to heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand

bitumen. It is one of several practical applications used in a refinery that employ

a catalyst to improve process efficiency (Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007;

Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017). The original incentive to

develop cracking processes arose from the need to increase gasoline supplies,

and since cracking could virtually double the volume of naphtha from a barrel of

crude oil, the purpose of cracking was wholly justified.

In the 1930s, thermal cracking units produced approximately half the total

naphtha manufactured, the octane number of which was �70 compared with

�60 for straight-run naphtha. These were usually blended together with light

ends and sometimes with polymer gasoline and reformatted to form a gasoline

base stock with an octane number of�65. The addition of tetraethyl lead (ethyl
fluid) increased the octane number to�70 for the regular-grade gasoline and 80
for premium-grade gasoline. The thermal reforming and polymerization pro-

cesses that were developed during the 1930s could be expected to further

increase the octane number of gasoline to some extent, but something new

was needed to break the octane barrier that threatened to stop the development

of more powerful automobile engines. In 1936, a new cracking process opened

the way to higher-octane gasoline; this process was catalytic cracking. Since

that time, the use of catalysts in the crude oil industry has spread to other pro-

cesses (Bradley et al., 1989; Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014,

2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017).

Catalytic cracking is basically the same as thermal cracking, but it differs by

the use of a catalyst that is not (in theory) consumed in the process (Parkash,

2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017). The

catalyst directs the course of the cracking reactions to produce more of

the desired products that can be used for the production of better-quality gas-

oline and other liquid fuels (Avidan and Krambeck, 1990; Parkash, 2003;

Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017).

Catalytic cracking has a number of advantages over thermal cracking. The

naphtha produced by catalytic cracking has a higher octane number and consists

largely of isoparaffin derivatives and aromatic derivatives. The isoparaffin
derivatives and aromatic hydrocarbon derivatives have high octane numbers

and greater chemical stability than monoolefin derivatives and diolefin deriv-

atives. The olefin derivatives and diolefin derivatives are present in much

greater quantities in thermally cracked naphtha. Furthermore, olefin derivatives

(e.g., RCH]CH2 where R¼H or an alkyl group) and smaller quantities of

methane (CH4) and ethane (CH3�CH3) are produced by catalytic cracking

and are suitable for petrochemical use (Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007;

Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017). Sulfur compounds are changed

in such a way that the sulfur content of naphtha produced by catalytic cracking

is lower than the sulfur content of naphtha produced by thermal cracking. Cat-

alytic cracking produces less residuum and more of the useful gas-oil constit-

uents than thermal cracking. Finally, the process has considerable flexibility,
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permitting the manufacture of both automobile gasoline and aviation gasoline

and a variation in the gas-oil production to meet changes in the fuel oil market.

Catalytic cracking in the usual commercial process involves contacting a

feedstock (usually a gas-oil fraction) with a catalyst under suitable conditions

of temperature, pressure, and residence time. By this means, a substantial part

(>50%) of the feedstock is converted into naphtha and lower-boiling products,

usually in a single-pass operation. However, during the cracking reaction, car-

bonaceous material is deposited on the catalyst, which markedly reduces its

activity, and removal of the deposit is very necessary. The carbonaceous deposit

arises from the presence of high-molecular-weight polar species in the feed-

stock (Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and

Robinson, 2017). Removal of the deposit from the catalyst is usually accom-

plished by burning in the presence of air until catalyst activity is reestablished.

The reactions that occur during catalytic cracking are complex (Germain,

1969), but there is a measure of predictability now that catalyst activity is better

understood. The major catalytic cracking reaction exhibited by paraffin deriv-

atives is carbon-carbon bond scission into a lighter paraffin and olefin. Bond

rupture occurs at certain definite locations on the paraffin molecule, rather than

randomly as in thermal cracking. For example, paraffin derivatives tend to crack

toward the center of the molecule, the long chains cracking in several places

simultaneously. Normal paraffin derivatives usually crack at carbon-carbon

bonds or still nearer the center of the molecule. On the other hand, isoparaffin

derivatives tend to rupture between carbon atoms alpha and beta to a tertiary

carbon. In either case, catalytic cracking tends to yield products containing

three or four carbon atoms rather than the one- or two-carbon-atom molecules

produced in thermal cracking.

As in thermal cracking (Chapter 8), high-molecular-weight constituents

usually crack more readily than small molecules, unless there has been some

recycle, and the constituents of the recycle stream have become more refractory

and are less liable to decompose. Paraffin derivatives having more than six car-

bon atoms may also undergo rearrangement of their carbon skeletons before

cracking, and a minor amount of dehydrocyclization also occurs, yielding aro-

matic derivatives and hydrogen.

Olefin derivatives are the most reactive class of hydrocarbon derivatives in

catalytic cracking and tend to crack from 1000 to 10,000 times faster than in

thermal processes. Severe cracking conditions destroy olefin derivatives almost

completely, except for those in the low-boiling naphtha and gaseous hydrocar-

bon range, and as in the catalytic cracking of paraffin derivatives, iso-olefin
derivatives crack more readily than n-olefin derivatives. The olefin derivatives
tend to undergo rapid isomerization and yield mixtures with an equilibrium

distribution of double-bond positions. In addition, the chain-branching isomer-

ization of olefin derivatives is fairly rapid and often reaches equilibrium. These

branched-chain olefin derivatives can then undergo hydrogen transfer reactions

with naphthene derivatives and other hydrocarbon derivatives. Other olefin
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reactions include polymerization and condensation to yield aromatic molecules,

which in turn may be the precursors of coke formation.

In catalytic cracking, the cycloparaffin (naphthene) species crack more

readily than paraffin derivatives but not as readily as olefin derivatives.

Naphthene cracking occurs by ring rupture and by rupture of alkyl chains to

yield olefin derivatives and paraffin derivatives, but the formation of methane

and the C2 hydrocarbon derivatives (ethane, CH3�CH3; ethylene, CH2]CH2;

and acetylene, CH^CH) is relatively minor.

Aromatic hydrocarbon derivatives exhibit wide variations in their suscepti-

bility to catalytic cracking. The benzene ring is relatively inert, and condensed

ring compounds, such as naphthalene, anthracene, and phenanthrene, crack very

slowly. When these aromatic derivatives crack, a substantial part of their con-
version is reflected in the amount of coke deposited on the catalyst. Alkylben-

zenes with attached groups of C2 or larger primarily form benzene and the

corresponding olefin derivatives, and heat sensitivity increases as the size of

the alkyl group increases.

The several processes currently employed commercially for catalytic crack-

ing differ mainly in the method of catalyst handling, although there is an overlap

with regard to catalyst type and the nature of the products. The catalyst, which

may be an activated natural or synthetic material, is employed in bead, pellet, or

microspherical form and can be used as a fixed-bed, moving-bed, or fluid-bed
configurations.

The fixed-bed processwas the first to be used commercially and uses a static

bed of catalyst in several reactors, which allows a continuous flow of feedstock

to be maintained. Thus, the cycle of operations consists of (i) flow of feedstock

through the catalyst bed, (ii) discontinuance of feedstock flow and removal of

coke from the catalyst by burning, and (iii) insertion of the reactor onstream. On

the other hand, themoving-bed process uses a reaction vessel in which cracking
takes place and a kiln in which the spent catalyst is regenerated; catalyst move-

ment between the vessels is provided by various means.

The fluid-bed process differs from the fixed-bed and moving-bed processes

insofar as the powdered catalyst is circulated essentially as a fluid with the feed-

stock (Sadeghbeigi, 1995). The several fluid catalytic cracking processes in use

differ primarily in mechanical design. Side-by-side reactor-regenerator config-

uration or a configuration where the reactor is either above or below the regen-

erator is the main mechanical variation. From a flow standpoint, all fluid

catalytic cracking processes contact the feedstock and any recycle streams with

the finely divided catalyst in the reactor.

Feedstocks may range from naphtha fractions (included in normal heavier

feedstocks for upgrading) to an atmospheric residuum (reduced crude). Feed-
stock preparation (to remove metallic constituents and high-molecular-weight
nonvolatile materials) is usually carried out through the application of any one

of several other processes: coking, propane deasphalting, furfural extraction,

vacuum distillation, viscosity breaking, thermal cracking, and hydrodesulfuri-

zation (Speight, 2000).
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The major process variables are temperature, pressure, catalyst-oil ratio

(ratio of the weight of catalyst entering the reactor per hour to the weight of

oil charged per hour), and space velocity (weight or volume of the oil charged

per hour per weight or volume of catalyst in the reaction zone). Wide flexibility

in product distribution and quality is possible through the control of these vari-

ables along with the extent of internal recycling, which is necessary. Increased

conversion can be obtained by applying higher temperature or higher pressure.

Alternatively, lower space velocity and higher catalyst-oil ratio will also

contribute to an increased conversion.

When cracking is conducted in a single stage, the more reactive hydrocarbon

derivatives may be cracked, with a high conversion to gas and coke, in the

reaction time necessary for reasonable conversion of the more refractory hydro-

carbon derivatives. However, in a two-stage process, gas and naphtha from a

short-reaction-time, high-temperature cracking operation are separated before

the main cracking reactions take place in a second-stage reactor. For the short

time of the first stage, a flow line or vertical riser may act as the reactor, and

some conversion is effected with minimal coke formation. Cracked gases are

separated and fractionated; the catalyst and residue, together with recycle oil

from a second-stage fractionator, pass to the main reactor for further cracking.

The products of this second-stage reaction are gas, naphtha and gas-oil streams,

and recycle oil.

Most fluid catalytic cracking units are operated to maximize conversion to

naphtha and liquefied petroleum gas (Speight, 2011a, 2014). In the current con-

text, the catalyst, which may be an activated natural or a synthetic material, is

employed in bead, pellet, or microspherical form in any one (or all) of the sev-

eral available or fluidized-bed (fluid-bed) configurations, which differ primarily

in mechanical design (Sadeghbeigi, 1995; Hunt, 1997; Johnson and Niccum,

1997; Ladwig, 1997; Hemler and Smith, 2004; Speight 2011a, 2014). In addi-

tion, as the worldwide consumption of fuels has increased, product demand pat-

tern has continued to shift toward distillate fuels such as gasoline, diesel, and

kerosene-jet fuel with varying demands for the more viscous fuels using pro-

cesses such as the Houdry fixed-bed catalytic cracking process (Fig. 9.2;

Parkash, 2003; Ross et al., 2005; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu

and Robinson, 2017). On the other hand, the octane number of the naphtha is

also enhanced by overcracking the middle-boiling-point fraction with low

octane number. This technique is more effective in the case of that octane num-

ber enhancement in fluid catalytic cracking naphtha and if an increase in pro-

pylene yield has a priority over naphtha production (Buchanan et al., 1996;

Imhof et al., 2005).

The last 60years have seen substantial advances in the development of cat-

alytic processes. This has involved not only rapid advances in the chemistry and

physics of the catalysts themselves but also major engineering advances in reac-

tor design, for example, the evolution of the design of the catalyst beds from

fixed beds to moving beds to fluidized beds. Catalyst chemistry and physics

and bed design have allowed major improvements in process efficiency and
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product yields (Sadeghbeigi, 1995). Most importantly, in terms of catalyst use,

the most important concerns of the crude oil refining industry in the near future

are as follows: (i) meeting the growing market of cleaner fuels, (ii) the gradual

substitution of scarce light low-sulfur refinery feedstocks by the heavier high-

sulfur feedstocks, (iii) the decreasing demand for heavy fuel oil, and (iv) the

need to update processing operations (Parkash, 2003; Swaty, 2005; Gary

et al., 2007; Gembicki et al., 2007; Bridjanian and Khadem Samimi, 2011;

Letzsch, 2011; Speight, 2011a, 2014, 2017).

As the trend toward processing heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitu-

men increases (Patel, 2007; Speight, 2011a), evolving environmental mandates

require lower levels of sulfur in the final fuel product and a reduction in emis-

sions of sulfur dioxide (EPA, 2010). Reducing the sulfur concentration requires

not only more efficient process options and specialized catalysts but also special

options required to process heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen

(Gembicki et al., 2007; Patel, 2007; Runyan, 2007). Furthermore, stricter envi-

ronmental regulations are on the horizon. That venerable, almost revered, Bun-

ker fuel oil was, in the past, released to markets that served as an outlet for a

large percentage of the organic sulfur in the refinery feedstock.
2. Fixed-Bed Processes

Although fixed-bed catalytic cracking units have been phased out of existence,

they represented an outstanding chemical engineering commercial development
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by incorporating a fully automatic instrumentation system, which provided a

short-time reactor/purge/regeneration cycle, a novel molten salt heat transfer sys-

tem, and a flue gas expander for recovering power to drive the regeneration air

compressor. Historically, the Houdry fixed-bed process, which went onstream in

June 1936, was the first of the modern catalytic cracking processes. Only the

McAfee batch process that employed a metal halide catalyst but has long since

lost any commercial significance preceded it.

In a fixed-bed process, the catalyst in the form of small lumps or pellets is

made up of layers or beds in several (four or more) catalyst-containing drums

called converters (Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu

and Robinson, 2017). Feedstock vaporized at �450°C (840°F) and <7–15psi
pressure is passed through one of the converters where the cracking reactions

take place. After a short time, deposition of coke on the catalyst renders the cat-

alyst ineffective, and using a synchronized valve system, the feedstock stream

was passed into a converter, while the catalyst in the first converter was regen-

erated by carefully burning the coke deposits with air. After �10min, the

catalyst is ready to go onstream again.

The requirement of complete vaporization necessarily limited feeds to those

with a low-boiling range, and higher-boiling feedstock constituents are retained

in a separator before the feedstock is passed into the bottom of the upflow fixed-

bed reactors. The catalyst consisted of a pelletized natural silica-alumina cata-

lyst and was held in reactors or cases �11ft. (3.4m) in diameter and 38ft.

(11.6m) length for a 15,000bbl/day unit. Cracked products are passed through

the preheat exchanger, condensed, and fractionated in a conventional manner.

The reactors are operated at �30psi and 480°C (900°F).
The heat of reaction and some of the required feedstock circulating a molten

salt through vertical tubes are distributed through the reactor beds. The reaction

cycle of an individual reactor was�10min, after which the feedstock was auto-

matically switched to a new reactor that had been regenerated. The reactor was

purged with steam for �5min and then isolated by an automatic cycle timer.

Regeneration air was introduced under close control, and carbon was burned

off at a rate at which the recirculating salt stream could control the bed temper-

ature. This stream comprised amixture of potassium nitrate (KNO3) and sodium

nitrate (NaNO3), which melts at 140°C (284°F) and was cooled in the reactors

through which feedstock was being processed. The regeneration cycle lasted

�10min. The regenerated bed was then purged of oxygen and automatically

cut back into cracking service. There were three to six reactors in a unit. Naph-

tha yields diminished over the life of the catalysts (18months) from 52% to 42%

by volume, based on fresh feedstock.

Equilibrium was never reached in this cyclic process. The gas-oil conver-

sion, that is, the amount of feedstock converted to lighter components, was high

at the start of a reaction cycle and progressively diminished as the carbon

deposit accumulated on the catalyst until regeneration was required. Multiple

parallel reactors were used to approach a steady-state process. However, the
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resulting process flows were still far from steady state. The reaction bed tem-

perature varied widely during reaction and regeneration periods, and the tem-

perature differential within the bed during each cycle was considerable.

Fixed-bed catalytic cracking units have now generally been replaced by

moving-bed or fluid-bed processes.
3. Moving-Bed Processes

The fixed-bed process had obvious capacity and mechanical limitations that

needed improvement, and such improvement, thus, was replaced by a

moving-bed process in which the hot salt systems were eliminated. The catalyst

was lifted to the top of the reactor system and flowed by gravity down through

the process vessels. The plants were generally limited in size to units processing

up to �30,000; these units have been essentially replaced by larger fluid-

solid units.

In the moving-bed processes, the catalyst is a pelletized form [�0.125 in

(3mm)-diameter beads that flow by gravity from the top of the unit through

a seal zone to the reactor that operates at �10psi 455–495°C (850–925°F)].
The catalyst then flows down through another seal and countercurrent through

a stripping zone to the regenerator or kiln that operates at a pressure that is close

to atmospheric. In early moving-bed units, built around 1943, bucket elevators

were used to lift the catalyst to the top of the structure. In later units, built

�1949, a pneumatic lift was used. This pneumatic lift permitted higher catalyst

circulation rates, which in turn permitted injection of all liquid feedstocks and

feedstocks that had a higher-boiling range. A primary airstream was used to

convey the catalyst. A secondary airstreamwas injected through an annulus into

which the catalyst could flow. Varying the secondary air rate varied the

circulation rate.

The lift pipe is tapered to a larger diameter at the top and minimizes erosion

and catalyst attrition at the top. This taper is also designed so that the total col-

lapse of circulation will not occur instantaneously when a specific concentration

or velocity of solids, below which particles tend to drop out of the flowing gas

stream, is experienced. The taper can be designed so that this potential separa-

tion of solids is preceded by a pressure instability that can alert the operators to

take corrective action.

The Airlift Thermofor Catalytic Cracking (Socony Airlift TCC) process
(Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson,

2017) is a moving-bed, reactor-over-generator continuous process for the con-

version of high-boiling gas oil into lower-boiling high-quality naphtha and mid-

dle distillate fuel oil. Feedstock preparation may consist of flashing in a tar

separator to obtain vapor feed, and the tar separator bottoms may be sent to

a vacuum tower from which the liquid feedstock is produced.

The gas-oil vapor-liquid flows downward through the reactor concurrently

with the regenerated synthetic bead catalyst. The catalyst is purged by steam at
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the base of the reactor and gravitates into the kiln, or regeneration is accom-

plished by the use of air injected into the kiln. Approximately 70% of the carbon

on the catalyst is burned in the upper kiln burning zone and the remainder in the

bottom burning zone. Regenerated, cooled catalyst enters the lift pot, where

low-pressure air transports it to the surge hopper above the reactor for reuse.

The Houdriflow catalytic cracking process (Parkash, 2003; Gary et al.,

2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017) is a continuous,

moving-bed process employing an integrated single vessel for the reactor

and regenerator kiln. The charge stock, sweet or sour, can be any fraction of

the crude boiling between naphtha and soft asphalt. The catalyst is transported

from the bottom of the unit to the top in a gas lift employing compressed flue gas

and steam. The reactor feedstock and catalyst pass concurrently through the

reactor zone to a disengager section, in which vapors are separated and directed

to a conventional fractionation system. The spent catalyst, which has been

steam purged of residual oil, flows to the kiln for regeneration, after which

steam and flue gas are used to transport the catalyst to the reactor.

Houdresid catalytic cracking process (Fig. 9.3) is a process that uses a var-
iation of the continuously moving catalyst bed designed to obtain high yields of

high-octane naphtha and light distillate from reduced crude charge (Parkash,

2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017). Resid-

uum cuts ranging from crude tower bottoms to vacuum bottoms, including

residua high in sulfur or nitrogen, can be employed as the feedstock, and the

catalyst is synthetic or natural (Alvarenga Baptista et al., 2010a,b). Although

the equipment employed is similar in many respects to that used in Houdriflow

units, novel process features modify or eliminate the adverse effects and cata-

lyst and product selectivity usually resulting when heavy metals—iron, nickel,

copper, and vanadium—are present in the fuel. The Houdresid catalytic reactor
FIG. 9.3 The Houdresid catalytic cracking process.
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and catalyst-regenerating kiln are contained in a single vessel. Fresh feedstock

plus recycled gas oil are charged to the top of the unit in a partially vaporized

state and mixed with steam.

The Suspensoid catalytic cracking process (Fig. 9.4) was developed from

the thermal cracking process carried out in tube and tank units (Parkash,

2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017). Small

amounts of powdered catalyst or a mixture with the feedstock are pumped

through a cracking coil furnace. Cracking temperatures are 550–610°C
(1025–1130°F), with pressures of 200–500psi. After leaving the furnace, the

cracked material enters a tar separator where the catalyst and tar are left behind.

The cracked vapors enter a bubble tower where they are separated into two

parts, gas oil and pressure distillate. The latter is separated into naphtha and

gases. The spent catalyst is filtered from the tar, which is used as an industrial

fuel oil. The process is actually a compromise between catalytic and thermal

cracking. The main effect of the catalyst is to allow a higher cracking temper-

ature and to assist mechanically in keeping coke from accumulating on the walls

of the tubes. The normal catalyst employed is spent clay obtained from the

contact filtration of lubricating oils (2–10 lb./bbl of feed).
4. Fluid-Bed Processes

The application of fluidized solid techniques to catalytic cracking resulted in a

major process breakthrough. It was possible to transfer all of the regeneration

heat to the reaction zone. Much larger units could be built, and higher-boiling

feedstocks could be processed. In fact, the improvement in catalysts and unit

configurations has permitted the catalytic cracking of higher-boiling (poorer-
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quality) feedstocks such as residua. Presently, there are a number of processes

that allow catalytic cracking of viscous feedstocks (Parkash, 2003; Gary et al.,

2007; Speight, 2014, 2017).

The first fluid catalytic cracking units were Model I upflow units in which

the catalyst flowed up through the reaction and regeneration zones in a riser type

of flow regime. Originally, the Model I unit was designed to feedstock from a

reduced crude to a vaporizer furnace where all of the gas oil was vaporized and

fed, as vapor, to the reactor. The nonvolatile residuum (bottoms) bypassed the

cracking section. The original Model I upflow design (1941) was superseded by

the Model II downflow design (1944) followed by the Model III (1947)

balanced-pressure design with the later introduction of the Model IV low-

elevation design (Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu

and Robinson, 2017).

Of the catalytic cracking process concepts, the fluid-bed catalytic cracking
process (Fig. 9.5) is the most widely used process and is characterized by the use

of a finely powdered catalyst that is moved through the processing unit

(Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson,

2017). The catalyst particles are of such a size that when aerated with air or

hydrocarbon vapor, the catalyst behaves like a liquid and can be moved through

pipes. Thus, vaporized feedstock and fluidized catalyst flow together into a

reaction chamber where the catalyst, still dispersed in the hydrocarbon vapors,

forms beds in the reaction chamber and the cracking reactions take place. The

cracked vapors pass through cyclones located in the top of the reaction chamber,

and the catalyst powder is thrown out of the vapors by centrifugal force. The

cracked vapors then enter the bubble towers where fractionation into gases,

naphtha, low-boiling gas oil, and high-boiling gas oil is achieved.
FIG. 9.5 The fluid-bed catalytic cracking process.
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Since the catalyst in the reactor becomes contaminated with coke, the cat-

alyst is continuously withdrawn from the bottom of the reactor and lifted by

means of a stream of air into a regenerator where the coke is removed by con-

trolled burning. The regenerated catalyst then flows to the fresh feedstock line,

where the heat in the catalyst is sufficient to vaporize the fresh feedstock before

it reaches the reactor, where the temperature is �510°C (950°F).
The Model IV fluid-bed catalytic cracking unit (Parkash, 2003; Gary et al.,

2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017) involves a process in

which the catalyst is transferred between the reactor and regenerator by means

of U bends and the catalyst flow rate can be varied in relation to the amount of

air injected into the spent-catalyst U bend. Regeneration air, other than that used

to control circulation, enters the regenerator through a grid, and the reactor and

regenerator are mounted side by side.

The Orthoflow fluid-bed catalytic cracking process (Parkash, 2003; Gary
et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017) uses the unitary ves-

sel design, which provides a straight-line flow of catalyst and therebyminimizes

the erosion encountered in pipe bends. Commercial Orthoflow designs are of

three types: models A and C, with the regenerator beneath the reactor, and

model B, with the regenerator above the reactor. In all cases, the catalyst-

stripping section is located between the reactor and the regenerator. All designs

employ the heat-balanced principle incorporating fresh feed-recycle feedstock

cracking.

The Universal Oil Products (UOP) fluid-bed catalytic cracking process
(Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson,

2017) is adaptable to the needs of both large and small refineries. The major

distinguishing features of the process are (i) elimination of the air riser with

its attendant large expansion joints; (ii) elimination of considerable structural

steel supports; and (iii) reduction in regenerator and in air-line size through

the use of a mild pressure operation, on the order of 15–18psi. The UOP process
is also designed to produce low-molecular-weight olefin derivatives (for alkyl-

ation, polymerization, etherification, or petrochemicals), liquefied crude oil

gas, high-octane naphtha, distillates, and fuel oils.

In the process, a side-by-side reactor/regenerator configuration and a pat-

ented preacceleration zone are used to condition the regenerated catalyst before

feedstock injection—the riser terminates in a vortex separation system. A high-

efficiency stripper then separates the remaining hydrocarbon derivatives from

the catalyst, which is then reactivated in a combustor-style regenerator. The

reactor zone features a short-contact-time riser, a state-of-the-art riser termina-

tion device for quick separation of catalyst and vapor (with high hydrocarbon

containment technology), and a portion of the stripped (carbonized) catalyst

from the reactor that is blended with the hot regenerated catalyst in a proprietary

mixing chamber for delivery to the riser. Additionally, the recycling of cooler

that partially spent catalyst back to the base of the riser lowers the reactor inlet
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temperature, which results in a reduction of undesirable thermally produced

products, including dry gas. The ability to vary the carbonized/regenerated

catalyst ratio provides considerable flexibility to handle changes in feedstock

quality and enables a real-time switch between gasoline, olefin derivatives,

or distillate operating modes. For heavier feedstocks, a two-stage regenerator

is used—in the first stage, the bulk of the carbon is burned from the catalyst,

forming a mixture of carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide. In the second stage,

the remaining coke is burned from the catalyst resulting in only low levels

of carbon on the regenerated catalyst. A catalyst cooler is located between

the stages.

The Shell two-stage fluid-bed catalytic cracking process (Fig. 9.6) was

devised to permit greater flexibility in shifting product distribution when dic-

tated by demand. Thus, feedstock is first contacted with cracking catalyst in

a riser reactor, that is, a pipe in which fluidized catalyst and vaporized oil flow

concurrently upward, and the total contact time in this first stage is of the order

of seconds. High temperatures 470–565°C (875–1050°F) are employed to

reduce undesirable coke deposits on catalyst without destruction of naphtha

by secondary cracking. Other operating conditions in the first stage are a pres-

sure of 16psi and a catalyst-oil ratio of 3:1 to 50:1, and volume conversion

ranges between 20% and 70% have been recorded (Parkash, 2003; Gary

et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017).

All or part of the unconverted or partially converted gas-oil product from the

first stage is then cracked further in the second-stage fluid-bed reactor.
FIG. 9.6 A two-stage fluid catalytic cracking process.
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Operating conditions are 480–540°C (900–1000°F) and 16psi with a catalyst-

oil ratio of 2:1 to 12:1. Conversion in the second stage varies between 15% and

70%, with an overall conversion range of 50%–80%.

The residuum cracking unit (M. W. Kellogg Company/Phillips Petroleum

Company) offers conversions up to 85% w/w of atmospheric residua or equiv-

alent feedstocks (Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and

Robinson, 2017). The unit is similar to the Orthoflow C unit, but there are some

differences that enhance performance on residua. The catalyst flows from the

regenerator to a plug valve that controls the flow to hold the reactor temperature.

Steam is injected upstream of the feedstock point to accelerate the catalyst and

disperse it so as to avoid high rates of coke formation at the feedstock point. The

feedstock, atomized with steam, is then injected into this stream through a mul-

tiple nozzle arrangement. The flow rates are adjusted to control the contact time

in the riser since the effects of metal poisoning on yields are claimed to be

largely a function of the time that the catalyst and oil are in contact. Passing

the mix through a rough cut cyclone stops the reaction.

The Gulf residuum process consists of cracking a residuum that has been

previously hydrotreated to low-sulfur and metal levels. In this case, high con-

versions are obtained, but coke yield and hydrogen yield are kept at conven-

tional levels by keeping metals on catalyst low.

Other processes include the deep catalytic cracking process (DCC process)

that is a fluidized catalytic process for selectively cracking a variety of feed-

stocks to low-molecular-weight olefin derivatives (Fig. 9.7; Chapin and

Letzsch, 1994; Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu

and Robinson, 2017). A traditional reactor/regenerator unit design is employed

with a catalyst having physical properties much like those of a catalyst for a

fluid catalytic cracking unit. The unit may be operated in two operational

modes, maximum propylene (Type I) or maximum isoolefin derivatives (Type

II), and each mode utilizes a unique catalyst and reaction conditions. The Type I

unit uses both riser and bed cracking at relatively severe reactor conditions,

while the Type II unit uses only riser cracking like a modern fluid catalytic

cracking unit at milder conditions. The overall flow scheme of the process is

similar to that of a conventional fluid catalytic cracking unit, but changes in

the areas of catalyst development, process variable selection and severity,

and gas plant design enable the production of higher yields of olefin derivatives

than the conventional fluid catalytic cracking processes. The products are low-

molecular-weight olefin derivatives, high-octane naphtha, light cycle oil, dry

gas, and coke. Propylene yields over 24% w/w are achievable with paraffin

feedstocks.

There is also the flexicracking process (Fig. 9.8) that is designed for the

conversion of gas oils, residua, and deasphalted oils to distillates (Draemel,

1992; Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and

Robinson, 2017).



FIG. 9.7 The deep catalytic cracking process.

FIG. 9.8 The flexicracking process.
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5. Process Variables

5.1 Feedstock Quality

Generally, the ability of any single unit to accommodate wide variations in feed-

stock is an issue related to the flexibility of the process (Navarro et al., 2015).

Initially, catalytic cracking units were designed to process gas-oil feedstocks,
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but many units have been modified successfully, and new units are designed, to

handle more complex feedstocks and feedstock blends containing residua.

Vacuum gas oil (ibp, 315–345°C, 600–650°F; fbp, 510–565°C, 950–1050°
F), as produced by vacuum flashing or vacuum distillation, is the usual feed-

stock with final boiling point being limited by the carbon-forming constituents

(measured by the Conradson carbon residue) or metal content since both prop-

erties have adverse effects on cracking characteristics. The vacuum residua

(565°C+, l050°F+) are occasionally included in cat cracker feedstock when

the units (residuum cat crackers) are capable of handling such materials

(Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson,

2017). In such cases, if the residua are either relatively low in terms of

carbon-forming constituents and metals (as a residuum from a waxy crude),

the effects of these properties are relatively small. Many units also recycle

slurry oil (455°C+, 850°F+) and a high-boiling cycle oil stream. Gas oils from

thermal cracking or coking processes (Chapter 8), gas oils from hydrotreating

processes (Chapter 10), and gas-oil fractions from deasphalting processes

(Chapter 12) are often included in feedstocks for catalytic cracking units

(Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017).

The general feedstock quality effects can be indicated by characterization

factor, K:

K¼ MABPð Þ1=3=specific gravity at 60°F=60°F

MABP is the mean-average boiling point expressed in degrees Rankin
(°R¼ °F+460). However, a single parameter such as this can only reflect gen-

eral trends, and even then, the accuracy and meaningful nature of the data may

be very questionable (Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017;

Hsu and Robinson, 2017). Generally speaking, coke yield increases as the char-

acterization factor (K) decreases or as the feedstock becomes less paraffinic,

and the API gravity decreases and as the conversion increases (Maples,

2000; Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and

Robinson, 2017). With straight-run gas oils, naphtha yield increases as the char-

acterization factor decreases (i.e., the paraffin character of the oil decreases),

but the opposite effect is obtained with cracked stocks or cycle oils.

Either molecular weight, or average boiling point, or feedstock boiling range

is an important feedstock characteristic in determining cat cracking yields and

product quality. In general, for straight-run fractions, thermal sensitivity

(increased thermal decomposition or cracking) increases as molecular weight

increases; coke and naphtha production (at constant processing conditions) also

increase with the heavier feedstocks, but, not to become too enthusiastic

approximately the word increase, coke yield also increases (Parkash, 2003;

Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017).

However, the characterization factor and feedstock boiling range are gener-

ally insufficient to characterize a feedstock for any purpose other than
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approximate comparisons. A more detailed description of the feedstock is

needed to reflect and predict the variations in feedstock composition and crack-

ing behavior (Speight, 2014, 2000).

Irrespective of the source of the high-boiling feedstocks, a number of issues

typically arise when these materials are processed in a fluid catalytic cracking

unit, although the magnitude of the problem can vary substantially.

Viscous feedstocks have high levels of contaminants (Table 9.4) that will

affect the process and must be removed. Examples are the carbon-forming con-

stituents that yield high levels of (Conradson) carbon residue, and the overall

coke production (as carbon on the catalyst) is high. Burning this coke requires

additional regeneration air that might be constraint that limits the capacity of the
TABLE 9.4 Feedstock Contaminants That Affect Catalytic Cracking

Processesa

Contaminants Effect on Catalyst Mitigation Process

Sulfur Catalyst fouling Hydrodesulfurization Hydroprocessing

Deactivation of
active sites

Nitrogen Adsorption of basic
nitrogen

Hydrodemetallization Hydroprocessing

Destruction of
active sites

Metals Fouling of active
sites

Demetallization Demet, Met-X

Fouling of pores

Particulate
matter

Deactivation of
active sites

Filter/pretreatment Clay filtration/
guard bed

Pore plugging

Coke
precursors

Formation of coke Remove asphaltene
constituents

Mild
hydrocracking/
hydroprocessing

Catalyst fouling Remove resin
constituents

Deactivation of
active sites

Pore plugging

aAlso applicable to hydrocracking processes.
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unit. Metals in the viscous feedstocks also deposit (almost quantitatively) on the

catalyst where two significant effects are caused. First, the deposited metals can

accelerate certain metal-catalyzed dehydrogenation reactions, thereby contrib-

uting to light gas (hydrogen) production and to the formation of additional coke.

A second and more damaging effect is the situation in which the deposition of

the metals causes a decline in catalyst activity because of the limited access to

the active catalytic sites. This latter effect is normally controlled by catalyst

makeup practices (adding and withdrawing catalyst).

The amount of sulfur and nitrogen in the products, waste streams, and flue

gas generally increases when high-boiling feedstocks are processed because

these feedstock components typically have higher sulfur and nitrogen contents

than gas oil. However, in the case of nitrogen, the issue is not only one of higher

nitrogen levels in the products but also (because of the feedstock nitrogen that is

basic in character) catalyst poisoning that reduces the useful activity of the

catalyst.

Heat-balance control may be the most immediate and troublesome aspect of

processing high-boiling feedstocks. As the contaminant carbon increases, the

first response is usually to increase in regenerator temperature. Adjustments

in operating parameters can be made to assist in this control, but eventually,

a point will be reached for heavier feedstocks when the regenerator temperature

is too high for good catalytic performance. At this point, some external heat

removal from the regenerator is required and would necessitate a mechanical

modification like a catalyst cooler.

For the last two decades, demetallized oil (produced by the extraction of a

vacuum-tower bottom stream using a light paraffinic solvent) has been included

as a component of the feedstock in fluid catalytic cracking units. Modern

solvent-extraction processes, such as the Demex process, provide a higher

demetallized oil yield that is possible in the propane deasphalting process that

has been used to prepare fluid catalytic cracker feedstock and demetallized

feedstocks for other processes. Consequently, the demetallized oil is more

heavily contaminated. In general, demetallized oils are still good cracking

stocks, but most feedstocks can be further improved by hydrotreating to reduce

contaminant levels and to increase their hydrogen content, thereby becoming a

more presentable and process-friendly feedstock.

In many cases, atmospheric residua have been added as a blended compo-

nent to feedstocks for existing fluid catalytic cracking units as a means of con-

verting the highest-boiling constituents of crude oil. In fact, in some cases, the

atmospheric residuum has ranged from a relatively low proportion of the total

feedstock all the way to a situation in which it represents the entire feedstock to

the unit. To improve the handling of these high-boiling feedstocks, several units

have been revamped to upgrade them from their original gas-oil designs,

whereas other units have taken a stepwise approach to residuum processing

whereby modifications to the operating conditions and processing techniques

are made as more experience is gained in the processing of residua.
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5.2 Feedstock Preheating

In a heat-balanced commercial operation, increasing the temperature of the

feedstock to a cracking reactor reduces the heat that must be supplied by the

combustion of the coked catalyst in the regenerator. Feedstock preheating is

usually supplied by heat exchange with hot product streams, a fired preheater,

or both. When the feedstock rate, the recycle rate, and the reactor temperature

are held constant as the feedstock preheat is increased, the following changes in

operation result: (i) The catalyst/oil ratio (catalyst circulation rate) is decreased

to hold the reactor temperature constant; (ii) conversion and all conversion-

related yields, including coke, decline due to the decrease in catalyst/oil ratio

and severity; (iii) the regenerator temperature will usually increase; although

the total heat released in the regenerator and the air required by the regenerator

are reduced by the lower coke yield, the lower catalyst circulation usually over-

rides this effect and results in an increase in regenerator temperature; and (iv) as

a result of the lower catalyst circulation rate, residence time in the stripper and

overall stripper efficiency are increased, liquid recovery is increased, and a cor-

responding decrease in coke usually results. Advantage is usually taken of these

feedstock preheat effects, including the reduced air requirement, by increasing

the total feedstock rate until coke production again requires all of the available

air (Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and

Robinson, 2017).
5.3 Feedstock Pressure

Catalytic cracker pressures are generally set slightly above atmospheric by bal-

ancing the yield and quality debits of high pressure plus increased regeneration

air compression costs against improved era king and regeneration kinetics;

the lower cost of smaller vessels; plus, in some cases, power recovery from

the regenerator stack gases. Representative yield and product effects show,

at the same conversion level, that coke and naphtha yields are increased mar-

ginally and light gas yields are reduced at the higher pressure (Parkash, 2003;

Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017).

Pressure levels in commercial units are generally in the range of 15–35psi.
Lowering the partial pressure of the reacting gases with steam will improve

yields somewhat, but the major beneficial effect of feedstock injection steam

is that it atomizes the feedstock to small droplets that will vaporize and react

quickly. If feedstock is not atomized, it will soak into the catalyst and possibly

crack to a higher coke make.

Both pressure and partial pressure of the feedstock, or steam/feedstock ratio,

are generally established in the design of a commercial unit and thus are usually

not available as independent variables over any significant range. However, in

some units, injector steam is varied over a narrow range to balance carbon make

with regeneration carbon burn-off.
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5.4 Feedstock Conversion

All of the independent variables in catalytic cracking have a significant effect

on conversion that is truly a dependent variable but can be shown as a function

of API gravity and a variety of other functions (Maples, 2000). The detailed

effects of changing conversion depend on which the conversion is changed, that

is, by temperature, space velocity, catalyst/oil ratio, and catalyst activity.

Increasing conversion increases yields of naphtha and all light products up to

a conversion level of 60%–80% by volume in most cases. At this high conver-

sion level, secondary reactions become sufficient to cause a decrease in the

yields of olefin derivatives and naphtha. However, the point at which this occurs

is the feedstock, operating conditions, catalyst activity, and other parameters.
5.5 Reactor Temperature

The principal effects of increasing reactor temperature at constant conversion

are to decrease naphtha yield and coke yield and to increase yields of methane

(CH4), ethane (C2H6), propane (CH3CH2CH3), and total butane (C4H10) yield;

yields of the pentanes (C5H12) and higher-molecular-weight paraffin decrease,

while olefin yields are increased.

The effect of reactor temperature on a commercial unit is, of course, consid-

erably more complicated as variables other than temperature must be changed to

maintain heat balance. For example, in order to increase the temperature of a

reactor at constant fresh feedstock rate, the interrelated changes of recycle rate,

space velocity, and feedstock preheat are required to maintain heat balance on

the unit by increasing circulation rate and coke yield. The combined effects of

higher reactor temperature and higher conversion resulted in the following addi-

tional changes: (i) yields of butanes and propane are increased, (ii) naphtha

yield is increased, and (iii) the yield of light catalytic cycle oil is decreased.

Thus, the effects of an increase in reactor temperature on an operating unit

reflect not only the effects of temperature per se but also the effects of several

concomitant changes such as increased conversion and increased catalyst/

oil ratio.
5.6 Recycle Rate

With most feedstocks and catalyst, naphtha yield increases with increasing

conversion up to a point, passes through a maximum, and then decreases.

This phenomenon (overcracking) is due to the increased thermal stability

(refractory character) of the unconverted feedstock as conversion increases

and the destruction of naphtha through secondary reactions, primarily crack-

ing of olefin derivatives. The onset of secondary reactions and the subsequent

leveling off or decrease in naphtha yield can be avoided by recycling a por-

tion of the reactor product, usually a fractionator product with a boiling points
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on the order of 345–455°C (650–850°F). Other tests have shown the follow-

ing effects of increasing recycle rate when space velocity was simultaneously

adjusted to maintain conversion constant: (i) The naphtha yield increased sig-

nificantly; (ii) the coke yield decreases appreciably; (iii) there is a decrease in

the yield of dry gas components, propylene, and propane; (iv) the yield of

butane decreased, while the yield of butylene increased; and (v) the yields

of light catalytic cycle oil and clarified oil increased, but the yield of catalytic

cycle oil is decreased.

With the introduction of high-activity zeolite catalysts, it was found that in

once-through cracking operations with no recycle, the maximum in naphtha

yield was located at much higher conversions. In effect, the higher-activity cat-

alysts were allowing higher conversions to be obtained at severity levels that

significantly reduced the extent of secondary reactions (overcracking). Thus,
on many units employing zeolite catalysts, recycle has been eliminated or

reduced to less than l5% of the fresh feedstock rate.
5.7 Space Velocity

The role of space velocity as an independent variable arises from its relation to

catalyst contact time or catalyst residence time. Thus,

Θ¼ 60= WHSV�COð Þ
In the equation,Θ is catalyst residence time in minutes, WHSV is the weight
hourly space velocity on a total weight basis, and C/O is the catalyst/oil

weight ratio.

The catalyst/oil ratio is a dependent variable so that catalyst time becomes

directly related to the weight hourly space velocity. When catalyst contact time

is low, secondary reactions are minimized; thus, naphtha yield is improved, and

light and coke yields are decreased. In dense-bed units, the holdup of catalyst in

the reactor can be controlled within limits, usually by a slide valve in the spent-

catalyst standpipe, and feedstock rate can also be varied within limits. Thus,

there is usually some freedom to increase space velocity and reduce catalyst

residence time. In a riser-type reactor, holdup and feedstock rate are not inde-

pendent, and space velocity is not a meaningful term. Nevertheless, with both

dense-bed and riser-type reactors, contact times are usually minimized to

improve selectivity. An important step in this direction was the introduction

of high-activity zeolite catalyst ( Junaid et al., 2010). These catalysts require

short contact times for optimum performance and have generally moved crack-

ing operations in the direction of minimum holdup in dense-bed reactors or

replacement of dense-bed reactors with short-contact-time riser reactors.

Strict comparisons of short-contact-time riser cracking versus the longer-

contact-time dense-bed mode of operations are generally not available due to

differences in cat activity, carbon content of the regenerated catalyst, or factors
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other than contact time but inherent in the two modes of operation. However, in

general, improvements in catalyst activity have resulted in the need for less cat-

alyst in the reaction zone.

Many units are designed with only riser cracking, that is, no dense-bed cat-

alyst reactor cracking occurs, and all cracking is done in the catalyst/oil transfer

lines leading into the reactor cyclone vessel. However, in some of these

instances, the reactor temperature must be increased to the 550–565°C
(1020–1050°F) range in order to increase the intensity of cracking conditions

to achieve the desired conversion level. This is because not enough catalyst

can be held in the riser zone, since the length of the riser is determined by

the configuration and elevation of the major vessels in the unit. Alternatively,

superactive catalysts can be used to achieve the desired conversion in the riser.

Significant selectivity disadvantages have not been shown if a dispersed cat-

alyst phase or even a very small dense bed is provided downstream of the trans-

fer line riser cracking zone. In this case, the cracking reaction can be run at a

lower temperature, say 510°C (950°F), which will reduce light gas make

and increase naphtha yield when compared with the higher-temperature

(550–565°C, 1020–1050°F) operation.
5.8 Catalyst Activity

Catalyst activity as an independent variable is governed by the capability of the

unit to control the carbon content of the spent catalyst and the quantity and qual-

ity of fresh catalyst that can be continuously added to the unit. The carbon con-

tent of the regenerated catalyst is generally maintained at the lowest practical

level to obtain the selectivity benefits of low carbon on the catalyst. Thus, cat-

alyst addition is, in effect, the principal determinant of catalyst activity.

The deliberate withdrawal of catalyst over and above the inherent loss rate

through regenerator stack losses and decant or clarified oil, if fly, and a corre-

sponding increase in fresh catalyst addition rate are generally not practiced as a

means of increasing the activity level of the circulating catalyst. If a higher

activity is needed, the addition of a higher-activity fresh catalyst to the mini-

mum makeup rate to maintain inventory is usually the more economical route.

The general effects of increasing activity are to permit a reduction in severity

and thus reduce the extent of secondary cracking reactions. Higher activity typ-

ically results in more naphtha and less coke. In other cases, higher-activity cat-

alysts are employed to increase the feedstock rate at essentially constant

conversion and constant coke production so that the coke burning or regenerator

air compression capacities are fully utilized.
5.9 Catalyst/Oil Ratio

The dependent variable catalyst/oil ratio is established by the unit heat balance

and coke make that in turn are influenced by almost every independent
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variable. Since catalyst/oil ratio changes are accompanied by one or more

shifts in other variables, the effects of catalyst/oil ratio are generally associ-

ated with other effects. A basic relation, however, in all catalyst/oil ratio shifts

is the effect on conversion and carbon yield. At constant space velocity and

temperature, increasing catalyst/oil ratio increases conversion (Parkash,

2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017). In

addition to increasing conversion, higher catalyst/oil ratios generally increase

coke yield at a constant conversion. This increase in coke is related to the

hydrocarbon derivatives entrapped in the pores of the catalyst and carried

through the stripper to the regenerator. Thus, this portion of the catalyst/oil

ratio effect is highly variable and depends not only on the catalyst/oil ratio

change but also on the catalyst porosity and stripper conditions. The following

changes, in addition to increased coke yield, accompany an increase in the cat-

alyst/oil ratio in the range of 5–20 at constant conversion, reactor temperature,

and catalyst activity: (i) decreased hydrogen yield; (ii) decreased yields of

methane, ethane, propane, and butane; and (iii) little effect on the naphtha

yield or octane number (Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014,

2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017).

The catalyst-oil ratio (v/v) ranges from 5:1 to 30:1 for the different pro-

cesses, although most processes are operated to 10:1. By comparison, the

catalyst-oil volume ratio for moving-bed processes may be substantially lower

than 10:1. In a traditional fluid catalytic cracking unit, increasing the catalyst-

oil ratio to increase conversion also increases the coke yield and catalyst circu-

lation to the regenerator. A high catalyst-oil ratio is necessary to maintain high

reaction temperature by transferring enough heat from regenerator to reactor in

commercial units. It is possible, using a specific type of catalyst (containing

low-acid-density zeolite), to suppress hydrogen transfer and maximize olefin

production (Soni et al., 2009; Fujiyama et al., 2010).

The UOP RxCat technology provides the ability to increase both conversion

and selectivity by recycling a portion of the carbonized catalyst back to the base

of the reactor riser. The carbonized catalyst circulated from the stripper back

to the base of the riser is effectively at the same temperature as the reactor. Since

the recycle catalyst adds no heat to the system, the recycle is heat-balance

neutral. For the first time, the catalyst circulation up to the riser can be varied

independently from the catalyst circulation rate to the regenerator and is

decoupled from the unit heat balance (Wolschlag and Couch, 2010b;

Wolschlag, 2011). When process conditions are changed so that an increase

in the catalyst/oil ratio occurs, an increase in conversion is also typically

observed. By increasing the catalyst/oil ratio, the effects of operating at high

reaction temperature (thermal cracking) are minimized. High catalyst/oil ratio

maintains heat balance, thereby achieving high reaction temperature. It also

increases conversion and maximizes low-molecular-weight olefin derivative

production (Maadhah et al., 2008).
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5.10 Regenerator Temperature

Catalyst circulation, coke yield, and feedstock preheating are the principal deter-

minants of regenerator temperature that is generally allowed to respond as a

dependent variable within limits. Mechanical or structural specifications in

the regenerator section generally limit regenerator temperature to a maximum

value specific to each unit. However, in some cases, the maximum temperature

may be set by catalyst stability. In either case, if regenerator temperature is too

high, it can be reduced by decreasing feedstock preheat; catalyst circulation is

then increased to hold a constant reactor temperature, and this increased catalyst

circulation will carry more heat from the regenerator and lower the regenerator

temperature. The sequence of events is actually more complicated as the shift in

catalyst/oil ratio, and to a lesser extent, the shift in carbon content of the regen-

erated catalyst will change coke make and the heat release in the regenerator.

5.11 Regenerator Air Rate

The amount of air required for regeneration depends primarily on coke produc-

tion. Regenerators have been operated with only a slight excess of air leaving

the dense phase.With less air, carbon content of the spent catalyst increases, and

a reduction in coke yield is required of air; burning of carbon monoxide (CO) to

carbon dioxide (CO2) above the dense bed will occur. This after burning must

be controlled as extremely high temperature in the absence of the heat sink pro-

vided by the catalyst in the dense phase.

In terms of catalyst regeneration, higher-stability catalysts are available, and

regenerator temperatures can be increased by 38–65°C (100–150°F) up to the

720–745°C (1325–1370°F) range without significant thermal damage to the

catalyst. At these higher temperatures, the oxidation of carbon monoxide to car-

bon dioxide is greatly accelerated, and the regenerator can be designed to absorb

the heat of combustion in the catalyst under controlled conditions. The carbon

burning rate is improved at the higher temperatures, and there usually are selec-

tivity benefits associated with the lower carbon on regenerated catalyst; this

high-temperature technique usually results in carbon on regenerated catalyst

levels of 0.05% by weight or less. In addition, the use of catalysts containing

promoters for the oxidation of carbon monoxide to carbon dioxide produces

a major effect of high-temperature regeneration, that is, low-carbon-monox-

ide-content regenerator stack gases and the resultant regenerator conditions

may result in a lower-carbon-content regenerated catalyst.

5.12 Process Design

Process design improvement will continue to focus on (i) modification of exist-

ing units, (ii) commercialized technology changes, and (iii) new directions in

processing technology to allow processing of a variety of feedstocks (Chen,

2006; Freel and Graham, 2011).
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5.12.1 Modifications for Existing Units

The feedstock injection system is by far the most critical breakthrough of reac-

tor design. In addition, a higher regenerator temperature is used to achieve more

complete catalyst regeneration. The typical riser top temperature is on the order

of 510–565°C (950–1050°F), but typical regenerated catalyst temperature is

much higher—on the order of 675–760°C (1250–1400°F). Feedstock injection

reduces thermal cracking reactions by cooling off the lower riser quickly

through rapid mixing and vaporization of the feed.

As the fluid catalytic cracking feedstock moves to the more viscous feed-

stocks, vaporization of the feedstock becomes more difficult. However, the

newest generation of side-entry fluid catalytic cracking feedstock nozzles gen-

erates more uniform feedstock distribution (and more rapid mixing) as a result

of better control of homogeneity of two-phase flow and atomization at the noz-

zle exit using two-phase choke flow. Some older fluid catalytic cracking units

still retain the original feedstock injection system located at the bottom of the

riser (bottom-entry nozzles). A new generation of feedstock injection technol-

ogy uses a similar side-entry atomization mechanism. For catalyst circulation,

the bottom-entry nozzles have the advantage of reducing pressure drop through

the riser. This system also enables longer riser residence time if riser height is

limited.

Current feedstock nozzles optimize the temperature profile in the riser and

substantially reduce dry gas yield, thereby increasing naphtha yield. These

results are in line with the expectation that better feedstock injection design

reduces thermal cracking reactions, which are the primary source for dry

gas. Process/hardware technologies to improve light cycle oil yield include

proper feedstock injection systems and risers/reaction zone designs as claimed

by Petrobras, Shell, and Sinopec in their latest commercial processes.

The fluid catalytic cracking riser is known for its shortcomings of density

and velocity variations, but the newest riser internal technology minimizes

these shortcomings and promotes ideal plug flow. Improved riser reaction ter-

mination technology sharpens the termination of reactions by the combination

of the unique design of primary stripper cyclones and close-coupled secondary

cyclones and designs to reduce coke formation (Hedrick and Palmas, 2011).

Due to the development of highly active zeolite fluid catalytic cracking catalyst,

the reaction time has been shortened significantly to a few seconds in the mod-

ern riser reactor. Since catalytic cracking reactions can only occur after the

vaporization of the liquid hydrocarbon feedstock, mixing and feedstock vapor-

ization must take place in the riser as quickly as possible; otherwise, thermal

cracking reactions will dominate (Chen, 2004). An efficient product separator

suppresses side reactions (oligomerization and hydrogenation of low-molecu-

lar-weight olefin derivatives) and coke formation accelerated by condensation.

The high yields of products generated in the highly selective reactor riser

environment must be preserved in the rest of the reaction system. Improvements
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in the design of riser separation or termination systems focus on the rapid dis-

engagement of catalyst from the cracked products in a highly contained system.

Product vapors are quickly directed to the fractionation system for thermal

quench and recovery (Ross et al., 2005; Fujiyama et al., 2011). The design

improves both the separation system to reduce dry gas and the stripping system

to reduce coke. In addition, the pressure drop is extremely low in order to limit

dip-leg immersion requirements to seal the positive pressure separator and so

that the capacity of the unit will not be limited. The dip-leg size and flux are

optimized to minimize gas entrainment with the catalyst and even allow for

stripping within the dip legs.

Prospective techniques for fluid catalytic cracking control technology fall

into four general categories: (i) hydrodesulfurization, (ii) catalyst additives,

(iii) scrubbing, and (iv) chemical reaction such as selective noncatalytic reduc-

tion (SNCR) and selective catalytic reduction (SCR) (Bouziden et al., 2002;

Couch et al., 2004). Also, hydrotreating of the fluid catalytic cracking feedstock

will decrease feedstock sulfur and nitrogen, thereby decreasing sulfur emissions

from the unit, as well as nitrogen in the coke on catalyst, and consequently

nitrogen oxide (NOx) emissions from the regenerator.
5.12.2 Commercial Technology Changes

Dramatic yield improvements have been demonstrated commercially using the

latest fluid catalytic cracking process technology advances. Riser termination

designs, in particular, have received much attention, for new units and for

revamped units. Significant postriser cracking occurs in commercial fluid cat-

alytic cracking units resulting in substantial production of dry gas and other

lower-value products (Avidan and Krambeck, 1990). Furthermore, the major

process licensors have developed advanced riser termination systems to mini-

mize postriser cracking (Draemel, 1992; Wrench and Glascow, 1992; Upson

and Wegerer, 1993; Long et al., 1993), and many units have implemented these

in both new unit and revamp applications. In addition, some refiners have

implemented their own “in-house” designs for the same purpose.

Due to the complexity and diversity of existing fluid catalytic cracking units

and new unit design differences, there are many variations of these systems such

as (i) closed cyclones, (ii) close-coupled cyclones, (iii) direct-connected

cyclones, (iv) coupled cyclones, (v) high-containment systems, and (vi)

short-contact-time systems. There are differences in the specific designs, and

some may be more appropriate for specific unit configurations than others,

but all serve the same fundamental purpose of reducing the undesirable postriser

reactions.

Proper catalyst selection is essential to realizing the maximum potential

benefit from these hardware improvements. Both fresh catalyst properties

and catalyst management policy are important variables. These include

the use of (i) high-activity catalyst for maximum conversion or throughput,
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(ii) high-matrix catalyst for reducing slurry yield, and (iii) metal-tolerant cata-

lyst for processing resid feed. In all cases, improved yields are achieved when

incorporating catalyst change effects, which may not have been possible

without the advanced hardware, due to unit constraints.

The downer is a gas-solid cocurrent downflow reactor, which has the poten-

tial to overcome the drawback of a conventional upflow reactor (or a riser)

caused by back-mixing of catalyst. In the downer, gas and solid catalysts move

downward together with the assist of the gravity; this can avoid the back-mixing

of catalyst in the reactor.

The operation of the downer is affected by various key parameters including

(i) recycled catalyst flow rate, (ii) superficial gas velocity, (iii) spent-catalyst

flow rate, and (iv) carbon content on the spent catalyst. The parameters that

affect the temperature of the downer regenerator should be carefully selected

as they have the most significant effect to a regeneration process. High regen-

eration temperature could deactivate the catalyst permanently, but low-

temperature operation lowers the regeneration performance (Chuachuensuk

et al., 2010).

A downflow reactor system has been adopted for the high-severity fluid cat-

alytic cracking (HS-FCC) process. The downer permits higher catalyst/oil ratios

because the lifting of catalyst by vaporized feedstock is not required. As with

most reactor designs involving competing reactions and secondary product deg-

radation, there is a concern over catalyst-feedstock contacting, back-mixing,

and control of the reaction time and temperature. The downflow reactor would

ensure plug flow without back-mixing (Maadhah et al., 2008).

The development of a highly active zeolite catalyst has led to the reaction

time that has being decreased to a few seconds in the riser reactor. The short

contact time (short residence time, < 0.5s) of feedstock and product hydrocar-

bon derivatives in the downer should be favorable for minimizing thermal

cracking. Undesirable secondary reactions such as polymerization reactions

and hydrogen transfer reactions, which consume olefin derivatives, are sup-

pressed. In order to attain the short residence time, the catalyst and the products

have to be mixed and dispersed at the reactor inlet and separated immediately at

the reactor outlet. For this purpose, a high-efficiency product separator has been

developed capable of suppressing side reactions (oligomerization and hydroge-

nation of low-molecular-weight olefin derivatives) and coke formation acceler-

ated by condensation (Nishida and Fujiyama, 2000). The short-contact-time

reactor affords (i) minimal back-mixing and erosion, (ii) efficient catalyst/oil

contacting, (iii) reduced hydrogen transfer, and (iv) high yield selectivity.

The overcracking of naphtha to gases is minimized by reducing the contact

time between catalyst and hydrocarbon products. Addition of ZSM-5 additive

enhances the octane number in fluid catalytic cracking naphtha by overcracking

of naphtha fraction. On the other hand, the octane number enhancement is

achieved by overcracking of the middle-boiling-point fraction with low octane

number (Buchanan et al., 1996). Short-contact-time riser cracking is inherently
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more flexible than a typical fluid catalytic cracking unit because the product

slate can be easily adjusted to maximize propylene, maximize naphtha, or pro-

duce combinations such as propylene plus ethylene or propylene plus naphtha

( Jakkula and Niemi, 1997). This process flexibility is a key variable in

maximizing profitability in a given market scenario.

The UOP millisecond catalytic cracking process (MSCC process) involves

injection of the feedstock perpendicular to a downflowing steam of catalyst

(Schnaith et al., 1998; Harding et al., 2001). The basic MSCC reactor config-

uration consists of an injection zone, a central dilute phase disengaging zone,

the lower dense phase collection zone, and an upper inertial separation zone.

The short contact time combined with the low-volume reaction zone reduces

secondary cracking reactions and produces more naphtha and less coke com-

pared with conventional fluid catalytic cracking. Another benefit is that the

low coke yield allows heavier feedstocks (conventionally high-coke-make feed-

stocks) to be processed.

Improvements in the design of riser separation or termination systems focus

on the rapid disengagement of catalyst from the cracked products in a highly

contained system. Product vapors are quickly directed to the fractionation

system for thermal quench and recovery (Ross et al., 2005). Using a two-riser

system, a viscous feedstock can be treated by the use of a two-riser system

(two-stage riser fluid catalytic cracking, TSRFCC). The spent catalyst from

the other of the two risers is fed to the inlet of the first riser to produce relatively

mild cracking conditions. Improved total naphtha plus distillate yields are

achieved, and the novel two-riser system facilitates heat balancing of the system

(Krambeck and Pereira, 1986; Shan et al., 2003).
5.12.3 New Directions

Continued research and technology developments for fluid catalytic cracking

will focus on (i) widening the boiling range of the feedstock that can be

processed in the unit, (ii) maximizing diesel yield and low-molecular-weight

olefin yield, and (iii) providing operational flexibility to allow the unit to take

advantage of favorable market opportunities.

A new hydrocarbon conversion process, high-severity fluid catalytic crack-
ing (HS-FCC), has been developed to maximize propylene production in oil

refineries (Fujiyama et al., 2005; Maadhah et al., 2008). The yield of propylene

was maximized using a combination of three factors: (i) catalyst properties,

(ii) reaction conditions, and (iii) reactor design. Optimization of reaction con-

ditions and catalyst development found that high reaction temperature acceler-

ated catalytic cracking rather than hydrogen transfer. As a result, the olefin/

paraffin ratio of the product was higher at high reaction temperatures.

The special features of this process include (i) rapid feedstock vaporization,

(ii) downflow reactor, (iii) high severity, (iv) short contact time, and (v) high

catalyst/oil ratio. Since the fluid catalytic cracking process involves successive
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reactions, the desired products such as olefin derivatives and naphtha are con-

sidered intermediate products. A suppression of back-mixing by using the

downer reactor is the key to achieving maximum yield of these intermediates.

Compared with conventional fluid catalytic cracking processes, the HS-FCC

has modifications in the reactor/regenerator and stripper sections (Fujiyama,

1999; Ino and Ikeda, 1999; Fujiyama et al., 2000; Nishida and Fujiyama,

2000; Ino et al., 2003).

Recent enhancements made to resid fluid catalytic cracking units permit

feeding significant amounts of viscous crude oil while simultaneously improv-

ing yields and service factors. Traditional technology has been modified in key

areas including (i) catalyst design to accommodate higher metal feedstock and

to minimize the amount of coke formed on the catalyst, (ii) feedstock injection,

(iii) riser pipe design and catalyst/oil product separation to minimize overcrack-

ing, (iv) regenerator design improvements to handle high coke output and avoid

damage to catalyst structure, and (v) overall reactor and regenerator design

concepts.

These developments have allowed fluid catalytic cracking units to substan-

tially increase residue processing capabilities, and substantial portions of refin-

ery residua are processes (as blends with gas oils) in fluidized-bed units, thereby

increasing naphtha and diesel production. This will not only continue but also

increase in the future.
6. Catalysts

Commercial synthetic catalysts are amorphous and contain more silica that is

called for the preceding formulas; they are generally composed of 10%–15%
alumina (Al2O3) and 85%–90% silica (SiO2). The natural materials, montmo-

rillonite, a nonswelling bentonite, and halloysite, are hydrosilicates of alumi-

num, with a well-defined crystal structure and approximate composition of

Al2O3 4Si2O�xH2O. Some of the newer catalysts contain up to 25% alumina

and are reputed to have a longer active life.

However, cracking occurs over many types of catalytic materials, and crack-

ing catalysts can differ markedly in both activity to promote the cracking reac-

tion and in the quality of the products obtained from cracking the feedstocks

(Gates et al., 1979; Wojciechowski and Corma, 1986; Stiles and Koch, 1995;

Cybulski and Moulijn, 1998; Occelli and O’Connor, 1998; Domokos et al.,

2010). Activity can be related directly to the total number of active (acid) sites

per unit weight of catalyst and also to the acidic strength of these sites. Differ-

ences in activity and acidity regulate the extent of various secondary reactions

occurring and thus the product quality differences. The acidic sites are consid-

ered to be Lewis- or Brønsted-type acid sites, but there is much controversy as to

which type of site predominates.

Briefly and by way of a historical introduction, the first acid catalyst,

tested for cracking of the viscous crude oil fraction, was aluminum chloride
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(AlCl3), but the problems with catalyst manipulation, corrosion, and waste

treatment or disposal put the use of this catalyst at a serious disadvantage.

In the 1940s, silica-alumina catalysts were created and showed great improve-

ment over the use of catalytic clay minerals and natural clay catalysts. After

natural aluminosilicate minerals were found to be adequate to the task, syn-

thetic aluminosilicates were prepared and showed enhanced cracking proper-

ties. Both types (natural and synthetic) of aluminosilicates were known for the

presence of Lewis acid sites. The early synthetic amorphous aluminosilicate

catalysts contained �13% w/w alumina (Al2O3), which was boosted to 25%

w/w alumina in the mid-1950s. In the original fixed-bed process, activated

bentonite was used (probably in the form of pellets). For the Thermofor cat-

alytic cracking unit, the catalysts were of spherical shape (diameter, approx-

imately 1–2mm). In 1948, the first spray-dried catalyst was introduced, and

the microspherical particles (50–100μm) were produced with the similar par-

ticle size distribution as the ground catalysts. However, the spherical particles

showed both improved fluidization properties and significant reduction of

attrition losses.

The most significant advance came in 1962 when zeolite catalysts (partic-

ularly zeolite Y at that time) were incorporated into the silica-alumina structures

after which advances in catalysts have produced the greatest overall perfor-

mance of fluid catalytic cracking units over the last 50years. The presence

of the zeolites has resulted in the presence of strong Brønsted acid sites with

very easily accessible Lewis acid sites also being present. These new types

of catalysts possess the properties required of a successful catalyst: activity, sta-

bility, selectivity, correct pore size, resistance to fouling, and low cost. The first

commercial zeolite catalysts were introduced in 1964, and zeolite catalysts

remain in use in modern refineries.

From this point on, catalyst development has proceeded at a rapid rate, and

the development of active and stable catalysts (typically acid catalysts) has par-

alleled equipment design and development. The ultimate goal is the develop-

ment of catalysts that are resistant to the obnoxious constituents of viscous

feedstocks. Generally, the philosophy of the catalyst preparation for fluid cat-

alytic cracking units is to have weak acid centers in macroporous part of catalyst

particles to insure precracking of viscous feedstock constituents to lower-

molecular-weight producers that enter to the mesopores with stronger acidity.

Cracking in mesopores leads to even low-molecular-weight products that can

enter the zeolite micropores and crack over strongest zeolite acid centers into

the desired products, typically naphtha constituents.
6.1 Catalyst Types

The first cracking catalysts were acid-leached montmorillonite clays. The acid
leach was to remove various metal impurities, principally iron, copper, and

nickel that could exert adverse effects on the cracking performance of the
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catalyst. The catalysts are first used in fixed-bed and moving-bed reactor sys-

tems in the form of shaped pellets. Later, with the development of the fluid cat-

alytic cracking process, the clay catalysts were made in the form of a ground,

sized powder. Clay catalysts are relatively inexpensive and have been used

extensively for many years.

The desire to have catalysts that were uniform in composition and catalytic

performance led to the development of synthetic catalysts. The first synthetic

cracking catalyst consisting of 87% silica (SiO2) and 13% alumina (A12O3)

was used in pellet form and used in fixed-bed units in 1940. Catalysts of this

composition were ground and sized for use in fluid catalytic cracking units.

In 1944, catalysts in the form of beads approximately 2.5–5.0mm diameter

were introduced and comprised �90% silica and 10% alumina and were

extremely durable. One version of these catalysts contained a minor amount

of chromia (Cr2O3) to act as an oxidation promoter.

Neither silica (SiO2) nor alumina (Al2O3) alone is effective in promoting

catalytic cracking reactions. In fact, they (and also activated carbon) promote

hydrocarbon decompositions of the thermal type. Mixtures of anhydrous silica

and alumina (SiO2�Al2O3) or anhydrous silica with hydrated alumina

(2SiO2�2Al2O3�6H2O) are also essentially noneffective. A catalyst having

appreciable cracking activity is obtained only when prepared from hydrous

oxides followed by partial dehydration (calcining). The small amount of water

remaining is necessary for proper functioning.

The catalysts are porous and highly adsorptive, and their performance is

affected markedly by the method of preparation. Two catalysts that are chem-

ically identical but have pores of different size and distribution may have dif-

ferent activity, selectivity, temperature coefficient of reaction rate, and response

to poisons. The intrinsic chemistry and catalytic action of a surface may be inde-

pendent of pore size, but small pores appear to produce different effects because

of the manner and time in which hydrocarbon vapors are transported into and

out of the interstices.

In addition to synthetic catalysts comprising silica-alumina, other combina-

tions of mixed oxides were found to be catalytically active and were developed

during the 1940s. These systems included silica (SiO2), magnesia (MgO), silica-

zirconia (SiO2-ZrO), silica-alumina-magnesia, silica-alumina-zirconia, and

alumina-boria (Al2O3-B2O3). Of these, only silica-magnesia was used in com-

mercial units but operating difficulties developed with the regeneration of the

catalyst that at the time demanded a switch to another catalyst. Further improve-

ments in silica-magnesia catalysts have since been made. High yields of desir-

able products are obtained with hydrated aluminum silicates. These may be

either activated (acid-treated natural clays of the bentonite type) or synthesized

silica-alumina or silica-magnesia preparations. Both the natural and the syn-

thetic catalysts can be used as pellets or beads and also in the form of powder;

in either case, replacements are necessary because of attrition and gradual loss

of efficiency (DeCroocq, 1984; Le Page et al., 1987).
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During the period 1940–62, the cracking catalysts used most widely com-

mercially were the aforementioned acid-leached clays and silica-alumina.

The latter was made in two versions; low alumina (�13% A12O3) and high alu-
mina (�25%A12O3) contents. High-alumina-content catalysts showed a higher

equilibrium activity level and surface area.

During the 1958–60 period, semisynthetic catalysts of silica-alumina cata-

lyst were used in which approximately 25%–35% kaolin was dispersed through-

out the silica-alumina gel. These catalysts could be offered at a lower price and

therefore were disposable, but they were marked by a lower catalytic activity

and greater stack losses because of increased attrition rates. One virtue of the

semisynthetic catalysts was that a lesser amount of adsorbed, unconverted,

high-molecular-weight products on the catalyst was carried over to the stripper

zone and regenerator. This resulted in a higher yield of more valuable products

and also smoother operation of the regenerator as local hot spots were

minimized.

The catalysts must be stable to physical impact loading and thermal shocks

and must withstand the action of carbon dioxide, air, nitrogen compounds, and

steam. They should also be resistant to sulfur compounds; the synthetic catalysts

and certain selected clays appear to be better in this regard than average

untreated natural catalysts.

Commercially used cracking catalysts are insulator catalysts possessing

strong protonic (acidic) properties. They function as catalyst by altering the

cracking process mechanisms through an alternative mechanism involving

chemisorption by proton donation and desorption, resulting in cracked oil

and theoretically restored catalyst. Thus, it is not surprising that all cracking

catalysts are poisoned by proton-accepting vanadium.

The catalyst-oil volume ratios range from 5:1 to 30:1 for the different pro-

cesses, although most processes are operated to 10:1. However, for moving-bed

processes, the catalyst-oil volume ratios may be substantially lower than 10:1.

Crystalline zeolite catalysts having molecular sieve properties were intro-

duced as selective adsorbents in the 1955–59 period. In a relatively short time

period, all of the cracking catalyst manufacturers were offering their versions of

zeolite catalysts to refiners. The intrinsically higher activity of the crystalline

zeolites vis-à-vis conventional amorphous silica-alumina catalysts coupled with

the much higher yields of naphtha and decreased coke and light ends yields

served to revitalize research and development in the mature refinery process

of catalytic cracking.

A number of zeolite catalysts have been mentioned as having catalytic

cracking properties, such as synthetic faujasite (X- and Y-types), offretite, mor-

denite, and erionite. Of these, the faujasites have been most widely used com-

mercially. While faujasite is synthesized in the sodium form, base exchange

removes the sodium with other metal ions that, for cracking catalysts, include

magnesium, calcium, rare earths (mixed or individual), and ammonium. In par-

ticular, mixed rare earths alone or in combination with ammonium ions have
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been the most commonly used forms of faujasite in cracking catalyst formula-

tions. Empirically, X-type faujasite has a stoichiometric formula of Na2O

A12O3 2.5SiO2 and Y-type faujasite Na2O A12O3 4.8SiO2. Slight variations

in the silica/alumina (SiO2/A12O3) ratio exist for each of the types. Rare

earth-exchanged Y-type faujasite retains much of its crystallinity after steaming

at 825°C (1520°F) with steam for 12h. The rare earth forms X-faujasite, which

is thermally stable in dry air, and will lose its crystallinity at these temperatures

in the presence of steam.
6.2 Catalyst Manufacture

While each manufacturer has developed proprietary procedures for making

silica-alumina catalyst, the general procedure consists of (i) the gelling of dilute

sodium silicate solution (Na2O�3.25SiO2�xH2O) by the addition of an acid

(H2SO4 and CO2) or an acid salt such as aluminum sulfate, (ii) aging the hydro-

gel under controlled conditions, (iii) adding the prescribed amount of alumina

as aluminum sulfate and/or sodium aluminate, (iv) adjusting the pH of the mix-

ture, and (v) filtering the composite mixture. After filtering, the filter cake can

either be (i) washed free of extraneous soluble salts by a succession of slurrying

and filtration steps and spray-dried or (ii) spray-dried and then washed free of

extraneous soluble salts before flash-drying the finished catalyst.

There are a number of critical areas in the preparative processes that affect

the physical and catalytic properties of the finished catalyst. Principal among

them is the concentration and temperature of the initial sodium silicate solution.

The amount of acid added to effect gelation, the length of time of aging the gel,

the method and conditions of adding the aluminum salt to the gel, and its incor-

poration therein. Under a given set of conditions, the product catalyst is quite

reproducible in both physical properties and catalytic performance.

During the period 1940–62, a number of improvements were made in silica-

alumina catalyst manufacture. These included continuous production lines

versus batch-type operation, introduction of spray drying to eliminate grinding

and sizing of the catalyst while reducing catalyst losses as fines, improving

catalyst stability by controlling pore volume, and improved wash procedures

to remove extraneous salts from high-alumina-content catalysts to improve

equilibrium catalyst performance.

Zeolite cracking catalysts are made by dispersing or imbedding the crystals

in a matrix. The matrix is generally amorphous silica-alumina gel and may also

contain finely divided clay. The zeolite content of the composite catalyst is gen-

erally in the range of 5%–16% by weight. If clay (e.g., kaolin) is used in the

matrix, it is present in an amount of 25%–45% by weight, the remainder being

the silica-alumina hydrogel glue that binds the composite together. The zeolite

may be preexchanged to the desired metal form and calcined to lock the

exchangeable metal ions into position before compositing with the other ingre-

dients. In an alternate scheme, sodium-form zeolite is composited with the other
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components, washed, and then treated with a dilute salt solution of the desired

metal ions before the final drying step.

As stated above, the matrix generally consists of silica-alumina, but

several catalysts have been commercialized that contain (i) silica-magnesia

and kaolin and (ii) synthetic montmorillonite-mica and/or kaolin as the matrix

for faujasite.

6.3 Catalyst Selectivity

In the catalytic cracking process, the most abundant products are those having

three, four, and five carbon atoms. On a weight basis, the four-carbon-atom

fraction is the largest. The differences between the catalysts of the mixed oxide

type lie in the relative action toward promoting the individual reaction types

included in the overall cracking operation. For example, silica-magnesia cata-

lyst under a given set of cracking conditions will give a higher conversion to

cracked products than silica-alumina catalyst. However, the products from a

silica-magnesia (SiO2-MgO) catalyst have a higher average molecular weight,

hence a lower volatility, lesser amounts of highly branched/acyclic isomers, but

more olefin derivatives among the naphtha boiling range products (C4—220°C,
430°F) than the products from a silica-alumina catalyst. With these changes in

composition, the naphtha from cracking with a silica-magnesia catalyst is of

lower octane number.

These differences between catalysts may also be described as differences in

the intensity of the action at the individual active catalytic centers. That is, a

catalyst such as silica-alumina would give greater intensity of reaction than

silica-magnesia as observed from the nature and yields of the individual cracked

products and the automobile gasoline octane number. Titration of these two cat-

alysts shows silica-alumina to have a lower acid titer than silica-magnesia, but

the acid strength of the sites is higher.

While each of the individual component parts in these catalysts is essentially

nonacidic, when mixed together properly, they give rise to a titratable acidity as

described above. Many of the secondary reactions occurring in the cracking pro-

cess may also be promoted with strong mineral acids, such as concentrated sul-

furic and phosphoric acids, aluminum halides, hydrogen fluoride, and hydrogen

fluoride-boron trifluoride (BF3) mixtures. This parallelism lends support to the

concept of the active catalytic site as being acidic. Zeolites have a much higher

active site density (titer) than the amorphous mixed oxides, which may account

in large part for their extremely high cracking propensity. In addition, these

materials strongly promote complex hydrogen transfer reactions among the pri-

mary products so that the recovered cracked products have a much lower olefin

and higher paraffin content than are obtained with the amorphous mixed oxide

catalysts. This hydrogen transfer propensity of zeolites to saturate primary

cracked product olefin derivatives to paraffin derivatives minimizes the
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reaction of polymerizing the olefin derivatives to form a coke deposit, thus

accounting in part for the much lower coke yields with zeolite catalysts than

with amorphous catalysts.

Activity of the catalyst varies with faujasite content as does the selectivity of

the catalyst to coke and naphtha. As the faujasite content drops below 5% by

weight, the catalyst starts to show some of the cracking properties of the matrix,

while for zeolite contents of 10% by weight or higher, very little change in

selectivity patterns is noted. The various ion-exchanged forms of the faujasite

can result in slightly different cracking properties; for example, using high

cerium content, mixed rare earths improve carbon burning rates in the regener-

ator, the use of H-form of faujasite improves selectivity to propane-pentane

fractions, and the use of a minor amount of copper form faujasite increases

low-molecular-weight olefin yield and naphtha octanes.
6.4 Catalyst Deactivation

A cracking catalyst should maintain its cracking activity with little change in

product selectivity as it ages in a unit. A number of factors contribute to degrade

the catalyst: (i) the combination of high temperature, steam partial pressure, and

time; (ii) impurities present in the fresh catalyst; and (iii) impurities picked up

by the catalyst from the feedstock while in use. Under normal operating condi-

tions, the catalyst experiences temperatures of 480–515°C (900–960°F) in the

reactor and steam stripper zones and temperatures of 620–720°C (1150–1325°
F) and higher in the regenerator accompanied by a substantial partial pressure of

steam.With mixed oxide amorphous gel catalysts, the plastic nature of the gel is

such that the surface area and pore volume decrease rather sharply in the first

few days of use and then at a slow inexorable rate thereafter. This plastic flow

also results in a loss in the number and strength of the active catalytic sites.

Zeolite catalysts comprising both amorphous gel and crystalline zeolite

degrade from instability of the gel, as stated above, and also from loss in crys-

tallinity. The latter also results from the combined effects of time, temperature,

and steam partial pressure. When crystallinity is lost, the amorphous residue is

relatively low in activity, approximating that of the amorphous gel matrix. The

rate of degradation of the amorphous gel component may not be the same as that

of the zeolite crystals; for example, the gel may degrade rapidly and through

thermoplastic flow effectively coat the crystals and interfere with the diffusion

of hydrocarbon derivatives to the catalytic sites in the zeolite. Catalyst manu-

facturers try to combine high stability in the matrix with high-stability zeolite

crystals in making zeolite catalysts.

Residual impurities in freshly manufactured catalysts are principally sodium

and sulfate. These result from the use of sodium silicate and aluminum sulfate in

making the silica-alumina gel matrix and subsequent washing of the composite
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catalyst with ammonium sulfate to remove sodium. Generally, the sodium con-

tent of the amorphous gel is <01% w/w (as Na2O) and sulfate <0.5% w/w.

With zeolite catalysts, the residual sodium may be primarily associated with

the zeolite, so that sodium levels may range from approximately 0.2%–0.80%
for the composite catalyst. Sulfate levels in zeolite catalysts are still<0.5%. An

excessive amount of sodium reacts with the silica in the matrix under regener-

ator operating conditions and serves as a flux to increase the rate of surface area

and pore volume loss. Sodium faujasite is not as hydrothermally stable as other

metal-exchanged (e.g., mixed rare earths) forms of faujasite. It is most desirable

to reduce the sodium content of the faujasite component to <5.0% by weight

(as Na2O) with rare earths or with mixtures of rare earths and ammonium ions.

Finally, catalysts can degrade as a result of impurities picked up from the

feedstock being processed. These impurities are sodium, nickel, vanadium,

iron, and copper. Sodium as laid down on the catalyst not only acts to neutralize

active acid sites, reducing catalyst activity, but also acts as a flux to accelerate

matrix degradation. Freshly deposited metals are effective poisons to cracking

catalysts because of the loss of active surface area by metal deposition

(Otterstedt et al., 1986; Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014,

2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017). Zeolite catalysts are less responsive to metal

contaminants than amorphous gel catalysts. Hence, equilibrium catalysts can

tolerate low levels of these metals so long as they have enough time to become

buried. A sudden deposition of fresh metals can cause adverse effects on unit

performance. Metal levels on equilibrium catalysts reflect the metal

content of the feeds being processed; typical ranges are 200–1200ppmV,

150–500ppm Ni, and 5–45ppm Cu. Sodium levels are in the range of

0.25%–0.8% by weight (as Na2O).
6.5 Catalyst Stripping

Catalyst leaving the reaction zone is fluidized with reactor product vapors that

must be removed and recovered with the reactor product. In order to accomplish

this, the catalyst is passed into a stripping zone where most of the hydrocarbon is

displaced with steam.

Stripping is generally done in a countercurrent contact zone where shed baf-

fles or contactors are provided to insure equal vapor flow up through the stripper

and efficient contacting. Stripping can be accomplished in a dilute catalyst

phase. Generally, a dense phase is used, but with lighter feeds or higher reactor

temperature and high conversion operations, a significant portion of the contact-

ing can be done in a dilute phase.

The amount of hydrocarbon carried to the regenerator is dependent upon the

amount of stripping steam used per pound of catalyst and the pressure and tem-

perature at which the stripper operates.

Probes at the stripper outlet have been used to measure the composition of

the hydrocarbon vapors leaving the stripper. When expressed as percent of coke
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burned in the regenerator, the strippable hydrocarbon is only 2%–5%. Very poor

stripping is shown when the hydrogen content of the regenerator coke is on the

order of 10% w/w or higher. Good stripping is shown by 6%–9% by weight

hydrogen levels.

The proper level of stripping is found in many operating units by reducing

the stripping steam until there is a noticeable effect or rise in regenerator tem-

perature. Steam is then marginally increased above this rate. In some units,

stripping steam is used as a control variable to control the carbon burning rate

or differential temperature between the regenerator bed and cyclone inlets.

In summary, the catalytic cracking unit is an extremely dynamic unit, pri-

marily because there are three major process flow streams (the catalyst, hydro-

carbon, and regeneration air), all of which interact with each other. Problems

can arise in the equipment and flowing streams that are sometimes difficult

to diagnose because of the complex affects they can create (Parkash, 2003;

Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017).
6.6 Catalyst Treatment

The latest technique developed by the refining industry to increase naphtha

yield and quality is to treat the catalysts from the cracking units to remove metal

poisons that accumulate on the catalyst. Nickel, vanadium, iron, and copper

compounds contained in catalytic cracking feedstocks are deposited on the cat-

alyst during the cracking operation, thereby adversely affecting both catalyst

activity and selectivity. Increased catalyst metal contents affect catalytic crack-

ing yields by increasing coke formation, decreasing naphtha and butane and

butylene production, and increasing hydrogen production.

The recent commercial development and adoption of cracking catalyst-

treating processes definitely improve the overall catalytic cracking process

economics.
6.6.1 Demet

In the Demet process, a cracking catalyst is subjected to two pretreatment steps

(Fig. 9.9). The first step effects vanadium removal and the second nickel

removal, to prepare the metals on the catalyst for chemical conversion to

compounds (chemical treatment step) that can be readily removed through

water washing (catalyst wash step). The treatment steps include the use of a sul-

furous compound followed by chlorination with an anhydrous chlorinating

agent (e.g., chlorine gas) and washing with an aqueous solution of a chelating

agent such as citric acid (HO2CCH2C(OH)(CO2H)CH2CO2H or 2-hydroxy-

1,2,3-propanetricarboxylic acid). The catalyst is then dried and further treated

before returning to the cracking unit (Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight,

2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017).



FIG. 9.9 The Demet process.
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6.6.2 Met-X

TheMet-X process consists of cooling, mixing, ion-exchange separation, filtra-

tion, and resin regeneration. Moist catalyst from the filter is dispersed in oil and

returned to the cracking reactor in a slurry (Fig. 9.10; Parkash, 2003; Gary et al.,

2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017). On a continuous basis,

the catalyst from a cracking unit is cooled and then transported to a stirred reac-

tor and mixed with an ion-exchange resin (introduced as slurry). The catalyst-

resin slurry then flows to an elutriator for separation. The catalyst slurry is taken

overhead to a filter, and the wet filter cake is slurried with oil and pumped into

the catalytic cracker feedstock system. The resin leaves the bottom of the elu-

triator and is regenerated before returning to the reactor.
6.7 Recent Advances

Advances in fluid catalytic cracking catalysts have concentrated on modifying

zeolite Y for improved coke selectivity, higher cracking activity, and greater

stability through manipulation of extra-framework aluminum or through the

generation of mesoporous nature of the zeolite crystals. Extra-framework alu-

minum is introduced either by steaming or via ion exchange. The development

of improved fluid catalytic cracking catalysts includes modifying a single crys-

tal structure to achieve multiple catalytic objectives (Degnan, 2000).

In order to meet demands for a higher-octane product, an increasing number

of refiners have switched to using ultrastable Y (USY) zeolite-type catalysts.

These catalysts, which feature zeolites with a reduced unit cell size, are a proved

means of increasing the octane number of fluid catalytic cracking naphtha

(which is used for gasoline production in the blending operation). However,

there are trade-offs associated with using a reduced unit cell-size zeolite—

one of the more important properties being affected is catalyst activity. In addi-

tion, the use of ZSM-5 (a pentasil zeolite concentrate that typically incorporates

up to 25%–40% pentasil) enhances the octane number in fluid catalytic cracking

naphtha by overcracking of naphtha/gasoline fraction. This reaction mainly

occurs on the stronger acid site of ZSM-5 than that of the USY catalyst.



FIG. 9.10 The Met-X process.
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Comparing with the result with typical fluid catalytic cracking catalyst, the

yield of liquefied petroleum gas is increased by overcracking, and the octane

number is enhanced for the mixed catalyst, although the yield of fluid catalytic

cracking naphtha is decreased. The increase of liquefied petroleum gas yield is

due to the production of propylene in the case of mixed catalyst (Buchanan

et al., 1996; Imhof et al., 2005; Li et al., 2007).
6.7.1 Matrix, Binder, Zeolite

The matrix in the fluid catalytic cracking catalyst is often considered to be that

part of the catalyst other than the zeolites—it may or may not have catalytic

activity. Very often, it does possess sufficient catalytic activity toward some

components of the feedstock, and in this case, they are described by the term

active matrix. The matrix consists of two main components—firstly, a synthetic

component like amorphous silica, silica-alumina gel, or silica-magnesia gel,

which serve as the binder and also exhibit catalytic properties. The other com-

ponent is natural or chemically modified clay, such as kaolinite, halloysite, or

montmorillonite. The clays provide mechanical stability.

The functions of the fillers and binders incorporated into the fluid catalytic

cracking catalysts are often similar to those performed by the matrix. Some-

times, additional fillers like kaolin may be provided for physical integrity

and as a more efficient fluidizing medium. The binder performs the all-

important function of holding the catalyst, the matrix, and the filler glued

together. This is especially important when the catalyst contains a higher
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amount of zeolites. The filler and binder minimize the production of catalyst

fines in the reactor-regenerator system and help to control or mitigate catalyst

losses.
6.7.2 Additives

In addition to cracking catalyst described above, a series of additives have

been developed that catalyze or otherwise alter the primary catalyst’s

activity/selectivity or act as pollution control agents. Additives are most often

prepared in microspherical form to be compatible with the primary catalysts and

are available separately in compositions that (i) enhance naphtha octane and

low-molecular-weight olefin formation, (ii) selectively crack heavy cycle oil,

(iii) passivate vanadium and nickel present in many viscous feedstocks, (iv) oxi-

dize coke to carbon dioxide, and (v) reduce sulfur dioxide emissions. Both vana-

dium and nickel deposits on the cracking catalyst are extremely deleterious

when present in excess of 3000ppm on the catalyst. Formulation changes to

the catalyst can improve tolerance to vanadium and nickel, but the use of addi-

tives that specifically passivate either metal is often preferred.

The ability of small amounts of ZSM-5 added to the fluid catalytic cracking

unit to improve naphtha octane number while producing more low-molecular-

weight olefin derivatives has prompted a substantial amount of process and cat-

alyst research into zeolite-based fluid catalytic cracking additives. Significant

advances have been made in stabilizing ZSM-5 to harsh fluid catalytic cracking

regenerator conditions that, in turn, have led to reductions in the level of ZSM-5

needed to achieve desired uplifts and wider use of the less expensive additives

(Degnan, 2000).
6.7.3 Metal Traps

The performance of fluid catalytic cracking catalysts for processing viscous

feedstocks is often determined by the tolerance of the catalyst to metal contam-

inants. Different approaches are used to manage contaminant metals such as

riser pipe design (Hedrick and Palmas, 2011). Metal traps have been introduced

into catalysts in order to protect the zeolite from poisonous metals that have

accumulated in large amounts as a result of lowering the amount of catalyst

use and in order to give the catalyst metal tolerance so that the formation of

hydrogen and coke due to the dehydrogenation over poisonous metals would

be reduced.

As a result, catalyst manufacturers have developed more stable zeolites and

a series of vanadium traps to increase the ability of the zeolite to handle vana-

dium. These traps are based on barium (Ba), titanium (Ti), rare earth elements,

and other elements. Some are more effective than others, but the basic idea is the

same, that is, to keep the vanadium away from the zeolite by binding to the sur-

face of an inactive particle (Harding et al., 2001).
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6.7.4 Low Rare Earths

Rare earth elements inhibit alumina removal from a zeolite; a higher concen-

tration of acid sites will be found in a rare earth-exchanged catalyst. This

improves both the activity and the hydrothermal stability of the catalyst. On

average, these sites are weaker and in closer proximity to each other than those

found in a more highly dealuminated catalyst characterized by lower unit cell-

size measurements.

The addition of rare earth into the zeolite inhibits the degree of unit cell-size

shrinkage during equilibration in the regenerator. Steam in the fluid catalytic

cracking regenerator removes active acidic alumina from the zeolite. Rare earth

inhibits the extraction of aluminum from the zeolite’s structure (alumina

removal) that in turn increases the equilibrium unit cell size for fluid catalytic

cracking catalysts. Since reducing the equilibrium unit cell size of a fluid cat-

alytic cracking catalyst has the effect of improving octane, adding rare earth

decreases the octane.

Because rare earth oxides promote hydrogen transfer, the yield of C3 and C4

olefin derivatives in the liquefied petroleum gas fraction will be lower. The

resulting reduction in the total liquefied petroleum gas yield results in a reduc-

tion in the wet gas yield, which can have a major effect on plant operations, as

compressor capacity is often the limiting factor for fluid catalytic cracking unit

throughput.
6.7.5 Catalysts for Olefin Production

The market for propene derivatives and butene derivatives is cyclical and

depends on the local demand for plastic precursors and alkylate feed. There

are several key determinants of low-molecular-weight olefin selectivity

(Harding et al., 2001; Soni et al., 2009). In addition to increasing reactor tem-

perature and using ZSM-5, catalysts can be designed with lower hydrogen trans-

fer (to reduce the conversion of isobutylene to isobutane) and moderate matrix

activity (to increase the C4 olefin content of the product).

The addition of ZSM-5 is the single most important method to increase the

yields of low-molecular-weight olefin derivatives at the expense of naphtha.

Catalyst producers have developed methods to increase the concentration of

the ZSM-5 in their additives in order to avoid dilution effects at high levels

of additive. The breakthrough technologies in this area involve the stabilization

of the ZSM-5 to hydrothermal deactivation at higher concentrations in the

additive.

Current commercial catalysts range from 10% to 25% ZSM-5, although

evolving techniques are expected to allowmuch higher levels in an additive par-

ticle. Several recent efforts have also been made to change the selectivity of

ZSM-5 by increasing the Si/Al ratio to increase the ratio of butene to propene.

However, this approach reduces the overall activity quite significantly.
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6.7.6 Catalysts for Jet and Diesel Production

In markets dominated by fluid catalytic cracking-based refineries, the need to

increase distillate production has taken on a new dimension, posing interesting

challenges while presenting some unique opportunities (Yung and Pouwels,

2008). Much attention on the possibility of tighter specifications for aromatic

derivatives, density, boiling range, and cetane number can be expected. New

technologies are being developed to address these challenges. For example, a

commercialized moderate-pressure hydrocracking (MPHC) suite of technolo-

gies can provide an economic solution to desulfurize high-boiling gas oil with

options to convert part of the feedstock into valuable higher-quality distillate

products and to maximize the production of Jet A1 and diesel products

(Degnan, 2000; Hilbert et al., 2008).

The catalysts are large pore, highly dealuminated zeolite Y and improved

base metal combinations that have been tailored to operate well at low hydrogen

partial pressures. Processes have been developed around USY-based catalysts

for partial conversion of vacuum gas oils, cracked gas oils, deasphalted oil, and

fluid catalytic cracking light cycle oil. The processes comprise a dual-catalyst

system consisting of an amorphous hydrotreating catalyst (normally NiMo/

Al2O3) and a metal-containing USY-based hydrocracking catalyst. Single-

stage, single-pass conversions are typically in the range of 30%–60% w/w.

The process requirements are similar to those used in vacuum gas-oil hydrode-

sulfurization, which has led to several catalytic hydrodesulfurization revamps

(Degnan, 2000).

For cracking catalysts, there is usually a trade-off between high activity and

high middle distillate selectivity. The objective for new cracking catalyst devel-

opment is often to increase activity while maintaining selectivity or vice versa.

This can be achieved by altering the catalyst’s acidic function and/or the hydro-

genation function, as is illustrated by the UOP Unicracking process (Ackelson,

2004; Abdo et al., 2008).

In addition to control and optimization of process conditions in the Uni-

cracking process, catalyst design principles when applied to this problem take

advantage of improved molecular-scale definition of feedstock composition,

appropriate selection of catalytic materials, and enhanced knowledge of the

impact of specific process conditions on catalyst performance to deliver the

needed level of activity and selectivity to meet cycle length and product yields

(Motaghi et al., 2010).

In the early 1990s, Zeolyst introduced Z-603, a zeolite catalyst with high

activity and also good middle distillate selectivity. The improved performance

of the catalyst versus other zeolite and amorphous silica-alumina catalysts was

the result of two major developments—a new dealuminated zeolite Y used in

conjunction with an amorphous silica-alumina catalysts powder and an

improved hydrogenation function. This catalyst has been used successfully at

Shell’s Godorf (Germany) refinery and at Alliance Refining Company
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(Rayong, Thailand) refinery. Because of its higher activity and stability, Z-603

has extended the cycle length beyond the capability of amorphous silica-

alumina catalysts with only a small reduction in middle distillate yield relative

to the amorphous silica-alumina catalysts (Huve et al., 2004).

Continuing development efforts have led to a new range of cracking cata-

lysts (e.g., Z-623 and Z-613) with improved middle distillate yields/activities.

Z-623 is significantly more active than the Z-603 catalyst with very little middle

distillate yield loss. The benefits of the Z-623 catalyst have been demonstrated

in a number of commercial cases. At Alliance Refining Company, the catalyst

has made it possible to increase the hydrocracker’s cycle length from 2years to

>3years. At Shell’s Godorf refinery, the catalyst was a key component of the

hydrocracker revamp that has produced a 15% v/v increase in throughput of

feedstock without any cycle length reduction (Huve et al., 2004).
6.7.7 New Directions

With the increasing focus to reduce sulfur content in fuels, the role of desulfur-
ization in the refinery becomes more and more important. Currently, the process

of choice is the hydrotreater to remove the sulfur from the fuel. Because of the

increased attention for fuel desulfurization, various new process concepts are

being developed with various claims of efficiency and effectiveness.

Resid fluid catalytic cracking is an important component in the upgrading of

heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen, with unit profitability depend-

ing upon the extent to which viscous hydrocarbon derivatives in the feedstock

are cracked into valuable products. The product slate, in turn, depends upon the

feedstock characteristics, the catalyst, the hardware, and the operating condi-

tions. Exemplifying a trend toward heavier feedstocks, the majority of the

fluid-bed catalytic cracking units scheduled to start up before 2015 are expected

to process vacuum gas-oil and/or or residuum feedstocks.

Product recycling and multiple reaction sections are the prevalent technol-

ogy trends. Improving feedstock injectors, riser termination and catalyst sepa-

ration devices, strippers, and regenerator components are revamp options for

existing units. As feedstocks get heavier, the trend toward a higher stripper res-

idence time and, consequently, increased mass transfer between entrained

hydrocarbon derivatives and steam will continue. Moreover, the role of the

regenerator continues to evolve because of reduction requirements in the carbon

dioxide emissions. The need for the development of flue gas treating systems

points to the need for continued innovation in that area.

The use of biofeedstocks (such as animal fats and vegetable oils) in the fluid

catalytic cracking will be used to increase the yield of light cycle oil and will

also provide high-quality products. Practical implementation in a refinery will,

more than likely, be accompanied by blending with vacuum gas oil or residuum

(Speight, 2011a,b).
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Oils derived from biofeedstock oils are generally best upgraded by HZSM-5

or ZSM-5, as these zeolite catalysts promote high yields of liquid products and

propylene. Unfortunately, these feeds tend to coke easily, and high acid num-

bers and undesirable by-products such as water and carbon are and will continue

to be additional challenges. Waxy feeds obtained from biomass gasification fol-

lowed by Fischer-Tropsch synthesis to hydrocarbon liquids and waxes (biomass

to liquids) are especially suited for increasing light cycle oil production in the

catalytic cracking unit, due to the high paraffinic character, low sulfur content,

and low aromatic derivative yield of the feed. A major disadvantage for

biomass-to-liquid products is the intrinsically low coke yield that can disrupt

the heat balance of the catalytic cracking unit.

The major developmental opportunity area in the next decade may well be

at the refinery-petrochemical interface. Processes that maximize olefin deri-

vatives and aromatic derivatives while integrating clean fuel production will

continue to look attractive to refiners who are seeing their fuel product margins

come under increasing competitive pressure.

Furthermore, in order to alleviate growing concerns over energy security

and global climate change, the fluid catalytic cracking unit will take on two

additional roles: (i) acceptance of biomass feedstocks and (ii) reduction in car-

bon dioxide emissions. With committed efforts by refiners and technology

developers, the process will continue to demonstrate adaptability amid chang-

ing market requirements through the installation of dual-radius feedstock

distributors and spent-catalyst distributors (Wolschlag and Couch, 2010a).

Methods to reduce emissions from the fluid catalytic cracking unit and other

refinery operations lend themselves to two conflicting categories: those that

hinder the formation of carbon dioxide and those that aim to produce a pure

carbon dioxide stream for capture. Improving unit energy efficiency, reducing

coke yields, and shifting vacuum gas oil to the hydrocracking unit belong to the

former category, while carbon-capture methods typically comprise the latter

(Spoor, 2008). As refiners continue to develop a comprehensive strategy to

reduce carbon dioxide emissions, a balance between these two categories must

be found. This happy medium will be influenced greatly by the fluid catalytic

cracking unit heat balance, which determines the amount of coke burned in the

regenerator in present unit designs.
7. Options for Heavy Feedstocks

The fluid catalytic cracking process, using vacuum gas oil as the feedstock, was

introduced into refineries in the 1930s. In recent years, because of a trend for

low-boiling products, most refineries perform the operation by partially blend-

ing residua into vacuum gas oil. However, conventional fluid catalytic cracking

processes have limits in residuum processing, so residuum fluid catalytic crack-

ing processes have lately been employed one after another. Because the resid-

uum fluid catalytic cracking process enables efficient gasoline production
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directly from residua, it will play the most important role as a residuum cracking

process, along with a residuum hydrotreating process.

The processes described below are the evolutionary offspring of the fluid

catalytic cracking and the residuum catalytic cracking processes. Some of these

newer processes use catalysts with different silica/alumina ratios as acid support

of metals such asMo, Co, Ni, andW. In general, the first catalyst used to remove

metals from oils was the conventional hydrodesulfurization (HDS) catalyst.

Diverse natural minerals are also used as raw material for elaborating catalysts

addressed to the upgrading of viscous fractions. Among these minerals are clay

minerals; manganese nodules; bauxite activated with vanadium (V), nickel

(Ni), chromium (Cr), iron (Fe), and cobalt (Co); and the high-iron-oxide-

content iron laterites, sepiolite minerals, and mineral nickel and transition metal

sulfides supported on silica and alumina. Other kinds of catalysts, such as

vanadium sulfide, are generated in situ, possibly in colloidal states.

In the past decades, in spite of the difficulty of handling viscous feedstocks,

residuum fluidized catalytic cracking (RFCC) has evolved to become a well-

established approach for converting a significant portion of the heavier fractions

of the crude barrel into a high-octane gasoline blending component. Residuum

fluidized catalytic cracking, which is an extension of conventional fluid cata-

lytic cracking technology for applications involving the conversion of highly

contaminated residua, has been commercially proved on feedstocks ranging

from gas-oil-residuum blends to atmospheric residua and blends of atmospheric

and vacuum residua. In addition to high naphtha yields, the residuum fluidized

catalytic cracking unit also produces gaseous, distillate, and fuel oil-range

products.

The product quality from the residuum fluidized catalytic cracker is directly

affected by its feedstock quality. In particular and unlike hydrotreating, the

residuum fluidized catalytic cracking redistributes sulfur among the various

products, but does not remove sulfur from the products unless, of course,

one discounts the sulfur that is retained by a coke formed on the catalyst. Con-

sequently, tightening product specifications have forced refiners to hydrotreat

some or all of the products from the resid cat cracking unit. Similarly, in the

future, the emissions of sulfur oxides (SOx) from a resid cat cracker may

become more of an obstacle for residue conversion projects. For these reasons,

a point can be reached where the economic operability of the unit can be

sufficient to justify hydrotreating the feedstock to the cat cracker.

As an integrated conversion block, residue hydrotreating and residuum flu-

idized catalytic cracking complement each other and can offset many of the

inherent deficiencies related to residue conversion.
7.1 Asphalt Residual Treating Process

The asphalt residual treating process (ART process) is a process for increasing

the production of transportation fuels and reduces heavy fuel oil production,
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without hydrocracking (Bartholic, 1981a,b; Bartholic and Haseltine, 1981;

Bartholic, 1989; Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017). The

process is a flexible selective vaporization process that can be used for remov-

ing essentially all of the metals and substantial proportion of the carbon residue,

nitrogen, and sulfur compounds from the viscous feedstock (Bartholic and

Haseltine, 1981). In addition, the process can be considered as an efficient car-

bon rejection process followed by catalytic hydrogenation.

In the process, the preheated feedstock (which may be whole crude, atmo-

spheric residuum, vacuum residuum, or tar sand bitumen) is injected into a

stream of fluidized, hot catalyst (trade name, ArtCat). The unit configuration

is similar to that of a riser fluid catalytic cracking unit where complete mixing

of the feedstock with the catalyst is achieved in the contactor, which is operated

within a pressure-temperature envelope to ensure selective vaporization. The

vapor and the contactor effluent are quickly and efficiently separated from each

other, and entrained hydrocarbon derivatives are stripped from the contaminant

(containing spent solid) in the stripping section. The contactor vapor effluent

and vapor from the stripping section are combined and rapidly quenched in a

quench drum to minimize product degradation. The cooled products are then

transported to a conventional fractionator that is similar to that found in a fluid

catalytic cracking unit. Spent solid from the stripping section is transported to

the combustor bottom zone for carbon burn-off.

The process is claimed to require lower hydrogen consumption that is

claimed in comparison with direct hydrocracking processes (Dennis, 1989;

Suchanek and Moore, 1986).

Contact of the feedstock with the fluidizable catalyst in the short-residence-

time contactor causes the lower-boiling components of the feedstock to vapor-

ize, and asphaltene constituents (high-molecular-weight compounds) are

cracked to yield lower-boiling compounds and coke. The metals present and

some of the sulfur and the nitrogen compounds in the nonvolatile constituents

are retained on the catalyst. At the exit of the contacting zone, the oil vapors are

separated from the catalyst and are rapidly quenched to minimize thermal

cracking of the products. The catalyst, which holds metals, sulfur, nitrogen,

and coke, is transferred to the regenerator where the combustible portion is oxi-

dized and removed. Regenerated contact material, bearing metals but very little

coke, exits the regenerator and passes to the contactor for further removal of

contaminants from the charge stock.

In the combustor, coke is burned from the spent solid that is then separated

from combustion gas in the surge vessel. The surge vessel circulates regenerated

catalyst streams to the contactor inlet for feedstock vaporization and to the com-

bustor bottom zone for premixing. The components of the combustion gases

include carbon dioxide (CO2), nitrogen (N2), oxygen (O2), sulfur oxides

(SOX), and nitrogen oxides (NOX) that are released from the catalyst with

the combustion of the coke in the combustor. The concentration of sulfur oxides

in the combustion gas requires treatment for their removal.
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7.2 Residue Fluid Catalytic Cracking Process

The residue fluid catalytic cracking process (also known as the HOC process) is

a version of the fluid catalytic cracking process that has been adapted to the con-

version of residua that contain high amounts of metal and asphaltene constitu-

ents). Depending on quality and product objectives, feedstocks with vanadium

plus nickel content of 5–30ppm and a carbon residue on the order of 5%–10%
w/w can be processed without feedstock pretreatment. The process, when

coupled with hydrodesulfurization, provides a particularly effective means

for meeting demands for naphtha or diesel fuel blending stock and low-molec-

ular-weight olefin derivatives. The asphaltene constituents are converted to

coke (which deposits on the catalyst) and distillate from the cracked fragments.

The catalyst is regenerated by combusting its carbon deposits, and the heat

generated from the combustion of carbon deposits is used to produce high-

pressure steam.

In the process, a viscous feedstock is desulfurized, and the nonvolatile frac-

tion from the hydrodesulfurization unit is charged to the residuum fluid catalytic

cracking unit. The reaction system is an external vertical riser terminating in a

closed cyclone system. Dispersion steam in amounts higher than that used for

gas oils is used to assist in the vaporization of any volatile constituents of vis-

cous feedstocks. A two-stage stripper is utilized to remove hydrocarbon deriv-

atives from the catalyst. Hot catalyst flows at low velocity in dense phase

through the catalyst cooler and returns to the regenerator. Regenerated catalyst

flows to the bottom of the riser to meet the feed. The coke deposited on the cat-

alyst is burned off in the regenerator along with the coke formed during the

cracking of the gas-oil fraction. If the feedstock contains high proportions of

metals, control of the metals on the catalyst requires excessive amounts of cat-

alyst withdrawal and fresh catalyst addition. This problem can be addressed by

feedstock pretreatment.

Regenerator bed temperatures are on the order of 730°C (1300°F), and
feedstock introduction systems are designed for efficient mixing of oil and cat-

alyst and rapid quenching of catalyst temperature to the equilibrium mix tem-

perature. The reaction system is an external vertical riser providing very low

contact times and terminating in the riser cyclones for rapid separation of

catalyst and vapors.

The high amounts of coke produced in cracking of residua can cause

extreme temperatures and excessive catalyst deactivation. Steam coils located

within the regenerator bed and/or external catalyst coolers remove the excess

heat produced by the high coke yields. When the metal content and carbon

residual data are in excess of 30ppm and 10% by weight, respectively, the feed-

stock may require pretreatment.

The feedstocks for the process are rated on the basis of carbon residue and

content of metals: thus, good-quality feedstocks have <5% by weight carbon

residue and <10ppm metals. Medium-quality feedstocks have >5% but
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<10% by weight carbon residue and >10 but <30ppm metals. Poor-quality
feedstocks have>10 but<20% by weight carbon residue and>30 but less than

<150ppmmetals. Finally, bad-quality feedstocks have>20% by weight carbon

residue and>150ppmmetals. One might question the value of this rating of the

feedstocks for the HOC process since these feedstock ratings can apply to vir-

tually many fluid catalytic cracking processes.

Overall, the process is similar to the fluid catalytic cracking process in con-

figuration, catalysts, and product handling but differs from gas-oil cracking in

that the heat release, due to burning the coke produced from the asphaltenes in

the charge, is considerably greater. In addition, the much higher content of feed-

stock metals—particularly nickel and vanadium—requires special consider-

ation in catalyst development and in operation. With the need to convert

residual fuels to naphtha and middle distillates, the installation of new viscous

feedstock cracking units and the conversion of fluid catalytic cracking units to

handle residua have become a refining necessity.

Special catalysts are required for heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand

bitumen cracking units because of the required specifications for activity and

selectivity. Some of the catalysts have a high zeolite content, or they have pore

structures that avoid trapping large molecules and causing coke production.

Poisons such as sodium and vanadium accelerate the deactivation rate of cata-

lyst, and high amounts of sodium are usually avoided by double desalting of the

crude oil. While customized catalysts can improve heavy oil, extra heavy oil,

and tar sand bitumen cracking operations, optimization can also take place

by closer process control. For example, high cracking activity, if used correctly,

can override the adverse dehydrogenation activity of the metals. Thus, low con-

tact time in risers, along with rapid and efficient separation of catalyst and oil

vapors, is preferred in reduced crude cracking. Also, heavy catalytic gas oil or

slurry oil recycle produces higher yields of coke and higher heat release than it

removes through vaporization and therefore should be minimized or eliminated.

In addition to reducing coke yield, lower regenerator temperatures can be

realized by direct heat removal or lower heat generation.
7.3 Heavy Oil Treating Process

The heavy oil treating process (HOT process) is a catalytic cracking

process for upgrading viscous feedstocks such as topped crude oils, vacuum

residua, and solvent deasphalted bottoms using a fluidized bed of iron ore

particles (Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and

Robinson, 2017).

The main section of the process consists of three fluidized reactors, and sep-

arate reactions take place in each reactor (cracker, regenerator, and

desulfurizer):

Fe3O4 + asphaltene constituents! coke=Fe3O4 +Oil +Gas in the crackerð Þ
3FeO+H2O! Fe3O4 +H2 in the crackerð Þ
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Coke=Fe3O4 +O2 ! 3FeO+CO+CO2 in the regeneratorð Þ
FeO+SO2 + 3CO! FeS + 3CO2 in the regeneratorð Þ
3FeS + 5O2 ! Fe3O4 + 3S02 in the desulfurizerð Þ

In the cracker, feedstock cracking and the steam-iron reaction take place
simultaneously under the conditions similar usual to thermal cracking. Any

unconverted feedstock is recycled to the cracker from the bottom of the scrub-

ber. The scrubber effluent is separated into hydrogen gas, liquefied petroleum

gas, and liquid products that can be upgraded by conventional technologies to

priority products.

In the regenerator, coke deposited on the catalyst is partially burned to form
carbon monoxide in order to reduce iron tetroxide and to act as a heat supply. In

the desulfurizer, sulfur in the solid catalyst is removed and recovered as molten

sulfur in the final recovery stage.

7.4 R2R Process

The R2R process is a fluid catalytic cracking process for the conversion of vis-

cous feedstocks (Heinrich and Mauleon, 1994; Inai, 1994; Parkash, 2003; Gary

et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017). In the process, the feedstock is vaporized

upon contacting hot regenerated catalyst at the base of the riser and lifts the cat-

alyst into the reactor vessel separation chamber where rapid disengagement of

the hydrocarbon vapors from the catalyst is accomplished by both a special solid

separator and cyclones. The bulk of the cracking reactions takes place at the

moment of contact and continues as the catalyst and hydrocarbon derivatives

travel up the riser. The reaction products, along with a minute amount of

entrained catalyst, then flow to the fractionation column. The stripped spent cat-

alyst, deactivated with coke, flows into the Number 1 regenerator.

Partially regenerated catalyst is pneumatically transferred via an air riser to

the Number 2 regenerator, where the remaining carbon is completely burned in

a dryer atmosphere. This regenerator is designed to minimize catalyst inventory

and residence time at high temperature while optimizing the coke burning rate.

Flue gases pass through external cyclones to a waste heat recovery system.

Regenerated catalyst flows into a withdrawal well, and after, stabilization is

charged back to the oil riser.

7.5 Reduced Crude Oil Conversion Process

Another role of the residuum fluid catalytic cracking process is to generate

high-quality gasoline blending stock and petrochemical feedstock. Olefin deriv-

atives (propene, the isomeric butene derivatives, and the isomeric pentene

derivatives) serve as feedstock for alkylating processes, for polymer gasoline,

and for additives for reformulated gasoline.

In the reduced crude oil conversion process (RCC process), the clean regen-

erated catalyst enters the bottom of the reactor riser where it contacts low-
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boiling hydrocarbon lift gas that accelerates the catalyst up the riser prior to

feedstock injection (Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017).

At the top of the lift gas zone, the feedstock is injected through a series of noz-

zles located around the circumference of the reactor riser. The catalyst/oil dis-

engaging system is designed to separate the catalyst from the reaction products

and then rapidly remove the reaction products from the reactor vessel. Spent

catalyst from reaction zone is first steam stripped, to remove adsorbed hydro-

carbon, and then routed to the regenerator. In the regenerator, all of the carbo-

naceous deposits are removed from the catalyst by combustion, restoring the

catalyst to an active state with a very low carbon content. The catalyst is then

returned to the bottom of the reactor riser at a controlled rate to achieve the

desired conversion and selectivity to the primary products.
7.6 Shell FCC Process

The Shell FCC process is designed to maximize the production of distillates

from residua (Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu

and Robinson, 2017). In the process, the preheated feedstock (vacuum gas

oil and atmospheric residuum) is mixed with the hot regenerated catalyst. After

reaction in a riser, volatile materials and catalyst are separated after which the

spent catalyst is immediately stripped of entrained and adsorbed hydrocarbon

derivatives in a very effective multistage stripper. The stripped catalyst gravi-

tates through a short standpipe into a single vessel, simple, reliable, and yet effi-

cient catalyst regenerator. Regenerative flue gas passes via a cyclone/swirl tube

combination to a power recovery turbine. From the expander turbine, the heat in

the flue gas is further recovered in a waste heat boiler. Depending on the envi-

ronmental conservation requirements, a de-NOxing, de-SOxing, and particulate

emission control device can be included in the flue gas train.

There is a claim that feedstock pretreatment of bitumen (by hydrogenation)

prior to fluid catalytic cracking (or for that matter any catalytic cracking pro-

cess) can result in enhanced yield of naphtha. It is suggested that mild hydro-

treating be carried out upstream of a fluid catalytic cracking unit to provide an

increase in yield and quality of distillate products (Long et al., 1993; Parkash,

2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017). This is in keeping with earlier

work (Speight and Moschopedis, 1979) where mild hydrotreating of bitumen

was reported to produce low-sulfur liquids that would be amenable to further

catalytic processing.
7.7 S&W Fluid Catalytic Cracking Process

The S&W FCC process is also designed to maximize the production of distil-

lates from residua (Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu

and Robinson, 2017). In the process, the feedstock is injected into a stabilized,
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upward flowing catalyst stream whereupon the feedstock-steam-catalyst mix-

ture travels up the riser and is separated by a high-efficiency inertial separator.

The product vapor goes overhead to the main fractionator.

The spent catalyst is immediately stripped in a staged, baffled stripper to

minimize hydrocarbon carryover to the regenerator system. The first regener-

ator (650–700°C, 1200–1290°F) burns 50%–70% of the coke in an incomplete

carbon monoxide combustion mode running countercurrently. This relatively

mild, partial regeneration step minimizes the significant contribution of hydro-

thermal catalyst deactivation. The remaining coke is burned in the second

regenerator (ca. 775°C, 1425°F) with an extremely low steam content. Hot

clean catalyst enters a withdrawal well that stabilizes its fluid qualities prior

to being returned to the reaction system.
8. Other Options

Catalytic cracking is widely used in the crude oil refining industry to convert

viscous feedstocks into more valuable naphtha and lighter products. As the

demand for higher-octane gasoline has increased, catalytic cracking has

replaced thermal cracking. Two of the most intensive and commonly used cat-

alytic cracking processes in crude oil refining are fluid catalytic cracking and

hydrocracking. In the fluid catalytic cracking process, the fine, powdery catalyst

(typically zeolites, which have an average particle size of �70μm) takes on the

properties of a fluid when it is mixed with the vaporized feed. Fluidized catalyst

circulates continuously between the reaction zone and the regeneration zone.

Several process innovations have been introduced in the form of varying

process options, some using piggyback techniques (where one process works

in close conjunction with another process; please see above); there are other

options that have not yet been introduced or even invented but may well fit into

the refinery of the future.

In the fluid catalytic cracker, the major developments are in integration with

sulfur removal to produce low-sulfur naphtha without octane loss (Babich and

Moulijn, 2003; Rama Rao et al., 2011). This development will build on the

development of new catalysts (see above). Furthermore, recent enhancements

made to RFCC units to permit feeding significant amounts of viscous crude oils

while simultaneously improving yields and service factors have focused on

improved feedstock injection and dispersion, reduced contact time of products

and catalyst, improved separation of products and catalyst, and regenerator heat

removal. Traditional technology has been modified in key areas including (i)

catalyst design to accommodate higher metal feedstock and to minimize the

amount of coke formed on the catalyst, (ii) feedstock injection, (iii) riser pipe

design and catalyst/oil product separation to minimize overcracking, (iv) regen-

erator design improvements to handle high coke output and avoid damage to

catalyst structure, and (v) overall reactor/regenerator design concepts.
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Furthermore, power recovery turbines can be installed on catalytic cracking

units to produce power from the pressure of the off-gases of the catalytic

cracking.

Hydrotreating of the feedstock to the catalytic cracking unit can increase

conversion by 8%–12% v/v, and with most feeds, it will be possible to reduce

the sulfur content of the gasoline/naphtha product to levels low enough to meet

the future low-sulfur gasoline pool specifications.

The major developments in desulfurization have three main routes such as

advanced hydrotreating (new catalysts and catalytic distillation) and reactive

adsorption (such as the use of metal oxides that will chemically abstract sulfur)

(Babich and Moulijn (2003)). In such concepts, already onstream in some refin-

eries, the number of units performing chemical desulfurization will increase in

the future.

There are also proposals (some of which have been put into practice) to

bypass the atmospheric and vacuum distillation units by feeding crude oil

directly into a thermal cracking process, which would provide sufficient flex-

ibility to supply a varying need of products with net energy savings.

Light cycle oil from catalytic cracking units will be increased by modifying

feedstock composition, introducing improved catalysts and additives, and mod-

ifying operating conditions (such as recycle ratio, temperature, and catalyst/oil

ratio). The addition of an active alumina matrix is a common feature to help

refiners increase light cycle oil production when cracking viscous feedstocks.

A comprehensive survey of patent literature in the report found the use of an

inorganic additive to occur more than once in catalyst formulations, and

metal-doped anionic clays and amorphous silicoaluminophosphates (SAPO)

are cited, among other inventions. There is some overlap in catalysts tailored

for the production of light cycle oil and catalysts tailored for residuum

feedstocks.

Complete process technologies for residuum catalytic cracking units are

the most comprehensive approach to improve resid processing operations but

present, as might be anticipated, the most expensive.

Process/hardware technologies to improve light cycle oil yield from the

fluid catalytic cracking unit will include improved feedstock injection systems

and riser pipe and reaction zone designs. In fact, over the next two decades, fluid

catalytic cracking units will take on two additional roles—a user of biomass

feedstocks and to reduce carbon dioxide emissions—to alleviate growing

concerns over energy security and global warming.

The implementation of biofeedstock processing techniques in crude oil

refineries can result in a competitive advantage for both refiners and society

at large. First, the processes provide refineries with alternative feeds that are

renewable and could be lower in cost than crude oil. Second, they can reduce

the costs of producing fuels and chemicals from biofeedstocks by utilizing the

existing production and distribution systems for crude oil-based products and

avoiding the establishment of parallel systems. Finally, the use of biofeedstocks
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provides a production base for fuels and chemicals that is less threatened by

changes in government policies toward fossil fuel feeds and renewable energies.

Biofeedstocks that are able to be processed in the fluid catalytic cracking

unit can be categorized as biomass-derived oils (both lignocellulosic materials

and free carbohydrates) or triglycerides and their free fatty acids. The operating

conditions and catalysts used for each type of feedstock to achieve a desired

product slate vary, and each feedstock comes with inherent advantages and dis-

advantages. Most of the research work completed to date has been performed on

relatively pure biofeedstocks as opposed to blends of bio-based materials with

traditional catalytic cracker feedstocks. Practical implementation in a refinery

will, more than likely, be accompanied by blending with vacuum gas oil or

residuum. In fact, biomass constituents can be blended with the feedstock

and fed to a fluid catalytic cracking unit (Speight, 2011a,b). The acidity of

the oil (caused by the presence of oxygen functions) can be reduced by means

of a moderate thermal treatment at temperatures in the range of 320–420°C
(610–790°F).

In terms of processability, triglycerides are the best suited biofeedstock for

the catalytic cracker. These materials generally produce high-quality diesel and

high-octane naphtha and are low in sulfur.

Finally, the use of microwaves to generate heat in a uniform and controlled

fashion is well known, and microwave technology with catalysts is another

technology that has been applied recently in upgrading of viscous feedstock

(Mutyala et al., 2010; Lam et al., 2012), for example, catalytic hydroconversion

of residue from coal liquefaction by using microwave irradiation with a Ni

catalyst (Wang et al., 2008) and microwave-assisted desulfurization of sour

crude oil using iron powder as catalyst (Leadbeater and Khan, 2008). Also,

upgrading of Athabasca bitumen with microwave-assisted catalytic pyrolysis

was carried out in one study. Silicon carbide is used for pyrolysis, and nickel

andmolybdenumnanoparticles as catalysts are used to enhance thepyrolysis per-

formance. The results of the work suggest that microwave heating with nanopar-

ticle catalyst can be a useful tool for the upgrading of viscous crudes such as

bitumen because of rapid heating and energy efficiency ( Jeon et al., 2012).
9. Coke Formation

Feedstock properties that are most important to consider when processing res-

idue in a fluid catalytic cracking unit are as follows: (i) asphaltene constituents

and content, which can cause deactivation of downstream catalyst systems;

(ii) vanadium, which is the controlling parameter setting the fluid catalytic

cracking unit catalyst makeup rates; (iii) carbon residue, which is the major fac-

tor affecting coke burning and catalyst cooling requirements; and (iv) hydrogen

content, which impacts the fluid catalytic cracking unit conversion and yield

selectivity. Even if blended in small concentrations into feedstocks for fluid cat-

alytic cracking units, heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen contain
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higher concentrations of metals and coke-forming precursors than would be

suitable for processing in a fluid catalytic cracking unit because of the impact

of the contaminants on the catalyst makeup rate and the yields of the products.

Therefore, before processing heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen in

a catalytic cracking unit, these feedstocks may first require some form of pre-

treatment (such as mild coking to remove the contaminants in the first-formed

coke or the use of a scavenger such as calcium oxide or zinc oxide to remove the

contaminants), vacuum distillation (where applicable), mild hydrotreating, or

solvent deasphalting to reduce the amount of metals and the coke-forming

constituents.

The formation of coke deposits has been observed in virtually every unit in

operation, and the deposits can be very thick with thicknesses up to 4ft., which

have been reported (McPherson, 1984). Coke has been observed to form where

condensation of hydrocarbon vapors occurs. The reactor walls and plenum offer

a colder surface where hydrocarbon derivatives can condense. Higher-boiling

constituents in the feedstock may be very close to their dew point, and they will

readily condense and form coke nucleation sites on even slightly cooler

surfaces.

Nonvaporized feedstock droplets readily collect to form coke precursors on

any available surface since the high-boiling feedstock constituents do not

vaporize at the mixing zone of the riser. Thus, it is not surprising that residuum

processing makes this problem even worse. Low-residence-time cracking also

contributes to coke deposits since there is less time for heat to transfer to feed-

stock droplets and vaporize them. This is an observation in line with the increase

in coking when short-contact-time riser crackers (q.v.) were replacing the

longer-residence-time fluid-bed reactors.

Higher-boiling feedstocks that have high aromaticity result in higher yields

of coke. Furthermore, polynuclear aromatic derivatives and aromatic deriva-

tives containing heteroatoms (i.e., nitrogen, oxygen, and sulfur) are more facile

coke makers than simpler aromatic derivatives. Feedstock quality alone is not a

foolproof method of predicting where coking will occur. However, it is known

that feedstock hydrotreaters rarely have coking problems. The hydrotreating

step mitigates the effect of the coke formers, and coke formation is diminished.

It is evident that significant postriser cracking occurs in commercial cata-

lytic cracking units resulting in substantial production of dry gas and other

low-valued products (Avidan and Krambeck, 1990). There are two mechanisms

by which this postriser cracking occurs, thermal and dilute phase catalytic

cracking.

Thermal cracking results from extended residence times of hydrocarbon

vapors in the reactor disengaging area and leads to high dry gas yields via non-

selective free-radical cracking mechanisms. On the other hand, dilute phase cat-

alytic cracking results from extended contact between catalyst and hydrocarbon

vapors downstream of the riser. While much of this undesirable cracking was

eliminated in the transition from bed to riser cracking, there is still a substantial
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amount of nonselective cracking occurring in the dilute phase due to the signif-

icant catalyst holdup.

Many catalytic cracking units are equipped with advanced riser termination

systems to minimize postriser cracking (Long et al., 1993). However, due to the

complexity and diversity of catalytic cracking units, there are many variations

of these systems such as closed cyclones, and many designs are specific to the

unit configuration, but all serve the same fundamental purpose of reducing the

undesirable postriser reactions. Furthermore, there are many options for taking

advantage of reduced postriser cracking to improve yields. A combination of

higher reactor temperature, higher cat/oil ratio, higher feedstock rate, and/or

poorer-quality feedstock is typically employed. Catalyst modification is also

appropriate, and typical catalyst objectives such as low coke and dry gas selec-

tivity are reduced in importance due to the process changes, while other features

such as activity stability and bottom cracking selectivity become more impor-

tant for the new unit constraints.

Certain catalyst types seem to increase coke deposit formation. For example,

these catalysts (some rare earth zeolites) tend to form aromatic derivatives from

naphthene derivatives as a result of secondary hydrogen transfer reactions, and

the catalysts contribute to coke formation indirectly because the products that

they produce have a greater tendency to be coke precursors. In addition, high-

zeolite-content, low-surface-area cracking catalysts are less efficient at heavy

oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen cracking than many amorphous cat-

alysts because the nonzeolite catalysts contained a matrix that was better able to

crack viscous feedstocks and convert the coke precursors. The active matrix of

some modern catalysts serves the same function.

Once coke is formed, it is a matter of where it will appear. Coke deposits are

most often found in the reactor (or disengager), transfer line, and slurry circuit

and cause major problems in some units such as increased pressure drops, when

a layer of coke reduces the flow through a pipe, or plugging, when chunks of

coke spall off and block the flow completely. Deposited coke is commonly

observed in the reactor as a black deposit on the surface of the cyclone barrels,

reactor dome, and walls. Coke is also often deposited on the cyclone barrels

180° away from the inlet. Coking within the cyclones can be potentially very

troublesome since any coke spalls going down into the dip leg could restrict

catalyst flow or jam the flapper valve. Either situation reduces cyclone effi-

ciency and can increase catalyst losses from the reactor. Coke formation also

occurs at nozzles that can increase the nozzle pressure drop. It is possible for

steam or instrument nozzles to be plugged completely, a serious problem in

the case of unit instrumentation.

Coking in the transfer line between the reactor and main fractionator is also

common, especially at the elbow where it enters the fractionator. Transfer line

coking causes pressure drop and spalling and can lead to reduced throughput.

Furthermore, any coke in the transfer line that spalls off can pass through the

fractionator into the circulating slurry system where it is likely to plug up
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exchangers, resulting in lower slurry circulation rates and reduced heat removal.

Pressure balance is obviously affected if the reactor has to be run at higher pres-

sures to compensate for transfer line coking. On units where circulation is lim-

ited by low slide valve differentials, coke laydown may then indirectly reduce

catalyst circulation. The risk of a flow reversal is also increased. In units with

reactor grids, coking increases grid pressure drop, which can directly affect the

catalyst circulation rate.

Shutdowns and start-ups can aggravate problems due to coking. The ther-

mal cycling leads to differential expansion and contraction between the coke

and the metal wall that will often cause the coke to spall in large pieces.

Another hazard during shutdowns is the possibility of an internal fire when

the unit is opened up to the atmosphere. Proper shutdown procedures that

ensure that the internals have sufficiently cooled before air enters the reactor

will eliminate this problem. In fact, the only defense against having coke plug-

ging problems during start-up is to thoroughly clean the unit during the turn-

around and remove all the coke. If strainers are on the line(s), they will have to

be cleaned frequently.

The two basic principles to minimize coking are to avoid dead spots and pre-

vent heat losses. An example of minimizing dead spots is using purge steam to

sweep out stagnant areas in the disengager system. The steam prevents collec-

tion of high-boiling condensable products in the cooler regions. Steam also pro-

vides a reduced partial pressure or steam distillation effect on the high-boiling

constituents and causes enhanced vaporization at lower temperatures. Steam for

purging should preferably be superheated since medium-pressure low-velocity

steam in small pipes with high heat losses is likely to be very wet at the point of

injection and will cause more problems. Cold spots are often caused by heat loss
through the walls in which case increased thermal resistance might help reduce

coking. The transfer line, being a common source of coke deposits, should be as

heavily insulated as possible, provided that stress-related problems have been

taken into consideration.

In some cases, changing catalyst type or the use of an additive (q.v.) can alle-
viate coking problems. The catalyst types that appear to result in the least coke

formation (not delta coke or catalytic coke) contain low or zero earth zeolites

with moderate matrix activities. Eliminating high-boiling recycle streams can

lead to reduced coke formation. Since clarified oil is a desirable feedstock to

make needle coke in a coker, then it must also be a potential coke maker in

the disengager.

One of the trends in recent years has been to improve product yields by

means of better feedstock atomization. The ultimate objective is to produce

an oil droplet small enough so that a single particle of catalyst will have suffi-

cient energy to vaporize it. This has the double benefit of improving cracking

selectivity and reducing the number of liquid droplets that can collect to form

coke nucleation sites.
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Chapter 10
Upgrading by Hydrotreating
1. Introduction

Hydroprocessing (covers the process terms hydrotreating and hydrocracking) is
a refining technology in which a feedstock is treated with hydrogen at temper-

ature and under pressure that can affect the product slate in refineries by stra-

tegic placement (Fig. 10.1). In fact, the use of hydrogen in thermal processes is

perhaps the single most significant advance in refining technology during the

20th century (Scherzer and Gruia, 1996; Dolbear, 1998).

Catalytic hydrotreating, also referred to as hydroprocessing or hydrodesul-
furization, commonly appears in multiple locations in a refinery (Speight, 2000,

2014; Parkash, 2003; Ancheyta and Speight, 2007; Gary et al., 2007; Hsu and

Robinson, 2017). Furthermore, hydrotreating, a term often used synonymously

with hydrodesulfurization (HDS), is a catalytic refining process widely used to

remove sulfur from crude oil products such as naphtha, kerosene, and fuel oil

(Speight, 2000, 2014, 2017; Gary et al., 2007; Hsu and Robinson, 2017). The

objective of the hydrotreating process is to remove sulfur and other unwanted

compounds, for example, unsaturated hydrocarbon derivatives and nitrogen

from refinery process streams. Hydrodesulfurization processes typically

include facilities for the capture and removal of the resulting hydrogen sulfide

(H2S) gas, which is subsequently converted into by-product elemental sulfur or

sulfuric acid.

In contrast to the hydrocracking process (Chapter 11), hydrotreating is a pro-

cess in which thermal decomposition is usually minimized (Figs. 10.2 and 10.3;

Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson,

2017). Hydrotreating (nondestructive hydrogenation) is generally used for

the purpose of improving product quality without appreciable alteration of

the boiling range. Mild processing conditions are employed so that only the

more unstable materials are attacked. Thus, nitrogen, sulfur, and oxygen com-

pounds undergo hydrogenolysis to split out ammonia, hydrogen sulfide, and

water, respectively. Olefin derivatives are saturated, and unstable compounds,

such as diolefin derivatives, which might lead to the formation of gums or insol-

uble materials, are converted to more stable compounds. Heavy metals present

in the feedstock are also usually removed during hydrogen processing.
Heavy Oil Recovery and Upgrading. https://doi.org/10.1016/B978-0-12-813025-4.00010-6
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The major differences between hydrotreating and hydrocracking are the

time at which the feedstock remains at reaction temperature and the extent

of the decomposition of the nonheteroatom constituents and products. The

upper limits of hydrotreating conditions may overlap with the lower limits of

hydrocracking conditions. And where the reaction conditions overlap,
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feedstocks to be hydrotreated will generally be exposed to the reactor temper-

ature for shorter periods; hence, the reason why hydrotreating conditions may

be referred to as (relatively) mild.

A growing dependence on high-heteroatom viscous oils and residua has

emerged as a result of continuing decreasing availability of conventional crude

oil through the worldwide depletion of crude oil reserves. Thus, the ever
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growing tendency to convert as much as possible of lower-grade feedstocks to

liquid products is causing an increase in the total sulfur content in penultimate

products. Refiners must, therefore, continue to remove substantial portions of

sulfur from the lighter products so that the final products meet specifications.

However, residua, heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen pose a par-

ticularly difficult problem in terms of the propensity of these feedstocks to form

coke and to shorten catalyst life (Speight, 2000; Ancheyta and Speight, 2007).

Hydrotreating and desulfurization are processes for treatment of crude

oil products to ensure that they meet performance specifications. During the

hydrotreating and desulfurization processes, several chemical conversions

occur: (i) Olefin derivatives are converted to alkanes, (ii) aromatic derivatives

are converted to cycloalkanes and alkanes, and (iii) sulfur is removed (Dolbear,

1998; Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Hsu and Robinson, 2017; Speight, 2014,

2017).With the influx of the heavier feedstocks into refineries, hydroprocessing

will assume a greater role in the refinery of the future (Speight, 2011). In addi-

tion to being recognized as a chemical hydrogenation process, the process uses

the principle that the presence of hydrogen during a thermal reaction of a crude

oil feedstock terminates many of the coke-forming reactions and enhances the

yields of the lower-boiling components, such as naphtha and kerosene, and

middle-distillate fractions.

Hydrotreating processes for heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen

have three definite roles: (i) desulfurization to supply low-sulfur fuel oils,

(ii) pretreatment of the feedstock for fluid catalytic cracking processes, and

(iii) hydrocracking to produce feedstocks for fluid catalytic cracking processes.

There are several commercial technologies worldwide that compete with ther-

mal cracking in the heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen, and exam-

ples are LC-Fining, HDH Plus, H-Oil, and HyCon, which are based on hydrogen

addition in order to increase production and quality of liquid products and

reduce the coke generation in the process.

The hydrotreating processes are becoming more popular as pretreating pro-

cesses where the main goal is to remove sulfur, metal, and asphaltene contents

from residua and other viscous feedstocks to a desired level and, at the same

time, maintain hydrogen consumption at acceptable levels that are dictated,

for example, by the degree of desulfurization and/or hydrocracking (Speight,

2000, 2014, 2017). Hydrocracking process options for residua are also seeing

an increase in use but have been considered in the past hydrogen sinks (being

somewhat uncontrollable and therefore wasteful in hydrogen use) and are,

therefore, seemingly less popular than the hydrotreating processes. Hopefully,

this attitude is changing as more hydroconversion processes are being

introduced for viscous feedstock conversion.

In general, viscous feedstocks such as heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar

sand bitumen consist of high proportions of undesirable contaminants such

as asphaltene constituents, metal-containing constituents (vanadium, nickel,

and iron), sulfur-containing constituents, and nitrogen-containing constituents.
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Catalytic hydrotreatment followed by fluid catalytic cracking of the hydro-

treated feedstock is conceived as the most efficient way of maximizing the

quantity of light oil products from viscous feedstocks in modern refineries

(Lee et al., 1996; Kim and Hanson, 1998; Villasana et al., 2015). The hydro-

treating process is capable of removing heteroatoms (metals, sulfur, and nitro-

gen) and simultaneously converting asphaltene constituents to products that are

relatively easier to convert than the original asphaltene constituents.

Catalysts such as Co-Mo, Ni-Mo, or Ni-W supported on alumina have been

conventionally used in hydrotreating processes for hydrodesulfurization (HDS),

hydrodenitrogenation (HDN), and hydrodemetallization (HDM). Although

such conventional supported catalysts have very high initial activity, they do

suffer from rapid deactivation, particularly when applied to viscous feedstocks

such as heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen that typically have a

high content of asphaltene constituents and metal-containing constituents. Fur-

thermore, a large proportion of the sulfur and metals in viscous feedstocks is

contained in high-molecular-weight hydrocarbon fractions such as the resin

fraction and the asphaltene fraction.

However, viscous feedstock upgrading using fixed-bed technologies have

some limitations at high conversion level due to sediment formation or asphal-

tene precipitation, but when working at moderate severity, sediment formation

is minimized, and fixed-bed hydroprocessing becomes more attractive than

other technologies (Khan and Patmore, 1998; Parkash, 2003; Gary et al.,

2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017). The catalyst designs

for viscous feedstock upgrading are forced toward the large pore catalyst, which

can retain an optimum quantity of metal and have good level of sulfur and nitro-

gen removals. It is also evident that the steady improvements in catalysts have

led to longer run lengths and lower operating temperatures. However, the opin-

ions vary about the catalyst use, for example, nature of catalyst; definitely, the

existing catalyst may not work as effectively as required. In this respect, some

thought that ring-opening (acidic) catalyst technologies were already well

advanced, while others thought that better selectivity for hydrogen addition

and hydrocracking (e.g., less gas make) was needed by using acid-base nature

of catalyst (Rana et al., 2008).

The hydrotreating process uses the principle that the presence of hydrogen

during mild thermal treatment reaction of a viscous feedstock removes the het-

eroatoms and metals (Hunter et al., 2010). On the other hand, the presence of

hydrogen during cracking (hydrocracking) terminates many of the coke-

forming reactions and enhances the yields of the lower-boiling components,

such as naphtha, kerosene, and jet fuel. However, hydrocracking

(Chapter 11) should not be regarded as a competitor for catalytic cracking

(Chapter 9). Catalytic cracking units normally use gas oil distillates as feed-

stocks, whereas hydrocracking feedstock usually consists of refractive gas oils

derived from cracking and coking operations. Hydrocracking is a supplement

to, rather than a replacement for, catalytic cracking.
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In hydrotreating, the feedstock is reacted with hydrogen at elevated temper-

atures, in the range of 300–450°C (570–840°F), and elevated pressures, in the

range of 120–2200psi, under the presence of a hydrogenation catalyst typically
cobalt-molybdenum (Co-Mo) or nickel-molybdenum (Ni-Mo) on gamma-

alumina (γ-Al2O3). The catalysts are produced in the oxide forms and are sul-

fided before their use in the process. During hydrotreating, the heteroatoms are

removed in the form of hydrogen sulfide (H2S), ammonia (NH3), and water

(H2O); simultaneously, metal species such as vanadium (V) and nickel (Ni)

are also removed by hydrogenation reactions.

Attention must also be given to the coke mitigation aspects. For example, in

the hydrogen addition options, particular attention must be given to hydrogen

management, thereby promoting asphaltene fragmentation to lighter products

rather than to the production of coke. The presence of a material with good sol-

vating power, to diminish the possibility of coke formation, is preferred. In this

respect, it is worth noting the reappearance of donor solvent processing of vis-

cous oils (Vernon et al., 1984), which has its roots in the older hydrogen donor

diluent visbreaking process (Carlson et al., 1958; Langer et al., 1961, 1962;

Menoufy et al., 2014).

By hydrotreating, hydrogen is also added to the feedstock, which in the case

of the viscous feedstock reduces the tendency for coke formation during subse-

quent thermal or catalytic cracking processes. Fouling of hydrotreating catalysts

by metal deposits and by coke depositions becomes unavoidable, which may

cause expensive plant shutdowns for the replacement of the catalyst. Catalyst

reactivation and replacement of poisoned catalyst by the fresh catalyst are

important elements of reactor design.

The distinguishing feature of the hydroprocesses is that, although the com-

position of the feedstock is relatively unknown and a variety of reactions may

occur simultaneously, the final product may actually meet all the required spec-

ifications for its particular use. Thus, the purposes of refinery hydroprocesses

are as follows: (i) to improve existing products, (ii) to enable the products to

meet market specifications; (iii) to develop new products or even new uses

for existing products; (iv) to convert inferior or low-grade materials into valu-

able products; and (v) to transform near-solid heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar

sand bitumen into liquid fuels.

There is a rough correlation between the quality of crude oil products and

their hydrogen content (Dolbear, 1998). It so happens that desirable aviation

gasoline, kerosene, diesel fuel, and lubricating oil are made up of hydrocarbon

derivatives containing high proportions of hydrogen (Fig. 10.2). In addition, it is

usually possible to convert olefin derivatives and higher-molecular-weight con-

stituents to paraffin derivatives and monocyclic hydrocarbon derivatives by

hydrogen addition processes. These facts have for many years encouraged

attempts to employ hydrogenation for refining operations; despite considerable

technical success, such processes were not economically possible until
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low-priced hydrogen became available as a result of the rise of reforming,

which converts naphthene derivatives to aromatic derivatives with the release

of hydrogen.

As already noted, hydroprocesses for the conversion of feedstocks may be

classified as nondestructive and destructive. Nondestructive hydrogenation is

characterized by the removal of heteroatom constituents as the hydrogenated

analogs:

RSR1 +H2 !RH+R1H+H2S

2RN R2ð ÞR1 + 3H2 ! 2RH+ 2R1H+ 2R2H+ 2NH3

ROR1 +H2 !RH+R1H+H2O

In addition, the saturation of olefin derivatives in the products from thermal
processes also occurs:

RCH¼CHR1 +H2 !R�CH2CH2�R1

Aromatic constituents may also be saturated to produce cycloaliphatic
derivatives (naphthene derivatives) by this treatment:

C6H6 + 3H2 !C6H12

Benzene! cyclohexane

Any metals (usually nickel and vanadium) present in the feedstock are usu-
ally removed during hydrogen processing as a cost to the hydrogen consumption

and not, of course, as their hydrogen analogs but by deposition on the catalyst

through changes in the chemical properties of the metal-containing constituents

by the high temperatures and the presence of hydrogen. These two process

parameters progressively affect the ability of the organic structures or retain

the metals within the organic matrix and deposition ensues.

Thus, hydrotreating of distillates may be defined simply as the removal of

sulfur, nitrogen, and oxygen compounds as well as olefinic compounds by

selective hydrogenation. The hydrotreating catalysts are usually cobalt plus

molybdenum (CoS-MoS) or nickel plus molybdenum (NiS-MoS) sulfides

impregnated on an alumina (Al2O3) base. The hydrotreating operating condi-

tions 1000–2000psi hydrogen and �370°C (700°F) are such that appreciable

hydrogenation of aromatic derivatives does not occur. The desulfurization reac-

tions are invariably accompanied by small amounts of hydrogenation and

hydrocracking, the extent of which depends on the nature of the feedstock

and the severity of desulfurization. In summary, hydrotreating (nondestructive

hydrogenation) is generally used for the purpose of improving product quality

without appreciable alteration of the boiling range. Mild processing conditions

are employed so that only the more unstable materials are attacked.
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Destructive hydrogenation (hydrogenolysis or hydrocracking) is character-
ized by the cleavage of carbon-carbon linkages accompanied by hydrogen

saturation of the fragments to produce lower-boiling products:

RCH2CH2R
1 +H2 !RCH3 +CH3R

1

Such treatment requires processing thermal regimes that are similar to those
used in catalytic cracking (Chapter 9) and the use of high hydrogen pressures to

minimize the reactions that lead to coke formation.

The major differences between hydrotreating and hydrocracking are the

time at which the feedstock remains at reaction temperature and the extent

of the decomposition of the nonheteroatom constituents and products. The

upper limits of hydrotreating conditions may overlap with the lower limits of

hydrocracking conditions (Fig. 10.3) with a lower overall conversion for hydro-

treating (Fig. 10.4). And where the reaction conditions overlap, feedstocks to be

hydrotreated will generally be exposed to the reactor temperature for shorter

periods, hence the reason why hydrotreating conditions may be referred to as

mild. All is relative.
Unsaturated compounds, such as olefin derivatives, are not indigenous to

viscous feedstocks and produced during cracking processes and need to be

removed from product streams because of the tendency of unsaturated com-

pounds and heteroatomic polar compounds to form gum and sediment

(Speight, 2014). On the other hand, aromatic compounds are indigenous to vis-

cous feedstocks and some may be formed during cracking reactions. The most

likely explanation is that the aromatic compounds present in product streams are

related to the aromatic compounds originally present in viscous feedstocks but

now having shorter alkyl side chains. Thus, in addition to olefin derivatives,

product streams will contain a range of aromatic compounds that should be

removed to enable many of the product streams to meet product specifications.
Hydropyrolysis

Hydrocracking

Hydrovisbreaking

Visbreaking

0 20 40 60 80 100%

Coking

Catalytic cracking

Hydrotreating

FIG. 10.4 Feedstock conversion in various processes.
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Of the aromatic constituents, the polycyclic aromatic derivatives are first

partially hydrogenated before cracking of the aromatic nucleus takes place.

The sulfur and nitrogen atoms are converted to hydrogen sulfide and ammonia,

but a more important role of the hydrogenation is probably to hydrogenate the

coke precursors rapidly and prevent their conversion to coke.

One of the problems in the processing of high-sulfur and high-nitrogen feeds

is the large quantity of hydrogen sulfide and ammonia that are produced. Sub-

stantial removal of both compounds from the recycle gas can be achieved by the

injection of water in which, under the high-pressure conditions employed, both

hydrogen sulfide and ammonia are very soluble compared with hydrogen and

hydrocarbon gases. The solution is processed in a separate unit for the recovery

of anhydrous ammonia and hydrogen sulfide.

Hydrotreating is carried out by charging the feedstock to the reactor,

together with a portion of all the hydrogen produced in the catalytic reformer.

Suitable catalysts are tungsten-nickel sulfide, cobalt-molybdenum-alumina,

nickel oxide-silica-alumina, and platinum-alumina. Most processes employ

cobalt-molybdenum catalysts, which generally contain �10% molybdenum

oxide and<1% cobalt oxide supported on alumina. The temperatures employed

are in the range of 300–345°C (570–850°F), and the hydrogen pressures are

�500–1000psi.
The reaction generally takes place in the vapor phase but, depending on the

application, may be a mixed-phase reaction. The reaction products are cooled in

a heat exchanger and led to a high-pressure separator where hydrogen gas is

separated for recycling. Liquid products from the high-pressure separator flow

to a low-pressure separator (stabilizer) where dissolved light gases are removed.

The product may then be fed to a reforming or cracking unit if desired.

With the influx of viscous feedstocks in refineries, hydrotreating has taken

on a new role insofar as hydrotreating units are usually placed upstream of units

where catalyst deactivation may occur from feedstock impurities or to lower

impurities in finished products, like jet fuel or diesel fuel. A large refinery

may have five or more hydrotreaters, and three types of hydrotreaters are typ-

ically found in all refineries: (i) the naphtha hydrotreater, which pretreats feed-

stock to the reformer; (ii) the kerosene hydrotreater, also referred to as the

middle-distillate hydrotreater, which is used to treat middle distillates from

the atmospheric crude tower; and (iii) the gas oil hydrotreater, also referred

to as the diesel hydrotreater, which treats gas oil from the atmospheric crude

tower or pretreats vacuum gas oil entering a cracking unit. It is this hydrotreater

that may also be used to treat blends of gas oil with heavier feedstocks.

In the process, the feedstock to the hydrotreater is mixed with hydrogen-rich

gas before entering a fixed-bed reactor. In the presence of a catalyst, hydrogen

reacts with the oil feedstock to produce hydrogen sulfide, ammonia, saturated

hydrocarbon derivatives, and other free metals. The metals remain on the sur-

face of the catalyst, and other products leave the reactor with the oil-hydrogen

stream. Oil is separated from the hydrogen-rich gas stream, and any remaining
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light ends (C4 and lighter) are removed in the stripper. The gas stream is treated

to remove hydrogen sulfide, and then, it is recycled to the reactor (Parkash,

2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017).

Most hydrotreating reactions are carried out below 425°C (800°F) to min-

imize cracking. Product streams vary considerably depending on (i) the charac-

teristics of the feedstock, (ii) the catalyst, and (iii) the process parameters. The

predominant reaction type is hydrodesulfurization, although many reactions

take place in hydrotreating including denitrogenation, deoxygenation, hydroge-

nation, and hydrocracking. Almost all hydrotreating reactions are exothermic,

and depending on the specific conditions, a temperature rise through the reactor

of 3–11°C (5–20°F) is usually observed.

Generally, it is more economical to hydrotreat high-sulfur feedstocks before

catalytic cracking than to hydrotreat the products from catalytic cracking. The

advantages are the following: (i) The products require less finishing; (ii) sulfur

is removed from the catalytic cracking feedstock, and corrosion is reduced in

the cracking unit; (iii) carbon formation during cracking is reduced, and higher

conversions result; and (iv) the catalytic cracking quality of the gas oil fraction

is improved.

One of the chief problems with the processing of heavy oil, extra heavy oil,

and tar sand bitumen is the deposition of metals, in particular vanadium, on the

catalyst. It is not possible to remove vanadium from the catalyst, which must

therefore be replaced when deactivated, and the time taken for catalyst replace-

ment can significantly reduce the unit time efficiency. Fixed-bed catalysts tend

to plug owing to solids in the feedstock or carbon deposits when processing

heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen feedstocks. As mentioned pre-

viously, the highly exothermic reaction at high conversion gives difficult reac-

tor design problems in heat removal and temperature control.

It is the physical and chemical composition of a feedstock that plays a large

part not only in determining the nature of the products that arise from refining

operations but also in determining the precise manner by which a particular

feedstock should be processed. Furthermore, it is apparent that the conversion

of heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen requires new lines of thought

to develop suitable processing scenarios. Indeed, the use of thermal (carbon
rejection) processes and of hydrothermal (hydrogen addition) processes, which
were inherent in the refineries designed to process lighter feedstocks, has been a

particular cause for concern. This has brought about the evolution of processing

schemes that accommodate the heavier feedstocks. As a point of reference, an

example of the former option is the delayed coking process in which the feed-

stock is converted to overhead with the concurrent deposition of coke, for exam-

ple, that used by Suncor, Inc., at their tar sand plant (Speight, 2013, 2014).

The hydrogen addition concept is illustrated, in part, by the hydrotreating

processes in which hydrogen is used in an attempt to remove the heteroatoms

and metals and to stabilize the reactive fragments produced by the low degree of

hydrocracking, thereby decreasing their potential for recombination to heavier
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products and ultimately to coke. The choice of processing schemes for a given

hydrotreating application depends upon the nature of the feedstock and the

product requirements. The process can be simply illustrated as a single-stage

or as a two-stage operation (Fig. 10.5; Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007;

Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017).

The refining industry often employs two-stage processes in which the feed-

stock undergoes both hydrotreating and hydrocracking. In the first, or pretreat-

ing, stage, the main purpose is the conversion of nitrogen compounds in the

feedstock to hydrocarbon derivatives and to ammonia by hydrogenation

and mild hydrocracking. Typical conditions are 340–390°C (650–740°F),
150–2500psi, and a catalyst contact time of 0.5–1.5h. Up to 1.5% w/w hydro-

gen is absorbed, partly by conversion of the nitrogen compounds but chiefly by

aromatic compounds that are hydrogenated. Thus, the single-stage process can

be used to facilitate hydrotreating, and the two-stage process may then be used

for hydrocracking primarily to produce distillates from high-boiling feedstocks.

Both processes use an extinction-recycling technique to maximize the yields of

the desired product. Significant conversion of viscous feedstocks can be accom-

plished by including the second stage and hydrocracking at high severity. For

some applications, the products boiling up to 340°C (650°F) can be blended to

give the desired final product.

Product distribution and quality vary considerably depending upon the

nature of the feedstock constituents and on the process. Different process con-

figurations will produce variations in the product slate from any one particular

feedstock, and the feedstock recycle option adds another dimension to variations

in product slate (Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and

Robinson, 2017).
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In modern refineries, hydrotreating is one of several process options that can

be applied to the production of liquid fuels from the heavier feedstocks

(Speight, 2000). A most important aspect of the modern refinery operation is

the desired product slate, which dictates the matching of a process with any par-

ticular feedstock to overcome differences in feedstock composition. Hydrogen

consumption is also a parameter that varies with feedstock composition

(Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson,

2017), thereby indicating the need for a thorough understanding of the feedstock

constituents if the process is to be employed to maximum efficiency.

A convenient means of understanding the influence of feedstock on the

hydrotreating process is through a study of the hydrogen content (H/C atomic

ratio) and molecular weight (carbon number) of the various feedstocks or prod-

ucts (Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson,

2017). These data show the carbon number and/or the relative amount of hydro-

gen must be added to generate the desired heteroatom removal. In addition, it is

also possible to use data for hydrogen usage in processing heavy oil, extra heavy

oil, and tar sand bitumen, where the relative amount of hydrogen consumed in

the process can be shown to be dependent upon the sulfur content of the feed-

stock (Speight, 2000, 2014, 2017; Parkash, 2003; Ancheyta and Speight, 2007;

Gary et al., 2007; Hsu and Robinson, 2017).

The commercial processes for treating or finishing viscous feedstocks with

hydrogen all operate in essentially the same manner with similar parameters.

The feedstock is heated and passed with hydrogen gas through a tower or

reactor filled with catalyst pellets. The reactor is maintained at a temperature

of 260–425°C (500–800°F) at pressures from 100 to 1000psi, depending on

the particular process, the nature of the feedstock, and the degree of hydroge-

nation required. After leaving the reactor, excess hydrogen is separated from the

treated product and recycled through the reactor after the removal of hydrogen

sulfide. The liquid product is passed into a stripping tower, where steam

removes dissolved hydrogen and hydrogen sulfide, and after cooling the prod-

uct is run to finished product storage or, in the case of feedstock preparation,

pumped to the next processing unit.

It is most important to reduce the nitrogen content of the product oil to

<0.001% w/w (10ppm). This stage is usually carried out with a bifunctional

catalyst containing hydrogenation promoters, for example, nickel and tungsten

or molybdenum sulfides, on an acid support, such as silica-alumina. The metal

sulfides hydrogenate aromatic derivatives and nitrogen compounds and prevent

deposition of carbonaceous deposits; the acid support accelerates nitrogen

removal as ammonia by breaking carbon-nitrogen bonds. The catalyst is gen-

erally used as 1/8 by 1/8 in (0.32 by 0.32cm) or 1/16 by 1/8 in (0.16 by

0.32cm) pellets, formed by extrusion.

Most of the hydrocracking is accomplished in the second stage, which

resembles the first but uses a different catalyst. Ammonia and some naphtha

are usually removed from the first-stage product, and then the remaining oil,
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which is low in nitrogen compounds, is passed over the second-stage catalyst.

Again, typical conditions are 300–370°C (600–700°F), 1500–2500psi hydro-
gen pressure, and 0.5–1.5h contact time; 1%–1.5% by weight hydrogen may

be absorbed. Conversion to naphtha or jet fuel is seldom complete in one contact

with the catalyst, so the lighter oils are removed by distillation of the products

and the heavier, higher-boiling product combined with fresh feedstock and

recycled over the catalyst until it is completely converted.
2. Process Chemistry and Parameters

At this point and in the context of this chapter, it is pertinent that there be a dis-

cussion of the techniques for desulfurization and concurrent demetallization of

various feedstocks. Thus, desulfurization is the removal of sulfur or sulfur com-

pounds from viscous feedstocks, and demetallization is the removal of metals or

metal-containing constituent (such as porphyrins) compounds from viscous

feedstocks.

The problems encountered in hydrotreating any viscous feedstock (espe-

cially heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen) can be equated to the

amount of higher-boiling constituents (Speight, 2000; Ancheyta and Speight,

2007). Moreover, metalloporphyrin derivatives are present in significant quan-

tities, and these are precursors of metal deposits under hydroprocessing condi-

tions that cause permanent deactivation. Also, nitrogen-containing compounds

can poison acid sites and diminish hydrocracking reacting speed (Parkash,

2003; Ancheyta and Speight, 2007; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017;

Hsu and Robinson, 2017). In addition, hydroprocessing reactions occur in

active sites of catalysts; therefore, an appropriate pore size distribution is

required to guarantee the access of the molecules to the active site. The loss

of active sites is associated to pore blocking, poisoning, sintering, and metal

and coke deposits. In order to overcome these complications, some solutions

imply the application of more severe conditions when heavier feedstocks are

treated.

Processing these feedstocks not only is a matter of applying know-how

derived from refining conventional crude oils that often used hydrogen-to-

carbon (H/C) atomic ratios as the main criterion for determining process options

but also requires knowledge of several other properties (Parkash, 2003; Gary

et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017). The materials

are complex not only in terms of the carbon number and boiling point ranges

but also because a large part of this envelope falls into a range about which very
little is known about model compounds (Speight, 2000, 2014, 2017; Parkash,

2003; Ancheyta and Speight, 2007; Gary et al., 2007; Hsu and Robinson,

2017). It is also established that the majority of the higher-molecular-weight

materials produce coke (with some liquids), while the majority of the lower-

molecular-weight constituents produce liquids (with some coke). It is to the

latter trend that hydrotreating is aimed.
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Thus, there is the potential for the application of more efficient conversion

processes to viscous feedstock refining. Hydrocracking is probably the most

versatile of crude oil refining processes because of its applicability to a wide

range of feedstocks. In fact, hydrocracking can be applied to the conversion

of the heavier feedstocks, and there are a variety of processes that are designed

specifically for this particular use (Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight,

2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017). It is worthy of note at this point that there

is often very little effort (it is often difficult) to differentiate between a hydro-

treating process and a hydrocracking process (Chapter 11; Parkash, 2003; Gary

et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017).

In actual practice, the reactions that are used to chemically define the

processes, that is, cracking and subsequent hydrogenation of the fragments,

hydrogenation of unsaturated material, and hydrodesulfurization and hydrode-

nitrogenation (Ancheyta and Speight, 2007), can all occur (or be encouraged to

occur) in any one particular process. Thus, hydrocracking will, in all likelihood,

be accompanied by hydrodesulfurization, thereby producing not only low-

boiling products but also low-boiling products that are low in sulfur.

Moreover, it is the physical and chemical composition of a feedstock that

plays a large part not only in determining the nature of the products that arise

from refining operations but also in determining the precise manner by which a

particular feedstock should be processed. Furthermore, it is apparent that the

conversion of heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen requires new lines

of thought to develop suitable processing scenarios. Indeed, the use of thermal

(carbon rejection) and hydrothermal (hydrogen addition) processes that were
inherent in the refineries designed to process lighter feedstocks has been a par-

ticular cause for concern and has brought about the evolution of processing

schemes that will accommodate the heavier feedstocks. However, processes

based upon carbon rejection are not chemically efficient since they degrade

usable portions of the feedstock to coke.

Thus, there is the potential for the application of more efficient conversion

processes to viscous feedstock refining. Hydroprocessing, that is, hydrotreating

(in the present context), is probably the most versatile of viscous feedstock

refining processes because of its applicability to a wide range of feedstocks.

In fact, hydrotreating can be applied to the removal of heteroatoms from heavier

feedstocks as a first step in preparing the feedstock for other process options.

The sulfur content and metal content of the feedstock vary with viscous

feedstock type (Speight, 2000; Ancheyta and Speight, 2007) and may or may

not present a problem to the refiner, depending on the amount of metals present

and the downstream processing required. Vanadium (V) and nickel (Ni), the pri-

mary metals found in viscous feedstocks, can range from <1 part per million

(ppm by weight) in some viscous feedstocks to as high as 1100ppm vanadium

and 85ppm nickel for Boscan (Venezuela) heavy oil. Vanadium is usually pre-

sent in higher concentrations than nickel for Middle East crude oils and Ven-

ezuelan crude oils. However, for many US crude oils, particularly those from
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California, the nickel content may be higher than the vanadium content. Other

metals, such as sodium and iron, are also found in quantities up to 100 and

60ppm, respectively, though usually much lower.

A number of methods are available for segregating metals from viscous

feedstocks (especially heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen). For

example, deasphalting removes metals insofar as they appear in the separated

asphalt (Speight, 2000), and coking processes cause the metals to concentrate in

the coke (Speight, 2000); there is a similar segregation of sulfur, but it is not as

dramatic as the metal segregation (Kim and Hanson, 1998; Speight, 2000).

Hydrotreating processes, in particular the hydrodesulfurization of residua,

are catalytic processes. Hydrocarbon feedstock and hydrogen are passed

through a catalyst bed at elevated temperatures and pressures. Some of the sul-

fur atoms attached to hydrocarbonmolecules react with hydrogen on the surface

of the catalyst to form hydrogen sulfide (H2S), and thermodynamic equilibrium

calculations show that these reactions can be driven to almost 100% completion

(Speight, 2000).

The operating conditions in distillate hydrodesulfurization are dependent

upon the stock to be charged and the desired degree of desulfurization or quality

improvement. Kerosene and light gas oils are generally processed at mild sever-

ity and high throughput, whereas light catalytic cycle oils and thermal distillates

require slightly more severe conditions. Higher-boiling distillates, such as vac-

uum gas oils and lube oil extracts, require the most severe conditions (Parkash,

2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017). In terms

of the kinetics, the presence of a complex mixture of sulfur-bearing compounds

results in an apparent reaction order between first and second. First-order

behavior has been shown if either liquid holdup or effective catalyst wetting

is accounted for.

In reality, no single processing scheme is the best choice for heavy oil, extra

heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen. Refiners must consider the potential of proved

processes, evaluate the promise of newer ones, and choose based on the situa-

tion. The best selection will always depend on the feedstock properties, the mar-

ket for products, and financial and environmental consideration. Although there

are no simple solutions, the available established processes and the growing

number of new ones under development offer some reasonable choices. The

issue then becomes how to most effectively handle the asphaltene fraction of

the feedstock at the most reasonable cost. Solutions to this processing issue

can be separated into two broad categories: (a) conversion of asphaltenes into

another, salable product and (b) use of the asphaltenes by concentration into a

marketable, or useable, product such as asphalt.

Also, the principal variables affecting the required severity in hydrotreating

are as follows: (i) process chemistry, (ii) process configuration, (iii) reactor

type, (iv) feedstock properties, (v) catalyst type, and (vi) process temperature

and space velocity.
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2.1 Process Chemistry

Hydrodesulfurization and demetallization occur simultaneously on the active

sites within the catalyst pore structure. The important effect of hydrogen is

the minimization of coking reactions. If the hydrogen pressure is too low for

the required duty at any position within the reaction system, premature aging

of the remaining portion of catalyst will be encountered. In addition, the effect

of hydrogen pressure on desulfurization varies with feedstock boiling range. For

a given feedstock, there exists a threshold level above which hydrogen pressure

is beneficial to the desired desulfurization reaction. Below this level, desulfur-

ization drops off rapidly as hydrogen pressure is reduced.

Sulfur and nitrogen occurring in heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitu-

men are converted to hydrogen sulfide and ammonia in the catalytic reactor, and

these gases are scrubbed out of the reactor effluent gas stream. The metals in the

feedstock are deposited on the catalyst in the form of metal sulfides, and crack-

ing of the feedstock to distillate produces a laydown of carbonaceous material

on the catalyst; both events poison the catalyst and activity or selectivity suffers.

The deposition of carbonaceous material is a fast reaction that soon equilibrates

to a particular carbon level and is controlled by hydrogen partial pressure within

the reactors. On the other hand, metal deposition is a slow reaction that is

directly proportional to the amount of feedstock passed over the catalyst.

The life of a catalyst used to hydrotreat heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar

sand bitumen is dependent on the rate of carbon deposition and the rate at which

organometallic compounds decompose and form metal sulfides on the surface.

Several different metal complexes exist in the asphaltene fraction of the resid-

uum, and an explicit reaction mechanism of decomposition that would be a per-

fect fit for all of the compounds is not possible. However, in general terms, the

reaction can be described as hydrogen (A) dissolved in the feedstock contacting

an organometallic compound (B) at the surface of the hydrotreating catalyst and

producing a metal sulfide (C) and a hydrocarbon (D):

A +B!C+D

Different rates of reaction may occur with various types and concentrations
of metallic compounds. For example, a medium-metal-content feedstock will

generally have a lower rate of demetallization compared with high-metal-

content feedstock. And although individual organometallic compounds decom-

pose according to both first- and second-order rate expressions, for reactor

design, a second-order rate expression is applicable to the decomposition of

residuum as a whole.

Finally, it has been recognized over the past three decades that desulfuriza-

tion of gas oil or viscous feedstock that is subsequently fed to fluid catalytic

cracking units allows the feedstock to be catalytically cracked without exces-

sive sulfur oxide emissions in the regenerator flue gas. There are additional

advantages such as (i) higher conversions of the feedstock, (ii) higher yields
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of naphtha, (iii) less sulfur in the naphtha and other distillates, (iv) lower yields

of coke, and (v) reduced consumption of the cracking catalyst consumption.

Most of the metals in the catalytic cracking feedstock are (i) removed during

desulfurization, eliminating a principal source of cracking catalyst deactivation

or (ii), more preferably for the viscous feedstock, removed by the use of a guard-

bed (demetallization reactor) or mild thermal treatment in which the metals are

separated as part of the initially formed coke.

2.2 Process Configuration

All hydrodesulfurization processes react hydrogen with a hydrocarbon feed-

stock to produce hydrogen sulfide and a desulfurized hydrocarbon product

(Speight, 2000, 2014, 2017; Parkash, 2003; Ancheyta and Speight, 2007;

Gary et al., 2007; Hsu and Robinson, 2017). The feedstock is preheated and

mixed with hot recycle gas containing hydrogen, and the mixture is passed over

the catalyst in the reactor section at temperatures between 290 and 445°C (550–
850°F) and pressures between 150 and 3000psig. The reactor effluent is then

cooked by heat exchange, and desulfurized liquid hydrocarbon product and

recycle gas are separated at essentially the same pressure as used in the reactor.

The recycle gas is then scrubbed and/or purged of the hydrogen sulfide and light

hydrocarbon gases, mixed with fresh hydrogen makeup, and preheated prior to

mixing with hot hydrocarbon feedstock.

The recycle gas scheme is used in the hydrodesulfurization process to min-

imize physical losses of expensive hydrogen. Hydrodesulfurization reactions

require a high hydrogen partial pressure in the gas phase to maintain high desul-

furization reaction rates and to suppress carbon laydown (catalyst deactivation).

The high hydrogen partial pressure is maintained by supplying hydrogen to the

reactors at several times the chemical hydrogen consumption rate. The majority

of the unreacted hydrogen is cooled to remove hydrocarbon derivatives, recov-

ered in the separator, and recycled for further utilization. Hydrogen is physically

lost in the process by solubility in the desulfurized liquid hydrocarbon product

and from losses during the scrubbing or purging of hydrogen sulfide and light

hydrocarbon gases from the recycle gas.

2.3 Process Reactors

2.3.1 Downflow Fixed-Bed Reactor

The reactor design commonly used in hydrodesulfurization of distillates is the

fixed-bed reactor design in which the feedstock enters at the top of the reactor

and the product leaves at the bottom of the reactor (Parkash, 2003; Gary et al.,

2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017). The catalyst remains in a

stationary position (fixed-bed) with hydrogen and a viscous feedstock passing

in a downflow direction through the catalyst bed. The hydrodesulfurization

reaction is exothermic, and the temperature rises from the inlet to the outlet
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of each catalyst bed. With a high hydrogen consumption and subsequent large

temperature rise, the reaction mixture can be quenched with cold recycled gas at

intermediate points in the reactor system. This is achieved by dividing the cat-

alyst charge into a series of catalyst beds, and the effluent from each catalyst bed

is quenched to the inlet temperature of the next catalyst bed.

The extent of desulfurization is controlled by raising the inlet temperature to

each catalyst bed to maintain constant catalyst activity over the course of the

process. Fixed-bed reactors are mathematically modeled as plug-flow reactors

with very little back mixing in the catalyst beds. The first catalyst bed is poi-

soned with vanadium and nickel at the inlet to the bed and may be a cheaper

catalyst (guard bed). As the catalyst is poisoned in the front of the bed, the tem-

perature exotherm moves down the bed, and the activity of the entire catalyst

charge declines, thus requiring a raise in the reactor temperature over the course

of the process sequence. After catalyst regeneration, the reactors are opened and

inspected, and the high-metal-content catalyst layer at the inlet to the first bed

may be discarded and replaced with fresh catalyst. The catalyst loses activity

after a series of regenerations, and consequently, after a series of regenerations,

it is necessary to replace the complete catalyst charge. In the case of very-high-

metal-content feedstocks (such as heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitu-

men), it is often necessary to replace the entire catalyst charge rather than to

regenerate it. This is due to the fact that the metal contaminants cannot be

removed by economical means during rapid regeneration, and the metals have

been reported to interfere with the combustion of carbon and sulfur, catalyzing

the conversion of sulfur dioxide (SO2) to sulfate (SO4
2�) that has a permanent

poisoning effect on the catalyst.

Fixed-bed hydrodesulfurization units are generally used for distillate hydro-

desulfurization and may also be used for residuum hydrodesulfurization but

require special precautions in processing. The residuum must undergo two-

stage electrostatic desalting so that salt deposits do not plug the inlet to the first

catalyst bed, and the residuum must be low in vanadium and nickel content to

avoid plugging the beds with metal deposits. Hence, the need for a guard bed in

residuum hydrodesulfurization reactors.

During the operation of a fixed-bed reactor, contaminants entering with

fresh feedstock are filtered out and fill the voids between catalyst particles in

the bed. The buildup of contaminants in the bed can result in the channeling

of reactants through the bed and reducing the hydrodesulfurization efficiency.

As the flow pattern becomes distorted or restricted, the pressure drop through-

out the catalyst bed increases. If the pressure drop becomes high enough, phys-

ical damage to the reactor internals can result. When high pressure drops are

observed throughout any portion of the reactor, the unit is shut down, and

the catalyst bed is skimmed and refilled.

With fixed-bed reactors, a balance must be reached between reaction rate

and pressure drop across the catalyst bed. As catalyst particle size is decreased,

the desulfurization reaction rate increases but so does the pressure drop across
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the catalyst bed. Expanded-bed reactors do not have this limitation, and small

1/32 in (0.8mm) extrudate catalysts or fine catalysts may be used without

increasing the pressure drop.
2.3.2 Upflow Expanded-Bed Reactor

Expanded-bed reactors are applicable to distillates but are commercially used

for very viscous, high metals and/or dirty feedstocks having extraneous fine

solid material (Lee et al., 1996). These reactors operate in such a way that

the catalyst is in an expanded state so that the extraneous solids pass through

the catalyst bed without plugging. They are isothermal, which conveniently

handles the high-temperature exotherms associated with high hydrogen con-

sumptions. Since the catalyst is in an expanded state of motion, it is possible

to treat the catalyst as a fluid and to withdraw and add catalyst during operation.

Expanded beds of catalyst are referred to as particulate fluidized insofar as

the feedstock and hydrogen flow upward through an expanded bed of catalyst

with each catalyst particle in independent motion (Parkash, 2003; Gary et al.,

2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017). Thus, the catalyst

migrates throughout the entire reactor bed. Expanded-bed reactors are mathe-

matically modeled as back-mix reactors with the entire catalyst bed at one uni-

form temperature. Spent catalyst may be withdrawn and replaced with fresh

catalyst on a daily basis. Daily catalyst addition and withdrawal eliminate

the need for costly shutdowns to change out catalyst and also result in a constant

equilibrium catalyst activity and product quality. The catalyst is withdrawn

daily with a vanadium, nickel, and carbon content that is representative on a

macroscale of what is found throughout the entire reactor. On a microscale,

individual catalyst particles have ages from that of fresh catalyst to as old as

the initial catalyst charge to the unit, but the catalyst particles of each age group

are so well dispersed in the reactor that the reactor contents appear uniform.

In the unit, the feedstock and hydrogen recycle gas enter the bottom of the

reactor, pass up through the expanded catalyst bed, and leave from the top of the

reactor (Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and

Robinson, 2017). Commercial expanded-bed reactors normally operate with

1/32 in (0.8mm) extrudate catalysts that provide a higher rate of desulfurization

than the larger catalyst particles used in fixed-bed reactors. With extrudate cat-

alysts of this size, the upward liquid velocity based on fresh feedstock is not

sufficient to keep the catalyst particles in an expanded state. Therefore, for each

part of the fresh feed, several parts of product oil are taken from the top of the

reactor, recycled internally through a large vertical pipe to the bottom of the

reactor, and pumped back up through the expanded catalyst bed. The amount

of catalyst bed expansion is controlled by the recycle of product oil back up

through the catalyst bed.

The expansion and turbulence of gas and oil passing upward through the

expanded catalyst bed are sufficient to cause almost complete random motion
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in the bed (particulate fluidized). This effect produces the isothermal operation.

It also causes almost complete back-mixing. Consequently, in order to effect

near complete sulfur removal (over 75%), it is necessary to operate with two

or more reactors in series. The ability to operate at a single temperature through-

out the reactor or reactors and to operate at a selected optimum temperature

rather than an increasing temperature from the start to the end of the run results

in more effective use of the reactor and catalyst contents. When all these factors

are put together, that is, the use of a smaller catalyst particle size, isothermal,

fixed temperature throughout run, back-mixing, daily catalyst addition, and

constant product quality, the reactor size required for an expanded bed is often

smaller than that required for a fixed bed to achieve the same product goals. This

is generally true when the feeds have high initial boiling points and/or the

hydrogen consumption is very high.
2.3.3 Demetallization Reactor

The demetallization reactor (guard-bed reactor) is used when feedstocks that

have relatively high metal contents (>300ppm) substantially increase catalyst

consumption because the metals poison the catalyst, thereby requiring frequent

catalyst replacement. The usual desulfurization catalysts are relatively expen-

sive for these consumption rates, but there are catalysts that are relatively inex-

pensive and can be used in the first reactor to remove a large percentage of the

metals. Subsequent reactors downstream of the first reactor would use normal

hydrodesulfurization catalysts. Since the catalyst materials are proprietary, it is

not possible to identify them here. However, it is understood that such catalysts

contain little or no metal promoters, that is, nickel, cobalt, and molybdenum.

Metal removal on the order of 90% has been observed with these materials.

Thus, one method of controlling demetallization is to employ separate smal-

ler guard reactors just ahead of the fixed-bed hydrodesulfurization reactor sec-
tion. The preheated feedstock and hydrogen pass through the guard reactors that

are filled with an appropriate catalyst for demetallization that is often the same

as the catalyst used in the hydrodesulfurization section. The advantage of this

system is that it enables replacement of the most contaminated catalyst (guard
bed), where pressure drop is highest, without having to replace the entire inven-
tory or shut down the unit. The feedstock is alternated between guard reactors,

while catalyst in the idle guard reactor is being replaced.

When the expanded-bed design is used, the first reactor could employ a low-

cost catalyst (5% of the cost of Co/Mo catalyst) to remove the metals, and sub-

sequent reactors can use the more selective hydrodesulfurization catalyst

(Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson,

2017). The demetallization catalyst can be added continuously without taking

the reactor out of service, and the spent demetallization catalyst can be loaded to

>30% vanadium, which makes it a valuable source of vanadium.
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2.4 Feedstock Effects

The composition of the various feedstocks under consideration in this text

(i.e. heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen) may, at first sight, seem

to be of minor importance when the problem of the hydrotreating (hydrode-

sulfurization) of viscous feedstocks comes under consideration. However,

consideration of the variation in process conditions for different feedstocks

presents some indication of the problems that may be encountered where the

feedstocks are less well defined. Molecular composition is as important as

molecular weight (or boiling range). Such is the nature of the problem when

dealing with various residua and viscous oils that are (to say the least)

unknown in terms of their chemical composition. In fact, the complexity

of heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen has allowed little more

than speculation as to the molecular structure of the constituents.

One of the major drawbacks to defining the influence of the feedstock on the

process is that the research with respect to feedstocks has been fragmented. A

conventional hydrotreating catalyst is used, and the results obtained are only

valid for the process parameters, including the reactor system. More rigorous

correlation is required, and there is a need to determine the optimum tempera-

ture for each type of sulfur compound. In order to obtain a useful model, the

intrinsic kinetics of the reaction for a given catalyst should also be known.

In addition, other factors that influence the desulfurization process such as

(i) catalyst inhibition or deactivation by hydrogen sulfide, (ii) effect of nitrogen

compounds, and (iii) the effects of various solvents should also be included in

order to obtain a comprehensive model that is independent of the feedstock. The

efficacy of other catalytic systems on the various viscous feedstocks also needs

to be evaluated.

The character of the feedstock properties, especially the feedstock boiling

range, has a definite effect on the ultimate design of the desulfurization unit

and process flow and the reactor type. In agreement, there is a definite relation-

ship between the percent by weight sulfur in the feedstock and the hydrogen

requirements (Maples, 2000; Speight, 2000; Ancheyta and Speight, 2007).

Of particular importance is the content of asphaltene constituents and resin

constituents.

High amounts of asphaltene constituents and resin constituents require a

high hydrogen partial pressure and may actually limit the maximum level of

hydrodesulfurization, or final traces of sulfur in the residuummay only be elim-

inated under extremely severe reaction conditions where hydrocracking is the

predominant reaction in the process. High asphaltene and resin contents are also

responsible for high viscosity, which may increase the resistance to mass trans-

fer of the reactants to the catalyst surface and thus decrease the rate of sulfur

removal. In an instance such as this, it may be deemed satisfactory by the refiner

to simply blend the viscous feedstock with a lighter feedstock, thereby allevi-

ating the problem for that particular process. Similarly, a high asphalt content of
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a feedstock usually indicates a high sulfur content of that particular feedstock,

which will require the higher partial pressure of hydrogen and the more severe

reaction conditions indicated in the earlier part of this section. The sulfur con-

tent of a feedstock may also be expressed in terms of the asphaltene content

alone, there seemingly being a relationship between the asphaltenes and the

asphaltene sulfur.

One suggested method of facilitating hydrodesulfurization of viscous oils

and residua is to remove completely, or partially, all of the asphaltic from

the stock (Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and

Robinson, 2017). In the first instance, the asphaltic constituents can be

completely and conveniently removed from a viscous feedstock by treatment

with liquid propane under pressure whereupon the asphaltenes and the resins

are deposited as viscous, thick, black asphalt leaving the lower-molecular-

weight oil fraction in the liquid phase. Alternatively, use of other hydrocarbon

solvents allows adjustment of the yield of precipitate in the form of partial

removal of the asphaltenes and resins, thereby retaining some, or all, of the

resins in the stock to serve as potential liquid-forming materials.

In addition, the reaction rate constant in the kinetic relationships decreases

rapidly with increasing average boiling point in the kerosene and light gas oil

range but much more slowly in the high-boiling gas oil range. This is attributed

to the difficulty in removing sulfur from ring structures present in the entire

high-boiling gas oil range.

The hydrodesulfurization of light (low-boiling) distillate (naphtha) is one of

the more common catalytic hydrodesulfurization processes since it is usually

used as a pretreatment of such feedstocks prior to catalytic reforming. Hydro-

desulfurization of such feedstocks is required because sulfur compounds poison

the precious-metal catalysts used in reforming, and desulfurization can be

achieved under relatively mild conditions and is near quantitative. If the feed-

stock arises from a cracking operation, hydrodesulfurization will be accompa-

nied by some degree of saturation resulting in increased hydrogen consumption.

The hydrodesulfurization of low-boiling (naphtha) feedstocks is usually a

gas-phase reaction and may employ the catalyst in fixed beds, and (with all

of the reactants in the gaseous phase) only minimal diffusion problems are

encountered within the catalyst pore system. It is, however, important that

the feedstock be completely volatile before entering the reactor as there may

be the possibility of pressure variations (leading to less satisfactory results) if

some of the feedstock enters the reactor in the liquid phase and is vaporized

within the reactor.

In applications of this type, the sulfur content of the feedstock may vary

from 100ppm to 1%, and the necessary degree of desulfurization to be effected

by the treatment may vary from as little as 50% to>99%. If the sulfur content of

the feedstock is particularly low, it will be necessary to presulfide the catalyst.

For example, if the feedstock only has 100–200ppm sulfur, several days may be

required to sulfide the catalyst as an integral part of the desulfurization process
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even with complete reaction of all of the feedstock sulfur to, say, cobalt and

molybdenum (catalyst) sulfides. In such a case, presulfiding can be conve-

niently achieved by the addition of sulfur compounds to the feedstock or by

the addition of hydrogen sulfide to the hydrogen.

Under the relatively mild processing conditions used for the hydrodesulfur-

ization of the viscous feedstock that is difficult to achieve, process conditions

may dictate that only part of the feedstock is actually in the vapor phase and that

sufficient liquid phase is maintained in the catalyst bed to carry the larger

molecular constituents of the feedstock through the bed. If the amount of liquid

phase is insufficient for this purpose, molecular stagnation (leading to carbon

deposition on the catalyst) will occur.

Hydrodesulfurization of middle distillates causes a more marked change in

the specific gravity of the feedstock, and the amount of low-boiling material is

much more significant when compared with the naphtha-type feedstock. In

addition, the somewhat more severe reaction conditions (leading to a designated

degree of hydrocracking) also lead to an overall increase in hydrogen consump-

tion when middle distillates are employed as feedstocks in place of the naphtha.

High-boiling distillates, such as the atmospheric and vacuum gas oils, are

not usually produced as a refinery product but merely serve as feedstocks to

other processes for conversion to lower-boiling materials. For example, gas oils

can be desulfurized to remove >80% of the sulfur originally in the gas oil with

some conversion of the gas oil to lower-boiling materials (Parkash, 2003; Gary

et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017). The treated gas oil

(which has a reduced carbon residue and lower sulfur and nitrogen contents rel-

ative to the untreated material) can then be converted to lower-boiling products

in, say, a catalytic cracker where an improved catalyst life and volumetric yield

may be noted.

In summary, the hydrodesulfurization of the viscous feedstock (especially

heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen) can be achieved using a variety

of processes. One major disadvantage of this type of feedstock is that the cat-

alyst does become poisoned by metal contaminants in the feedstock because the

relatively high amounts (relatively to the contaminants in distillate feedstocks)

of these contaminants will be present. Thus, the catalyst may be regenerated,

and onstream times between catalyst regeneration (while varying with the pro-

cess conditions and application) may be of the order of 1year or less (Parkash,

2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017).

While many of the conventional design criteria in distillate desulfurization

(hydrogen partial pressure, degree of desulfurization, and gas circulation rates)

must be considered in residuum desulfurization, an additional important crite-

rion is the effect of metals accumulation on the catalyst. The effective life of a

particular catalyst will vary depending on its pore structure and total pore vol-

ume. It is also dependent upon the particular feedstock being processed and the

operating conditions employed. As mentioned previously, many of the compet-

itive processes use different catalyst characteristics that have been tailored to
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achieve the objectives of most concern to the individual licensor. Thus, some

processes will remove more metals from the feedstock, while others will reject

metals to a greater extent.

In general terms, catalysts that show better selectivity for metals removal

will also hold more total metals before they become inoperable for the required

desulfurization duty. This holding capacity for metals has been defined as a sat-
uration level that increases with decreasing size for a given catalyst. However,

the selectivity for demetallization over desulfurization reactions also increases

with decreasing size. The combination of these effects results in an optimum

particle size to maximize the cycle life.
2.5 Catalysts

The selection of the catalysts must take into consideration the properties of the

feedstock to be hydroprocessed. Differences in feedstock composition influ-

ence the choice of processing schemes. The heteroatom content and molecular

weight distribution are important aspects of feedstock properties, and in addi-

tion, for viscous feedstocks, the amount of asphaltene constituents and metals in

the feedstock should be determined (Speight, 2015). In fact, based on the var-

iation in feedstock properties, a catalyst or catalytic system suitable for hydro-

processing the various feedstocks does not exist, and the catalyst must be

designed according to the feedstock properties and process parameters.

Hydrodesulfurization catalysts typically consist of metals impregnated on a

porous alumina support (Furimsky, 1998; Ancheyta and Speight, 2007). Almost

all of the surface area is found in the pores of the alumina (200–300m2/g), and

the metals are dispersed in a thin layer over the entire alumina surface within the

pores. This type of catalyst does display a huge catalytic surface for a small

weight of catalyst. Cobalt (Co), molybdenum (Mo), and nickel (Ni) are the most

commonly used metals for desulfurization catalysts. The catalysts are manufac-

tured with the metals in an oxide state. In the active form, they are the sulfide

state, which is obtained by sulfiding the catalyst either prior to use or with the

feedstock during actual use. Any catalyst that exhibits hydrogenation activity

will catalyze hydrodesulfurization to some extent. However, the group VIB

metals (chromium, molybdenum, and tungsten) are particularly active for

desulfurization, especially when promoted with metals from the iron group

(iron, cobalt, and nickel).

Cobalt-molybdenum catalysts are by far the most popular choice for desul-

furization. Nickel-molybdenum catalysts are often chosen instead of cobalt-

molybdenum catalysts when higher activity for the saturation of polynuclear

aromatic compounds or nitrogen removal is required or when more refractory

sulfur compounds such as those in cracked feedstocks must be desulfurized. In

some applications, nickel-cobalt-molybdenum (Ni-Co-Mo) catalysts appear to

offer a useful balance of hydrotreating activity. Nickel-tungsten (Ni-W) is usu-

ally chosen only when very high activity for aromatic derivative saturation is
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required along with activity for sulfur and nitrogen removal. There are several

different compositions for available catalysts (Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007;

Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017).

Cobalt-molybdenum (Co/Mo) and nickel-molybdenum (Ni/Mo) catalysts

resist poisoning and are the most universally applied catalysts for hydrodesul-

furization of everything from naphtha to heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand

bitumen. In addition, cobalt-molybdenum (Co/Mo) and nickel-molybdenum

(Ni/Mo) catalysts promote both demetallization and desulfurization. The vana-

dium deposition rate at a given desulfurization level is a function of the pore

structure of the alumina support and the types of metals on the support whereas

a catalyst support having small pores preferentially removes sulfur with a low

degree of demetallization (Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014,

2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017).

Catalyst life depends on the charge stock properties and the degree of desul-
furization desired. The only permanent poisons to the catalyst are metals in the

feedstock that deposit on the catalyst, usually quantitatively, causing permanent

deactivation as they accumulate. However, this is usually of little concern

except when deasphalted oils are used as feedstocks since most distillate feed-

stocks contain low amounts of metals. Nitrogen compounds are a temporary

poison to the catalyst, but there is essentially no effect on catalyst aging except

that caused by a higher temperature requirement to achieve the desired desul-

furization. Hydrogen sulfide can be a temporary poison in the reactor gas, and

recycle gas scrubbing is employed to counteract this condition.

Providing that pressure drop buildup is avoided, cycles of 1year or more and

ultimate catalyst life of 3years or more can be expected. The catalyst employed

can be regenerated by normal steam-air or recycle combustion gas-air proce-

dures. The catalyst is restored to near fresh activity by regeneration during

the early part of its ultimate life. However, permanent deactivation of the cat-

alyst occurs slowly during usage and repeated regenerations, so replacement

becomes necessary.

The general catalyst types used in residuum desulfurization are combina-

tions of metal oxides on alumina (Al2O3) or silica-stabilized alumina (SiO2-

Al2O3) supports. Molybdenum always seems to be one of the metals, with

cobalt and/or nickel being used in combination with the molybdenum in many

cases. The supports are usually tailored to the process objectives since different

support can be made to accomplish particular goals of a specific unit. For exam-

ple, smaller pored catalysts will tend to remove less metals than larger pored

catalysts and be more active for desulfurization reactions. However, the

metal-holding capacity of the small-pored catalyst will also be less than the

large-pored catalyst, which results in a sacrifice of catalyst life. The better cat-

alyst selection would depend on the combination of these two characteristics

that will allow the best life activity relationship for a given application. In some

cases, critical combinations of large and small pore sizes are used to arrive at the

best catalyst for a given feedstock and operating conditions. The objectives of
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the process unit are also important since metal removal would be more critical

in an application to produce heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen

feedstock for catalytic cracking versus an application to produce heavy oil,

extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen fuel.

Catalyst size and shape are also important factors in residue desulfurization

processes. Smaller size contributes to improved desulfurization and demetalli-

zation, but pressure drop considerations increase in importance.

A gradual loss of catalyst activity occurs during normal operation of the res-

idue process. Therefore, a gradual increase in catalyst temperature is required

through the cycle to maintain the desired product sulfur content. This loss in

activity is caused by deposition of coke and metals (from nickel and vanadium

in the feedstock) on the catalyst surface and in the catalyst pores. Ultimate cat-
alyst life is directly related to the total metal tolerance of the catalyst, which is a

function of particle size, shape, and pore size and volume. Metals deposited

cause permanent deactivation of the catalyst and preclude the restoration of cat-

alyst activity by normal regeneration procedures. Spent catalysts are either dis-

carded or returned to reclaimers for the recovery of the various metals of value.

The amount of coke deposited on the catalyst depends primarily on hydrogen

partial pressure but is also influenced by the asphaltene content of the feedstock.

Higher hydrogen pressure decreases coking, while higher asphaltene content

increases coking.

Besides the effect of hydrogen partial pressure on catalyst aging, mainte-

nance of adequate amounts of hydrogen within the system is required. Circula-

tion rates and purity requirements are set to avoid a shortage of hydrogen

anywhere in the reaction system in order to prevent undesirable side reactions.
2.6 Temperature and Space Velocity

Temperature and space velocity are very important variables that influence the

operation of the process. In a given system, a reduction in space velocity without

an appropriate reduction in temperature will result in feedstock overtreating.

This will lead to irreversible premature aging of the catalyst by virtue of

increased coking and incremental metal deposition.

Since catalyst temperature is increased over the length of an operating

cycle, both yields of lighter materials and properties of the remaining feedstock

are affected. The magnitude of the variations will depend on the catalyst

selected for the operation and the operating conditions employed (Parkash,

2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017). The

product properties affected to the greatest extent are viscosity and pour point

and, with changes in distillate yields, indicate that cracking reactions are

increasing as the run progresses (due to temperature increases that lead to a

greater degree of thermal cracking).

A higher reaction temperature increases the rate of desulfurization at con-

stant feedstock rate, and the start-of-run temperature is set by the design
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desulfurization level, space velocity, and hydrogen partial pressure. The capa-

bility to increase temperature as the catalyst deactivates is built into the most

process or unit designs. Temperatures of 415°C (780°F) and above result in

excessive coking reactions and higher than normal catalyst aging rates. There-

fore, units are designed to avoid the use of such temperatures for any significant

part of the life cycle.

As the space velocity is increased, desulfurization is decreased, but increas-
ing the hydrogen partial pressure and/or the reactor temperature can offset the

detrimental effect of increasing space velocity.

In actual practice, the reactions that are used to chemically define the pro-

cesses, that is, hydrodesulfurization, hydrodenitrogenation, and hydrocracking

reactions (Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and

Robinson, 2017), can occur (or be encouraged to occur) in any one particular

process. Thus, hydrodesulfurization may be accompanied, in all likelihood,

by a degree of hydrocracking as determined by the refiner, thereby producing

not only products that are low in sulfur but also low-boiling products. Thus, the

choice of processing schemes for a given hydroprocess depends upon the nature

of the feedstock and the product requirements (Parkash, 2003; Ancheyta and

Speight, 2007; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and

Robinson, 2017).

The single-stage process can be used to produce naphtha but is more often

used to produce middle distillate from vacuum gas oil and may be used to

remove the heteroatoms from heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen

with a specified degree of hydrocracking. The two-stage process was developed

primarily to produce high yields of naphtha from straight-run gas oils, and the

first stage may actually be a purification step to remove sulfur-containing and

nitrogen-containing organic materials. Both processes use an extinction/recycle

technique to maximize the yields of the desired product. Significant conversion

of viscous feedstocks can be accomplished by hydrocracking at high severity.

For some applications, the products boiling up to 340°C (650°F) can be blended
to give the desired final product.

In reality, no single bottom-of-the-barrel processing scheme is always the

best choice.

The hydrodesulfurization process variables (Speight, 2000) usually require

some modification to accommodate the various feedstocks that are submitted

for this particular aspect of refinery processing (Parkash, 2003; Gary et al.,

2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017). The main point of this

section is to outline the hydrotreating process with particular reference to the

heavier oils and heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen. However, some

reference to the lighter feedstocks is warranted. This will serve as a base point to

indicate the necessary requirements for heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand

bitumen and residuum hydrodesulfurization.

One particular aspect of the hydrotreating process that needs careful mon-

itoring, with respect to feedstock type, is the exothermic nature of the reaction.
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The heat of the reaction is proportional to the hydrogen consumption, and with

the more saturated lower-boiling feedstocks where hydrocracking may be vir-

tually eliminated, the overall heat production during the reaction may be small,

leading to a more controllable temperature profile. However, with viscous feed-

stocks where hydrogen consumption is appreciable (either by virtue of the

hydrocracking that is necessary to produce a usable product or by virtue of

the extensive hydrodesulfurization that must occur), it may be desirable to pro-

vide internal cooling of the reactor. This can be accomplished by introducing

cold recycle gas to the catalyst bed to compensate for excessive heat. One other

generalization may apply to the lower-boiling feedstocks in the hydrodesulfur-

ization process. The process may actually have very little effect on the proper-

ties of the feedstock (assuming that hydrocracking reactions are negligible)—

removal of sulfur will cause some drop in specific gravity that could give rise to

volume recoveries approaching (or even above) 100%. Furthermore, with the

assumption that cracking reactions are minimal, there may be a slight lowering

of the boiling range due to sulfur removal from the feedstock constituents. How-

ever, the production of lighter fractions is usually small and may only amount to

some 1%–5% byweight of the products boiling below the initial boiling point of

the feedstock.

One consideration for viscous feedstocks is that it may be more economical

to hydrotreat and desulfurize high-sulfur feedstocks before catalytic cracking

than to hydrotreat the products from catalytic cracking. This approach

(DeCroocq, 1984; Speight, 2000, 2014) has the potential for several advantages

such as the following: (i) The products require less finishing; (ii) sulfur is

removed from the catalytic cracking feedstock, and corrosion is reduced in

the cracking unit; (iii) coke formation is reduced; (iv) higher feedstock conver-

sions; and (v) the potential for better-quality products. The downside is that

many of the heavier feedstocks act as hydrogen sinks in terms of their ability

to interact with the expensive hydrogen. A balance of the economic advan-

tages/disadvantages must be struck on an individual feedstock basis.

In terms of the feedstock composition, it must be recognized that when cat-

alytic processes are employed for viscous feedstocks, complex molecules (such

as those that may be found in the original asphaltene fraction) or those formed

during the process are not sufficiently mobile. They are also too strongly

adsorbed by the catalyst to be saturated by the hydrogenation component

and, hence, continue to react and eventually degrade to coke. These deposits

deactivate the catalyst sites and eventually interfere with the hydroprocess

by causing a decrease in the relative rate of hydrodesulfurization (Parkash,

2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017).

Viscous feedstocks, such as heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen,

require more severe hydrodesulfurization conditions to produce low-sulfur liq-

uid product streams that can then, as is often now desired, be employed as feed-

stocks for other refining operations. Hydrodesulfurization of the heavier

feedstocks is normally accompanied by a high degree of hydrocracking, and
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thus, the process conditions required to achieve 70%–90% desulfurization will

also effect substantial conversion of the feedstock to lower-boiling products. In

addition, the extent of hydrodesulfurization reaction of viscous feedstocks is

dependent upon the temperature, and the reaction rate increases with increase

in temperature.

In contrast to the lighter feedstocks that may be subjected to the hydrode-

sulfurization operation, the process catalysts are usually susceptible to poison-

ing by nitrogen (and oxygen) compounds and metallic salts (in addition to the

various sulfur-compound types) that tend to be concentrated in heavy oil, extra

heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen or exist as an integral part of the heavy oil, extra

heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen matrix. Thus, any processing sequence devised

for hydrodesulfurization of heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumenmust

be capable of accommodating the constituents that adversely affect the ability

of the catalyst to function in the most efficient manner possible.

The conditions employed for the hydrodesulfurization of the heavier feed-

stocks may be similar to those applied to the hydrodesulfurization of gas oil

fractions but with the tendency to increased pressures. However, carbon depo-

sition on and metal contamination of the catalyst is much greater when heavy

oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen are employed as feedstocks, and unless

a low level of desulfurization is acceptable, frequent catalyst regeneration is

necessary.

A wide choice of commercial processes is available for the catalytic hydro-

desulfurization of heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen. The suitabil-

ity of any particular process depends not only upon the nature of the feedstock

but also on the degree of desulfurization that is required. There is also a depen-

dence on the relative amounts of the lower-boiling products that are to be pro-

duced as feedstocks for further refining and generation of liquid fuels.

There is, however, one aspect of feedstock properties that has not yet been

discussed fully and that is feedstock composition. This particular aspect of the

nature of the feedstock is, in fact, related to the previous section where the influ-

ence of various feedstock types on the hydrodesulfurization process was noted,

but it is especially relevant when heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen

from various sources are to be desulfurized.

Heavy oil, extra heavy oil, tar sand bitumen, and other viscous feedstocks

contain impurities other than sulfur, nitrogen, and oxygen, and the most trou-

blesome of these impurities are the organometallic compounds of nickel and

vanadium. The metal content of a residuum can vary from several parts per mil-

lion to >1000ppm, and there does seem to be a more-than-chance relationship

between the metal content of a feedstock and its physical properties (Reynolds,

1998; Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson,

2017). In the hydrodesulfurization of the heavier feedstocks, the metals (nickel

plus vanadium) are an important factor since large amounts (over 150ppm) will

cause rapid deterioration of the catalyst. The free metals, or the sulfides, deposit

on the surface of the catalyst and within the pores of the catalyst, thereby
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poisoning the catalyst by making the more active catalyst sites inaccessible to

the feedstock and the hydrogen. This results in frequent replacement of an

expensive process commodity unless there are adequate means by which the

catalyst can be regenerated.

The problem of metal deposition on the hydrodesulfurization catalysts has

generally been addressed using any one of three methods: (i) suppressing depo-

sition of the metals on the catalyst, (ii) development of a catalyst that will accept

the metals and can tolerate high levels of metals without marked reduction in the

hydrodesulfurization capabilities of the catalyst, and (iii) removal of the metal

contaminants before the hydrodesulfurization step. The first two methods

involve a careful and deliberate choice of the process catalyst and the operating

conditions. However, these methods may only be viable for feedstocks with

<150ppm total metals since the decrease in catalyst activity is directly propor-

tional to the metal content of the feedstock. There are, however, catalysts that

can tolerate substantial proportions of metals within their porous structure

before the desulfurizing capability drops to an unsatisfactory level. Unfortu-

nately, data on such catalysts are extremely limited because of their proprietary

nature and details are not always available, but tolerance levels for metals that

are equivalent to 15%–65% by weight of the catalyst have been quoted.

The third method may be especially applicable to feedstocks with a high

metal content and requires a separate demetallization step just prior to the

hydrodesulfurization reactor by the use of a guard-bed reactor. Such a step

might involve passage of the feedstock through a demetallization chamber that

contains a catalyst with a high selectivity for metals but whose activity for sulfur

removal is low. Nevertheless, demetallization applied as a separate process can

be used to generate low-metal-content feedstocks and will allow a more active

and stable desulfurization system so that a high degree of desulfurization can

be achieved on high-metal-content feedstocks with an acceptable duration of

operation (Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and

Robinson, 2017).
3. Hydrotreating Heavy Feedstocks

The objectives of upgrading viscous feedstocks (such as heavy oil, extra heavy

oil, and tar sand bitumen) are as follows: (i) reduction of metals (such as nickel,

vanadium, and iron); (ii) reduction in the sulfur content; (iii) reduction in the

amount of coke formers in the feedstock; (iv) reduction in nitrogen; and, last

but certainly not least, (v) the conversion of the asphaltene and resin constitu-

ents into lower-molecular-weight easier-to-refine molecular species (such as

naphtha, middle distillate, and gas oil) in order to produce higher-value feed-

stocks for heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen conversion units.

Advances made in hydrotreating processes have made the utilization of

heavier feedstocks almost a common practice for many refineries. Upgrading
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processes can be used for the upgrading of atmospheric (650°F+ or 345°C+) and

vacuum (1050°F+ or 565°C+) heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen.

However, there is no hydroprocessing process that can universally be applicable

to upgrade all viscous feedstocks. As a result, several hydroprocessing pro-

cesses are developed for different commercial applications; many other pro-

cesses are in their development stages.

Two routes exist for residue upgrading: (i) carbon rejection, such as coking

processes, and (ii) hydrogen addition, such as hydrotreating processes that use a

fixed-bed unit or an ebullated-bed unit (Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007;

Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017). The hydrogen addition route

is a more expensive option relative to a carbon rejection option but results in

a significantly higher yield of liquid products.

Hydroprocessing units with fixed-bed reactors must be shut down to

remove the spent catalyst when catalyst activity declines below an acceptable

level (due to the accumulation of coke, metals, and other contaminants). There

are a few types of hydroprocessing reactors with moving or ebullating catalyst

beds. In ebullated-bed hydroprocessing, the catalyst within the reactor bed is

not fixed. In such a process, the hydrocarbon feedstock stream enters the

bottom of the reactor and flows upward through the catalyst. The catalyst

is kept in suspension by the pressure of the fluid feed. Ebullating-bed reactors

are capable of converting the most problematic feeds, such as atmospheric

resids, vacuum resids, heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen feed-

stocks (all of which have a high content of asphaltenes, metals, sulfur, and

sediments), to lower-boiling, more valuable products while simultaneously

removing contaminants. The function of the catalyst is to remove contami-

nants such as sulfur and nitrogen heteroatoms, which accelerate the deactiva-

tion of the catalyst, while cracking (converting) the feedstock to lighter

products. Because ebullating-bed reactors perform both hydrotreating and

hydrocracking functions (Chapter 12), they are also referred to as dual-

purpose reactors (Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017;

Hsu and Robinson, 2017).

Both the fixed-bed processes and the ebullated-bed processes require a cat-

alyst systemwith a pore size distribution to match the changingmolecular struc-

ture of the feedstock constituents. The catalyst can be designed for high metal

uptake capacity and moderate sulfur conversion to be applied in the front-end

reactor when processing high-metal-containing feedstocks (> 70ppm vana-

dium). On the other hand, the catalyst may be designed for moderate metal

removal capacity but higher activity for sulfur and conversion of the coke pre-

cursors that is applied in front-end reactors when processing feedstocks with a

lower metal content (< 70ppm vanadium) or in middle reactors when proces-

sing high-metal-containing feedstocks. Catalysts with a high propensity for sul-

fur, removal of coke precursors, and removal of nitrogen are applied in the

middle and/or tail-end reactors.
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3.1 Processes

In refining viscous feedstocks, hydrodesulfurization (HDS) processes and

hydrodemetallization (HDM) processes are used to reduce or eliminate poison-

ing of sophisticated and expensive catalysts that are used in the downstream

refining steps (i.e., fluid catalytic cracking, FCC, reforming, and hydrotreating).

The hydrodemetallization process is a pretreatment process for the viscous

feedstock by which metals and part of heteroatom contaminates are removed

along with conversion of the residue to a lighter fractions. The hydrodemetal-

lization process uses low-cost catalysts either in a fixed-bed or moving-bed

reactor operating at moderate temperatures and pressures (580–2900psi) and
at relatively high liquid hourly space velocity (LHSV). Guard-bed catalysts

are often used also.

Processes for the direct desulfurization of heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar

sand bitumen have a similar flow to distillate hydrodesulfurization but with dis-

tinguishing features such as the catalyst compositions and shapes employed

(Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson,

2017). Examples of such processes are the RDS/VRDS process for heavy

oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen and the residfining process (a deriv-

ative of the hydrofining process) (Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight,

2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017).
3.1.1 Resid Desulfurization and Vacuum Resid Desulfurization
Process

The resid desulfurization process (RDS process) and the vacuum resid desulfur-

ization process (VRDS process) are designed to remove sulfur, nitrogen, asphal-

tene, and metal contaminants from heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand

bitumen and are also capable of accepting whole viscous feedstocks or topped

viscous feedstocks as feedstocks to the refining unit(s). Themajor product of the

processes is a low-sulfur fuel oil, and the amount of naphtha and middle distil-

lates is maintained at a minimum to conserve hydrogen. The basic elements of

each process are similar and consist of a once-through operation of the feed-

stock coming into contact with hydrogen and the catalyst in a downflow reactor

that is designed to maintain activity and selectivity in the presence of deposited

metals. Moderate temperatures and pressures are employed to reduce the inci-

dence of hydrocracking and, hence, minimize production of low-boiling distil-

lates (Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson,

2017). The combination of a desulfurization step and a vacuum residuum desul-

furizer (VRDS) is often seen as an attractive alternate to the atmospheric resid-

uum desulfurizer (RDS) because the combination route uses less hydrogen for a

similar investment cost. Both the RDS and VRDS processes can be coupled

with other processes (such as delayed coking, fluid catalytic cracking, and sol-

vent deasphalting) to achieve the most optimum refining performance.
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3.1.2 Residfining Process

The residfining process is a catalytic fixed-bed process for the desulfurization

and demetallization of viscous feedstocks (Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007;

Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017). The process can also be used

to pretreat heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen to suitably low con-

taminant levels prior to catalytic cracking. In the process, liquid feedstock to the

unit is filtered, pumped to pressure, preheated, and combined with treat gas

prior to entering the reactors. A guard reactor would typically be employed

to prevent plugging/fouling of the main reactors with provisions to periodically

remove the guard while keeping the main reactors on-line. The temperature rise

associated with the exothermic reactions is controlled utilizing either a gas or

liquid quench. A train of separators is employed to separate the gas and liquid

products. The recycle gas is scrubbed to remove ammonia (NH3) and

hydrogen sulfide (H2S). It is then combined with fresh makeup hydrogen before

being reheated and recombined with fresh feed. The liquid product is sent to a

fractionator where the product is fractionated.

The different catalysts allow other minor differences in operating conditions

and peripheral equipment. Primary differences include the use of higher-purity

hydrogen makeup gas (usually 95% or greater), inclusion of filtration equip-

ment in most cases, and facilities to upgrade the off-gases to maintain higher

concentration of hydrogen in the recycle gas. Most of the processes utilize

downflow operation over fixed-bed catalyst systems, but exceptions to this

are the H-Oil and LC-Fining processes (which are predominantly conversion

processes) that employ upflow designs and ebullating catalyst systems with

continuous catalyst removal capability and the Shell process (a conversion pro-

cess) that may involve the use of a bunker flow reactor ahead of the main reac-

tors to allow periodic changeover of catalyst (Speight, 2000, 2014, 2017;

Parkash, 2003; Ancheyta and Speight, 2007; Gary et al., 2007; Hsu and

Robinson, 2017).
3.1.3 Other Processes

The primary objective in most of the residue desulfurization processes is to

remove sulfur with minimum consumption of hydrogen. Substantial percent-

ages of nitrogen, oxygen, andmetals are also removed from the feedstock. How-

ever, complete elimination of other reactions is not feasible, and in addition,

hydrocracking, thermal cracking, and aromatic saturation reactions occur to

some extent. Certain processes, that is, H-Oil process using a single-stage or

a two-stage reactor and the LC-Fining process using an expanded-bed reactor,

can be designed to accomplish greater amounts of hydrocracking to yield larger

quantities of lighter distillates at the expense of desulfurization (Speight, 2000,

2014, 2017; Parkash, 2003; Ancheyta and Speight, 2007; Gary et al., 2007; Hsu

and Robinson, 2017).
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Removal of nitrogen is much more difficult than removal of sulfur. For

example, nitrogen removal may be only �25%–30% when sulfur removal is

at a 75%–80% level. Metals are removed from the feedstock in substantial

quantities and are mainly deposited on the catalyst surface and exist as metal

sulfides at processing conditions. As these deposits accumulate, the catalyst

pores eventually become blocked and inaccessible; thus, catalyst activity is lost.

Desulfurization of heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen is con-

siderably more difficult than desulfurization of distillates (including vacuum

gas oil) because many more contaminants are present and very large, complex

molecules are involved. Themost difficult portion of feedstock in residue desul-

furization is the asphaltene fraction that forms coke readily, and it is essential

that these large molecules be prevented from condensing with each other to

form coke, which deactivates the catalyst. This is accomplished by the selection

of proper catalysts, use of adequate hydrogen partial pressure, and assuring inti-

mate contact of the hydrogen-rich gases and oil molecules in the process design.
4. Other Options

Environmental concerns and newly enacted rules and regulations intend to

ensure that viscous feedstock products are expected to meet lower and lower

limits on contaminants, such as sulfur and nitrogen. New regulations require

the removal of sulfur compositions from liquid hydrocarbon derivatives, such

as those used in gasoline, diesel fuel, and other transportation fuels.

In the hydrodesulfurization process, high temperatures and pressures may be

required to obtain the desired low levels of sulfur. High-temperature processing

of olefinic naphtha, however, may result in a lower-grade fuel due to the satu-

ration of olefin derivatives leading to an octane loss. Low-octane naphtha will,

more than likely, require additional refining, isomerization, blending, and the

like to produce higher-quality fuels suitable for use in gasoline. Such extra pro-

cessing adds additional cost, expense, and complexity to the process and may

result in other undesirable changes in the products. As a result, the future will

see processes that are more chemically precise in hydrotreating and will offer

higher efficiency and conversion to selected products on the base that is not

always practice currently.

Five of the most common approaches to upgrading hydrotreaters for clean-

fuel production (in order of increasing capital cost) are currently and will con-

tinue (at least for the next two decades) (i) developing higher-activity and more

resilient catalysts, (ii) replacing reactor internals for increased efficiency,

(iii) adding reactor capacity to accommodate viscous feedstocks and increase

naphtha and kerosene production for gasoline and diesel fuel products,

(iv) increasing hydrogen partial pressure, and (v) creating process design and

hardware that are more specialized and focus on process schemes that effec-

tively reduce hydrogen consumption.
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Finally, hydrotreating of heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen

requires considerably different catalysts and process flows, depending on the

specific operation so that efficient hydroconversion through uniform distribu-

tion of liquid, hydrogen-rich gas, and catalyst across the reactor is assured.

There will also be automated demetallization of fixed-bed systems and more

units that operate as ebullating-bed hydrocrackers (Chapter 11).

Finally, severe hydrotreating requires high-purity (>99% v/v) hydrogen,

while less severe hydrotreating can employ lower-purity (<90% v/v) hydrogen.

Refiners will continue to optimize hydrogen use by cascading hydrogen through

the refinery. High-purity hydrogen will continue to be used only where

required, and the lower-purity hydrogen purged from these applications is used

for services that do not require high-purity hydrogen.
4.1 Catalyst Technology

Conventional hydroprocessing catalysts are generally in the form of a carrier of

a refractory oxide material on which hydrogenation metals are deposited, the

choice and amount of each component being determined by the end use. Refrac-

tory oxide materials usual in the art are amorphous or crystalline forms of alu-

mina, silica, and combinations thereof. These oxide materials can have some

intrinsic catalytic activity but often only provide the support on which active

metal compounds are held. Generally, the thermal stability, low surface area,

and poor mechanical strength have all hindered the commercial exploitation

of certain metal oxide-supported catalyst systems. The intrinsic activity of

hydrogenation metals-on-catalyst is superior to alumina-based catalysts. Cata-

lyst synthesis will attempt to harness the intrinsic activity of various metals and

remedy the deficiencies that currently plague low metal loading and thermal

instability by using mixed oxides.

Use of ultra-deep desulfurization of liquid hydrocarbon fuels such as gaso-

line, diesel fuel, and jet fuel to satisfy new environmental regulations and fuel

cell applications is receiving increased attention and will continue to receive

attention. Conventional hydrodesulfurization (HDS) technology is difficult

and costly to use to remove sulfur compounds from liquid hydrocarbon fuels

to levels suitable to match environmental regulations. Several

nonhydrodesulfurization-based desulfurization technologies for use with liquid

fuels have been initiated. These technologies include (i) biodesulfurization
(Ranson and Rivas, 2008) and (ii) adsorptive desulfurization (Song et al.,

2010). Both of these technologies will continue to receive attention and have

a high potential for incorporating into future refineries. In fact, the biodesulfur-

ization technology is likely to see application during microbial enhanced oil

recovery processes.

The current trend in hydroprocessing is the treatment of viscous sour feeds

that contain compounds such as sulfur, nitrogen, aromatic derivatives, iron, and

other undesirable components. These compounds pose significant problems
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with catalyst poisoning; however, developments are keeping pace with

increased demand. In light of growing demand for ultra-low-sulfur diesel

(ULSD), light cycle oil hydrotreating is receiving much attention. Feeds such

as these are typically high in heavy metals, which will require additional unit

modifications and/or the installation of guard beds/reactors.

In fact, the Topsøe ultra-low-sulfur diesel process yields a maximum of dis-

tillates by applying deep thermal conversion of the vacuum residue feedstock

and by vacuum flashing the cracked residue (Egebjeng et al., 2011). The process

is a hydrotreating process that combines a high-activity catalyst and state-of-

the-art reactor internals and can be applied over a very wide range of reactor

pressures.

In addition, hydrotreating feedstocks prior to sending the feedstock to the

fluid catalytic cracking units is another important focus and will continue to

be important or even increase in importance. Many fluid catalytic cracking unit

incorporate pretreaters (in the form of hydrotreating the feedstocks or guard

beds/reactors) to meet the sulfur requirements of the naphtha (and gasoline)

products. Installation of such reactor units will necessarily increase as viscous

feedstocks are incorporated into gas oils (fed to the fluid catalytic cracking unit)

or become the sole feedstock for the catalytic cracking unit. Proved technology

is available to remove sulfur, metal, and asphaltene content while converting an

important part of the feedstock to lighter quality products. This technology will

improve, and operations will be varied to upgrade heavy oil, extra heavy oil, tar

sand bitumen, deasphalter bottoms, and biofeedstocks.

Thus, with the increasing focus to reduce sulfur content in fuels, the role of

desulfurization in the refinery becomes more and more important. Currently,

the process of choice is the hydrotreater, in which hydrogen is added to the fuel

to remove the sulfur from the fuel. Some hydrogen may be lost to reduce the

octane number of the fuel, which is undesirable. Because of the increased atten-

tion for fuel desulfurization, various new process concepts are being developed

with various claims of efficiency and effectiveness.

The major developments in three main routes to desulfurization are

advanced hydrotreating (new catalysts, catalytic distillation, and processing

at mild conditions), reactive adsorption (type of adsorbent used and process

design), and oxidative desulfurization (catalyst and process design).

The demand for low-sulfur transportation fuels requires that refiners eval-

uate the many different options for reaching the target. Selection of catalyst

types is one of the important decisions and depends on (i) the feedstock,

(ii) the operation conditions, (iii) the availability of hydrogen, and (iv) the

desired properties of the product that may play a role (Tippet et al., 1999).

Besides the issues related to the legislative drive for removing sulfur, the

refiners will be faced with a growing demand for diesel fuel, which may be

met by producing fewer low-value products such as heating oil. This can be

done by converting high-molecular-weight fractions by hydrocracking or mild

hydrocracking (hydrotreating) processes, or one may adopt upgrading
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processes, for example, for light cycle oil. The latter alternative will require

innovative technology that not only removes refractory sulfur species in the

presence of high amounts of nitrogen but also performs a certain degree of ring

opening to reach a reasonable product cetane number. The innovative might

well involve (in part) the use of guard beds or reactor or the use of scavengers

(such as calcium oxide, alone or supported on the catalyst) that will remove

sulfur and coke formers during the hydrotreating process.

Catalyst development will accelerate, including catalysts used for pretreat-

ing feedstocks to the fluid catalytic cracking unit that will eliminate much of the

need for naphtha treating (Topsøe et al., 2004). The catalysts will have multiple

functions, such as (i) optimized hydrodesulfurization and (ii) minimized hydro-

gen consumption. The addition of metals such as iron, tungsten, niobium, boron,

and phosphorus to catalyst compositions and the use of unsupported nanopar-

ticles will increase and begin (if not already beginning) commercial utilization.

The challenges that the refining industry is facing in regard to hydrodesul-

furization processes in the next two decades requite for major developments

within hydroprocessing catalyst technology (Lautenschlager Moro, 2003).

Areas such as (i) catalyst supports, (ii) catalyst morphology, and (iii) reaction

pathways will continue to provide new opportunities for the development of

improved commercial hydrotreating catalysts. Breakthrough technology is

essential if catalysts are to be developed that are able to exhibit high activity

to produce the desire products.

Briefly, the two desulfurization processes used for fuel purification (desul-

furization) are (i) sweetening and (ii) hydrotreating. Sweetening is effective

only against mercaptans, which are the predominant species in low-boiling

naphtha. Hydrotreating is effective against all sulfur species and is more

widely used.

In the sweetening process, a light naphtha stream is washed with amine to

remove hydrogen sulfide and then reacted with caustic, which promotes the

conversion of mercaptans to disulfides.

R�SH!RSSR

The disulfides can subsequently be extracted and removed in what is
referred to as extractive sweetening.

In the hydrotreating process, the feedstock is reacted with hydrogen, in the

presence of a solid catalyst. The hydrogen removes sulfur by conversion to

hydrogen sulfide, which is subsequently separated and removed from the

reacted stream. As the reaction is favored by both temperature and pressure,

hydrotreaters are typically designed and operated at �370°C (700°F) and

1000–2000psi hydrogen. The lower ends of the ranges typically apply to naph-
tha desulfurization, while gas oil desulfurization requires a more severe

operation.

Hydrogen is provided in the form of treating gas at a purity that is typically

around on the order of 90% by volume although gas with as little as 60% by
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volume hydrogen is reputed to be used. Hydrogen is produced by catalytic

reformers or hydrogen generation units (Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007;

Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017) and distributed to the hydrotrea-

ters through a refinery-wide network.

In a hydrotreating unit, feedstock and treating gas are combined and brought

to the reaction temperature and pressure, prior to entering the reactor. The reac-

tor is a vessel preloaded with solid catalyst, which promotes the reaction. The

catalyst is slowly deactivated by the continuous exposure to high temperatures

and by the formation of a coke layer on its surface. Refineries have to shut down

the units periodically and regenerate or replace the catalyst.

The severity of operation of an existing unit can be increased by increasing

the reaction temperature, but there is a negative impact on the catalyst life. The

severity of operation can also be increased by increasing the catalyst volume of

the unit. In this case, the typical solution is to add a second reactor identical to

the existing one, doubling the reactor volume. The pressure of an existing unit

cannot be changed to increase its severity, because the pressure is related to

material of construction and thickness of metal surfaces. If higher pressure is

required, the typical solution is to install a new unit and use the existing one

for a less severe service.

One new technology is the use of adsorption by metal oxides in which the

oxides react either by physical adsorption or by chemical adsorption insofar as

adsorption followed by chemical reaction is promoted. The major distinction of

this type of process from conventional hydrotreating is that the sulfur in the

sulfur-containing compounds adsorbs to the catalyst after the feedstock-

hydrogen mixture interacts with the catalyst. The catalyst does need to be regen-

erated constantly.

Another option involves sulfur oxidization in which a feedstock and water

emulsion is reacted with hydrogen peroxide (or another oxidizer) to convert the

sulfur in sulfur-containing compounds to sulfones. The sulfones are separated

from the hydrocarbon derivatives for postprocessing. The major advantages of

this new technology include low reactor temperatures and pressures, short res-

idence time, no emissions, and no hydrogen requirement. The technology pref-

erentially treats dibenzothiophene derivatives, one of streams that are most

difficult to desulfurize.

One way to add to the supply of ultra-low-sulfur fuels is to turn to a nonoil-

based diesel fuel. The Fischer-Tropsch process, for example, can be used to

convert natural gas to a synthetic, sulfur-free diesel fuel. Commercial viability

of gas-to-liquid projects depends (in addition to capital costs) on the market for

viscous feedstock products and possible price premiums for gas-to-liquid fuels

as well as the value of any by-products.

A second way to avoid desulfurization is with biodiesel made from vegeta-

ble oil or animal fats. Although other processes are available, most biodiesel is

made with a base-catalyzed reaction. In the process, fat or oil is reacted with an

alcohol, such as methanol, in the presence of a catalyst to produce glycerin and
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methyl esters or biodiesel. The methanol is charged in excess to assist in quick

conversion and recovered for reuse. The catalyst, usually sodium or potassium

hydroxide, is mixed with the methanol. Biodiesel is a strong solvent and can

dissolve paint and deposits left in fuel lines by crude oil-based diesel, some-

times leading to engine problems. Biodiesel also freezes at a higher temperature

than crude oil-based diesel.
4.2 Bioconversion

Refiners are being continually challenged to produce products with ever-

decreasing levels of sulfur. At the same time, the supplies of light, low-sulfur

crude oil that favor distillate production are limited and even decreasing. Gen-

erally, the sulfur content of crude oil continues to rise with the accompanying

decrease in API gravity and an increase in the proportion of nonvolatile material

in the feedstock. These factors require the viscous feedstocks to be processed

more severely to produce naphtha and kerosene for use in transportation fuels.

Thus, many refineries are now configured for maximum naphtha production

that also includes increasingly processing highly aromatic distillate by-

products, such as light cycle oil, for the additional feedstock to produce more

distillate.

At this point, it is pertinent that a brief review of the potential methods for

fuel polishing should be introduced. Biocatalyst desulfurization of the constit-

uents of viscous feedstocks is one of a number of possible modes of applying

biologically based processing to the needs of the refining industry in terms of

processing and spill cleanup (McFarland et al., 1998; Setti et al., 1999). In addi-

tion, Mycobacterium goodie has been found to desulfurize benzothiophene (Li

et al., 2005). The desulfurization product was identified as α-hydroxystyrene.
This strain appeared to have the ability to remove organic sulfur from a broad

range of sulfur species in naphtha. When straight-run naphtha containing var-

ious organic sulfur compounds was treated with immobilized cells ofM. goodie
for 24h at 40°C (104°F), the total sulfur content significantly decreased, from

227 to 71ppm at 40°C. Furthermore, when immobilized cells were incubated at

40°C (104°F) withM. goodie, the sulfur content of the naphtha decreased from
275 to 54ppm in two consecutive reactions.

A dibenzothiophene-degrading bacterial strain, Nocardia sp., was able to

convert dibenzothiophene to 2-hydroxybiphenyl as the end metabolite through

a sulfur-specific pathway (Chang et al., 1998). Other organic sulfur compounds,

such as thiophene derivatives, thiazole derivatives, sulfides, and disulfides were

also desulfurized by Nocardia sp. When a sample in which dibenzothiophene

was dissolved in hexadecane and treated with growing cells, the dibenzothio-

phene was desulfurized in �80h.

The soil-isolated strain microbe identified as R. erythropolis can efficiently
desulfurize benzonaphthothiophene (Yu et al., 2006). The desulfurization prod-

uct was α-hydroxy-ß-phenyl-naphthalene. Resting cells were able to desulfurize
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diesel oil (total organic sulfur, 259ppm) after hydrodesulfurization, and the sul-

fur content of diesel oil was reduced by 94.5% after 24h at 30°C (86°F).
Biodesulfurization of viscous feedstocks was also investigated, and after 72h

at 30°C (86°F), 62.3% of the total sulfur content in Fushun crude oil (initial total

sulfur content, 3210ppm) and 47.2% of the sulfur in Sudanese crude oil (initial

total sulfur, 1237ppm) were removed (see also Abbad-Andaloussi et al., 2003).

The recovery of heavy crude oil, facilitated by microorganisms, was sug-

gested in the 1920s and received growing interest in the 1980s as microbial

enhanced oil recovery. However, such projects have been slowed to get under

way although in situ biosurfactant and biopolymer applications continue to gar-

ner interest (Van Hamme et al., 2003). In fact, studies have been carried out on

biological methods of removing heavy metals such as nickel and vanadium

from viscous feedstock distillate fractions, coal-derived liquid shale, bitumen,

and synthetic fuels. However, further characterization on the biochemical

mechanisms and bioprocessing issues involved in viscous feedstock upgrading

are required in order to develop reliable biological processes.

For upgrading options, the use of microbes has to show a competitive advan-

tage of enzyme over the tried-and-true chemical methods prevalent in the indus-

try. Currently, the range of reactions using microbes is large but is usually

related to production of bioactive compounds or precursors. But the door is

not closed, and the issues of biodesulfurization and bioupgrading remain open

for the challenge of bulk viscous feedstock processing. These drawbacks limit

the applicability of this technology to specialty chemicals and steer it away from

bulk viscous feedstock processing.

Biodesulfurization is, therefore, another technology to remove sulfur from

the feedstock. However, several factors may limit the application of this tech-

nology, however. Many ancillary processes novel to viscous feedstock refining

would be needed, including a biocatalyst fermenter to regenerate the bacteria.

The process is also sensitive to environmental conditions such as sterilization,

temperature, and residence time of the biocatalyst. Finally, the process requires

the existing hydrotreater to continue in operation to provide a lower sulfur feed-

stock to the unit and is more costly than conventional hydrotreating. Neverthe-

less, the limiting factors should not stop the investigations of the concept, and

work should be continued with success in mind.

Once the concept has been provedon the scale that a refinerwould require, the

successful microbial technology will most probably involve a genetically mod-

ified bacterial strain for (i) upgrading distillates and other viscous feedstock frac-

tions in refineries; (ii) upgrading viscous feedstocks upstream; and (iii) dealing

with environmental problems that ace industry, especially in areas related to

spillage of viscous feedstocks and products. These developments are part of a

wider trend to use bioprocessing to make products and do many of the tasks that

are accomplished currently by conventional chemical processing. If commer-

cialized for refineries, however, biologically based approaches will be at scales

and with economic impacts beyond anything previously seen in industry.
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In addition, the successful biodesulfurization process will, most likely, be

based on naturally occurring aerobic bacteria that can remove organically

bound sulfur in heterocyclic compounds without degrading the fuel value of

the hydrocarbon matrix. Because of the susceptibility of bacteria to heat, the

process will need to operate at temperatures and pressures close to ambient

and also use air to promote sulfur removal from the feedstock.
4.3 Biofeedstocks

There are also biofeedstock issues that will become relevant in the refinery of

the future, not the least of which will be the incorporation of biomass or first-

generation biofeedstocks (i.e., feedstocks produced from biomass) into refinery

hydrotreaters. For example, there are already reports of (i) refining extracted

bio-oils being combined with refinery streams for hydroprocessing, (ii) hydro-

genation of animal fats to produce a high-cetane diesel-range product, and

(iii) hydrogenation of palm oil. However, there are issues related to quality

of hydrotreated vegetable oils in terms of high paraffin content, low filter plug-

ging points, and low density that must and will be resolved. Resolution of such

issues will lead to recommendations on the means by which biofeedstocks can

be (or will be) incorporated into existing hydrotreating units based on process

efficiency and economic considerations.
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Chapter 11
Upgrading by Hydrocracking
1. Introduction

Hydrocracking is a refining technology that, like hydrotreating (Chapter 10),

also falls under the general process umbrella of hydroprocessing. The outcome

is the conversion of a variety of feedstocks to a range of products, and units to

accomplish this goal can be found at various points in a refinery as opposed to

hydrotreating (Chapter 12), which was designed primarily as a hydrodesulfur-

ization process (Fig. 11.1) (Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014,

2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017).

Hydrocracking is a more recent process development compared with the

older thermal cracking, visbreaking, and coking. Themajor differences between

hydrocracking and hydrotreating are the time at which the feedstock remains at

reaction temperature and the extent of the decomposition of the nonheteroatom

constituents and products. The lower limits of hydrocracking conditions may

overlap with the upper limits of hydrotreating conditions. Where the reaction

conditions overlap, feedstocks to be hydrocracked will generally be exposed

to the reactor temperature for longer periods, hence the reason why hydrocrack-

ing conditions may be referred to as (relatively) severe.

The use of hydrogen in thermal processes is perhaps the single most signif-

icant advancement in refining technology during the 20th century (Scherzer and

Gruia, 1996; Dolbear, 1998; Parkash, 2003; Rana et al., 2007; Gary et al., 2007;

Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017). The ability of refiners to cope

with the renewed trend toward distillate production from heavier feedstocks

with low atomic hydrogen/carbon ratios has created a renewed interest in hydro-

cracking. Without the required conversion units, heavier crude oils produce in

lower yields of naphtha and middle distillate. To maintain current naphtha and

middle distillate production levels, additional conversion capacity is required

because of the differential in the amount of distillates produced from light crude

oil and the distillate products produced from heavier feedstocks (Parkash, 2003;

Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017).

The concept of hydrocracking allows the refiner to produce products having

a lower molecular weight with a higher hydrogen content and a lower yield of

coke. In summary, hydrocracking facilities add flexibility to refinery processing
Heavy Oil Recovery and Upgrading. https://doi.org/10.1016/B978-0-12-813025-4.00011-8
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and to the product slate. Hydrocracking is more severe than hydrotreating

(Chapters 5 and 10) there being the intent, in hydrocracking processes, to con-

vert the feedstock to lower-boiling products rather than to treat the feedstock for

heteroatom and metal removal only. Process parameters emphasize the rela-

tively severe nature of the hydrocracking process (Parkash, 2003; Gary et al.,

2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017).
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The older hydrogenolysis type of hydrocracking practiced in Europe during

and after World War II used tungsten sulfide (WS2) or molybdenum sulfide

(MoS) as catalysts. These processes required high reaction temperatures and

operating pressures, sometimes in excess of approximately 3000psi for contin-

uous operation. The modern hydrocracking processes were initially developed

for converting refractory feedstocks to naphtha and jet fuel; process and catalyst

improvements and modifications have made it possible to yield products from

gases and naphtha to furnace oils and catalytic cracking feedstocks.

Hydrocracking is an extremely versatile process that can be utilized in many

different ways, and one of the advantages of hydrocracking is its ability to break

down high-boiling aromatic stocks produced by catalytic cracking or coking. To

take full advantage of hydrocracking, the process must be integrated in the

refinery with other process units (Fig. 11.1). In naphtha production, for exam-

ple, the hydrocracker product must be further processed in a catalytic reformer

as it has a high naphthene content and relatively low octane number. The high

naphthene content makes the hydrocracker naphtha an excellent feedstock for

catalytic reforming, and good yields of high-octane-number gasoline can be

obtained.

If high-molecular-weight crude oil fractions are pyrolyzed, that is, if no
hydrogenation occurs, progressive cracking and condensation reactions gener-

ally lead to the final products. These products are usually (i) gaseous and

low-boiling liquid compounds of high hydrogen content; (ii) liquid material

of intermediate molecule weight with a hydrogen-carbon atomic ratio differing

more or less from that of the original feedstock, depending on the method of

operation; and (iii) material of high molecular weight, such as coke, possessing

a lower hydrogen-carbon atomic ratio than the starting material. Highly aro-

matic or refractory recycle stocks or gas oils that contain varying proportions

of highly condensed aromatic structures (e.g., naphthalene and phenanthrene)

usually crack, in the absence of hydrogen, to yield intractable residues and coke.

An essential difference between pyrolysis (thermal decomposition, usually

in the absence of any added agent) and hydrogenolysis (thermal decomposition

in the presence of hydrogen and a catalyst or a hydrogen-donating solvent)

of crude oil is that in pyrolysis, a certain amount of polymerized heavier prod-

ucts, like cracked residuum and coke, is always formed along with the light

products, such as gas and naphtha. During hydrogenolysis (destructive hydro-
genation), polymerization may be partly or even entirely prevented so that only

light products are formed. The prevention of coke formation usually results in

an increased distillate (e.g., naphtha) yield. The condensed type of molecule,

such as naphthalene or phenanthrene, is one that is closely associated with

the formation of coke, but in an atmosphere of hydrogen and in contact with

catalysts, these condensed molecules are converted into lower-molecular-

weight saturated compounds that boil within the gasoline range.

The mechanism of hydrocracking is basically similar to that of catalytic

cracking but with concurrent hydrogenation. The catalyst assists in the
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production of carbonium ions via olefin derivative intermediates, and these

intermediates are quickly hydrogenated under the high hydrogen partial pres-

sures employed in hydrocracking. The rapid hydrogenation prevents adsorption

of olefin derivatives on the catalyst and, hence, prevents their subsequent dehy-

drogenation, which ultimately leads to coke formation so that long onstream

times can be obtained without the necessity of catalyst regeneration.

One of the most important reactions in hydrocracking is the partial hydro-

genation of polycyclic aromatic derivatives followed by rupture of the saturated

rings to form substituted monocyclic aromatic derivatives. The side chains may

then be split off to give isoparaffins. It is desirable to avoid excessive hydroge-

nation activity of the catalyst so that the monocyclic aromatic derivatives

become hydrogenated to naphthene derivatives; furthermore, repeated hydroge-

nation leads to loss in octane number, which increases the catalytic reforming

required to process the hydrocracked naphtha.

Side chains of three or four carbon atoms are easily removed from an aro-

matic ring during catalytic cracking, but the reaction of aromatic rings with

shorter side chains appears to be quite different. For example, hydrocracking

single-ring aromatic derivatives containing four or more methyl groups pro-

duces largely isobutane and benzene. It may be that successive isomerization

of the feedstock molecule adsorbed on the catalyst occurs until a four-carbon

side chain is formed, which then breaks off to yield isobutane and benzene.

Overall, coke formation is very low in hydrocracking since the secondary reac-

tions and the formation of the precursors to coke are suppressed as the hydrogen

pressure is increased.

Like many refinery processes, the problems encountered in hydrocracking

viscous feedstocks can be directly equated to the amount of complex, higher-

boiling constituents that may require pretreatment (Speight, 2000, 2014;

Moulton and Erwin, 2005; Stratiev and Petkov, 2009; Bridjanian and

Khadem Samimi, 2011). Processing these feedstocks is not merely a matter

of applying know-how derived from refining conventional crude oils but

requires a knowledge of composition (Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007;

Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017).

It is the physical and chemical composition of a feedstock that plays a large

part not only in determining the nature of the products that arise from refining

operations but also in determining the precise manner by which a particular

feedstock should be processed. Furthermore, it is apparent that the conversion

of viscous feedstocks requires new lines of thought to develop suitable proces-

sing scenarios (Babich and Moulijn, 2003). Indeed, the use of thermal (carbon
rejection) processes and of hydrothermal (hydrogen addition) processes, which
were inherent in the refineries designed to process lower-boiling feedstocks, has

been a particular cause for concern. This has brought about the evolution of pro-

cessing schemes that accommodate the heavier feedstocks (Khan and Patmore,

1998; Speight, 2014). As a point of reference, an example of the former option is

the delayed coking process in which the feedstock is converted to overhead with
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the concurrent deposition of coke, for example, that used by Suncor, Inc., at

their oil sand plant (Speight, 1990, 2014).

The hydrogen addition concept is illustrated by the hydrocracking process in

which hydrogen is used in an attempt to stabilize the reactive fragments pro-

duced during the cracking, thereby decreasing their potential for recombination

to heavier products and ultimately to coke. The choice of processing schemes

for a given hydrocracking application depends upon the nature of the feedstock

and the product requirements. The process can be simply illustrated as a single-

stage or as a two-stage operation (Fig. 11.2) (Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007;

Hansen et al., 2010; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017).

The single-stage process can be used to produce naphtha but is more often

used to produce middle distillate from vacuum gas oil. The single-stage process

may contain two reactors but without separation. On the other hand, in the two-

stage processes, the undesirable products (such as hydrogen sulfide and ammo-

nia) of the first stage are eliminated before the second stage. The most common

reactor design for viscous feedstock hydroprocessing is the downflow and

fixed-bed reactor. The single stage with recycle is a commonly used configu-

ration. In this process option, the uncracked residual oil from the bottom of reac-

tion product fractionation tower is recycled back into the single reactor for

further cracking. However, for single-stage hydrocracking of viscous feed-

stocks, it is advisable that the feedstock should first be hydrotreated to remove

ammonia and hydrogen sulfide or the catalyst used in the single reactor must be

capable of both hydrotreating and hydrocracking.

The two-stage process was developed primarily to produce high yields of

naphtha from straight-run gas oil, and the first stage may actually be a purifi-

cation step to remove sulfur-containing (and nitrogen-containing) organic

materials. In terms of sulfur removal, it appears that nonasphaltene sulfur
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FIG. 11.2 A single-stage and two-stage hydrocracking unit.
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may be removed before the more refractory asphaltene sulfur, thereby requiring

thorough desulfurization (Speight, 2000, 2014; Ancheyta and Speight, 2007).

This is a good reason for processes to use an extinction-recycling technique

to maximize desulfurization and the yields of the desired product. Significant

conversion of viscous feedstocks can be accomplished by hydrocracking at high

severity. For some applications, the products boiling up to 340°C (650°F) can be
blended to give the desired final product.

The two-stage hydrocracker process configuration uses two reactors, and the

residual product from the bottom of reaction product fractionation tower is

recycled back into the second reactor for further cracking. Since the first-stage

reactor accomplishes both hydrotreating and hydrocracking, the second-stage

reactor feedstock is virtually free of ammonia and hydrogen sulfide. This per-

mits the use of high-performance noble metal (palladium and platinum) cata-

lysts that are susceptible to poisoning by sulfur or nitrogen compounds. The

process is best suited for large units and for processing difficult, high-nitrogen

feedstocks. Almost all of the unconverted bottoms are recycled, and conversion

levels of 95%–99% can be achieved. The two-stage hydrocracker is typically

installed as a stand-alone unit and does not involve integration with any other

units. In any multibed hydrocracking reactor, particulates can accumulate and

affect the top-bed catalyst performance, even with sophisticated automatic

backwash feedstock filters, which are considered necessary for all vacuum

gas oil. Furthermore, the two-stage hydrocracker process configuration is best

suited for large units and for processing difficult, high-nitrogen feedstocks and

offers higher conversion of feedstock through two distinct reactor stages with

intermediate fractionation. This helps to maximize the yield of high-quality

products (kerosene and low-boiling gas oil). Other configurations—such as

the single-stage design (once-through and recycle mode)—can be used to pro-

duce base oils for lubricating oil blending or as feedstocks for fluid catalytic

cracking units and feedstocks for ethylene cracker feedstocks (Speight, 2000,

2014, 2017; Parkash, 2003; Ancheyta and Speight, 2007; Gary et al., 2007;

Hsu and Robinson, 2017).

Hydrocracking is similar to catalytic cracking, with hydrogenation superim-

posed and with the reactions taking place either simultaneously or sequentially.

While whole families of catalysts are required depending on feedstock available

and the desired product slate or product character, the number of process stages

is also important to catalyst choice. Generally, one of three options is utilized by

the refinery. Thus, depending on the feedstock being processed and the type of

plant design employed (single stage or two stage), flexibility can be provided to
vary product distribution among the following principal end products.

Fundamentally, the trend toward lower API gravity feedstocks is related to

an increase in the hydrogen/carbon atomic ratio of crude oils because of the

higher content of residuum (Speight, 2000, 2014, 2017; Parkash, 2003;

Ancheyta and Speight, 2007; Gary et al., 2007; Hsu and Robinson, 2017). This

can be overcome by upgrading methods that lower this ratio by adding hydro-

gen, rejecting carbon, or using a combination of both methods. Though several
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technologies exist to upgrade viscous feedstocks, selection of the optimum pro-

cess units is very much dependent on each refiner’s needs and goals, with the

market pull being the prime motivator. Furthermore, processing option systems

to dig deeper into the barrel by converting more of the higher-boiling materials

to distillable products should be not only cost-effective and reliable but also

flexible. Hydrocracking adds that flexibility and offers the refiner a process that

can handle varying feeds and operate under diverse process conditions. Utiliz-

ing different types of catalysts can modify the product slate produced, but reac-

tor design and number of processing stages play a role in this flexibility.

Finally, a word about conversion measures for upgrading processes. Such

measures are necessary for any conversion process but more particularly for

hydrocracking processes where hydrogenmanagement is an integral, and essen-

tial, part of process design.

The objective of any upgrading process is to convert viscous feedstock into

marketable products by reducing their heteroatom (nitrogen, oxygen, and sul-

fur) and metal contents modifying their asphaltenic structures (reducing coke

precursors) and converting the high-molecular-weight polar species large mol-

ecules into lower-molecular-weight and lower-boiling hydrocarbon products.

Upgrading processes are evaluated on the basis of liquid yield (i.e., naphtha,

distillate, and gas oil), heteroatom removal efficiency, feedstock conversion

(FC), carbon mobilization (CM), and hydrogen utilization (HU), along with

other process characteristics. Definition of RC, CM, and HU is as follows:

FC¼ FeedstockIN�FeedstockOUTð Þ=FeedstockIN�100

CM¼CarbonLIQUIDS=CarbonFEEDSTOCK�100

HU¼HydrogenLIQUIDS=HydrogenFEEDSTOCK�100

High carbon mobilization (CM<100%) and high hydrogen utilization (HU)
correspond to high feedstock conversion (RC) processes involving hydrogen

addition such as hydrocracking. Since hydrogen is added, hydrogen utilization

can be >100%. These tasks can be achieved by using thermal and/or catalytic

processes. Low carbon mobilization and low hydrogen utilization correspond to

low feedstock conversion such as coking (carbon rejection) processes

(Chapter 8). Maximum efficiency from an upgrading process can be obtained

by maximizing the liquid yield and its quality by minimizing the gas (C1–C4)

yield, simultaneously. Under these operating conditions, the hydrogen con-

sumption would be the most efficient, that is, hydrogen is consumed to increase

the liquid yield and its quality. Several process optimization models can be for-

mulated if the reaction kinetics is known.

2. Process Chemistry and Parameters

Hydrocracking has become an indispensable processing technology to modern

crude oil refining and petrochemical industry due to its flexibility to feedstocks

and product scheme and high-quality products. Particularly, high-quality
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naphtha, jet fuel, diesel, and lube base oil can be produced through this technol-

ogy. The hydrocracker provides a better balance of naphtha and distillates,

improves gasoline yield and octane quality, and can supplement the fluid cat-

alytic cracker to upgrade viscous feedstocks. In the hydrocracker, light fuel oil

is converted into lower-boiling products under a high hydrogen pressure and

over a hot catalyst bed—the main products are naphtha, jet fuel, and diesel oil.

In terms of process parameters and variables, the focus is typically on (i)

process flow, (ii) feedstock properties, (iii) reaction temperature, (iv) hydrogen

partial pressure, (v) gas recycle, and (vi) coke formation. For the viscous feed-

stocks, which will increase in amounts in terms of hydrocracking feedstocks,

reactor designs focus on online catalyst addition and withdrawal.
2.1 Chemistry

The objective of the hydrocracking process is to convert higher-molecular-

weight feedstocks into high-quality, lower-molecular-weight products such

as naphtha and kerosene from which liquid fuels can be produced. The choice

of processing schemes for a given hydrocracking application depends upon the

nature of the feedstock and the product requirements (Rashid, 2007; Speight,

2011a, 2014). A two-stage process is typically employed. In the first (pretreat)

step, polyaromatic compounds are saturated, and organic nitrogen and sulfur are

converted to ammonia and hydrogen sulfide. The organic nitrogen contained in

the feedstock would otherwise inhibit the activity of the cracking catalyst. In the

second (cracking) step, higher-molecular-weight hydrocarbon molecules are

preferentially cracked over an acidic metal-containing hydrocracking catalyst.

The product yields and product properties are determined by the feedstock, the

cracking catalyst selectivity, and the process conditions.

A particular feature of the hydrocracking process, as compared with its alter-

natives, is its flexibility with respect to product production and the relatively

high quality of the products. On the whole, hydrocracking can handle a wider

range of feedstock than catalytic cracking, although the latter process has seen

some recent catalyst developments that narrowed the gap. There are also exam-

ples where hydrocracking is complementary rather than alternative to the other

conversion process; an example, cycle oils, which cannot be recycled to extinc-

tion in the catalytic cracker, can be processed in the hydrocracker.
2.2 Process Configuration

The simplest form of the hydrocracking process is the single-stage process in

which the layout of the reactor section generally resembles that of hydrotreating

unit. This configuration finds application in cases where only a moderate degree

of conversion (say 60% or less) is required. It may well apply to process where

the feedstock is pretreated prior to introduction to a fluid catalytic cracking unit.

Another form of hydrocracking process for heavier feedstocks is a two-stage
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operation (Speight, 2000, 2014; Ancheyta and Speight, 2007). Generally, the

first stage of the two-stage unit resembles a single-stage once-through (SSOT)

unit. This configuration uses only one reactor, and any uncracked nonvolatile

material from the bottom of the distillation tower is not recycled for further

cracking. For single-stage hydrocracking, either the feedstock must first be

hydrotreated to remove ammonia and hydrogen sulfide or the catalyst used

in the single reactor must be capable of both hydrotreating and hydrocracking.

This flow scheme has been very popular since it can be used to maximize the

yield of transportation fuels and is an attempt to combat the adverse effect of

ammonia and nitrogen compounds on catalyst activity. Similarly, the series-
flow version of the multistage hydrocracker has also been developed. The

two-stage flow scheme has been very popular since it maximizes the yield of

transportation fuels and has the flexibility to produce naphtha and kerosene

to meet seasonal swings in demand for fuels.

Thus, the two-stage hydrocracker consists of two reactor stages together

with a product distillation section. The choice of catalyst in each reaction

stage depends on the product slate required and the character of the feedstock.

In general, however, the first-stage catalyst is designed to remove nitrogen

and high-molecular-weight aromatic derivatives from raw crude oil stocks.

The second-stage catalyst carries out a selective hydrocracking reaction on

the cleaner oil produced in the first stage. Both reactor stages have similar

process flow schemes. The feedstock is combined with a preheated mixture

of makeup hydrogen and hydrogen-rich recycled gas and heated to reactor

inlet temperature via a feed-effluent exchanger and a reactor charge heater.

The reactor charge heater design philosophy is based on many years of safe

operation with such two-phase furnaces. The feed-effluent exchangers take

advantage of special high-pressure exchanger design features developed

by Chevron engineers to give leak-free end closures. From the charge heater,

the partially vaporized feedstock enters to the top of the reactor. The catalyst

is loaded in separate beds in the reactor with facilities between the beds for

quenching the reaction mix and ensuring good flow distribution through the

catalyst.

The reactor effluent is cooled through a variety of heat exchangers including

the feed-effluent exchanger and one or more air coolers. Deaerated condensate

is injected into the first-stage reactor effluent before the final air cooler in order

to remove ammonia and some of the hydrogen sulfide. This prevents solid

ammonium bisulfide from depositing in the system. A body of expertise in

the field of material selection for hydrocracker cooling trains is quite important

for proper design.

The reactor effluent leaving the air cooler is separated into hydrogen-rich

recycled gas, a sour water stream, and a hydrocarbon liquid stream in the

high-pressure separator. The sour water effluent stream is often then sent

to a plant for ammonia recovery and for purification, so water can be recycled

back to the hydrocracker. The hydrocarbon-rich stream is pressure reduced
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and fed to the distillation section after light products are flashed off in a low-

pressure separator. The hydrogen-rich gas stream from the high-pressure sepa-

rator is recycled back to the reactor feedstock by using a recycle compressor.

Sometimes with sour feeds, the first-stage recycled gas is scrubbed with an

amine system to remove hydrogen. If the sulfur content of the feedstock is high,

this option can improve the performance of the catalyst and result in less costly

materials of construction.

The distillation section consists of a hydrogen sulfide (H2S) stripper and a

recycle splitter. This latter column separates the product into the desired cuts.

The column bottom stream is recycled back to the second-stage feed. The recy-

cle cut point is changed depending on the light products needed. It can be as low

as 160°C (320°F) if naphtha production is maximized (for aromatic derivatives)

or as high as 380°C (720°F) if a low pour point diesel is needed. Between these

two extremes, a recycle cut point of 260–285°C (500–550°F) results in high

yields of high smoke point, low freeze point jet fuel.

In the series-flow configuration, the principal difference is the elimination of

first-stage cooling and gas/liquid separation and the ammonia removal step. The

effluent from the first stage is mixed with more recycled gas and routed direct to

the inlet of the second reactor. In contrast with the amorphous catalyst of the

two-stage process, the second reactor in series flow generally has a zeolite cat-

alyst, based on crystalline silica-alumina. AS in the two-stage process, material

not converted to the product boiling range is recycled from the fractionation

section.

A single-stage once-through (SSOT) unit resembles the first stage of the two-

stage configuration. This type of hydrocracker usually requires the least capital

investment. The feedstock is not completely converted to lower-boiling products.

A single-stage recycle (SSREC) unit converts a viscous feedstock

completely into lower-boiling products with a flow scheme resembling the

second stage of the two-stage plant. Such a unit maximizes the yield of naphtha,

jet fuel, or diesel depending on the recycle cut point used in the distillation sec-

tion. This type of unit is more economical than the more complex two-stage unit

when plant design capacity is less than approximately 10,000–15,000bbl/day.
Commercial SSREC plants have operated to produce low pour point diesel fuel

from waxy Middle Fast vacuum gas oils.

Building on the theme of one- or two-stage hydrocracking, the once-through
partial conversion (OTPC) concept evolved. This concept offers the means to

convert vacuum gas oil feedstock into high-quality gasoline, jet fuel, and diesel

products by a partial conversion operation. The advantage is lower initial capital

investment and also lower utility consumption than a plant designed for total

conversion. Because total conversion of the higher-molecular-weight com-

pounds in the feedstock is not required, once-through hydrocracking can be car-

ried out at lower temperatures and in most cases at lower hydrogen partial

pressures than in recycle hydrocracking, where total conversion of the feedstock

is normally an objective.
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The purpose of mild hydrocracking is to convert vacuum gas oil to low-

sulfur distillates at operating conditions consistent with those for hydrotreating

equipment (Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu

and Robinson, 2017). Full conversion of the feedstock does not occur in the

mild hydrocracking process. Typically, the process yields conversions of

20%–60%. The products obtained through mild hydrocracking are high-quality,

low-sulfur/nitrogen diesel and unconverted vacuum gas oil fractions. The

vacuum gas oil fraction is desirable as fluid catalytic cracking feedstock due

to its high hydrogen content and reduced sulfur and nitrogen levels. The product

properties of the fractions depend on the feedstock characteristics and the pro-

cess operating conditions.

Most often, mild hydrocracking units are redesigns of existing hydrotreating

vacuum gas oil process units. The process employs a single reactor and operates

on a once-through basis, designed to partially convert the vacuum gas oil into

low-sulfur naphtha or distillate. The feedstock to a mild hydrocracking unit is

mostly vacuum gas oil but can also be other viscous feedstock. Catalysts used in

this type of unit are multipurpose in that they not only perform the hydrotreating

functions of desulfurization and denitrogenation but also convert the fuel oil

into lower-boiling middistillates. The catalysts are mildly acidic, usually con-

sisting of cobalt or nickel oxide combined with molybdenum or tungsten oxide,

supported on amorphous silica-alumina or mildly acidic zeolite.

The process operates under temperature conditions of 350–440°C (660–835°F)
and pressures of 450–1500psi. The hydrogen partial pressure has the greatest

effect on the mild hydrocracking process. Higher pressures result in higher

reaction rates and increased catalyst stability. Lower pressures facilitate deactiva-

tion of the catalyst due to the fact that the reactive coke precursors are not hydro-

genated quickly enough to prevent coke formation on the catalyst. Reactor

pressure is dependent on the available pressure of the hydrogen gas, and to com-

pensate for varying pressures, the reactor temperature can be adjusted to achieve

similar results.

The recycle hydrocracking unit is designed to operate at hydrogen partial

pressures from approximately 1200 to 2300psi depending on the type of feed-

stock being processed. Hydrogen partial pressure is set in the design in part not

only depending on required catalyst cycle length but also to enable the catalyst

to convert high-molecular-weight polynuclear aromatic and naphthene com-

pounds that must be hydrogenated before they can be cracked. Hydrogen partial

pressure also affects properties of the hydrocracked products that depend on

hydrogen uptake, such as jet fuel aromatic derivative content and smoke point

and diesel cetane number. In general, the higher the feedstock end point, the

higher the required hydrogen partial pressure necessary to achieve satisfactory

performance of the plant.

Once-through partial conversion hydrocracking of a given feedstock may

be carried out at hydrogen partial pressures significantly lower than required

for recycle total conversion hydrocracking. The potential higher catalyst
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deactivation rates experienced at lower hydrogen partial pressures can be offset

by using higher activity catalysts and designing the plant for lower catalyst

space velocities. Catalyst deactivation is also reduced by the elimination of

the recycle stream. The lower capital cost resulting from the reduction in plant

operating pressure is much more significant than the increase resulting from the

possible additional catalyst requirement and larger volume reactors. Additional

capital cost savings from once-through hydrocracking result from the reduced

overall required hydraulic capacity of the plant for a given fresh feedstock rate

as a result of the elimination of a recycle oil stream. Hydraulic capacity at the

same fresh feedstock rate is 30%–40% lower for a once-through plant compared

with one designed for recycle.

Utility savings for a once-through versus recycle operation arise from lower

pumping and compression costs as a result of the lower design pressure possible

and also lower hydrogen consumption. Additional savings are realized as a result

of the lower oil and gas circulation rates required, since recycle of oil from the

fractionator bottoms is not necessary. Lower capital investment and operating

costs are obvious advantages of once-through hydrocracking compared with a

recycle design. This type of operation may be adaptable for use in an existing

gas oil hydrotreater or in a viscous feedstock desulfurization unit. The change

from hydrotreating to hydrocracking service will require some modifications

and capital expenditure, but in most cases, these changes will be minimal.

One disadvantage of once-through hydrocracking compared with a recycle

operation is a somewhat reduced flexibility for varying the ratio of naphtha to

middle distillate that is produced. A greater quantity of naphtha can be produced

by increasing conversion and production of jet fuel plus diesel can also be

increased. But selectivity for higher-boiling products is also a function of con-

version. Selectivity decreases as once-through conversion increases. If conver-

sion is increased too much, the yield of desired product will decrease,

accompanied by an increase in light ends and gas production. Higher yields

of naphtha or jet fuel plus diesel are possible from a recycle than from a

once-through operation. However, the fact that unconverted oil is produced

by the plant is not necessarily a disadvantage. The unconverted oil produced

by once-through hydrocracking is a high-quality, low-sulfur and low-nitrogen

material that is an excellent feedstock stock for a fluid catalytic cracking unit or

ethylene pyrolysis furnace or a source of high viscosity index lube oil base

stock. The properties of the oil are a function of the degree of conversion

and other plant operating conditions.

Middle distillate products made by once-through hydrocracking are gener-

ally higher in aromatic derivative content of poorer burning quality than those

produced by recycle hydrocracking. However, the quality is generally better

than produced by catalytic cracking or from straight run. Middle distillate prod-

uct quality improves as the degree of conversion increases and as the hydrogen

partial pressure is increased.

The hydrocracking process employs high-activity catalysts that produce a

significant yield of light products. Catalyst selectivity to middle distillate is a
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function of both the conversion level and operating temperature, with values in

excess of 90% being reported in commercial operation. In addition to the

increased hydrocracking activity of the catalyst, percentage desulfurization

and denitrogenation at start-of-run conditions are also substantially increased.

End of cycle is reached when product sulfur has risen to the level achieved in

conventional vacuum gas oil hydrodesulfurization process.

An important consideration, however, is that commercial hydrocracking

units are often limited by design constraints of an existing vacuum gas oil

hydrotreating units. Thus, the proper choice of catalyst(s) is critical when

searching for optimum performance. Typical commercial distillate hydrocrack-

ing (DHC) catalysts contain both the hydrogenation (metal) and cracking (acid

sites) functions required for service in existing desulfurization units.
2.3 Process Reactors

Like hydrotreating units, many different hydrocracking unit designs are mar-

keted; they all work along the same principle—all processes use the reaction

of hydrogen with the hydrocarbon feedstock to produce hydrogen sulfide and

a desulfurized hydrocarbon product (Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007;

Speight, 2014; Hsu and Robinson, 2017; Speight, 2017). This also invokes

the concept of different process types (usually names after the types of reactor

employed). Each reactor has its own particular merits and, providing the choice

is made according to the feedstock, has an excellent chance of producing the

desired products.

The reaction temperature is typically on the order of 290–445°C
(550–850°F) with a hydrogen gas pressure at the upper end of the range

150–3000psi—the higher temperature maximizes cracking reactions. In

some designs, the feedstock is heated and then mixed with the hydrogen

rather than the option of passing moderately heated feedstock (i.e., feedstock

not at the full reactor temperature) and moderately heated hydrogen (i.e.,

hydrogen not at the full reactor temperature) into the reactor. The gas mixture

is led over a catalyst bed of metal oxides (most often cobalt or molybdenum

oxides on different metal carriers). The catalysts help the hydrogen to react

with sulfur and nitrogen to form hydrogen sulfides (H2S) and ammonia. The

reactor effluent is then cooled, and the oil feedstock and gas mixture are then

separated in a stripper column. Part of the stripped gas may be recycled to the

reactor. Generally, with few exceptions, hydrocracking reactors fall into the

same groups as those used for hydrotreating: (i) downflow fixed-bed reactor,

(ii) upflow expanded-bed reactor, and (iii) demetallization reactor.
2.3.1 General Aspects

Fixed-bed designs have suffered from (i) mechanical inadequacy when used for

the heavier feedstocks and (ii) short catalyst lives—6 months or less—even

though large catalyst volumes are used (LHSV typically of 0.5–1.5). Refiners
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will attempt to overcome these shortcomings by innovative designs, allowing

better feedstock flow and catalyst utilization or online catalyst removal. For

example, processes that focus on onstream catalyst replacement (OCR) in

which a lead, moving-bed reactor is used to demetallized viscous feedstock

ahead of the fixed-bed hydrocracking reactors will continue to be of interest

and see further use.

The use of ebullating-bed technologies was first introduced in the 1960s in

an attempt to overcome problems of catalyst aging and poor distribution in

fixed-bed designs. Hydrogen and feedstock enter at the bottom of the reactor,

thereby expanding the catalyst bed. Although catalyst performance can be kept

constant because catalyst can be replaced online, the ebullition results in a back

mixed reactor; therefore, desulfurization and hydroconversion are less than

obtainable in a fixed-bed unit. Currently, in order to limit coking, most commer-

cial ebullating-bed units operate in the 70%–85% desulfurization range and

50%–70% v/v, viscous feedstock conversion.

Development work will continue, and ebullating-bed units will see more use

and have a greater impact of viscous feedstock conversion operations. Improve-

ments such as (i) second-generation catalyst technology, which will allow

higher conversion to a stable product; (ii) catalyst rejuvenation, which allows

spent catalyst to be reused to a greater extent than current operations allow;

and (iii) new reactor designs raising single train-size greater throughput.

Slurry-phase hydrocracking of viscous feedstocks and the latest develop-

ment of dispersed catalysts present strong indications that such technologies

will play a role in future refineries (Motaghi et al., 2011). Catalysts for

slurry-phase hydrocracking of viscous feedstocks have undergone two develop-

ment phases: (i) heterogeneous solid powder catalysts, which have low catalytic

activity and will produce a large number of solid particles in bottom oil making

the catalyst difficult to dispose and utilize, and (ii) homogeneous dispersed cat-

alysts, which are divided into water-soluble dispersed catalysts and oil-soluble

dispersed catalysts (Zhang et al., 2007). Dispersed catalysts are highly dispersed

and have greater surface-area-to-volume ratio. Therefore, they show high cat-

alytic activity and good performance. They are desirable catalysts for slurry-

phase hydrocracking of viscous feedstocks and will be used more prominently

in future hydrocracking operations (Bhattacharyya and Mezza, 2010;

Bhattacharyya et al., 2011; Motaghi et al., 2011).

In spite of the numerous process design variations (Parkash, 2003; Gary

et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017), process design

innovations and hardware innovations will continue. Although conventional

(high-pressure) hydrocracking will still be used to address the need to produce

more gasoline and diesel, moderate-pressure hydrocracking (where control of

the reaction chemistry is more possible), is used to introduce a mild hydrocrack-

ing unit upstream of the fluid catalytic cracking unit to maintain that unit at full

capacity. Alternatively, more refiners will turn to two-stage recycle (TSR)

hydrocracking and reverse-staging configurations.
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2.3.2 Design Improvements

Operating severity increases with heavier feedstocks, so catalyst loading and

high-performance reactor internals are becoming even more important to get

the most out of the catalyst. Furthermore, the importance of feedstock filtering

and particulate and metal trapping must be included within the design of the

technology.

Guard reactors are used in hydrocracking processes to protect catalysts in

subsequent reactors, including precious metal hydrocracking catalysts, from

contaminants in feedstocks that are not previously hydrotreated. If a hydro-

cracking unit is designed to accept feedstocks that have not been hydrotreated

previously, a guard reactor precedes the first hydrocracking reactor in the pro-

cess flow. The purpose of the guard reactor is to reduce the metal content of the

feedstock to the hydrocracking units and to convert organic sulfur and nitrogen

compounds to hydrogen sulfide and ammonia and to (Table 11.1).

Guard reactors also serve the purpose of reducing the metal content in the

feedstock to the hydrocracking units. Catalysts used in guard reactors are usu-

ally modified hydrotreating catalysts such as Co-Mo on silica-alumina. Most of

the metals in the feedstock will be deposited on the catalyst in the guard reactor,

and there will be a substantial reduction in the coke yield, resulting from a feed-

stock that is low in metals and carbon-forming precursors (Parkash, 2003; Gary

et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017). Guard reactors are

now (and will continue to be) recognized as being essential in the hydrocracking

processes to protect catalysts in subsequent reactors from contaminants in feed-

stocks that are not previously hydrotreated.

Reactor internals are a critical part of any hydroprocessing technology pack-

age. Maximum catalytic performance can now be achieved through good vapor/

liquid mixing and distribution across the catalyst bed. Good distribution results

in maximum catalyst utilization from start to end of run, maximizing product

selectivity. The reactor internals that are used in a hydrocracker can play an

important role in determining its capital cost, as they can improve the volume

available for catalyst and therefore can help to reduce the reactor size. Reactor

internals also have a major influence on its performance as they can drive its

onstream factor, utilization, cycle length, product yields, and even product qual-

ity. In fact, reactor internals should be custom designed and fabricated for each

application to ensure maximum performance over the desired range of operat-

ing conditions—off-the-shelf units are not as popular as they were in the past.

Consequently, reactor internals are being designed to (i) distribute gas and liq-

uid uniformly, (ii) minimize thermal instabilities, and (iii) maximize reactor

catalyst inventory and catalyst utilization. This is now recognized as being crit-

ical for applications with more stringent product specifications, such as ultra-

low-sulfur diesel production.

Reactor temperature controls and safety instrumented systems are now used

in the hydrocracking process found in many refineries. A significant change in

feedstock flow rate can result in a temperature runaway due to rapid change of



TABLE 11.1 Feedstock Contaminants That Affect Hydrocracking Processesa

Contaminants Effect on

Catalyst

Mitigation Process

Sulfur Catalyst fouling Hydrodesulfurization Hydroprocessing

Deactivation
of active sites

Nitrogen Adsorption of
basic nitrogen

Hydrodemetallization Hydroprocessing

Destruction
of active sites

Metals Fouling of
active sites

Demetallization Demet, Met-X

Fouling of
pores

Particulate
matter

Deactivation of
active sites

Filter/pretreatment Clay filtration/
guard bed

Pore
plugging

Coke
precursors

Formation of
coke

Remove asphaltene
constituents

Mild
hydrocracking/
hydroprocessing

Catalyst fouling Remove resin
constituents

Deactivation
of active sites

Pore
plugging

aAlso applicable to catalytic cracking processes.
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the hydrogen-to-hydrocarbon ratio. Significant changes in the feedstock flow

rate are the result of failures in feedstock flow controllers and feedstock pumps.

The temperature rise in this scenario is moderately fast, but recovery is possible

through automatic and manual adjustments of quench rates and readjustment of

feedstock flow rates. Excessive temperature of the reactor feedstock can also

result in temperature runaway. Excessive temperature of the reactor feedstock

is possible as the result of a failure of temperature control in the charge heater

such that maximum firing occurs.

Due to the highly exothermic reactions, coupled with the high apparent

activation energy (a measure of the sensitivity for the activity to temperature

changes) in the second stage of hydrocracking, advanced control for

the hydrocracker reactor has become essential for maintaining a reliable
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hydrocracking operation. Poor control in the reactor is still often reported—

even with the implementation of the advanced control mechanism—due to poor

reactor internals and the problematic overall control scheme implemented for

the hydrocracking reactor.

The conventional control scheme using heater firing control has been found

to be insufficient for the hydrocracker—attempting to maintain a constant reac-

tor inlet temperature (a precursor for temperature runaway) with poor internals

and deficient overall reactor control scheme leads to further operating prob-

lems. With a properly designed quench box and an improved reactor control

scheme, the bed inlet temperature spread can be reduced to <3°C (5°F), and
the temperature variation at the reactor inlet can be reduced to <1.5°C (3°F)
with a low capital investment.

Reactor internals are a critical part of hydrocracking technology. Maximum

catalytic performance can only be achieved through efficient vapor/liquid mix-

ing and distribution across the catalyst bed.

Options have also arisen for taking advantage of reduced postriser cracking

to improve product yields. A combination of higher reactor temperature, higher

cat/oil ratio, higher feedstock rate, and/or poorer quality feedstock is typically

employed. The types of modifications to the catalyst are also necessary (on a

unit and feedstock basis) to complement these designs, particularly for revamp

applications.

The concept of single-stage and double-stage hydroprocessing operations

has long been recognized (Speight, 2011a, 2014) and, with the advent of heavier

feedstocks as part of the reactor feed, is becoming a necessity. However, the

performance of a hydroprocessing operation is determined not only by the num-

ber of stages and the catalyst loaded but also by the design of the reactor inter-

nals. Antifouling trays are employed to reduce pressure drop buildup and

maximize unit run length. Increased efficiency and technologies to counteract

fouling are particularly important when operators are processing increasingly

difficult feedstocks, such as viscous feedstocks (Kunnas et al., 2010).

Most designs in commercial operation process a variety of feedstocks in

multiple flow schemes. The higher-molecular-weight feedstock components

in the blends cover coker gas oil, vacuum gas oil, and deasphalted oil. These

feedstock blends are processed in hydrocracking units with various objectives

and flow schemes including single-stage once-through and recycle as well as

two-stage and separate hydrotreating flow schemes.

In a single-stage unit, the feedstock is first hydrotreated, and the reactor

effluent goes through gas/liquid separation. The hydrocracking reactor effluent

goes through gas/liquid separation and then to the fractionator. This configura-

tion uses recycle for optimization of yield and processing severity. The flow

scheme is designed to assure that high-quality product is produced in terms

of ultra-low-sulfur diesel with a cetane index over 55.

In hydrocrackers that process vacuum gas oils or other feeds with similar

boiling ranges, the typical once-through conversion exceeds 60% w/w. If the
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unconverted oil is recycled, the overall conversion can exceed 95% w/w. As

with mild hydrocracking, the unconverted bottoms are high-value oils, which

usually are sent to fluid catalytic cracking units, lube plants, or olefin derivative

plants. For heavier feedstocks, conversions are much lower, especially in fixed-

bed units.

The limitation in fixed-bed reactor is the catalyst bed poisoning with time.

Catalyst life depends on the rate of deactivation by coke and metal deposits and

sintering of the active phases. Information regarding the activity, selectivity,

and deactivation of the individual catalyst is, therefore, highly desirable for

optimizing reactor loading in the multiple catalyst systems. These parameters

have to be optimum for hydroprocessing operation, which can be achieved

by properly matching the type of reactor and catalyst, along with properties

of viscous feeds. However, in ebullated-bed units, the conversion of 565°C+

(1050°F+) residue can exceed 60% w/w (Kressmann et al., 2000).

Many hydrocrackers in the refineries operate in mild hydrocracking mode.

For these units, the main objectives are to obtain a certain minimum conversion

and to meet specific product properties such as sulfur content, density, and

cetane number. Typical pressures are in the 850–1560 psig range. Typical con-
version is 10%–20% for lower pressure units and 30%–50% for higher pressure

units. The demand for refined products has increased to the extent that refiners

desire larger hydrocracking reactors that can operate at higher pressures with

design conditions that are even more severe. New feedstock diets for refineries

utilize more difficult to “crack” crudes; demand for reactors that can withstand

higher temperatures (>450°C, >840°F) and higher hydrogen partial pressures

likewise is increasing. Under such severe processing conditions, reactor vessels

are constructed from low alloy chromium (Cr)-molybdenum (Mo) steel of var-

ious grades.

As an example of mild hydrocracking (and hydrotreating), the DOW Iso-

therming process provides a means to upgrade gas oil, deasphalted oil, and fluid

catalytic cracking cycle oils. The products are low-sulfur, low-nitrogen fluid cat-

alytic cracking feed, low-sulfur gasoline-kerosene-type products, and low-

nitrogen fuels and/or downstream feedstocks. In the process, fresh feedstock,

after heat exchange, is combined with recycle product and hydrogen in a mixer

internal to the reactor. The liquid feedstock with soluble hydrogen is fed to the

Isotherming reactor/bed one where partial desulfurization, removal of metals,

or even mild hydrocracking occurs. The stream is resaturated with additional

hydrogen in a second mixer and fed to the second Isotherming reactor/bed where

further mild hydrocracking takes place. The treated oil from the second Isotherm-

ing bed may then be fed to additional Isotherming beds to achieve the desired

level of conversion. Treated oil from the last bed is recycled back to the inlet

of bed one. This recycle stream delivers recycled hydrogen to the reactors and

also acts as a heat sink; thus, a nearly isothermal reactor operation is achieved.

Removal of sulfur and nitrogen from feedstocks is affected by the chemical

composition of supported molybdate catalysts. Cobalt and nickel, when added
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to these catalysts, have a promoting effect on these reactions. However, the rel-

ative rates always follow the same trend; that is, the hydrodesulfurization is the

fastest reaction followed by hydrodenitrogenation. The hydrodenitrogenation

(HDN) reaction rates are dependent on the catalyst, the concentration of

the reactive species (organic nitrogen and hydrogen), and reaction temperature.

Ni/Mo catalysts generally have higher denitrogenation activity than the Co/Mo

catalysts. The affinity of the organic nitrogen compounds for the catalytic sites

has been reported as extremely high, and if the organic nitrogen concentration

exceeds 20ppm, as much as 90% of the catalyst sites may be occupied.

Ammonia inhibits the hydrocracking catalyst activity, requiring higher

operating temperatures to achieve target conversion, but this has been found

to result in better liquid yields than would be the case if no ammonia was pre-

sent. There is no interstage product separation in single-stage or series-flow

operation. Two-stage hydrocrackers employ interstage product separation that

removes hydrogen sulfide and ammonia, and the second-stage hydrocracking

catalyst is exposed to lower levels of these gases. However, caution is needed

as some two-stage hydrocracker designs do result in high levels of hydrogen

sulfide in the second stage.

Aromatic derivative saturation can be achieved by the use of a pretreatment

step. The main objectives for the pretreat catalyst are (i) the removal of organic

nitrogen and sulfur from the feedstock to levels that allow the second-stage cat-

alysts to better perform the hydrocracking function and (ii) the initiation of the

sequence of hydrocracking reactions by saturation of the aromatic compounds

in the feedstock. Pretreated catalysts must have adequate activity to achieve

both objectives within the operating limits of the unit (hydrogen partial pres-

sure, temperature, and LHSV).

A hydrocracking step is necessary for obtaining high-quality fuels from

Fischer-Tropsch wax. Isomerization is an important reaction that takes place

during the hydroconversion process. The amount and the type of the isomers

in the produced fuels heavily influence both cold flow properties and cetane

number (Gamba et al., 2010). The reaction temperature and the space velocity

exhibit a considerable impact on the conversion and on the isoparaffin to

n-paraffin ratio and on the boiling range of the hydrocracking product. At severe

reactor conditions, increased hydrogenolysis activity of the base metal catalyst

will be observed, resulting in an increased methane formation.

The quality of the diesel fuel product shows a strong dependence on the con-

version achieved from hydrocracking. Cetane numbers of up to 80 can be recoded

under low-conversion conditions due to lower isoparaffin to n-paraffin ratios of

the hydrocracking products, whereas high-conversion conditions lead to an

increase in the isoparaffin to n-paraffin ratio, which leads to improved cold flow

properties with cold filter plugging points down to or below �27°C (�17°F)
(Olschar et al., 2007).

The shortage of good source of lubricant base oil is creating a high demand

for feedstocks and units that produce such materials. Generally, very high
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viscosity index base oils are produced by severe hydrocracking of vacuum dis-

tillate fractions in a fuel hydrocracker. Another route for very high viscosity

index base oil production is hydroisomerization, in which slack wax, produced

by solvent dewaxing, is converted to branched chain paraffins under hydroi-

somerization conditions with an appropriate catalyst. The conversion rate of

the process is approximately 80–85.
Mild hydrocracking technology and catalysts enable a medium conversion

of heavier feedstocks to lower-boiling products. The Topsøe mild hydrocrack-

ing technology portfolio includes staged partial conversion and back-end shift.

Staged partial conversion is a new pretreatment technology designed to produce

low-sulfur fluid catalytic cracking feedstock to allow ultra-low-sulfur diesel

production without gasoline post treatment (Section 2.2). Back-end shift tech-

nology significantly reduces the distillation temperature by selective hydro-

cracking of the viscous hydrocarbon derivatives present in the back-end

distillation with high diesel yields and moderate hydrogen consumption.

For the viscous feedstocks, which will increase in amount in terms of hydro-

cracking feedstocks, reactor designs will continue to focus on online catalyst

addition and withdrawal. Fixed-bed designs have suffered from (i) mechanical

inadequacy when used for the heavier feedstocks and (ii) short catalyst lives—6

months or less—even though large catalyst volumes are used (LHSV typically

in the order of 0.5–1.5). Refiners will attempt to overcome these shortcomings

by innovative designs, allowing better feedstock flow and catalyst utilization or

online catalyst removal. For example, the onstream catalyst replacement (OCR)

process, in which a lead, moving-bed reactor is used to demetallized viscous

feedstock ahead of the fixed-bed hydrocracking reactors, has seen some suc-

cess. But whether this will be adequate for continuous hydrocracking viscous

feedstock remains a question. The OCR process enables refiners to process vis-

cous feedstocks with >400ppm metals (Ni+V) or to achieve deeper desulfur-

ization. The life of the downstream catalyst is improved substantially, and

problems from pressure drop buildup are reduced.
2.4 Feedstocks and Hydrogen Requirements

Processing heavier feedstocks poses many challenges to hydrocracking opera-

tions in terms of producing the desired products from various feedstocks. It is

also important to consider various other aspects of the hydrocracking unit

design to maximize catalyst utilization and pretreatment of the feedstock using

a hydrotreating unit (Morel et al., 2009; Dziabala et al., 2011).

The hydrocracking process operating parameters (400–815°C, 750–1500°F,
and 1000–2000psi) depend on the nature of the feedstock and the relative rates
of the two competing reactions, hydrogenation and cracking. Under these con-

ditions, viscous aromatic feedstock is converted into lower-boiling products

under a wide range of very high pressures and high temperatures. When the

feedstock has a high paraffinic content, the primary function of hydrogen is
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to prevent the formation of polycyclic aromatic compounds. Hydrogenation

also serves to convert sulfur and nitrogen compounds present in the feedstock

to hydrogen sulfide and ammonia.

It is estimated that the refining industry will require>14 trillion cubic feet of

hydrogen to meet processing requirements between 2010 and 2030 with the

Asia Pacific region and the Middle East region representing approximately

40% of global requirements (Vauk et al., 2008). In any such scenario, hydrogen

management is key (Patel et al., 2005; Luckwal and Mandal, 2009). The chem-

ical hydrogen consumption for the production of ultra-low-sulfur diesel

(ULSD) will be significantly higher than the consumption for low-sulfur diesel

production (Morel et al., 2009). Several factors influence the amount of the

increased hydrogen consumption including (i) catalyst selection for low-sulfur

diesel versus ultra-low-sulfur diesel, (ii) the amount of cracked material boiling

over 325°C (620°F) in the feedstock, (iii) unit pressure, and (iv) the flow

rate (LHSV).

Many refineries chose to use Co/Mo catalyst in the production of low-sulfur

diesel. The Co/Mo catalyst provided an effective route to sulfur removal in

lower pressure units with the added benefit of lower hydrogen consumption

since the Co/Mo catalysts have lower hydrogenation activity compared with

the Ni/Mo catalyst. Moreover, the Co/Mo catalysts actually have higher activity

for direct hydrodesulfurization and less organic nitrogen inhibition. Refiners

with feedstock that contains a high amount of high-boiling cracked material cur-

rently using Co/Mo catalyst will experience a large increase in hydrogen con-

sumption when switching to Ni/Mo catalysts for ULSD production.

Hydrogen consumption increases significantly when producing a 10ppm

sulfur product compared with production of a 500ppm sulfur product. Increases

in chemical hydrogen consumption from 40% to 100% can be expected. In addi-

tion, the higher consumption results in higher heat release. The increased heat

release requires more quench gas (as much as 950ft3/bbl) to limit the

temperature rise.

Because of the operating temperatures and the presence of hydrogen, the

equipment must be capable of handling high-sulfur feedstocks and must be able

to withstand the possibility of severe corrosion. When processing high-nitrogen

feedstock, the ammonia and hydrogen sulfide form ammonium hydrosulfide

(bisulfide), which causes serious corrosion at temperatures below the water

dew point.

When hydrogen availability is depleted by new hydroprocessing demands,

the refinery needs to be flexible, and alternative sources of hydrogen are needed

(Vauk et al., 2008). Each refinery’s configuration, crude slate, and new produc-

tion requirements are different, so various hydrogen network optimization con-

siderations must be considered (Patel et al., 2005; Luckwal and Mandal, 2009).

Hydrogen network optimization is increasingly more important to maximizing

higher-value transportation fuel production, minimizing clean fuel investments,

and overall refinery profitability. Refiners must seek to unlock the hydrogen
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contained in refinery offgases, improve hydroprocessing network purities, and

consider new hydrogen production options. The optimum solution for an overall

refinery hydrogen network will continue to be complex and involve the screen-

ing of numerous options.
3. Catalysts

The hydrocracking process employs high-activity catalysts that produce a sig-

nificant yield of light products. In addition to the increased hydrocracking activ-

ity of the catalyst, percentage desulfurization and denitrogenation at start-of-run

conditions are also substantially increased. Thus, several types of catalysts are

used in hydrocracking process, and the catalysts combine cracking activity and

hydrogenation activity to achieve the conversion of specific feedstocks into

desirable products. Hydrocracking reactions require a dual-function catalyst

with high cracking and hydrogenation activities. The former activity (high

cracking activity) is provided by an acidic support or by a clay support, whereas

the hydrogenation activity is provided by metals on the support. The catalyst

base, such as acid-treated clay, usually supplies the cracking function or alu-

mina or silica-alumina that is used to support the hydrogenation function sup-

plied by metals, such as nickel, tungsten, platinum, and palladium. These highly

acid catalysts are very sensitive to nitrogen compounds in the feed, which break

down the conditions of reaction to give ammonia and neutralize the acid sites.

As many gas oils contain substantial amounts of nitrogen (up to approximately

2500ppm), a purification stage is frequently required. Denitrogenation and

desulfurization can be carried out using cobalt-molybdenum or nickel-cobalt-

molybdenum on alumina or silica-alumina.

Acid sites (crystalline zeolite, amorphous silica-alumina, and mixture of

crystalline zeolite and amorphous oxides) provide cracking activity. Metals

(noble metal such as palladium and platinum or nonnoble metal sulfides such

as molybdenum, tungsten, cobalt, or nickel) provide hydrogenation-

dehydrogenation activity. These metals catalyze the hydrogenation of feed-

stocks making them more reactive for cracking and heteroatom removal as

well reducing the coke yield. Zeolite-based hydrocracking catalysts have the

following advantages of (i) greater acidity resulting in greater cracking activity,

(ii) better thermal/hydrothermal stability, (iii) better naphtha selectivity,

(iv) better resistance to nitrogen and sulfur compounds, (v) low coke-forming

tendency, and (vi) easy regenerability.

Palladium sulfide and promoted group VI sulfides (nickel-molybdenum or

nickel-tungsten) provide the hydrogenation function. These active composi-

tions saturate aromatic derivatives in the feed, saturate olefin derivatives

formed in the cracking, and protect the catalysts from poisoning by coke. Zeo-

lites or amorphous silica-alumina provides the cracking functions. The zeolites

are usually type Y (faujasite) ion exchanged to replace sodium with hydrogen
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and make up 25%–50% of the catalysts. Pentasils (silicalite or ZSM-5) may be

included in dewaxing catalysts.

Hydrocracking catalysts, such as nickel (5% by weight) on silica-alumina,

work best on feedstocks that have been hydrofined to low nitrogen content and a

low sulfur content. The nickel catalyst then operates well at 350–370°C (660–
700°F) and a pressure of approximately 1500psi to give good conversion of

feedstock to lower-boiling liquid fractions with minimum saturation of

single-ring aromatic derivatives and a high isoparaffin to n-paraffin ratio in

the lower-molecular-weight paraffins.

The catalyst used in a single-stage process comprises a hydrogenation func-

tion in combination with a strong cracking function. Sulfided metals such as

cobalt, molybdenum, and nickel provide the hydrogenation function. An acidic

support, usually alumina, attends to the cracking function. Nitrogen compounds

and ammonia produced by hydrogenation interfere with acidic activity of the

catalyst. In the cases where high/full conversion is required, the reaction tem-

peratures and run lengths of interest in conventional operation can no longer be

adhered to. Andmoreover, conversion asymptotes out with increasing hydrogen

pressure (Speight, 2014), so more hydrogen in the reactor is not the answer. In

fact, it becomes necessary to switch to a different reactor bed system or to a

multistage process, in which the cracking reactionmainly takes place in an addi-

tional reactor. The operating temperature influences reaction selectivity since

the activation energy for hydrotreating reactions is much lower than the activat-

ing energy for the hydrocracking reaction. Therefore, raising the temperature in

a viscous feedstock hydrotreater increases the extent of hydrocracking relative

to hydrotreating, which also increases the hydrogen consumption.

Multistage reaction catalysts take advantage of staged reactions with differ-

ent catalytic attributes much the same way that staged hydrotreating catalyst

loading permits different reaction zones in a fixed-bed reactor vessel. The con-

cept of staged reactions is not new to the refining industry, but its application to

a circulating system such as the fluid catalytic cracking system is a step forward

in catalyst technology. The multistage reaction catalyst platform uses existing

catalyst technologies and combines two or more existing functionalities within

the same catalyst particle. The location of the various stages can be specifically

engineered to achieve maximum value for the refiner. This staging approach

can be applied to allow processing of heavier feedstocks or to maximize specific

product yields.

The transition metal sulfides such as molybdenum (Mo), cobalt (Co), and

nickel (Ni) will remain and are still the industry favorites, because of their

excellent hydrogenation, hydrodesulfurization (HDS), and hydrodenitrogena-

tion (HDN) activities, as well as their availability and cost. However, greater

attention will be paid to the size of the particles, pore volume and size distribu-

tion, pore diameter, and the shape of the particles to maximize utilization of the

catalyst. Thus, the future challenge for refiners will be to obtain higher conver-

sion of heavier and more refractive feedstocks and to make cleaner
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transportation fuels in larger quantities while reducing the emissions of green-

house gases. One of the main constraints to meeting these objectives is that dee-

per conversion of heavier oil tends to result in reduced stability of the

unconverted product, leading to higher fouling rates in the reactors and down-

stream equipment and thus reduced reliability of the process.

Moreover, the increasing importance of hydrodesulfurization (HDS) and

hydrodenitrogenation (HDN) in crude oil processing in order to produce

clean-burning fuels has led to a surge of research on the chemistry and engineer-

ing of heteroatom removal, with sulfur removal being the most prominent focus.

Most of the earlier works are focused on (i) catalyst characterization by physical

methods; (ii) low-pressure reaction studies of model compounds having rela-

tively high reactivity; (iii) process development; or (iv) cobalt-molybdenum

(Co-Mo) catalysts, nickel-molybdenum catalysts (Ni-Mo), or nickel-tungsten

(Ni-W) catalysts supported on alumina, often doped by fluorine or phosphorus.

The need to develop catalysts that can carry out deep hydrodesulfurization

and deep hydrodenitrogenation has become even more pressing in view of recent

environmental regulations limiting the amount of sulfur and nitrogen emissions.

The development of a new generation of catalysts to achieve this objective of

low nitrogen content and a low sulfur content in the processing of different feed-

stocks presents an interesting challenge for catalyst development. Recent devel-

opments (from the catalyst and process aspects) have focused on improvement of

(i) the desulfurization level, (ii) the denitrogenation level, (iii) the run length, and

(iv) the conversion level of fixed-bed hydroprocessing units. These improve-

ments include the development of a multiple-swing reactor system and the devel-

opment of complex associations of guard-bed materials and catalysts with

particle-size, activity, pore-size, and shape grading.

The deposition of coke and metals onto the catalyst diminishes the cracking

activity of hydrocracking catalysts. Basic nitrogen plays a major role because of

the susceptibility of such compounds for the catalyst and their predisposition to

form coke (Speight, 2000, 2014). However, zeolite catalysts can operate in

the presence of substantial concentrations of ammonia, in marked contrast to

silica-alumina catalysts, which are strongly poisoned by ammonia. Similarly,

sulfur-containing compounds in a feedstock adversely affect the noble metal

hydrogenation component of hydrocracking catalysts. These compounds are

hydrocracked to hydrogen sulfide, which converts the noble metal to the sulfide

form. The extent of this conversion is a function of the hydrogen and hydrogen

sulfide partial pressures.

Removal of sulfur from the feedstock results in a gradual increase in catalyst

activity, returning almost to the original activity level. As with ammonia, the

concentration of the hydrogen sulfide can be used to control precisely the activ-

ity of the catalyst. Nonnoble metal-loaded zeolite catalysts have an inherently

different response to sulfur impurities since a minimum level of hydrogen sul-

fide is required to maintain the nickel-molybdenum and nickel-tungsten in the

sulfide state.
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Hydrodenitrogenation is more difficult to accomplish than hydrodesulfuri-

zation, but the relatively smaller amounts of nitrogen-containing compounds in

conventional crude oil made this of little concern to refiners. However, the trend

to heavier feedstocks in refinery operations, which are richer in nitrogen than

the conventional feedstocks, has increased the awareness of refiners to the pres-

ence of nitrogen compounds in crude feedstocks. For the most part, however,

hydrodesulfurization catalyst technology has been used to accomplish hydrode-

nitrogenation although such catalysts are not ideally suited to nitrogen removal.

However, in recent years, the limitations of hydrodesulfurization catalysts when

applied to hydrodenitrogenation have been recognized, and there has been the

need to manufacture catalysts more specific to nitrogen removal.

The character of the hydrotreating processes is chemically very simple since

they essentially involve removal of sulfur and nitrogen as hydrogen sulfide and

ammonia, respectively:

Sfeedstock +H2 !H2S

2Nfeedstock + 3H2 ! 2NH3

However, nitrogen is the most difficult contaminant to remove from feed-
stocks, and processing conditions are usually dictated by the requirements

for nitrogen removal.

In general, any catalyst capable of participating in hydrogenation reactions

may be used for hydrodesulfurization. The sulfides of hydrogenating metals

are particularly used for hydrodesulfurization, and catalysts containing cobalt,

molybdenum, nickel, and tungsten arewidely used on a commercial basis.Hydro-
treating catalysts are usually cobalt-molybdenum catalysts, and under the condi-

tions whereby nitrogen removal is accomplished, desulfurization usually occurs

and oxygen removal. Indeed, it is generally recognized that fullest activity of the

hydrotreating catalyst is not reached until some interaction with the sulfur (from

the feedstock) has occurred, with part of the catalyst metals converted to the sul-

fides. Too much interaction may of course lead to catalyst deactivation.

The reactions of hydrocracking require a dual-function catalyst with high

cracking and hydrogenation activities. The catalyst base, such as acid-treated

clay, usually supplies the cracking function or alumina or silica-alumina that

is used to support the hydrogenation function supplied bymetals, such as nickel,

tungsten, platinum, and palladium. These highly acid catalysts are very sensi-

tive to nitrogen compounds in the feed, which break down the conditions of

reaction to give ammonia and neutralize the acid sites. As many viscous gas oils

contain substantial amounts of nitrogen (up to approximately 2500ppm), a puri-

fication stage is frequently required. Denitrogenation and desulfurization can be

carried out using cobalt-molybdenum or nickel-cobalt-molybdenum on alumina

or silica-alumina.

Hydrocracking catalysts typically contain separate hydrogenation and

cracking functions. Palladium sulfide and promoted group VI sulfides
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(nickel-molybdenum or nickel-tungsten) provide the hydrogenation function.

These active compositions saturate aromatic derivatives in the feed, saturate

olefin derivatives formed in the cracking, and protect the catalysts from poison-

ing by coke. Zeolites or amorphous silica-alumina provides the cracking func-

tions. The zeolites are usually type Y (faujasite) ion exchanged to replace

sodium with hydrogen and make up 25%–50% of the catalysts. Pentasils (sili-

calite or ZSM-5) may be included in dewaxing catalysts.

Hydrocracking catalysts, such as nickel (5% by weight) on silica-alumina,

work best on feedstocks that have been hydrofined to low nitrogen and sulfur

levels. The nickel catalyst then operates well at 350–370°C (660–700°F) and a

pressure of approximately 1500psi to give good conversion of feedstock to

lower-boiling liquid fractions with minimum saturation of single-ring aromatic

derivatives and a high isoparaffin to n-paraffin ratio in the lower-molecular-

weight paraffins.

The poisoning effect of nitrogen can be offset to a certain degree by oper-

ation at a higher temperature. However, the higher temperature tends to increase

the production of material in the methane (CH4) to butane (C4H10) range and

decrease the operating stability of the catalyst so that it requires more frequent

regeneration. Catalysts containing platinum or palladium (approximately 0.5%

wet) on a zeolite base appear to be somewhat less sensitive to nitrogen than are

nickel catalysts, and successful operation has been achieved with feedstocks

containing 40ppm nitrogen. This catalyst is also more tolerant of sulfur in

the feed, which acts as a temporary poison, the catalyst recovering its activity

when the sulfur content of the feedstock is reduced.

On such catalysts as nickel or tungsten sulfide on silica-alumina, isomeriza-

tion does not appear to play any part in the reaction, as uncracked normal par-

affins from the feedstock tend to retain their normal structure. Extensive

splitting produces large amounts of low-molecular-weight (C3–C6) paraffins,
and it appears that a primary reaction of paraffins is catalytic cracking followed

by hydrogenation to form isoparaffins. With catalysts of higher hydrogenation

activity, such as platinum on silica-alumina, direct isomerization occurs. The

product distribution is also different, and the ratio of low- to intermediate-

molecular-weight paraffins in the breakdown product is reduced.

In addition to the chemical nature of the catalyst, the physical structure of

the catalyst is also important in determining the hydrogenation and cracking

capabilities, particularly for viscous feedstocks. When gas oils and viscous

feedstocks are used, the feedstock is present as liquids under the conditions

of the reaction. Additional feedstock and the hydrogen must diffuse through this

liquid before reaction can take place at the interior surfaces of the catalyst

particle.

At high temperatures, reaction rates can be much higher than diffusion rates,

and concentration gradients can develop within the catalyst particle. Therefore,

the choice of catalyst porosity is an important parameter. When feedstocks are

to be hydrocracked to liquefied crude oil gas and naphtha, pore diffusion effects
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are usually absent. High surface area (approximately 300m2/g) and low to mod-

erate porosity (from 12 D pore diameter with crystalline acidic components to

50 D or more with amorphous materials) catalysts are used. With reactions

involving high-molecular-weight feedstocks, pore diffusion can exert a large

influence, and catalysts with large pore diameters are necessary for more effi-

cient conversion.

Aromatic hydrogenation in crude oil refining may be carried out over

supported metal or metal sulfide catalysts depending on the sulfur and nitro-

gen levels in the feedstock. For hydrorefining of feedstocks that contain

appreciable concentrations of sulfur and nitrogen, sulfided nickel-

molybdenum (Ni-Mo), nickel-tungsten (Ni-W), or cobalt-molybdenum

(Co-Mo) on alumina (γ-A2-O3) catalysts is generally used, whereas sup-

ported noble metal catalysts have been used for sulfur- and nitrogen-free

feedstocks. Catalysts containing noble metals on zeolite Y have been

reported to be more sulfur-tolerant than those on other supports. Within

the series of cobalt- or nickel-promoted group VI metal (Mo or W) sulfides

supported on γ-Al2O3, the ranking for hydrogenation is

Ni�W>Ni�Mo>Co�Mo>Co�W

Nickel-tungsten (Ni-W) and nickel-molybdenum (Ni-Mo) on Al2O3 cata-
lysts are widely used to reduce sulfur, nitrogen, and aromatic derivative levels

in crude oil fractions by hydrotreating.

Molybdenum sulfide (MoS2), usually supported on alumina, is widely used

in crude oil processes for hydrogenation reactions. It is a layered structure that

can be made much more active by the addition of cobalt or nickel. When pro-

moted with cobalt sulfide (CoS), making what is called cobalt-moly catalysts, it
is widely used in hydrodesulfurization (HDS) processes. The nickel sulfide

(NiS)-promoted version is used for hydrodenitrogenation (HDN) and hydrode-

sulfurization (HDS). The closely related tungsten compound (WS2) is used in

commercial hydrocracking catalysts. Other sulfides (iron sulfide, FeS; chro-

mium sulfide, Cr2S3; and vanadium sulfide, V2S5) are also effective and used

in some catalysts. A valuable alternative to the base metal sulfides is palladium

sulfide (PdS). Although it is expensive, palladium sulfide forms the basis for

several very active catalysts, while clay minerals that are also used as cracking

catalysts for viscous feedstocks, especially for demetallization of viscous crude

oil, are much cheaper.

The choice of hydrogenation catalyst depends on what the catalyst designer

wishes to accomplish. In catalysts to make naphtha, for instance, vigorous crack-

ing is needed to convert a large fraction of the feedstock to the kinds of molecules

that will make a good gasoline blending stock. For this vigorous cracking, a vig-

orous hydrogenation component is needed. Since palladium is the most active

catalyst for this, the extra expense is warranted. On the other hand, many refiners

wish only to make acceptable diesel, a less demanding application. For this, the

less expensive molybdenum sulfides are adequate.
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The cracking reaction results from attack of a strong acid on a paraffinic

chain to form a carbonium ion (carbocation, e.g., R+) (Dolbear, 1998). Strong

acids come in two fundamental types, Brønsted and Lewis acids. Brønsted acids
are the familiar proton-containing acids; Lewis acids are a broader class includ-
ing inorganic and organic species formed by positively charged centers. Both

kinds have been identified on the surfaces of catalysts; sometimes, both kinds

of sites occur on the same catalyst. The mixture of Brønsted and Lewis acids

sometimes depends on the level of water in the system.

Examples of Brønsted acids are the familiar proton-containing species such

as sulfuric acid (H2SO4). Acidity is provided by the very active hydrogen ion

(H+), which has a very high positive charge density. It seeks out centers of neg-

ative charge such as the pi electrons in aromatic centers. Such reactions are

familiar to organic chemistry students, who are taught that bromination of aro-

matic derivatives takes place by attack of the bromonium ion (Br+) on such a

ring system. The proton in strong acid systems behaves in much the same

way, adding to the pi electrons and then migrating to a site of high electron den-

sity on one of the carbon atoms. These acids all have high positive charge den-

sities. Examples are aluminum chloride (AlCl3) and the bromonium ion (Br+).

Such strong positive species have become known as Lewis acids. This class

obviously includes proton acids, but the latter are usually designated Brønsted

acids in honor of the Danish chemist J.N. Brønsted, who contributed greatly to

the understanding of the thermodynamics of aqueous solutions.

In reactions with hydrocarbon derivatives, both Lewis and Brønsted acids

can catalyze cracking reactions. For example, the proton in Brønsted

acids can add to an olefin double bond to form a carbocation. Similarly, a Lewis

acid can abstract a hydride from the corresponding paraffin to generate the same

intermediate (Dolbear, 1998). Although these reactions are written to show

identical intermediates in the two reactions, in real catalytic systems, the inter-

mediates would be different. This is because the carbocations would probably

be adsorbed on surface sites that would be different in the two kinds of catalysts.

Zeolites and amorphous silica-alumina provide the cracking function in

hydrocracking catalysts. Both of these have similar chemistry at the molecular

level, but the crystalline structure of the zeolites provides higher activities and

controlled selectivity not found in the amorphous materials.

Chemists outside the catalyst field are often surprised that a solid can have

strong acid properties. In fact, many solid materials have acid strength matching

that of concentrated sulfuric acid. Some specific examples are (i) amorphous

silica-alumina (SiO2/Al2O3), (ii) zeolites, (iii) activated acid-leached clay

minerals, (iv) aluminum chloride (AlCl3) and many related metal chlorides,

(v) amorphous silica magnesia compounds (SiO2/MgO), (vi) chloride-

promoted alumina (Al2O3.Cl), and (vii) phosphoric acid supported on silica

gel (H3PO4/SiO2). Each of these is applied in one or more commercial catalysts

in the crude oil refining industry. For commercial hydrocracking catalysts, only

zeolites and amorphous silica-alumina are used commercially.
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Zeolites are highly porous crystals veined with submicroscopic channels

that consist primarily of silicon, aluminum, and oxygen and host an assortment

of other elements. The channels contain water (hence the bubbling at high tem-

peratures), which can be eliminated by heating (combined with other treat-

ments) without altering the crystal structure (Occelli and Robson, 1989).

Typical naturally occurring zeolites include analcite (also called analcime)
Na(AlSi2O6), and faujasite Na2Ca(AlO2)2(SiO2)4�H2O that is the structural

analog of the synthetic zeolite X and zeolite Y. Sodalite (Na8[(Al2O2)6
(SiO2)6]Cl2) contains the truncated octahedral structural unit known as the

sodalite cage that is found in several zeolites. The corners of the faces of the

cage are defined by either four or six Al/Si atoms, which are joined together

through oxygen atoms. The zeolite structure is generated by joining sodalite
cages through the four-Si/Al rings, so enclosing a cavity or super cage bounded
by a cube of eight sodalite cages and readily accessible through the faces of that
cube (channels or pores). Joining sodalite cages together through the six-Si/Al

faces generates the structural frameworks of faujasite, zeolite X, and zeolite Y.

In zeolites, the effective width of the pores is usually controlled by the nature of

the cation (M+ or M2+).

Natural zeolites form hydrothermally (e.g., by the action of hot water on

volcanic ash or lava), and synthetic zeolites can be made by mixing solutions

of aluminates and silicates and maintaining the resulting gel at temperatures of

100°C (212°F) or higher for appropriate periods. Zeolite A can form at tem-

peratures below 100°C (212°F), but most zeolite syntheses require hydrother-

mal conditions (typically 150°C/300°F at the appropriate pressure).

The reaction mechanism appears to involve dissolution of the gel and precip-

itation as the crystalline zeolite and the identity of the zeolite produced depend

on the composition of the solution. Aqueous alkali metal hydroxide solutions

favor zeolites with relatively high aluminum contents, while the presence of

organic molecules such as amines or alcohols favors highly siliceous zeolites

such as silicalite or ZSM-5. Various tetra-alkyl ammonium cations favor

the formation of certain specific zeolite structures and are known as template
ions, although it should not be supposed that the channels and cages form sim-

ply by the wrapping of alumina-silica fragments around suitably shaped

cations.

Zeolite catalysts have also found use in the refining industry during the last

two decades. Like the silica-alumina catalysts, zeolites also consist of a frame-

work of tetrahedra usually with a silicon atom or an aluminum atom at the cen-

ter. The geometric characteristics of the zeolites are responsible for their special

properties, which are particularly attractive to the refining industry (DeCroocq,

1984). Specific zeolite catalysts have shown up to 10,000 times more activity

than the so-called conventional catalysts in specific cracking tests. The

mordenite-type catalysts are particularly worthy of mention since they have

shown up to 200 times greater activity for hexane cracking in the temperature

range 360–400°C (680–750°F).
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Other zeolite catalysts have also shown remarkable adaptability to the refin-

ing industry. For example, the resistance to deactivation of the type Y zeolite

catalysts containing either noble or nonnoble metals is remarkable, and catalyst

life of up to 7years has been obtained commercially in processing gas oil in the

Unicracking-JHC processes. Operating life depends on the nature of the feed-

stock, the severity of the operation, and the nature and extent of operational

upsets. Gradual catalyst deactivation in commercial use is counteracted by

incrementally raising the operating temperature to maintain the required con-

version per pass. The more active a catalyst, the lower is the temperature

required. When processing for naphtha, lower operating temperatures have

the additional advantage that less of the feedstock is converted to isobutane.

Any given zeolite is distinguished from other zeolites by structural differ-

ences in its unit cell, which is a tetrahedral structure arranged in various com-

binations. Oxygen atoms establish the four vertices of each tetrahedron, which

are bound to, and enclose, either a silicon (Si) or an aluminum (Al) atom. The

vertex oxygen atoms are each shared by two tetrahedrons, so that every silicon

atom or aluminum atomwithin the tetrahedral cage is bound to four neighboring

caged atoms through an intervening oxygen. The number of aluminum atoms in

a unit cell is always smaller than, or at most equal to, the number of silicon

atoms because two aluminum atoms never share the same oxygen.

The aluminum is actually in the ionic form and can readily accommodate

electrons donated from three of the bound oxygen atoms. The electron donated

by the fourth oxygen imparts a negative, or anionic, charge to the aluminum

atom. This negative charge is balanced by a cation from the alkali metal or

the alkaline earth groups of the periodic table. Such cations are commonly

sodium, potassium, calcium, or magnesium. These cations play a major role

in many zeolite functions and help to attract polar molecules, such as water.

However, the cations are not part of the zeolite framework and can be

exchanged for other cations without any effect on crystal structure.

Zeolites provide the cracking function in many hydrocracking catalysts, as

they do in fluid catalytic cracking catalysts. The zeolites are crystalline alumi-

nosilicates, and in almost all commercial catalysts today, the zeolite used is fau-

jasite. Pentasil zeolites, including silicalite and ZSM-5, are also used in some

catalysts for their ability to crack long-chain paraffins selectively.

Typical levels are 25%–50% by wt zeolite in the catalysts, with the remain-

der being the hydrogenation component and a silica (SiO2) or alumina (Al2O3)

binder. Exact recipes are guarded as trade secrets.

Crystalline zeolite compounds provide a broad family of solid acid catalysts.

The chemistry and structures of these solids are beyond the scope of this book.

What is important here is that the zeolites are not acidic as crystallized. They

must be converted to acidic forms by ion exchange processes. In the process of

doing this conversion, the chemistry of the crystalline structure is often chan-

ged. This complication provides tools for controlling the catalytic properties,
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and much work has been done on understanding and applying these reactions as

a way to make catalysts with higher activities and more desirable selectivity.

As an example, the zeolite faujasite crystallizes with the composition SiO2

(NaAlO2)x(H2O)y. The ratio of silicon to aluminum, expressed here by the sub-

script x, can be varied in the crystallization from 1 to>10.What does not vary is

the total number of silicon and aluminum atoms per unit cell, 192. For legal

purposes to define certain composition of matter patents, zeolites with a ratio

of 1:1.5 are called type X; those with ratio >1.5 are type Y.

Both silicon and aluminum in zeolites are found in tetrahedral oxide sites.

The four oxides are shared with another silicon or aluminum (except that two

aluminum ions are never found in adjacent, linked tetrahedral). Silicon with a

plus four charge balances exactly half of the charge of the oxide ions it is linked

to; since all of the oxygens are shared, silicon balances all of the charge around

it and is electrically neutral. Aluminum, with three positive charges, leaves one

charge unsatisfied. Sodium neutralizes this charge.

The sodium, as expected from its chemistry, is not linked to the oxides by

covalent bonds as the silicon and aluminum are. The attraction is simply ionic,
and sodium can be replaced by other cations by ion exchange processes. In

extensive but rarely published experiments, virtually every metallic and organic

cation has been exchanged into zeolites in studies by catalyst designers.

The most important ion exchanged for sodium is the proton. In the hydrogen

ion form, faujasite zeolites are very strong acids, with strengths approaching

that of oleum. Unfortunately, direct exchange using mineral acids such as

hydrochloric acid is not practical. The acid tends to attack the silica-alumina

network, in the same way that strong acids attack clays in the activation pro-

cesses developed by Houdry. The technique adopted to avoid this problem is

indirect exchange, beginning with exchange of ammonium ion for the sodium.

When heated to a few hundred degrees, the ammonium decomposes, forming

gaseous ammonia and leaving behind a proton:

R�NH4
+ !R�H+ +NH3 "

The step is accompanied by a variety of solid-state reactions that can change
the zeolite structure in subtle but important ways. This chemistry and the related

structural alterations have been described in many articles.

While zeolites provided a breakthrough that allowed catalytic hydrocrack-

ing to become commercially important, continued advances in the manufacture

of amorphous silica-alumina made these materials competitive in certain kinds

of applications. This was important, because patents controlled by Unocal and

Exxon dominated the application of zeolites in this area. Developments in

amorphous catalysts by Chevron and UOP allowed them to compete actively

in this area.

Typical catalysts of this type contain 60–80wt% of the silica-alumina, with

the remainder being the hydrogenation component. The compositions of these
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catalysts are closely held secrets. Over the years, broad ranges of silica/alumina

molar ratios have been used in various cracking applications, but silica is almost

always in excess for high acidity and stability. A typical level might be 25wt%

alumina (Al2O3).

Amorphous silica-alumina is made by a variety of precipitation techniques.

The whole class of materials traces its beginnings to silica gel technology, in

which sodium silicate is acidified to precipitate the hydrous silica-alumina sul-

fate; sulfuric acid is used as some or all of the acid for this precipitation, and a

mixed gel is formed. The properties of this gel, including acidity and porosity,

can be varied by changing the recipe—concentrations, order of addition, pH,

temperature, aging time, and the like. The gels are isolated by filtration and

washed to remove sodium and other ions.

Careful control of the precipitation allows the pore-size distributions of

amorphous materials to be controlled, but the distributions are still much

broader than those in the zeolites. This limits the activity and selectivity.

One effect of the reduced activity has been that these materials have been

applied only in making middle distillates: diesel and turbine fuels. At higher

process severities, the poor selectivity results in production of unacceptable

amounts of methane (CH4) to butane (C4H10) hydrocarbon derivatives.

Hydrocarbon derivatives, especially aromatic hydrocarbon derivatives, can

react in the presence of strong acids to form coke. This coke is a complex poly-

nuclear aromatic material that is low in hydrogen. Coke can deposit on the sur-

face of a catalyst, blocking access to the active sites and reducing the activity of

the catalyst. Coke poisoning is a major problem in fluid catalytic cracking cat-

alysts, where coked catalysts are circulated to a fluidized bed combustor to be

regenerated. In hydrocracking, coke deposition is virtually eliminated by the

catalyst’s hydrogenation function.

However, the product referred to as coke is not a single material. The first

products deposited are tarry deposits that can, with time and temperature, con-

tinue to become more complex. In a well-designed hydrocracking system, the

hydrogenation function adds hydrogen to the tarry deposits. This reduces the

concentration of coke precursors on the surface. There is, however, a slow accu-

mulation of coke that reduces activity over a one-to-two-year period. Refiners

respond to this slow reduction in activity by raising the average temperature of

the catalyst bed to maintain conversions. Eventually, however, an upper limit to

the allowable temperature is reached, and the catalyst must be removed and

regenerated.

Catalysts carrying coke deposits can be regenerated by burning off the accu-

mulated coke. This is done by service in rotary or similar kilns rather than leav-

ing catalysts in the hydrocracking reactor, where the reactions could damage the

metals in the walls. Removing the catalysts also allows inspection and repair of

the complex and expensive reactor internals, discussed below. Regeneration of

a large catalyst charge can take weeks or months, so refiners may own two cat-

alyst loads, one in the reactor and one regenerated and ready for reload.
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The thermal reactions also convert the metal sulfide hydrogenation functions to

oxides and may result in agglomeration. Excellent progress has been made since

the 1970s in regenerating hydrocracking catalysts; similar regeneration of

hydrotreating catalysts is widely practiced.

After combustion to remove the carbonaceous deposits, the catalysts are

treated to disperse active metals. Vendor documents claim >95% recovery

of activity and selectivity in these regenerations. Catalysts can undergo succes-

sive cycles of use and regeneration, providing long functional life with these

expensive materials.

The type of catalyst used can influence the product slate obtained. For exam-

ple, for a mild hydrocracking operation at constant temperature, the selectivity

of the catalyst varies from approximately 65% to approximately 90% by vol-

ume. Indeed, several catalytic systems have now been developed with a group

of catalysts specifically for mild hydrocracking operations. Depending on the

type of catalyst, they may be run as a single catalyst or in conjunction with a

hydrotreating catalyst. Insight into catalyst nanostructures is leading to the

development of high-activity catalysts, which provide solutions and designs

to meet many product specifications. In addition, such insights are leading to

optimization of hydrocracker units with respect to yield structure, product prop-

erties, and throughput and onstream efficiency, resulting in improved refinery

margins.

The development of new hydrocracking catalysts is very dependent on new

or modified materials. Topsøe has found unique methods of preparing hydro-

processing catalysts and through an extensive understanding of the chemistry

has demonstrated a high level of expertise in making catalyst carriers with a

uniform distribution of acidic sites and hydrogenation metal sites. Many zeolite

hydrocracking catalysts are now offered in the trilobe shape that reduces the

diffusion path and decrease the pressure drop. The design significantly

enhances the accessibility of the active catalyst sites and thus provides a sub-

stantial enhance of the catalyst activity.

In order to optimize overall unit performance, catalysts with pore-size dis-

tribution to match the changing molecular structure of the oil as it processes

through the reactor system are necessary. They are applied in the front-end reac-

tor when processing high metal-containing feedstocks (>70ppm vanadium).

Catalysts that exhibit the high activity for sulfur, coke precursors, and nitrogen

conversion are applied in the middle and/or tail end reactors.
4. Hydrocracking Heavy Feedstocks

The goals of heavy feedstock hydroconversion are to convert feedstocks to low-
sulfur liquid product oils or, in some cases, to pretreat feedstocks for fluid cat-

alytic cracking processes. Some of the processes available for hydroprocessing

viscous feedstocks are presented below. However, when applied to viscous

feedstocks (such as heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen), the
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problems encountered can be directly equated to the amount of complex,

higher-boiling constituents that may require pretreatment (Speight and

Moschopedis, 1979; Speight, 2000; Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007;

Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017). Furthermore, the majority of

the higher-molecular-weight materials produce high yield of (35%–60% by

weight) coke. It is this trend of coke formation that hydrocracking offers some

relief. Thus, the major goal of heavy feedstock hydroconversion is cracking of

viscous feedstocks with desulfurization, metal removal, denitrogenation, and

asphaltene conversion. However, asphaltene constituents and metal-containing

constituents exert a strong deactivating influence on the catalyst that markedly

decreases the hydrogenolysis rate of sulfur compounds, practically without hav-

ing impact on coke formation. In addition, nitrogen-containing compounds are

adsorbed on acid sites, blocking the sites and thereby lowering catalyst activity.

Thus, during the hydrocracking of viscous feedstocks, preliminary feedstock

hydrodesulfurization and demetallization over special catalyst are

advantageous.

The processes that follow are available for conversion of viscous feedstocks

to a variety of product slates and are listed in alphabetical order with no other

preference in mind.
4.1 Asphaltenic Bottom Cracking Process

The asphaltenic bottom cracking (ABC) process can be used for distillate pro-

duction, hydrodemetallization, asphaltene cracking, and moderate hydrodesul-

furization as well as sufficient resistance to coke fouling and metal deposition

using such feedstocks as heavy oil, extra heavy oil, tar sand bitumen, vacuum

residua, thermally cracked residua, solvent-deasphalted bottoms, and bitumen

with fixed catalyst beds (Kressmann et al., 1998; Parkash, 2003; Gary et al.,

2007; Speight, 2014; Hsu and Robinson, 2017; Speight, 2017). The process

can be combined with (i) solvent deasphalting for complete or partial conver-

sion of the residuum; (ii) hydrodesulfurization to promote the conversion of

residue, to treat feedstock with high metals, and to increase catalyst life; or

(iii) hydrovisbreaking to attain high conversion of the viscous feedstock with

favorable product stability.

In the process, the feedstock is pumped up to the reaction pressure and

mixed with hydrogen. The mixture is heated to the reaction temperature in

the charge heater after a heat exchange and fed to the reactor. In the reactor,

hydrodemetallization and subsequent asphaltene cracking with moderate

hydrodesulfurization take place simultaneously under conditions similar to

residuum hydrodesulfurization. The reactor effluent gas is cooled, cleaned

up, and recycled to the reactor section, while the separated liquid is distilled into

distillate fractions and vacuum residue that is further separated by deasphalting

into deasphalted oil and asphalt using butane or pentane (Chapter 12).
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In case of the ABC-hydrodesulfurization catalyst combination, the ABC

catalyst is placed upstream of the hydrodesulfurization catalyst and can

be operated at a higher temperature than the hydrodesulfurization catalyst under

conventional viscous feedstock hydrodesulfurization conditions. In the VisABC

process, a soaking drum is provided after heater, when necessary. Hydrovisbro-

ken oil is first stabilized by the ABC catalyst through hydrogenation of coke

precursors and then desulfurized by the HDS catalyst.
4.2 Chevron RDS Process and VRDS Process

The RDS/VRDS process (like the Residfining process) is designed to hydrotreat

vacuum gas oil, atmospheric residuum, vacuum residuum, and other viscous

feedstocks to remove sulfur metallic constituents while part of the feedstock

is converted to lower-boiling products. In the case of viscous feedstocks, the

asphaltene content is reduced. The process consists of a once-through operation

and is ideally suited to produce feedstocks for residuum fluid catalytic crackers

or delayed coking units to achieve minimal production of nonvolatile products

in a refinery.

The basic elements of each process are similar and consist of a once-through

operation of the feedstock coming into contact with hydrogen and the catalyst in

a downflow reactor that is designed to maintain activity and selectivity in the

presence of deposited metals. Moderate temperatures and pressures are

employed to reduce the incidence of hydrocracking and, hence, minimize pro-

duction of low-boiling distillates. The combination of a desulfurization step and

a viscous feedstock desulfurizer (VRDS) is often seen as an attractive alternate

to the atmospheric residuum desulfurizer (RDS). In addition, either RDS option

or the VRDS option can be coupled with other processes (such as delayed cok-

ing, fluid catalytic cracking, and solvent deasphalting) to achieve the most opti-

mum refining performance.

The Chevron deasphalted oil hydrotreating process is designed to desulfur-
ize viscous feedstocks that have had the asphaltene fraction removed by prior

application of a deasphalting process. The principal product is a low-sulfur fuel

oil that can be used as a blending stock or as a feedstock for a fluid catalytic unit.

The process employs a downflow, fixed-bed reactor containing a highly selec-

tive catalyst that provides extensive desulfurization at low pressures with min-

imal cracking and, therefore, low consumption of hydrogen.

In the process, which is designed for viscous feedstocks including a wide

range of viscous feedstocks, the feedstock and hydrogen are charged to

the reactors in a once-through operation. The catalyst combination can be varied

significantly according to feedstock properties to meet the required product qual-

ities. Product separation is done by the hot separator, cold separator, and fraction-

ator. Recycle hydrogen passes through a hydrogen sulfide absorber. The

onstream catalyst replacement (OCR) reactor technology improves catalyst uti-

lization and increases run length with high metals and viscous feedstocks.
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This technology allows spent catalyst to be removed from one or more reactors

and replaced with fresh while the reactors continue to operate normally. The

novel use of upflow reactors in the onstream catalyst replacement technology pro-

vides increased tolerance of feedstock solids while maintaining low-pressure

drop. A related technology (upflow reactor (UFR) technology) uses a multibed

upflow reactor for minimum pressure drop in cases where onstream catalyst

replacement is not necessary. Onstream catalyst replacement technology and

upflow reactor technology are particularly well suited to revamp existing

RDS/VRDS units for additional throughput or heavier feedstock. The products

(residuum fluid catalytic cracking feedstock, coker feedstock, solvent deasphalter

feedstock, low-sulfur fuel oil, and vacuum gas oil) are suitable for further upgrad-

ing by fluid catalytic cracking units or hydrocrackers for naphtha/middistillate

manufacture. Middistillate material can be directly blended into low-sulfur diesel

or further hydrotreated into ultra-low-sulfur diesel (ULSD). Thus, the process can

be integrated with residuum fluid catalytic cracking units to minimize catalyst

consumption, improve yields, and reduce sulfur content of fluid catalytic cracking

products. RDS/VRDS also can be used to substantially improve the yields of

downstream coking units and solvent deasphalting units.
4.3 ENI Slurry Phase Technology

The advent of slurry-phase hydrocracking into the refineries has caused

much interest. This technology adopts high operating pressures and can

achieve near-complete (if not, complete) conversion of the residuum while

producing finished salable products (Motaghi et al., 2010). Slurry-phase

hydrocracking can be used to convert viscous feedstock in the presence of

hydrogen under severe process conditions—on the order of 450°C (840°F)
and 2000–3000psi. To prevent excessive coking, finely powdered additives

are added to the feedstock. Inside the reactor, the feedstock/powder mixture

behaves as a single phase due to the small size of the additive particles.

For example, in the ENI slurry-phase process that is based on an organic

oleo-soluble molybdenum compound and the catalyst precursor, the catalyst

is added to the feedstock before it enters the reactor (Bellussi et al., 2013).

In the process, fresh feedstock is sent to the fresh feedstock heater and then

mixed with the proprietary catalyst makeup and sent to the upflow slurry bubble

column reactor. Hot hydrogen is also sent to the slurry reactor providing the

thermocatalytic hydroconversion of the feedstock. The reactor effluent is col-

lected in a hot high-pressure separator where a gas–vapor stream and a vacuum

gas oil stream are separated. The stream is subsequently cooled and sent to a

cold high-pressure separator to separate the gas stream, rich in hydrogen, and

the hydrocarbon liquid stream. The liquid stream from the cold high-pressure

separator is sent to the light distillate stabilizer from which low-boiling distil-

lates are separated and sent to battery limit. The reaction occurs at 400–450°C
(750–840°F) and at approximately 2200psi with hydrogen fed from the bottom
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of the reactor. Under the reaction conditions, the catalyst precursor forms highly

dispersed molybdenum sulfide (MoS2) nanoparticles. The in situ formation of

the catalyst preparation method enables the dispersion of molybdenum sulfide

(MoS2) mainly as single layers within the slurry reactor.

The unconverted nonvolatile fraction at the bottom of the vacuum distilla-

tion column, containing all of the catalyst, is recycled back to the reactor, and

only a small part of the viscous fraction is purged (1%–3% w/w of the fresh

feedstock) to avoid the accumulation of coke precursors and of Ni and V sul-

fides from the organometallic compounds contained in the feedstock. With the

purge, a limited amount of molybdenum is also removed; therefore, an equiv-

alent amount is fed continuously to the reactor to maintain concentration con-

stant. The purge can be used as a fuel in the cement or steel industries. In order to

facilitate the handling of the purge and its blending with other streams, the vis-

cosity can be adjusted by adding a small amount of a low-value flow improver

(such as vacuum gas oil). The purge can also be treated in a centrifugal decanter

to recover the liquid fraction, which is recycled back to the reactor, and a solid

product (cake) containing high-molecular-weight hydrocarbon derivatives,

coke, and concentrated metal sulfides. The cake can be processed further to

recover the metals (molybdenum, vanadium, and nickel). Since the largest part

of the catalyst is not lost, but is recycled to the reaction section, the process can

operate at a higher catalyst concentration than in the case with other slurry

technologies.

The process is very flexible with regard to the feedstock and can accept feed-

stocks such as heavy crude, extra heavy crude, tar sand bitumen, refinery vis-

broken residua, and other nonvolatile residua. The typical overall performance

of the process is (i) metal removal,>99%; (ii) Conradson carbon residue reduc-

tion, >97%; (iii) sulfur reduction, >85%; and (iv) nitrogen reduction, >40%.

Furthermore, because of the recycling of unconverted products and the dis-

persed catalyst, the process has the ability to reach total conversion of the

feedstock.
4.4 Gulf Resid Hydrodesulfurization Process

The Gulf Resid HDS process is a regenerative fixed-bed process to upgrade vis-

cous feedstocks by catalytic hydrogenation to fuel oil or to high-quality cata-

lytic charge stocks (Speight, 2000, 2014, 2017; Parkash, 2003; Ancheyta and

Speight, 2007; Gary et al., 2007; Hsu and Robinson, 2017). Desulfurization

and quality improvement are the primary purposes of the process, but if the

operating conditions and catalysts are varied, light distillates can be produced,

and the viscosity of the feedstock can be lowered. Long onstream cycles are

maintained by reducing random hydrocracking reactions to a minimum, and

whole crude oils, heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen may serve

as feedstock. This process is suitable for the desulfurization of high-sulfur vis-

cous feedstocks to produce low-sulfur fuel oils or catalytic cracking feedstocks.
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In addition, the process can be used, through alternate design types, to upgrade

high-sulfur crude oils or bitumen that are unsuited for the more conventional

refining techniques.

The process has three basic variations—the Type II unit, the Type III unit,

and the Type IV unit with the degree of desulfurization, and process severity,

increasing from Type I to Type IV. Thus, liquid products from Type III and IV

units can be used directly as catalytic cracker feedstocks and perform similarly

to virgin gas oil fractions, whereas liquid products from the Type II unit usually

need to be vacuum-flashed to provide a feedstock suitable for a catalytic

cracker.

In the process, fresh, filtered feedstock is heated together with hydrogen and

recycled gas and charged to the downflow reactor from which the liquid product

goes to fractionation after flashing to produce the various product streams. Each

process type is basically similar to its predecessor but will differ in the number

of reactors. For example, modifications necessary to convert the Type II to the

Type III process consist of the addition of a reactor and related equipment, while

the Type III process can be modified to a Type IV process by the addition of a

third reactor section. Types III and IV are especially pertinent to the problem of

desulfurizing viscous feedstocks since they have the capability of producing

extremely low-sulfur liquids from high-sulfur viscous feedstocks.

The catalyst is a metallic compound supported on pelleted alumina and may

be regenerated in situ with air and steam or flue gas through a temperature cycle

of 400–650°C (750–1200°F). Onstream cycles of 4–5months can be obtained at

desulfurization levels of 65%–75%, and catalyst life may be as long as 2years.
4.5 H-G Hydrocracking Process

The H-G hydrocracking process may be designed with either a single- or a two-

stage reactor system for conversion of gas oil to lower-boiling fractions

(Speight, 2000, 2014, 2017; Parkash, 2003; Ancheyta and Speight, 2007;

Gary et al., 2007; Hsu and Robinson, 2017). The feedstock is mixed with

recycled gas oil, makeup hydrogen, and hydrogen-rich recycled gas and then

heated and charged to the reactor. The reactor effluent is cooled and sent to

a high-pressure separator, where hydrogen-rich gas is flashed off, scrubbed,

and then recycled to the reactor. Separator liquid passes to a stabilizer for

removal of butanes and lower-boiling products, and the bottoms are taken to

a fractionator for separation; any unconverted material is recycled to the reactor.
4.6 H-Oil Process

The H-Oil process is a catalytic process that that uses a single-stage, two-stage,

or three-stage ebullated-bed reactor in which, during the reaction, considerable

hydrocracking takes place (Table 11.2; Fig. 11.3) (Speight, 2000, 2014, 2017;

Parkash, 2003; Ancheyta and Speight, 2007; Gary et al., 2007; Hsu and



TABLE 11.2 General Process Parameters for Ebullated Bed (H-Oil and LC-

Fining) Processes

Parameter H-Oil LC-Fining

Temperature (°C) 415–440 385–450

Temperature (°F) 780–825 725–840

Pressure (psi) 2440–3000 1015–2740

Hydrogen/bbl 1410 1350

Conversion 45–90 40–95

HDS 55–90 60–90

HDM 65–90 50–95

Catalyst
addition

H-oil
reactors

H2
preheater

Feed
preheater

Vacuum bottom recycle (optional)

Catalyst
withdrawal

Fractionation

Fuel gas

Recycle gas
compressor

Purge to H2
recovery

Naphtha

VGO to FCC

Vacuum bottoms to
fuel oil, coker, etc.

Middle distillate
to diesel pool

Vacuum
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feedstock

Make-up
H2

FIG. 11.3 The H-Oil process.
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Robinson, 2017). The process is used to upgrade sulfur-containing viscous feed-

stocks to low-sulfur distillates, thereby reducing fuel oil yield. A modification

of H-Oil called Hy-C cracking converts high-boiling distillates to middle

distillates.

The process is designed for hydrogenation of viscous feedstocks in an

ebullated-bed reactor to produce upgraded crude oil products (Colyar et al.,

1998; Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014; Hsu and Robinson,

2017; Speight, 2017). The process is able to convert all types of feedstocks

to either distillate products or desulfurize and demetallize viscous feedstocks
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for feedstock to coking units or fluid catalytic cracking units, for production of

low-sulfur fuel oil, or for production to asphalt blending.

A wide variety of process options can be used with the H-Oil process

depending on the specific needs. In all cases, a catalytic ebullated-bed reactor

system is used to provide an efficient hydroconversion. The system insures uni-

form distribution of liquid, hydrogen-rich gas and catalyst across the reactor.

The ebullated-bed system operates under essentially isothermal conditions,

exhibiting little temperature gradient across the bed (Kressmann et al.,

2000). The heat of reaction is used to bring the feedstock oil and hydrogen

up to reactor temperature.

In the process, feedstock (which may be combined with recycled residuum)

and hydrogen are fed upward through the reactors as a liquid-gas mixture at a

velocity such that catalyst is in continuous motion. A catalyst of small particle

size can be used, giving efficient contact among gas, liquid, and solid with good

mass and heat transfer. Part of the reactor effluent is recycled back through the

reactors for temperature control and to maintain the requisite liquid velocity.

The entire bed is held within a narrow temperature range, which provides essen-

tially an isothermal operation with an exothermic process. Because of the move-

ment of catalyst particles in the liquid-gas medium, deposition of tar and coke is

minimized, and fine solids entrained in the feedstock do not lead to reactor plug-

ging. The catalyst can also be added and withdrawn from the reactor without

destroying the continuity of the process. The reactor effluent is cooled by

exchange and separates into vapor and liquid. After scrubbing in a lean oil

absorber, hydrogen is recycled, and the liquid product is either stored directly

or fractionated before storage and blending.

A variation of this process (the HDH resid hydrocracking process) was orig-

inally developed for the upgrading of viscous feedstocks from the Orinoco Oil

Belt, Venezuela. In the process, the viscous feedstock is slurried with a low-cost

catalyst and fed into a series of upflow bubbling (slurry) reactors operating at

420–480°C temperature under hydrogen partial pressure. The reaction products

are fractionated using a high-pressure, hot separator.

While ebullated-bed processes are continuous and produce higher levels of

liquid fuels (no coke), it is not always possible to achieve complete viscous

feedstock conversion, and the unit may still produce 20%–30% v/v of a

high-boiling product (Motaghi et al., 2010). Ebullated beds have also been

prone to high operating costs and have sometimes been plagued with poor oper-

ability. The quality of liquid products, although improved over coking, still

requires secondary processing to produce clean fuels. The inability to achieve

near-complete conversion requires further processing of unconverted resid. As

a result, ebullated-bed technologies have not achieved huge deployment, which,

when coupled with the high capital cost, makes them the least robust at low-oil

price scenarios.

In terms of advancement of ebullated-bed technology, the original H-Oil

process has evolved, during the past decade, into various configurations that
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have the potential to play major roles in viscous feedstock upgrading up to and

beyond the year 2020. A new development in H-Oil process technology is inter-

stage separation for a two-stage unit design (Kressmann et al., 2004). In this

configuration, an additional vessel is fed the first-stage reactor effluent (mixed

phase) and separates it into vapor and liquid products. The interstage liquid is

fed to the second-stage reactor and the vapor to the overhead of the hot high-

pressure separator located after the second-stage reactor. With interstage sepa-

ration, off-loading of the first-stage reactor gas results in improved reaction

kinetics in the second-stage reactor since the amount of gas holdup in the reactor

is greatly reduced, and increasing liquid holdup enables greater conversion of

the feedstock.

The H-OilDC process (previously known as the T-Star process) is a specially

engineered, ebullated-bed process for the treatment of vacuum gas oils. Because

of the ability to replace the catalyst bed incrementally, the H-OilDC reactor can

operate indefinitely—typically, 4–5years between turnarounds to coincide with
the inspection and maintenance schedule for a fluid catalytic cracking unit. The

difficult processing requirements that result from stricter environmental regu-

lations and the processing of viscous feedstocks makes H-OilDC a preferred

choice for pretreatment of fluid catalytic cracker feedstocks.

The H-OilHCC is a viscous crude conversion process that produces synthetic

crude oil. The objective of the unit is to enable just enough conversion to reduce

viscosity and increase stability so that the product can be readily transported to

an upgrading center. Among the improvements made to the traditional H-Oil

technology are the integration of an interstage separator between reactors in

series and the application of cascade catalyst utilization.
4.7 HYCAR Process

Briefly, hydrovisbreaking, a noncatalytic process, is conducted under similar

conditions to visbreaking and involves treatment with hydrogen under mild

conditions. The presence of hydrogen leads to more stable products (lower

flocculation threshold) than can be obtained with straight visbreaking, which

means that higher conversions can be achieved, producing a lower viscosity

product.

The HYCAR process is composed fundamentally of three parts: (i) visbreak-

ing, (ii) hydrodemetallization, and (iii) hydrocracking. In the visbreaking sec-

tion, the viscous feedstock (e.g., vacuum residuum, extra heavy oi, or tar sand

bitumen) is subjected to moderate thermal cracking while no coke formation is

induced. The visbreaker oil is fed to the demetallization reactor in the presence

of catalysts, which provides sufficient pore for diffusion and adsorption of high-

molecular-weight constituents. The product from this second stage proceeds to

the hydrocracking reactor, where desulfurization and denitrogenation take place

along with hydrocracking.
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4.8 Hyvahl-F Process

The process is used to hydrotreat viscous feedstocks to convert the feedstock to

naphtha and middle distillates (Peries et al., 1988; Billon et al., 1994; Parkash,

2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017). The

main features of this process are its dual catalyst system and its fixed-bed

swing-reactor concept. The first catalyst has a high capacity for metals (to

100% by w/w new catalyst) and is used for both hydrodemetallization

(HDM) and most of the conversion. This catalyst is resistant to fouling, coking,

and plugging by asphaltene constituents (as well as by reacted asphaltene con-

stituents) and shields the second catalyst from the same. Protected from metal

poisons and deposition of coke-like products, the highly active second catalyst

can carry out its deep hydrodesulfurization (HDS) and refining functions. Both

catalyst systems use fixed beds that are more efficient than moving beds and are

not subject to attrition problems. The swing-reactor design reserves two of the

HDM reactors as guard reactors: one of them can be removed from service for

catalyst reconditioning and put on standby while the rest of the unit continues to

operate. >50% of the metals are removed from the feedstock in the guard

reactors.

In the process, the preheated feedstock enters one of the two guard reactors

where a large proportion of the nickel and vanadium is adsorbed and hydrocon-

version of the high-molecular-weight constituents commences. Meanwhile, the

second guard reactor catalyst undergoes a reconditioning process and then is put

on standby. From the guard reactors, the feedstock flows through a series of

hydrodemetallization reactors that continue the metal removal and the conver-

sion of viscous oil. The next processing stage, hydrodesulfurization, is where

most of sulfur, some of the nitrogen, and metals are removed. A limited amount

of conversion also takes place. From the final reactor, the gas phase is separated,

hydrogen is recirculated to the reaction section, and the liquid products are sent

to a conventional fractionation section for separation into naphtha, middle dis-

tillates, and heavier streams.

A related process—the Hyvahl-M process—employs countercurrent

moving-bed reactors and is recommended for feedstocks containing substantial

amounts of metals and asphaltene constituents.
4.9 IFP Hydrocracking Process

The process features a dual catalyst system: the first catalyst is a promoted

nickel-molybdenum amorphous catalyst. It acts to remove sulfur and nitrogen

and hydrogenate aromatic rings. The second catalyst is a zeolite that finishes the

hydrogenation and promotes the hydrocracking reaction.

In the single-stage process, the first reactor effluent is sent directly to then

second reactor, followed by the separation and fractionation steps (Speight,

2000, 2014, 2017; Parkash, 2003; Ancheyta and Speight, 2007; Gary et al.,
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2007; Hsu and Robinson, 2017). The fractionator bottoms are recycled to the

second reactor or sold. In the two-stage process, feedstock and hydrogen are

heated and sent to the first reaction stage where conversion to products occurs

(RAROP, 1991, p. 85). The reactor effluent phases are cooled and separated,

and the hydrogen-rich gas is compressed and recycled. The liquid leaving

the separator is fractionated, the middle distillates and lower-boiling streams

(Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson,

2017) are sent to storage, and the high-boiling stream is transferred to the sec-

ond reactor section and then recycled back to the separator section.
4.10 Isocracking Process

The Isocracking process is a high-pressure, moderate-temperature conversion

unit, and the designs include single-stage once-through, single-stage recycle,

and two-stage recycle processes. A two-stage hydrocracking unit with interme-

diate distillation represents the most common process configuration for maxi-

mizing middle distillates. The process has been applied commercially in the full

range of process flow schemes: single-stage, once-through liquid; single-stage,

partial recycle of viscous feedstocks; single-stage recycle to extinction of the

feedstock (100% conversion); and two-stage recycle to extinction of the feed-

stock (Speight, 2000, 2014, 2017; Parkash, 2003; Ancheyta and Speight, 2007;

Gary et al., 2007; Hsu and Robinson, 2017). The preferred flow scheme will

depend on the feedstock properties; the processing objectives; and, to some

extent, the specified feedstock rate. The process uses multibed reactors, and

in most applications, a number of catalysts are used in a reactor. The catalysts

are dual function being a mixture of hydrous oxides (for cracking) and heavy

metal sulfides (for hydrogenation). The catalysts are used in a layered system

to optimize the processing of the feedstock that undergoes changes in its prop-

erties along the reaction pathway (Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight,

2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017).

In the process, the feedstock (typically a blend of various gas oils) is sent to

the first stage of the hydrocracker and is severely hydrotreated. Most of the sul-

fur and nitrogen compounds are removed from the feedstock, and many of the

aromatic derivatives are saturated. In addition, significant conversion to light

products occurs in the first stage. The liquid product from the first stage is then

sent to a common fractionation section where, to prevent overcracking, lower-

boiling products are removed by distillation. The unconverted material from the

bottom of the fractionator is routed to the second-stage reactor section. The sec-

ond reaction stage saturates almost all of the aromatic derivatives and cracks the

oil feedstock to light products. Due to the aromatic derivative saturation, the

second stage produces excellent-quality products. The liquid product from

the second stage is then sent to the common fractionator, where light products

are distilled. The second stage operates in a recycle to extinction mode with per

pass conversions ranging from 50% to 80% v/v. The overhead liquid and vapor
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from the hydrocracker fractionator are further processed in a light ends recovery

unit where fuel gas and liquefied crude oil gas (LPG) and naphtha are separated.

The hydrogen supplied to the reactor sections of the hydrocracker comes from

reformers or steam reformers. The hydrogen is compressed in stages until it

reaches system pressure of the reactor sections.

4.11 LC-Fining Process

The LC-Fining process is a hydrocracking process capable of desulfurizing,

demetallizing, and upgrading a wide spectrum of viscous feedstocks by means

of an expanded-bed reactor (Van Driesen et al., 1979; Fornoff, 1982; Bishop,

1990; RAROP, 1991, p. 61; Reich et al., 1993; Khan and Patmore, 1998;

Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson,

2017). Operating with the expanded bed allows the processing of viscous feed-

stocks, such as heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen. The catalyst in

the reactor behaves like fluid that enables the catalyst to be added to and with-

drawn from the reactor during operation. The reactor conditions are near iso-

thermal because the heat of reaction is absorbed by the cold fresh feedstock

immediately owing to through mixing of reactors.

In the process (Fig. 11.4), the feedstock and hydrogen are heated separately

and then pass upward in the hydrocracking reactor through an expanded bed of

catalyst. Reactor products flow to the high pressure-high temperature separator.

Vapor effluent from the separator is let down in pressure and then goes to the

heat exchange and thence to a section for the removal of condensable products

and purification (Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and

Robinson, 2017).
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FIG. 11.4 The LC-Fining process.
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Liquid is let down in pressure and passes to the recycle stripper. This is a

most important part of the high conversion process. The liquid recycle is pre-

pared to the proper boiling range for return to the reactor. In this way, the con-

centration of bottoms in the reactor and therefore the distribution of products

can be controlled. After the stripping, the recycle liquid is then pumped through

the coke precursor removal step where high-molecular-weight constituents are

removed. The clean liquid recycle then passes to the suction drum of the

feedstock pump.

The residence time in the reactor is adjusted to provide the desired conver-

sion levels. Catalyst particles are continuously withdrawn from the reactor,

regenerated, and recycled back into the reactor, which provides the flexibility

to process a wide range of viscous feedstock such as atmospheric and vacuum

tower bottoms and coal-derived liquids and bitumen. An internal liquid recycle

is provided with a pump to expand the catalyst bed, continuously. As a result of

expanded-bed operating mode, small pressure drops and isothermal operating

conditions are accomplished. Small-diameter extruded catalyst particles as

small as 0.8mm (1/32 in.) can be used in this reactor.

Although the process may not be the means by which direct conversion of

the bitumen to a synthetic crude oil would be achieved, it does nevertheless

offer an attractive means of bitumen conversion. Indeed, the process would play

the part of the primary conversion process from which liquid products would

accrue—these products would then pass to a secondary upgrading (hydrotreat-

ing) process to yield a synthetic crude oil.
4.12 MAKfining Process

The process uses a multiple catalyst system in multibed reactors that include

quench and redistribution system internals (Hunter et al., 1997; Parkash,

2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017). In

the process, the feedstock and recycled gas are preheated and brought into con-

tact with the catalyst in a downflow fixed-bed reactor. The reactor effluent is

sent to high- and low-temperature separators. Product recovery is a stripper/

fractionator arrangement. Typical operating conditions in the reactors are

370–425°C (700–800°F) (single-pass) and 370–425°C (700–800°F) (recycle)
with pressures of 1000–2000psi (single-pass) and 1500–3000psi (recycle).
Product yields depend upon the extent of the conversion.
4.13 Microcat-RC Process

The Microcat-RC process (also referred to as the M-Coke process) is a catalytic

ebullated-bed hydroconversion process that is similar to Residfining and that oper-

ates at relatively moderate pressures and temperatures (Bearden and Aldridge,

1981; Bauman et al., 1993; Speight, 2000, 2014, 2017; Parkash, 2003;

Ancheyta and Speight, 2007; Gary et al., 2007; Hsu and Robinson, 2017).
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The catalyst particles, containing a metal sulfide in a carbonaceous matrix formed

within the process, are uniformly dispersed throughout the feed. Because of their

ultrasmall size (10�4 in. diameter), there are typically several orders of magnitude

more of these microcatalyst particles per cubic centimeter of oil than is possible in

other types of hydroconversion reactors using conventional catalyst particles. This

results in smaller distances between particles and less time for a reactant molecule

or intermediate to find an active catalyst site. Because of their physical structure,

microcatalysts suffer none of the pore-plugging problems that plague conventional

catalysts.

In the process, fresh viscous feedstock, microcatalyst, and hydrogen are fed

to the hydroconversion reactor. Effluent is sent to a flash separation zone to

recover hydrogen, gases, and liquid products, including naphtha, distillate,

and gas oil (Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014; Hsu and

Robinson, 2017; Speight, 2017). The residuum from the flash step is then

fed to a vacuum distillation tower to obtain a 565°C– (1050°F�) product oil
and a 565°C+ (1050°F+) bottom fraction that contains unconverted feed, micro-

catalyst, and essentially all of the feedstock metals.

Hydrotreating facilities may be integrated with the hydroconversion section

or built on a stand-alone basis, depending on product quality objectives and

owner preference.
4.14 Mild Hydrocracking Process

The mild hydrocracking process uses operating conditions similar to those of a

vacuum gas oil desulfurizer to convert a vacuum gas oil to significant yields of

lower-boiling products. Consequently, the flow scheme for a mild hydrocrack-

ing unit is virtually identical to that of a vacuum gas oil desulfurizer. The feed-

stock is mixed with hydrogen makeup gas and preheated against reactor effluent

after which further preheating to reaction temperature is accomplished in a fired

heater. The hot feedstock is mixed with recycled gas before entering the reactor.

The temperature rises across the reactor due to the exothermic heat of reaction.

Catalyst bed temperatures are usually controlled by using multiple catalyst beds

and by introducing recycled gas as an interbed quench medium. Reactor efflu-

ent is cooled against incoming feedstock and air or water before entering the

high-pressure separator. Vapors from this separator are scrubbed to remove

hydrogen sulfide (H2S) before compression back to the reactor as recycle

and quench. A small portion of these gases is purged to fuel gas to prevent

buildup of light ends. Liquid from the high-pressure separator is flashed into

the low-pressure separator. Sour flash vapors are purged from the unit. Liquid

is preheated against stripper bottoms and in a feedstock heater before steam

stripping in a stabilizer tower. Water wash facilities are provided upstream

of the last reactor effluent cooler to remove ammonium salts produced by deni-

trogenation of the vacuum gas oil feedstock.
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Variation of this process leads to the hot separator design. The process flow

scheme is identical to that described above up to the reactor outlet. After initial

reactor effluent cooling against incoming vacuum gas oil feedstock and makeup

hydrogen, a hot separator is installed. Hot liquid is routed directly to the product

stabilizer. Hot vapors are further cooled by air and/or water before entering the

cold separator. This arrangement reduces the stabilizer feedstock preheat duty

and the effluent cooling duty by routing hot liquid direct to the stripper tower.

The conditions for mild hydrocracking are typical of many low-pressure

desulfurization units that for hydrocracking units, in general, are marginal in

pressure and hydrogen oil ratio capabilities. For hydrocracking, in order to

obtain satisfactory run lengths (approximately 11months), reduction in feed-

stock rate or addition of an extra reactor may be necessary. In most cases, since

the product slate will be lower boiling than for normal desulfurization service

only, changes in the fractionation system may be necessary. When these limi-

tations can be tolerated, the product value from mild hydrocracking versus

desulfurization can be greatly enhanced.

In summary, the so-called mild hydrocracking process is a simple form of

hydrocracking. The hydrotreaters designed for vacuum gas oil desulfurization

and catalytic cracker feedstock pretreatment are converted to once-through

hydrocracking units, and because existing units are being used, the hydrocrack-

ing is often carried out under nonideal hydrocracking conditions.
4.15 MRH Process

TheMRH process is a hydrocracking process designed to upgrade viscous feed-

stocks containing large amount of metals and asphaltene, such as heavy oil,

extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen, and to produce mainly middle distillates

(Sue, 1989; RAROP, 1991, p. 65; Khan and Patmore, 1998; Speight, 2000,

2014, 2017; Parkash, 2003; Ancheyta and Speight, 2007; Gary et al., 2007;

Hsu and Robinson, 2017). The reactor is designed to maintain a mixed three-

phase slurry of feedstock, fine powder catalyst, and hydrogen and to promote

effective contact.

In the process, a slurry consisting of the viscous feedstock and finely pow-

dered catalyst is preheated in a furnace and fed into the reactor vessel. Hydrogen

is introduced from the bottom of the reactor and flows upward through the reac-

tion mixture, maintaining the catalyst suspension in the reaction mixture.

Cracking, desulfurization, and demetallization reactions are taken place via

thermal and catalytic reactions. In the upper section of the reactor, vapor is dis-

engaged from the slurry, and hydrogen and other gases are removed in a high-

pressure separator. The liquid condensed from the overhead vapor is distilled

and then flows out to the secondary treatment facilities. From the lower section

of the reactor, a bottom slurry oil (SLO) that contains catalyst, uncracked resid-

uum, and a small amount of vacuum gas oil fraction is withdrawn. Vacuum gas

oil is recovered in the slurry separation section, and the remaining catalyst and
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coke are fed to the catalyst regenerator. Product distribution focuses on middle

distillates with the process focused as a viscous feedstock processing unit and

can be inserted into refinery operations downstream from the vacuum

distillation unit.
4.16 RCD Unibon Process

The RCD Unibon process (BOC process) is a process to upgrade viscous feed-

stocks (RAROP, 1991, p. 67; Thompson, 1997; Khan and Patmore, 1998;

Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014; Hsu and Robinson, 2017;

Speight, 2017). There are several possible flow scheme variations involved

for the process, which can also operate as an independent unit or be used in con-

junction with a thermal conversion unit. In this configuration, hydrogen and a

vacuum residuum are introduced separately to the heater and mixed at the

entrance to the reactor. To avoid thermal reactions and premature coking of

the catalyst, temperatures are carefully controlled, and conversion is limited

to approximately 70% of the total projected conversion. The removal of sulfur,

heptane-insoluble materials, and metals is accomplished in the reactor. The

effluent from the reactor is directed to the hot separator. The overhead vapor

phase is cooled and condensed, and the separated hydrogen is recycled to

the reactor.

Liquid product goes to the thermal conversion heater where the remaining

conversion of nonvolatile materials occurs. The heater effluent is flashed, and

the overhead vapors are cooled, condensed, and routed to the cold flash drum.

The bottom liquid stream then goes to the vacuum column where the gas oils are

recovered for further processing.
4.17 Residfining Process

Residfining is a catalytic fixed-bed process for the desulfurization and demetal-

lization of viscous feedstocks (RAROP, 1991, p. 69; Khan and Patmore, 1998;

Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014; Hsu and Robinson, 2017;

Speight, 2017). The process can also be used to pretreat viscous feedstocks

to suitably low contaminant levels prior to catalytic cracking.

In the process, liquid feedstock to the unit is filtered, pumped to pressure,

preheated, and combined with treat gas prior to entering the reactors. A small

guard reactor would typically be employed to prevent plugging/fouling of the

main reactors. Provisions are employed to periodically remove the guard while

keeping the main reactors online. The temperature rise associated with the exo-

thermic reactions is controlled utilizing either a gas or liquid quench. A train of

separators is employed to separate the gas and liquid products. The recycled gas

is scrubbed to remove ammonia (NH3) and hydrogen sulfide (H2S). It is then

combined with fresh makeup hydrogen before being reheated and recombined
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with fresh feed. The liquid product is sent to a fractionator where the product is

fractionated.

Residfining is an option that can be used to reduce the sulfur, to reduce

metals and coke-forming precursors, and/or to accomplish some conversion

to lower-boiling products as a feedstock pretreat step ahead of a fluid catalytic

cracking unit. There is also a hydrocracking option where substantial conver-

sion of the resid occurs.
4.18 Residue Hydroconversion Process

The residue hydroconversion process (RHC process) is a high-pressure fixed-

bed trickle-flow hydrocatalytic process (RAROP, 1991, p. 71; Khan and

Patmore, 1998). The feedstock can be desalted atmospheric or vacuum residue

and other viscous feedstocks such as heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand

bitumen (Speight, 2000; Parkash, 2003; Ancheyta and Speight, 2007; Gary

et al., 2007; Speight, 2014; Hsu and Robinson, 2017; Speight, 2017).

The reactors are of multibed design with interbed cooling, and the multica-

talyst system can be tailored according to the nature of the feedstock and the

target conversion. For viscous feedstocks with high metal content, a hydrode-

metallization catalyst is used in the front-end reactor(s), which excels in its high

metal uptake capacity and good activities for metal removal, asphaltene conver-

sion, and residue cracking. Downstream of the demetallization stage, one or

more hydroconversion stages, with optimized combination of catalysts’ hydro-

genation function and texture, are used to achieve desired catalyst stability and

activities for denitrogenation, desulfurization, and viscous hydrocarbon crack-

ing. A guard reactor may be employed to remove contaminants that promote

plugging or fouling of the main reactors with periodic removal of the guard

reactor while keeping the main reactors online.
4.19 Shell Residual Oil Process

The Shell residual oil hydrodesulfurization process was originally designed to

improve the quality of residual oils by removing sulfur, metals, and asphaltene

constituents. The process is suitable for a wide range of the heavier feedstocks,

irrespective of the composition and origin, and even includes those feedstocks

that are particularly high in metals and asphaltene constituents.

The process centers on a fixed-bed downflow reactor that allows catalyst

replacement without causing any interruption in the operation of the unit. Feed-

stock is introduced to the process via a filter (backwash and automatic) after

which hydrogen and recycled gas are added to the feedstock stream that is then

heated to reactor temperature by means of feed-effluent heat exchangers where-

upon the feedstock stream passes down through the reactor in trickle flow. Sul-

fur removal is excellent, and substantial reductions in the vanadium content and
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asphaltene constituents also occur. In addition, a marked increase occurs in the

API gravity, and the viscosity is reduced considerably.

A bunker reactor provides extra process flexibility if it is used upstream

from the desulfurization reactor, especially with reference to the processing

of feedstocks with a high metal content. A catalyst with a capacity for metals

is employed in the bunker reactor to protect the desulfurization catalyst from

poisoning by the metals. In the bunker reactor, inverted cone segments support

the catalyst and are designed to allow catalyst removal.
4.20 Tervahl-H Process

In the Tervahl H process, the feedstock and hydrogen-rich stream are heated

using heat recovery techniques and fired heater and held in the soak drum as

in the Tervahl T process. The gas and oil from the soaking drum effluent are

mixed with recycle hydrogen and separated in the hot separator where the

gas is cooled, passed through a separator, and recycled to the heater and soaking

drum effluent. The liquids from the hot and cold separator are sent to the sta-

bilizer section where purge gas and synthetic crude are separated. The gas is

used as fuel, and the synthetic crude can now be transported or stored.

In the related Tervahl T process (a thermal process but covered here for con-

venient comparison with the Tervahl T process), the feedstock is heated to the

desired temperature using the coil heater and heat recovered in the stabilization

section and held for a specified residence time in the soaking drum. The soaking

drum effluent is quenched and sent to a conventional stabilizer or fractionator

where the products are separated into the desired streams. The gas produced

from the process is used for fuel.
4.21 Unicracking Process

Unicracking is a fixed-bed catalytic process that employs a high-activity cata-

lyst with a high tolerance for sulfur and nitrogen compounds and can be regen-

erated. The design is based upon a single-stage or a two-stage system with

provisions to recycle to extinction (RAROP, 1991, p. 79; Khan and Patmore,

1998; Speight, 2000; Parkash, 2003; Ackelson, 2004; Ancheyta and Speight,

2007; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014; Hsu and Robinson, 2017; Speight,

2017). In the process, a two-stage reactor system receives untreated feed,

makeup hydrogen, and recycled gas at the first stage, in which naphtha conver-

sionmay be as high as 60% v/v. The reactor effluent is separated to recycled gas,
liquid product, and unconverted oil. The second-stage oil may be either once-

through or recycle cracking; feedstock to the second sage is a mixture of uncon-

verted first-stage oil and second-stage recycle.

The feedstock and hydrogen-rich recycled gas are preheated, mixed, and

introduced into a guard reactor that contains a relatively small quantity of the

catalyst. The guard chamber removes particulate matter and any salt remaining
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in the feedstock. The effluent from the guard chamber flows down through the

main reactor, where it contacts one or more catalysts designed for removal of

metals and sulfur. The catalysts, which induce desulfurization, denitrogenation,

and hydrocracking, are based upon both amorphous and molecular-sieve-

containing supports. The product from the reactor is cooled, separated from

hydrogen-rich recycled gas, and either stripped to meet fuel oil flash point spec-

ifications or fractionated to produce distillate fuels, upgraded vacuum gas oil, and

upgraded vacuum residuum. Recycled gas, after hydrogen sulfide removal, is

combined with makeup gas and returned to the guard chamber and main reactors.

The most commonly implemented configuration is a single-stage Unicrack-

ing design, where the fresh feedstock and recycle oil are converted in the same

reaction stage. This configuration simplifies the overall unit design by reducing

the quantity of equipment in high-pressure service and keeping high-pressure

equipment in a single train. The two-stage design has a separation system in

each reaction stage. Two-stage flow schemes can be employed in specific sit-

uations such as the two-stage Unicracking process that can be a separate hydro-

treating stage or a two-stage hydrocracking process. In the separate

hydrotreating flow scheme, the first stage provides only hydrotreating, while

in the two-stage hydrocracking process, the first stage provides hydrotreating

and partial conversion of the feed. The second-stage of the two-stage design

provides the remaining conversion of recycle oil so that overall high conversion

from the unit is achieved. These flow schemes offer several advantages in pro-

cessing heavier and highly contaminated feeds. Two-stage flow schemes are

economical when the throughput of the unit is relatively high, but the overall

optimum flow scheme depends on (i) the feedstock type, (ii) feedstock capacity,

and (iii) the product slate objectives. Also, the design of hydrocracking catalyst

changes depending upon the type of flow scheme employed. The hydrocracking

catalyst needs to function within the reaction environment and severity created

by the flow scheme that is chosen. Moreover, the two-stage flow scheme pro-

vides a unique reaction environment for the second-stage hydrocracking cata-

lyst, and having come through the first stage, the feedstock is cleaner and less

likely to foul the catalyst, thereby offering a significant boost to the cracking

activity and life cycle of the catalyst.

In addition, further advances in the two-stage Unicracking process design

have included several innovations in each reaction section of the design. The

pretreating section uses a high-activity pretreating catalyst that allows hydro-

treating at a higher severity, providing good-quality feedstock for the first-stage

hydrocracking section and enabling maximum first-stage selectivity to high-

quality distillate. The second stage is optimized by use of second-stage hydro-

cracking catalyst that is specifically designed to take advantage of the cleaner

reaction environment. The second-stage catalyst is designed so that the cracking

and metal functions are balanced, and at the same time, the second-stage hydro-

cracking severity is optimized so that maximum distillate selectivity is obtained

from the second stage of hydrocracking (Thakkar et al., 2007).
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The high efficiency of the process is due to the efficient distribution of the

feedstock and hydrogen that occurs in the reactor where a proprietary liquid dis-

tribution system is employed. In addition, the process catalyst (also proprietary)

was designed for the desulfurization of viscous feedstocks and is not merely an

upgraded gas oil hydrotreating catalyst as often occurs in various processes. It is

a cobalt-molybdenum-alumina catalyst with a controlled pore structure that per-

mits a high degree of desulfurization and, at the same time, minimizes any

coking tendencies.

The process uses base metal or noble metal hydrogenation activity promoters

impregnated on combinations of zeolites and amorphous-aluminosilicates for

cracking activity. The specific metals chosen and the proportions of the metals,

zeolite, and nonzeolite aluminosilicates are optimized for the feedstock and

desired product balance. This is effective in the production of clean fuels, espe-

cially for cases where a partial conversion Unicracking unit and a fluid catalytic

cracking unit are integrated.

The Unicracking process converts feedstocks into lower-molecular-weight

products that are more saturated than the feed. Feedstocks include atmospheric

gas oil, vacuum gas oil, fluid catalytic cracking/resid catalytic cracking cycle

oil, coker gas oil, deasphalted oil, and naphtha. Hydrocracking catalysts promote

sulfur and nitrogen removal, aromatic saturation, and molecular-weight reduc-

tion. All of these reactions consume hydrogen, and as a result, the volume of

recovered liquid product normally exceeds the feedstock. Many units are oper-

ated to make naphtha (for petrochemical or motor-fuel use) as a primary product.

Unicracking catalysts are designed to function in the presence of hydrogen

sulfide (H2S) and ammonia (NH3). This gives rise to an important difference

between Unicracking and other hydrocracking processes: the availability of a

single-stage design. In a single-stage unit, the absence of a stripper between

treating and cracking reactors reduces investment costs bymaking use of a com-

mon recycled gas system. Process objectives determine catalyst selection for a

specific unit. Product from the reactor section is condensed, separated from

hydrogen-rich gas, and fractionated into desired products. Unconverted oil is

recycled or used as (i) blend stock for the production of lubricating oil, (ii) fluid

catalytic cracking feedstock, or (iii) feedstock for the ethylene cracking unit

(Parihar et al., 2012). In addition, mild hydrocracking technology enables opti-
mization of a hydroprocessing refinery asset to produce high-quality clean fuels

at lower costs and more attractive return on investments than alternative

technologies.

The advanced partial conversion unicracking (APCU) process is a recent

advancement in the area of ultra-low-sulfur diesel (ULSD) production and feed-

stock pretreatment for catalytic cracking units. At low conversions (20%–50%)

and moderate pressure, the advanced partial conversion unicracking technology

provides an improvement in product quality compared with traditional mild

hydrocracking. In the process, high sulfur feeds such as vacuum gas oil and

cycle gas oil are mixed with a heated hydrogen-rich recycled gas stream and
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passed over consecutive beds of high-activity pretreat catalyst and distillate

selective unicracking catalyst. This combination of catalysts removes refractory

sulfur and nitrogen contaminants, saturates polynuclear aromatic compounds,

and converts a portion of the feedstock to ultra-low-sulfur diesel fuel. The

hydrocracked products and desulfurized feedstock from a fluid catalytic crack-

ing unit are separated at reactor pressure in an enhanced hot separator. The over-

head products for the separator are immediately hydrogenated in the integrated

finishing reactor.

As pretreatment severity is increased, conversion increased in the fluid cata-

lytic cracker, and both naphtha and alkylate octane-barrel output per barrel of cat

cracker feedstock increase. Advanced partial conversion unicracking units can be

customized to achieve maximum octane-barrel production in the cat cracker.

Another development in the unicracking family is the HyCycle Unicracking

technology that is designed to maximize diesel production for full conversion

applications and is an optimized process scheme intended for obtaining maxi-

mum yield of high-quality diesel fuel. The process is characterized by lowered

pressure and higher space velocity in comparison with conventional units. Due

to minimizing potential secondary cracking reactions, less hydrogen per barrel

of feedstock is required.
4.22 Uniflex Process

The Uniflex process is an evolved version with significant changes (by UOP) of

the former CANMET process that used an empty vessel hydrocracking reactor

in which the feedstock is processed in the presence of an iron sulfide-based cat-

alyst deposited on particles of coal (Speight, 2000, 2014, 2017; Parkash, 2003;

Ancheyta and Speight, 2007; Gary et al., 2007; Hsu and Robinson, 2017). The

process (Fig. 11.5) is a slurry hydrocracking process that achieves higher con-

version and produces two times the diesel yield compared with delayed coking,

which can lead to double the refinery profit margin. Because the desulfurization

activity of iron is very low, molybdenum can be added at a level of tens of

ppm in the form of molybdenum naphthenate. The reaction products were

fractionated and sent to the hydrotreatment unit, while the unconverted residue

(5%–10% v/v of the feedstock) can be burned or gasified.

The flow scheme for the Uniflex process is similar to that of a conventional

UOP Unicracking process unit—liquid feedstock and recycled gas are heated to

temperature in separate heaters, with a small portion of the recycled gas stream

and the required amount of catalyst being routed through the oil heater (Gillis

et al., 2010). The outlet streams from both heaters are fed to the bottom of the

slurry reactor. The reactor effluent is quenched at the reactor outlet to terminate

reactions and then flows to a series of separators with gas being recycled back to

the reactor. Liquids flow to the unit’s fractionation section for recovery of light

ends, naphtha, diesel, vacuum gas oils, and pitch (cracked residuum). Vacuum

gas oil is partially recycled to the reactor for further conversion.
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The heart of the Uniflex process is the upflow reactor that operates at mod-

erate temperature (440–470°C, 815–880°F) and 2000psi. The feedstock distrib-
utor, in combination with optimized process variables, promotes intense

back-mixing (which provides near isothermal reactor conditions) in the reactor

without the need for reactor internals or liquid recycle ebullating pumps. The

back-mixing allows the reactor to operate at the higher temperatures required

to maximize vacuum residue conversion. The majority of the products vaporize

and quickly leave the reactor (thereby minimizing the potential for secondary

cracking reactions) while the residence time of the higher-boiling constituents

of the feedstock is maximized.

The process employs a proprietary, dual-function nanosized solid catalyst

that is blended with the feedstock to maximize conversion of high-molecu-

lar-weight components and inhibit coke formation. Specific catalyst require-

ments depend on feedstock quality and the required severity of operation.

The primary function of the catalysts is to effect mild hydrogenation activity

for the stabilization of cracked products while also limiting the saturation of

aromatic rings. Because of the hydrogenation function, the catalyst also decou-

ples the relationship between conversion and the propensity for carbon residue

formation of the feedstock.
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4.23 Veba Combi-Cracking Process

The Veba Combi Cracking (VCC) process is a thermal hydrocracking process

for converting viscous feedstocks (Niemann et al., 1988; RAROP, 1991, p. 81;

Wenzel and Kretsmar, 1993; Speight, 2000; Parkash, 2003; Ancheyta and

Speight, 2007; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014; Hsu and Robinson, 2017;

Speight, 2017). The process is based on the Bergius-Pier technology that was

used for coal hydrogenation in Germany up to 1945. The viscous feedstock

is hydrogenated (hydrocracked) using a commercial catalyst and liquid-phase

hydrogenation reactor operating at 440–485°C (825–905°F) and 2175–
4350psi. The product obtained from the reactor is fed into the hot separator

operating at temperatures slightly below the reactor temperature. The liquid

and solid materials are fed into a vacuum distillation column and the gaseous

products are fed into gas-phase hydrogenation reactor operating at an identical

pressure.

In the process, the residue feedstock is slurried with a small amount of finely

powdered additive and mixed with hydrogen and recycled gas prior to preheat-

ing. The feedstock mixture is routed to the liquid-phase reactors. The reactors

are operated in an upflow mode and arranged in series. In a once-through oper-

ation, conversion rates of>95% are achieved. Substantial conversion of asphal-

tene constituents, desulfurization, and denitrogenation takes place at high levels

of residue conversion. Temperature is controlled by a recycled gas quench

system.

The flow from the liquid-phase hydrogenation reactors is routed to a hot sep-

arator, where gases and vaporized products are separated from unconverted

material. A vacuum flash recovers distillates in the hot separator bottom prod-

uct. The hot separator top product, together with recovered distillates and

straight-run distillates, enters the gas-phase hydrogenation reactor. The gas-

phase hydrogenation reactor operates at the same pressure as the liquid-phase

hydrogenation reactor and contains a fixed bed of commercial hydrotreating

catalyst. The operation temperature (340–420°C, 645–790°F) is controlled

by a hydrogen quench. The system operates in a trickle-flow mode, which

may not be efficient for some viscous feedstocks. The separation of the syn-

thetic crude from associated gases is performed in a cold separator system.

The synthetic crude may be sent to stabilization and fractionation unit as

required. The gases are sent to a lean oil scrubbing system for contaminant

removal and are recycled.

The hydrotreating stage is typically a catalytic fixed-bed reactor operated

under essentially the same pressure as the primary conversion stage. This sec-

ond stage may be designed for either hydrotreating or hydrocracking applica-

tions. Additional low-value refinery streams such as gas oil, deasphalted oil,

or catalytic cracker cycle oil may also be directly added to the

hydrotreating stage.
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5. Other Options

The heavy residue hydroconversion (HRH) process is a new nanocatalytic tech-

nology for upgrading heavy oil, extra heavy crude oil, and tar sand bitumen

(Khadzhiev et al., 2009; Zarkesh et al., 2011). In the process, the viscous feed-

stock is introduced to a separator to separate any lower-boiling constituents

after which the nonvolatile material is sent to the reactor where mixing with

hydrogen and catalyst occurs. The catalyst precursors react in situ with hydro-

gen sulfide in the reactor and produce the nanocatalyst. The reacted feedstock

then passes into the distillation unit and unreacted portion recycles to the begin-

ning of the process. A defined portion of this residue goes to catalyst regener-

ation unit. The nature of process is such that it can tolerate high amount of heavy

metals, asphaltene constituents, and sulfur with an overall feedstock conversion

on the order of 95% v/v.
Heavy crude oil, extra heavy crude oil, and tar sand bitumen—which require

more energy-intensive processing than conventional crude oil—will contribute

a growing fraction of fuel production. As existing reserves of conventional oil

are depleted and there is greater worldwide competition for premium (e.g., light

and sweet) crude oil, refineries will increasingly utilize heavy oil, extra heavy

oil, and tar sand bitumen to meet the product demand.

However, like many refinery processes, the hydrocracking process can

succumb to the problems encountered in hydrocracking viscous feedstocks,

which can be directly equated to the amount of complex, higher-boiling con-

stituents that may require pretreatment (Speight and Moschopedis, 1979;

Speight, 2000, 2014, 2017; Gary et al., 2007; Hsu and Robinson, 2017).

Processing these feedstocks is not merely a matter of applying know-how

derived from refining conventional crude oils but requires knowledge of com-

position and properties (Chapter 1) (Speight, 2001, 2015). The attempts to

modify the process (Section 4) are complex not only in terms of the carbon

number and boiling point ranges but also because a large part of this envelope
falls into a range of model compounds where very little is known about the

properties.

Furthermore, it is apparent that the conversion of viscous feedstocks

requires new lines of thought to develop suitable processing scenarios

(Celestinos et al., 1975). Indeed, the use of thermal process (carbon rejection
processes) and of hydrothermal processes (hydrogen addition processes),
which were inherent in the refineries designed to process lower-boiling feed-

stocks, has been a particular cause for concern. This has brought about, and will

continue to bring about in the refinery of the future, the evolution of processing

schemes that accommodate the heavier feedstocks (Khan and Patmore, 1998;

Speight, 2014; Hsu and Robinson, 2017; Speight, 2017).

Improved catalysts are now available based on a better understanding of

asphaltene chemistry, and this will be a focus of catalyst manufacture—to

hydrocrack asphaltene constituents without serous deleterious effect on the
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catalyst. In this respect, a reexamination of the CANMET process is warranted

since processing Athabasca bitumen using this process gave good result and the

iron-based catalyst also acted as a scavenger for coke formers—other options

include the addition of metal oxides as scavengers for coke formers and sulfur.

However, the refining industry has remained cautious, and investment in these

technologies has been disappointing. In fact, application of hydrogen addition

technologies to viscous feedstocks only accounts less than one-third of the

global residue upgrading capacity.

The use of ebullating-bed technologies was first introduced in the 1960s in

an attempt to overcome problems of catalyst aging and poor distribution in

fixed-bed designs. Hydrogen and feedstock enter at the bottom of the reactor,

thereby expanding the catalyst bed. Although catalyst performance can be kept

constant because catalyst can be replaced online, the ebullition results in a back

mixed reactor; therefore, desulfurization and hydroconversion are less than

obtainable in a fixed-bed unit. Currently, in order to limit coking, most commer-

cial ebullating-bed units operate in the 70%–85% desulfurization range and

50%–70% v/v, resid conversion.

Development work will continue, and ebullating-bed units will see more use

and have a greater impact of resid conversion operations. Improvements such as

(i) second-generation catalyst technology, which will allow higher conversion

to a stable product; (ii) catalyst rejuvenation, which allows spent catalyst to be

reused to a greater extent than current operations allow; and (iii) new reactor

designs raising single train-size greater throughput.

Slurry-phase hydrocracking of viscous feedstocks and the latest develop-

ment of dispersed catalysts present strong indications that such technologies

will play a role in future refineries. Slurry-phase (or slurry-bed) hydroproces-

sing can be used for hydroprocessing of feeds with very high metal content

to obtain lower-boiling products using a single reactor. The slurry-based tech-

nologies combine the advantages of the carbon rejection technologies in terms

of flexibility with the high performances peculiar to the hydrogen addition pro-

cesses and achieve a similar intimate contacting of the feedstock and catalyst

and may operate with a lower degree of back-mixing than occurs in

ebullated-bed units. Also, in contrast to fluid-bed units and ebullated-bed units,

slurry-bed processing uses a smaller amount of catalyst (in the form of finely

divided powder) that can be an additive or a catalyst (or catalyst precursors).

The catalyst is mixed with the viscous feedstock, and both are fed upward with

hydrogen through an empty reactor vessel. Since the oil and catalyst flow cocur-

rently, the mixture approaches plug-flow behavior (Chapter 6). When the reac-

tion is complete, the spent catalyst leaves the slurry-bed reactor together with

the nonvolatile fraction.

Catalyst improvements will continue to (i) improve hydrocracking activ-

ity, (ii) reduce catalytic deactivation, and (iii) increase cycle length. The

development in nonprecious metal catalysts, heteropolyanions to improve

metal dispersions, zeolite beta, and acid-cracking-based formulations of
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highly active hydrocracking catalysts has already added (and will continue to

add) flexibility in the operations of hydroprocessing units. New formulations

that employ amorphous silica-alumina supports and dealuminated zeolite Y

will be readily available and offer high activity with high stability. These

designs allow for lower operating pressures, increased run length, and higher

naphtha and diesel yields.

Another central focus will be the reduction of reducing hydrogen consump-

tion while maintaining product quality. Catalysts that can withstand organic

nitrogen contamination are being developed for lower-cost, single-stage units.

The addition of metal traps upstream of the hydroprocessing unit is a solution to

protect highly active catalyst from high metal feeds that will see wider appli-

cation. In particular, the response of the refining industry to opportunities for

processing viscous feedstocks and requirements to comply with carbon dioxide

will need to be addressed. Furthermore, gasification with carbon capture and the

use of biomass as feedstock should help refiners meet emissions reduction

requirements for carbon dioxide.

In addition, since biomass gasification and Fischer-Tropsch conversion are

considered promising route in next-generation biofuel developments (Speight,

2008, 2011a, 2011b, 2014), refiners should closely monitor the latest refinery-

related advances and future directions.

In summary, trends in quality of crude feedstocks have shown a steady

decline over the past three decades and are reflected by declining API gravity

and increasing sulfur content requiring changes in hydrocracking operations

(Butler et al., 2009). Furthermore, understanding the fundamental of viscous

feedstocks is not always sufficiently adequate to predict processing behavior

(Niccum and Northup, 2006). In fact, it is only by comprehensively consider-

ing related factors such as (i) the properties of feedstock, (ii) catalyst perfor-

mance, (iii) product requirements, (iv) operating parameters, and (v) cycle

length that optimal results can be achieved. Therefore, further improvements

of the hydrocracking process and catalysts, which can tolerate a high content

of impurities and metals, are major challenges for the refineries (Putek et al.,

2008). Catalyst activity, selectivity, particle size and shape, pore size and dis-

tribution, and the type of the reactor have to be optimized according to the

properties of the viscous feedstocks and to the desired purification and con-

version levels.

Furthermore, processes that offer higher conversion and improved product

quality for downstream processing (such as the UOP Uniflex process, for-

merly the CANMET process) will be in great demand (Gillis et al., 2009,

2010). Integration of such processes with existing coking capacity offers

many unique benefits (Gillis et al., 2009, 2010). The effective use of existing

assets requires both individual process depth and a breadth of refinery knowl-

edge and expertise.
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Chapter 12
Upgrading by Solvent Treatment
1. Introduction

Solvent-based processes are physical separation processes in which the feed-

stock is divided into its components by means of a solvent used as an absorption

medium. It is a separating process based on specific gravity (molecular weight),

as opposed to the boiling-point distillation. These processes take advantage

of the insolubility of aromatic compounds, and many heteroatom-containing

compounds are insoluble in paraffin liquids.

Solvent deasphalting (sometimes referred to as solvent extraction; Fig. 12.1)

is essentially a solvent-based extraction process, and the required solvent is usu-

ally available within the refinery. The process separates oil from carbon-rich

components, resins, and asphaltenes and makes it available to convert it to lube

stock or as feedstock for other secondary processing facilities. Feedstock impu-

rities such as sulfur and metals are concentrated in the insoluble phase. The flex-

ibility, inherent in the process, allows wide variation in product quality to meet

specific downstream process needs. The process continues to play a significant

role, as one of the key process units of the modern refinery complex (Parkash,

2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017).

From a viscous feedstock, the products are a deasphalted liquid (deasphalted

oil) and an insoluble asphalt-like material that has high concentrations of con-

taminants (metal-containing constituents and asphaltene constituents). The

deasphalted oil is used as a feedstock for the preparation of finished lubricants

and feedstock for catalytic cracking units or hydrocracking units or even as a

feedstock to thermal cracking processes.

At present, solvent deasphalting is one of the most interesting viscous feed-

stock (in the case of crude oil residua, referred to as bottom of the barrel) pro-

cessing technologies to process viscous feedstocks and modern refineries.

The process is advantageous for application to viscous feedstocks because of

its relatively low costs and the implicit possibility of obtaining a wide variety

of deasphalted oils. The process offers a high selectivity for asphaltene constit-

uents, considerable metal rejection, a certain selectivity to reject coke-forming

precursors, and minor selectivity for sulfur and nitrogen constituents. Solvent

deasphalting processes have not realized their maximum potential in terms
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of use with heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen. With ongoing

improvements in energy efficiency, such processes would display its effects

in a combination with other processes. Solvent deasphalting allows removal

of sulfur and nitrogen compounds as well as metallic constituents by balancing

yield with the desired feedstock properties (Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007;

Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017).
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Due to the major price differences, more and more viscous, high-sulfur

crude oils (including heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen) are used

in refinery processes because of the impending dearth of low-sulfur feedstocks.

This requires more efficient processing technologies. Furthermore, in terms of

the production of good-grade asphalt, the asphalt constituents (asphaltene con-

stituents plus resin constituents plus a high-boiling vacuum gas oil as the flux)

cannot be separated from the viscous feedstock by distillation without destroy-

ing the characteristics of these constituents that would lead to a poorer grade

(cracked asphalt) product. However, the asphalt constituents can be precipitated

from the viscous feedstock using solvents in which the oil fraction is soluble and

the asphalt is insoluble. This is where the presence of solvent deasphalting unit

in a refinery proves to be a valuable asset.

While solvent deasphalting has been used for more than six decades to

upgrade nonvolatile refinery residua, the technology continues to evolve over

time. The process is a robust and economical process that uses an aliphatic

solvent to separate the typically more valuable oils and resins from the more

aromatic and asphaltenic components of the feedstock. The earliest commercial

applications of the process used propane as the solvent to extract high-quality

lubricating oil bright stock from vacuum residua. These applications were

called propane deasphalting (or propane deresining when used to separate

high-molecular-weight resins from a viscous feedstock). Solvent deasphalting

processes have gradually been extended to include the preparation of feedstocks

for catalytic cracking, hydrocracking, and hydrodesulfurization units and the

production of specialty asphalt products.

The solvents used for the various processes vary from propane to pentane

to produce feedstocks for a variety of refining units. For example, propane

deasphalting is commonly used to precipitate asphaltene constituents and resin

constituents from viscous feedstocks such as heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar

sand bitumen. The deasphalted oil (the soluble product of propane deasphalting

that is reactively low in the constituents that typically produce high yields of

coke and the metal-containing catalyst poisons) is then sufficiently clean to

be sent to a hydrotreating unit or a hydrocracking unit or to be used as blend

stock for fuel oil (Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu

and Robinson, 2017).

Solvent deasphalting processes are a major part of refinery operations and

are not often appreciated for the tasks for which they are used (Parkash, 2003;

Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017). In the solvent

deasphalting processes, an alkane is injected into the feedstock to disrupt the

dispersion of components and causes the polar constituents to precipitate. Pro-

pane (or sometimes propane/butane mixtures) is extensively used for deasphalt-

ing and produces a deasphalted oil and propane deasphalter asphalt (Dunning

andMoore, 1957). Propane has unique solvent properties; at lower temperatures

(38–60°C and 100–140°C), paraffins are very soluble in propane, and at higher
temperatures (�93°C, 200°F), all hydrocarbon derivatives are almost insoluble

in propane.
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A solvent deasphalting unit processes the residuum from the vacuum distil-

lation unit and produces deasphalted oil, used as feedstock for a fluid catalytic

cracking unit, and the asphaltic residue (deasphalter tar and deasphalter bot-

toms), which, as an insoluble fraction, can only be used to produce asphalt

or as a blend stock or visbreaker feedstock for low-grade fuel oil. Solvent deas-

phalting processes have not realized their maximum potential. With ongoing

improvements in energy efficiency, such processes would display its effects

in a combination with other processes. Solvent deasphalting allows the removal

of sulfur and nitrogen compounds as well as metallic constituents by balancing

yield with the desired feedstock properties (Dunning and Moore, 1957;

Ditman, 1973).

In a more recent innovation (McCoy et al., 2010), a feedstock stream

comprising the viscous feedstock is fed to a solvent deasphalter wherein it

is contacted with a deasphalting solvent or fluid to produce a composition

comprising a mixture or slurry of solvent containing a soluble portion of

the feedstock and a viscous tar-like fraction comprising the insoluble portion

of the feedstock tar. These fractions may be separated in the deasphalter

apparatus, such as by gravity settling wherein the nonvolatile fraction is

taken off as bottoms and the solvent-soluble fraction taken as overflow or

overheads with the solvent. The overflow or overheads are sent to a solvent

recovery unit, such as a distillation apparatus, wherein solvent is recovered

as overheads and a deasphalted tar fraction is taken off as a sidestream or

bottoms.

Most of the metals present in refinery feedstocks are concentrated in the

asphaltene constituent, and by using solvent deasphalting, it is possible to

recover significant amounts of partially demetallized and deasphalted oil from

the residues that can be processed in fluid catalytic cracking units (Chapter 9) or

in hydrocracking units (Chapter 11).

The main advantages of solvent deasphalting are relatively low investment

and operational costs, while its principal limitation is that to obtain deas-

phalted oil with a low content of pollutants (in particular, sulfur, nitrogen,

metals, and coke-forming constituents), the yield must be limited (Ditman,

1973). As a result, significant quantities of by-products are generated (asphal-

tene constituents plus resin constituents) that can be used as components of

low-quality fuels or as sources of carbon for the production of synthesis

gas and, therefore, hydrogen in suitable gasification units (Speight, 2014).

The application of the solvent deasphalting process to upgrade heavy crude

oil, extra heavy crude oil, and tar sand bitumen has led to the development

of a variety of technologies in which the typical solvent deasphalting unit

is combined with other processes.

Dewaxing processes are not considered here. Heavy oil, extra heavy crude

oil, and tars and bitumen are not typically known for measurable wax content as

is found in the more conventional crude oils (Speight, 2014, 2017).
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2. Solvent-Based Processes

Crude oil processing normally involves separation into various fractions that

require further processing in order to produce marketable products. The initial

separation process is distillation in which crude oil is separated into fractions of

increasingly higher-boiling range fractions. The initial separation process is dis-

tillation in which crude oil is separated into fractions of increasingly higher-

boiling range fractions (Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014,

2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017). Since crude oil fractions are subject to thermal

degradation, there is a limit to the temperatures that can be used in simple sep-

aration processes. The crude cannot be subjected to temperatures much above

395°C (740°F), irrespective of the residence time, without encountering some

thermal cracking. Therefore, to separate the higher-molecular-weight and

higher-boiling fractions from crude, special processing steps must be used.

Because crude oil fractions are subject to thermal degradation, there is a

limit to the temperature that can be effectively used in a separation process, that

is, crude cannot be subjected to temperatures above 370°C (700°F) without the
occurrence of thermal cracking. The physical separation of higher-molecular-

weight and higher-boiling fractions from the crude is first accomplished in

the vacuum distillation process, which is followed by the solvent deasphalting

process. The process itself involves adding a relatively small portion of solvent

upstream to the charge crude, and processing it through the extraction tower in

which the desired oil goes to the solvent and the asphalt precipitates toward the

bottom. As the oil and solvent rise in the tower, the temperature is increased in

order to control the quality of the product; separating the oil from asphalt is

achieved by maintaining a temperature gradient across the extraction tower

and by varying the solvent/oil ratio. A key physical separation process, solvent

deasphalting, has been used by refiners to produce gas oil and lubricating oil

bright stock for many years.

Solvent deasphalting is a separation process that represents a further step in
the minimization of the nonvolatile and insoluble residue. However, solvent

deasphalting processes, far from realizing their maximum potential for viscous

feedstocks, are now under further investigation, and with ongoing improve-

ments in energy efficiency, such processes are starting to display maximum

benefits when used in combination with other processes. The process takes

advantage of the fact that the maltene constituents are more soluble in low-

boiling paraffinic solvents than asphaltene constituents. This solubility

increases with solvent molecular weight and decreases with temperature

(Girdler, 1965; Mitchell and Speight, 1973). As with vacuum distillation, there

are constraints with respect to how deep a solvent deasphalting unit can cut into

the viscous feedstock or the degree to which deasphalted oil can be produced. In

the case of solvent deasphalting, the constraint is usually related to deasphalted

oil quality specifications required by downstream conversion units.
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Depending on the quality of the deasphalted oil, it can be used (i) as a feed-

stock for a catalytic cracking unit or (ii) as a feedstock for a hydrocracking unit

(Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson,

2017). The insoluble portion of the feedstock (frequently referred to as the deas-

phalter bottoms) is typically used (i) as a feedstock for a delayed coking unit,

(ii) as a fuel oil blending component, (iii) as a feedstock to a gasification unit, or

(iv) or as a blend stock for asphalt productions.

However, solvent deasphalting has the flexibility to produce a wide range of

deasphalted oil that matches the desired properties. The process has very good

selectivity for asphaltene constituents (and, to a lesser extent, resin constituents)

and metal rejection. There is also some selectivity for rejection of coke-forming

precursors, but there is less selectivity for sulfur-containing and nitrogen-

containing constituents. The process is best suited for the more paraffin-type

viscous feedstock (which is unlikely when considering heavy oil, extra heavy

oil, and tar sand bitumen as the deasphalter feedstock) with a somewhat lower

efficiency when applied to a high-asphaltene viscous feedstock that contains

high proportions of metal-containing constituents and coke-forming constitu-

ents. The advantages and disadvantages of the process are that it performs no

conversion and produces a very-high-viscosity by-product deasphalter bottoms

and, where high-quality deasphalted oil is required, the process is limited in the

quality of feedstock that can be economically processed. In those situations

where there is a ready outlet use for the bottoms, solvent deasphalting is an

attractive option for treating viscous feedstocks. One such situation is the

cogeneration of steam and power, both to supply the refiner’s needs and for

export to nearby users.
2.1 Deasphalting Process

Due to the depletion of conventional oil resources and increasing prices, various

technologies for utilizing unconventional oil and low-value crude residues,

which have not been fully exploited, are currently being explored. The exploi-

tation of unconventional oil and low-value crude residues requires upgrading

processes such as carbon rejection and hydrogen addition. Among many exist-

ing upgrading processes, solvent deasphalting, a technology for removing

asphaltene-rich pitch and producing higher-value deasphalted oil by using par-

affinic solvents, is promising because it offers the advantages of low installation

cost and flexibility in terms of the control of the quality of the deasphalter

bottoms (often referred to as deasphalter pitch) and the deasphalted oil.

The deasphalting process is a mature process, but as refinery operations

evolve, it is necessary to include a description of the process here so that the

new processes might be compared with new options that also provide for deas-

phalting various feedstocks. In the process, the feedstock is mixed with dilution

solvent from the solvent accumulator and then cooled to the desired temperature

before entering the extraction tower. Because of its high viscosity, the charge oil
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can neither be cooled easily to the required temperature nor will it mix readily

with solvent in the extraction tower. By adding a relatively small portion of

solvent upstream of the charge cooler (insufficient to cause phase separation),

the viscosity problem is avoided.

The process has been conventionally used after either atmospheric or vac-

uum distillation as a separation process that is also applicable to heavy oil, extra

heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen. The process takes advantage of the fact that the

maltene fraction present in viscous feedstocks is more soluble in low-boiling

paraffin solvents than the asphaltene constituents (Speight, 2011, 2014, 2015,

2017). This solubility increases with solvent molecular weight and decreases

with temperature. The typical solvent used for the process is liquid propane

(C3H8, propane deasphalting). In order to recover more oil from vacuum-

reduced crude, mainly for catalytic cracking feedstocks, higher-molecular-

weight solvents such as butane (C4H10) and pentane (C5H12) have been

employed.

The feedstock, with a small amount of solvent, enters the extraction tower at

a point about two-thirds up the column. The solvent is pumped from the accu-

mulator, cooled, and entered near the bottom of the tower. The extraction tower

is a multistage contactor, normally equipped with baffle trays, and the heavy oil,

extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen flow downward, while the light solvent

flows upward. As the extraction progresses, the desired oil goes to the solvent

and the asphalt separate and moves toward the bottom. As the extracted oil and

solvent rise in the tower, the temperature is increased in order to control the

quality of the product by providing adequate reflux for optimum separation.

Separation of oil from asphalt is controlled by maintaining a temperature gra-

dient across the extraction tower and by varying the solvent/oil ratio. The tower

top temperature is regulated by adjusting the feedstock inlet temperature and the

steam flow to the heating coils in the top of the tower. The temperature at

the bottom of the tower is maintained at the desired level by the temperature

of the entering solvent. The deasphalted oil-solvent mixture flows from the

top of the tower under pressure control to a kettle-type evaporator heated by

low-pressure steam. The vaporized solvent flows through the condenser into

the solvent accumulator.

Indeed, several of these options, such as the ROSE process, have been

onstream for several years and are included here for this same reason. Thus, this

section provides a one-stop discussion of solvent recovery processes and their

integration into refinery operations. However, the process requires a consider-

able amount of expensive solvent, and thus, solvent recovery, an energy-

intensive process, is required for improved efficiency (Lee et al., 2014).

The separation of viscous feedstocks into a soluble fraction and an insoluble

fraction was first performed on a production scale by mixing the viscous feed-

stock with propane (or mixtures of normally gaseous hydrocarbon derivatives)

and continuously decanting the resulting phases in a suitable vessel. Tempera-

ture was maintained within approximately 55°C (l00°F) of the critical
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temperature of the solvent, at a level that would regulate the yield and properties

of the deasphalted oil in solution and that would reject the heavier undesirable

components as asphalt.

Currently, deasphalting combined with delayed coking (or deasphalting

combined with fluid coking) is used frequently for residuum conversion. The

high demand for coke, mainly for use in the aluminum industry, has made

delayed coking a major residuum conversion process. However, many crude

oils will not produce coke meeting the sulfur and metal specifications for alu-

minum electrodes, and coke gas oils are less desirable feedstocks for fluid cat-

alytic cracking than virgin gas oils. In comparison, the solvent deasphalting

process can apply to most viscous feedstocks. The deasphalted oil is an accept-

able feedstock for both fluid catalytic cracking and, in some cases, hydrocrack-

ing. Since it is relatively less expensive to desulfurize the deasphalted oil than

the viscous feedstock, the solvent deasphalting process offers a more econom-

ical route for the disposing of viscous feedstock from high-sulfur crude. How-

ever, the question of the disposal of the asphalt remains. Use as a road asphalt is

common and use as a refinery fuel is less common since expensive stack gas

cleanup facilities may be required when used as fuel.

In the process (Fig. 12.2), the feedstock is mixed with the dilution hydrocar-

bon solvent from the solvent accumulator and then cooled to the desired tem-

perature before entering the extraction tower. Because of its high viscosity, the

charge oil can neither be cooled easily to the required temperature nor will it

mix readily with solvent in the extraction tower. By adding a relatively small
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portion of solvent upstream of the feedstock cooler that is insufficient to cause

phase separation, the viscosity problem can be mitigated.

The liquid phase flows from the bottom of the evaporator, under level con-

trol, to the deasphalted oil flash tower where it is re-boiled by means of a fired

heater. In the flash tower, most of the remaining solvent is vaporized and flows

overhead, joining the solvent from the low-pressure steam evaporator. The

deasphalted oil, with relatively minor solvent, flows from the bottom of the

flash tower under level control to a steam stripper operating at essentially atmo-

spheric pressure. Superheated steam is introduced into the lower portion of the

tower. The remaining solvent is stripped out and flows overhead with the steam

through a condenser into the compressor suction drum where the water drops

out. The water flows from the bottom of the drum under level control to appro-

priate disposal.

The asphalt-solvent mixture is pressured from the extraction tower bottom

on flow control to the asphalt heater and on to the asphalt flash drum, where the

vaporized solvent is separated from the asphalt. The drum operates essentially

at the solvent condensing pressure so that the overhead vapors flow directly

through the condenser into the solvent accumulator. Hot asphalt, with a small

quantity of solvent flows, from the asphalt flash drum bottom to the asphalt

stripper, which is operated at near atmospheric pressure. Superheated steam

is introduced into the bottom of the stripper. The steam and solvent vapors pass

overhead, join the deasphalted oil stripper overhead, and flow through the

condenser into the compressor suction drum. The asphalt is pumped from the

bottom of the stripper under level control to storage.

The propane deasphalting process is similar to solvent extraction in that a

packed or baffled extraction tower or rotating disk contactor is used to mix

the oil feedstock stocks with the solvent. In the tower method, four to eight

volumes of propane are fed to the bottom of the tower for every volume of

feedstock flowing down from the top of the tower. The oil, which is more sol-

uble in the propane, dissolves and flows to the top. The asphaltene and resins

flow to the bottom of the tower where they are removed in a propane mix.

Propane is recovered from the two streams through two-stage flash systems

followed by steam stripping in which propane is condensed and removed by

cooling at high pressure in the first stage and at low pressure in the second stage.

The asphalt recovered can be blended with other asphalts or heavy fuels or can

be used as feedstock to the coker.

The yield of deasphalted oil varies with the feedstock, but the deasphalted

oil does make less coke and more distillate than the feedstock (Parkash, 2003;

Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017). Therefore, the

process parameters for a deasphalting unit must be selected with care according

to the nature of the feedstock and the desired final products. The metal content

of the deasphalted oil is relative, and the nitrogen and sulfur contents in the

deasphalted oil are also related to the yield of deasphalted oil yield

(Fig. 12.3). The character of the deasphalting process is molecular weight
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separations, and the solvent takes a crosscut across the feedstock effecting

separation by molecular weight and by polarity (Fig. 12.4; Parkash, 2003;

Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017). Furthermore,

the process parameters for a deasphalting unit must be selected with care

according to the nature of the feedstock and the desired final products.

In the first case, the choice of solvent is vital to the flexibility and perfor-

mance of the unit. The solvent must be suitable, not only for the extraction of

the desired oil fraction but also for the control of the yield and/or quality of the

deasphalted oil at temperatures that are within the operating limits. If the tem-

perature is too high (i.e., close to the critical temperature of the solvent), the

operation becomes unreliable in terms of product yields and character. If the

temperature is too low, the feedstock may be too viscous and have an adverse

effect on the contact with the solvent in the tower. Liquid propane is by far the

most selective solvent among the low-boiling hydrocarbon derivatives used for

deasphalting. At temperatures ranging from 38°C to 65°C (100–150°F), most

hydrocarbon derivatives are soluble in propane, while asphaltic and resinous
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compounds are not, thereby allowing rejection of these compounds resulting in

a drastic reduction (relative to the feedstock) of the nitrogen content and the

metals in the deasphalted oil. Although the deasphalted oil from propane deas-

phalting has the best quality, the yield is usually less than the yield of deas-

phalted oil produced using a higher-molecular-weight (higher-boiling) solvent.

The ratios of propane-oil required vary from 6 to l to 10 to 1 by volume, with

the ratio occasionally being as high as from 13 to�1. Since the critical temper-

ature of propane is 97°C (206°F), this limits the extraction temperature to about

82°C (180°F). Therefore, propane alone may not be suitable for high-viscosity

feedstocks because of the relatively low operating temperature.

Iso-butane and n-butane are more suitable for deasphalting high-viscosity

feedstocks since their critical temperatures are higher (134°C, 273°F, and
152°C, 306°F, respectively) than that of the critical temperature of propane.

Higher extraction temperatures can be used to reduce the viscosity of the vis-

cous feedstock and to increase the transfer rate of oil to solvent.

Although n-pentane is less selective for metals and removal of the coke-

forming constituents, n-pentane can increase the yield of deasphalted oil from

a viscous feedstock by a factor of 2–3 over propane (Speight, 2000, 2014, 2017).
However, if the content of the metals and coke-forming propensity of the

pentane-deasphalted oil is too high (defined by the ensuing process), the deas-

phalted oil may be unsuitable as a cracking feedstock. In certain cases, the

nature of the cracking catalyst may dictate that the pentane-deasphalted oil

be blended with vacuum gas oil that, after further treatment such as hydrode-

sulfurization, produces a good cracking feedstock.
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Solvent composition is an important process variable for deasphalting units

(De Souza et al., 2017). The use of a single solvent may (depending on the

nature of the solvent) limit the range of feedstocks that can be processed in a

deasphalting unit. When a deasphalting unit is required to handle a variety of

feedstocks and/or produce various yields of deasphalted oil (as is the case in

these days of variable feedstock quality), a dual solvent may be the only option

to provide the desired flexibility. Adjusting the solvent composition allows the

most desirable product quantity and quality within the range of temperature

control.

Besides the solvent composition, the solvent/oil ratio also plays an impor-

tant role in a deasphalting operation. Solvent/oil ratios vary considerably and

are governed by feedstock characteristics and desired product qualities, and

for each individual feedstock, there is a minimum operable solvent/oil ratio.

Generally, increasing the solvent-to-oil ratio almost invariably results in

improving the deasphalted oil quality at a given yield, but other factors must

also be taken into consideration, and (generalities aside) each plant and feed-

stock will have an optimum ratio.

The main consideration in the selection of the operating temperature is its
effect on the yield of deasphalted oil. For practical applications, the lower limits

of operable temperature are set by the viscosity of the oil-rich phase. When the

operating temperature is near the critical temperature of the solvent, control of

the extraction tower becomes difficult since the rate of change of solubility with

temperature becomes very large at conditions close to the critical point of the

solvent. Such changes in solubility cause large amounts of oil to transfer

between the solvent-rich and the oil-rich phases that, in turn, cause flooding
and/or uncontrollable changes in product quality. To mitigate such effects,

the upper limits of operable temperatures must lie below the critical temperature

of the solvent in order to insure good control of the product quality and to main-

tain a stable condition in the extraction tower.

The temperature gradient across the extraction tower influences the sharp-

ness of the separation of the deasphalted oil and the asphalt because of internal

reflux that occurs when the cooler oil/solvent solution in the lower section of the

tower attempts to carry a large portion of oil to the top of the tower. When the

oil/solvent solution reaches the steam-heated, higher-temperature area near

the top of the tower, some oil of higher molecular weight in the solvent solution

is rejected because the oil is less soluble in solvent at the higher temperature.

The heavier oil (rejected from the solution at the top of the tower) attempts

to flow downward and causes the internal reflux. In fact, generally, the greater

the temperature difference between the top and the bottom of the tower, the

greater will be the internal reflux, and the better will be the quality of the deas-

phalted oil. However, too much internal reflux can cause tower flooding and

jeopardize the process.

The process pressure is usually not considered to be an operating variable

since it must be higher than the vapor pressure of the solvent mixture at the
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tower operating temperature to maintain the solvent in the liquid phase.

The tower pressure is usually only subject to change when there is a need to

change the solvent composition or the process temperature.

Proper contact and distribution of the oil and solvent in the tower are essen-
tial to the efficient operation of any deasphalting unit. In early units and days,

mixer-settlers were used as contactors but proved to be less efficient than the

countercurrent contacting devices. Packed towers are difficult to operate in this

process because of the large differences in viscosity and density between the

asphalt phase and the solvent-rich phase.

The extraction tower for solvent deasphalting consists of two contacting

zones: (i) a rectifying zone above the oil feedstock and (ii) a stripping zone

below the oil feed. The rectifying zone contains some elements designed to pro-

mote contacting and to avoid channeling. Steam-heated coils are provided to

raise the temperature sufficiently to induce an oil-rich reflux in the top section

of the tower. The stripping zone has disengaging spaces at the top and bottom

and consists of contacting elements between the oil inlet and the solvent inlet.

A countercurrent tower with static baffles is widely used in solvent deas-

phalting service. The baffles consist of fixed elements formed of expanded

metal gratings in groups of two or more to provide maximum change of direc-

tion without limiting capacity. The rotating disk contactor has also been

employed and consists of disks connected to a rotating shaft that are used in

place of the static baffles in the tower. The rotating element is driven by a var-

iable speed drive at either the top or the bottom of the column, and operating

flexibility is provided by controlling the speed of the rotating element and, thus,

the amount of mixing in the contactor.

In the deasphalting process, the solvent is recovered for circulation, and the

efficient operability of a deasphalting unit is dependent on the design of the

solvent recovery system. The solvent may be separated from the deasphalted

oil in several ways such as conventional evaporation or the use of a flash tower.

Irrespective of the method of solvent recovery from the deasphalted oil, it is

usually the most efficient to recover the solvent at a temperature close to the

extraction temperature. If a higher temperature for solvent recovery is used, heat

is wasted in the form of high vapor temperature, and conversely, if a lower tem-

perature is used, the solvent must be reheated, thereby requiring additional

energy input. The solvent recovery pressure should be low enough to maintain

a smooth flow under pressure from the extraction tower.

As always, the use of the deasphalter reject (solvent asphalt) remains an

issue. It can be used (apart from its use for various types of asphalt) as feedstock

to a partial oxidation unit to make a hydrogen-rich gas for use in hydrodesul-

furization processes and hydrocracking processes. Alternatively, the asphalt

may be treated in a visbreaker to reduce its viscosity, thereby minimizing the

need for cutter stock to be blended with the solvent asphalt for making fuel

oil, or hydrovisbreaking (Chapter 8) offers an option of converting the asphalt

to feedstocks for other conversion processes.
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However, if the content of the metals and carbon residue of the pentane-

deasphalted oil is too high (defined by the ensuing process), the deasphalted

oil may be unsuitable as a cracking feedstock.

For example, a mixture of propane and n-butane might be suitable for feed-

stocks that vary from vacuum residua to heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand

bitumen that contain insoluble (asphaltic) fractions.

The asphalt solution from the bottom of the extraction tower usually con-

tains less than an equal volume of solvent. A fired heater is used to maintain

the temperature of the asphalt solution well above the foaming level and to keep

the asphalt phase in a fluid state. A flash drum is used to separate the solvent

vapor from asphalt with the design being such to prevent carryover of asphalt

into the solvent outlet line and to avoid fouling the downstream solvent con-

denser. The solvent recovery system from asphalt is not usually subject to

the same degree of variations as the solvent recovery system for the deasphalted

oil and operation at constant temperature and pressure with a separate solvent

condenser and accumulator is possible.

Asphalt from different crude oils varies considerably, but the viscosity is

often too high for fuel oil although, in some cases, they can be blended with

refinery cutter stocks to make No. 6 fuel oil. When the sulfur content of the orig-

inal residuum is high, even the blend fuel oil will not be able to meet the sulfur

specification of fuel oil unless stack gas cleanup is available.

The deasphalted oil and solvent asphalt are not finished products and require

further processing or blending, depending on the final use. Manufacture of
lubricating oil is on possibility, and the deasphalted oil may also be used as

a catalytic cracking feedstock, or it may be desulfurized. It is perhaps these last

two options that are more pertinent to the present text and future refinery oper-

ations (Speight, 2011).

Briefly, catalytic cracking (Chapter 9) or hydrodesulfurization (Chapter 10)

of high-sulfur and high-metal viscous feedstocks is, theoretically, the best way

to enhance the value of these materials. However, the concentration of sulfur

(in the asphaltene fraction and in the resin fraction) in the feedstock can severely

limit the performance of cracking catalysts and hydrodesulfurization catalysts

(Speight, 2000). Both processes generally require tolerant catalysts and (in the

case of hydrodesulfurization) high hydrogen pressure, low space velocity, and

high hydrogen recycle ratio.

For both processes, the advantage of using the deasphalting process to

remove the troublesome compounds becomes obvious. The soluble deasphalted

oil, with no asphaltene constituents and low metal content, is easier to process

than the original feedstock. Indeed, in the hydrodesulfurization process, the

deasphalted oil may consume only 65% of the hydrogen required for direct

hydrodesulfurization of original nonfractionated viscous feedstock.

Solvent deasphalting has the advantage of being a relatively low-cost pro-

cess that has the flexibility to meet a wide range of quality of the deasphalted oil.

The process has very good selectivity for asphaltene constituents and metal
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rejection, some selectivity for rejection of coke formers but less selectivity for

sulfur and nitrogen. The process is best suited for the more paraffinic vacuum

residues as opposed to vacuum residues with high asphaltene content, high

metal, and high carbon content of coke-forming constituents. The disadvan-

tages of the separation process are that it performs no conversion and produces

the high-viscosity by-product asphalt (deasphalter bottoms and solvent deas-

phalter pitch). When high-quality deasphalted oil is required, the solvent deas-

phalting process is limited in the quality of feedstock that can be economically

processed. Other applications include gasification of the deasphalter bottoms

for hydrogen and/or power generation and road asphalt production (Elliott

and Stewart, 2004).

Lower-boiling solvents and higher-solvent ratios precipitate larger quanti-

ties of resin constituents and asphaltene constituents, thereby providing separa-

tion of these feedstock components from saturate components and aromatic

components. Low-boiling liquid paraffin solvents show extraction selectivity

not only tomolecular weight but also to molecular type. In any crude oil residue,

the lowest boiling and most paraffinic components are those most soluble in the

low-boiling paraffinic solvent.

Recent work has shown that additives and membranes can be used to

enhance the separation of the asphaltic phase and the nonasphaltic phase. In

the former process (when additives are used) (Koseoglu, 2009), solvent deas-

phalting of crude oil or viscous feedstocks is carried out in the presence of a

solid adsorbent, such as clay, silica, alumina and activated carbon, which

adsorbs the contaminants and permits the solvent and oil fraction to be removed

as a separate stream from which the solvent is recovered for recycling; the

adsorbent with contaminants and the asphalt bottoms is mixed with aromatic

and/or polar solvents to desorb the contaminants and washed as necessary,

for example, with benzene, toluene, xylenes, and tetrahydrofuran, to clean

adsorbent that is recovered and recycled; the solvent-asphalt mixture is sent

to a fractionator for recovery and recycling of the aromatic or polar solvent.

The bottoms from the fractionator include the concentrated polynuclear aro-

matic constituents and contaminants and are further processed as appropriate.

In the latter process (i.e., when a membrane is employed) (Trambouze et al.,

1989), the solvent (a low-boiling hydrocarbon liquid) is separated from

the deasphalted oil, by passing the solution tangentially across an inorganic

membrane, and the obtained filtrate has an increased solvent content and

may be recycled. The deasphalted oil is selectively retained on the upstream

side of the membrane.

Varied types of equipment are in use in solvent deasphalting process. For

example, earlier units employed baffle tray columns and/or rotating disk col-

umns. The baffle tray column unit was used to provide a trouble-free operation

due to the open structure, but these columns were less flexible to column

throughput and changes in physical properties of the system. The rotating disk

column has been widely applied in various solvent extraction units. The more
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modern random packings and structured packings have been successfully

applied in many solvent extraction processes and have also been applied to

solvent deasphalting units.

The efficiency of the extraction process is the key equipment design vari-

able—the role of the extractor is to separate the precipitate phase (often referred

to as deasphalter pitch) from the continuous fluid (deasphalted oil/solvent)

stream. Traditionally, solvent deasphalting units utilize a countercurrent type

separation of the upflowing deasphalted oil/solvent phase from the downflow-

ing precipitate phase. Traditional countercurrent extraction technology can

be improved by the addition of packing, which exerts efficient control on the

vertical fluid velocities across the cross-sectional area of the extractor.

Consequently, packing allows the extractor size to be reduced relative to an

open vessel type of design.

The process is also used to reject asphaltene constituents and to recover a

deasphalted oil, which is low in asphaltene content from a vacuum residue.

The solvent deasphalted oil (low-to-no-asphaltene content) oil is a useful feed-

stock for both fluid catalytic cracking units hydrocracking units. In addition,

because it is relatively less expensive to desulfurize the deasphalted oil than

the viscous feedstock, solvent deasphalting offers a more economical route

for the disposing of a viscous feedstock such as heavy crude oil, extra heavy

oil, and tar sand bitumen.
2.2 Deep Solvent Deasphalting Process

The deep solvent deasphalting process is an application of the low-energy deas-

phalting (LEDA) process (Fig. 12.5; RAROP, 1991, p. 91; Parkash, 2003; Gary

et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017) that is used to

extract high-quality lubricating oil bright stock or prepare catalytic cracking

feeds, hydrocracking feeds, hydrodesulfurization unit feeds, and asphalt from

vacuum residue materials.

The LEDA process uses a low-boiling hydrocarbon solvent specifically for-

mulated to insure the most economical deasphalting design for each operation.

For example, a propane solvent may be specified for a low deasphalted oil

yield operation, while a higher-boiling solvent, such as pentane or hexane,

may be used to obtain a high deasphalted oil yield from a viscous feedstock

(Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson,

2017). The deep deasphalting process can be integrated with a delayed coking

operation (ASCOT process; Chapter 8), and in this case, the solvent can be

low-boiling naphtha (Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017;

Hsu and Robinson, 2017).

Low-energy deasphalting operations are usually carried out in a rotating

disk contractor (RDC) that provides more extraction stages than a mixer settler

or baffle-type column. Although not essential to the process, the rotating disk

contactor provides higher-quality deasphalted oil at the same yield or higher
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yields at the same quality. The low-energy solvent deasphalting process selec-

tively extracts the more paraffinic components from vacuum residua while

rejecting the condensed ring aromatic derivatives. As expected, deasphalted

oil yields vary as a function of solvent type and quantity and feedstock proper-

ties (Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and

Robinson, 2017).

In the process, vacuum residue feedstock is combined with a small quantity

of solvent to reduce its viscosity and cooled to a specific extraction temperature

before entering the rotating disk contactor. Recovered solvent from the high-

pressure and low-pressure solvent receivers is combined, adjusted to a specific

temperature by the solvent heater-cooler, and injected into the bottom section of

the rotating disk contactor. Solvent flows upward, extracting the paraffinic

hydrocarbon derivatives from the viscous feedstock, which is flowing down-

ward through the rotating disk contactor.

Steam coils at the top of the tower maintain the specified temperature gra-

dient across the rotating disk contactor. The higher temperature in the top sec-

tion of the rotating disk contactor results in separation of the less soluble heavier

material from the deasphalted oil mix and provides internal reflux, which

improves the separation. The deasphalted oil mix leaves the top of the rotating

disk contactor tower. It flows to an evaporator where it is heated to vaporize a

portion of the solvent. It then flows into the high-pressure flash tower where

high-pressure solvent vapors are taken overhead.

The deasphalted oil mix from the bottom of this tower flows to the pressure

vapor heat exchanger where additional solvent is vaporized from the
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deasphalted oil mix by condensing high-pressure flash. The high-pressure sol-

vent, totally condensed, flows to the high-pressure solvent receiver. Partially

vaporized, the deasphalted oil mix flows from the pressure vapor heat

exchanger to the low-pressure flash tower where low-pressure solvent vapor

is taken overhead, condensed, and collected in the low-pressure solvent

receiver. The deasphalted oil mix flows down the low-pressure flash tower

to the reboiler, where it is heated, and then to the deasphalted oil stripper, where

the remaining solvent is stripped overhead with superheated steam. The deas-

phalted oil product is pumped from the stripper bottom and is cooled, if

required, before flowing to battery limits.

The raffinate phase containing asphalt and small amount of solvent flows

from the bottom of the rotating disk contactor to the asphalt mix heater. The

hot, two-phase asphalt mix from the heater is flashed in the asphalt mix flash

tower where solvent vapor is taken overhead, condensed, and collected in

the low-pressure solvent receiver. The remaining asphalt mix flows to the

asphalt stripper where the remaining solvent is stripped overhead with super-

heated steam. The asphalt stripper overhead vapors are combined with the over-

head from the deasphalted oil stripper, condensed, and collected in the stripper

drum. The asphalt product is pumped from the stripper and is cooled by gener-

ating low-pressure steam.
2.3 Demex Process

The Demex process is a solvent extraction demetallization process that sepa-

rates high metal viscous feedstock into demetallized oil of relatively low metal

content and asphaltene of high metal content (RAROP, 1991, p. 93). The

asphaltene constituents and condensed aromatic contents of the demetallized

oil are very low. The demetallized oil is a desirable feedstock for fixed-bed

hydrodesulfurization and, in cases where the metal content and carbon residue

are sufficiently low, is a desirable feedstock for fluid catalytic cracking and

hydrocracking units. Overall, the Demex process is an extension of the propane

deasphalting process and employs a less selective solvent to recover not only the

high-quality oils but also higher-molecular-weight aromatic derivatives and

other constituents present in the feedstock. Furthermore, the Demex process

requires a much less solvent circulation in achieving its objectives, thus reduc-

ing the utility costs and unit size significantly. The process selectively rejects

asphaltenes, metals, and high-molecular-weight aromatic derivatives from a

viscous feedstock. The resulting demetallized oil can then be combined with

vacuum gas oil to give a greater availability of acceptable feedstock to subse-

quent conversion units, such as a catalytic cracking unit (Chapter 9) or a hydro-

cracking unit (Chapter 11; Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014,

2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017).

In the process, the viscous feedstock, mixed with Demex solvent recycling

from the second stage, is fed to the first stage extractor. The pressure is kept high
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enough to maintain the solvent in liquid phase. The temperature is controlled by

the degree of cooling of the recycle solvent. The solvent rate is set near the min-

imum required to ensure the desired separation to occur. Asphaltene constitu-

ents are rejected in the first stage. Some resins are also rejected to maintain

sufficient fluidity of the asphaltene for efficient solvent recovery. The asphal-

tene is heated and steam stripped to remove solvent. The first stage overhead is

heated by an exchange with hot solvent. The increase in temperature decreases

the solubility of resins and high-molecular-weight aromatic derivatives

(Mitchell and Speight, 1973). These precipitate in the second-stage extractor.

The bottom stream of this second-stage extractor is recycled to the first stage.

A portion of this stream can also be drawn as a separate product.

The overhead from the second stage is heated by an exchange with hot sol-

vent. The fired heater further raises the temperature of the solvent/demetallized

oil mixture to a point above the critical temperature of the solvent. This causes

the demetallized oil to separate. It is then flashed and steam stripped to remove

all traces of solvent. The vapor streams from the demetallized oil and asphalt

strippers are condensed, dewatered, and pumped up to process pressure for recy-

cle. The bulk of the solvent goes overhead in the supercritical separator. This

hot solvent stream is then effectively used for process heat exchange. The sub-

critical solvent recovery techniques, including multiple effect systems, allow

much less heat recovery. Most of the low-grade heat in the solvent vapors from

the subcritical flash vaporization must be released to the atmosphere requiring

additional heat input to the process.
2.4 MDS Process

The MDS process is a technical improvement of the solvent deasphalting pro-

cess, particularly effective for upgrading viscous feedstocks (RAROP, 1991,

p. 95; Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and

Robinson, 2017). Combined with hydrodesulfurization, the process is fully

applicable to the feedstock preparation for fluid catalytic cracking and hydro-

cracking. The process is capable of using a variety of feedstocks including

heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen, as well as atmospheric and vac-

uum residua derived from various crude oils and the nonvolatile products from a

visbreaking unit (Chapter 8).

In the process, the feedstock and the solvent are mixed and fed to the deas-

phalting tower. Deasphalting extraction proceeds in the upper half of the tower.

After the removal of the asphalt, the mixture of deasphalted oil and solvent

flows out of the tower through the tower top. Asphalt flows downward to come

in contact with a countercurrent of rising solvent. The contact eliminates oil

from the asphalt; the asphalt then accumulates on the bottom. Deasphalted

oil containing solvent is heated through a heating furnace and fed to the deas-

phalted oil flash tower where most of the solvent is separated under pressure.
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Deasphalted oil still containing a small amount of solvent is again heated and

fed to the stripper, where the remaining solvent is completely removed.

Asphalt is withdrawn from the bottom of the extractor. Since this asphalt

contains a small amount of solvent, it is heated through a furnace and fed to

the flash tower to remove most of the solvent. Asphalt is then sent to the asphalt

stripper, where the remaining portion of solvent is completely removed.

Solvent recovered from the deasphalted oil and asphalt flash towers is

cooled and condensed into liquid and sent to a solvent tank. The solvent vapor

leaving both strippers is cooled to remove water and compressed for condensa-

tion. The condensed solvent is then sent to the solvent tank for further recycling.
2.5 Solvahl Process

The Solvahl process is a solvent deasphalting process for application to viscous

feedstocks such as heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen (RAROP,

1991, p. 9; Billon et al., 1994; Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight,

2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017). The process was developed to give max-

imum yields of deasphalted oil while eliminating asphaltenes and reducing

metals content to a level compatible with the reliable operation of downstream

units. The process removes the asphaltene constituents, most metals, and other

impurities contained in the viscous feedstock.

The process produces a deasphalted oil from which most of the heptane-

asphaltenes have been eliminated. The content of metals and coke precursor

compounds are also significantly reduced, making the deasphalted oil a suitable

feedstock for downstream fluid catalytic cracking or hydrocracking units. The

solvents used in the process can vary from liquid propane to heptane depending

on feedstock properties and downstream process objectives. The relative yields

of deasphalted oil and asphalt and the characteristics of both products are linked

to the nature of the feed, the operating conditions, and the solvent type.

In summary, the Solvahl technology is focused on the following: (i) relevant

and optimized separation of deasphalted oil and asphaltenes with associated

design criteria to reach specifications and (ii) control of the quality of the deas-

phalted oil, and especially any remaining content of asphaltenes constituents, is

a main concern as it impacts downstream catalyst performance and cycle length.

The association of the process with other conversion technologies such as

hydrocracking or ebullated-bed technologies (such as H-Oil) presents the

opportunity to maximize the yield of middle distillate products from viscous

feedstocks.
2.6 Other Options

The efficiency of a typical solvent deasphalting process can be successfully

increased by the inclusion of nanoparticles in systems with different solvent-

to-oil ratios, temperatures, types of solvent, and dosage (Guzmán et al., 2017).
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It was found that the use of nanoparticles reduces the yield of the deasphalted

oil in comparison with the traditional solvent deasphalting process, resulting

in a higher-quality product. The reason is the adsorption phenomena of the

asphaltenes and the nanoparticles and how the former are transferred from

the deasphalted oil fraction to the deasphalter bottoms.
2.6.1 Modified Solvent Deasphalting

The CLG Residue Solvent Refining Solvent Deasphalting (RSR) process is a

specialized solvent extraction process that separates viscous feedstocks by

molecular type instead of by boiling point, as in the vacuum distillation process.

The process recovers a low-contaminant, relatively high in hydrogen content,

deasphalted oil product from the viscous feedstock. The insoluble components

are contained in the deasphalter bottom product and contain the majority of

the feedstock contaminants (asphaltene constituents and metal-containing

constituents).

Historically, the process has not only been used to produce base oil for lubri-

cating oil production but also been utilized to produce additional vacuum gas-

oil feedstocks for various conversion processes. For lubricating oil applications,

a propane solvent is commonly used to maximize the quality and minimize the

impurities in the deasphalted oil. Higher-boiling solvents, such as butane or

pentane, are used for the production of transportation fuels. The process is capa-

ble of achieving conversion of a viscous feedstock on the order of 90% w/w to

lower-molecular-weight high-value products. The deasphalter bottoms can also

be used as (i) a combustion fuel, (ii) a blending component for the production of

residual fuel oil, (iii) a feedstock to a coking unit, or (iv) a blend stock for

asphalt production.

The jointly owned UOP/Amec Foster Wheeler SDA process is a unique sep-

aration process that, unlike vacuum distillation, separates by molecular type.

The process produces a low-contaminant deasphalted oil that is rich in

paraffin-type constituents, suitable for catalytic conversion processes, and a

contaminant rich pitch stream. The deasphalted oil can then be selectively con-

verted to desirable high-quality transportation fuels in conventional conversion

units such as in an fluid catalytic cracking unit (usually after hydroprocessing)

or in a hydrocracking unit.

The application of gasification technology in refineries has been gaining

popularity in the refining industry in recent years. The successful startup and

operation of several viscous feedstock-oriented gasification projects over the

past year will provide the incentive for more refiners to consider gasification

as a bottom destruction option. Gasification, coupled with deregulation of

the global power markets, offers an excellent opportunity to convert the low-

value refinery bottoms to high-value products such as synthesis gas (syngas),

power, production of hydrogen, and the elimination of the need to produce

residual fuel oil.
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Widespread commercialization of gasification in the refining industry is

dependent on several factors. One that will play a key role is the ability of

the refiner to provide a low-value feedstock to the integrated gasification com-

bined cycle (IGCC) complex. The solvent deasphalting process offers a refiner

the ability to not only produce a low-cost gasifier feedstock but also generate

additional conversion feedstock for the refinery. Gasification offers an oppor-

tunity to convert low-value refinery bottoms to high-value products like syngas,

power, and hydrogen, in an environmentally friendly manner.
2.6.2 Extractive Desulfurization

Extractive desulfurization is based on the fact that organosulfur compounds are

more soluble than hydrocarbon derivatives in an appropriate solvent. In a mix-

ing tank, the sulfur compounds are transferred from the fuel oil into the solvent

due to their higher solubility in the solvent. Subsequently, the solvent-fuel mix-

ture is fed into a separator in which hydrocarbon derivatives are separated from

the solvent. The desulfurized hydrocarbon stream is used either as a component

to be blended into the final product or as a feedstock for further transformations.

The organosulfur compounds are separated by distillation, and the solvent is

recycled. The most attractive feature of the extractive desulfurization is the

applicability at ambient conditions. The process does not change the chemical

structure of the fuel oil components. As the equipment used is rather conven-

tional without special requirements, the process can be easily integrated into

the refinery.

The efficiency of extractive desulfurization is mainly limited by the solubil-

ity of the organic sulfur compounds in the solvent. The solvent must have a boil-

ing temperature different than that of the sulfur-containing compounds, and it

must be inexpensive to ensure economic feasibility of the process. Solvents of

different nature have been tried, among which acetone, ethanol, polyethylene

glycols, and nitrogen-containing solvents showed a reasonable level of desul-

furization of 50%–90% sulfur removal, depending on the number of extraction

cycles. Preparation of such a “solvent cocktail” is rather difficult and intrinsi-

cally nonefficient since its composition depends strongly on the spectrum of

the organosulfur compounds present in the feedstock stream. Solubility can

also be enhanced by transforming the organic sulfur compounds to increase

their solubility in a polar solvent. One way to do this is by selectively oxidizing

the organic sulfur compound (thiophene, BTs, and DBTs) to sulfones posses-

sing higher polarity.

TheGT-DeSulfSMprocess is an example of desulfurization technology based

on organosulfur compound extraction. This process separates the organosulfur

compounds and aromatic derivatives from naphtha from the fluid catalytic crack-

ing unit by extractive distillation using a blend of solvents. A desulfurized/

dearomatized olefin-rich gasoline stream and an aromatic stream containing the

sulfur compounds are formed after treatment in a GT-Desulf reactor. The first
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stream isdirectlyusedas a gasoline blend stock.Unfortunately, available literature

does not contain any information on the level of sulfur removal from the treated

stream. The aromatic fraction with the sulfur compounds is sent to a hydrodesul-

furization reactor. After treatment in the hydrodesulfurization reactor, recovery of

aromatic derivatives is proposed as an additional option to increase economic effi-

ciency of the process.

2.6.3 Desulfurization by Ionic Liquids

Ionic liquids are organic salts that are in liquid state at temperatures below100°C.
Ionic liquids are predicted to take the place of organic solvents, because they

have no measurable vapor pressure below their decomposition temperature

and can be designed to have different properties depending on their structure.

Desulfurization by ionic liquids is based on extraction theories, and it is a

mild. Organic ions in ionic liquids can be designed in numerous varieties

and combine together to make practically unlimited number of ionic liquids.

Among these, imidazolium-based ionic liquids, such as [BMIM][PF6],

[EMIM][BF4], [BMIM][MeSO4], [BMIM][AlCl4], and [BMIM][OcSO4],

have demonstrated a high selective partitioning for heterocyclic sulfur-

containing molecules such as dibenzothiophene derivatives and single β
and di-β methylated dibenzothiophene derivatives. Selection of ions for ionic

liquids used in organic sulfur removal from fuel oils is very important. Some

of the chlorometallate ionic liquids such as the ones with [BMIM] [AlCl4]

show good selectivity for sulfur removal; however, they are very sensitive

to air and moisture and may cause alkene polymerization in fuel. The size

of anions in ionic liquids was also found to be rather important in extraction

of DBT from oil phase. Bigger anions such as [OcSO4]
� could extract diben-

zothiophene derivatives more effectively than smaller anions (e.g., [PF6]
� or

[CF3SO3]
�).

There is an increasing trend on desulfurization of fossil fuels by ionic liq-

uids. The purpose of research on ionic liquids in future refineries is to econo-

mize desulfurization energy requirements and to decrease production of carbon

dioxide that is associated with other desulfurization processes such as hydrode-

sulfurization. The recovery and recycling of ionic liquids during desulfurization

process is difficult.

2.6.4 Moving the Boiling Point by Alkylation

When the boiling temperature of organosulfur compounds is shifted to a higher

value, they can be removed from low-boiling fractions by distillation and

concentrated in the high-boiling (nonvolatile) fraction of the refinery streams.

British Petroleum used this approach in a new advanced technology process for

desulfurizing naphtha streams produced by catalytic cracking. The process

employs alkylation of thiophenic compounds via reaction with olefins present

in the stream.
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As a result, the boiling temperature of the sulfur-containing hydrocarbon

compounds increases. In comparison with thiophene (boiling point around

85°C), alkylated thiophenes such as 3-hexylthiophene and/or 2-octylthiophene

have a much higher-boiling point (221°C and 259°C, respectively). This

enables the product(s) to be easily separated from the main gasoline stream

by distillation. The high-boiling compounds produced can be blended into

the diesel pool and desulfurized by conventional hydrotreating as the octane

number is not important for diesel.

Thiophenic sulfur is alkylated in a reactor employing acidic catalysts such

as BF3, AlCl3, ZnCl2, or SbCl5 deposited on silica, alumina, or silica-alumina

supports. After the reactor, the feedstock is sent to a conventional distillation

column where it is separated into light sulfur-free naphtha and a viscous

sulfur-rich stream. The light naphtha is directly sent to the gasoline pool, and

the viscous stream is preferably hydrotreated. The hydrotreater is not an essen-

tial part of the technology, but its application after the fractionators increases the

product yield.
2.6.5 Desulfurization by Selective Adsorption

Adsorption has become a key separation technique in industry and particularly

in the oil and gas industry. Adsorbents used industrially are generally synthetic

microporous solids: activated carbon, molecular sieve carbon, activated alu-

mina, silica gel, zeolites, and bleaching clay. They are usually agglomerated

with binders in the form of beads, extrudates, and pellets of a size consistent

with the application that is considered. The sulfur compounds can be removed

from commercial fuels via either reactive adsorption by chemisorption

π-complexation or van der Waals and electrostatic interactions. Modified

Y-type zeolite was popularly used as adsorbents to remove sulfur from fuels

via π-complexation.

As an example (Koseoglu, 2009), in the enhanced solvent deasphalting pro-

cess for viscous feedstocks utilizing solid adsorbent, the solvent deasphalting of

crude oil or the higher-boiling fraction of crude oil and residua is carried out in

the presence of a solid adsorbent, such as clay, silica, alumina, and activated

carbon, which adsorbs the contaminants and permits the solvent and oil fraction

to be removed as a separate stream fromwhich the solvent is recovered for recy-

cling; the adsorbent with contaminants and the asphalt bottoms is mixed with

aromatic and/or polar solvents to desorb the contaminants and washed as nec-

essary, for example, with benzene, toluene, xylene derivatives, and tetrahydro-

furan, to clean adsorbent that is recovered and recycled; the solvent-asphalt

mixture is sent to a fractionator for recovery and recycling of the aromatic or

polar solvent. The bottoms from the fractionator include the concentrated poly-

nuclear aromatic constituents and other contaminants and are further processes

as appropriate.
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Adsorption desulfurization has some problems to be solved. There are large

amounts of aromatic derivatives compared with the amounts of sulfur com-

pounds in diesel. Therefore, aromatic derivatives can also be adsorbed on the

desulfurization adsorbents. Adsorbents should be well designed to achieve suit-

able selectivity; when the selectivity is low, the adsorbents are easy to be regen-

erated. But this can lead to the heat loss because of the comparative adsorption.

As the selectivity increases, the spent adsorbents become more and more diffi-

cult to be regenerated.

Solvent extraction and oxidation in the air are two methods to regenerate the

desulfurization adsorbents. There are some disadvantages in these twomethods.

For solvent extraction method, it is difficult to separate sulfur compounds from

the organic solvents and reuses these solvents. For calcination method, sulfur

compounds and aromatic derivatives are burned out that can lose heat value

of fuels.

2.6.6 Oxidative Desulfurization

Oxidative desulfurization is a milder approach for deep desulfurization in which

sulfur compounds (sulfides) are oxidized to more polar compounds.

The removal of sulfones/sulfoxides could be achieved by adsorption tech-

nique on silica gel, activated carbon, bauxite, clay, coke, alumina, silicalite,

ZSM-5, zeolite β, zeolite X, zeolite Y, and MCM-41, in addition to the meso-

porous oxide-based materials that have attracted much attention in the recent

years due to their large pore sizes and controlled pore size distribution that

may be beneficial in allowing accessibility of large-molecular size sulfones

to the surface-active sites. However, one of the major drawbacks of the adsorp-

tion technique is the amount of oil treated per unit weight of adsorbent is low.

2.6.7 Biocatalytic Desulfurization

Biocatalytic desulfurization (BDS) is often considered as a potential alternative

to the conventional deep hydrodesulfurization processes used in refineries. In

this process, bacteria remove organosulfur from crude oil fractions without

degrading the carbon skeleton of the organosulfur compounds. During a biocat-

alytic desulfurization process, alkylated dibenzothiophene derivatives are con-

verted to nonsulfur compounds; for example, dibenzothiophene is converted to

2-hydroxybiphenyl (2-HBP) and sulfate.

Biocatalytic desulfurization offers mild processing conditions and reduces

the need for hydrogen. Both these features would lead to high-energy savings

in the refinery. Further, significant reductions in greenhouse gas emissions have

also been predicted if biocatalytic desulfurization is used.

Biocatalytic desulfurization is a complementary technology since hydrode-

sulfurization is not equally effective in desulfurizing all classes of sulfur com-

pounds present in fossil fuels. The biocatalytic desulfurization process, on the

other hand, is effective regardless of the position of alkyl substitutions.
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However, the hydrodesulfurization process conditions are sufficient not only to

desulfurize sensitive (labile) organosulfur compounds but also to (i) remove

nitrogen and metals from organic compounds, (ii) induce saturation of at least

some carbon-carbon double bonds, (iii) remove substances having an unpleas-

ant smell or color, (iv) clarify the product by drying it, and (v) improve the

cracking characteristics of the material. Therefore, with respect to these advan-

tages, placing the biocatalytic desulfurization process unit downstream of the

hydrodesulfurization unit as a complementary technology to achieve ultradeep

desulfurization, rather than as a replacement, should also be considered.
3. Supercritical Extraction Process

Supercritical extraction (also called supercritical fluid extraction, SFE) is the

process of separating one component (the extractant) from another (the matrix)

using a supercritical fluid as the extracting solvent. Extraction not only is usu-

ally from a solid matrix but also can be from liquids. Carbon dioxide (CO2) is

the most used supercritical fluid, sometimes modified by cosolvents such as eth-

anol (CH3CH2OH) or methanol (CH3OH). Extraction conditions for supercrit-

ical carbon dioxide are above the critical temperature of 31°C (70°F) and a

critical pressure of 1073psi. The addition of modifiers may slightly alter these

parameters.

Although the solvent deasphalting process is a facile method for recovering

the more refinable fraction of viscous feedstocks, solvent losses may be signif-

icant. Solvent losses due to evaporation and retention on the discarded sand

impact the economic feasibility of the process. To combat this potential eco-

nomic loss, the supercritical extraction (supercritical fluid extraction) of viscous

feedstocks has also been proposed as an alternate upgrading option to coking.

For example, heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen contain hun-

dreds of compounds, and currently, most separation protocols determine the

various molecular species. Hence, to separate the chemical class and identity

of a number of nonvolatile constituents, fluid systems with appropriate separa-

tion and detection technologies are required and include supercritical fluid

extraction (SFE). Several processes (such as the ROSE process and the

HSC-ROSE process) have adopted this concept and applied it to upgrading

and/or deasphalting bitumen and have been developed by which the separa-

tion of the solvent from the extract phase is achieved by depressurization

(Martin and Williams, 1978; Pang and McLaughlin, 1985; Rudzinski and

Aminabhavi, 2000; Rudyk et al., 2014; Demirbaş, 2016; Imanbayev

et al., 2017).

The residual oil supercritical extraction (ROSE) process, as applied to a vis-

cous feedstock, is a solvent deasphalting process with minimum energy con-

sumption using supercritical solvent recovery system, and the process is of

value in obtaining oils for further processing (Gearhart and Garwin, 1976;

Gearhart, 1980; RAROP, 1991, p. 97). The process can be installed upstream
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of the desulfurizer to reduce a major portion of the heavy metals and coke

precursors present in the feed. The ROSE process can also be installed

between a vacuum flasher and a coking unit, which reduces the carbon residue

of the gas-oil fraction for its catalytic cracking (Gearhart, 1980; Low et al.,

1995; Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and

Robinson, 2017).

The HSC-ROSE process—mild cracking solvent deasphalting—has been

described for upgrading viscous feedstocks (Chen et al., 1994). The effects

of cracking temperature and time on the yield, carbon residue, nickel content

of deasphalted oil, and properties of raffinate asphalt were examined. The deas-

phalted oil obtained by the mild cracking solvent deasphalting was superior in

yield and quality to that from solvent deasphalting alone. At the same yield of

deasphalted oil, the softening point of the raffinate asphalt was lower, and the

penetration and the ductility were greater than those for the solvent deasphalting

process.

The process used supercritical solvents and is a natural progression from

propane deasphalting and allows the separation of viscous feedstocks into

the base components (asphaltene constituents, resin constituents, and soluble

constituents) for recombination to optimum properties. Propane, butane, and

pentane may be used as the solvent depending on the feedstock and the desired

compositions. A mixer is used to blend residue with liquefied solvent at ele-

vated temperature and pressure. The blend is pumped into the first stage sepa-

rator where, through counter current flow of solvent, the asphaltene constituents

are precipitated, separated, and stripped of solvent by steam. The overhead solu-

tion from the first tower is taken to a second stage where it is heated to a higher

temperature. This causes the resin constituents to separate. The final material is

taken to a third stage and heated to a supercritical temperature. This makes the

oils insoluble and separation occurs. This process is very flexible and allows

precise blending to required compositions.

In the ROSE process (Fig. 12.6), the residuum is mixed with severalfold vol-

ume of a low-boiling hydrocarbon solvent and passed into the asphaltene sep-

arator vessel. Asphaltenes rejected by the solvent are separated from the bottom

of the vessel and are further processed by heating and steam stripping to remove

a small quantity of dissolved solvent. The solvent-free asphaltenes are sent to a

section of the refinery for further processing. The main flow, solvent, and

extracted oil pass overhead from the asphaltene separator through a heat

exchanger and heater into the oil separator where the extracted oil is separated

without solvent vaporization. The solvent, after heat exchange, is recycled to

the process. The small amount of solvent contained in the oil is removed by

steam stripping, and the resulting vaporized solvent from the strippers is con-

densed and returned to the process. Product oil is cooled by heat exchange

before being pumped to storage or further processing. The deasphalting effi-

ciency in processes using propane is of the order of 75%–83%, with an overall

deasphalted oil recovery yield of the order of 50%.
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FIG. 12.6 The ROSE process.T1, T2, and T3 are separator vessel with the relevant parameters for

separation of the fraction.
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The deasphalted oil from a ROSE unit is a suitable feedstock that can be

processed in a fluid catalytic cracking unit or other conversion units. Since

the contaminants (such as sulfur and metals) are rejected in the solid fuel to

the cement industry, there is minimal impact to the auxiliary units (sulfur plant

and amine regeneration) within the refinery. Utilization of the asphaltene frac-

tion can be a key to the economic success of the process. Options for the use of

the fraction (not necessarily in the order of importance) include the following:

(i) conversion as a coker feedstock, (ii) fuel oil blend stock, (iii) partial oxida-

tion feedstock for synthesis gas or hydrogen production, and (iv) solid fuel with

any necessary gas cleaning operations. The quality and definition of the product

designated as the asphaltene fraction depends on the feedstock to the process

and whether or not the feedstock is the result of a blend of crude different

oil (Speight, 2014). As the crude slate becomes heavier and higher in sulfur con-

tent, the asphaltene fraction will also contain a higher quantity of sulfur. Envi-

ronmental regulations will therefore dictate how much flue gas cleanup is

required and, hence, the viability of direct firing burning of the asphaltene

product.

Although often referred to as supercritical extraction, it is often the solvent

separation not the extraction that is carried out in the supercritical region of the

solvent that results in a simpler process flow. Supercritical solvent recovery

allows for more efficient utilization of the systems thermodynamic

characteristics.

The aquaform process is a process that has been designed for easy integra-

tion with the ROSE solvent deasphalting unit (Patel et al., 2008). In the process,
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the asphaltene product is sent through an exchanger to a pelletizing vessel in

which a rotating head produces small droplets of asphaltene material, which

are then quenched in a water bath. The pellets are removed on screen separators

and then transferred to storage using conveyer systems; the water is filtered,

cooled, and returned to the pelletizing vessel. The pellets ate claimed to have

a higher heating value than the coke.
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Chapter 13
Upgrading by Gasification
1. Introduction

The influx of viscous feedstocks such as heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar

sand bitumen into refineries creates and will continue to create challenges

but, at the same time, creates opportunities by improving the ability of refineries

to handle viscous feedstocks, thereby enhancing refinery flexibility to meet

the increasingly stringent product specifications for refined fuels. (Speight,

2013a, 2014a,b). Upgrading viscous feedstocks is an increasingly prevalent

means of extracting the maximum amount of liquid fuels from each barrel of

crude oil that enters the refinery. Although solvent deasphalting processes

(Chapter 12) and coking processes (Chapter 8) are used in refineries to upgrade

viscous feedstocks to intermediate products (which are then processed further)

to produce transportation fuels, the integration of viscous feedstock processing

units and gasification presents some unique synergies that will enhance the per-

formance of the future refinery (Figs 13.1 and 13.2; Wallace et al., 1998;

Furimsky, 1999; Penrose et al., 1999; Gray and Tomlinson, 2000; Abadie

and Chamorro, 2009; Wolff and Vliegenthart, 2011; Speight, 2011b, 2014a).

Briefly, gasification is a process in which combustible materials are partially

oxidized or partially combusted. The product of gasification is a combustible

synthesis gas (also referred to as syngas). Because gasification involves the par-

tial, rather than complete, oxidization of the feed, gasification processes operate

in an oxygen-lean environment. The process has grown from a predominately

coal conversion process used for making town gas for industrial lighting to an

advanced process for the production of multiproduct, carbon-based fuels from a

variety of feedstocks such as crude oil viscous feedstocks, biomass, or other car-

bonaceous feedstocks (Fig. 13.1; Kumar et al., 2009; Speight, 2013a, 2014a,b;

Luque and Speight, 2015).

Gasification is an appealing process for the utilization of relatively inexpen-

sive feedstocks that might otherwise be declared as waste and sent to a landfill

(where the production of methane—the so-called greenhouse gas—will be pro-

duced) or combusted that may not (depending upon the feedstock) be energy-

efficient. Overall, the use of a gasification technology (Speight, 2013a, 2014b)

with the necessary gas cleanup options can have a smaller environmental
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FIG. 13.1 The gasification process can accommodate a variety of carbonaceous feedstocks.
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footprint and lesser effect on the environment than landfill operations or com-

bustion of the waste. In fact, there are strong indications that gasification is a

technically viable option for the waste conversion, including residual waste

from separate collection of municipal solid waste. The process can meet exist-

ing emission limits and can have a significant effect on the reduction of landfill

disposal using known gasification technologies (Arena, 2012; Speight, 2014b;

Luque and Speight, 2015) or thermal plasma (Fabry et al., 2013).

http://www.netl.doe.gov/technologies/coalpower/gasification/gasifipedia/7-advantages/7-3-4_refinery.html
http://www.netl.doe.gov/technologies/coalpower/gasification/gasifipedia/7-advantages/7-3-4_refinery.html
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In the gasification process, organic (carbonaceous) feedstocks are converted

into carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, and hydrogen by reacting the feedstock

at high temperatures (>700°C, 1290°F), without combustion, with a controlled

amount of oxygen and/or steam (Marano, 2003; Lee et al., 2007; Higman and

Van der Burgt, 2008; Speight, 2008; Sutikno and Turini, 2012; Speight, 2013a,

2014b). Unconventional carbonaceous feedstocks include solids, liquids, and

gases such as heavy oil, extra heavy oil, tar sand bitumen, residua, and biomass

(Speight, 2014b). The gasification is not a single-step process, but involves mul-

tiple subprocesses and reactions. The generated synthesis gas has wide range of

applications ranging from power generation to chemicals production. The

power derived from the gasification of carbonaceous feedstocks followed by

the combustion of the product gas(es) is considered to be a source of renewable

energy if derived gaseous products (Table 13.1) are generated from a source

(e.g., biomass) other than a fossil fuel (Speight, 2008).

Indeed, the increasing interest in gasification technology reflects a conver-

gence of changes in providing energy to the marketplace: (i) the maturity of gas-

ification technology and (ii) the extremely low emissions from integrated

gasification combined cycle (IGCC) plants, especially air emissions and

(iii) the potential for control of greenhouse gases (Speight, 2014b). Another

advantage of gasification is the use of synthesis gas that is potentially more effi-

cient as compared with direct combustion of the original fuel because it can be

(i) combusted at higher temperatures, (ii) used in fuel cells, (iii) used to produce

methanol and hydrogen, and (iv) converted via the Fischer-Tropsch process into

a range of synthesis liquid fuels suitable for gasoline engines or diesel engines

(Fig. 13.3).

Coal has been the primary feedstock for gasification units for many decades.

However, there is a move to feedstocks other than coal for gasification

processes with the concern on the issue of environmental pollutants and the

potential shortage for coal in some area (except at the United States)

(Speight, 2014b). Nevertheless, coal still prevails as a gasification feedstock
TABLE 13.1 Gasification Products

Product Characteristics

Low-Btu gas
(150–300Btu/scf)

Around 50% nitrogen, with smaller quantities of
combustible H2 and CO, CO2, and trace gases, such as
methane

Medium-Btu gas
(300–550Btu/scf)

Predominantly CO and H2, with some incombustible gases
and sometimes methane

High-Btu gas
(980–1080Btu/scf)

Almost pure methane



FIG. 13.3 Routes to product by the Fischer-Tropsch process.
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and will remain so for at least several decades into the future, if not well into the

next century (Speight, 2011b, 2013a; Luque and Speight, 2015). The gasifica-

tion process can also utilize carbonaceous feedstocks that would otherwise have

been disposed of (e.g., biodegradable waste).

Coal gasification plants are cleaner with respect to standard pulverized coal

combustion facilities, producing fewer sulfur and nitrogen by-products, which

contribute to smog and acid rain. For this reason, gasification appeals as a way

to utilize relatively inexpensive and expansive coal reserves while reducing the

environmental impact. Indeed, the increasing mounting interest in coal gasifi-

cation technology reflects a convergence of two changes in the electricity gen-

eration marketplace: (i) the maturity of gasification technology and (ii) the

extremely low emissions from integrated gasification combined cycle (IGCC)

plants, especially air emissions, and the potential for lower cost control of

greenhouse gases than other coal-based systems. Fluctuations in the costs asso-

ciated with natural gas-based power, which is viewed as a major competitor to

coal-based power, can also play a role. Furthermore, gasification permits the

utilization of various feedstocks (coal, biomass, crude oil resids, and other car-

bonaceous wastes) to their fullest potential (Speight, 2013a, 2014b; Orhan et al.,

2014). Thus, power developers would be well advised to consider gasification

as a means of converting coal to gas.

Liquid fuels, including gasoline, diesel, naphtha and jet fuel, are usually

processed from crude oil in the refinery (Speight, 2014a). However, with fluc-

tuating availability and varying prices of crude oil, liquid fuels from coal (coal-

to-liquids, CTL) and liquid fuels from biomass (biomass-to-liquids, BTL) are

always under consideration as alternative routes used for liquid fuel production.

Both coal and biomass are converted to synthesis gas that is subsequently con-

verted into a mixture of liquid products by Fischer-Tropsch (FT) processes. The

liquid fuel obtained after FT synthesis is eventually upgraded using known

crude oil refinery technologies to produce gasoline, naphtha, diesel fuel, and

jet fuel (Chadeesingh, 2011; Speight, 2014a).
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2. Gasification Chemistry

Chemically, gasification involves the thermal decomposition of the feedstock

and the reaction of the feedstock carbon and other pyrolysis products with oxy-

gen, water, and fuel gases such as methane and is represented by a sequence of

simple chemical reactions (Table 13.2). However, the gasification process is

often considered to involve two distinct chemical stages: (i) devolatilization

of the feedstock to produce volatile matter and char and (ii) followed by char

gasification, which is complex and specific to the conditions of the reaction—

both processes contribute to the complex kinetics of the gasification process

(Sundaresan and Amundson, 1978).

Gasification of a carbonaceous material in an atmosphere of carbon dioxide

can be divided into two stages: (i) pyrolysis and (ii) gasification of the pyrolytic

char. In the first stage, pyrolysis (removal of moisture content and devolatiliza-

tion) occurs at comparatively lower temperature. In the second stage, gasifica-

tion of the pyrolytic char is achieved by the reaction with oxygen/carbon

dioxide mixtures at high temperature. In nitrogen and carbon dioxide environ-

ments from room temperature to 1000°C (1830°F), the mass loss rate of pyrol-

ysis in nitrogen may be significant differently (sometime lower, depending on

the feedstock) to mass loss rate in carbon dioxide, which may be due (in part) to

the difference in properties of the bulk gases.
TABLE 13.2 Gasification Reactions

2C+O2!2CO

C+O2!CO2

C+CO2!2CO

CO+H2O!CO2+H2 (shift reaction)

C+H2O!CO+H2 (water-gas reaction)

C+2H2!CH4

2 H2+O2!2H2O

CO+2H2!CH3OH

CO+3H2!CH4+H2O (methanation reaction)

CO2+4H2!CH4+2H2O

C+2H2O!2H2+CO2

2C+H2!C2H2

CH4+2H2O!CO2+4H2
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2.1 General Aspects

Generally, the gasification of carbonaceous feedstocks (such as heavy oil, extra

heavy oil, tar sand bitumen, crude oil residua, biomass, and waste) includes a

series of reaction steps that convert the feedstock into synthesis gas (carbon
monoxide, CO, plus hydrogen, H2) and other gaseous products. This conversion

is generally accomplished by introducing a gasifying agent (air, oxygen, and/or

steam) into a reactor vessel containing the feedstock where the temperature,

pressure, and flow pattern (moving bed, fluidized, or entrained bed) are

controlled.

The gaseous products—other than carbon monoxide and hydrogen—and the

proportions of these product gases (such as carbon dioxide, CO2; methane, CH4;

water vapor, H2O; hydrogen sulfide, H2S; and sulfur dioxide, SO2) depend on

(i) the type of feedstock, (ii) the chemical composition of the feedstock, (iii) the

gasifying agent or gasifying medium, and (iv) the thermodynamics and chem-

istry of the gasification reactions as controlled by the process operating param-

eters (Singh et al., 1980; Pepiot et al., 2010; Shabbar and Janajreh, 2013;

Speight, 2013a,b). In addition, the kinetic rates and extents of conversion for

the several chemical reactions that are a part of the gasification process are var-

iable and are typically functions of (i) temperature, (ii) pressure, (iii) reactor

configuration, (iv) the gas composition of the product gases, and (v) whether

or not these gases influence the outcome of the reaction ( Johnson, 1979;

Speight, 2013a,b).

In a gasifier, the feedstock is exposed to high temperatures generated from

the partial oxidation of the carbon. As the particle is heated, any residual mois-

ture (assuming that the feedstock has been prefired) is driven off, and further

heating of the particle begins to drive off the volatile gases. Discharge of the

volatile products will generate a wide spectrum of hydrocarbon derivatives

ranging from carbon monoxide and methane to long-chain hydrocarbon deriv-

atives comprising distillable tar and nondistillable pitch. The complexity of the

products will also affect the progress and rate of the reaction when each product

is produced by a different chemical process at a different rate. At a temperature

above 500°C (930°F), the conversion of the feedstock to char and ash is com-

pleted. In most of the early gasification processes, this was the desired by-

product, but for gas generation, the char provides the necessary energy to effect

further heating, and typically, the char is contacted with air or oxygen and steam

to generate the product gases. Furthermore, with an increase in heating rate,

feedstock particles are heated more rapidly and are burned in a higher-

temperature region, but the increase in heating rate has almost no substantial

effect on the mechanism (Irfan, 2009).

Most notable effects in the physical chemistry of the gasification process are

those effects due to the chemical character of the feedstock and the physical

composition of the feedstock (Speight, 2011a, 2013a, 2014a,b). In more general

terms of the character of the feedstock, gasification technologies generally
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require some initial processing of the feedstock with the type and degree of

pretreatment, a function of the process, and/or the type of feedstock. Another

factor, often presented as very general rule of thumb, is that optimum gas

yields and gas quality are obtained at operating temperatures of �595–650°C
(1100–1200°F). A gaseous product with a higher heat content (Btu/ft3) can

be obtained at lower system temperatures, but the overall yield of gas (deter-

mined as the fuel-to-gas ratio) is reduced by the unburned char fraction.

With some feedstocks, the higher the amounts of volatile material produced

in the early stages of the process, the higher the heat content of the product gas.

In some cases, the highest gas quality may be produced at the lowest temper-

atures, but when the temperature is too low, char oxidation reaction is sup-

pressed, and the overall heat content of the product gas is diminished. All

such events serve to complicate the reaction rate and make derivative of a global

kinetic relationship applicable to all types of feedstock subject to serious ques-

tion and doubt.

Depending on the type of feedstock being processed and the analysis of the

gas product desired, pressure also plays a role in product definition. In fact,

some (or all) of the following processing steps will be required: (i) pretreatment

of the feedstock; (ii) primary gasification of the feedstock; (iii) secondary gas-

ification of the carbonaceous residue from the primary gasifier; (iv) removal of

carbon dioxide, hydrogen sulfide, and other acid gases; (v) shift conversion for

adjustment of the carbon monoxide/hydrogen mole ratio to the desired ratio;

and (vi) catalytic methanation of the carbon monoxide/hydrogen mixture to

form methane. If high-heat-content (high-Btu) gas is desired, all of these pro-

cessing steps are required since gasifiers do not typically yield methane in the

significant concentration.
2.2 Pretreatment

While feedstock pretreatment for introduction into the gasifier is often consid-

ered to be a physical process in which the feedstock is prepared for gasifier—

typically as pellets or finely ground feedstock—there are chemical aspects that

must also be considered.

Some feedstocks, especially certain types of coal, display caking or agglom-

erating characteristics when heated (Speight, 2013a), and these coal types are

usually not amenable to treatment by gasification processes employing

fluidized-bed or moving-bed reactors; in fact, caked coal is difficult to handle

in fixed-bed reactors. The pretreatment involves a mild oxidation treatment that

destroys the caking characteristics of coals and usually consists of low-

temperature heating of the coal in the presence of air or oxygen.

While this may seemingly be applicable to coal gasification only, this form

of coal pretreatment is particularly important when a noncoal feedstock is coga-

sified with coal. Cogasification of other feedstocks, such as coal and especially

biomass, with crude oil coke offers a bridge between the depletion of crude oil
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stocks when coal is used and a supplementary feedstock based on renewable

energy sources (biomass). These options can contribute to reduce the crude

oil dependency and carbon dioxide emissions since biomass is known to be neu-

tral in terms of carbon dioxide emissions. The high reactivity of biomass and the

accompanying high production of volatile products suggest that some syner-

getic effects might occur in simultaneous thermochemical treatment of petcoke

and biomass, depending on the gasification conditions such as (i) feedstock type

and origin, (ii) reactor type, and (iii) process parameters (Penrose et al., 1999;

Gray and Tomlinson, 2000; McLendon et al., 2004; Lapuerta et al., 2008;

Fermoso et al., 2009; Shen et al., 2012; Khosravi and Khadse, 2013; Speight,

2013a, 2014a,b; Luque and Speight, 2015).

For example, carbonaceous fuels are gasified in reactors; a variety of gas-

ifiers such as the fixed or moving-bed, fluidized-bed, entrained-flow, and mol-

ten bath gasifiers have been developed (Shen et al., 2012; Speight, 2014b). If the

flow patterns are considered, the fixed-bed and fluidized-bed gasifiers intrinsi-

cally pertain to a countercurrent reactor in that fuels are usually sent into the

reactor from the top of the gasifier, whereas the oxidant is blown into the reactor

from the bottom. With regard to the entrained-flow reactor, it is necessary to

pulverize the feedstock (such as coal and petcoke). On the other hand, when

the feedstock is sent into an entrained-flow gasifier, the fuels can be in either

form of dry feed or slurry feed. In general, dry-feed gasifiers have the advantage

over slurry-feed gasifiers in that the former can be operated with lower oxygen

consumption. Moreover, dry-feed gasifiers have an additional degree of free-

dom that makes it possible to optimize synthesis gas production (Shen

et al., 2012).
2.3 Reactions

Gasification involves the thermal decomposition of feedstock and the reaction

of the feedstock carbon and other pyrolysis products with oxygen, water, and

fuel gases such as methane. The presence of oxygen, hydrogen, water vapor,

carbon oxides, and other compounds in the reaction atmosphere during pyrol-

ysis may either support or inhibit numerous reactions with carbonaceous feed-

stocks and with the products evolved. The distribution of weight and chemical

composition of the products are also influenced by the prevailing conditions

(i.e., temperature, heating rate, pressure, and residence time) and, last but by

no means least, the nature of the feedstock (Speight, 2014a,b).

If air is used for combustion, the product gas will have a heat content of ca.

150–300Btu/ft3 (depending on process design characteristics) and will contain

undesirable constituents such as carbon dioxide, hydrogen sulfide, and nitrogen.

The use of pure oxygen, although expensive, results in a product gas having a

heat content on the order of 300–400Btu/ft3 with carbon dioxide and hydrogen
sulfide as by-product (both of which can be removed from low or medium heat
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content, low-Btu or medium-Btu) gases by any of several available processes

(Speight, 2013a, 2014a).

If a high-heat-content (high-Btu) gas (900–1000Btu/ft3) is required, efforts
must be made to increase the methane content of the gas. The reactions that gen-

erate methane are all exothermic and have negative values, but the reaction rates

are relatively slow, and catalysts may therefore be necessary to accelerate the

reactions to acceptable commercial rates. Indeed, the overall reactivity of the

feedstock and char may be subject to catalytic effects. It is also possible that

the mineral constituents of the feedstock (such as the mineral matter in coal

and biomass) may modify the reactivity by a direct catalytic effect

(Davidson, 1983; Baker and Rodriguez, 1990; Mims, 1991; Martinez-Alonso

and Tascon, 1991).

In the process, the feedstock undergoes three processes in its conversation to

synthesis gas—the first two processes, pyrolysis and combustion, occur very

rapidly. In pyrolysis, char is produced as the feedstock heats up and volatiles

are released. In the combustion process, the volatile products and some of

the char react with oxygen to produce various products (primarily carbon diox-

ide and carbon monoxide) and the heat required for subsequent gasification

reactions. Finally, in the gasification process, the feedstock char reacts with

steam to produce hydrogen (H2) and carbon monoxide (CO).

Combustion:

2Cfeedstock +O2 ! 2CO+H2O

Gasification:
Cfeedstock +H2O!H2 +CO

CO+H2O!H2 +CO2

The resulting synthesis gas is �63% v/v carbon monoxide, 34% v/v hydro-
gen, and 3% v/v carbon dioxide. At the gasifier temperature, the ash and other

feedstock mineral matter liquefies and exits at the bottom of the gasifier as

slag, a sand-like inert material that can be sold as a coproduct to other industries

(e.g., road building). The synthesis gas exits the gasifier at pressure and high

temperature and must be cooled prior to the synthesis gas cleaning stage.

Although processes that use the high temperature to raise high-pressure

steam are more efficient for electricity production, full-quench cooling, by

which the synthesis gas is cooled by the direct injection of water, is more appro-

priate for hydrogen production. Full-quench cooling provides the necessary

steam to facilitate the water-gas shift reaction, in which carbon monoxide is

converted to hydrogen and carbon dioxide in the presence of a catalyst.

Water-gas shift reaction:

CO+H2O!CO2 +H2
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This reaction maximizes the hydrogen content of the synthesis gas, which
consists primarily of hydrogen and carbon dioxide at this stage. The synthesis

gas is then scrubbed of particulate matter, and sulfur is removed via physical

absorption (Speight, 2013a, 2014a). The carbon dioxide is captured by physical

absorption or a membrane and either vented or sequestered.

Thus, in the initial stages of gasification, the rising temperature of the feed-

stock initiates devolatilization and the breaking of weaker chemical bonds to

yield volatile tar, volatile oil, phenol derivatives, and hydrocarbon gases. These

products generally react further in the gaseous phase to form hydrogen, carbon

monoxide, and carbon dioxide. The char (fixed carbon) that remains after devo-

latilization reacts with oxygen, steam, carbon dioxide, and hydrogen. Overall,

the chemistry of gasification is complex but can be conveniently (and simply)

represented by the following reactions:

C +O2 !CO2 ΔHr ¼�393:4MJ=kmol (13.1)

C +½O2 !CO ΔHr ¼�111:4MJ=kmol (13.2)

C +H2O!H2 +CO ΔHr ¼ 130:5MJ=kmol (13.3)

C +CO2 $ 2CO ΔHr ¼ 170:7MJ=kmol (13.4)

CO+H2O$H2 +CO2 ΔHr ¼�40:2MJ=kmol (13.5)

C + 2H2 !CH4 ΔHr ¼�74:7MJ=kmol (13.6)

The designation C represents carbon in the original feedstock and carbon in
the char formed by devolatilization of the feedstock. Reactions (13.1) and (13.2)

are exothermic oxidation reactions and provide most of the energy required by

the endothermic gasification reactions (13.3) and (13.4). The oxidation reac-

tions occur very rapidly, completely consuming all of the oxygen present in

the gasifier, so that most of the gasifier operates under reducing conditions.

Reaction (13.5) is the water-gas shift reaction; in water, steam is converted

to hydrogen—this reaction is used to alter the hydrogen/carbonmonoxide ration

when synthesis gas is the desired product, such as for use in Fischer-Tropsch

processes. Reaction (13.6) is favored by high pressure and low temperature

and is, thus, mainly important in lower-temperature gasification systems. Meth-

ane formation is an exothermic reaction that does not consume oxygen and,

therefore, increases the efficiency of the gasification process and the final heat

content of the product gas. Overall, �70% of the heating value of the product

gas is associated with the carbon monoxide and hydrogen, but this varies

depending on the gasifier type and the process parameters (Speight, 2011a,

2013a; Chadeesingh, 2011).

In essence, the direction of the gasification process is subject to the con-

straints of thermodynamic equilibrium and variable reaction kinetics. The com-

bustion reactions (reaction of the feedstock or char with oxygen) essentially go

to completion. The thermodynamic equilibrium of the rest of the gasification
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reactions are relatively well defined and collectively have a major influence on

thermal efficiency of the process and on the gas composition. Thus, thermody-

namic data are useful for estimating key design parameters for a gasification

process, such as (i) calculating of the relative amounts of oxygen and/or steam

required per unit of feedstock, (ii) estimating the composition of the produced

synthesis gas, and (iii) optimizing process efficiency at various operating

conditions.

Other deductions concerning gasification process design and operations can

also be derived from the thermodynamic understanding of its reactions. Exam-

ples include (i) production of synthesis gas with low methane content at high

temperature, which requires an amount of steam in excess of the stoichiometric

requirement; (ii) gasification at high temperature, which increases oxygen con-

sumption and decreases the overall process efficiency; and (iii) production of

synthesis gas with a high methane content, which requires operation at low tem-

perature (�700°C, 1290°F), but the methanation reaction kinetics will be poor

without the presence of a catalyst.

Relative to the thermodynamic understanding of the gasification process, the

kinetic behavior is much more complex. In fact, very little reliable global kinetic

information on gasification reactions exists, partly because it is highly dependent

on (i) the chemical nature of the feed, which varies significantly with respect to

composition,mineral impurities; (ii) feedstock reactivity; and (iii) process param-

eters, such as temperature, pressure, and residence time. In addition, physical

characteristics of the feedstock (or char) also play a role in phenomena such

boundary layer diffusion, pore diffusion, and ash layer diffusion that also influ-

ence the kinetic outcome. Furthermore, certain impurities, in fact, are known to

have catalytic activity on some of the gasification reactions that can have further

influence on the kinetic imprint of the gasification reactions.
2.3.1 Primary Gasification

Primary gasification involves thermal decomposition of the raw feedstock via

various chemical processes, and many schemes involve pressures ranging from

atmospheric to 1000psi. Air or oxygen may be admitted to support combustion

to provide the necessary heat. The product is usually a low-heat-content (low-

Btu) gas ranging from a carbon monoxide/hydrogen mixture to mixtures con-

taining varying amounts of carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, hydrogen, water,

methane, hydrogen sulfide, nitrogen, and typical tar-like products of thermal

decomposition of carbonaceous feedstocks that are complex mixtures and

include hydrocarbon oils and phenolic products (Dutcher et al., 1983;

Speight, 2011a, 2013a, 2014b).

Devolatilization of the feedstock occurs rapidly as the temperature rises

above 300°C (570°F). During this period, the chemical structure is altered, pro-

ducing solid char, tar products, condensable liquids, and low-molecular-weight

gases. Furthermore, the products of the devolatilization stage in an inert gas
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atmosphere are very different from those in an atmosphere containing hydrogen

at elevated pressure. In an atmosphere of hydrogen at elevated pressure, addi-

tional yields of methane or other low-molecular-weight gaseous hydrocarbon

derivatives can result during the initial gasification stage from reactions such

as (i) direct hydrogenation of feedstock or semichar because of any reactive

intermediates formed and (ii) the hydrogenation of other gaseous hydrocarbon

derivatives, oils, tars, and carbon oxides. Again, the kinetic picture for such

reactions is complex due to the varying composition of the volatile products

that, in turn, are related to the chemical character of the feedstock and the pro-

cess parameters, including the reactor type.

A solid char product may also be produced and may represent the bulk of the

weight of the original feedstock, which determines (to a large extent) the yield

of char and the composition of the gaseous product.
2.3.2 Secondary Gasification

Secondary gasification usually involves the gasification of char from the pri-

mary gasifier, which is typically achieved by reaction of the hot char with water

vapor to produce carbon monoxide and hydrogen:

Cchar +H2O!CO+H2

The reaction requires heat input (endothermic) for the reaction to proceed in
its forward direction. Usually, an excess amount of steam is also needed to pro-

mote the reaction. However, excess steam used in this reaction has an adverse

effect on the thermal efficiency of the process. Therefore, this reaction is typ-

ically combined with other gasification reactions in practical applications. The

hydrogen-carbon monoxide ratio of the product synthesis gas depends on the

synthesis chemistry and process engineering.

The mechanism of this reaction section is based on the reaction between car-

bon and gaseous reactants, not for reactions between feedstock and gaseous

reactants. Hence, the equations may oversimplify the actual chemistry of the

steam gasification reaction. Even though carbon is the dominant atomic species

present in feedstock, feedstock is more reactive than pure carbon. The presence

of various reactive organic functional groups and the availability of catalytic

activity via naturally occurring mineral ingredients can enhance the relative

reactivity of the feedstock—for example, anthracite, which has the highest car-

bon content among all ranks of coal (Speight, 2013a), is most difficult to gasify

or liquefy.

After the rate of devolatilization has passed a maximum, another reaction

becomes important—in this reaction, the semichar is converted to char (some-

times erroneously referred to as stable char) primarily through the evolution of

hydrogen. Thus, the gasification process occurs as the char reacts with gases

such as carbon dioxide and steam to produce carbon monoxide and hydrogen.

The resulting gas (producer gas or synthesis gas) may be more efficiently
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converted to electricity than is typically possible by direct combustion of the.

Also, corrosive elements in the ash may be refined out by the gasification pro-

cess, allowing high-temperature combustion of the gas from otherwise prob-

lematic feedstocks (Speight, 2011a, 2013a, 2014b).

Oxidation and gasification reactions consume the char, and the oxidation

and the gasification kinetic rates follow Arrhenius-type dependence on temper-

ature. On the other hand, the kinetic parameters are feedstock-specific, and

there is no true global relationship to describe the kinetics of char gasifica-

tion—the characteristics of the char are also feedstock-specific. The complexity

of the reactions makes the reaction initiation and the subsequent rates subject to

many factors, any one of which can influence the kinetic aspects of the reaction.

Although the initial gasification stage (devolatilization) is completed in sec-

onds or even less at elevated temperature, the subsequent gasification of the

char produced at the initial gasification stage is much slower, requiring minutes

or hours to obtain significant conversion under practical conditions, and reactor

designs for commercial gasifiers are largely dependent on the reactivity of the

char and also on the gasification medium ( Johnson, 1979; Sha, 2005). Thus, the

distribution and chemical composition of the products are also influenced by

the prevailing conditions (i.e., temperature, heating rate, pressure, and residence

time) and, last but not least, the nature of the feedstock. Also, the presence of

oxygen, hydrogen, water vapor, carbon oxides, and other compounds in the

reaction atmosphere during pyrolysis may either support or inhibit numerous

reactions with feedstock and with the products evolved.

The reactivity of char produced in the pyrolysis step depends on the nature of

the feedstock and increases with oxygen content of the feedstock but decreases

with carbon content. In general, char produced from a low-carbon feedstock is

more reactive than char produced from a high-carbon feedstock. The reactivity

of char from a low-carbon feedstock may be influenced by catalytic effect of

mineral matter in char. In addition, as the carbon content of the feedstock

increases, the reactive functional groups present in the feedstock decrease,

and the char becomes more aromatic and cross-linked in nature (Speight,

2013a). Therefore, char obtained from high-carbon feedstock contains a lesser

number of functional groups and higher proportion of aromatic and cross-linked

structures, which reduce reactivity. The reactivity of char also depends upon

thermal treatment it receives during formation from the parent feedstock—

the gasification rate of char decreases as the char preparation temperature

increases due to the decrease in active surface areas of char. Therefore, a change

of char preparation temperature may change the chemical nature of char, which

in turn may change the gasification rate.

Typically, char has a higher surface area compared with the surface area of

the parent feedstock, even when the feedstock has been pelletized, and the sur-

face area changes as the char undergoes gasification—the surface area increases

with carbon conversion, reaches maximum, and then decreases. These changes

in turn affect gasification rates—in general, reactivity increases with the
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increase in surface area. The initial increase in surface area appears to be caused

by cleanup and widening of pores in the char. The decrease in surface area at

high carbon conversion may be due to coalescence of pores, which ultimately

leads to the collapse of the pore structure within the char.

Heat transfer and mass transfer processes in fixed- or moving-bed gasifiers

are affected by complex solid flow and chemical reactions. Coarsely crushed

feedstock settles while undergoing heating, drying, devolatilization, gasifica-

tion, and combustion. Also, the feedstock particles change in diameter, shape,

and porosity—nonideal behavior may result from certain types of chemical

structures in the feedstock, gas bubbles, and channel, and a variable void frac-

tion may also change heat and mass transfer characteristics.

An important factor is the importance of the pyrolysis temperature as a

major factor in the thermal history and consequently in the thermodynamics

of the feedstock char. However, the thermal history of a char should also depend

on the rate of temperature rise to the pyrolysis temperature and on the length of

time the char is kept at the pyrolysis temperature (soak time), which might be

expected to reduce the residual entropy of the char by employing a longer

soak time.

Alkali metal salts are known to catalyze the steam gasification reaction of

carbonaceous materials, including coal. The process is based on the concept that

alkali metal salts (such as potassium carbonate, sodium carbonate, potassium

sulfide, and sodium sulfide) will catalyze the steam gasification of feedstocks.

The order of catalytic activity of alkali metals on the gasification reaction is as

follows:

Cesium Csð Þ> rubidium Rbð Þ> potassium Kð Þ> sodium Nað Þ> lithium Lið Þ

Catalyst amounts on the order of 10%–20% w/w potassium carbonate will
lower bituminous coal gasifier temperatures from 925°C (1695°F) to 700°C
(1090°F) and that the catalyst can be introduced to the gasifier impregnated

on coal or char. In addition, tests with potassium carbonate showed that this

material also acts as a catalyst for the methanation reaction. In addition, the

use of catalysts can reduce the amount of tar formed in the process. In the case

of catalytic steam gasification of coal, carbon deposition reaction may affect

catalyst life by fouling the catalyst active sites. This carbon deposition reaction

is more likely to take place whenever the steam concentration is low.

Ruthenium-containing catalysts are used primarily in the production of

ammonia. It has been shown that ruthenium catalysts provide 5–10 times higher

reactivity rates than other catalysts. However, ruthenium quickly becomes inac-

tive due to its necessary supporting material, such as activated carbon, which is

used to achieve effective reactivity. However, during the process, the carbon is

consumed, thereby reducing the effect of the ruthenium catalyst.

Catalysts can also be used to favor or suppress the formation of certain com-

ponents in the gaseous product by changing the chemistry of the reaction, the
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rate of reaction, and the thermodynamic balance of the reaction. For example, in

the production of synthesis gas (mixtures of hydrogen and carbon monoxide),

methane is also produced in small amounts. Catalytic gasification can be used to

either promote methane formation or suppress it.
2.3.3 Water Gas Shift Reaction

The water-gas shift reaction (shift conversion) is necessary because the gaseous

product from a gasifier generally contains large amounts of carbon monoxide

and hydrogen, plus lesser amounts of other gases. Carbon monoxide and hydro-

gen (if they are present in the mole ratio of 1:3) can be reacted in the presence of

a catalyst to produce methane. However, some adjustment to the ideal (1:3) is

usually required, and to accomplish this, all or part of the stream is treated

according to the water-gas shift (shift conversion) reaction. This involves react-

ing carbon monoxide with steam to produce a carbon dioxide and hydrogen

whereby the desired 1:3mol ratio of carbon monoxide to hydrogen may be

obtained:

CO gð Þ+H2O gð Þ!CO2 gð Þ+H2 gð Þ
Even though the water-gas shift reaction is not classified as one of the prin-
cipal gasification reactions, it cannot be omitted in the analysis of chemical

reaction systems that involve synthesis gas. Among all reactions involving

synthesis gas, this reaction equilibrium is least sensitive to the temperature

variation—the equilibrium constant is least strongly dependent on the temper-

ature. Therefore, the reaction equilibrium can be reversed in a variety of prac-

tical process conditions over a wide range of temperature.

The water-gas shift reaction in its forward direction is mildly exothermic,

and although all of the participating chemical species are in gaseous form,

the reaction is believed to be heterogeneous insofar as the chemistry occurs

at the surface of the feedstock and the reaction is actually catalyzed by carbon

surfaces. In addition, the reaction can also take place homogeneously and het-

erogeneously, and a generalized understanding of the water-gas shift reaction is

difficult to achieve. Even the published kinetic rate information is not immedi-

ately useful or applicable to a practical reactor situation.

Synthesis gas from a gasifier contains a variety of gaseous species other

than carbon monoxide and hydrogen. Typically, they include carbon dioxide,

methane, and water (steam). Depending on the objective of the ensuing process,

the composition of synthesis gas may need to be preferentially readjusted.

If the objective of the gasification process is to obtain a high yield of

methane, it would be preferred to have the molar ratio of hydrogen-to-carbon

monoxide at 3:1:

CO gð Þ+ 3H2 gð Þ!CH4 gð Þ+H2O gð Þ
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On the other hand, if the objective of generating synthesis gas is the synthe-
sis of methanol via a vapor-phase low-pressure process, the stoichiometrically

consistent ratio between hydrogen and carbon monoxide would be 2:1. In such

cases, the stoichiometrically consistent synthesis gas mixture is often referred to

as balanced gas, whereas a synthesis gas composition that is substantially devi-

ated from the principal reaction’s stoichiometry is called unbalanced gas. If the
objective of synthesis gas production is to obtain a high yield of hydrogen, it

would be advantageous to increase the ratio of hydrogen to carbon monoxide

by further converting carbon monoxide (and water) into hydrogen (and carbon

dioxide) via the water-gas shift reaction.

The water-gas shift reaction is one of the major reactions in the steam gas-

ification process, where both water and carbon monoxide are present in ample

amounts. Although the four chemical species involved in the water-gas shift

reaction are gaseous compounds at the reaction stage of most gas processing,

the water-gas shift reaction, in the case of steam gasification of feedstock, pre-

dominantly takes place on the solid surface of feedstock (heterogeneous reac-

tion). If the product synthesis gas from a gasifier needs to be reconditioned by

the water-gas shift reaction, this reaction can be catalyzed by a variety of metal-

lic catalysts.

Choice of specific kinds of catalysts has always depended on the desired out-

come, the prevailing temperature conditions, composition of gas mixture, and

process economics. Typical catalysts used for the reaction include catalysts con-

taining iron, copper, zinc, nickel, chromium, and molybdenum.
2.3.4 Carbon Dioxide Gasification

The reaction of carbonaceous feedstocks with carbon dioxide produces carbon

monoxide (Boudouard reaction) and (like the steam gasification reaction) is

also an endothermic reaction:

C sð Þ+CO2 gð Þ! 2CO gð Þ
The reverse reaction results in carbon deposition (carbon fouling) on many
surfaces including the catalysts and results in catalyst deactivation.

This gasification reaction is thermodynamically favored at high tempera-

tures (>680°C,> 1255°F), which is also quite similar to the steam gasification.

If carried out alone, the reaction requires high temperature (for fast reaction)

and high pressure (for higher reactant concentrations) for significant conver-

sion, but as a separate reaction, a variety of factors come into play: (i) low con-

version, (ii) slow kinetic rate, and (iii) low thermal efficiency.

Also, the rate of the carbon dioxide gasification of a feedstock is different to

the rate of the carbon dioxide gasification of carbon. Generally, the carbon-

carbon dioxide reaction follows a reaction order based on the partial pressure

of the carbon dioxide that is �1.0 (or lower), whereas the feedstock-carbon

dioxide reaction follows a reaction order based on the partial pressure of the
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carbon dioxide that is 1.0 (or higher). The observed higher reaction order for the

feedstock reaction is also based on the relative reactivity of the feedstock in the

gasification system.
2.3.5 Hydrogasification

Not all high-heat-content (high-Btu) gasification technologies depend entirely

on catalytic methanation, and in fact, a number of gasification processes use

hydrogasification, that is, the direct addition of hydrogen to feedstock under

pressure to form methane:

Cchar + 2H2 !CH4

The hydrogen-rich gas for hydrogasification can be manufactured from
steam and char from the hydrogasifier. Appreciable quantities of methane

are formed directly in the primary gasifier, and the heat released by methane

formation is at a sufficiently high temperature to be used in the steam-carbon

reaction to produce hydrogen so that less oxygen is used to produce heat for

the steam-carbon reaction. Hence, less heat is lost in the low-temperature

methanation step, thereby leading to higher overall process efficiency.

Hydrogasification is the gasification of feedstock in the presence of an atmo-

sphere of hydrogen under pressure.

C½ �feedstock +H2 !CH4

The hydrogasification reaction is exothermic and is thermodynamically
favored at low temperatures (<670°C, <1240°F), unlike the endothermic both

steam gasification and carbon dioxide gasification reactions. However, at low

temperatures, the reaction rate is inevitably too slow. Therefore, a high temper-

ature is always required for kinetic reasons, which in turn requires high pressure

of hydrogen, which is also preferred from equilibrium considerations. This reac-

tion can be catalyzed by salts such as potassium carbonate (K2CO3), nickel

chloride (NiCl2), iron chloride (FeCl2), and iron sulfate (FeSO4). However,

the use of a catalyst in feedstock gasification suffers from difficulty in recov-

ering and reusing the catalyst and the potential for the spent catalyst becoming

an environmental issue.

In a hydrogen atmosphere at elevated pressure, additional yields of methane

or other low-molecular-weight hydrocarbon derivatives can result during the

initial feedstock gasification stage from direct hydrogenation of feedstock or

semichar because of active intermediate formed in the feedstock structure after

pyrolysis. The direct hydrogenation can also increase the amount of feedstock

carbon that is gasified and the hydrogenation of gaseous hydrocarbon deriva-

tives, oil, and tar.

The kinetics of the rapid-rate reaction between gaseous hydrogen and the

active intermediate depends on hydrogen partial pressure (PH2). Greatly

increased gaseous hydrocarbon derivatives produced during the initial
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feedstock gasification stage are extremely important in processes to convert

feedstock into methane (SNG, synthetic natural gas, substitute natural gas).
2.3.6 Methanation

Several exothermic reactions may occur simultaneously within a methanation

unit. A variety of metals have been used as catalysts for the methanation reac-

tion; the most common and to some extent the most effective methanation cat-

alysts appear to be nickel and ruthenium, with nickel being the most widely

(Cusumano et al., 1978):

Ruthenium Ruð Þ> nickel Nið Þ> cobalt Coð Þ> iron Feð Þ>molybdenum Moð Þ

Nearly all the commercially available catalysts used for this process are,
however, very susceptible to sulfur poisoning, and efforts must be taken to

remove all hydrogen sulfide (H2S) before the catalytic reaction starts. It is nec-

essary to reduce the sulfur concentration in the feed gas to<0.5ppmv/v in order

to maintain adequate catalyst activity for a long period of time.

The synthesis gas must be desulfurized before the methanation step since

sulfur compounds will rapidly deactivate (poison) the catalysts. A processing

issue may arise when the concentration of carbon monoxide is excessive in

the stream to be methanated since large amounts of heat must be removed from

the system to prevent high temperatures and deactivation of the catalyst by sin-

tering as well as the deposition of carbon. To eliminate this problem, temper-

atures should be maintained below 400°C (750°F).
The methanation reaction is used to increase the methane content of the

product gas, as needed for the production of high-Btu gas:

4H2 +CO2 !CH4 + 2H2O

2CO!C+CO2

CO+H2O!CO2 +H2

Among these, the most dominant chemical reaction leading to methane is
the first one. Therefore, if methanation is carried out over a catalyst with a syn-

thesis gas mixture of hydrogen and carbon monoxide, the desired hydrogen-

carbon monoxide ratio of the feed synthesis gas is around 3:1. The large amount

of water (vapor) produced is removed by condensation and recirculated as pro-

cess water or steam. During this process, most of the exothermic heat due to the

methanation reaction is also recovered through a variety of energy integration

processes.

Whereas all the reactions listed above are quite strongly exothermic except

the forward water-gas shift reaction, which is mildly exothermic, the heat

release depends largely on the amount of carbon monoxide present in the feed

synthesis gas. For each 1% v/v carbon monoxide in the feed synthesis gas, an
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adiabatic reaction will experience a 60°C (108°F) temperature rise, which may

be termed as adiabatic temperature rise.
3. Processes

Gasification is an established tried-and-true method that can be used to convert

crude oil coke (petcoke), heavy oil, extra heavy oil, tar sand bitumen, and other

refinery viscous feedstock streams (such as vacuum residua, visbreaker tar, and

deasphalter pitch) into power, steam, and hydrogen for use in the production of

cleaner transportation fuels. The main requirement for a gasification feedstock

is that it contains both hydrogen and carbon.

A number of factors have increased the interest in gasification applications

in crude oil refinery operations: (i) Coking capacity has increased with the shift

to heavier, more sour crude oils being supplied to the refiners; (ii) hazardous

waste disposal has become a major issue for refiners in many countries;

(iii) there is strong emphasis on the reduction of emissions of criteria pollutants

and greenhouse gases; (iv) requirements to produce ultralow sulfur fuels are

increasing the hydrogen needs of the refineries; and (v) the requirements to pro-

duce low-sulfur fuels and other regulations could lead to refiners falling short of

demand for lower-boiling products such as gasoline and jet and diesel fuel. The

typical gasification system incorporated into the refinery consists of several

process plants including (i) a feedstock preparation area, (ii) the type of gasifier,

(iii) a gas cleaning section, (iv) a sulfur recovery unit, and (v) downstream pro-

cess options that are dependent on the nature of the products.

The gasification process can provide high-purity hydrogen for a variety of

uses within the refinery. Hydrogen is used in the refinery to remove sulfur, nitro-

gen, and other impurities from intermediate to finished product streams and in

hydrocracking operations for the conversion of high-boiling distillates and oils

into low-boiling products such as naphtha, kerosene, and diesel (Parkash, 2003;

Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014a, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017). Furthermore,

electric power and high-pressure steam can be generated by the gasification of

crude oil coke andviscous feedstocks to drivemostly small and intermittent loads

such as compressors, blowers, and pumps. Steam can also be used for process

heating, steam tracing, partial pressure reduction in fractionation systems, and

stripping low-boiling components to stabilize process streams. Also, the gasifi-

cation system and refinery operations can share common process equipment.

This usually includes an amine stripper or sulfur plant, wastewater treatment,

and cooling water systems (Mokhatab et al., 2006; Speight, 2007, 2014a).
3.1 Gasifiers

A gasifier differs from a combustor in that the amount of air or oxygen available

inside the gasifier is carefully controlled so that only a relatively small portion

of the fuel burns completely. The partial oxidation process provides the heat
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and rather than combustion, most of the carbon-containing feedstock is chem-

ically broken apart by the heat and pressure applied in the gasifier resulting in

the chemical reactions that produce synthesis gas. However, the composition of

the synthesis gas will vary because of dependence upon the conditions in the

gasifier and the type of feedstock. Minerals in the fuel (i.e., the rocks, dirt,

and other impurities that do not gasify) separate and leave the bottom of the

gasifier either as an inert glass-like slag or other marketable solid products.

Four types of gasifier are currently available for commercial use: (i) the

countercurrent fixed bed, (ii) the cocurrent fixed bed, (iii) the fluidized bed,

and (iv) the entrained flow (Speight, 2008, 2013a).

In a fixed-bed process, the coal is supported by a grate and combustion gases

(steam, air, oxygen, etc.) pass through the supported coal whereupon the hot

produced gases exit from the top of the reactor. Heat is supplied internally or

from an outside source, but caking coals cannot be used in an unmodified

fixed-bed reactor. Due to the liquid-like behavior, the fluidized beds are very

well mixed, which effectively eliminates the concentration and temperature

gradients inside the reactor. The process is also fairly simple and reliable to

operate as the bed acts as a large thermal reservoir that resists rapid changes

in temperature and operation conditions. The disadvantages of the process

include the need for recirculation of the entrained solids carried out from the

reactor with the fluid and the nonuniform residence time of the solids that

can cause poor conversion levels. The abrasion of the particles can also contrib-

ute to serious erosion of pipes and vessels inside the reactor.

The countercurrent fixed-bed (updraft) gasifier consists of a fixed bed of

carbonaceous fuel (e.g., coal or biomass) through which the gasification agent
(steam, oxygen, and/or air) flows in countercurrent configuration. The ash is

either removed dry or as a slag. The nature of the gasifier means that the fuel

must have high mechanical strength and must be noncaking so that it will form

a permeable bed, although recent developments have reduced these restrictions

to some extent. The throughput for this type of gasifier is relatively low. Ther-

mal efficiency is high as the gas exit temperatures are relatively low, and as a

result, tar and methane production is significant at typical operation temper-

atures, so product gas must be extensively cleaned before use or recycled

to the reactor.

The cocurrent fixed-bed (downdraft) gasifier is similar to the countercurrent

type, but the gasification agent gas flows in cocurrent configuration with the

fuel (downward, hence the name downdraft gasifier). Heat needs to be added

to the upper part of the bed, either by combusting small amounts of the fuel

or from external heat sources. The produced gas leaves the gasifier at a high

temperature, and most of this heat is often transferred to the gasification agent

added in the top of the bed. Since all tars must pass through a hot bed of char in

this configuration, tar levels are much lower than the countercurrent type.

In the fluidized-bed gasifier, the fuel is fluidized in oxygen (or air) and

steam. The temperatures are relatively low in dry-ash gasifiers, so the fuel
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must be highly reactive; low-grade coals are particularly suitable. The

fluidized-bed system uses finely sized coal particles, and the bed exhibits

liquid-like characteristics when a gas flows upward through the bed. Gas

flowing through the coal produces turbulent lifting and separation of parti-

cles, and the result is an expanded bed having greater coal surface area to

promote the chemical reaction, but such systems have a limited ability to

handle caking coals. The agglomerating gasifiers have slightly higher tem-

peratures and are suitable for higher rank coals. Fuel throughput is higher

than for the fixed bed, but not as high as for the entrained-flow gasifier.

The conversion efficiency is typically low, so recycle or subsequent combus-

tion of solids is necessary to increase conversion. Fluidized-bed gasifiers are

most useful for fuels that form highly corrosive ash that would damage the

walls of slagging gasifiers. The ash is removed dry or as high-molecular-

weight agglomerated materials—a disadvantage of biomass feedstocks is

that they generally contain high levels of corrosive ash.

In the entrained-flow gasifier, a dry pulverized solid, an atomized liquid

fuel, or a fuel slurry is gasified with oxygen (much less frequent, air) in cocur-

rent flow. The high temperatures and pressures also mean that a higher through-

put can be achieved but thermal efficiency is somewhat lower as the gas must be

cooled before it can be sent to a gas processing facility. All entrained-flow gas-

ifiers remove the major part of the ash as a slag as the operating temperature is

well above the ash fusion temperature; the entrained system is suitable for both

caking and noncaking coals.

Entrained-flow reactors use atomized liquid, slurry, or dry pulverized solid

as a feedstock. Once pumped inside the gasifier, the feedstock is gasified

with oxygen in a cocurrent flow. The temperatures are usually very high in com-

parison with fluidized beds ranging from 1300°C to 1500°C (from 2370°F
to 2730°F). High temperature cracks the feedstock into lower-boiling products.

In integrated gasification combined cycle (IGCC) systems, the synthesis gas

is cleaned of its hydrogen sulfide, ammonia, and particulate matter and is

burned as fuel in a combustion turbine (much like natural gas is burned in a tur-

bine). The combustion turbine drives an electric generator. Hot air from the

combustion turbine can be channeled back to the gasifier or the air separation

unit, while exhaust heat from the combustion turbine is recovered and used to

boil water, creating steam for a steam turbine generator. The use of these two

types of turbines—a combustion turbine and a steam turbine—in combination,

known as a combined cycle, is one reason why gasification-based power sys-

tems can achieve unprecedented power generation efficiencies.

Gasification also offers more scope for recovering products from waste than

incineration (Speight, 2014b). When waste is burnt in an incinerator, the only

practical product is energy, whereas the gases, oils, and solid char from pyrol-

ysis and gasification can be not only used as a fuel but also purified and used as a

feedstock for petrochemicals and other applications. Many processes also pro-

duce a stable granulate instead of an ash that can be more easily and safely
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utilized. In addition, some processes are targeted at producing specific recycla-

bles such as metal alloys and carbon black. From waste gasification, in partic-

ular, it is feasible to produce hydrogen, which many see as an increasingly

valuable resource.

Integrated gasification combined cycle (IGCC) is used to raise power from

viscous feedstocks. The value of these refinery residuals, including crude oil

coke, will need to be considered as part of an overall upgrading project. Histor-

ically, many delayed coking projects have been evaluated and sanctioned on the

basis of assigning zero value to crude oil coke having high sulfur and high metal

content.

While there are many alternate uses for the synthesis gas produced by gas-

ification, a combination of products/utilities can be produced in addition to

power. A major benefit of the integrated gasification combined cycle concept

is that power can be produced with the lowest sulfur oxide (SOx) and nitrogen

oxide (NOx) emissions of any liquid/solid feed power generation technology.
3.2 Fischer-Tropsch Synthesis

The synthesis reaction is dependent of a catalyst, mostly an iron or cobalt cat-

alyst where the reaction takes place. There is either a low- or high-temperature

process (low-temperature Fischer-Tropsch (LTFT) and high-temperature

Fischer-Tropsch (HTFT)), with temperatures ranging between 200°C and

240°C for LTFT and 300°C and 350°C for HTFT. The HTFT uses an iron cat-

alyst and the LTFT either an iron or a cobalt catalyst. The different catalysts

include also nickel-based and ruthenium-based catalysts, which also have

enough activity for commercial use in the process.

The reactors are the multitubular fixed-bed, the slurry, or the fluidized-bed
(with either fixed or circulating bed) reactors. The fixed-bed reactor consists of

thousands of small tubes with the catalyst as surface-active agent in the tubes.

Water surrounds the tubes and regulates the temperature by settling the pressure

of evaporation. The slurry reactor is widely used and consists of fluid and solid

elements, where the catalyst has no particularly position but flows around as

small pieces of catalyst together with the reaction components. The slurry

and fixed-bed reactors are used in LTFT. The fluidized-bed reactors are diverse

but characterized by the fluid behavior of the catalyst (dry).

The high-temperature Fischer-Tropsch technology uses a fluidized catalyst

at 300–330°C. Originally, circulating fluidized-bed units were used (Synthol

reactors). Since 1989, a commercial scale classical fluidized-bed unit has been

implemented and improved upon. The low-temperature Fischer-Tropsch tech-

nology has originally been used in tubular fixed-bed reactors at 200–230°C.
This produces a more paraffinic and waxy product spectrum than the high-tem-
perature technology. A new type of reactor (the Sasol slurry-phase distillate

reactor) has been developed and is in commercial operation. This reactor uses
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a slurry-phase system rather than a tubular fixed-bed configuration and is cur-

rently the favored technology for the commercial production of synfuels.

Under most circumstances, the production of synthesis gas by reforming

natural gas will be more economical than from coal gasification, but site-

specific factors need to be considered. In fact, any technological advance in this

field (such as better energy integration or the oxygen transfer ceramic mem-

brane reformer concept) will speed up the rate at which the synfuel technology

will become common practice.

There are large coal reserves that may increasingly be used as a fuel source

during oil depletion. Since there are large coal reserves in the world, this tech-

nology could be used as an interim transportation fuel if conventional oil were

to become more expensive. Furthermore, combination of biomass gasification

and Fischer-Tropsch synthesis is a very promising route to produce transporta-

tion fuels from renewable or green resources.

Although the focus of this section has been on the production of hydrocar-

bon derivatives from synthesis gas, it is worthy of note that clean synthesis gas

can also be used (i) as chemical building blocks to produce a broad range of

chemicals using processes well established in the chemical and petrochemical

industry, (ii) as a fuel producer for highly efficient fuel cells (which run off the

hydrogen made in a gasifier) or perhaps in the future hydrogen turbines and fuel

cell-turbine hybrid systems, and (iii) as a source of hydrogen that can be sep-

arated from the gas stream and used as a fuel or as a feedstock for refineries

(which use the hydrogen to upgrade crude oil products).

The aim of underground (or in situ) gasification of coal is the conversion into

combustible gases by combustion of a coal seam in the presence of air, oxygen,

or oxygen and steam. Thus, seams that were considered to be inaccessible,

unworkable, or uneconomical to mine could be put to use. In addition, strip min-

ing and the accompanying environmental impacts, the problems of spoil banks,

acid mine drainage, and the problems associated with the use of high-ash coal

are minimized or even eliminated.

The principles of underground gasification are very similar to those

involved in the aboveground gasification of coal. The concept involves the dril-

ling and subsequent linking of two boreholes so that gas will pass between the

two. Combustion is then initiated at the bottom of one borehole (injection well)

and is maintained by the continuous injection of air. In the initial reaction zone

(combustion zone), carbon dioxide is generated by the reaction of oxygen (air)

with the coal:

C½ �coal +O2 !CO2

The carbon dioxide reacts with coal (partially devolatilized) further along
the seam (reduction zone) to produce carbon monoxide:

C½ �coal + CO2 ! 2CO
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In addition, at the high temperatures that can frequently occur, moisture
injected with oxygen or even moisture inherent in the seam may also react with

the coal to produce carbon monoxide and hydrogen:

C½ �coal + H2O!CO+H2

The gas product varies in character and composition but usually falls into the
low-heat (low-Btu) category ranging from 125 to 175Btu/ft3.
3.3 Feedstocks

For many decades, coal has been the primary feedstock for gasification units but

recent concerns about the use of fossil fuels and the resulting environmental pol-

lutants, irrespective of the various gas cleaning processes and gasification plant

environmental cleanup efforts, there is a move to feedstocks other than coal for

gasification processes (Speight, 2013a, 2014b). But more pertinent to the pre-

sent text, the gasification process can also use carbonaceous feedstocks that

would otherwise have been discarded and unused, such as waste biomass and

other similar biodegradable wastes. Various feedstocks such as biomass, crude

oil resids, and other carbonaceous wastes can be used to their fullest potential. In

fact, the refining industry has seen fit to use viscous feedstock gasification as a

source of hydrogen for the past several decades (Speight, 2014a).

Gasification processes can accept a variety of feedstocks, but the reactor

must be selected on the basis of feedstock properties and behavior in the pro-

cess. The advantage of the gasification process when a carbonaceous feedstock

(a feedstock containing carbon) or hydrocarbonaceous feedstock (a feedstock

containing carbon and hydrogen) is employed is that the product of focus—

synthesis gas—is potentially more useful as an energy source and results in

an overall cleaner process.
3.4 Heavy Feedstocks

Gasification is the only technology that makes possible a zero residue target for

refineries, contrary to all conversion technologies (including thermal cracking,

catalytic cracking, cooking, deasphalting, and hydroprocessing) that can only

reduce the bottom volume, with the complication that the residue qualities gen-

erally get worse with the degree of conversion (Speight, 2014a).

The flexibility of gasification permits to handle any type of refinery residue,

including crude oil coke, tank bottoms, and refinery sludge, and make available

a range of value-added products including electricity, steam, hydrogen, and var-

ious chemicals based on synthesis gas chemistry: methanol, ammonia, methyl

tertiary-butyl ether (MTBE), tertiary amyl methyl ether (TAME), acetic acid,

and formaldehyde (Speight, 2008, 2013a). The environmental performance

of gasification is unmatched. No other technology processing low-value
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refinery residues can come close to the emission levels achievable with gasifi-

cation (Speight, 2013a,b, 2014a).

Gasification is also a method for converting crude oil coke and other refinery

nonvolatile waste streams (often referred to as refinery residuals and include

but not limited to atmospheric residuum, vacuum residuum, visbreaker tar,

and deasphalter pitch) into power, steam, and hydrogen for use in the production

of cleaner transportation fuels. The main requirement for a gasification feed-

stock is that the feedstock contains both hydrogen and carbon, and several suit-

able feedstocks are produced on-site as part of typical refinery processing

(Speight, 2011b). The typical gasification system incorporated into a refinery

consists of several process units including feed preparation, the gasifier, an

air separation unit (ASU), synthesis gas cleanup, sulfur recovery unit (SRU),

and downstream process options depending on target products.

The benefits of the addition of a gasification system in a refinery to process

crude oil coke or other residuals include (i) production of power, steam, oxygen,

and nitrogen for refinery use or sale; (ii) source of synthesis gas for hydrogen to

be used in refinery operations and for the production of lower-boiling refinery

products through the Fischer-Tropsch synthesis; (iii) increased efficiency of

power generation, improved air emissions, and reduced waste stream versus

combustion of crude oil coke or residues or incineration; (iv) no off-site trans-

portation or storage for crude oil coke or residuals; and (v) the potential to dis-

pose of waste streams including hazardous materials (Marano, 2003).

Gasification can provide high-purity hydrogen for a variety of uses within the

refinery (Speight, 2014a). Hydrogen is used in refineries to remove sulfur, nitro-

gen, and other impurities from intermediate to finished product streams and in

hydrocracking operations for the conversion of high-boiling distillates into

lower-boilingproducts,naphtha,kerosene, and low-boilinggasoil.Hydrocracking

andseverehydrotreating requirehydrogen that isat least 99%v/v,while less severe

hydrotreating can work with gas streams containing 90% v/v pure hydrogen.

Electric power and high-pressure steam can be generated via gasification of

crude oil coke and residuals to drive mostly small and intermittent loads such as

compressors, blowers, and pumps. Steam can also be used for process heating,

steam tracing, partial pressure reduction in fractionation systems, and stripping

low-boiling components to stabilize process streams.

Carbon soot is produced during gasification, which ends up in the quench

water. The soot is transferred to the feedstock by contacting, in sequence,

the quench water blowdown with naphtha and then the naphtha-soot slurry with

a fraction of the feed. The soot mixed with the feed is finally recycled into the

gasifier, thus achieving 100% conversion of carbon to gas.
3.4.1 Asphalt, Tar, and Pitch

Asphalt does not occur naturally but is manufactured from crude oil and is a

black or brown material that has a consistency varying from a viscous liquid
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to a glassy solid (Speight, 2014a). To a point, asphalt can resemble bitumen

(isolated form tar sand formation), hence the tendency to refer to bitumen

(incorrectly) as native asphalt. It is recommended that there be differentiation

between asphalt (manufactured) and bitumen (naturally occurring) other than

by the use of the qualifying terms crude oil and native since the origins of

the materials may be reflected in the resulting physicochemical properties of

the two types of materials. It is also necessary to distinguish between the asphalt

that originates from crude oil by refining and the product in which the source of

the asphalt is a material other than crude oil, for example, Wurtzilite asphalt
(Speight, 2014a). In the absence of a qualifying word, it should be assumed that

the word asphalt (with or without qualifiers such as cutback, solvent, and blown,
which indicate the process used to produce the asphalt) refers to the product

manufactured from crude oil.

When the asphalt is produced simply by distillation of an asphaltic crude oil,

the product can be referred to as residual asphalt or straight-run asphalt. For
example, if the asphalt is prepared by solvent extraction of viscous feedstock

or by lower-boiling hydrocarbon (propane) precipitation or if blown or other-

wise treated, the term should be modified accordingly to qualify the product

(e.g., solvent asphalt, propane asphalt, and blown asphalt).
Asphalt softens when heated and is elastic under certain conditions and has

many uses. For example, the mechanical properties of asphalt are of particular

significance when it is used as a binder or adhesive. The principal application of

asphalt is in road surfacing, which may be done in a variety of ways. Other

important applications of asphalt include canal and reservoir linings, dam fac-

ings, and sea works. The asphalt so used may be a thin, sprayed membrane, cov-

ered with earth for protection against weathering and mechanical damage, or

thicker surfaces, often including riprap (crushed rock). Asphalt is also used

for roofs, coatings, floor tiles, soundproofing, waterproofing, and other

building-construction elements and in a number of industrial products, such

as batteries. For certain applications, an asphaltic emulsion is prepared, in

which fine globules of asphalt are suspended in water.

Tar is a product of the destructive distillation of many bituminous or

other organic materials and is a brown to black, oily, viscous liquid to semisolid

material. However, tar is most commonly produced from bituminous coal
and is generally understood to refer to the product from coal, although it is

advisable to specify coal tar if there is the possibility of ambiguity. The

most important factor in determining the yield and character of the coal

tar is the carbonizing temperature. Three general temperature ranges are

recognized, and the products have acquired the designations: low-temperature
tar (�450–700°C, 540–1290°F), mid-temperature tar (�700–900°C,
1290–1650°F), and high-temperature tar (�900–1200°C, 1650–2190°F). Tar
released during the early stages of the decomposition of the organic material

is called primary tar since it represents a product that has been recovered with-
out the secondary alteration that results from prolonged residence of the vapor

in the heated zone.
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Treatment of the distillate (boiling up to 250°C, 480°F) of the tar with caus-
tic soda causes separation of a fraction known as tar acids; acid treatment of the

distillate produces a variety of organic nitrogen compounds known as tar bases.
The residue left following removal of the high-boiling distillate is pitch, a black,
hard, and highly ductile material that is the dark brown to black nondistillable

residue.

Coal tar pitch is a soft to hard and brittle substance containing chiefly aro-

matic resinous compounds along with aromatic and other hydrocarbon deriva-

tives. Pitch is used chiefly as road tar, in waterproofing roofs and other

structures, and to make electrodes.Wood tar pitch is a bright, lustrous substance
containing resin acids; it is used chiefly in the manufacture of plastics and insu-

lating materials and in caulking seams. Pitch derived from fats, fatty acids, or

fatty oils by distillation are usually soft substances containing polymers and

decomposition products; they are used chiefly in varnishes and paints and in

floor coverings.

Any of the above derivatives can be used as a gasification feedstock. The

properties of asphalt change markedly during the aging process (oxidation in

service) to the point where the asphalt fails to perform the task for which it

was designed. In some case, the asphalt is recovered and reprocessed for addi-

tional use, or it may be sent to a gasifier.
3.4.2 Crude Oil Coke

Coke is the solid carbonaceous material produced from crude oil during thermal

processing. More particularly, coke is the residue left by the destructive distil-

lation (i.e., thermal cracking such as the delayed coking process) of crude oil

residua. The coke formed in catalytic cracking operations is usually nonrecov-

erable because of the materials deposited on the catalyst during the process and

such coke is often employed as fuel for the process (Speight, 2014a). It is often

characterized as a solid material with a honeycomb type of appearance having

high carbon content (95%+w/w) with some hydrogen and, depending on the

process, sulfur and nitrogen. The color varies from gray to black, and the mate-

rial is insoluble in organic solvents.

Typically, the composition of crude oil coke varies with the source of the

crude oil, but in general, large amounts of high-molecular-weight complex

hydrocarbon derivatives (rich in carbon but correspondingly poor in hydrogen)

make up a high proportion. The solubility of crude oil coke in carbon disulfide

has been reported to be as high as 50%–80%, but this is in fact a misnomer and is

due to soluble product adsorbed on the coke—by definition, coke is the insol-

uble, honeycomb material that is the end product of thermal processes. How-

ever, coke is not always a product with little use—three physical structures

of coke can be produced by delayed coking: (i) shot coke, (ii) sponge coke,

or (iii) needle coke, which find different uses within the industry.
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Shot coke is an abnormal type of coke resembling small balls. Due to mech-

anisms not well understood, the coke from some coker feedstocks forms into

small, tight, nonattached clusters that look like pellets, marbles, or ball bearings.

It usually is a very hard coke, that is, lowHardgrove grindability index (Speight,

2013a). Such coke is less desirable to the end users because of difficulties in

handling and grinding. It is believed that feedstocks high in asphaltene constit-

uents and low API favor shot coke formation. Blending aromatic materials with

the feedstock and/or increasing the recycle ratio reduces the yield of shot coke.

Fluidization in the coke drums may cause formation of shot coke. Occasionally,

the smaller shot cokemay agglomerate into ostrich-egg-sized pieces. Such coke

may be more suitable as a gasification feedstock.

Sponge coke is the common type of coke produced by delayed coking units.

It is in a form that resembles a sponge and has been called honeycombed.

Sponge coke, mostly used for anode-grade carbon, is dull and black, having

porous, amorphous structure. Needle coke (acicular coke) is a special quality

coke produced from aromatic feedstocks; is silver-gray, having crystalline

broken needle structure; and is believed to be chemically produced through

cross-linking of condensed aromatic hydrocarbon derivatives during coking

reactions. It has a crystalline structure with more unidirectional pores and is

used in the production of electrodes for the steel and aluminum industries

and is particularly valuable because the electrodes must be replaced regularly.

Crude oil coke is employed for a number of purposes, but its chief use is

(depending upon the degree of purity—that is, contains a low amount of contam-

inants) for the manufacture of carbon electrodes for aluminum refining, which

requires a high-purity carbon—low in ash and sulfur-free; the volatile matter

must be removed by calcining. In addition to its use as a metallurgical reducing

agent, crude oil coke is employed in the manufacture of carbon brushes, silicon

carbide abrasives, and structural carbon (e.g., pipes andRaschig rings), aswell as

calcium carbide manufacture from which acetylene is produced:

Coke!CaC2

CaC2 +H2O!HC☰CH

Considering the properties of coke and the potential nonuse of the highly
contaminated material, gasification is the only technology that makes possible

for the refineries the zero residue target, contrary to all conversion technologies,

thermal cracking, catalytic cracking, cooking, deasphalting, hydroprocessing,

etc., which can only reduce the bottom volume, with the complication that

the residue qualities generally get worse with the degree of conversion

(Speight, 2014a).

With respect to gasification, no other technology processing low-value

refinery residues can come close to the emission levels achievable with gasifi-

cation (Speight, 2014a) and is projected to be a major part of the refinery of the

future (Speight, 2011b).
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And as for the gasification of coal and biomass (Luque and Speight, 2015),

the main requirement for a feedstock to a gasification unit is that the feedstock

contains both hydrogen and carbon, of which a variety of feedstocks are avail-

able from the throughput of a typical refinery (Table 13.3).
TABLE 13.3 Types of Feedstocks Produced On-Site That Are Available for

Gasification

Units

Vacuum

Residue

Visbreaker

Tar Asphalt Petcoke

Ultimate analysis

C wt/wt 84.9% 86.1% 85.1% 88.6%

H wt/wt 10.4% 10.4% 9.1% 2.8%

Na wt/wt 0.5% 0.6% 0.7% 1.1%

Sa wt/wt 4.2% 2.4% 5.1% 7.3%

O wt/wt 0.5% 0.0%

Ash wt/wt 0.0% 0.1% 0.2%

Total wt/wt 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

H2/C
ratio

mol/mol 0.727 0.720 0.640 0.188

Density

Specific
gravity

60°/60° 1.028 1.008 1.070 0.863

API
gravity

°API 6.2 8.88 0.8 –

Heating values

Higher
heating
value
(HHV)
(dry)

MBtu/lb 17.72 18.6 17.28 14.85

Lower
heating
value
(LHV)
(dry)

wt/wt 16.77 17.6 16.45 14.48

aNitrogen and sulfur contents vary widely.
From National Energy Technology Laboratory, US Department of Energy, Washington, DC. http://
www.netl.doe.gov/technologies/coalpower/gasification/gasifipedia/7-advantages/7-3-4_refinery.
html.

http://www.netl.doe.gov/technologies/coalpower/gasification/gasifipedia/7-advantages/7-3-4_refinery.html
http://www.netl.doe.gov/technologies/coalpower/gasification/gasifipedia/7-advantages/7-3-4_refinery.html
http://www.netl.doe.gov/technologies/coalpower/gasification/gasifipedia/7-advantages/7-3-4_refinery.html
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3.4.3 Coal

Coal is a fossil fuel formed in swamp ecosystems where plant remains were

saved from oxidation and biodegradation by water and mud. Coal is a combus-

tible organic sedimentary rock (composed primarily of carbon, hydrogen, and

oxygen as well as other minor elements including sulfur) formed from ancient

vegetation and consolidated between other rock strata to form coal seams. The

harder forms can be regarded as organic metamorphic rock (e.g., anthracite

coal) because of a higher degree of maturation.

Coal is the largest single source of fuel for the generation of electricity

worldwide and the largest source of carbon dioxide emissions, which have

been implicated as the primary cause of global climate change, although

the debate still rages as to the actual cause (or causes) of climate change. Coal

is found as successive layers or seams, sandwiched between strata of sand-

stone and shale and extracted from the ground by coal mining—either under-

ground coal seams (underground mining) or by open-pit mining (surface

mining).

Coal remains in adequate supply, and at current rates of recovery and con-

sumption, the world global coal reserves have been variously estimated to have

a reserve/production ratio of at least 155years. However, as with all estimates of

resource longevity, coal longevity is subject to the assumed rate of consumption

remaining at the current rate of consumption and, moreover, to technological

developments that dictate the rate at which the coal can be mined. But most

importantly, coal is a fossil fuel and an unclean energy source that will only

add to global warming. In fact, the next time electricity is advertised as a clean

energy source, just consider the means by which the majority of electricity is

produced—almost 50% of the electricity generated in the United States derives

from coal (EIA, 2007; Speight, 2013a).

Coal occurs in different forms or types (Speight, 2013a). Variations in the

nature of the source material and local or regional variations in the coalification

processes cause the vegetal matter to evolve differently. Various classification

systems thus exist to define the different types of coal. Using the ASTM system

of classification (ASTM D388, 2015), the coal precursors are transformed over

time (as geologic processes increase their effect over time) into the following:

(i) Lignite—also referred to as brown coal, is the lowest rank of coal and used

almost exclusively as fuel for steam-electric power generation. Jet is a

compact form of lignite that is sometimes polished and has been used

as an ornamental stone since the Iron Age.

(ii) Subbituminous coal—the properties range from those of lignite to those of

bituminous coal and is used primarily as fuel for steam-electric power

generation.

(iii) Bituminous coal—a dense coal, usually black, sometimes dark brown,

often with well-defined bands of brittle and dull material, used primarily

as fuel in steam-electric power generation, with substantial quantities also

used for heat and power applications in manufacturing and to make coke.
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(iv) Anthracite—the highest rank; a harder, glossy, black coal used primarily

for residential and commercial space heating.

Chemically, coal is a hydrogen-deficient hydrocarbon with an atomic

hydrogen-to-carbon ratio near 0.8, as compared with crude oil hydrocarbon

derivatives, which have an atomic hydrogen-to-carbon ratio approximately

equal to 2, and methane (CH4) that has an atomic carbon-to-hydrogen ratio

equal to 4. For this reason, any process used to convert coal to alternative fuels

must add hydrogen or redistribute the hydrogen in the original coal to generate

hydrogen-rich products and coke (Speight, 2013a).

The chemical composition of the coal is defined in terms of its proximate

and ultimate (elemental) analyses (Speight, 2013a). The parameters of proxi-

mate analysis are moisture, volatile matter, ash, and fixed carbon. Elemental

analysis (ultimate analysis) encompasses the quantitative determination of car-

bon, hydrogen, nitrogen, sulfur, and oxygen within the coal. Additionally, spe-

cific physical and mechanical properties of coal and particular carbonization

properties are also determined.

Carbon monoxide and hydrogen are produced by the gasification of coal in

which amixture of gases is produced. In addition to carbonmonoxide and hydro-

gen, methane and other hydrocarbon derivatives are also produced depending on

conditions. Gasification may be accomplished either in situ or in processing

plants. In situ gasification is accomplished by controlled, incomplete burning

of a coal bed underground while adding air and steam. The gases are withdrawn

andmay be burned to produce heat and generate electricity or are utilized as syn-

thesis gas in indirect liquefaction and for the production of chemicals.

Producing diesel and other fuels from coal can be performed through the

conversion of coal to synthesis gas, a combination of carbon monoxide, hydro-

gen, carbon dioxide, and methane. Synthesis gas is subsequently reacted

through Fischer-Tropsch synthesis processes to produce hydrocarbon deriva-

tives that can be refined into liquid fuels. By increasing the quantity of high-

quality fuels from coal (while reducing costs), research into this process could

help in mitigating the dependence on ever-increasingly expensive and depleting

stocks of crude oil.

While coal is an abundant natural resource, its combustion or gasification

produces both toxic pollutants and greenhouse gases. By developing adsorbents

to capture the pollutants (mercury, sulfur, arsenic, and other harmful gases), sci-

entists are striving not only to reduce the quantity of emitted gases but also to

maximize the thermal efficiency of the cleanup.

Gasification thus offers one of the cleanest and versatile ways to convert the

energy contained in coal into electricity, hydrogen, and other sources of power.

Turning coal into synthesis gas is not a new concept, in fact the basic technology

dates back to pre-World War II. In fact, a gasification unit can process virtually

all the viscous feedstock and wastes that are produced in refineries leading to

enhanced yields of high-value products (and hence their competitiveness in the

market) by deeper upgrading of their crude oil.
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3.4.4 Biomass

Biomass can be considered as any renewable feedstock that is in principle car-
bon-neutral (while the plant is growing, it uses the sun’s energy to absorb the

same amount of carbon from the atmosphere as it releases into the atmosphere).

Raw materials that can be used to produce biomass-derived fuels are widely

available; they come from a large number of different sources and in numerous

forms (Rajvanshi, 1986). The main basic sources of biomass include (i) wood,

including bark, logs, sawdust, wood chips, wood pellets, and briquettes;

(ii) high-yield energy crops, such as wheat, grown specifically for energy appli-

cations; (iii) agricultural crops and residues (e.g., straw); and (iv) industrial waste,

such as wood pulp or paper pulp. For processing, a simple form of biomass such

as untreated and unfinished wood may be converted into a number of physical

forms, including pellets and wood chips, for use in biomass boilers and stoves.

Biomass includes a wide range of materials that produce a variety of prod-

ucts that are dependent upon the feedstock (Balat, 2011; Demirbaş, 2011;
Ramroop Singh, 2011; Speight, 2011a). In addition, the heat content of the dif-

ferent types of biomass widely varies and has to be taken into consideration

when designing any conversion process ( Jenkins and Ebeling, 1985).

Thermal conversion processes use heat as the dominant mechanism to con-

vert biomass into another chemical form. The basic alternatives of combustion,

torrefaction, pyrolysis, and gasification are separated principally by the extent

to which the chemical reactions involved are allowed to proceed (mainly con-

trolled by the availability of oxygen and conversion temperature)

(Speight, 2011a).

Energy created by burning biomass (fuel wood), also known as dendrother-

mal energy, is particularly suited for countries where fuel wood growsmore rap-

idly, for example, tropical countries. There is a number of other less common,

more experimental or proprietary thermal processes that may offer benefits

including hydrothermal upgrading (HTU) and hydroprocessing. Somehave been

developed to be compatible with high-moisture-content biomass (e.g., aqueous

slurries) and allow them to be converted into more convenient forms.

Some of the applications of thermal conversion are combined heat and

power (CHP) and cofiring. In a typical dedicated biomass power plant, efficien-

cies range from 7% to 27%. In contrast, biomass cofiring with coal typically

occurs at efficiencies close to those of coal combustors (30%–40%) (Baxter,

2005; Liu et al., 2011).

Many forms of biomass contain a high percentage of moisture (along with

carbohydrates and sugars) and mineral constituents—both of which can influ-

ence the economics and viability of a gasification process. The presence of high

levels of moisture in biomass reduces the temperature inside the gasifier, which

then reduces the efficiency of the gasifier. Many biomass gasification technol-

ogies therefore require dried biomass to reduce the moisture content prior to

feeding into the gasifier. In addition, biomass can come in a range of sizes.
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In many biomass gasification systems, biomass must be processed to a uniform

size or shape to be fed into the gasifier at a consistent rate and to maximize gas-

ification efficiency.

Biomass such as wood pellets, yard and crop waste, and “energy crops”

including switch grass and waste from pulp and paper mills can also be

employed to produce bioethanol and synthetic diesel. Biomass is first gasified

to produce synthesis gas and then subsequently converted via catalytic pro-

cesses to the aforementioned downstream products. Biomass can also be used

to produce electricity—either blended with traditional feedstocks, such as coal,

or by itself (Shen et al., 2012; Khosravi and Khadse, 2013; Speight, 2014b).

Most biomass gasification systems use air instead of oxygen for gasification

reactions (which is typically used in large-scale industrial and power gasifica-

tion plants). Gasifiers that use oxygen require an air separation unit to provide

the gaseous/liquid oxygen; this is usually not cost-effective at the smaller scales

used in biomass gasification plants. Air-blown gasifiers utilize oxygen from air

for gasification processes.

In general, biomass gasification plants are comparatively smaller than those

of typical coal or crude oil coke plants used in the power, chemical, fertilizer,

and refining industries. As such, they are less expensive to build and have a

smaller environmental footprint. While a large industrial gasification plant

may take up 150ac of land and process 2500–15,000 tons of feedstock per

day (e.g., coal or crude oil coke), smaller biomass plants typically process

25–200 tons of feedstock per day and take up <10ac.

Finally, while biomass may seem to some observers to be the answer to the

global climate change issue, advantages and disadvantages of biomass as feed-

stock must be considered carefully:

Advantages are as follows: (i) theoretically inexhaustible fuel source;

(ii) minimal environmental impact when direct combustion of plant mass is

not used to generate energy (i.e., fermentation and pyrolysis are used instead);

(iii) alcohols and other fuels produced by biomass are efficient, viable, and rel-

atively clean-burning; and (iv) available on a worldwide basis.

Disadvantages are as follows: (i) It could contribute a great deal to global

climate change and particulate pollution if combusted directly; (ii) it remains an

expensive source of energy, both in terms of producing biomass and the tech-

nological conversion to alcohols or other fuels; and (iii) life cycle assessments

(LCA) should be considered to address energy inputs and outputs, but there is

most likely a net loss of energy when operated on a small scale (as energy must

be put in to grow the plant mass).

And while taking the issues of global climate change into account, it must

not be ignored that the Earth is in an interglacial period when warming will take

place. The extent of this warming is not known—no one was around to measure

the temperature change in the last interglacial period—and by the same token,

the contribution of anthropological sources to global climate change cannot be

measured accurately.
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3.4.5 Solid Waste

Waste may be municipal solid waste (MSW) that had minimal presorting or

refuse-derived fuel (RDF) with significant pretreatment, usually mechanical

screening and shredding. Other more specific waste sources (excluding hazard-

ous waste) and possibly including crude oil coke may provide niche opportuni-

ties for coutilization (Arena, 2012; Speight, 2013a, 2014b).

The traditional waste-to-energy plant, based onmass-burn combustion on an

inclined grate, has a low public acceptability despite the very low emissions

achieved over the last decade with modern flue gas cleanup equipment. This

has led to difficulty in obtaining planning permissions to construct needed

new waste-to-energy plants. After much debate, various governments have

allowed options for advanced waste conversion technologies (gasification,

pyrolysis, and anaerobic digestion) but will only give credit to the proportion

of electricity generated from nonfossil waste.

Use of waste materials as cogasification feedstocks may attract significant

disposal credits (Ricketts et al., 2002). Cleaner biomass materials are renewable

fuels and may attract premium prices for the electricity generated. Availability

of sufficient fuel locally for an economic plant size is often a major issue, as is

the reliability of the fuel supply. Use of more-predictably available coal along-

side these fuels overcomes some of these difficulties and risks. Coal could be

regarded as the base feedstock that keeps the plant running when the fuels pro-

ducing the better revenue streams are not available in sufficient quantities.

Coal characteristics are very different to younger hydrocarbon fuels such as

biomass and waste. Hydrogen-to-carbon ratios are higher for younger fuels, as

is the oxygen content. This means that reactivity is very different under gasifi-

cation conditions. Gas cleaning issues can also be very different, being sulfur a

major concern for coal gasification and chlorine compounds and tars more

important for waste and biomass gasification. There are no current proposals

for adjacent gasifiers and gas cleaning systems, one handling biomass or waste

and one coal, alongside each other and feeding the same power production

equipment. However, there are some advantages to such a design as compared

with mixing fuels in the same gasifier and gas cleaning systems.

Electricity production or combined electricity and heat production remain

the most likely area for the application of gasification or cogasification. The

lowest investment cost per unit of electricity generated is the use of the gas

in an existing large power station. This has been done in several large utility

boilers, often with the gas fired alongside the main fuel. This option allows a

comparatively small thermal output of gas to be used with the same efficiency

as the main fuel in the boiler as a large, efficient steam turbine can be used. It is

anticipated that addition of gas from a biomass or wood gasifier into the natural

gas feed to a gas turbine is technically possible, but there will be concerns as to

the balance of commercial risks to a large power plant and the benefits of using

the gas from the gasifier.
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Furthermore, the disposal of municipal and industrial waste has become an

important problem because the traditional means of disposal, landfill, are much

less environmentally acceptable than previously. Much stricter regulation of

these disposal methods will make the economics of waste processing for

resource recovery much more favorable. One method of processing waste

streams is to convert the energy value of the combustible waste into a fuel.

One type of fuel attainable from waste is a low heating value gas, usually

100–150Btu/scf, which can be used to generate process steam or to generate

electricity. Coprocessing such waste with coal is also an option (Speight,

2008, 2013a, 2014b).

Cogasification technology varies, being usually site-specific and high

feedstock-dependent. At the largest scale, the plant may include the well-proved

fixed-bed and entrained-flow gasification processes. At smaller scales, empha-

sis is placed on technologies that appear closest to commercial operation. Pyrol-

ysis and other advanced thermal conversion processes are included where

power generation is practical using the on-site feedstock produced. However,

the needs to be addressed are (i) core fuel handling and gasification/pyrolysis

technologies, (ii) fuel gas cleanup, and (iii) conversion of fuel gas to electric

power (Ricketts et al., 2002).

Waste may be municipal solid waste (MSW) that had minimal presorting or

refuse-derived fuel (RDF) with significant pretreatment, usually mechanical

screening and shredding. Other more specific waste sources (excluding hazard-

ous waste) and possibly including crude oil coke may provide niche opportuni-

ties for coutilization.

The traditional waste-to-energy plant, based onmass-burn combustion on an

inclined grate, has a low public acceptability despite the very low emissions

achieved over the last decade with modern flue gas cleanup equipment. This

has led to difficulty in obtaining planning permissions to construct needed

new waste-to-energy plants. After much debate, various governments have

allowed options for advanced waste conversion technologies (gasification,

pyrolysis, and anaerobic digestion) but will only give credit to the proportion

of electricity generated from nonfossil waste.

Coutilization of waste and biomass with coal may provide economies of

scale that help achieve the above identified policy objectives at an affordable

cost. In some countries, governments propose cogasification processes as being

well suited for community-sized developments suggesting that waste should be

dealt with in smaller plants serving towns and cities, rather than moved to large,

central plants (satisfying the so-called proximity principal).
In fact, neither biomass nor wastes are currently produced or naturally gath-

ered at sites in sufficient quantities to fuel a modern large and efficient power

plant. Disruption, transport issues, fuel use, and public opinion all act against

gathering hundreds of megawatts (MWe) at a single location. Biomass or

waste-fired power plants are therefore inherently limited in size and hence in

efficiency (labor costs per unit electricity produced) and in other economies
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of scale. The production rates of municipal refuse follow reasonably predictable

patterns over time periods of a few years. Recent experience with the very lim-

ited current biomass for energy harvesting has shown unpredictable variations

in harvesting capability with long periods of zero production over large areas

during wet weather.

The situation is very different for coal. This is generally mined or imported

and thus large quantities are available from a single source or a number of

closely located sources, and supply has been reliable and predictable. However,

the economics of new coal-fired power plants of any technology or size have not

encouraged any new coal-fired power plant in the gas generation market.

The potential unreliability of biomass, longer-term changes in refuse, and

the size limitation of a power plant using only waste and/or biomass can be

overcome combining biomass, refuse, and coal. It also allows benefit from a

premium electricity price for electricity from biomass and the gate fee associ-

ated with waste. If the power plant is gasification-based, rather than direct com-

bustion, further benefits may be available. These include a premium price for

the electricity from waste, the range of technologies available for the gas to

electricity part of the process, and gas cleaning prior to the main combustion

stage instead of after combustion and public image, which is currently generally

better for gasification as compared with combustion. These considerations lead

to current studies of cogasification of wastes/biomass with coal (Speight, 2008).

For large-scale power generation (> 50MWe), the gasification field is dom-

inated by plant based on the pressurized, oxygen-blown, entrained-flow, or

fixed-bed gasification of fossil fuels. Entrained gasifier operational experience

to date has largely been with well-controlled fuel feedstocks with short-term

trial work at low cogasification ratios and with easily handled fuels.

Use of waste materials as cogasification feedstocks may attract significant

disposal credits. Cleaner biomass materials are renewable fuels and may attract

premium prices for the electricity generated. Availability of sufficient fuel

locally for an economic plant size is often a major issue, as is the reliability

of the fuel supply. Use of more-predictably available coal alongside these fuels

overcomes some of these difficulties and risks. Coal could be regarded as the

flywheel that keeps the plant running when the fuels producing the better rev-

enue streams are not available in sufficient quantities.

Coal characteristics are very different to younger hydrocarbon fuels such as

biomass and waste. Hydrogen-to-carbon ratios are higher for younger fuels, as

is the oxygen content. This means that reactivity is very different under gasifi-

cation conditions. Gas cleaning issues can also be very different, being sulfur a

major concern for coal gasification and chlorine compounds and tars more

important for waste and biomass gasification. There are no current proposals

for adjacent gasifiers and gas cleaning systems, one handling biomass or waste

and one coal, alongside each other and feeding the same power production

equipment. However, there are some advantages to such a design as compared

with mixing fuels in the same gasifier and gas cleaning systems.
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Electricity production or combined electricity and heat production remain

the most likely area for the application of gasification or cogasification. The

lowest investment cost per unit of electricity generated is the use of the gas

in an existing large power station. This has been done in several large utility

boilers, often with the gas fired alongside the main fuel. This option allows a

comparatively small thermal output of gas to be used with the same efficiency

as the main fuel in the boiler as a large, efficient steam turbine can be used. It is

anticipated that addition of gas from a biomass or wood gasifier into the natural

gas feed to a gas turbine is technically possible, but there will be concerns as to

the balance of commercial risks to a large power plant and the benefits of using

the gas from the gasifier.

Furthermore, the disposal of municipal and industrial waste has become an

important problem because the traditional means of disposal, landfill, are much

less environmentally acceptable than previously. Much stricter regulation of

these disposal methods will make the economics of waste processing for

resource recovery much more favorable. Thus, coal may be cogasified with

waste or biomass for environmental, technical or commercial reasons. It allows

larger, more efficient plants than those sized for grown biomass or arising waste

within a reasonable transport distance; specific operating costs are likely to be

lower, and fuel supply security is assured.

Coutilization of waste and biomass with coal may provide economies of

scale that help achieve the above identified policy objectives at an affordable

cost. In some countries, governments propose cogasification processes as being

well suited for community-sized developments suggesting that waste should be

dealt with in smaller plants serving towns and cities, rather than moved to large,

central plants (satisfying the so-called proximity principal).
In fact, neither biomass nor wastes are currently produced, or naturally gath-

ered at sites in sufficient quantities to fuel a modern large and efficient power

plant. Disruption, transport issues, fuel use, and public opinion all act against

gathering hundreds of megawatts (MWe) at a single location. Biomass or

waste-fired power plants are therefore inherently limited in size and hence in

efficiency (labor costs per unit electricity produced) and in other economies

of scale. The production rates of municipal refuse follow reasonably predictable

patterns over time periods of a few years. Recent experience with the very lim-

ited current biomass for energy harvesting has shown unpredictable variations

in harvesting capability with long periods of zero production over large areas

during wet weather.

The situation is very different for coal. This is generally mined or imported,

and thus, large quantities are available from a single source or a number of

closely located sources, and supply has been reliable and predictable. However,

the economics of new coal-fired power plants of any technology or size have not

encouraged any new coal-fired power plant in the gas generation market.

The potential unreliability of biomass, longer-term changes in refuse, and

the size limitation of a power plant using only waste and/or biomass can be
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overcome combining biomass, refuse, and coal. It also allows benefit from a

premium electricity price for electricity from biomass and the gate fee associ-

ated with waste. If the power plant is gasification-based, rather than direct com-

bustion, further benefits may be available. These include a premium price for

the electricity from waste, the range of technologies available for the gas to

electricity part of the process, and gas cleaning prior to the main combustion

stage instead of after combustion and public image, which is currently generally

better for gasification as compared with combustion. These considerations lead

to current studies of cogasification of wastes/biomass with coal (Speight, 2008).

For large-scale power generation (> 50MWe), the gasification field is dom-

inated by plant based on the pressurized, oxygen-blown, entrained-flow, or

fixed-bed gasification of fossil fuels. Entrained gasifier operational experience

to date has largely been with well-controlled fuel feedstocks with short-term

trial work at low cogasification ratios and with easily handled fuels.

Analyses of the composition of municipal solid waste indicate that plastics

do make up measureable amounts (5%–10% or more) of solid waste streams.

Many of these plastics are worth recovering as energy. In fact, many plastics,

particularly the polyolefins, have high calorific values and simple chemical

constitutions of primarily carbon and hydrogen. As a result, waste plastics

are ideal candidates for the gasification process. Because of the myriad of sizes

and shapes of plastic products, size reduction is necessary to create a feed mate-

rial of a size<2 in in diameter. Some forms of waste plastics such as thin films

may require a simple agglomeration step to produce a particle of higher bulk

density to facilitate ease of feeding. A plastic, such as high-density polyethyl-

ene, processed through a gasifier is converted to carbon monoxide and hydro-

gen, and these materials in turn may be used to form other chemicals including

ethylene from which the polyethylene is produced—closed the loop recycling.
3.4.6 Black Liquor

Black liquor is the spent liquor from the Kraft process in which pulpwood is

converted into paper pulp by removing lignin and hemicellulose constituents

and other extractable materials from wood to free the cellulose fibers. The

equivalent spent cooking liquor in the sulfite process is usually called brown
liquor, but the terms red liquor, thick liquor, and sulfite liquor are also used.

Approximately seven units of black liquor are produced in the manufacture

of one unit of pulp (Biermann, 1993).

Black liquor comprises an aqueous solution of lignin residues, hemicellu-

lose, and the inorganic chemical used in the process and 15% w/w solids of

which 10% w/w are inorganic and 5% w/w are organic. Typically, the organic

constituents in black liquor are 40%–45% w/w soaps, 35%–45% w/w lignin,

and 10%–15% w/w other (miscellaneous) organic materials.

The organic constituents in the black liquor are made up of water-/alkali-

soluble degradation components from the wood. Lignin is partially degraded
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to shorter fragments with sulfur contents in the order of 1%–2% w/w and

sodium content at �6% w/w of the dry solids. Cellulose (and hemicellulose)

is degraded to aliphatic carboxylic acid soaps and hemicellulose fragments.

The extractable constituents yield tall oil soap and crude turpentine. The tall

oil soap may contain up to 20%w/w sodium. Lignin components currently serve

for hydrolytic or pyrolytic conversion or combustion. Alternative, hemicellu-

lose constituents may be used in fermentation processes.

Gasification of black liquor has the potential to achieve higher overall

energy efficiency as compared with those of conventional recovery boilers

while generating an energy-rich synthesis gas. The synthesis gas can then be

burned in a gas turbine combined cycle system (BLGCC, black liquor gasifica-
tion combined cycle, and similar to IGCC, integrated gasification combined

cycle) to produce electricity or converted (through catalytic processes) into che-

micals or fuels (e.g., methanol, dimethyl ether, Fischer-Tropsch hydrocarbon

derivatives, and diesel fuel).
4. Gasification in a Refinery

The gasification of carbonaceous feedstocks has been used for many years to

convert organic solids and liquids into useful gaseous, liquid, and cleaner solid

fuels (Speight, 2011a; Brar et al., 2012). In the current context (Figs. 13.1 and

13.2), there are a large number of different feedstock types for use in a refinery-

based gasifier, each with different characteristics, including size, shape, bulk

density, moisture content, energy content, chemical composition, ash fusion

characteristics, and homogeneity of all these properties (Speight, 2013a,

2014a,b). Coal and crude oil coke are used as primary feedstocks for many large

gasification plants worldwide. Additionally, a variety of biomass and waste-

derived feedstocks can be gasified, with wood pellets and chips, waste wood,

plastics, municipal solid waste (MSW), refuse-derived fuel (RDF), agricultural

and industrial wastes, sewage sludge, switch grass, discarded seed corn, corn

stover, and other crop residues all being used.

The gasification of coal, biomass, crude oil, or any carbonaceous residues is

generally aimed to feedstock conversion to gaseous products. In fact, depending

on the previously described type of gasifier (e.g., air-blown and enriched

oxygen-blown) and the operating conditions, gasification can be used to pro-

duce a fuel gas that is suitable for several applications. Thus, gasification offers

one of the most versatile methods (with a reduced environmental impact with

respect to combustion) to convert carbonaceous feedstocks into electricity,

hydrogen, and other valuable energy products.

Gasification for electric power generation enables the use of a common tech-

nology in modern gas-fired power plants (combined cycle) to recover more of

the energy released by burning the fuel. The use of these two types of turbines in

the combined cycle system involves (i) a combustion turbine and (ii) a steam

turbine. The increased efficiency of the combined cycle for electric power
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generation results in a 50% v/v decrease in carbon dioxide emissions compared

with conventional coal plants. Gasification units could be modified to further

reduce their climate change impact because a large part of the carbon dioxide

generated can be separated from the other product gas before combustion (e.g.,

carbon dioxide can be separated/sequestered from gaseous by-products by using

adsorbents (e.g., metal-organic frameworks, MOFs) to prevent its release to the

atmosphere). Gasification has also been considered for many years as an alter-

native to combustion of solid or liquid fuels. Gaseous mixtures are simpler to

clean as compared with solid or high-viscosity liquid fuels. Cleaned gases can

be used in internal combustion-based power plants that would suffer from

severe fouling or corrosion if solid or low-quality liquid fuels were burned

inside them.

In fact, the hot synthesis gas produced by gasification of carbonaceous feed-

stocks can then be processed to remove sulfur compounds, mercury, and par-

ticulate matter prior to its use as fuel in a combustion turbine generator to

produce electricity. The heat in the exhaust gases from the combustion turbine

is recovered to generate additional steam. This steam, along with the steam pro-

duced by the gasification process, drives a steam turbine generator to produce

additional electricity. In the past decade, the primary application of gasification

to power production has become more common due to the demand for high effi-

ciency and low environmental impact.

As anticipated, the quality of the gas generated in a system is influenced by

feedstock characteristics, gasifier configuration, and the amount of air, oxygen,

or steam introduced into the system. The output and quality of the gas produced

is determined by the equilibrium established when the heat of oxidation (com-

bustion) balances the heat of vaporization and volatilization plus the sensible

heat (temperature rise) of the exhaust gases. The quality of the outlet gas

(Btu/ft.3) is determined by the amount of volatile gases (such as hydrogen, car-

bon monoxide, water, carbon dioxide, and methane) in the gas stream. With

some feedstocks, the higher the amounts of volatile produced in the early stages

of the process, the higher the heat content of the product gas. In some cases, the

highest gas quality may be produced at lower temperatures. However, char oxi-

dation reaction is suppressed when the temperature is too low, and the overall

heat content of the product gas is diminished.

Gasification agents are normally air, oxygen-enriched air or oxygen. Steam

is sometimes added for temperature control, for heating value enhancement, or

to allow the use of external heat (allothermal gasification). The major chemical

reactions break and oxidize hydrocarbon derivatives to give a product gas con-

taining carbonmonoxide, carbon dioxide, hydrogen, and water. Other important

components include hydrogen sulfide, various compounds of sulfur and carbon,

ammonia, low-boiling hydrocarbon derivatives, and high-boiling tars.

Depending on the employed gasifier technology and operating conditions,

significant quantities of water, carbon dioxide, and methane can be presented

in the product gas, as well as a number of minor and trace components.
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Under reducing conditions in the gasifier, most of the feedstock sulfur converts

to hydrogen sulfide (H2S), but 3%–10% converts to carbonyl sulfide (COS).

Organically bound nitrogen in the coal feedstock is generally converted to gas-

eous nitrogen (N2), but some ammonia (NH3) and a small amount of hydrogen

cyanide (HCN) are also formed. Any chlorine in the coal is converted to hydro-

gen chloride (HCl), with some chlorine present in the particulate matter (fly

ash). Trace elements, such as mercury and arsenic, are released during gasifi-

cation and partition among the different phases (e.g., fly ash, bottom ash, slag,

and product gas).
4.1 Gasification of Heavy Feedstocks With Coal

The gasification process can be used to convert viscous feedstocks such as

heavy oil, extra heavy oil, tar sand bitumen, vacuum residua, and deasphalter

bottoms into synthesis gas that is primarily hydrogen and carbon monoxide

(Wallace et al., 1998). The heat generated by the gasification reaction is recov-

ered as the product gas is cooled. For example, when the quench version of Tex-

aco gasification is employed, the steam generated is of medium and low

pressure. Note that the low-level heat used for deasphalting integration is the

last stage of cooling the synthesis gas.

In addition, integration of solvent deasphalting/gasification facility is an

alternative for upgrading viscous oils economically (Wallace et al., 1998).

An integrated solvent deasphalting/gasification unit can increase the throughput

or the crude flexibility of the refinery without creating a new, highly undesirable

viscous oil stream. Typically, the addition of a solvent deasphalting unit to pro-

cess vacuum tower bottoms increases a refinery’s production of diesel oil. The

deasphalted oil is converted to diesel using hydrotreating and catalytic cracking

(Chapter 9). Unfortunately, the deasphalter bottoms often need to be blended

with product diesel oil to produce a viable outlet for these bottoms. A gasifica-

tion process is capable of converting these deasphalter bottoms to synthesis gas

that can then be converted to hydrogen for use in hydrotreating and hydrocrack-

ing processes. The synthesis gas may also be used in cogeneration facilities to

provide low-cost power and steam to the refinery. If the refinery is part of a pet-

rochemical complex, the synthesis gas can be used a chemical feedstock.
4.2 Gasification of Heavy Feedstocks With Coal

For many decades, coal has been the primary feedstock for gasification units—

coal can also be gasified in situ (in the underground seam) (Speight, 2013a;

Luque and Speight, 2015), but that is not the subject of this text and is not dis-

cussed further. However, with the concern on the issue of environmental pol-

lutants and the potential shortage of coal in some areas, there is a move to

feedstocks other than coal for gasification processes.
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Many of the proponents of global climate change forget (or refuse to

acknowledge) that the Earth is in an interglacial period when warming and cli-

mate change can be expected—this was reflected in the commencement of the

melting of the glaciers �11,000years ago. Thus, considering the geologic

sequence of events, the contribution of carbon dioxide from anthropogenic

sources is not known with any degree of accuracy.

Gas turbine improvements lead to a number of power plants where fuels

(usually coal) are gasified with a viscous feedstock and the gas is cleaned

and used in a combined cycle gas turbine power plants. Such power plants gen-

erally have higher capital cost, higher operating cost, and lower availability than

conventional combustion and steam cycle power plants on the same fuel. Effi-

ciencies of the most sophisticated plants have been broadly similar to the best

conventional steam plants with losses in gasification and gas cleaning being bal-

anced by the high efficiency of combined cycle power plants. Environmental

aspects resulting from the gas cleaning before the main combustion stage have

often been excellent, even in plants with exceptionally high levels of contam-

inants in the feedstock fuels.
4.3 Gasification of Heavy Feedstocks With Biomass

Gasification is an established technology (Hotchkiss, 2003; Speight, 2013a).

Comparatively, biomass gasification has been the focus of research in recent

years to estimate efficiency and performance of the gasification process using

various types of biomass such as sugarcane residue (Gabra et al., 2001), rice

hulls (Boateng et al., 1992), pine sawdust (Lv et al., 2004), almond shells

(Rapagnà and Latif, 1997; Rapagnà et al., 2000), wheat straw (Ergudenler

and Ghaly, 1993), food waste (Ko et al., 2001), and wood biomass (Pakdel

and Roy, 1991; Bhattacharya et al., 1999; Chen et al., 1992; Hanaoka et al.,

2005). Recently, cogasification of various biomass and coal mixtures has

attracted a great deal of interest from the scientific community. Feedstock com-

binations including Japanese cedar wood and coal, coal and sawdust, coal and

pine chips (Pan et al., 2000), coal and silver birch wood (Collot et al., 1999), and

coal and birch wood (Brage et al., 2000) have been reported in gasification prac-

tices. Cogasification of coal and biomass has some synergy—the process not

only produces a low carbon footprint on the environment but also improves

the H2/CO ratio in the produced gas that is required for liquid fuel synthesis

(Sj€ostr€om et al., 1999; Kumabe et al., 2007). In addition, the inorganic matter

present in biomass catalyzes the gasification of coal. However, cogasification

processes require custom fittings and optimized processes for the coal and

region-specific wood residues.

While cogasification of coal and biomass is advantageous from a chemical

viewpoint, some practical problems are present on upstream, gasification, and

downstream processes. On the upstream side, the particle size of the coal and

biomass is required to be uniform for optimum gasification. In addition,
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moisture content and pretreatment (torrefaction) are very important during

upstream processing.

While upstream processing is influential from a material handling point of

view, the choice of gasifier operation parameters (temperature, gasifying agent,

and catalysts) dictates the product gas composition and quality. Biomass

decomposition occurs at a lower temperature than coal, and therefore, different

reactors compatible to the feedstock mixture are required (Brar et al., 2012).

Furthermore, feedstock and gasifier type along with operating parameters not

only decide product gas composition but also dictate the amount of impurities

to be handled downstream. Downstream processes need to be modified if coal is

cogasified with biomass. Heavy metals and other impurities such as sulfur-

containing compounds and mercury present in coal can make synthesis gas dif-

ficult to use and unhealthy for the environment. Alkali present in biomass can

also cause corrosion problems at high temperatures in downstream pipes. An

alternative option to downstream gas cleaning would be to process coal to

remove mercury and sulfur prior to feeding into the gasifier.

However, first and foremost, coal and biomass require drying and size

reduction before they can be fed into a gasifier. Size reduction is needed to

obtain appropriate particle sizes; however, drying is required to achieve mois-

ture content suitable for gasification operations. In addition, biomass densifica-

tion may be conducted to prepare pellets and improve density and material flow

in the feeder areas. It is recommended that biomass moisture content should be

<15%w/w prior to gasification. High moisture content reduces the temperature

achieved in the gasification zone, thus resulting in incomplete gasification. For-

est residues or wood has a fiber saturation point at 30%–31% moisture content

(dry basis) (Brar et al., 2012). Compressive and shear strength of the wood

increases with decreased moisture content below the fiber saturation point.

In such a situation, water is removed from the cell wall leading to shrinkage.

The long-chain molecules constituents of the cell wall move closer to each other

and bind more tightly. A high level of moisture, usually injected in form of

steam in the gasification zone, favors formation of a water-gas shift reaction

that increases hydrogen concentration in the resulting gas.

The torrefaction process is a thermal treatment of biomass in the absence of

oxygen, usually at 250–300°C to drive off moisture, decompose hemicellulose

completely, and partially decompose cellulose (Speight, 2011a). Torrefied bio-

mass has reactive and unstable cellulose molecules with broken hydrogen bonds

and not only retains 79%–95% of feedstock energy but also produces a more

reactive feedstock with lower atomic hydrogen-carbon and oxygen-carbon

ratios than those of the original biomass. Torrefaction results in higher yields

of hydrogen and carbon monoxide in the gasification process.

Finally, the presence of mineral matter in the coal-biomass feedstock is not

appropriate for fluidized-bed gasification. Low melting point of ash present in

woody biomass leads to agglomeration that causes defluidization of the ash and

sintering, deposition, and corrosion of the gasifier construction metal bed.
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Biomass containing alkali oxides and salts are likely to produce clinkering/slag-

ging problems from ash formation (McKendry, 2002). Thus, it is imperative to

be aware of the melting of biomass ash, its chemistry within the gasification bed

(no bed, silica/sand, or calcium bed), and the fate of alkali metals when using

fluidized-bed gasifiers.

Most small- tomedium-sizedbiomass/waste gasifiers are air-blownandoper-

ate at atmospheric pressure and at temperatures in the range 800–100°C (1470–
2190°F).They facevery different challenges to large gasificationplants—theuse

of small-scale air separation plant should oxygen gasification be preferred. Pres-

surized operation, which eases gas cleaning, may not be practical.

Biomass fuel producers; coal producers; and, to a lesser extent, waste com-

panies are enthusiastic about supplying cogasification power plants and realize

the benefits of cogasification with alternate fuels (Lee, 2007; Speight, 2008,

2011a; Lee and Shah, 2013; Speight, 2013a,b). The benefits of a cogasification

technology involving coal and biomass include the use of a reliable coal supply

with gate-fee waste and biomass, which allows the economies of scale from a

larger plant to be supplied just with waste and biomass. In addition, the technol-

ogy offers a future option of hydrogen production and fuel development in refin-

eries. In fact, oil refineries and petrochemical plants are opportunities for

gasifiers when the hydrogen is particularly valuable (Speight, 2011b, 2014a).
4.4 Gasification of Heavy Feedstocks With Waste

The use of fuel cells with gasifiers is frequently discussed, but the current cost of

fuel cells is such that their use for mainstream electricity generation is

uneconomic.
5. Synthetic-Fuel Production

The gasification of a carbonaceous feedstock (i.e., char produced from the feed-

stock) is the conversion of the feedstock (by any one of a variety of processes) to

produce gaseous products that are combustible and a wide range of chemical

products from synthesis gas (Fig. 13.4).

With the rapid increase in the use of coal from the fifteenth century onward,

it is not surprising that the concept of using coal to produce a flammable gas,

especially the use of the water and hot coal, became commonplace (van Heek

and Muhlen, 1991). As a result, the characteristics of rank, mineral matter, par-

ticle size, and reaction conditions are all recognized as having a bearing on the

outcome of the process not only in terms of gas yields but also on gas properties

(van Heek andMuhlen, 1991). The products from the gasification of the process

may be of low, medium, or high heat content (high-Btu) as dictated by the pro-

cess and by the ultimate use for the gas (Baker and Rodriguez, 1990; Probstein

and Hicks, 1990; Lahaye and Ehrburger, 1991; Matsukata et al., 1992;

Speight, 2013a).



FIG. 13.4 Potential products from heavy feedstock gasification.
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5.1 Gaseous Products

The products of gasification are varied insofar as the gas composition varies

with the system employed (Speight, 2013a). It is emphasized that the gas prod-

uct must be first freed from any pollutants such as particulate matter and sulfur

compounds before further use, particularly when the intended use is a water-gas

shift or methanation (Cusumano et al., 1978; Probstein and Hicks, 1990).
5.1.1 Synthesis Gas

Synthesis gas is comparable in its combustion efficiency to natural gas (Speight,

2008; Chadeesingh, 2011) that reduces the emissions of sulfur, nitrogen oxides,

and mercury, resulting in a much cleaner fuel (Nordstrand et al., 2008; Sondreal

et al., 2004, 2006; Yang et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2008). The resulting hydrogen

gas can be used for electricity generation or as a transport fuel. The gasification

process also facilitates capture of carbon dioxide emissions from the combus-

tion effluent (see discussion of carbon capture and storage below).

Although synthesis gas can be used as a stand-alone fuel, the energy density

of synthesis gas is approximately half that of natural gas and is therefore mostly

suited for the production of transportation fuels and other chemical products.

Synthesis gas is mainly used as an intermediary building block for the final pro-

duction (synthesis) of various fuels such as synthetic natural gas, methanol, and

synthetic crude oil fuel (dimethyl ether—synthesized gasoline and diesel fuel)

(Chadeesingh, 2011; Speight, 2013a).

The use of synthesis gas offers the opportunity to furnish a broad range of

environmentally clean fuels and chemicals, and there has been steady growth in
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the traditional uses of synthesis gas. Almost all hydrogen gas is manufactured

from synthesis gas, and there has been an increase in the demand for this basic

chemical. In fact, the major use of synthesis gas is in the manufacture of hydro-

gen for a growing number of purposes, especially in crude oil refineries

(Speight, 2014a). Methanol not only remains the second largest consumer of

synthesis gas but also has shown remarkable growth as part of the methyl ethers

used as octane enhancers in automotive fuels.

The Fischer-Tropsch synthesis remains the third largest consumer of synthe-

sis gas, mostly not only for transportation fuels but also as a growing feedstock

source for the manufacture of chemicals, including polymers. The hydroformy-

lation of olefins (the oxo reaction), a completely chemical use of synthesis gas,

is the fourth largest use of carbon monoxide and hydrogen mixtures. A direct

application of synthesis gas as fuel (and eventually also for chemicals) that

promises to increase is its use for integrated gasification combined cycle
(IGCC) units for the generation of electricity (and also chemicals), crude oil

coke, or viscous feedstocks (Holt, 2001). Finally, synthesis gas is the principal

source of carbon monoxide, which is used in an expanding list of carbonylation

reactions, which are of major industrial interest.
5.1.2 Low Btu Gas

During the production of gas by oxidation with air, the oxygen is not separated

from the air, and as a result, the gas product invariably has a low Btu content

(low heat content, 150–300Btu/ft3). Several important chemical reactions and a

host of side reactions are involved in the manufacture of low-heat-content gas

under the high-temperature conditions employed (Speight, 2013a). Low-heat-

content gas contains several components, four of which are always major com-

ponents present at levels of at least several percent; a fifth component, methane,

is marginally a major component.

The nitrogen content of low-heat-content gas ranges from somewhat<33% v/v
to slightly >50% v/v and cannot be removed by any reasonable means; the pres-

ence of nitrogen at these levels makes the product gas low heat content by defini-
tion. The nitrogen also strongly limits the applicability of the gas to chemical

synthesis. Two other noncombustible components (water, H2O, and carbon diox-

ide, CO) further lower the heating value of the gas; water can be removed by con-

densation and carbon dioxide by relatively straightforward chemical means.

The two major combustible components are hydrogen and carbon monox-

ide; the H2/CO ratio varies from �2:3 to �3:2. Methane may also make an

appreciable contribution to the heat content of the gas. Of the minor compo-

nents, hydrogen sulfide is the most significant, and the amount produced is,

in fact, proportional to the sulfur content of the feedstock. Any hydrogen sulfide

present must be removed by one, or more, of several procedures (Mokhatab

et al., 2006; Speight, 2007, 2014a,b).
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Low-heat-content gas is of interest to industry as a fuel gas or even, on occa-

sion, as a raw material from which ammonia, methanol, and other compounds

may be synthesized.

5.1.3 Medium Btu Gas

Medium-Btu gas (medium-heat-content gas) has a heating value in the range

300–550Btu/ft3, and the composition is much like that of low-heat-content

gas, except that there is virtually no nitrogen. The primary combustible gases

in medium-heat-content gas are hydrogen and carbon monoxide. Medium-

heat-content gas is considerably more versatile than low-heat-content gas; like

low-heat-content gas, medium-heat-content gas may be used directly as a fuel to

raise steam or used through a combined power cycle to drive a gas turbine, with

the hot exhaust gases employed to raise steam, but medium-heat-content gas is

especially amenable to synthesize methane (by methanation), higher hydrocar-

bon derivatives (by Fischer-Tropsch synthesis), methanol, and a variety of syn-

thetic chemicals.

The reactions used to produce medium-heat-content gas are the same as

those employed for low-heat-content gas synthesis, the major difference being

the application of a nitrogen barrier (such as the use of pure oxygen) to keep

diluent nitrogen out of the system.

In medium-heat-content gas, the H2/CO ratio varies from 2:3 to 3:1, and the

increased heating value correlates with higher methane and hydrogen contents

and with lower carbon dioxide contents. Furthermore, the very nature of the gas-

ification process used to produce the medium-heat-content gas has a marked

effect upon the ease of subsequent processing. For example, the CO2-acceptor

product is quite amenable to use for methane production because it has (i) the

desired H2/CO ratio just exceeding 3:1, (ii) an initially high methane content,

and (iii) relatively low water and carbon dioxide contents. Other gases may

require appreciable shift reaction and removal of large quantities of water

and carbon dioxide prior to methanation.

5.1.4 High-Btu Gas

High-Btu gas (high-heat-content gas) is essentially pure methane and often

referred to as synthetic natural gas or substitute natural gas (SNG) (Speight,
1990, 2013a). However, to qualify as substitute natural gas, a product must con-

tain at least 95% methane, giving an energy content (heat content) of synthetic

natural gas on the order of 980–1080Btu/ft3.
The commonly accepted approach to the synthesis of high-heat-content gas

is the catalytic reaction of hydrogen and carbon monoxide:

3H2 +CO!CH4 +H2O

To avoid catalyst poisoning, the feed gases for this reaction must be quite
pure, and therefore, impurities in the product are rare. The large quantities of
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water produced are removed by condensation and recirculated as very pure

water through the gasification system. The hydrogen is usually present in slight

excess to ensure that the toxic carbonmonoxide is reacted; this small quantity of

hydrogen will lower the heat content to a small degree.

The carbon monoxide/hydrogen reaction is somewhat inefficient as a means

of producing methane because the reaction liberates large quantities of heat. In

addition, the methanation catalyst is troublesome and prone to poisoning by sul-

fur compounds, and the decomposition of metals can destroy the catalyst.

Hydrogasification may be thus employed to minimize the need for methanation:

C½ �feedstock + 2H2!CH4

The product of hydrogasification is far from pure methane, and additional
methanation is required after hydrogen sulfide and other impurities are

removed.
5.2 Liquid Products

The production of liquid fuels from a carbonaceous feedstock via gasification is

often referred to as the indirect liquefaction of the feedstock (Speight, 2013a,

2014a,b). In these processes, the feedstock is not converted directly into liquid

products but involves a two-stage conversion operation in which the feedstock

is first converted (by reaction with steam and oxygen) to produce a gaseous mix-

ture that is composed primarily of carbon monoxide and hydrogen (synthesis

gas). The gas stream is subsequently purified (to remove sulfur, nitrogen,

and any particulate matter) after which it is catalytically converted to a mixture

of liquid hydrocarbon products.

The synthesis of hydrocarbon derivatives from carbon monoxide and hydro-

gen (synthesis gas) (the Fischer-Tropsch synthesis) is a procedure for the indi-

rect liquefaction of various carbonaceous feedstocks (Speight, 2011a,b). This

process is the only liquefaction scheme currently in use on a relatively large

commercial scale for the production of liquid fuels from coal using the

Fischer-Tropsch process.

Thus, the feedstock is converted to gaseous products at temperatures in

excess of 800°C (1470°F) and at moderate pressures, to produce synthesis gas:

C½ �feedstock +H2O!CO+H2

In practice, the Fischer-Tropsch reaction is carried out at temperatures of
200–350°C (390–660°F) and at pressures of 75–4000psi. The hydrogen/carbon
monoxide ratio is typically on the order of 2/2:1 or 2/5:1; since up to three vol-

umes of hydrogen may be required to achieve the next stage of the liquid pro-

duction, the synthesis gas must then be converted by means of the water-gas

shift reaction to the desired level of hydrogen:

CO+H2O!CO2 +H2
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After this, the gaseous mix is purified and converted to a wide variety of
hydrocarbon derivatives:

nCO+ 2n + 1ð ÞH2 !CnH2n + 2 + nH2O

These reactions result primarily in low- and medium-boiling aliphatic com-
pounds suitable for gasoline and diesel fuel.

5.3 Solid Products

The solid product (solid waste) of a gasification process is typically ash, which

is the oxides of metal-containing constituents of the feedstock. The amount and

type of solid waste produced are very much feedstock-dependent. The waste is a

significant environmental issue due to the large quantities produced, chiefly fly

ash if coal is the feedstock or a cofeedstock, and the potential for leaching of

toxic substances (such as heavy metals such as lead and arsenic) into the soil

and groundwater at disposal sites.

At the high temperature of the gasifier, most of the mineral matter of the

feedstock is transformed and melted into slag, an inert glass-like material,

and under such conditions, nonvolatile metals and mineral compounds are

bound together in molten form until the slag is cooled in a water bath at the bot-

tom of the gasifier or by natural heat loss at the bottom of an entrained-bed gas-

ifier. Slag production is a function of mineral matter content of the feedstock—

coal produces much more slag per unit weight than crude oil coke. Furthermore,

as long as the operating temperature is above the fusion temperature of the ash,

slag will be produced. The physical structure of the slag is sensitive to changes

in operating temperature and pressure of the gasifier, and a quick physical

examination of the appearance of the slag can often be an indication of the effi-

ciency of the conversion of feedstock carbon to gaseous product in the process.

Slag is composed of black, glassy, silica-based materials and is also known

as frit, which is a high-density, vitreous, and abrasive material low in carbon and

formed in various shapes from jagged and irregular pieces to rod- and needle-

like forms. Depending upon the gasifier process parameters and the feedstock

properties, there may also be residual carbon char. Vitreous slag is much pref-

erable to ash, because of its habit of encapsulating toxic constituents (such as

heavy metals) into a stable, nonleachable material. Leachability data obtained

from different gasifiers unequivocally show that gasifier slag is highly non-

leachable and can be classified as nonhazardous. Because of its particular prop-

erties and nonhazardous, nontoxic nature, slag is relatively easily marketed as a

by-product for multiple advantageous uses, which may negate the need for its

long-term disposal.

The physical and chemical properties of gasification slag are related to

(i) the composition of the feedstock, (ii) the method of recovering the molten

ash from the gasifier, and (iii) the proportion of devolatilized carbon particles

(char) discharged with the slag. The rapid water-quench method of cooling the

molten slag inhibits recrystallization and results in the formation of a granular,
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amorphous material. Some of the differences in the properties of the slag may be

attributed to the specific design and operating conditions prevailing in the

gasifiers.

Char is the finer component of the gasifier solid residuals, composed of

unreacted carbon with various amounts of siliceous ash. Char can be recycled

back into the gasifier to increase carbon usage and has been used as a supple-

mental fuel source for use in a combustor. The irregularly shaped particles have

a well-defined pore structure and have excellent potential as an adsorbent and

precursor to activated carbon. In terms of recycling char to the gasifier, a prop-

erty that is important to fluidization is the effective particle density. If the char

has a large internal void space, the density will be much less than that of the

feedstock (especially coal) or char from slow carbonization of a carbonaceous

feedstock.
6. The Future

The future depends very much on the effect of gasification processes on the sur-

rounding environment. It is these environmental effects and issues that will

direct the success of gasification. In fact, there is the distinct possibility that

within the foreseeable future, the gasification process will increase in popularity

in crude oil refineries—some refineries may even be known as gasification

refineries (Speight, 2011b). A gasification refinery would have, as the center-

piece, gasification technology as is the case of the Sasol refinery in South Africa

(Couvaras, 1997). The refinery would produce synthesis gas (from the carbo-

naceous feedstock) from which liquid fuels would be manufactured using the

Fischer-Tropsch synthesis technology.

In fact, gasification to produce synthesis gas can proceed from any carbo-

naceous material, including biomass. Inorganic components of the feedstock,

such as metals and minerals, are trapped in an inert and environmentally safe

form as char, which may have use as a fertilizer. Biomass gasification is there-

fore one of the most technically and economically convincing energy possibil-

ities for a potentially carbon-neutral economy.

The manufacture of gas mixtures of carbon monoxide and hydrogen has

been an important part of chemical technology for about a century. Originally,

such mixtures were obtained by the reaction of steam with incandescent coke

and were known as water gas. Eventually, steam reforming processes, in which

steam is reacted with natural gas (methane) or crude oil naphtha over a nickel

catalyst, found wide application for the production of synthesis gas.

A modified version of steam reforming known as autothermal reforming,

which is a combination of partial oxidation near the reactor inlet with conven-

tional steam reforming further along the reactor, improves the overall reactor

efficiency and increases the flexibility of the process. Partial oxidation pro-

cesses using oxygen instead of steam also found wide application for synthesis
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gas manufacture, with the special feature that they could utilize low-value feed-

stocks such as viscous crude oil residues. In recent years, catalytic partial oxi-

dation employing very short reaction times (milliseconds) at high temperatures

(850–1000°C) is providing still another approach to synthesis gas manufacture

(Hickman and Schmidt, 1993).

In a gasifier, the carbonaceous material undergoes several different pro-

cesses: (i) pyrolysis of carbonaceous fuels, (ii) combustion, and (iii) gasification

of the remaining char. The process is very dependent on the properties of the

carbonaceous material and determines the structure and composition of the

char, which will then undergo gasification reactions.

As crude oil supplies decrease, the desirability of producing gas from other

carbonaceous feedstocks will increase, especially in those areas where natural

gas is in short supply. It is also anticipated that costs of natural gas will increase,

thereby allowing the gasification process to compete as an economically viable

process.

The conversion of the gaseous products of gasification processes to synthe-

sis gas, a mixture of hydrogen (H2) and carbon monoxide (CO), in a ratio appro-

priate to the application, needs additional steps, after purification. The product

gases—carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, hydrogen, methane, and nitrogen—

can be used as fuels or as raw materials for chemical or fertilizer manufacture.

Finally, gasification by means other than the conventional methods has also

received some attention and has provided rationale for future processes

(Rabovitser et al., 2010). In the process, a carbonaceous material and at least

one oxygen carrier are introduced into a nonthermal plasma reactor at a temper-

ature in the range from �300°C to �700°C (570–1290°F) and a pressure in a

range from atmospheric pressure to approximate 1030psi, and a nonthermal

plasma discharge is generated within the nonthermal plasma reactor. The car-

bonaceous feedstock and the oxygen carrier are exposed to the nonthermal

plasma discharge, resulting in the formation of a product gas, which comprises

substantial amounts of hydrocarbon derivatives, such as methane, hydrogen,

and/or carbon monoxide.

Finally, gasification and conversion of carbonaceous solid fuels to synthesis

gas for application of power, liquid fuels, and chemicals are practiced world-

wide. Crude oil coke, coal, biomass, and refinery waste are major feedstocks

for an on-site refinery gasification unit. The concept of blending of a variety

of carbonaceous feedstocks (such as coal, biomass, or refinery waste) with a

viscous feedstock of the coke from the thermal processing of the viscous feed-

stock is advantageous in order to obtain the highest value of products as com-

pared with gasification of crude oil coke alone. Furthermore, based on gasifier

type, cogasification of carbonaceous feedstocks can be an advantageous and

efficient process. In addition, a variety of upgrading and delivery options that

are available for application to synthesis gas enable the establishment of an inte-

grated energy supply system whereby synthesis gases can be upgraded, inte-

grated, and delivered to a distributed network of energy conversion facilities,
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including power; combined heat and power; and combined cooling, heating,

and power (sometime referred to as trigeneration), as well as used as fuels

for transportation applications.
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Chapter 14
Upgrading by Bioconversion
1. Introduction

The bioconversion of crude oil is well documented and has been known for

some time especially at the process that is operative in many reservoirs

(Connan, 1984; Cassani and Eglinton, 1991; Speight and El-Gendy, 2018).

In this respect, the activity of microbial species vis-à-vis the heteroatoms of

crude oil is especially important. The high sulfur, nitrogen, and metal contents

(and the accompanying high viscosity) in crude oil cause expensive processing

problems in the refinery. Sulfur is the major concern for producers and refiners

and has long been a key determinant of the value of refinery feedstock oils for

several reasons: (i) Sulfur presents a processing problem for refiners, and desul-

furization offers refiners the opportunity to reduce the sulfur of their crude feed-

stocks before they ever enter the refinery system, minimizing downstream

desulfurization costs; (ii) the amount of sulfur in many finished products such

as gasoline and diesel fuel is limited, and the regulations restricting allowable

levels of sulfur in end products continue to become increasingly stringent, and

this creates an ever more challenging technical and economic situation for

refiners as the sulfur levels in available crude oils continue to rise and creates

a market disadvantage for producers of high-sulfur crudes. Low-sulfur feed-

stocks continue to command a premium price in the market, while higher-sulfur

crude oils sell at a discount. Desulfurization would offer producers the oppor-

tunity to economically upgrade their resources.

In addition, nitrogen in crude oil also leads to the poisoning of the refinery

catalysts and also results in increased nitrogen oxide emissions upon combus-

tion in car engines. Also, metal-containing constituents in crude oil lead to two

major problems for the industry. Combustion of these fuels leads to the forma-

tion of ash with high concentrations of the metal oxides, leading to undesirable

waste disposal issues. Also, when crude oil is refined, the metals are concen-

trated in the nonvolatile residual fraction, which is then further processed by

coking or more often by catalytic cracking where metals from the oil deposit

on the cracking catalyst result in the catalyst poisoning, thereby decreasing
Heavy Oil Recovery and Upgrading. https://doi.org/10.1016/B978-0-12-813025-4.00014-3
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catalyst selectivity and activity. In addition, nitrogen in crude oil also leads to

the poisoning of the refinery catalysts and also results in increased nitrogen

oxide emissions upon combustion in automobile engines.

The high viscosity significantly hampers the pumping, transportation, refin-

ing, and handling of heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen (Speight,

2000, 2014, 2017; Parkash, 2003; Ancheyta and Speight, 2007; Gary et al.,

2007; Hsu and Robinson, 2017). Common methods used to overcome problems

associated with high viscosity include heating (perhaps even visbreaking), dilu-

tion with a suitable solvent, and the use of chemical additives. As a result, the

need for a safe, economical, and effective method for reducing viscosity has

long been a goal of the industry.

Bioconversion processes for addressing these issues offer the crude oil

industry potentially great rewards. Some process options focus on the removal

of sulfur from crude oil and refinery streams by a microbial process

(biocatalytic desulfurization, BDS). Furthermore, using the bioconversion

approach to viscosity reduction and the removal of metals and nitrogen as addi-

tional approaches to fuel upgrading are also options (El-Gendy and Speight,

2016; Speight and El-Gendy, 2018). Generally, biological processing of crude

oil feedstocks offers an attractive alternative to conventional thermochemical

treatment due to the mild operating conditions and greater reaction specificity

afforded by the nature of biocatalysis. Efforts in microbial screening and devel-

opment have identified microorganisms capable of crude oil desulfurization,

denitrogenation, and demetallization (El-Gendy and Speight, 2016; Speight

and El-Gendy, 2018).

Biological desulfurization of crude oil may occur either oxidatively or

reductively. In the oxidative approach, organic sulfur is converted to sulfate

and may be removed in process water. This route is attractive due to the fact

that it would not require further processing of the sulfur and may be amenable

for use at the wellhead where process water may then be reinjected. In the reduc-

tive desulfurization scheme, organic sulfur is converted into hydrogen sulfide,

which may then be catalytically converted into elemental sulfur, an approach of

utility at the refinery. Regardless of the mode of bioconversion, key factors

affecting the economic viability of such processes are biocatalyst activity

and cost, differential in product selling price, sale or disposal of coproducts

or wastes from the treatment process, and the capital and operating costs of unit

operations in the treatment scheme.

But first and by way of definition, crude oil biotechnology is based on bio-

conversion processes (Speight and El-Gendy, 2018). Crude oil bioremediation
refers specifically to the cleanup of spills of crude oil and crude oil products

using microorganisms ( Jain and Bajpai, 2012; Speight and El-Gendy, 2018).

Furthermore, bioconversion (biotic degradation or biotic decomposition) is

the chemical degradation of contaminants by bacteria or other biological means.

Organic material can be degraded aerobically (in the presence of oxygen) or

anaerobically (in the absence of oxygen). Most bioconversion systems operate
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under aerobic conditions, but a system under anaerobic conditions may permit

microbial organisms to degrade chemical species that are otherwise nonrespon-

sive to aerobic treatment and vice versa (Speight and El-Gendy, 2018).

Bioconversion can be used to upgrade crude oil, and the bioconversion pro-

cess also has the potential to convert heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand

bitumen by removing undesirable compounds containing sulfur, nitrogen,

and metals and by reducing the viscosity. As a result, bioconversion can make

the various refinery feedstocks easier to. Thus, bioconversion—the use of living

organisms to reduce or eliminate environmental hazards resulting from accu-

mulations of toxic chemicals and other hazardous wastes—is an option that

offers the possibility to destroy or render harmless various contaminants using

natural biological activity (Gibson and Sayler, 1992). In addition, bioconver-

sion can also be used in conjunction with a wide range of traditional physical

and chemical technologies to enhance their effectiveness (Vidali, 2001). How-

ever, the lessons learned from the application of microbes as bioremediation

agents can be applied to the use of microorganisms to crude oil recovery and

refining (Speight, 2000, 2014, 2017; Parkash, 2003; Ancheyta and Speight,

2007; Gary et al., 2007; Hsu and Robinson, 2017; Speight and El-Gendy, 2018).

Biotechnology is now accepted as an attractive means of improving the effi-

ciency of any industrial processes and resolving serious environmental prob-

lems. One of the reasons for this is the extraordinary metabolic capability

that exists within the bacterial world. Microbial enzymes are capable of bio-

transforming a wide range of compounds, and the worldwide increase in atten-

tion being paid to this concept can be attributed to several factors, including the

presence of a wide variety of catabolic enzymes and the ability of many micro-

bial enzymes to transform a broad range of unnatural compounds (xenobiotic

compounds) and natural compounds.

Bioconversion processes have several advantages compared with chemical

processes, including the following: (i) Microbial enzyme reactions are often

more selective, (ii) bioconversion processes are often more energy-efficient,

(iii) microbial enzymes are active under mild conditions, and (iv) microbial

enzymes are environmentally friendly biocatalysts. Although many bioconver-

sion processes have been described, only a few of these have been used as part

of an industrial process, and opportunities exist for biorefining of crude oil

(Mohebali and Ball, 2008; Speight and El-Gendy, 2018). Of particular interest

in this connect is the phenomenon of bioconversion (biological desulfurization

and microbial desulfurization) in which microorganisms are used to oxidize

sulfur compounds in crude oil ultimately resulting in desulfurization. This rep-

resents the ability of microbial species to desulfurize compounds that are recal-

citrant to the current standard technology in the oil industry (El-Gendy and

Speight, 2016; Speight and El-Gendy, 2018).

Current applied research on crude oil microbiology encompasses oil spill

remediation, fermenter- and wetland-based hydrocarbon treatment, biofiltra-

tion of volatile hydrocarbon derivatives, enhanced oil recovery, oil and fuel
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biorefining, fine-chemical production, and microbial community-based site

assessment (Van Hamme et al., 2003; El-Gendy and Speight, 2016; Speight

and El-Gendy, 2018). From this work, it is evident that the biorefining concept

can become a commercial alternative to some of the current oil refining pro-

cesses (Figs. 14.1 and 14.2; Speight, 2000, 2014, 2017; Parkash, 2003;
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Ancheyta and Speight, 2007; Gary et al., 2007; Hsu and Robinson, 2017;

Speight and El-Gendy, 2018).

The major potential applications of biorefining are biodesulfurization

(BDS), biodenitrogenation (BDN), biodemetallization (BDM), and biocon-

version of viscous crude oil into lower-density crude oil (Speight and

El-Gendy, 2018). The most advanced area is bioconversion for which pilot

plants exist (Le Borgne and Quintero, 2003; Bachmann et al., 2014). In

fact, the application of biotechnology to crude oil refining (biorefining)

is a possible alternative to some of the current refining processes. The

major potential applications of biorefining are biodesulfurization, biodeni-

trogenation, biodemetallization, and bioconversion of heavy oil, extra

heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen into low-viscosity products (Le Borgne

and Quintero, 2003; El-Gendy and Speight, 2016; Speight and El-

Gendy, 2018).

Biorefining is often considered as a potential alternative to the conventional

deep hydrodesulfurization processes used in refineries (Fig. 14.3; Speight and

El-Gendy, 2018). Bioconversion processes offer specificity of enzymes,

relatively lower capital and operating costs, and mild processing conditions

and reduce the need for hydrogen. Both of these features would lead to high

energy savings in the refinery (Dinamarca et al., 2010, 2014). Further, signif-

icant reductions in greenhouse gas emissions have also been predicted if
FIG. 14.3 General representation of a biocatalytic process (for convenience, an upflow reactor

is shown).
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bioconversion is used (Calzada et al., 2011). More specifically, biodesulfuriza-

tion is a complementary technology; as already mentioned, hydrodesulfuriza-

tion is not equally effective in desulfurizing all classes of sulfur compounds

present in fossil fuels (Speight, 2000, 2014; Ancheyta and Speight, 2007).

The biodesulfurization process, on the other hand, is effective regardless of

the position of alkyl substitutions (Pacheco, 1999; El-Gendy and Speight,

2016; Speight and El-Gendy, 2018).

However, the hydrodesulfurization process conditions are sufficient not

only to desulfurize sensitive (labile) organosulfur compounds but also to

(i) remove nitrogen and metals from organic compounds, (ii) induce saturation

of at least some carbon-carbon double bonds, (iii) remove substances having an

unpleasant smell or color, (iv) clarify the product by drying it, and (v) improve

the cracking characteristics of the material (Swaty, 2005). Therefore, with

respect to these advantages, placing the biodesulfurization unit downstream

of a hydrodesulfurization unit as a complementary technology to achieve ultra-

deep desulfurization, rather than as a replacement, should also be considered

(El-Gendy and Speight, 2016; Speight and El-Gendy, 2018). There is also

the suggestion that a multistage process for desulfurization of fossil fuels would

be appropriate. This method was based on subjecting vacuum gas oil to hydro-

desulfurization prior to biodesulfurization in defined conditions. In addition, the

Energy Biosystems Corporation (EBC) used biodesulfurization downstream of

hydrodesulfurization that has also been suggested (Pacheco, 1999).
2. Bioconversion

Crude oil is a complex mixture of hydrocarbon derivatives, composed of ali-

phatic, aromatic, and asphaltene fractions along with nitrogen-, sulfur-, and

oxygen-containing compounds (Tabatabaee and Mazaheri Assadi, 2013). The

constituents of these hydrocarbon compounds are present in varied proportions

resulting in high variability in crude oil from different sources (Speight, 2000,

2014, 2017; Parkash, 2003; Ancheyta and Speight, 2007; Gary et al., 2007; Hsu

and Robinson, 2017). The complexity of heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand

bitumen takes the meaning of the word complexity even further.

Development of bioconversion processes from laboratory-scale or pilot-

scale units to commercial-scale units requires improvement in not only the

process itself, that is, reactor design, optimization of operation conditions,

and downstream operation, but also the characteristics of the biocatalyst

(Denome et al., 1993, 1994; Piddington et al., 1995; Li et al., 1996; Gallardo

et al., 1997; Larose et al., 1997; Oldfield et al., 1997; Maghsoudi et al.,

2000, 2001).

Bioconversion is preferred to occur under thermophilic conditions, because

it enhances the bioconversion rate and the operating temperature would be

closer to fluid catalytic cracking (FCC) or hydrodesulfurization outlet streams.

Since distillate fractions are often treated at high temperatures, there may be
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some cost savings through the use of moderate thermophiles if bioconversion is

integrated with hydrodesulfurization during refinery without cooling the stock

to 30°C (86°F). Moreover, the desulfurization activity will also be enhanced due

to the higher mass transfer rate at high temperatures. For practical bioconver-

sion, it is useful to obtain microorganisms that exhibit much higher dibenzothio-

phene and benzothiophene desulfurization activities at high temperatures.

Furthermore, the successful application of bioconversion technology to crude

oil and to heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen requires knowledge

of the characteristics of the chemical and physical parameters (i.e., the molec-

ular parameters and the various interrelationships of the molecular species) that

are likely to affect the microbial bioconversion processes. However, a number

of limiting factors have been recognized to affect the biotransformation of crude

oil and the various constituents (Table 14.1).

In the bioconversion process, microorganisms, their enzymes, or cellular

extracts as catalysts remove organosulfur from crude oil fractions without

degrading the carbon skeleton of the organosulfur compounds.

The bioconversion process is influenced by the composition of the crude oil

or the viscous feedstock and the product(s) of any bioconversion process. For

example, kerosene, which consists almost exclusively of medium-chain-length

alkanes, can, under suitable conditions, be bioconverted to products. Similarly,

while conventional crude oil can be bioconverted quantitatively but for the

viscous feedstocks (heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen), approx-

imately one-sixth to one-tenth of the crude oil may be biodegradable within

a reasonable time period, even if the conditions are favorable (Bartha, 1986;

Okoh et al., 2001, 2002; Okoh, 2003, 2006; Okoh and Trejo-Hernandez,

2006). On the other hand, crude oil biodegradation has been reported to be

mostly enhanced in the presence of a consortium of bacterial species compared

with the activity of monospecies.

The composition and biodegradability of the crude oil hydrocarbon deriva-

tives is, therefore, the first and most important consideration when the
TABLE 14.1 Some Common Factors Affecting Heavy Feedstock

Bioconversion (El-Gendy and Speight, 2016; Speight and

El-Gendy, 2018)

Factor Comment

Composition Structure, amount

Physical state, solid/liquid/gas Accessibility for the microorganism

Temperature Influence on conversion rate

Mineral nutrients May limit activity of microorganism

Reaction May be pH limited
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suitability of a cleanup approach is to be evaluated. Viscous (high-density)

feedstocks are generally much more difficult to biodegrade than low-density

feedstocks, just as the more viscous feedstocks could be suitable for inducing

increased selection pressure for the isolation of crude oil hydrocarbon degraders

with enhanced efficiency. Also, the amount of viscous crude oil metabolized by

some bacterial species increased with increasing concentration of starter oil up

to 0.6% (w/v), while degradation rates appeared to be more pronounced

between the concentrations of 0.4% and 0.6% (w/v) oil (Okoh et al., 2002).

In another report, the percentage of degradation by the mixed bacterial consor-

tium decreased from 78% to 52% as the concentration of crude oil was increased

from 1% to 10%.

Although there has been a reported case of the lack of correlation between

degradation rates, specific growth rates, and concentration of the starter oil

(Thouand et al., 1999), in such a case, it would appear that biomass was required

only to a particular threshold enough to produce the appropriate enzyme sys-

tems that carry through the degradation process even when biomass production

had ceased, a phenomenon completely at systems, where the production of

variance with the theory of microbial growth in batch cells is totally dependent

on the consumed carbon source (El-Gendy and Speight, 2016; Speight and

El-Gendy, 2018).
2.1 Biodesulfurization

Sulfur is the major concern for producers and refiners and has long been a key

determinant of the value of crude oils. It is the third most abundant element in

crude oil after carbon and hydrogen. Heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand

bitumen contain 3%–6% w/w sulfur that must be removed before its usage

as a refinery feedstock. The combustion of sulfur-containing fuels would lead

to the increased emissions of sulfur oxides (SOx), the main cause of acid rains

and particulate matters (PM) and the main cause of black smoke associated with

diesel and gasoline vehicles. It has been reported that the total PM emissions

from diesel engines are proportional to the diesel sulfur content (Stanislaus

et al., 2010; Mohebali and Ball, 2016).

In a crude oil refinery, the feedstock is typically separated into several frac-

tions and then desulfurizes them separately. Moreover, a refinery can make sub-

stantial cost savings if most of the sulfur is removed from the crude oil before it

is fractionated. It has also been suggested that due to the high content of water in

crude oil, biodesulfurization of crude oil is more practicable compared with that

of diesel oil and gasoline (Zhou and Zhang, 2004). Currently, the crude oil

industry is increasingly dependent on viscous crude oil to meet the domestic

demand for gasoline and distillate fuels. High-viscosity feedstocks are expen-

sive to recover transport and process and have a low market value than less

viscous oils (Chapters 2–4).
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Furthermore, viscous feedstocks typically have a high content of asphaltene

derivatives (the asphaltene fraction), and to use such feedstocks as a fuel,

upgrading must involve reducing the average molecular weight of the asphal-

tene constituents and remove heteroatom-containing constituents (Speight,

2014, 2017). For biomodification of asphaltene constituents, the reactions with

the organosulfur moieties could be very significant, because sulfur is the third

most abundant element in the asphaltene constituents. Sulfur has an important

role in the molecular structure of the asphaltene constituents (Sarret et al.,

1999). Because of the diversity and complexity of the asphaltene molecular

structures that can be attacked, hemoproteins were the biocatalysts chosen

for investigations on the enzymatic modification of the asphaltene constituents.

In a survey of several hemoproteins, including horseradish, lignin, manganese

chloroperoxidase, and cytochrome c, these were found to be able to modify the

greatest number of organosulfur compounds including sulfur heterocycles and

sulfides and to have superior specific activity.

If desulfurization occurs on the crude feedstocks before they ever enter the

refinery system, this would minimize the downstream desulfurization costs.

Crude oils with higher viscosities and higher densities usually contain higher

amounts of more complex sulfur compounds. The aliphatic acyclic sulfides

(thioethers) and cyclic sulfides (thiolanes) are easy to remove during a hydro-

desulfurization process or by thermal treatment. On the other hand, sulfur

contained in aromatic rings, such as thiophene and its benzologs (e.g., ben-

zothiophene, dibenzothiophene, and benzonaphthothiophene), is more resis-

tant to sulfur removal by hydrodesulfurization and thermal conversion (Gray

et al., 1996).

Biodesulfurization is a biological method in which microbes or enzymes are

used as a catalyst to remove organosulfur compounds, especially the recalcitrant

ones, for example, dibenzothiophene and its derivatives. It can be performed

aerobically or anaerobically. Its main disadvantage is its conversion rate that

is much slower than hydrodesulfurization, since all the biological reactions

are generally slower than the chemical reactions.

There are chemical routes for aerobic biodesulfurization including (i) the

complete mineralization where the end products are carbon dioxide and water;

(ii) the pathway where carbon-carbon bonds are cleaved and some water-

soluble by-products are produced, which would significantly inhibit microbial

growth dibenzothiophene oxidation; and (iii) the 4S pathway, in which the car-

bon skeleton is not destroyed and only sulfur is removed. The first two pathways

are not recommendable for desulfurization of fuels, as the efficiency of biode-

sulfurization depends on the biocatalyst capabilities to remove sulfur without

altering the carbon skeleton or reducing the value of the fuel. But they are rec-

ommendable in bioremediation of oil spills and soil or sediments polluted with

crude oil hydrocarbon derivatives (Gupta et al., 2005).

The key technoeconomic challenge to the ability of biodesulfurization pro-

cesses is to establish a cost-effective means of implementing the two-phase
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bioreactor system and demulsification steps and the product recovery step

(Kaufman et al., 1998; McFarland, 1999). Use of multiple-stage airlift reactors

can reduce mixing costs, and centrifugation approaches facilitated demulsifica-

tion, desulfurized oil recovery, and recycling of the cells (Ohshiro et al., 1996a,b).

The desulfurization of crude oil under anaerobic conditions would be attrac-

tive because it avoids costs associated with aeration and it has the advantage of

liberating sulfur as a gas—hydrogen sulfide be treated with existing refinery

desulfurization plants (e.g., Claus process; Fig. 14.4) and does not liberate sul-

fate as a by-product that must be disposed by some appropriate treatment (Setti

et al., 1997; Speight, 2014). Under anaerobic conditions, oxidation of hydrocar-

bon derivatives to undesired compounds such as colored and gum-forming

products is minimal (McFarland, 1999). Moreover, anaerobic microorganisms

use approximately 10% of total produced energy, while aerobic ones use 50% of

it. These advantages can be counted as incentives to continue research on reduc-

tive biodesulfurization.

However, maintaining an anaerobic process is extremely difficult, and the

specific activity of most of the isolated strains has been reported to be insignif-

icant for dibenzothiophene derivatives (Armstrong et al., 1995). Due to low

reaction rates, safety and cost concerns, and the lack of identification of specific

enzymes and genes responsible for anaerobic desulfurization, anaerobic micro-

organisms effective enough for practical crude oil desulfurization have not been

found yet, and anaerobic biodesulfurization process has not been developed.

Consequently, aerobic biodesulfurization has been the focus of most of the

research in biodesulfurization (Le Borgne and Quintero, 2003). Due to the

milder and safer process conditions of biodesulfurization, the carbon dioxide

emissions and energy requirements of biodesulfurization-based processes are

estimated to be lower than that of hydrodesulfurization processes (Linguist

and Pacheco, 1999; Singh, 2012). Moreover, the capital costs to set up a biode-

sulfurization process are reported to be 50% lower than that of a hydrodesulfur-

ization process (Linguist and Pacheco, 1999).

The difference in desulfurization efficiency within the different microorgan-

isms might be related to differences in cell surface hydrophobicity, mass trans-

port through the cell walls and membranes, and metabolic regulations inside the

cell (Bustos-Jaimes et al., 2003). Thus, the efficiency of biodesulfurization in

crude oil depends mainly on the applied microorganisms and its broad versatil-

ity on different OSCs, and there is no general trend for the efficiency of micro-

organisms in model or real feed oils. It has been reported that the presence of

n-alkane derivative is seen to favor the removal of sulfur aromatic compounds

that act as a cosubstrate ensuring the growth of the culture, which also permits

the solubilization and the emulsifying of the sulfur aromatic compounds. The

microorganism adsorption to the oil phase is the most likely mechanism for

explaining n-alkane biodegradation (Setti et al., 1995). Substrate uptake pre-

sumably occurs through diffusion or active transport at the point of contact.

It is well known that most of the aerobic microorganisms adhere to the n-alkanes
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(below n-C16) that are in a liquid form at room temperature, where the n-alkanes
form a film around the aromatic sulfur compound, and as this film is easily

attacked by aerobic microorganisms, the bioavailability of sulfur compounds

increases. Studies with a strain of Candida in two-phase systems (oil-water

mixture) suggested that the rate of biodegradation might be also related to

the interfacial area because a large part of the biomass, which characteristically

is hydrophobic, adheres to the nonaqueous phase layer (NAPL)-water interface

as a biofilm (Ascón-Cabrera and Lebeault, 1995); the smaller the interfacial

tension, the larger the uptake of the dissolved compounds in NAPL and the

higher the biodegradation of aliphatic hydrocarbon derivatives present.

Although aerobic microorganisms can remove high amounts of organic sulfur,

the sulfur content in the residual oil may increase because of simultaneous

aliphatic compound biodegradation (Setti et al., 1997).
2.2 Biodenitrogenation

Nitrogen is like sulfur; it is considered as a crude oil contaminant. In general, the

nitrogen content of crude oil is low and generally falls within the range 0.1%–
0.9%, although some crude oil may contain up to 2% nitrogen (Speight, 2014).

However, crude oils with no detectable nitrogen or even trace amounts are not

uncommon, but in general, the more asphaltic the oil, the higher its nitrogen

content. Insofar as an approximate correlation exists between the sulfur content

and API gravity of crude oils (Ancheyta and Speight, 2007), there also exists a

correlation between nitrogen content and the API gravity of crude oil. It also

follows that there is an approximate correlation between the nitrogen content

and the carbon residue: the higher the nitrogen content, the higher the carbon

residue.

The presence of nitrogen in heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen

is of much greater significance in refinery operations than might be expected

from the small amounts present. Nitrogen compounds can be responsible for

the poisoning of cracking catalysts, and they also contribute to gum formation

in such products as domestic fuel oil. The trend in recent years toward cutting

deeper into the crude to obtain stocks for catalytic cracking has accentuated the

harmful effects of the nitrogen compounds, which are concentrated largely in

the higher-boiling portions. Other workers (�Eigenson and Ivchenko, 1977) have
reported that the higher the sulfur content in crude oil fractions, the higher is its

nitrogen content. Moreover, nitrogen-containing compounds (NCCs) coexist

with sulfur-containing compounds (SCCs) in fossil fuels (Yi et al., 2014). Car-

bazole, as an example for the nonbasic nitrogen-containing polycyclic aromatic

hydrocarbon (NPAH) derivatives, can directly impact the refining processes in

two ways: (i) During the cracking process, carbazole can be converted into basic

derivatives, which can be adsorbed to the active sites of the cracking catalysts,

and (ii) it directly inhibits the hydrodesulfurization catalysts. Thus, the removal

of carbazole and other nitrogen compounds would significantly increase the
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extent of catalytic cracking and consequently the gasoline yield. It has been

reported that, by 90% reduction in nitrogen content, a 20% increase in gasoline

yield occurs. That has a major economic improvement in low-margin, high-

volume refining processes (Benedik et al., 1998). Basic N compounds are more

inhibitory for catalysts than the nonbasic ones. But they can potentially be con-

verted to basic compounds during the refining/catalytic cracking process. Thus,

they are also inhibitory to catalysts. Moreover, metals like nickel and vanadium

are potent inhibitors for catalysts, and in crude oil, metals are typically associ-

ated with N compounds (Hegedus and McCabe, 1981; Mogollon et al., 1998).

Although specific biodesulfurization of crude oil and its distillates has been

reasonably investigated, there is a little information about biodenitrogenation of

oil feed without affecting its calorific value. It has been estimated that biodeni-

trogenation of crude oil would be beneficial for deep denitrogenation, where

the classical hydroprocessing methods are costly and nonselective (Vazquez-

Duhalt et al., 2002). It will also eliminate the contribution of fuel nitrogen to

NOx emissions. However, the economics of nitrogen removal processes are

affected by the amount of associated hydrocarbon lost from the fuel, during

the denitrogenation process.

Generally, the currently well-established carbazole-biodenitrogenation

pathway results in the loss of the fuel value. This would consequently make

the biodenitrogenation of fuel streams economically unfeasible. Moreover,

most of the carbazole-degrading microorganisms produce 20-aminobiphenyl-

2,3-diol as the first step in carbazole-biodenitrogenation pathway. However,

recovering the carbazole nitrogen as anthranilic acid or 20-aminobiphenyl-

2,3-diol, the less inhibitory to refining catalysts, would solve part of that prob-

lem. Since then, the entire carbon content of the fuel is preserved. This can be

performed by mutant or recombinant strains. Other pathways would liberate

nitrogen from carbazole in the form of ammonia (Rhee et al., 1997). Microor-

ganisms such as Pseudomonas ayucida, Aneurinibacillus sp., Pseudomonas
stutzeri, Yokenella sp., and Pseudomonas nitroreducens are issued for bio-

denitrogenation of fossil fuels. A thermophilic carbazole-degrading bacteria

Anoxybacillus rupiensis that can tolerate up to 80°C, with maximum activity

at temperature range 55–65°C, has been reported, which would be advanta-

geous for application in crude oil processing (Fadhil et al., 2014). However,

so far, no microorganisms that selectively extract nitrogen atom from carbazole,

in a microbial pathway equivalent to the 4S pathway, have been isolated.

From the practical point of view, biodenitrogenation and biodesulfurization

should be integrated, where sulfur and nitrogen would be removed through spe-

cific enzymatic attack of the CdN and CdS bonds, respectively, but without

CdC bond attack, to preserve the fuel value of the biotreated products. More-

over, a dual microbial process for both selective biodesulfurization and biode-

nitrogenation, with the overcome of the significant technical hurdles, such as

tolerance against solvents, high concentration of nitrogenous compounds,

and high oil-to-water ratio, would make microbial refining processes and
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bioupgrading of crude oil and its fractions feasible on a large scale (Kilbane,

2006). Duarte et al. (2001) in PETROBRAS, the Brazilian oil company, have

isolated Gordonia sp. strain F.5.25.8 that can utilize dibenzothiophene through

the 4S pathway and carbazole as a sole source of S and N, respectively. F.5.25.8

is the first reported strain that can simultaneously metabolize dibenzothiophene

and carbazole; Santos et al. (2005, 2006) reported that F.5.25.8 can tolerate up

to 42°C, which would add to its advantages in industrial application of biode-

sulfurization/biodenitrogenation as complementary to hydrotreatment process.

Moreover, it is reported to have a different genetic organization of the biode-

sulfurization (dsz) and biodenitrogenation (car) gene clusters relative to Rhodo-
coccus erythropolis IGTS8 and Pseudomonas sp. IGTN9m, respectively.

Moreover, insertion of genes encoding amidases downstream the artificial carA

operon was performed, to accomplish the cleavage of the final CdN bond and

produce biphenyl-2,20,3-triol that is reintroduced to the fuel, keeping its fuel

content. The decrease of the carbazole content in a crude oil sample by approx-

imately 95% in 2:10 crude oil/aqueous medium within 16h using a genetically

engineered bacterium. Yu et al. (2006a,b) introduced carbazole dioxygenase

gene (carAacd), which was amplified from Pseudomonas sp. strain XLDN4-9,

into the excellent 4S-dibenzothiophene-biodesulfurization bacteria R. erythro-
polis XP and designated the recombinant as SN8. The recombinant R. erythro-
polis SN8 expressed good biodesulfurization and biodenitrogenation activities

toward a wide range of recalcitrant alkyl carbazole derivatives and dibenzothio-

phene in crude oil, in just a one-step bioprocess. Moreover, upon the transfor-

mation of R. erythropolis XP with a complete plasmid of carABC gene cluster,

which converts carbazole to anthranilic acid (ANA), the resultant recombinant

strain was able to metabolize dibenzothiophene (DBT), carbazole, and diben-

zofuran (DBF) to the nontoxic metabolites: benzoate, anthranilate, and salicy-

late, respectively.
2.3 Biodemetallization

Crude oil contains metals in the form of salts (zinc, titanium, calcium, and mag-

nesium), petroporphyrins (vanadium, copper, nickel, and iron), and other com-

plexes that exits predominantly within the asphaltene fraction (Ali and Abbas,

2006; Speight, 2014). Thus, the higher the asphaltene content of crude oil, the

higher the heavy metal content (Speight, 1994, 2014; Duyck et al., 2007). In

fact, the accumulation of metallic constituents in the higher molecular weight

and polar fractions of crude oils plays a significant role in establishing the refin-

ing procedure (Panariti et al., 2000; Duyck et al., 2008; Speight, 2014, 2017).

Depending on the origin of crude oil, the concentration of the vanadium

varies from as low as 0.1ppm to as high as 1200ppm, while that of nickel

commonly varies from trace amounts to 150ppm (Ali and Abbas, 2006;

Duyck et al., 2007). The V/Ni ratio is constant in crude oils of common source

rocks and dependent on the geologic age of the rocks, where oils from Triassic
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or older age show a value higher than unity (Ball et al., 1960), and this ratio

is also used for tracing source effects (Al-Shahristani and Al-Atyia, 1972;

El-Gayar et al., 2002). However, the biodegradation of the asphaltene constit-

uents and the resin constituents is reported to influence the Ni/V ratio in these

fractions (Duyck et al., 2007).

Crude oil with a particularly high content of organometallics includes

Boscán crude oil, Cerro Negro crude oil, Maya crude oil, Wilmington crude

oil, and Prudhoe Bay crude oil (Fish et al., 1984). The metallic constituents

often occur as inorganic water-soluble forms and are easily removed during

the crude desalting process, in which they are concentrated in the aqueous

phase. However, the metalloporphyrins are embedded in the extremely complex

structure of the asphaltene constituents and, thus, metal removal from petropor-

phyrins and complexes that is necessary to be addressed.

Currently, demetallization occurs during the hydrocracking process or dur-

ing hydrotreating process (Parkash, 2003; Ancheyta and Speight, 2007; Gary

et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017). However, feed-

stocks that have relatively high metal contents (> 300ppm) substantially

increase catalyst consumption because the metals poison the catalyst, thereby

requiring frequent catalyst replacement. The usual desulfurization catalysts

are relatively expensive for these consumption rates, but there are catalysts that

are relatively inexpensive and can be used in the first reactor to remove a large

percentage of the metals. Subsequent reactors downstream of the first reactor

would use normal hydrodesulfurization catalysts. Since the catalyst materials

are proprietary, it is not possible to identify them here. However, it is under-

stood that such catalysts contain little or no metal promoters, that is, nickel,

cobalt, and molybdenum. Metal removal on the order of 90% has been observed

with these materials.

Thus, one method of controlling demetallization is to employ separate smal-

ler guard reactors just ahead of the fixed-bed hydrodesulfurization reactor sec-
tion (Speight, 2014, 2017). The preheated feed and hydrogen pass through the

guard reactors that are filled with an appropriate catalyst for demetallization

that is often the same as the catalyst used in the hydrodesulfurization section.

The advantage of this system is that it enables replacement of the most contam-

inated catalyst (guard bed), where pressure drop is highest, without having to

replace the entire inventory or shut down the unit. The feedstock is alternated

between guard reactors, while catalyst in the idle guard reactor is being

replaced.

Unless a guard reactor is employed, a major problem and expense during the

refining of oil and other crude oil products is the continuous contamination of

solid, porous catalysts by various porphyrins; metalloporphyrins; chlorins; and

natural degradation products of these compounds, such as petroporphyrins, con-

taining metals such as vanadium and nickel. The porphyrin deposits, however,

consist of several different metals on the catalytic surface including vanadium

(V), nickel (Ni), titanium (Ti), iron (Fe), copper (Cu), or a combination thereof
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with the concentrations of V and Ni varying from a few to several hundred parts

per million (ppm), depending on the type of crude oil supply. Vanadium is usu-

ally present in a concentration greater than other metals with much more than

half of all V being deposited on the catalyst arising from the porphyry complex.

Heavy metals poison refining catalyst. During crude oil refining, heavy metals

are concentrated in the residual fraction, which is usually subjected to catalytic

cracking. During the catalytic cracking, metals in the oil deposit on the cracking

catalysts and decrease their selectivity and activity. Catalyst deactivation in

cracking, hydrogenation, and hydrodesulfurization processes can also occur

by pore clogging, metal deposition, deformation, and destruction of reactors

(Salehizadeh et al., 2007), which in turn demands the catalytic process be

interrupted to either replace or clean the catalyst at a huge cost (Altgelt and

Boduszynski, 1994; Callejas et al., 2001).

Moreover, since both nickel and vanadium exhibit dehydrogenation activ-

ity, thus, their presence on the catalyst particles tends to promote dehydrogena-

tion reactions during the cracking sequence, and this results in increased

amounts of coke and low-boiling gases at the expense of naphtha production

(Ali and Abbas, 2006). Heavymetals can be liberated into the environment, dur-

ing fuel combustion in the form of ash with high concentrations of toxic metal

oxides, which leads to undesirable by-products and the need for disposal.

Moreover, heavy metals (mostly Ni and V) are furthermore corrosive

(Montiel et al., 2009). When crude oil is vacuum-distilled, the metalloporphyr-

ins tend to be entrained in the vapors and carry over the vacuum gas-oil fraction.

The typical demetallization process in crude oil industry is the solvent deas-

phalting process, where the lower-density oils are physically separated from

heavier asphaltene constituents by mixing the viscous oil with a very-low-

boiling hydrocarbon liquids such as propane and/or butane (Speight, 2000,

2014, 2017; Farag et al., 1989; Parkash, 2003; Ancheyta and Speight, 2007;

Gary et al., 2007; Hsu and Robinson, 2017). Other options for demetallization

include a low-temperature coking process in which the metals collect in the

initially formed coke (Speight, 2014, 2017).
3. Bioconversion of Heavy Feedstocks

In heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen, which are characterized by

high-viscosity and high-density or low API gravity (Speight, 2014, 2017), the

asphaltene constituents, the resin constituents, and the oil matrix compose a

dynamic stable system, in which the nonasphaltene and nonresin fraction act

as the medium for dispersion in which the asphaltene constituents are stabilized

by the resin constituents (Speight, 2014, 2017).

Biotechnology has the potential to be applied in (i) the transformation of a

viscous feedstock into lower-boiling products; (ii) degradation of the asphaltene

constituents; (iii) conversion of higher-molecular-weight hydrocarbon deriva-

tives into lower-boiling hydrocarbon products; (iv) product purification, such
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as the removal of sulfur, nitrogen, and heavy metals; and (v) treatment of liquid

and gaseous emissions.

The bioconversion of these individual high-boiling constituents (the asphal-

tene constituents and the resin constituents) is a reflection of their chemical

structure but is also strongly influenced by the physical state and toxicity of

the compounds. While n-alkanes as a structural group are the most biodegrad-

able crude oil hydrocarbon derivatives, the higher-molecular-weight constitu-

ents become increasingly recalcitrant because not only the chemical structure

but also the physical state of the constituents strongly influences bioconversion

(Bartha and Atlas, 1977). In fact, asphaltene and resin constituents tend to

increase during bioconversion in relative and sometimes absolute amounts

(Okoh, 2006). This suggests that they not only tend to resist bioconversion

but also may be formed by condensation reactions of bioconversion

intermediates.
3.1 Heavy Oil, Extra Heavy Oil, and Tar Sand Bitumen

The availability of higher-quality low-density crude oil has been depleting dur-

ing the last decades. Future demands for crude oil are focused on the use of vis-

cous feedstocks (such as heavy oil, extra heavy crude oil, and tar sand bitumen),

which is difficult to produce, transport, and refine; therefore, the interest in

transportation and conversion of the high-molecular-weight fractions of these

materials into refined fuels and petrochemicals has increased. There are several

known strategies for future viscous crude oil production (the upstream) and

upgrading (the downstream) (Speight, 2000, 2014, 2017; Parkash, 2003;

Ancheyta and Speight, 2007; Gary et al., 2007; Hsu and Robinson, 2017). How-

ever, when viscous crudes enter a refinery, processing of such feedstocks

requires conversion of the vacuum residue components, including the asphal-

tene constituents and resin constituents into distillable fractions. This upgrading

has typically been accomplished either with thermal conversion (coking or

cracking) or by catalytic hydroconversion, which requires investment in the

process equipment and in the supporting infrastructure (Parkash, 2003;

Kirkwood et al., 2004; Twerdok, 2004; Ancheyta and Speight, 2007; Rana

et al., 2007; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017).

Viscous crude oil and residue have many similarities in composition. Hence,

VR could be a net sample of problematic components of viscous crude oil.

In spite of some similarities between residue and viscous oil, residue feedstock

differs in several ways such as its higher concentration of asphaltene, sulfur,

nitrogen, and metal compounds, which depends on the origin of viscous oils.

Since biological processing may offer less severe process conditions and higher

selectivity to specific reactions to increase net distillates, it is proposed that the

bacteria with the ability to biodegrade viscous feedstocks could be a useful

apparatus for such oils.
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The bioconversion of viscous feedstocks requires a complex metabolic path-

way that usually can be observed in a microbial community. Many studies have

been carried out on the biodegradation of crude oil using a consortium of micro-

organisms (Morais and Tauk-Tornisielo, 2009). In literature, it is revealed that

in soils that are permeated with the high-molecular-weight hydrocarbon deriv-

atives, bacteria including indigenous ones would survive and function after con-

taminations (Whyte et al., 1997; Foght et al., 1990) seeped through the soil.

Selection of bacterial communities for crude oil substances occurs rapidly after

even short-term exposures of soil to crude oil hydrocarbon derivatives (Van der

Meer et al., 1992; Van der Meer, 1994). During adaptation of microbial com-

munities to hydrocarbon components particularly complex ones, genes for

hydrocarbon-degrading enzymes that are carried on plasmids or transposons

may be exchanged between species, and new catabolic pathways eventually

may be assembled and modified for efficient regulation (Rabus et al., 2005).

Other cell adaptations leading to new ecotypes may include modifications of

the cell envelope to tolerate solvents (Ramos et al., 2002) and the development

of community level interactions that facilitate cooperation within consortia

(Kim et al., 2001).

One of the limitation factors for bioconversion of crude oil hydrocarbon

derivatives in oil is the bioavailability (Banat, 1995; Kim et al., 2001) of these

components due to their chemical structure (Harvey, 1997; Cerniglia, 1992).

One of the options to increase bioavailability of polynuclear aromatic hydrocar-

bon derivatives is the use of surfactants to increase desorption and apparent

solubility in the aqueous phase and consequently enhance the oil mobility,

improving the bioconversion rates (Barathi and Vasudevan, 2001; Burd and

Ward, 1996a,b; Rosenberg et al., 1988; Sar and Rosenberg, 1983).

The chemical composition of a viscous feedstock depends not only on the

source of the crude oil from which it is derived but also on the method of its pro-

duction (Parkash, 2003; Ancheyta and Speight, 2007; Gary et al., 2007; Speight,

2014, 2017; Hsu andRobinson, 2017). An early study (Phillips and Traxler, 1963)

indicated that organisms of the genus Pseudomonas vary to a greater or lesser

extent in the mechanisms by which they oxidize a viscous feedstock.

Previous investigations have established that some bacteria can utilize vis-

cous feedstocks. However, the complexity of viscous feedstocks has limited the

study of its bioconversion (Atlas, 1981). Crude oil-degrading bacteria excrete

biosurfactants that emulsify hydrocarbon derivatives of crude oil by reducing

the interfacial tension between the hydrocarbon derivatives and water

(Cooper and Zajic, 1980).

One crude oil-degrading bacterium, Acinetobacter calcoaceticus, excretes
an emulsifier, emulsan (Goldman et al., 1982; Gutnick, 1987). Emulsan is an

extracellular polysaccharide polymer with fatty acid side chains (Shoham and

Rosenberg, 1983; Shoham et al., 1983). This extracellular molecule forms a

complex with proteins. These proteins bind noncovalently to the polysaccharide
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backbone. This emulsifier loses most of its activity when these proteins are

removed from the complex (Zosim et al., 1987; Foght et al., 1989).

Bioconversion of viscous feedstocks occurs mostly on the surface of the vis-

cous feedstocks exposed to oxygen, where the primary nutrients are all present

in adequate levels. Surface degradation is limited by oxygen diffusion or the

presence of needed minerals/ions (i.e., phosphorous and nitrogen) (Pendrys,

1989). As time progresses, degradation should diminish as all of these become

limited. In addition, the mechanism for bioconversion may be such that a res-

idue that is resistant to bioconversion remains on the surface, protecting the

underlying viscous feedstocks from further bioconversion. As the saturated

and naphthene aromatic hydrocarbon derivatives are emulsified, a residue

remains on the surface that is resistant to bioconversion and protects the under-

lying viscous feedstocks from bioconversion. The most potent viscous

feedstock-degrading bacterium, A. calcoaceticus NAV2, excretes an emulsifier

that is capable of emulsifying the saturated and naphthene aromatic fractions of

viscous feedstocks (Pendrys, 1989).

In another study (Luey and Li, 1993), testing was initiated in March 1991

and completed in November 1992 to determine the rate at which viscous feed-

stocks are biodegraded by microorganisms native to the Hanford Site soils.

Experiments to determine viscous feedstock bioconversion rates were con-

ducted using three separate test sets. These test sets were initiated in March

1991, January 1992, and June 1992 and ran for periods of 6months, 11months,

and 6months, respectively. The experimental method used was one originally

developed and further refined that determined the viscous feedstock bioconver-

sion rate through the measurement of carbon dioxide evolved (Bartha and

Pramer, 1965; Bowerman et al., 1985).

Using data from the January and June 1992 test sets, viscous feedstock biocon-

version rates were determined for test flasks containing soil and irradiated viscous

feedstock sample incubatedat ambient andelevated (�35°C,�31°F) temperature.

The average viscous feedstock bioconversion rate determined at ambient temper-

ature for test flasks incubated for<160days was 1.6�10�4cm/year, with a high

end point at the 95%confidence interval of 1.9�10�4cm/year and a lowendpoint

at the95%confidence interval of1.4�10�4cm/year. For ambient temperature test

flasks incubated up to 310days, the average viscous feedstock bioconversion rate

was determined to be 1.0�10�4cm/year, indicating that the rate of bioconversion

decreases as a function of time.

For test flasks at elevated temperature, the average viscous feedstock bio-

conversion rate was determined to be 1.1�10�3cm/year with a high end point

of 1.3�10�3 cm/year and a low end point of 9.9�10�4cm/year. Conserva-

tively, the viscous feedstock diffusion barrier will degrade at 1.3�10�3cm/

year during elevated temperatures with the rate decreasing to 1.9�10�4cm/

year at lower, ambient temperature.
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This is a conservative estimate of the long-term degradation rates. Param-

eters such as available water, available oxygen, and available nutrients will

affect the long-term bioconversion rate. Since the environment surrounding

the viscous feedstock diffusion barrier will likely be deficient in these param-

eters, the long-term bioconversion rate is predicted to be lower than determined

by this study. However, additional work is needed to investigate the influence of

these parameters and others on the viscous feedstock bioconversion rate and

refine the estimated long-term rate.

Extrapolating the bioconversion rate to 10,000years indicates that approx-

imately 3cm of viscous feedstock would degrade, assuming that the viscous

feedstock diffusion barrier remained at elevated (35°C, 95°F) temperature

for 1000years and then was at ambient temperature for 9000years. This amount

of degradation is within the 10ac allowance in the design criteria for the viscous

feedstock diffusion barrier. This allowance would be approached only if the

barrier remained at elevated temperature during the entire 10,000-year

performance period (based upon the conservative viscous feedstock

bioconversion rate).
3.2 Asphaltene Constituents

The asphaltene constituents have drawn considerable attention due to problems

caused by their detrimental effects in the extraction, transportation, and proces-

sing of viscous feedstocks because of their viscous and flocculating nature and

their relative resistance to bioconversion following spills. These constituents

are the highest molecular weight and most polar fraction of crude oil. Despite

the fact that the structure of asphaltene constituents has not been fully eluci-

dated, it is widely accepted that they are constituted by interacting systems

of polyaromatic sheets bearing alkyl side chains. Asphaltene molecules have

a high content of O, N, and S heteroatoms and metals (V, Ni, and Fe)

(Speight, 1994, 2014). The problems associated with asphaltene constituents

have increased due to the need to extract heavier crude oils and the trend

to extract larger amounts of low-boiling fractions out of crude oil by visbrea-

king (Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and

Robinson, 2017).

The asphaltene fraction is the most recalcitrant feedstock fraction, and there

is only fragmentary evidence that the asphaltene constituents can be converted

or transformed by microbial activity. Microorganisms have been found associ-

ated with bitumens (Wyndham and Costerton, 1981) and natural asphalt lake

(Naranjo et al., 2007), which contain high amounts of asphaltene constituents.

A molecular study (Kim and Crowley, 2007) revealed a wide range of phylo-

genetic groups within the Archaea and Bacteria domains in natural asphalt-rich

tar pits; interestingly, genes encoding novel oxygenases were also detected in

such samples.
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On the other hand, an extensive screening involving >750 strains of fila-

mentous fungi was carried out to select strains able to modify untreated hard

coal (Bublitz et al., 1994; Hofrichter et al., 1997). Only six of the 750 strains

tested exhibited some activity, from which the most active fungi, Panus tigri-
nus, growing on wood shavings coated with coal asphaltene constituents led to

a decrease of the average molecular weight (Hofrichter et al., 1997), although

the average molecular weight of any complex mixture is not a measure of the

constituents that were actually biodegraded.

Furthermore, most of the studies on asphaltene constituent bioconversion

should be considered cautiously as the asphaltene content was usually deter-

mined gravimetrically after n-alkane precipitation, and thus, the reported

changes may be attributed to the disruption of the asphaltenic matrix by the pro-

duction of surfactants during bacterial growth, liberating trapped hydrocarbon

derivatives. Other studies have reported that the asphaltene fraction does not

support bacterial growth and no changes in asphaltene content are found after

bioconversion of viscous oil containing asphaltene constituents (Lacotte et al.,

1996; Thouand et al., 1999).

There have been claims of the bioconversion of asphaltene constituents by

mixed bacteria (Bertrand et al., 1983; Rontani et al., 1985). However, none of

these reports described the analytic results of extractable materials recovered

from appropriate sterile controls. Therefore, most of the asphaltene losses dur-

ing microbial activity could be considered abiotic losses (Lacotte et al., 1996).

A study (Pineda et al., 2004) reported a bacterial consortium able to grow in

the asphaltene fraction as the sole carbon source. Mineralization of the asphal-

tene constituents was estimated by measuring CO2 production. The authors

found in two control experiments (inoculum without asphaltene constituents

and noninoculated asphaltene constituents) a CO2 production equivalent to

39% and 26%, respectively, of that found in the consortium growing in the

asphaltene fraction.

The microbial inoculum for consortium stabilization contained 1% of crude

oil, which could serve as carbon source. Thus, it is not possible to distinguish

the origin of the CO2 production. The first clear experimental evidence that

enzymes are able to modify asphaltene molecules has been reported (Fedorak

et al., 1993). Chloroperoxidase from the fungus Caldariomyces fumago and a

chemically modified cytochrome c were able to transform petroporphyrin

derivatives and asphaltene constituents in reaction mixtures containing organic

solvents (Fedorak et al., 1993; Mogollon et al., 1998; Garcia-Arellano et al.,

2004). Notable spectral changes in the petroporphyrin-rich fraction of asphal-

tene constituents were observed, and the enzymatic oxidation of petroporphyrin

derivatives led to the removal up to 74% of Ni and 95% of V.

According to Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy spectra, the

chemically modified cytochrome c catalyzed the oxidation of sulfur and carbon
atoms in asphaltene molecules (Garcia-Arellano et al., 2004). The enzymatic

treatment of asphaltene constituents is an interesting alternative for the removal
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of heavymetals. It would result in reduced catalyst poisoning during hydrotreat-

ment and cracking processes. On the other hand, the introduction of polar

groups in asphaltene molecules could positively affect their sedimentation

properties and improve their behavior.

It has also been reported (Uribe-Alvarez et al., 2011) that a fungus isolated

from a natural asphalt lake is able to grow using asphaltene constituents as the

sole source of carbon and energy. Thus, a fungal strain isolated from amicrobial

consortium growing in a natural asphalt lake is able to grow in purified asphal-

tene constituents as the only source of carbon and energy. The asphaltene con-

stituents were rigorously purified in order to avoid contamination from other

crude oil fractions. In addition, most of petroporphyrin derivatives were

removed. The 18S rRNA and b-tubulin genomic sequences, as well as some

morphological characteristics, indicate that the isolate is Neosartorya fischeri.
After 11weeks of growth, the fungus is able to metabolize 15.5% of the asphal-

tenic carbon, including 13.2% transformed to carbon dioxide. In a medium con-

taining asphaltene constituents as the sole source of carbon and energy, the

fungal isolate produces extracellular lactase activity, which is not detected

when the fungus grow in a rich medium. The results obtained in this work

clearly demonstrate that there are microorganisms able to metabolize and min-

eralize asphaltene constituents, which is considered the most recalcitrant crude

oil fraction.

To overcome the shortcomings of conventional methods, microbial degra-

dation of asphaltene has been accepted worldwide as the most promising envi-

ronmentally sound technology for remediation of spills and discharges related

to crude oil and crude oil products. Furthermore, bacterial metabolites (espe-

cially polysaccharides) are of great value as enhancers of oil recovery due to

their surfactant activity and bioemulsifying properties (Banat, 1995). Because

the conditions in oil deposits are often saline, the use of salt-resistant metabo-

lites may be advantageous to the recovery of oil. Furthermore, hypersaline

water and soil are often contaminated with crude oils, heavy metals, or other

toxic compounds from anthropogenic sources. However, conventional microbi-

ological treatment processes do not function at high salt concentrations;

therefore, the use of moderately halophilic bacteria should be considered

(Hao and Lu, 2009).

In the past, bioconversion of asphaltene constituents through the use of a

microbial consortium or mixed cultures isolated from soil samples, sediments

contaminated with hydrocarbon derivatives, and oil wells has taken place but in

low proportions of 0.55%–3.5% (Venkateswaran et al., 1995; Thouand et al.,

1999). This is most likely due to the complex molecular structure of asphaltene

constituents (Speight, 1994, 2014) that makes these molecular species resistant

to bioconversion, thereby causing their accumulation in an ecosystem where

crude oil and/or crude oil products containing asphaltene constituents are

spilled in either accidental or purposeful ways (Guiliano et al., 2000).

The focus of many studies has generally been bioconversion of sites contam-

inated by total crude oil hydrocarbon derivatives (Iturbe et al., 2007;
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Machackova et al., 2008), and there is a general lack of detailed work that has

been done on the bioconversion of asphaltene constituents. However, more

recently, viscosity reduction by asphaltene degradation has been structurally

characterized by Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy. The work

was focused on the reduction of viscosity of viscous oil in order to improve

enhanced recovery from the reservoir or deposit. The bacterium (Garciaella
petrolearia TERIG02) also showed an additional preference to degrade toxic

viscous feedstock and aromatic compounds first unlike the other known strains.

Furthermore, these characteristics make the species G. petrolearia TERIG02 a

potential candidate for viscous feedstock bioconversion and a solution to

degrading toxic aromatic compounds (Lavania et al., 2012).

In contrast to low-molecular-weight hydrocarbon derivatives, polycyclic

aromatic hydrocarbon derivatives that occur within the asphaltene fraction

are usually considered as being only slightly biodegradable (if at all) because

of their insufficient susceptibility of these molecular species to microbial

attack (Gibson and Subramanian, 1984; Cerniglia, 1992; Kanaly and

Harayama, 2000). In fact, among the pentacyclic triterpane derivatives,

the hopane constituents are so stable that they are commonly used as ubiq-

uitous biomarkers for the assessment of the level of bioconversion of crude

oil (Ourisson et al., 1979). In fact, the compounds are only slightly biode-

graded by specialized microfloras under laboratory conditions (Frontera-

Suau et al., 2002).

Themechanism of the degradation is complex but is believed to be a sequen-

tial process in which n-alkane moieties are generally removed first, followed by

the degradation of isoalkane moieties, cycloalkane moieties, one- to three-ring

aromatic derivatives, and finally polyaromatic derivatives (Greenwood et al.,

2008). However, the typical pattern of degradation varies with different bacteria

and the type and composition of the oil (Greenwood et al., 2008; Zrafi-Nouira

et al., 2009).

As the culture moves to the second phase of fermentation, the stationary

growth phase, there is a shift in the metabolism of the cells to solvent production

(solvent-generation phase). These gaseous and liquid metabolites dissolve into

the oil resulting in reduced viscosity (Bryant et al., 1998). Moreover, the reac-

tion of heavy feedstock degradation within an acidic medium is preferable since

the proton (H+) effectively interacts with the polar functionalities in the asphal-

tene constituents and resin constituents thereby efficiently reduce the polar

interactions, which results in breaking the intermolecular associations that exist

in the raw residuum or asphalt.

Furthermore, when each of the fractions, namely, aliphatic, aromatic, and

asphaltic (asphaltene and resin) fractions, was treated with G. petrolearia
TERIG02 for 30days, it was found that maximum degradation was in the

case of viscous feedstock followed by aromatic fraction (Lavania et al.,

2012). Indications were that G. petrolearia TERIG02 could tolerate the tox-

icity of these compounds and was capable in utilizing them as a carbon and

energy source.
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4. Nanobiotechnology

In terms of a specific process (biodesulfurization), compared with biodesulfur-

ization, adsorptive desulfurization has a much faster reaction rate (Song et al.,

2005). Adsorbent preparation is the key of adsorptive desulfurization. Recently,

most adsorbents for desulfurization were based on π-complexation (Shan et al.,

2005b) or formations of metal-sulfur bonds (such as NidS and LadS) (Tian

et al., 2006). Adsorbents based on π-complexation are easy to regenerate, but

their selectivity is very low, resulting in a loss of fuel quality. Meanwhile, adsor-

bents that form metal-sulfur bonds with sulfur have high selectivity but are dif-

ficult to be regenerated. Hence, adsorptive desulfurization technology also has a

long way to go before being industrialized. If a desulfurization technology has

both the high reaction rate of adsorptive desulfurization and the high selectivity

of biodesulfurization, it can increase the desulfurization rate without having an

adverse effect on the quality of the fuel.

The adsorbent is an important factor of this coupling technology because

different adsorbents have different interaction to organic sulfur compounds

and cells, which would affect their assembly onto the cell surfaces and desorp-

tion behavior of organic sulfur from them. Because the adsorbents are assem-

bled on the cells’ surfaces, the property of cell surface is another factor that

impacts the coupling technology. Moreover, desulfurization conditions, such

as temperature and volume ratio of oil to water phase, would also affect

in situ coupling technology.

In situ coupling of adsorptive desulfurization and biodesulfurization is a

new desulfurization technology for crude oil and is achieved by assembling

nanoadsorbents onto surfaces of microbial cells. The process has the advantages

of a high selectivity of biodesulfurization and a high rate of adsorptive desul-

furization. For example, the combination of adsorptive desulfurization and bio-

desulfurization and an in situ coupling technology has been proposed. γ-Al2O3

nanosorbents, which have the ability to selectively adsorb dibenzothiophene

from organic phase, were assembled on the surfaces of Pseudomonas delafieldii
R-8 cell, a desulfurization strain. γ-Al2O3 nanosorbents have the ability to

adsorb dibenzothiophene from oil phase, and the rate of adsorption was signif-

icantly higher than that of biodesulfurization.

Thus, dibenzothiophene can be quickly transferred to the biocatalyst surface

where nanosorbents were located, which quickened dibenzothiophene transfer

from organic phase to biocatalyst surface and resulted in the increase of biode-

sulfurization rate. The desulfurization rate of the cells assembled with nano-

sorbents was approximately 2.5-fold higher than that of original cells. An

improved in situ coupling technology of adsorptive desulfurization and biode-

sulfurization by P. delafieldii R-8 cells has also been reported (Zhang et al.,

2007). Gamma-alumina (Al2O3) nanoparticles were synthesized and modified

using gum arabic to avoid agglomeration in aqueous solutions, and its effect

on adsorptive desulfurization and biodesulfurization was also evaluated.
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Results showed that γ-Al2O3 nanoparticles dispersed well in aqueous solutions

after modification with gum arabic. The adsorptive desulfurization capacity of

γ-alumina nanoparticles was increased from 0.56mmolS/g (Al2O3) to

0.81mmolS/g (Al2O3) after treatment with gum arabic. Compared with unmo-

dified γ-alumina nanoparticles, the biodesulfurization rate by adsorbing gum

arabic-modified γ-alumina nanoparticles onto the surfaces of R-8 cells was

increased from 17.8 to 25.7mmol/kg/h, which may be due to improvement

in the dispersion and biocompatibility of γ-alumina nanoparticles after

modification.

Different kinds of adsorbents (such as alumina, molecular sieves, and active

carbon) have been used successfully for the in situ coupling technology of

adsorptive desulfurization and biodesulfurization (Zhang et al., 2008). The pro-

cedure can be carried out by assembling nanoadsorbents onto surfaces of P.
delafieldii R-8 cells. However, the NadYmolecular sieves restrain the activity

of R-8 cells, and active carbon cannot desorb the substrate dibenzothiophene,

and thus, this type of molecular sieve is not applicable to in situ coupling desul-

furization technology. γ-Alumina can adsorb dibenzothiophene from oil phase

quickly and then desorb it and transfer it to R-8 cells for bioconversion, thus

increasing desulfurization rate. It was also found that nanosized γ-alumina

increases desulfurization rate more than regular-sized γ-alumina. Therefore,

nano-γ-alumina is regarded as better adsorbent for this in situ coupling desul-

furization technology.

In the last two decades, numerous studies have been carried out on biode-

sulfurization using whole cells (Maghsoudi et al., 2001; Tao et al., 2006;

Yang et al., 2007; Caro et al., 2008) or isolated enzymes (Monticello and

Kilbane, 1994) in the free or immobilized form. Biodesulfurization of diben-

zothiophene occurs via a multienzyme system that requires cofactors (e.g.,

NADH—the reduced form of nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide). The use of

enzymes is disadvantageous since extraction and purification of the enzyme

is costly, and frequently, enzymes catalyzing reactions require cofactors that

must be regenerated (Setti et al., 1997). Therefore, biodesulfurization can often

be designed by using whole-cell bioconversion rather than that of the enzyme.

However, there are still some bottlenecks limiting the commercialization of the

biodesulfurization process.

One of the challenges is to improve the current biodesulfurization rate by

about 500-fold assuming the target industrial process is 1.2–3mmol/g dry cell

weight (DCW)/h (Kilbane, 2006). When free cells are used for crude oil biode-

sulfurization, deactivation of the biocatalyst and troublesome oil-water biocat-

alyst separation are significant barriers (Konishi et al., 2005; Yang et al., 2007).

Cell immobilization may give a solution to the problems, providing advantages

such as repeated or continuous use, enhanced stability, and easy separation.

For biodesulfurization, cells need to be harvested from the culture medium,

and several separation schemes had been evaluated, including settling tanks

(Schilling et al., 2002), hydrocyclones, and centrifuges (Monticello, 2000).
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Magnetic separation technology provides a quick, easy, and convenient alterna-

tive over traditional methods in biological systems (Haukanes and Kvam,

1993). Superparamagnetic nanoparticles are increasingly used to achieve affin-

ity separation of high-value cells and biomolecules (Molday et al., 1977). Mag-

netic supports for cell immobilization offer several advantages, such as the ease

of magnetic collection. The magnetic supports present further options in con-

tinuous reactor systems when used in a magnetically stabilized, fluidized

bed. In addition, the mass transfer resistance can be reduced by the spinning

of magnetic beads under revolving magnetic field (Sada et al., 1981).

Modified magnetite (Fe2+-Fe3+ oxide, Fe3O4) has been used to produce a

hydrophilic magnetic fluid (Liu et al., 2003; Shan et al., 2003). Addition of

nitrogen gas during preparation prevents the oxidation of ferrous ion in the

aqueous solution and blackening and also controls particle size. Magnetic par-

ticles prepared by coprecipitation method have a large number of hydroxyl

groups on their surface in contact with the aqueous phase. The hydroxyl

(dOH) groups on the surface of mixed iron oxide nanoparticles (with an aver-

age particle diameter on the order of 8nm) react readily with carboxylic acid

group of the added oleic acid after which the excess oleic acid will be adsorbed

to the first layer of oleic acid to form a hydrophilic shell. When this magnetic

fluid was added to aqueous ammonium hydroxide, the outer layer of oleic acid

on the magnetite surface is transformed into ammonium oleate, and the hydro-

philic magnetic fluid is produced.

Magnetic fluid is directly mixed into hydrophilic support liquids such as

polyvinyl alcohol and sodium alginate with dried cells of P. delafieldii R-8.
Immobilized beads were formed by extruding the aforementioned mixture

through a syringe into a gelling solution of 0.1M calcium chloride (CaCl2) sat-

urated with boric acid and solidified for 24h; the immobilized beads formed

were washed with saline and then freeze-dried for 48h under vacuum. The mag-

netic fluid is mainly composed of magnetite particles, which not only provide

the magnetic property of support but also improve mechanical strength of the

supports, which are superparamagnetic. Therefore, the magnetic immobilized

supports could be easily separated and recycled by external magnetic field,

and the recovered magnetic supports could be redispersed by gentle shaking

with the removal of the external magnetic field. Compared with nonmagnetic

immobilized cells, the beads of magnetic immobilized cells showed higher

reaction activity of desulfurization and also with higher strength against swell-

ing and longer-term stability and can be reused for seven cycles of reaction,

while the nonmagnetic immobilized cells could only be used for five cycles.

Also, the magnetic immobilized cells can be easily separated from the reaction

medium, stored, and reused to give consistent results. The support is relatively

cheap, easy to prepare, and good for large-scale industrial applications.

Attempts have also been made to increase the efficiency of cells and to

decrease the cost of operations in a biodesulfurization process (Shan et al.,

2005c). In the work, magnetic polyvinyl alcohol beads were prepared by a
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freeze-thaw technique under liquid nitrogen, and the beads have distinct super-

paramagnetic properties. The desulfurization rate of the immobilized cells

could reach 40.2mmol/kg/h twice that of free cells. The heat resistance of

the cells apparently increased when the cells were entrapped in magnetic poly-

vinyl alcohol beads. The cells immobilized in magnetic polyvinyl alcohol beads

could be stably stored and be repeatedly used over 12 times for biodesulfuriza-

tion. The immobilized cells could be easily separated bymagnetic field. In order

to understand cell distribution in magnetic polyvinyl alcohol beads, the sections

of the beads after being repeatedly used for six times were observed by scanning

electron microscopy (SEM). A highly macroporous structure is found in the

beads in favor of diffusion of substrates and dissolved gas. On average, the size

of the beads was on the order of 3mm. It is evident that the R-8 cells mainly

covered the edges and submarginal sections of the bead while no cell in the cen-

ter of the bead because of insufficiencies of oxygen and nutrients and gradually

autolysis.

A new technique in which magnetic nanoparticles are used to coat the cells

could successfully overcome difficulties of conventional cell immobilization,

such as mass transfer problems, cell loss, and separation of carrier with

adsorbed cells from the reaction mixture at the end of a desulfurization treat-

ment. Coating layer of nanoparticles does not change the hydrophilic nature

of the cell surface. The coating layer has negligible effect on mass transfer

because the structure of the layer is looser than that of the cell wall and does

not interfere with mass transfer of dibenzothiophene. Moreover, the coated cells

have good stability and can be reused. This new technique has the advantage

of magnetic separation and is convenient and easy to perform so offers the

potential to be suitable for large-scale industrial applications.

In addition, a technique that described a process in which microbial cells of

P. delafieldii R-8 were coated with magnetic nanoparticles (Fe3O4) and then

immobilized by external application of a magnetic field has been reported

(Shan et al., 2005a). The nanoparticles were synthesized by a coprecipitation

method followed by modification with ammonium oleate. The surface-

modified magnetite nanoparticles were monodispersed in an aqueous solution

and did not precipitate over 18months. Using transmission electron microscopy

(TEM), the average size of the magnetic particles was found to be in the range

from 10 to 15nm. Transmission electron microscopic cross-sectional analysis

of the cells showed further that the magnetite nanoparticles were for the most

part strongly absorbed by the surfaces of the cells and coated the cells. The

coated cells had distinct superparamagnetic properties.

The nanoparticles were strongly adsorbed on the cell surfaces because of

their high specific surface area and high surface energy. It was possible to con-

centrate the dispersed coated cells by the application of a magnetic field for

reuse, and when dispersed, the coated cells experienced minimal mass transfer

problems. Thus, this technique has advantages over conventional immobiliza-

tion by adsorption to carrier materials such as celite. Furthermore, the method
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can overcome drawbacks such as limitations in biomass loading and in the loss

of cells from the carrier associated with conventional immobilization by adsorp-

tion. The coated cells not only had the same desulfurizing activity as free cells

but also could be reused more than five times, while the free cells could be used

only once. Compared with cells immobilized on celite, the cells coated with

magnetite nanoparticles had greater desulfurizing activity and operational sta-

bility insofar as the coated cells did not experience a mass transfer problem.

The in situ cell separation and immobilization of bacterial cells for biode-

sulfurization that were developed by using superparamagnetic magnetite nano-

particles have also been reported (Li et al. 2009b). The magnetite nanoparticles

were synthesized by coprecipitation followed by modification with ammonium

oleate. The surface-modified nanoparticles were monodispersed, and the parti-

cle size was on the order of 13nm. After adding the magnetic fluids to the cul-

ture broth, R. erythropolis LSSE8-1 cells were immobilized by adsorption and

then separated with an external magnetic field. Analysis showed that the nano-

particles were strongly adsorbed to the surface and coated the cells. Compared

with free cells, the coated cells not only had the same desulfurizing activity but

also could be easily separated from fermentation broth bymagnetic force. It was

believed that oleate-modified magnetite nanoparticles adsorbed bacterial cells

mainly because of the nanosized effect and hydrophobic interaction.

In terms of the point of commercial application, the Rhodococcus strains
possess several properties favorable for desulfurization over Pseudomonas in
an oil-water system. First, the hydrophobic nature of Rhodococcusmakes them

access preferentially Cx-dibenzothiophene derivatives from the oil, resulting in

little mass transfer limitation (Le Borgne and Quintero, 2003). Moreover, the

Rhodococcus bacteria are more resistant to solvents than Pseudomonas
(Bouchez-Naitali et al., 2004). Therefore, there has been an attempt to develop

a simple and effective technique by integrating the advantages of magnetic

separation and cell immobilization for biodesulfurization process with gram-

positive R. erythropolis LSSE8-1 and gram-negative P. delafieldii R-8 (Li

et al., 2009a,b). Cells were grown to the late exponential phase (the phase where
microbes exhibit exponential growth and some also called the logarithmic
phase), and the culture was transferred into Erlenmeyer flasks. A volume of

magnetic fluids was added and mixed thoroughly—the microbial cells were

coated by adsorbing the magnetic nanoparticles. The ammonium oleate-

modified magnetite nanoparticles formed a stable suspension in distilled water,

and the magnetic fluid did not settle during 8months of storage at room

temperature.

The transmission electron microscope image of magnetite nanoparticles

showed that the particles have an approximately spherical morphology with

an average diameter of about 13nm. The magnetite nanoparticles on the cell

surface were not washed out by deionized water, ethanol, saline water

(0.85wt%), or phosphate buffer (0.1M, pH7). Thus, there is little cell loss or

decrease in biomass loading when cells are coated with magnetic nanoparticles.
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This outcome was different from that obtained with cells immobilized by tra-

ditional adsorption to a carrier. The cells coated with magnetite nanoparticles

were superparamagnetic. Therefore, the cell-nanoparticle aggregates in aque-

ous suspension could be easily separated with an external magnetic field and

redispersed by gentle shaking after the removal of magnetic field. For magnetic

separation, a permanent magnet should be placed at the side of the vessel. After

several minutes (3–5min), the coated cells can be concentrated and separated

from the suspension medium by decantation.

An adsorption mechanism between the magnetite nanoparticles and

desulfurizing cells has also been proposed (Li et al. 2009b). The large spe-

cific surface area and the high surface energy of the magnetite nanoparticles

(i.e., the nanosized effect) ensure that the magnetite nanoparticles are

strongly adsorbed on the surfaces of microbial cells. Furthermore, the hydro-

phobic interaction between the bacterial cell wall and the hydrophobic tail of

oleate-modified magnetite nanoparticles may play another important role in

cell adsorption. The suspension of oleate-modified magnetite nanoparticles

was considered bilayer surfactant-stabilized aqueous magnetic fluids (Liu

et al., 2006). The iron oxide nanocrystals were first chemically coated with

oleic acid molecule after which the excess oleic was weakly adsorbed on the

primary layer through the hydrophobic interaction between the subsequent

molecule and the hydrophobic tail of oleate. Since the bacterial cell wall

is composed of proteins, carbohydrates, and other substances (such as pep-

tidoglycan, lipopolysaccharide, and mycolic acid), the extracellular matrix

can form hydrophobic interaction with the hydrophobic tail of oleate

nanoparticles.

Previous work had utilized resting cells of P. delafieldii R-8 coated with

magnetite nanoparticles for biodesulfurization, but the process was more

complicated because centrifugation was necessary in preparation of resting

cells (Shan et al., 2005a). However, the development of magnetic separated/

immobilized two gram types of desulfurizing bacterial cells from its original

culture fermentation broth, namely, in situ magnetic separation and immobili-

zation of bacteria, has been reported (Li et al., 2009b). This one-step technology

optimized dramatically the biodesulfurization process flow, and much less of

magnetite nanoparticles was needed.

A microbial method has also been used to regenerate desulfurization adsor-

bents (Li et al., 2006). Most of the sulfur compounds can be desorbed and

removed, and heat losses during the bioregeneration process are markedly

reduced. The particle size of cells is similar to that of desulfurization adsor-

bents, which is about several microns. Therefore, it is difficult to separate regen-

erated adsorbents and cells. Superparamagnetism is an efficient method to

separate small particles. To solve the problem of the separation of cells and

adsorbents, magnetite nanoparticle-modified P. delafieldii R-8 cells were used

in the bioregeneration of adsorbents. Biodesulfurization with P. delafieldii R-8
strains coated with magnetite nanoparticles has been reported previously
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(Shan et al., 2005a), and cells coated with magnetite nanoparticles can be sep-

arated and reused for several times.

There is also the report of the bioregeneration of desulfurization adsorbent

silver-yttrium (AgY) with magnetic cells (Li et al., 2008b). Superparamagnetic

magnetite nanoparticles are prepared by the coprecipitation method followed by

modification with ammonia oleate. Magnetic P. delafieldii R-8 cells can be pre-
pared by mixing the cells with magnetite nanoparticles. When the magnetic

cells were used in the bioregeneration of desulfurization adsorbent AgY, the

concentration of dibenzothiophene and 2-hydroxybiphenyl with free cells is

a little higher than that with magnetic cells. Adsorption capacity of the regen-

erated adsorbent is 93% that of the fresh one after being desorbed with magnetic

P. delafieldii R-8, dried at 100°C for 24h, and calcined in the air at 500°C for

4h. The magnetic cells can be separated from adsorbent bioregeneration system

after desulfurization with external magnetic field and, thus, can be reused.
5. The Future

Microbial desulfurization in nature is different from other more common bio-

technology processes, and the process has several limitations that currently pre-

vent the concept from being applied in a modern refinery (Gupta et al., 2005).

The metabolism of sulfur compounds is typically slow compared with chemical

reactions employed in a refinery, and generally, the rate of metabolism is rate

limiting in the process, though mass transfer resistance from the oil/water inter-

face to the microbe is also slow compared with the rate of transfer of the sulfur

compound to the oil-water interface. Large amounts of biomass are needed (typ-

ically 2.5g biomass per gram of sulfur), and biological systems must be kept

alive to function, which can be difficult under the variable input conditions

found in refineries. The rate of desulfurization depends strongly on pH, temper-

ature, and dissolved oxygen concentration. Separation of the cells from the

oil can also be difficult, and immobilized cells often have lower activity and

limited lifetime.

Furthermore, the delicate enzymes of desulfurization competent cells have

to obtain part of their substrates from a different phase in which their survival is

not possible. Since the first time that a specific sulfur removal was introduced,

research on this field has been steadily continued. Many other strains have been

isolated or cloned, and different methods have been tried. The most serious

problem in the implementation of biodesulfurization as an alternative industrial

approach to produce ultralow sulfur content lies in the isolation or design of a

microbial strain with higher efficiency. Any small success that provides the

possibility to remove sulfur at higher temperature, with higher rate, or longer

stability of desulfurization activity is considered a significant step toward

industry-level biodesulfurization. Moreover, process development and any

unexpected problems that might occur as a result of upscaling the operations

must also be considered.
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Once success has been achieved, the process may operate in a line after

hydrodesulfurization unit. Total desulfurization of fossil fuel by microbial

approach is not expected to be onstream in the near future, and more research

is needed to design a recombinant strain with a broader range of target sulfur

compounds or to use successive desulfurizing microbial systems with high

potency.Most researches on desulfurization of refractory compounds have been

performed with simple model fuel to understand the nature of desulfurization.

Dealing with genuine fossil fuel will open up new challenges to solve.

Adsorption, biodesulfurization, and hydrodesulfurization are more likely

to be employed to complement each other. However, in order to develop the

biodesulfurization process as a complementary process, a multidisciplinary

approach is essential, and the participation of scientists and engineers from

the fields of biotechnology, biochemistry, refining processes, and engineering

is essential. Eventually, the application of nanotechnology to the desulfuriza-

tion of crude oil and crude oil products will lead to a process capable of

producing ultralow sulfur to no-sulfur products on an economical and cost-

effective basis.

Furthermore, desulfurizing biocatalysts can be modified to remove spe-

cific sulfur structures or broader classes of sulfur compounds. Biocatalysts

that can upgrade oils modify specific organic structures like cleaving or

opening aromatic rings. The advantage of this selectivity is that a process

user can reliably predict the chemical changes that will occur. Unfortunately,

crude oil being a complex natural product is variable in composition, and

therefore, for crude oil applications, the biocatalysts will have to be custom-

ized for each crude oil, and the total process may involve multiple

biocatalysts.

However, if these hurdles can be overcome, the bioprocessed oil can be pro-

cessed at a refinery using current technology at a lower cost. For sulfur, hydro-

treating is very effective for removing mercaptans and straight-chain sulfides,

whereas biodesulfurization is more effective with organic ring sulfides such as

dibenzothiophene (DBT) derivatives. The hydrotreating conditions are less

severe (lower cost) for straight-chain sulfur compounds, so an economic advan-

tage is achieved when both hydrotreating and biodesulfurization processes are

used. Moreover, bioprocessing can have a beneficial effect on oil properties,

especially properties that affect handling the bulk oil—improvements such as

(i) viscosity reduction, (ii) shifts to lower-molecular-weight distribution in

the oil, or (iii) lower asphaltene content would reduce fluid piping and transpor-

tation problems and costs. Indeed, a higher-grade and cleaner oil (low-sulfur

content and high API gravity) could well be the outcome of bioprocessing

viscous oil at the wellhead.

For example, there have been significant developments in the area of defin-

ing a truly efficient and economical biodesulfurization process. Critical aspects

of such a process include (i) suitability of the microbes, (ii) reaction rate,

(iii) product recovery, and (iv) reactor design. In addition, other technical issues
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that need to be fully resolved include molecular mechanisms, optimized micro-

bial strains for commercial use, mass transfer, and reactivity of viscous feed-

stocks (without having a detrimental effect on the biocatalyst) where

viscosity and density play an important role in feedstock processing

(Gray et al., 1996; Monticello, 2000; Bachmann et al., 2014).

One advantage of such a concept is the potential simplicity of the process—

the crude oil is mixed with a water-soluble biocatalyst (either the microorgan-

ism or the enzyme) and with air. After the reaction, the formed water-oil

emulsion is separated to recover the upgraded oil—the biocatalyst remains

with the water and is (potentially) available for reuse. The only added feature

(that may not always be available at the wellhead) is a mixing reactor prior to

separation.

However, the issue of bioconversion of asphaltene constituents remains a

significant issue, and feedstocks containing asphaltene constituents may be dif-

ficult to process. The qualitative and quantitative differences in the hydrocarbon

and the nonhydrocarbon content of crude oil (Speight, 2014) influence the

susceptibility of crude oil and certain crude oil products to biocatalysis. This

must be acknowledged as a major consideration in determining the potential

for biocatalytic desulfurization of asphaltene-containing feedstocks (Jain and

Bajpai, 2012).

In summary, significant progress has been made toward the commercializa-

tion of the biodesulfurization of crude oil, which includes (i) characterization of

feedstock candidates for the process, (ii) improved biocatalyst performance that

directly relates to crude oil biodesulfurization, and (iii) development of analytic

methodology that can be employed in the development of biodesulfurization

process concepts.

As a corollary, one aspect of biodesulfurization that should also be explored

is the application of the process at the wellhead. Many of the biocatalysts that

can be applied to crude oil upgrading and desulfurization are water-soluble, and

in an oil field operation, water is coproduced with the oil, so the process of water

and oil separation is a routine field process; the only added process step would

be agitation of the oil and water mixture with the biocatalyst. The process would

generate a wastewater stream, which must be handled whether it is generated in

the oil field or at the refinery. In a refinery, this new waste stream becomes an

added problem. However, in the field, the water containing the formed salts can

be diluted and reinjected as part of the field waterflood program, which, if

allowable under environmental regulations, may have minimal effect on oil

field operation.
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Chapter 15
Hydrogen Production
1. Introduction

The refinery (Fig. 15.1) is an integrated series of unit processes that are designed

to work in sequence to produce a slate of products that are dictated by market

demand (Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and

Robinson, 2017). Throughout the previous chapters, there have been several

references and/or acknowledgments of the use of hydrogen during refining

due to the need to refine high-sulfur feedstocks to produce low-sulfur products

(Tables 15.1 and 15.2), such as desulfurization of distillates (Fig. 15.2), and in

hydroconversion processes, such as single-stage or two-stage hydrocracking

(Fig. 15.3). In fact, the use of hydrogen in refinery processes is perhaps the sin-

gle most significant advance in refining technology during the 20th century.

The process uses the principle that the presence of hydrogen during a thermal

reaction of a crude oil feedstock will terminate many of the coke-forming reac-

tions and enhance the yields of the lower-boiling components such as naphtha,

kerosene, and gas oil (Speight, 2000, 2011, 2014, 2016, 2017; Parkash, 2003;

Ancheyta and Speight, 2007; Gary et al., 2007; Hsu and Robinson, 2017).

The influx of the more viscous (low density) feedstocks into refineries and

evolving environmental regulations are leading to stricter product-quality

requirements. In order to improve the oil product quality, refineries have been

obligated to increase the depth of hydrotreating and hydrocracking processes,

which consume large amount of fresh hydrogen (Kriz and Ternan, 1994;

Speight, 2014; Farnand et al., 2015). On the other hand, hydrogen produced

by the traditional path of naphtha reforming, an important hydrogen producing

process, is no longer adequate to the needs of the modern refinery with the

influx of heavier feedstocks and other processes that are necessary (Lipman,

2011; Speight, 2011, 2014), and the gap between hydrogen consuming

processes and hydrogen producing processes has emphasized the potential

(and often real) shortage of hydrogen in refineries.

Furthermore, hydrogen is a key to enabling modern refineries to comply

with the latest product specifications and environmental requirements for fuel

production that have been (and continue to be) mandated by the market and gov-

ernments. Hydrogen is an expensive commodity in a refinery—a situation that
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hydrocracker) that require hydrogen.
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is emphasized by the costs of creating low-sulfur fuels from heavier, sourer

crude oils and tar sand bitumen that are supplanting many of the relatively

scarce low-density low-sulfur crude oils as refinery feedstocks. Therefore, it

is appropriate at this point to present the means by which hydrogen is produced



TABLE 15.1 Hydrogen Content of Various Liquid Fuels

[H] % w/w

Crude oil 11–14

Heavy oil 9–11

Extra heavy oil 9–11

Tar sand bitumen 9–11

Residua, straight run 9–11

Residua, cracked 8–10

Naphthaa 13–15

Kerosenea 13–14

aIncluded for comparison.

TABLE 15.2 Typical Hydrogen Applications in a Refinery

Naphtha hydrotreater

l Uses hydrogen to desulfurize naphtha from atmospheric distillation; must hydrotreat
the naphtha before sending to a catalytic reformer unit

Distillate hydrotreater

l Uses hydrogen to desulfurize distillates after atmospheric or vacuum distillation; in
some units, aromatics are hydrogenated to cycloparaffins or alkanes

Hydrodesulfurization

l Sulfur compounds are hydrogenated to hydrogen sulfide (H2S) as feed for Claus plants

Hydroisomerization

l Normal (straight-chain) paraffins are converted into isoparaffins to improve the product
properties (e.g., octane number)

Hydrocracker

l Uses hydrogen to upgrade heavier fractions into lighter, more valuable products
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in a refinery. The necessary details are given, but for further details, consulta-

tion of other works is suggested (Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight,

2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017).

Environmental restrictions, new transportation fuel specifications, and

increased processing of heavier more-sour curds are leading substantial
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increases in refinery hydrogen consumption for hydrodesulfurization, aromatic

and olefin saturation, and improvement of product quality and reduction in

refinery hydrogen production from catalytic reformers as a by-product. There-

fore, the above factors make hydrogen management a critical issue. Generating,

recovering, and purchasing of hydrogen have significant impact on refinery

operating costs. More important, overall refinery operations can be severely

constrained by the unavailability of hydrogen. Primary consideration, however,

should be given to the recovery of hydrogen that is contained in various purge

gases, since this is a very attractive way from the viewpoint of refinery balance

and economics (Cruz and De Oliveira Junior, 2008).

Typically, in the early refineries, the hydrogen for hydroprocesses was pro-

vided as a result of reforming processes, such as the Platforming process

(Speight, 2000, 2011, 2014, 2016, 2017; Parkash, 2003; Ancheyta and

Speight, 2007; Gary et al., 2007; Hsu and Robinson, 2017). Dehydrogenation

is a main chemical reaction in catalytic reforming, and hydrogen gas is conse-

quently produced. The hydrogen is recycled through the reactors where the

reforming takes place to provide the atmosphere necessary for the chemical

reactions and also prevents the carbon from being deposited on the catalyst, thus

extending its operating life. An excess of hydrogen above whatever is consumed

in the process is produced, and as a result, catalytic reforming processes are

unique in that they are the only crude oil refinery processes to produce hydrogen

as a by-product. However, as refineries and refinery feedstocks evolved during

the last four decades, the demand for hydrogen has increased, and reforming

processes are no longer capable of providing the quantities of hydrogen neces-

sary for feedstock hydrogenation. Within the refinery, other processes are used

as sources of hydrogen. Thus, the recovery of hydrogen from the by-products of

the coking units, visbreakers, and catalytic crackers is also practiced in some

refineries. Although the hydrogen gas produced by such processes usually con-

tained up to 40% v/v of other gases (usually hydrocarbon derivatives), hydro-

treater catalyst life is a function of hydrogen partial pressure. Optimum

hydrogen purity at the reactor inlet extends catalyst life by maintaining desul-

furization kinetics at lower operating temperatures and reducing carbon

laydown. An increase in the concentration of hydrogen in the hydrogen-

containing gas resulting from the application of hydrogen purification equip-

ment and/or increased hydrogen sulfide removal and careful management of

hydrogen circulation and purge rates can extend catalyst life by as much as 25%.

A critical issue facing the modern refinery is the changing slate of feedstocks

that need to be refined into transportation fuels under an environment of increas-

ingly more stringent clean fuel regulations and increasingly viscous, sour (high-

sulfur) crude supply. Hydrogen network optimization is at the forefront of world

refinery options to address clean fuel trends, to meet growing demands for trans-

portation fuels, and to continue to make a profit from their crudes (Deng et al.,

2013). A key element of a hydrogen network analysis in a refinery involves the
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capture of hydrogen in its fuel streams and extending its flexibility and proces-

sing options. Thus, optimization of the hydrogen network will be a critical

factor influencing future operating flexibility and profitability of a refinery

in a world of an increasing slate of viscous feedstocks and the demand for

ultra-low-sulfur (ULS) gasoline and ultra-low-sulfur diesel fuel.

As hydrogen use has become more widespread in refineries, hydrogen pro-

duction has moved from the status of a high-tech specialty operation to an inte-

gral feature of most refineries (Raissi, 2001; Vauk et al., 2008). This has been

made necessary by the increase in hydrotreating and hydrocracking, including

the treatment of progressively heavier feedstocks (Speight, 2000, 2011, 2014,

2017; Parkash, 2003; Ancheyta and Speight, 2007; Gary et al., 2007; Hsu

and Robinson, 2017). In fact, the use of hydrogen in thermal processes is per-

haps the single most significant advance in refining technology during the 20th

century (Scherzer and Gruia, 1996; Bridge, 1997; Dolbear, 1998). The contin-

ued increase in hydrogen demand over the last several decades is a result of the

conversion of crude oil to match changes in product slate and the supply of vis-

cous, high-sulfur oil, and in order to make lower-boiling, cleaner, and more sal-

able products. There are also many reasons other than product quality for using

hydrogen in processes adding to the need to add hydrogen at relevant stages of

the refining process and, most important, according to the availability of hydro-

gen (Bezler, 2003; Miller and Penner, 2003; Ranke and Sch€odel, 2003).
In visbreaking units and in coking units (Chapter 8), viscous feedstocks are

converted to crude oil coke, oil, and low-boiling hydrocarbon derivatives (such

as liquefied petroleum gas and naphtha) (Parkash, 2003; Ancheyta and Speight,

2007; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017). Depending on the process, hydro-

gen is present in a wide range of concentrations. Since crude oil coking pro-

cesses need gas for heating purposes, adsorption processes are best suited to

recover the hydrogen because they feature a very clean hydrogen product

and an off-gas suitable as fuel.

Catalytic cracking is the most important process step for the production of

low-boiling products from gas oil and increasingly from vacuum gas oil and

viscous feedstocks (Parkash, 2003; Ancheyta and Speight, 2007; Gary et al.,

2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017) (Chapter 9). In catalytic

cracking, the molecular mass of the main fraction of the feed is lowered, while

another part is converted to coke that is deposited on the hot catalyst. The cat-

alyst is regenerated in one or two stages by burning the coke off with air that also

provides the energy for the endothermic cracking process. In the process, par-

affins and naphthenes are cracked to olefins and to alkanes with shorter chain

length, monoaromatic compounds are dealkylated without ring cleavage, and

diaromatic and polyaromatic compounds are dealkylated and converted to coke.

Hydrogen is formed in the last type of reaction, whereas the first two reactions

produce low-boiling hydrocarbon derivatives and therefore require hydrogen.

Thus, a catalytic cracker can be operated in such amanner that enough hydrogen

for subsequent processes is formed.
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In reforming processes, naphtha fractions are reformed to improve the qual-

ity of naphtha (Speight, 2014). The most important reactions occurring during

this process are the dehydrogenation of naphthenes to aromatics. This reaction

is endothermic and is favored by low pressures, and the reaction temperature

lies in the range of 300–450°C (570–840°F). The reaction is performed on

platinum catalysts, with other metals, for example, rhenium, as promoters.

The chemical nature of the crude oil used as the refinery feedstock has

always played the major role in determining the hydrogen requirements of that

refinery. For example, the lower-density more paraffinic crude oils will require

somewhat less hydrogen than the amount required by viscous feedstocks for

upgrading (Table 15.1). It follows that the hydrodesulfurization of viscous feed-

stocks (which, by definition, is a hydrogen-dependent process) needs substan-

tial amounts of hydrogen as part of the processing requirements.

In general, considerable variation exists from one refinery to another in the

balance between hydrogen produced and hydrogen consumed in the refining

operations. However, what is more pertinent to the present text is the excessive

amounts of hydrogen that are required for hydroprocessing operations—

whether these be hydrocracking or the somewhat milder hydrotreating pro-

cesses. For effective hydroprocessing, a substantial hydrogen partial pressure

must be maintained in the reactor, and in order to meet this requirement, an

excess of hydrogen above that actually consumed by the process must be fed

to the reactor. Part of the hydrogen requirement is met by recycling a stream

of hydrogen-rich gas. However, the need still remains to generate hydrogen

as makeup material to accommodate the process consumption of

500–3000scf/bbl depending upon whether the viscous feedstock is being sub-

jected to a predominantly hydrotreating process (hydrodesulfurization) or to a

predominantly hydrocracking process.

Hydrogen is generated in a refinery by the catalytic reforming process, but

there may not always be the need to have a catalytic reformer as part of the refin-

ery sequence. Nevertheless, assuming that a catalytic reformer is part of the

refinery sequence, the hydrogen production from the reformer usually falls well

below the amount required for hydroprocessing purposes. For example, in a

100,000bbl/day hydrocracking refinery, assuming intensive reforming of

hydrocracked naphtha, the hydrogen requirements of the refinery may still fall

some 500–900scf/bbl of crude charge below that necessary for the hydrocrack-

ing sequences. Consequently, an external source of hydrogen is necessary to

meet the daily hydrogen requirements of any process where the heavier feed-

stocks are involved.

The trend to increase the number of hydrogenation (hydrocracking and/or

hydrotreating) processes in refineries (Dolbear, 1998) coupled with the need

to process the heavier oils, which require substantial quantities of hydrogen

for upgrading, has resulted in vastly increased demands for this gas. Part of

the hydrogen requirements can be satisfied by hydrogen recovery from catalytic

reformer product gases, but other external sources are required. Most of the
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external hydrogen is manufactured either by steam-methane reforming or by

oxidation processes. However, other processes, such as steam-methanol inter-

action or ammonia dissociation, may also be used as sources of hydrogen.

Electrolysis of water produces high-purity hydrogen, but the power costs

may be prohibitive.

With the increasing need for clean fuels, the production of hydrogen for

refining purposes requires a major effort by refiners. The hydrogen demands

can be estimated to a very rough approximation using API gravity and the extent

of the reaction, particularly the hydrodesulfurization reaction (Speight, 2000,

2014, 2017; Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Hsu and Robinson, 2017). But

accurate estimation requires equivalent process parameters and a thorough

understanding of the nature of ach process. Thus, as hydrogen production

grows, a better understanding of the capabilities and requirements of a hydrogen

plant becomes ever more important to overall refinery operations as a means of

making the best use of hydrogen supplies in the refinery.

This has led to a variety of innovations in processes such as (i) hydrotreating

processes, (ii) hydrocracking processes, and (iii) slurry hydrocracking pro-

cesses to accommodate changes to the chemical nature of the crude oil used

as the refinery feedstock (which has always played the major role in determin-

ing the hydrogen requirements of a refinery) and a variety of processes

developed to accommodate the heavier feedstocks.

Hydrogen has historically been produced during catalytic reforming pro-

cesses as a by-product of the production of the aromatic compounds used in

naphtha and in solvents. As reforming processes changed from fixed bed, to

cyclic, to continuous regeneration, process pressures have dropped, and hydro-

gen production per barrel of reformate has tended to increase. However, hydro-

gen production as a by-product is not always adequate to the needs of the

refinery, and other processes are necessary. Thus, hydrogen production by

steam reforming or by partial oxidation of residua has also been used, particu-

larly where viscous oil is available. Steam reforming is the dominant method for

hydrogen production and is usually combined with pressure swing adsorption

(PSA) to purify the hydrogen to >99% by volume (Bandermann and

Harder, 1982).

In the steam reforming process, there are typically four basic sections:

(i) feedstock treatment where sulfur and other contaminants are removed;

(ii) the steam-methane reformer, which converts feedstock and steam to

synthesis gas at high temperature and moderate pressure; (iii) the synthesis

gas heat recovery that incorporates shift reactor(s) to increase the hydrogen

yield; and (iv) the hydrogen purification section that is typically by a pressure

swing adsorption (PSA) unit, with carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, and meth-

ane to achieve the final product purity.

The reforming reaction between steam and hydrocarbon derivatives is

highly endothermic and is carried out using specially formulated nickel catalyst
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contained in vertical tubes situated in the radiant section of the reformer. The

simplified chemical reactions are as follows:

CnH2n+ 2 + nH2O! nCO+ 2n+ 1ð ÞH2 for saturated hydrocarbon derivativesð Þð

CH4 +H2O!CO+3H2 for methaneð Þ
In the adiabatic CO shift reactor vessel, the moderately exothermic water-
gas shift reaction converts carbon monoxide and steam to carbon dioxide and

hydrogen:

CO+H2O!CO2 +H2

The gasification of residua and coke to produce hydrogen and/or power may
become an attractive option for refiners (Fleshman, 1997; Dickenson et al.,

1997; Gross and Wolff, 2000). The premise that the gasification section of a

refinery will be the garbage can for deasphalter residues, high-sulfur coke,

and other refinery wastes is worthy of consideration.

In the process, air is fed directly to air-blown gasifiers, while other gasifiers

are fed with high-purity (�99.5%) oxygen from an air separation unit (Speight,

2013, 2014). Steam is also fed directly to some dry-feed gasifiers, while others

are fed with coal or coke in a slurry with water. Reaction conditions typically

vary in pressure from 430 to 1200psi and in reaction outlet temperature (up to

�1480°C, 2700°F). The product composition varies, depending upon the

selected gasification technology and the characteristics of the crude oil coke.

The process generally produces synthesis (syngas) with typical H2/CO molar

ratios of less than one. Carbon dioxide, water, and methane are the secondary

product components at lower concentrations relative to those of hydrogen or

carbon monoxide. In addition, the synthesis gas is contaminated with hydrogen

sulfide, carbon dioxide, carbonyl sulfide (COS), and other sulfur compounds.

Raw synthesis gas from the gasifier can be cooled through a steam generation

system or a quench and scrubbing section, where the raw syngas becomes sat-

urated with water at a target temperature adequate for converting carbon mon-

oxide and water to hydrogen and carbon dioxide (shift reaction):

CO+H2O!H2 +CO2

Several other processes are available for the production of the additional
hydrogen that is necessary for the various viscous feedstock hydroprocessing

sequences, and it is the purpose of this chapter to present a general description

of these processes. In general, most of the external hydrogen is manufactured by

steam-methane reforming or by oxidation processes. Other processes such as

ammonia dissociation, steam-methanol interaction, or electrolysis are also

available for hydrogen production, but economic factors and feedstock avail-

ability assist in the choice between processing alternatives.
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The processes described in this chapter are those gasification processes that

are often referred to the garbage disposal units of the refinery. Hydrogen is pro-
duced for use in other parts of the refinery and for energy, and it is often

produced from process by-products that may not be of any use elsewhere. Such

by-products might be the highly aromatic, heteroatom, and metal-containing

reject from a deasphalting unit or from a mild hydrocracking process. However

attractive this may seem, there will be the need to incorporate a gas cleaning

operation to remove any environmentally objectionable components from the

hydrogen gas.

The gasification of residua and coke to produce hydrogen and/or power may

become an attractive option for refiners (Fleshman, 1997; Dickenson et al.,

1997). The premise that the gasification section of a refinery will be the garbage
can for deasphalter residues, high-sulfur coke, as well as other refinery wastes is
worthy of consideration.

Thus, the refining industry has been the subject of the four major forces that

affect most industries and that have hastened the development of new crude oil

refining processes: (i) the demand for products such as gasoline, diesel, fuel

oil, and jet fuel; (ii) feedstock supply, specifically the changing quality of crude

oil and geopolitics between different countries and the emergence of alternate

feed supplies such as bitumen from tar sand (oil sand), natural gas, and coal;

(iii) technology development such as new catalysts and processes, especially

processes involving the use of hydrogen, and (iv) environmental regulations

that include more stringent regulations in relation to sulfur in gasoline and die-

sel (Parkash, 2003; Ancheyta and Speight, 2007; Gary et al., 2007; Speight,

2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017).

Categories 1, 2, and 4 are directly affected by the third category (i.e., the use

of hydrogen in refineries), and it is this category that will be the subject of this

chapter. This chapter presents an introduction to the use and need for hydrogen

crude oil refineries in order for the reader to place the use of hydrogen in the

correct context of the refinery.

Thus, the focus of this chapter is the means by which hydrogen is produced

in refineries with particular attention paid to (i) the types of feedstocks used for

hydrogen production in a refinery, (ii) commercial processes, (iii) process cat-

alysts, (iv) the purification of hydrogen, and (v) hydrogen management and

safety.
2. Feedstocks

There are several processes by which hydrogen can be produced in a refinery

(Table 15.3). The most common, and perhaps the best, feedstocks for steam

reforming are low-boiling saturated hydrocarbon derivatives that have a low

sulfur content, including natural gas, refinery gas, liquefied petroleum gas

(LPG), and low-boiling naphtha.



TABLE 15.3 Typical Hydrogen Production Processes in a Refinery

Catalytic reformer

l Used to convert the naphtha-boiling-range molecules into higher octane reformate;
hydrogen is a by-product

Steam-methane reformer

l Produces hydrogen for the hydrotreaters or hydrocracker

Steam reforming of higher-molecular-weight hydrocarbon derivatives

l Produces hydrogen from low-boiling hydrocarbon derivatives other than methane

Recovery from refinery off-gases

l Process gas often contains hydrogen in the range of up to 50% v/v

Gasification of petroleum residua

l Recovery from synthesis gas (syngas) produced in gasification units

Gasification of petroleum coke

l Recovery from synthesis gas (syngas) produced in gasification units

Partial oxidation processes

l Analogous to gasification process; produce synthesis gas from which hydrogen can be
isolated
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Natural gas is the most common feedstock for hydrogen production since it

meets all the requirements for reformer feedstock. Natural gas typically con-

tains >90% v/v methane and ethane with only a few percent of propane and

higher-boiling hydrocarbon derivatives (Mokhatab et al., 2006; Speight,

2007). Natural gas may (or most likely will) contain traces of carbon dioxide

with some nitrogen and other impurities. Purification of natural gas, before

reforming, is usually relatively straight forward. Traces of sulfur must be

removed to avoid poisoning the reformer catalyst; zinc oxide treatment in

combination with hydrogenation is usually adequate.

Refinery gas (refinery off-gas) containing a substantial amount of hydrogen

can be an attractive steam reformer feedstock since it is produced as a by-

product. Processing of refinery gas will depend on its composition, particularly

the levels of olefins and of propane and heavier hydrocarbon derivatives. Ole-

fins that can cause problems by forming coke in the reformer are converted to

saturated compounds in the hydrogenation unit. Higher-boiling hydrocarbon

derivatives in refinery gas can also form coke, either on the primary reformer

catalyst or in the preheater. If there is more than a few percent of C3 and higher

compounds, a promoted reformer catalyst should be considered, in order to

avoid carbon deposits.
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Refinery gas from different sources varies in suitability as hydrogen plant

feed. Catalytic reformer off-gas (Parkash, 2003; Ancheyta and Speight,

2007; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017), for

example, is saturated, is very low in sulfur, and often has high hydrogen content.

The process gases from a coking unit or from a fluid catalytic cracking unit are

much less desirable because of the content of unsaturated constituents. In addi-

tion to olefins, these gases contain substantial amounts of sulfur that must be

removed before the gas is used as feedstock. These gases are also generally

unsuitable for direct hydrogen recovery, since the hydrogen content is usually

too low. Hydrotreater off-gas lies in the middle of the range. It is saturated, so it

is readily used as hydrogen plant feed. Content of hydrogen and heavier hydro-

carbon derivatives depends to a large extent on the upstream pressure. Sulfur

removal will generally be required.

Before the demand for hydrogen exceeded supply (from reforming pro-

cesses), hydrogen-containing refinery gas was routed into the refinery fuel

gas system where only the heating value of the gas has been used. Since the

hydrogen demand for refinery operations is growing, these gases become more

and more attractive as a source for hydrogen production. This requires purifi-

cation steps such as pressure swing adsorption (PSA) or membrane systems

(Mokhatab et al., 2006; Speight, 2007).

The hydrogen content of refinery off-gas varies from 2% to 10% v/v and

higher, depending upon the source of the off-gas—the utilization of off-gas

in the hydrogen production scheme of a refinery must be evaluated on a

case-by-case basis. When applied, the recovery of hydrogen from off-gas using

pressure swing adsorption (PSA) technology, membrane technology, or cryo-

genic processes can be applied to generate hydrogen streams of any required

purity (Mokhatab et al., 2006; Speight, 2007, 2014). The off-gas streams from

the various processes can be routed to the refinery fuel gas system. Another

option (especially if the hydrogen content of the refinery off-gas is low) is to

use the off-gas as (supplementary) feedstock to a steam reformer plant, which

also generates hydrogen from hydrocarbon feedstocks such as natural gas, liq-

uefied petroleum gas, or naphtha.
3. Process Chemistry

Before the feedstock is introduced to a process, there is the need for application

of a strict feedstock purification protocol. Prolonging catalyst life in hydrogen

production processes is attributable to effective feedstock purification, partic-

ularly sulfur removal. A typical natural gas or other low-boiling hydrocarbon

feedstock contains traces of hydrogen sulfide and organic sulfur.

In order to remove sulfur compounds, it is necessary to hydrogenate the

feedstock to convert the organic sulfur to hydrogen that is then reacted with zinc

oxide (ZnO) at�370°C (700°F) that results in the optimal use of the zinc oxide
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and ensuring complete hydrogenation. Thus, assuming assiduous feedstock

purification and removal of all of the objectionable contaminants, the chemistry

of hydrogen production can be defined.

In steam reforming, low-boiling hydrocarbon derivatives such as methane

are reacted with steam to form hydrogen:

CH4 +H2O! 3H2 +CO ΔH298K ¼ + 97;400Btu=lb

H is the heat of reaction. A more general form of the equation that shows the
chemical balance for higher-boiling hydrocarbon derivatives is

CnHm + nH2O! n +m=2ð ÞH2 + nCO

The reaction is typically carried out at �815°C (1500°F) over a nickel cat-

alyst packed into the tubes of a reforming furnace. The high temperature also

causes the hydrocarbon feedstock to undergo a series of cracking reactions, plus

the reaction of carbon with steam:

CH4 ! 2H2 +C

C+H2O!CO+H2

Carbon is produced on the catalyst at the same time that hydrocarbon is
reformed to hydrogen and carbon monoxide. With natural gas or similar feed-

stock, reforming predominates, and the carbon can be removed by reaction with

steam as fast as it is formed. When higher-boiling feedstocks are used, the car-

bon is not removed fast enough and builds up, thereby requiring catalyst regen-

eration or replacement. Carbon buildup on the catalyst (when high-boiling

feedstocks are employed) can be avoided by the addition of alkali compounds,

such as potash, to the catalyst, thereby encouraging or promoting the carbon-

steam reaction.

However, even with an alkali-promoted catalyst, feedstock cracking limits

the process to hydrocarbon derivatives with a boiling point less than of 180°C
(350°F). Natural gas, propane, butane, and low-boiling naphtha are most suit-

able. Prereforming, a process that uses an adiabatic catalyst bed operating at a

lower temperature, can be used as a pretreatment to allow heavier feedstocks to

be used with lower potential for carbon deposition (coke formation) on the

catalyst.

After reforming, the carbon monoxide in the gas is reacted with steam to

form additional hydrogen (the water-gas shift reaction):

CO+H2O!CO2 +H2 ΔH298K ¼�16;500Btu=lb

This leaves a mixture consisting primarily of hydrogen and carbon monox-
ide that is removed by conversion to methane:

CO+ 3H2O!CH4 +H2O

CO2 + 4H2 !CH4 + 2H2O
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The critical variables for steam reforming processes are (i) temperature,
(ii) pressure, and (iii) the steam/hydrocarbon ratio. Steam reforming is an equi-

librium reaction, and conversion of the hydrocarbon feedstock is favored by

high temperature, which in turn requires higher fuel use. Because of the volume

increase in the reaction, conversion is also favored by low pressure, which con-

flicts with the need to supply the hydrogen at high pressure. In practice, mate-

rials of construction limit temperature and pressure.

On the other hand and in contrast to reforming, shift conversion is favored

by low temperature. The gas from the reformer is reacted over iron oxide cat-

alyst at 315–370°C (600–700°F) with the lower limit being dictated activity of

the catalyst at low temperature.

Hydrogen can also be produced by partial oxidation (POX) of hydrocarbon
derivatives in which the hydrocarbon is oxidized in a limited or controlled sup-

ply of oxygen:

2CH4 +O2 !CO+4H2 ΔH298K ¼�10;195Btu=lb

The shift reaction also occurs, and a mixture of carbon monoxide and carbon
dioxide is produced in addition to hydrogen. The catalyst tube materials do not

limit the reaction temperatures in partial oxidation processes, and higher tem-

peratures may be used to enhance the conversion of methane to hydrogen.

Indeed, much of the design and operation of hydrogen plants involves protect-

ing the reforming catalyst and the catalyst tubes because of the extreme temper-

atures and the sensitivity of the catalyst. In fact, minor variations in feedstock

composition or operating conditions can have significant effects on the life of

the catalyst or the reformer itself. This is particularly true of changes in molec-

ular weight of the feed gas or poor distribution of heat to the catalyst tubes.

Since the high temperature takes the place of a catalyst, partial oxidation is

not limited to the lower-boiling feedstocks that are required for steam reform-

ing. Partial oxidation processes were first considered for hydrogen production

because of expected shortages of lower-boiling feedstocks and the need to have

available a disposal method for higher-boiling, high-sulfur streams such as

asphalt or crude oil coke.

Catalytic partial oxidation, also known as autothermal reforming, reacts

oxygen with a low-boiling feedstock and by passing the resulting hot mixture

over a reforming catalyst. The use of a catalyst allows the use of lower temper-

atures than in noncatalytic partial oxidation, which causes a reduction in

oxygen demand.

The feedstock requirements for catalytic partial oxidation processes are sim-

ilar to the feedstock requirements for steam reforming, and low-boiling hydro-

carbon derivatives from refinery gas to naphtha are preferred. The oxygen

substitutes for much of the steam in preventing coking and a lower steam/carbon

ratio are required. In addition, because a large excess of steam is not required,

catalytic partial oxidation produces more carbon monoxide and less hydrogen
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than steam reforming. Thus, the process is more suited to situations where car-

bon monoxide is the more desirable product, for example, as synthesis gas for

chemical feedstocks.
4. Commercial Processes

In spite of the use of low-quality hydrogen (that contains up to 40% by volume

hydrocarbon gases), a high-purity hydrogen stream (95%–99% by volume

hydrogen) is required for hydrodesulfurization, hydrogenation, hydrocracking,

and petrochemical processes. Hydrogen, produced as a by-product of refinery

processes (principally hydrogen recovery from catalytic reformer product

gases), often is not enough to meet the total refinery requirements, necessitating

the manufacturing of additional hydrogen or obtaining supply from external

sources.

Catalytic reforming remains an important process used to convert low-

octane naphtha into high-octane gasoline blending components called refor-
mate. Reforming represents the total effect of numerous reactions such as

cracking, polymerization, dehydrogenation, and isomerization taking place

simultaneously. Depending on the properties of the naphtha feedstock (as mea-

sured by the paraffin, olefin, naphthene, and aromatic content) and catalysts

used, reformate can be produced with very high concentrations of toluene,

benzene, xylene, and other aromatics useful in gasoline blending and petro-

chemical processing. Hydrogen, a significant by-product, is separated from

reformate for recycling and use in other processes.

A catalytic reformer comprises a reactor section and a product recovery sec-

tion. More or less standard is a feed preparation section in which, by combina-

tion of hydrotreatment and distillation, the feedstock is prepared to

specification. Most processes use platinum as the active catalyst. Sometimes

platinum is combined with a second catalyst (bimetallic catalyst) such as rhe-

nium or another noble metal. There are many different commercial catalytic

reforming processes including the Platforming process, the Powerforming pro-

cess, the Ultraforming process, and the Thermofor catalytic reforming process

(Parkash, 2003; Ancheyta and Speight, 2007; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014,

2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017).

In the Platforming process, the first step is preparation of the naphtha feed to

remove impurities from the naphtha and reduce catalyst degradation. The naph-

tha feedstock is then mixed with hydrogen, vaporized, and passed through a

series of alternating furnace and fixed-bed reactors containing a platinum cat-

alyst. The effluent from the last reactor is cooled and sent to a separator to per-

mit removal of the hydrogen-rich gas stream from the top of the separator for

recycling. The liquid product from the bottom of the separator is sent to a frac-

tionator called a stabilizer (butanizer), and the bottom product (reformate) is

sent to storage, and butanes and low-boiling gases pass overhead and are sent

to the saturated gas plant.
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Some catalytic reformers operate at low pressure (50–200psi), and others

operate at high pressures (up to 1000psi). Some catalytic reforming systems

continuously regenerate the catalyst in other systems. One reactor at a time

is taken offstream for catalyst regeneration, and some facilities regenerate all

of the reactors during turnarounds. Operating procedures should be developed

to ensure control of hot spots during start-up. Safe catalyst handling is very

important, and care must be taken not to break or crush the catalyst when load-

ing the beds, as the small fines will plug up the reformer screens. Precautions

against dust when regenerating or replacing catalyst should also be considered,

and a water wash should be considered where stabilizer fouling has occurred

due to the formation of ammonium chloride and iron salts. Ammonium chloride

may form in pretreater exchangers and cause corrosion and fouling. Hydrogen

chloride from the hydrogenation of chlorine compounds may form acid or

ammonium chloride salt.
4.1 Heavy Residue Gasification and Combined Cycle Power
Generation

Residua from various processes are the preferred feedstocks for the production

of hydrogen-rich gases. Such fractions with high sulfur and/or high heavy metal

contents are difficult to handle in upgrading processes such as hydrogenation or

coking and, for environmental reasons, are not usually used as fuels without

extensive gas cleanup. Residua are gasified using the Texaco gasification pro-

cess (partial oxidation process), and the produced gas is purified to clean fuel

gas, and then, electric power is generated applying combined cycle system. The

convenience of the process depends upon the availability of residua (or coal) in

preference to the availability of natural gas that is used for hydrogen production

by steam-methane reforming (Bailey, 1992).

Viscous feedstocks are gasified, and the produced gas is purified to clean

fuel gas (Gross and Wolff, 2000). As an example, solvent deasphalter residuum

is gasified by partial oxidation method under pressure of about 570psi and at a

temperature between 1300°C and 1500°C (2370 and 2730°F). The high temper-

ature generated gas flows into the specially designed waste heat boiler, in which

the hot gas is cooled and high-pressure saturated steam is generated. The gas

from the waste heat boiler is then heat exchanged with the fuel gas and flows

to the carbon scrubber, where unreacted carbon particles are removed from the

generated gas by water scrubbing.

The gas from the carbon scrubber is further cooled by the fuel gas and boiler

feed water and led into the sulfur compound removal section, where hydrogen

sulfide (H2S) and carbonyl sulfide (COS) are removed from the gas to

obtain clean fuel gas. This clean fuel gas is heated with the hot gas generated

in the gasifier and finally supplied to the gas turbine at a temperature of

250–300°C (480–570°F).
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The exhaust gas from the gas turbine having a temperature of about

550–600°C (1020–1110°F) flows into the heat recovery steam generator con-

sisting of five heat exchange elements. The first element is a superheater in

which the combined stream of the high-pressure saturated steam generated in

the waste heat boiler and in the second element (high-pressure steam evapora-

tor) is superheated. The third element is an economizer, the fourth element is a

low-pressure steam evaporator, and the final or the fifth element is a deaerator

heater. The off-gas from heat recovery steam generator having a temperature of

about 130°C is emitted into the air via stack.

In order to decrease the nitrogen oxide (NOx) content in the flue gas, two

methods can be applied. The first method is the injection of water into the

gas turbine combustor. The second method is to selectively reduce the nitrogen

oxide content by injecting ammonia gas in the presence of de-NOx catalyst that

is packed in a proper position of the heat recovery steam generator. The latter is

more effective than the former to lower the nitrogen oxide emissions to the air.
4.2 Hybrid Gasification Process

In the hybrid gasification process, a slurry of coal and residual oil is injected into

the gasifier where it is pyrolyzed in the upper part of the reactor to produce gas

and chars. The chars produced are then partially oxidized to ash. The ash is

removed continuously from the bottom of the reactor.

In this process, coal and vacuum residue are mixed together into slurry to

produce clean fuel gas. The slurry fed into the pressurized gasifier is thermally

cracked at a temperature of 850–950°C (1560–1740°F) and is converted into

gas, tar, and char. The mixture oxygen and steam in the lower zone of the gas-

ifier gasify the char. The gas leaving the gasifier is quenched to a temperature of

450°C (840°F) in the fluidized-bed heat exchanger and is then scrubbed to

remove tar, dust, and steam at around 200°C (390°F).
The coal and residual oil slurry is gasified in the fluidized-bed gasifier. The

charged slurry is converted to gas and char by thermal cracking reactions in the

upper zone of the fluidized bed. The produced char is further gasified with

steam and oxygen that enter the gasifier just below the fluidizing gas distributor.

Ash is discharged from the gasifier and indirectly cooled with steam and then

discharged into the ash hopper. It is burned with an incinerator to produce pro-

cess steam. Coke deposited on the silica sand is removed in the incinerator.
4.3 Hydrocarbon Gasification

The gasification of hydrocarbon derivatives to produce hydrogen is a continu-

ous, noncatalytic process that involves partial oxidation of the hydrocarbon. Air

or oxygen (with steam or carbon dioxide) is used as the oxidant at 1095–1480°C
(2000–2700°F). Any carbon produced (2%–3% by weight of the feedstock)
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during the process is removed as a slurry in a carbon separator and pelletized for

use either as a fuel or as raw material for carbon-based products.

4.4 Hypro Process

The Hypro process is a continuous catalytic process method for hydrogen man-

ufacture from natural gas or from refinery effluent gases. The process is

designed to convert natural gas:

CH4 !C+ 2H2

Hydrogen is recovered by phase separation to yield hydrogen of about 93%
purity; the principal contaminant is methane.

4.5 Pyrolysis Processes

There has been recent interest in the use of pyrolysis processes to produce

hydrogen. Specifically, the interest has focused on the pyrolysis of methane

(natural gas) and hydrogen sulfide.

Natural gas is readily available and offers relatively rich stream of methane

with lower amounts of ethane, propane, and butane also present. The thermo-

catalytic decomposition of a hydrocarbon feedstock, such as natural gas, offers

an alternate method for the production of hydrogen (Uemura et al., 1999;

Weimer et al., 2000):

CnHm ! nC+ m=2ð ÞH2

If a hydrocarbon fuel such as natural gas (methane) is to be used for hydro-
gen production by direct decomposition, then the process that is optimized to

yield hydrogen production may not be suitable for production of high-quality

carbon black by-product intended for the industrial rubber market. Moreover,

it appears that the carbon produced from high-temperature (850–950°C;
1560–1740°F) direct thermal decomposition of methane is sootlike material

with high tendency for the catalyst deactivation (Murata et al., 1997). Thus,

if the object of methane decomposition is hydrogen production, the carbon

by-product may not be marketable as high-quality carbon black for rubber

and tire applications.

The production of hydrogen by direct decomposition of hydrogen sulfide is

also possible (Clark and Wassink, 1990; Zaman and Chakma, 1995; Donini,

1996; Luinstra, 1996). Hydrogen sulfide decomposition is a highly endothermic

process, and equilibrium yields are poor (Clark et al., 1995) and can be repre-

sented simply as.

H2S!H2 + S

At temperatures <1500°C (2730°F), the thermodynamic equilibrium is
unfavorable toward hydrogen formation. However, in the presence of catalysts

such as platinum-cobalt (at 1000°C; 1830°F), disulfides of molybdenum or
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tungsten Mo or W at 800°C (1470°F) (Kotera et al., 1976), or other transition
metal sulfides supported on alumina (at 500–800°C; 930–1470°F), decomposi-

tion of hydrogen sulfide proceeds rapidly (Kiuchi, 1982; Bishara et al., 1987;

Al-Shamma and Naman, 1989; Clark and Wassink, 1990; Megalofonos and

Papayannakos, 1997; Arild, 2000; Raissi, 2001). In the temperature range of

about 800–1500°C (1470–2730°F), thermolysis of hydrogen sulfide can be

treated simply:

H2S!H2 + 1=xSx ΔH298K ¼ + 34;300Btu=lb

where x¼2. Outside this temperature range, multiple equilibria may be pre-
sent depending on temperature, pressure, and relative abundance of hydrogen

and sulfur.

Above �1000°C (1830°F), there is a limited advantage to using catalysts

since the thermal reaction proceeds to equilibrium very rapidly (Clark and

Wassink, 1990). The hydrogen yield can be doubled by preferential removal

of either H2 or sulfur from the reaction environment, thereby shifting the

equilibrium. The reaction products must be quenched quickly after leaving

the reactor to prevent reversible reactions.
4.6 Shell Gasification Process

The shell gasification process (partial oxidation process) is a flexible process
for generating synthesis gas, principally hydrogen and carbon monoxide, for the

ultimate production of high-purity high-pressure hydrogen, ammonia, metha-

nol, fuel gas, town gas, or reducing gas by reaction of gaseous or liquid hydro-

carbon derivatives with oxygen, air, or oxygen-enriched air.

The most important step in converting a viscous residue to industrial gas is

the partial oxidation of the oil using oxygen with the addition of steam. The

gasification process takes place in an empty, refractory-lined reactor at temper-

atures of about 1400°C (2550°F) and pressures between 29 and 1140psi. The

chemical reactions in the gasification reactor proceed without catalyst to pro-

duce gas containing carbon amounting to some 0.5%–2% by weight, based

on the feedstock. The carbon is removed from the gas with water, extracted

in most cases with feed oil from the water, and returned to the feed oil. The high

reformed gas temperature is utilized in a waste heat boiler for generating steam.

The steam is generated at 850–1565psi. Some of this steam is used as process

steam and for oxygen and oil preheating. The surplus steam is used for energy

production and heating purposes.
4.7 Steam-Methane Reforming

The steam-methane reforming process is the benchmark continuous catalytic

process that has been employed over a period of several decades for hydrogen

production (Speight, 2000, 2011, 2014, 2016, 2017; Parkash, 2003; Ancheyta
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and Speight, 2007; Gary et al., 2007; Hsu and Robinson, 2017). The process

involves reforming natural gas in a continuous catalytic process in which the

major reaction is the formation of carbon monoxide and hydrogen from meth-

ane and steam:

CH4 +H2O¼CO+ 3H2 ΔH298K ¼ + 97;400Btu=lb

In a similar manner, higher-molecular-weight feedstocks such as propane
and even liquid hydrocarbon derivatives may also yield hydrogen:

C3H8 + 3H2O¼ 3CO+ 7H2

The most important feedstock for the catalytic steam reforming process is
natural gas. Other feedstocks are associated gas, propane, butane, liquefied

crude oil gas, and some naphtha fractions. The choice is usually made on the

availability and the price of the raw material.

In the actual process, the feedstock is first desulfurized by passage through

activated carbon, which may be preceded by caustic and water washes. The

desulfurized material is then mixed with steam and passed over a nickel-based

catalyst (730–845°C, 1350–1550°F, and 400psi). Effluent gases are cooled by

the addition of steam or condensate to about 370°C (700°F), at which point car-
bonmonoxide reacts with steam in the presence of iron oxide in a shift converter

to produce carbon dioxide and hydrogen:

CO+H2O¼CO2 +H2 ΔH298K¼�41:16kJ=mol

The carbon dioxide is removed by amine washing; the hydrogen is usually a
high-purity (>99%) material.

Since the presence of any carbon monoxide or carbon dioxide in the hydro-

gen stream can interfere with the chemistry of the catalytic application, a third

stage is used to convert of these gases to methane:

CO+ 3H2 !CH4 +H2O

CO2 + 4H2 !CH4 + 2H2O

For many refiners, sulfur-free natural gas (CH4) is not always available to
produce hydrogen by this process. In that case, higher-boiling hydrocarbon

derivatives (such as propane, butane, or naphtha) may be used as the feedstock

to generate hydrogen (q.v.).

The net chemical process for steam-methane reforming is then given by

CH4 + 2H2O!CO2 + 4H2 ΔH298K¼ + 165:2kJ=mol

Indirect heating provides the required overall endothermic heat of reaction
for the steam-methane reforming.

Obviously, in the case of a natural gas feedstock, a simple adsorption pro-

cess might suffice, while in the case of the higher-molecular-weight feedstocks,

such as naphtha (see below), a more complete desulfurization process may be

necessary.
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The desulfurized feedstock is then mixed with superheated steam and passed

over a nickel catalyst (730–845°C; 1350–1550°F; 400psi) to produce a mixture

of hydrogen, carbon monoxide, and carbon dioxide as well as excess steam. The

effluent gases are cooled (to about 370°C; 700°F) and passed through a shift

converter that promotes reaction of the carbon monoxide with stream to yield

carbon dioxide and more hydrogen. The shift converter may contain two beds of

catalyst with interbed cooling; the combination of the two catalyst beds pro-

motes maximum conversion of the carbon monoxide. This is essential in the

event that a high-purity product is required.

The carbon dioxide-rich gas stream is then cooled after which carbon diox-

ide removal is achieved by passage through scrubbers or by the more thermally

efficient hot carbonate process. Any residual carbon monoxide or carbon diox-

ide is removed by passing the heated gas through a nickel-based methanation

catalyst where the carbon oxides are reached with hydrogen to produce meth-

ane. The methane may also find other use within the refinery although in the

current context the methane acts as the starting material for hydrogen.

Usually, natural gas contains sulfur compounds (Speight, 2007), and

because of the high-sulfur sensitivity of the catalyst in the reformer (and in

the shift reactor, if installed), hydrogen sulfide (H2S) and other sulfur com-

pounds must be removed. This may be accomplished using a zinc oxide bed.

If higher-molecular-weight organic sulfur compounds (mercaptans R-SH) or

carbonyl sulfide (COS) in concentrations in the ppm range is present, the zinc

oxide bed alone is not sufficient, and the sulfur compounds are converted to

hydrogen sulfide in a hydrogenation stage. The hydrogen necessary is taken

from the product stream and amounts to ca. 5% for natural gas (whereas for

naphtha and liquefied crude oil gas, 10% and 25% H2, respectively, is used).

Supported nickel catalysts catalyze steam-methane reforming and the con-

current shift reaction. The catalyst contains 15–25wt% nickel oxide on a min-

eral carrier. Carrier materials are alumina, aluminosilicates, cement, and

magnesia. Before start-up, nickel oxide must be reduced to metallic nickel

not only with hydrogen but also with natural gas or even with the feed gas itself.

Certain types of catalyst uranium oxide and chromium oxide may be used as

a promoter. This is reported to give a higher resistance to catalyst poisoning by

sulfur components and a lower tendency to form carbon deposits.

For the higher-molecular-weight feedstocks such as liquefied crude oil gas

(usually propane C3H8) and naphtha (q.v.), nickel catalysts with alkaline car-

riers or alkaline-free catalysts with magnesium oxide as additive can be used.

Both types of catalyst are less active than the conventional nickel catalyst.

Therefore, a less rapid decomposition of the hydrocarbon derivatives is

achieved. At the same time, the reaction of water with any carbon formed is

catalyzed.

Required properties of the catalyst carriers are high-specific area, low-pressure

drop, and high mechanical resistance at temperatures up to 1000°C (1830°F).
The catalysts are usually in the form of rings (e.g., outer diameter 16mm,
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height 16mm, and inner diameter 8mm), but other forms, such as saddles, stars,

and spoked wheels, are also commercially available.

The main catalyst poison in steam reforming plants is sulfur that is present in

most feedstocks. Sulfur concentrations as low as 0.1ppm form a deactivating

layer on the catalyst, but the activity loss of a poisoned catalyst can be offset,

to some extent, by raising the reaction temperature. This helps to reconvert the

inactive nickel sulfide to active nickel sites. Nickel-free catalysts have been pro-

posed for feedstocks heavier than naphtha. These catalysts consist mostly of

strontium, aluminum, and calcium oxides and seem to be resistant to coke

deposits and may be suitable for use with high-sulfur feedstocks.

One way of overcoming the thermodynamic limitation of steam reforming is

to remove either hydrogen or carbon dioxide as it is produced, hence shifting the

thermodynamic equilibrium toward the product side. The concept for sorption-

enhanced methane steam reforming is based on in situ removal of carbon diox-

ide by a sorbent such as calcium oxide (CaO):

CaO+CO2 !CaCO3

Sorption enhancement enables lower reaction temperatures, which may
reduce catalyst coking and sintering, while enabling the use of less expensive

reactor wall materials. In addition, heat release by the exothermic carbonation

reaction supplies most of the heat required by the endothermic reforming reac-

tions. However, energy is required to regenerate the sorbent to its oxide form by

the energy-intensive calcination reaction:

CaCO3 !CaO+CO2

Use of a sorbent requires either that there be parallel reactors operated alter-
natively and out of phase in reforming and sorbent regeneration modes or that

sorbent be continuously transferred between the reformer/carbonator and regen-

erator/calciner (Balasubramanian et al., 1999; Hufton et al., 1999).

In autothermal (or secondary) reformers, the oxidation of methane supplies

the necessary energy and carried out either simultaneously or in advance of the

reforming reaction (Brandmair et al., 2003; Ehwald et al., 2003; Nagaoka et al.,

2003). In the autothermal reforming process, the feedstock is reacted with a

mixture of oxygen and steam by the use of a burner and a fixed nickel catalyst

bed for the equilibration of the gas. This results in a lower oxygen consumption

than used in noncatalytic routes. With the addition of steam, it is possible to

adjust the hydrogen/carbon monoxide ratio. This cannot be achieved by nonca-

talytic routes because the addition of steam results in a reduction of temperature

and soot formation:

2CH4 + 3O2 ! 2CO+ 4H2O

CH4 +H2O!CO+3H2

CO+H2O!CO2 +H2
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The equilibrium of the methane steam reaction and the water-gas shift
reaction determines the conditions for optimum hydrogen yields. The optimum

conditions for hydrogen production require high temperature at the exit

of the reforming reactor (800–900°C, 1470–1650°F), high excess of steam

(molar steam-to-carbon ratio of 2.5:3), and relatively low pressures (below

450psi). Most commercial plants employ supported nickel catalysts for the

process.

The steam-methane reforming process described briefly above would be an

ideal hydrogen production process if it was not for the fact that large quantities

of natural gas, a valuable resource, are required as both feed gas and combustion

fuel. For each mole of methane reformed, more than one mole of carbon dioxide

is coproduced and must be disposed. This can be a major issue as it results in the

same amount of greenhouse gas emission as would be expected from direct

combustion of natural gas or methane. In fact, the production of hydrogen

as a clean burning fuel by way of steam reforming of methane and other

fossil-based hydrocarbon fuels is not in environmental balance if in the process,

carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide are generated and released into the atmo-

sphere, although alternate scenarios are available (Gaudernack, 1996).

Moreover, as the reforming process is not totally efficient, some of the energy

value of the hydrocarbon fuel is lost by conversion to hydrogen but with no tan-

gible environmental benefit, such as a reduction in emission of greenhouse

gases. Despite these apparent shortcomings, the process has the following

advantages: (i) the process produces 4m of hydrogen for each mole of methane

consumed; (ii) feedstocks for the process (methane and water) are readily avail-

able, (iii) the process is adaptable to a wide range of hydrocarbon feedstocks;

(iv) it operates at low pressures, <450psi; (v) it requires a low steam/carbon

ratio (2.5–3); (vi) it has good utilization of input energy (reaching 93%);

(vii) it can use catalysts that are stable and resist poisoning; and (viii) it has good

process kinetics.

Liquid feedstocks, either liquefied crude oil gas or naphtha (q.v.), can also

provide backup feed, if there is a risk of natural gas curtailments. The feed

handling system needs to include a surge drum, feed pump, and vaporizer

(usually steam heated) followed by further heating before desulfurization.

The sulfur in liquid feedstocks occurs as mercaptans, thiophene derivatives,

or higher-boiling compounds. These compounds are stable and will not be

removed by zinc oxide; therefore, a hydrogenation unit will be required. In

addition, as with refinery gas, olefins must also be hydrogenated if they are

present.

The reformer will generally use a potash-promoted catalyst to avoid coke

buildup from cracking of the heavier feedstock. If liquefied crude oil gas is

to be used only occasionally, it is often possible to use a methane-type catalyst

at a higher steam/carbon ratio to avoid coking. Naphtha will require a promoted

catalyst unless a preformer is used.
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4.8 Steam-Naphtha Reforming

The steam-naphtha reforming process (Speight, 2000, 2011, 2014, 2016, 2017;

Parkash, 2003;Ancheyta andSpeight, 2007;Gary et al., 2007;HsuandRobinson,

2017) is a continuous process for the production of hydrogen from liquid hydro-

carbon derivatives and is, in fact, similar to steam-methane reforming that is one

of several possible processes for the production of hydrogen from low-boiling

hydrocarbon derivatives other than ethane (Muradov, 1998, 2000; Brandmair

et al., 2003; Find et al., 2003). A variety of naphtha types in the naphtha-boiling

range may be employed, including feeds containing up to 35% aromatics. Thus,

following pretreatment to remove sulfur compounds, the feedstock ismixedwith

steam and taken to the reforming furnace (675–815°C, 1250–1500°F, 300psi,
where hydrogen is produced). In addition, somemodifications to the proprietary

catalyst are necessary to accommodate the higher-molecular-weight feedstock,

thereby allowing naphtha (including naphtha with as much as 35% aromatics)

boiling up to 200°C (390°F) to be used as process feedstocks.

A problem may occur when higher-molecular-weight materials are

employed as feedstocks and result in coke formation and deposition. When

an alkali-promoted catalyst is employed, corrosion and fouling problems in

the reformer (or even in equipment downstream of the reformer because of

the tendency of the alkali to migrate) may occur with some frequency. However,

coke formation can be eliminated by the use of a proprietary alkali-free catalyst

that has an extremely high activity and resistance to poisoning.

The overall chemistry of the steam-naphtha reforming process may be repre-

sented by the following equations:

C6H14 + 6H2O! 6CO+ 13H2

C6H14 + 12H2O! 6CO2 + 19H2

The process details (and the process flow) are essentially the same as those
described for steam-methane reforming.

4.9 Synthesis Gas Generation

The synthesis gas generation process (Chadeesingh, 2011) is a noncatalytic pro-

cess for producing synthesis gas (principally hydrogen and carbon monoxide)

for the ultimate production of high-purity hydrogen from gaseous or liquid

hydrocarbon derivatives.

In this process, a controlled mixture of preheated feedstock and oxygen is

fed to the top of the generator where carbon monoxide and hydrogen emerge

as the products. Soot, produced in this part of the operation, is removed in a

water scrubber from the product gas stream and is then extracted from the result-

ing carbon-water slurry with naphtha and transferred to a fuel oil fraction. The

oil-soot mixture is burned in a boiler or recycled to the generator to extinction to

eliminate carbon production as part of the process.
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The soot-free synthesis gas is then charged to a shift converter where the

carbon monoxide reacts with steam to form additional hydrogen and carbon

dioxide at the stoichiometric rate of 1m of hydrogen for every mole of carbon

monoxide charged to the converter.

The reactor temperatures vary from 1095 to 1490°C (2000–2700°F), while
pressures can vary from approximately atmospheric pressure to �2000psi.

The process has the capability of producing high-purity hydrogen although

the extent of the purification procedure depends upon the use to which the

hydrogen is to be put. For example, carbon dioxide can be removed by scrub-

bing with various alkaline reagents, while carbon monoxide can be removed by

washing with liquid nitrogen or, if nitrogen is undesirable in the product, the

carbon monoxide should be removed by washing with copper-amine solutions.

This particular partial oxidation technique has also been applied to a whole

range of liquid feedstocks for hydrogen production. There is now serious con-

sideration being given to hydrogen production by the partial oxidation of solid

feedstocks such as crude oil coke (from both delayed and fluid-bed reactors),

lignite, and coal, as well as crude oil residua.

The chemistry of the process, using naphthalene as an example, may be

simply represented as the selective removal of carbon from the hydrocarbon

feedstock and further conversion of a portion of this carbon to hydrogen:

C10H8 + 5O2 ! 10CO+ 4H2

10CO+ 10H2O! 10CO2 + 10H2

Although these reactions may be represented very simply using equations of
this type, the reactions can be complex and result in carbon deposition on parts

of the equipment, thereby requiring careful inspection of the reactor.
4.10 Texaco Partial Oxidation Process

The Texaco partial oxidation process (Texaco gasification process) is a partial

oxidation gasification process for generating synthetic gas, principally hydro-

gen and carbon monoxide (synthesis gas and syngas) (Chadeesingh, 2011).
The characteristic of the process is to inject feedstock together with carbon

dioxide, steam, or water into the gasifier. Therefore, solvent-deasphalted

residua or crude oil coke rejected from any coking method can be used as feed-

stock for this gasification process. The produced gas from this gasification pro-

cess can be used for the production of high-purity high-pressurized hydrogen,

ammonia, and methanol. The heat recovered from the high-temperature gas is

used for the generation of steam in the waste heat boiler. Alternatively, the less

expensive quench-type configuration is preferred when high-pressure steam is

not needed or when a high degree of shift is needed in the downstream CO

converter.
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In the process, the feedstock, together with the feedstock carbon slurry

recovered in the carbon recovery section, is pressurized to a given pressure,

mixed with high-pressure steam, and then blown into the gas generator through

the burner together with oxygen.

The gasification reaction is a partial oxidation of hydrocarbon derivatives to

carbon monoxide and hydrogen:

CxH2y + x=2O2 " xCO+ yH2

CxH2y + xH2O " xCO+ x+ yð ÞH2

The gasification reaction is instantly completed, thus producing gas mainly
consisting of H2 and CO (H2+CO�90%). The high-temperature gas leaving

the reaction chamber of the gas generator enters the quenching chamber linked

to the bottom of the gas generator and is quenched to 200–260°C (390–500°F)
with water.
4.11 Recovery From Fuel Gas

Recovering hydrogen from refinery fuel gas can help refineries to satisfy high

hydrogen demand. Cryogenic separation is typically viewed as being the most

thermodynamically efficient separation technology. The higher capital cost

associated with prepurification and the low flexibility to impurity upsets has

limited its use in hydrogen recovery.

The basic configuration for hydrogen recovery from refinery gases involves

a two-stage partial condensation process, with postpurification via pressure

swing adsorption (Dragomir et al., 2010). The major steps in this process

involve first compressing and pretreating the crude refinery gas stream before

chilling to an intermediate temperature (from �60 to �120°F). This partially
condensed stream is then separated in a flash drum after which the liquid stream

is expanded through a Joule-Thompson valve to generate refrigeration and then

is fed to the wash column. Optionally, the wash column can be replaced by a

simple flash drum.

A crude liquefied petroleum gas stream is collected at the bottom of the

column, and a methane-rich vapor is obtained at the top. The methane-rich

vapor is sent to compression and then to fuel. The vapor from the flash drum

is further cooled in a second heat exchanger before being fed to second flash

drum where it produces a hydrogen-rich stream and a methane-rich liquid.

The liquid is expanded in a Joule-Thomson valve to generate refrigeration

and then is sent for further cooling. The hydrogen-rich gas is then sent to the

pressure swing adsorption unit for further purification—the tail gas from

this unit is compressed and returned to fuel together with the methane-

rich gas.
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5. Catalysts

Hydrogen plants are one of the most extensive users of catalysts in the refinery.

Catalytic operations include hydrogenation, steam reforming, shift conversion,

and methanation.
5.1 Reforming Catalysts

The reforming catalyst is usually supplied as nickel oxide that, during start-up,

is heated in a stream of inert gas and then steam. When the catalyst is near the

normal operating temperature, hydrogen or a low-boiling hydrocarbon is added

to reduce the nickel oxide to metallic nickel.

The high temperatures (up to 870°C, 1600°F) and the nature of the reform-

ing reaction require that the reforming catalyst be used inside the radiant tubes

of a reforming furnace. The active agent in reforming catalyst is nickel, and nor-

mally, the reaction is controlled both by diffusion and by heat transfer. Catalyst

life is limited as much by physical breakdown as by deactivation.

Sulfur is the main catalyst poison, and the catalyst poisoning is theoretically

reversible with the catalyst being restored to near full activity by steaming.

However, in practice, the deactivation may cause the catalyst to overheat and

coke, to the point that it must be replaced. Reforming catalysts are also sensitive

to poisoning by heavy metals, although these are rarely present in low-boiling

hydrocarbon feedstocks and in naphtha feedstocks.

Coking deposition on the reforming catalyst and ensuing gloss of catalyst

activity is the most characteristic issue that must be assessed and mitigated.

While methane-rich streams such as natural gas or low-boiling refinery gas

are the most common feeds to hydrogen plants, there is often a requirement for

variety of reasons to process a variety of higher-boiling feedstocks, such as liq-

uefied crude oil gas and naphtha. Feedstock variations may also be inadvertent

due, for example, to changes in refinery off-gas composition from another unit

or because of variations in naphtha composition because of feedstock variance

to the naphtha unit.

Thus, when using higher-boiling feedstocks in a hydrogen plant, coke depo-

sition on the reformer catalyst becomes a major issue. Coking is most likely in

the reformer unit at the point where both temperature and hydrocarbon content

are high enough. In this region, hydrocarbon derivatives crack and form coke

faster than the coke is removed by reaction with steam or hydrogen, and when

catalyst deactivation occurs, there is a simultaneous temperature increases with

a concomitant increase in coke formation and deposition. In other zones, where

the hydrocarbon-to-hydrogen ratio is lower, there is less risk of coking.

Coking depends to a large extent on the balance between catalyst activity

and heat input with the more active catalysts producing higher yields of hydro-

gen at lower temperature, thereby reducing the risk of coking. A uniform input
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of heat is important in this region of the reformer since any catalyst voids or

variations in catalyst activity can produce localized hot spots leading to coke

formation and/or reformer failure.

Coke formation results in hot spots in the reformer that increases pressure

drop and reduces feedstock (methane) conversion, leading eventually to

reformer failure. Coking may be partially mitigated by increasing the steam/

feedstock ratio to change the reaction conditions, but the most effective solution

may be to replace the reformer catalyst with one designed for higher-boiling

feedstocks.

A standard steam-methane reforming catalyst uses nickel on an alpha-

alumina ceramic carrier that is acidic in nature. Promotion of hydrocarbon

cracking with such a catalyst leads to coke formation from higher-boiling feed-

stocks. Some catalyst formulations use a magnesia/alumina (MgO/Al2O3) sup-

port that is less acidic than α-alumina that reduces cracking on the support and

allows higher-boiling feedstocks (such as liquefied crude oil gas) to be used.

Further resistance to coking can be achieved by adding an alkali promoter,

typically some form of potash (KOH) to the catalyst. Besides reducing the acid-

ity of the carrier, the promoter catalyzes the reaction of steam and carbon.While

carbon continues to be formed, it is removed faster than it can build up. This

approach can be used with naphtha feedstock boiling point up to �180°C
(350°F). Under the conditions in a reformer, potash is volatile, and it is incor-

porated into the catalyst as a more complex compound that slowly hydrolyzes to

release potassium hydroxide (KOH). Alkali-promoted catalyst allows the use of

a wide range of feedstocks, but in addition to possible potash migration, which

can be minimized by proper design and operation, the catalyst is also somewhat

less active than conventional catalyst.

Another option to reduce coking in steam reformers is to use a prereformer
in which a fixed bed of catalyst, operating at a lower temperature, upstream of

the fired reformer is used. In a prereformer, adiabatic steam-hydrocarbon

reforming is performed outside the fired reformer in a vessel containing high

nickel catalyst. The heat required for the endothermic reaction is provided

by hot flue gas from the reformer convection section. Since the feed to the fired

reformer is now partially reformed, the steam-methane reformer can operate at

an increased feed rate and produce 8%–10% additional hydrogen at the same

reformer load. An additional advantage of the prereformer is that it facilitates

higher mixed feed preheat temperatures and maintains relatively constant

operating conditions within the fired reformer regardless of variable refinery

off-gas feed conditions. Inlet temperatures are selected so that there is minimal

risk of coking, and the gas leaving the prereformer contains only steam,

hydrogen, carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, and methane. This allows a stan-

dard methane catalyst to be used in the fired reformer, and this approach has

been used with feedstocks up to the low-boiling kerosene fraction. Since the

gas leaving the prereformer poses reduced risk of coking, it can compensate

to some extent for variations in catalyst activity and heat flux in the primary

reformer.
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5.2 Shift Conversion Catalysts

The second important reaction in a steam reforming plant is the shift conversion

reaction:

CO+H2O!CO2 +H2

Two basic types of shift catalyst are used in steam reforming plants: iron/
chrome high-temperature shift catalysts and copper/zinc low-temperature shift

catalysts.

High-temperature shift catalysts operate in the range of 315–430°C
(600–800°F) and consist primarily of magnetite (Fe3O4) with three-valent chro-

mium oxide (Cr2O3) added as a stabilizer. The catalyst is usually supplied in the

form of ferric oxide (Fe2O3) and six-valent chromium oxide (CrO3) and is

reduced by the hydrogen and carbon monoxide in the shift feed gas as part

of the start-up procedure to produce the catalyst in the desired form. However,

caution is necessary since if the steam/carbon ratio of the feedstock is too low

and the reducing environment is too strong, the catalyst can be reduced further

to metallic iron. Metallic iron is a catalyst for Fischer-Tropsch reactions, and

hydrocarbon derivatives will be produced (Davis and Occelli, 2010).

Low-temperature shift catalysts operate at temperatures on the order of

205–230°C (400–450°F). Because of the lower temperature, the reaction equi-

librium is more controllable, and lower amounts of carbon monoxide are pro-

duced. The low-temperature shift catalyst is primarily used in wet scrubbing

plants that use a methanation for final purification. Pressure swing adsorption

plants do not generally use a low temperature because any unconverted carbon

monoxide is recovered as reformer fuel. Low-temperature shift catalysts are

sensitive to poisoning by sulfur and are sensitive to water (liquid) that can cause

softening of the catalyst followed by crusting or plugging.

The catalyst is supplied as copper oxide (CuO) on a zinc oxide (ZnO) carrier,

and the copper must be reduced by heating it in a stream of inert gas with mea-

sured quantities of hydrogen. The reduction of the copper oxide is strongly exo-

thermic and must be closely monitored.
5.3 Methanation Catalysts

In wet scrubbing plants, the final hydrogen purification procedure involved is

bymethanation in which the carbonmonoxide and carbon dioxide are converted

to methane:

CO+ 3H2O!CH4 +H2O

CO2 + 4H2 !CH4 + 2H2O

The active agent is nickel, on an alumina carrier.
The catalyst has a long life, as it operates under ideal conditions and is not

exposed to poisons. The main source of deactivation is plugging from carryover

of carbon dioxide from removal solutions.
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The most severe hazard arises from high levels of carbon monoxide or car-

bon dioxide that can result from breakdown of the carbon dioxide removal

equipment or from exchanger tube leaks that quench the shift reaction. The

results of breakthrough can be severe, since the methanation reaction produces

a temperature rise of 70°C (125°F) per 1% of carbon monoxide or a temperature

rise of 33°C (60°F) per 1% of carbon dioxide. While the normal operating tem-

perature during methanation is �315°C (600°F), it is possible to reach 700°C
(1300°F) in cases of major breakthrough.
6. Purification

The selection of the optimum purification technique for applications in the

crude oil industry must be based on both technical and economic consider-

ations. The degree of purification of hydrogen obtained from the different

methods varies from � 90% to 99.9999% v/v for alloy membrane diffusion

(Grashoff et al., 1983). The amount of hydrogen recovered also varies consid-

erably and can have a major impact on process economics, particularly for

large-scale applications.

When the hydrogen content of the refinery gas is >50% by volume, the gas

should first be considered for hydrogen recovery, using a membrane (Br€uschke,
1995, 2003; Lu et al., 2007). The tail gas or reject gas that will still contain a

substantial amount of hydrogen can then be used as steam reformer feedstock.

Generally, the feedstock purification process uses three different refinery gas

streams to produce hydrogen. First, high-pressure hydrocracker purge gas is

purified in a membrane (through which only hydrogen can pass) that produces

hydrogen at medium pressure and is combined with medium-pressure off-gas

that is first purified in a pressure swing adsorption unit. Finally, low-pressure

off-gas is compressed, mixed with reject gases from the membrane and pressure

swing adsorption units, and used as steam reformer feed.

Various processes are available to purify the hydrogen stream, but since the

product streams are available as a wide variety of composition, flows, and pres-

sures, the best method of purification will vary. And there are several factors

that must also be taken into consideration in the selection of a purification

method. These are (i) hydrogen recovery, (ii) product purity, (iii) pressure pro-

file, (iv) reliability, and (v) cost; an equally important parameter is not consid-

ered here since the emphasis is on the technical aspects of the purification

process.
6.1 Wet Scrubbing

Wet scrubbing systems, particularly amine or potassium carbonate systems, are

used for removal of acid gases such as hydrogen sulfide or carbon dioxide. Most

systems depend on chemical reaction and can be designed for a wide range of

pressures and capacities. They were once widely used to remove carbon dioxide
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in steam reforming plants but have generally been replaced by pressure swing

adsorption units except where carbon monoxide is to be recovered. Wet scrub-

bing is still used to remove hydrogen sulfide and carbon dioxide in partial oxi-

dation plants.

Wet scrubbing systems remove only acid gases or high-boiling hydrocarbon

derivatives, but they do not contain methane or other hydrocarbon gases, hence

having little influence on product purity. Therefore, wet scrubbing systems are

most often used as a pretreatment step or where a hydrogen-rich stream is to be

desulfurized for use as fuel gas.
6.2 Pressure Swing Adsorption Units

Pressure swing adsorption units use beds of solid adsorbent to separate impu-

rities from hydrogen streams leading to high-purity high-pressure hydrogen and

a low-pressure tail gas stream containing the impurities and some of the hydro-

gen. The beds are then regenerated by depressurizing and purging. Part of the

hydrogen (up to 20%) may be lost in the tail gas.

The pressure swing adsorption (PSA) technology is based on a physical

binding of gas molecules to adsorbent material. The respective force acting

between the gas molecules and the adsorbent material depends on the gas com-

ponent, type of adsorbent material, partial pressure of the gas component, and

operating temperature. The separation effect is based on differences in binding

forces to the adsorbent material. Highly volatile components with low polarity,

such as hydrogen, are practically nonadsorbable as opposed to molecules such

as nitrogen, carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, hydrocarbon derivatives, and

water vapor. Consequently, these impurities can be adsorbed from a

hydrogen-containing stream, and high-purity hydrogen is recovered.

The pressure swing adsorption process works at basically constant temper-

ature and uses the effect of alternating pressure and partial pressure to perform

adsorption and desorption. Since heating or cooling is not required, short cycles

within the range of minutes are achieved. The process consequently allows the

economical removal of large amounts of impurities. Adsorption is carried out at

high pressure (and hence high respective partial pressure) typically in the range

of 10–40bar until the equilibrium loading is reached. At this point in time, no

further adsorption capacity is available, and the adsorbent material must be

regenerated. This regeneration is accomplished by lowering the pressure to

slightly above atmospheric pressure resulting in a respective decrease in equi-

librium loading. As a result, the impurities on the adsorbent material are des-

orbed, and the adsorbent material is regenerated. The amount of impurities

removed from a gas stream within one cycle corresponds to the difference of

adsorption to desorption loading. After termination of regeneration, pressure

is increased back to adsorption pressure level, and the process starts again from

the beginning.
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Pressure swing adsorption is generally the purification method of choice for

steam reforming units because of its production of high-purity hydrogen and is

also used for purification of refinery off-gases, where it competes with mem-

brane systems. Many hydrogen plants that formerly used a wet scrubbing pro-

cess (Fig. 15.4) for hydrogen purification are now using the pressure swing
adsorption (PSA) (Fig. 15.5) for purification. The pressure swing adsorption

process is a cyclic process that uses beds of solid adsorbent to remove impurities

from the gas and generally produces higher-purity hydrogen (99.9% v/v purity

compared with <97% v/v purity). The purified hydrogen passes through the

adsorbent beds with only a tiny fraction absorbed, and the beds are regenerated

by depressurization followed by purging at low pressure.

When the beds are depressurized, a waste gas (or tail gas) stream is pro-

duced and consists of the impurities from the feed (carbon monoxide, carbon

dioxide, methane, and nitrogen) plus some hydrogen. This stream is burned

in the reformer as fuel, and reformer operating conditions in a pressure swing

adsorption plant are set so that the tail gas provides no more than about 85% of

the reformer fuel. This gives good burner control because the tail gas is

more difficult to burn than regular fuel gas and the high content of carbon mon-

oxide can interfere with the stability of the flame. As the reformer operating

temperature is increased, the reforming equilibrium shifts, resulting in more

hydrogen and less methane in the reformer outlet and hence less methane in

the tail gas.
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FIG. 15.4 Hydrogen purification by wet scrubbing.
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6.3 Membrane Systems

Membranes are also important to the subsequent purification of hydrogen. For

hydrogen production and purification, there are generally two classes of mem-

branes both being inorganic: dense phase metal and metal alloys and porous

ceramic membranes.

Porous ceramic membranes are normally prepared by solgel or hydrother-

mal methods and have high stability and durability in high-temperature, harsh

impurity, and hydrothermal environments. In particular, microporous mem-

branes show promises in water-gas shift reaction at higher temperatures. Mem-

brane systems separate gases by taking advantage of the difference in rates of

diffusion through membranes (Br€uschke, 1995, 2003). Gases that diffuse faster
(including hydrogen) become the permeate stream and are available at low pres-

sure, whereas the slower-diffusing gases become the nonpermeate and leave the

unit at a pressure close to the pressure of the feedstock at entry point. Membrane

systems contain nomoving parts or switch valves and have potentially very high

reliability. The major threat is from components in the gas (such as aromatics)

that attack the membranes or from liquids, which plug them.

Membranes are fabricated in relatively small modules; for larger capacity,

moremodules are added. Cost is therefore virtually linear with capacity, making

them more competitive at lower capacities. The design of membrane systems

involves a trade-off between pressure drop (or diffusion rate) and surface area,

as well as between product purity and recovery. As the surface area is increased,

the recovery of fast components increases; however, more of the slow compo-

nents are recovered, which lowers the purity.

On the other hand, typical polymeric membranes selectively permeate

hydrogen, and the permeation selectivity of these membranes can be very high
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because the adsorption selectivity is high even at low feed pressure. The hydro-

carbon permeability across the membrane will be high because the diffusivity

for surface diffusion is orders of magnitude higher than typical diffusivities for

these components through a polymeric matrix. While membrane systems can

produce hydrogen with purities of 90%–98% v/v at high recovery (>85%)

but are best suited for high-pressure feedstocks since the separation of a gas

mixture in these purification units is driven by pressure, an additional disadvan-

tage is the fact that hydrogen sulfide may also pass through the (polymer)

membrane and into the hydrogen product.
6.4 Cryogenic Separation

Cryogenic separation units operate by cooling the gas and condensing some, or

all, of the constituents for the gas stream. Depending on the product purity

required, separation may involve flashing or distillation. Cryogenic units offer

the advantage of being able to separate a variety of products from a single feed

stream. One specific example is the separation of low-boiling olefins from a

hydrogen stream.

Hydrogen recovery is in the range of 95%, with purity above 98%

obtainable.
7. Hydrogen Management and Safety

Several trends have significantly increased hydrogen demand in refinery oper-

ations. They are the larger supplies of heavier, sour crude oils containing more

sulfur and nitrogen and more stringent clean fuel regulations. In refinery oper-

ations, the reduction of polluting compounds such as sulfur, nitrogen, and aro-

matics is achieved through catalytic hydrotreating (HDT) and hydrocracking

(HDC) processes. In catalytic hydrotreating processes, hydrogen is consumed

not only in hydrodesulfurization (HDS) reactions but also in side reactions such

as hydrodenitrogenation (HDN), hydrodearomatization, and olefin hydrogena-

tion reactions. As a result, there is a much higher hydrogen demand for deeper

hydrotreating and a lower hydrogen production from the catalytic reformer.

Consequently, a deficit in the refinery hydrogen balance arises, and therefore,

the hydroprocessing capacity and the associated hydrogen network may be lim-

iting the refinery throughput and the operating margins. Hydrogen management

has then become a critical factor in current refinery operations (Zagoria et al.,

2003; M�endez et al., 2008; Luckwal and Mandal, 2009; Deng et al., 2013). To

avoid any potential production bottleneck, new alternative sources of hydrogen

and higher purities for improving hydrotreater capacity and product quality will

be required.
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7.1 Distribution

The hydrogen distribution system usually comprises a set of hydrogen main

headers (pipelines) working at different pressures and hydrogen purities. Many

makeup and recycle compressors drive the hydrogen through this complex net-

work of consumer units, on-purpose production units, and Platforming units.

Hydrogen plants generate high-purity hydrogen at different costs, while net pro-

duction units are Platforming units that generate low-purity hydrogen as a by-

product. Hydrogen streams with different purities, pressures, and flow rates

coming from makeup hydrogen plants and Platforming units are supplied to

multiple consumer units through the hydrogen main headers. Purge streams

from hydrotreaters containing nonreacted hydrogen are partially recycled and

mixed with fresh hydrogen streams from hydrogen headers before rerouting

them to consuming units. The remaining off-gas stream is burnt as fuel gas.

By controlling the fuel gas flow, the purity of the recycled hydrogen stream

can be adjusted. The major hydrotreater operating constraint is a minimum

hydrogen/hydrocarbon ratio along the reactor in order to avoid carbon deposi-

tion over the catalyst and its premature deactivation. As the catalyst cost is very

significant, an effective operation of the hydrogen network will help to increase

the catalyst run length, thus boosting the refinery profitability. Moreover, some

consuming units may have groups of membranes each of which can be activated

to separate and recycle higher-purity hydrogen streams to the hydrogen

network.
7.2 Management

During the majority of the 20th century and up to current times, hydrogen has

played (and continues to play, always played an important role in refining).

Thus, hydrogen management practices significantly impact operating costs

and emissions of carbon dioxide. Therefore, an effective hydrogen management

programmust address refinery-wide issues in a systematic, comprehensive way.

The hydrogen system consists of hydrogen production, hydrogen purification,

hydrogen use, and the distribution network (Zagoria et al., 2003; Davis and

Patel, 2004).

Hydrogen management through hydrogen network optimization is a neces-

sity to address clean fuel trends, meet growing transportation fuel demands, and

help maintain profitability from refining crude oils currently and in the future

(Stratiev et al., 2009; Speight, 2011, 2014; Rabei, 2012). The majority of hydro-

gen consumed in a modern refinery is produced from the catalytic reformer sys-

tem that is also supplemented by an on-site hydrogen facility and/or pipeline

hydrogen supply. In fact, in many cases, the hydrogen produced by various

reforming processes is not always the main source of hydrogen for the refinery.

Nevertheless, the refinery hydrogen distribution system is cascaded through
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multiple hydroprocessing units, where higher hydrogen purity and higher-

pressure consumers send their purge gases to lower hydrogen purity and

lower-pressure consumers. Ultimately, purge gases containing residual hydro-

gen are sent to fuel.

Many existing refinery hydrogen plants use a conventional process, which

produces a medium-purity (94%–97%) hydrogen product by removing the car-

bon dioxide in an absorption system and methanation of any remaining carbon

oxides. Since the 1980s, most hydrogen plants are built with pressure swing

adsorption (PSA) technology to recover and purify the hydrogen to purities

above 99.9%. Since many refinery hydrogen plants utilize refinery off-gas feeds

containing hydrogen, the actual maximum hydrogen capacity that can be syn-

thesized via steam reforming is not certain since the hydrogen content of the off-

gas can change due to operational changes in the hydrotreaters.

Hydrogen management has become a priority in current refinery operations

and when planning to produce lower sulfur gasoline and diesel fuels (Zagoria

et al., 2003; M�endez et al., 2008; Luckwal and Mandal, 2009). Along with

increased hydrogen consumption for deeper hydrotreating, additional hydrogen

is needed for processing heavier and higher-sulfur crude slates. In many refin-

eries, hydroprocessing capacity and the associated hydrogen network is limiting

refinery throughput and operating margins. Furthermore, higher hydrogen

purities within the refinery network are becoming more important to boost

hydrotreater capacity, achieve product value improvements, and lengthen cat-

alyst life cycles.

Improved hydrogen utilization and expanded or new sources for refinery

hydrogen and hydrogen purity optimization are now required to meet the needs

of the future transportation fuel market and the drive toward higher refinery

profitability. Many refineries developing hydrogen management programs fit

into the two general categories of either a catalytic reformer supplied network

or an on-purpose hydrogen supply.

Some refineries depend solely on catalytic reformer(s) as their source of

hydrogen for hydrotreating. Often, they are semiregenerative reformers where

off-gas hydrogen quantity, purity, and availability change with feed naphtha

quality, as octane requirements change seasonally, and when the reformer cat-

alyst progresses from start-of-run to end-of-run conditions and then goes offline

for regeneration. Typically, during some portions of the year, refinery margins

are reduced as a result of hydrogen shortages.

Multiple hydrotreating units compete for hydrogen—by either selectively

reducing throughput, managing intermediate tankage logistics, or running the

catalytic reformer suboptimally just to satisfy downstream hydrogen require-

ments. Part of the operating year still runs in hydrogen surplus, and the network

may be operated with relatively low hydrogen utilization (consumption/produc-

tion) at 70%–80%. Catalytic reformer off-gas hydrogen supply may swing from

75% to 85% hydrogen purity. Hydrogen purity upgrade can be achieved through

some hydrotreaters by absorbing high-boiling hydrocarbon derivatives. But
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without supplemental hydrogen purification, critical control of hydrogen partial

pressure in hydroprocessing reactors is difficult, which can affect catalyst life,

charge rates, and/or naphtha yields.

More complex refineries, especially those with hydrocracking units, also

have on-purpose hydrogen production, typically with a steam-methane

reformer that utilizes refinery off-gas and supplemental natural gas as feed-

stock. The steam-methane reformer plant provides the swing hydrogen require-

ments at higher purities (92% to >99% hydrogen) and serves a hydrogen

network configured with several purity and pressure levels. Multiple purities

and existing purification units allow for more optimized hydroprocessing oper-

ation by controlling hydrogen partial pressure for maximum benefit. Typical

hydrogen utilization is 85%–95%.
7.3 Safety

The scale and growth of hydrogen demand raise fundamental questions about

the safe use of the gas. Due to its chemical properties, hydrogen poses unique

challenges in the plant environment. Hydrogen gas is colorless, odorless, and

not detectable by human senses.

Thus, there are several hazards associated with hydrogen, ranging from

respiratory ailment, to component failure, to ignition, to burning. Although a

combination of hazards occurs in most instances, the primary hazard with

hydrogen is the production of a flammable mixture, which can lead to a fire

or explosion. In addition to these hazards, hydrogen can produce mechanical

failures of containment vessels, piping, and other components due to hydrogen

embrittlement. Upon long-term exposure to the gas, many metals and plastics

can lose ductility and strength, which leads to the formation of cracks and can

eventually cause ruptures. A form of hydrogen embrittlement takes place by

chemical reaction. At high temperatures, for instance, hydrogen reacts with

one or more components of metal walls to form hydrides, which weaken the

lattice structure of the material.

In oil refineries, the first step in the escalation of fire and detonation is the

loss of containment of the gas. Hydrogen leaks are typically caused by defective

seals or gaskets, valve misalignment, or failures of flanges or other equipment.

Once released, hydrogen diffuses rapidly. If the leak takes place outdoors, the

dispersion of the cloud is affected by wind speed and direction and can be influ-

enced by atmospheric turbulence and nearby structures. With the gas dispersed

in a plume, a detonation can occur if the hydrogen and air mixture is within its

explosion range and an appropriate ignition source is available. Such flammable

mixture can form at a considerable distance from the leak source. In order to

address the hazards posed by hydrogen, manufacturers of fire and gas detection

systems work within the construct of layers of protection to reduce the incidence

of hazard propagation. Under such a model, each layer acts as a safeguard,

preventing the hazard from becoming more severe.
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The detection layers themselves encompass different detection techniques

that either improve scenario coverage or increase the likelihood that a specific

type of hazard is detected. Such fire and gas detection layers can consist of cat-

alytic sensors, ultrasonic gas leak monitors, and fire detectors. Ultrasonic gas

leak detectors can respond to high-pressure releases of hydrogen, such as those

that may occur in hydrocracking reactors or hydrogen separators. In turn, con-

tinuous hydrogen monitors like catalytic detectors can contribute to detecting

small leaks, for example, due to a flange slowly deformed by the use or failure

of a vessel maintained at close to atmospheric pressure. To further protect a

plant against fires, hydrogen-specific flame detectors can supervise entire pro-

cess areas. Such wide coverage is necessary because of hydrogen cloud move-

ment; a fire may be ignited at a considerable distance from the leak source.

Hydrogen production will continue to grow, fueled by environmental legis-

lation and demand for cleaner, higher-grade fuels. But rising production must be

matched by a comprehensive approach to plant safety. New facilities that use

hydrogen should be designed with adequate safeguards from potential hazards;

the design of old facilities should also be revisited to ensure sufficient barriers

that are available to minimize accidents and control failure. Safety systems that

deploy a diversity of detection technologies can counteract the possible effects

of leaks, fire, and explosions, preventing equipment or property damage,

personal injury, and the loss of life.

In summary, the modern refinery faces the challenge of meeting an increas-

ing demand for cleaner transportation fuels, as specifications continue to tighten

around the world and markets decline for high-sulfur fuel oil. Innovative ideas

and solutions to reduce refinery costs must always be considered, including the

following: (i) optimization of the hydrogen management network, (ii) multiple

feedstock options for hydrogen production, (iii) optimization of plant capacity,

and last but certainly not least (iv) the use of hydrogen recovery technologies to

maximize hydrogen availability and minimize capital investment.
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Chapter 16
The Future and the Environment
1. Introduction

With the entry into the 21st century, crude oil refining technology is experienc-

ing great innovation that is driven by the increasing supply of viscous feed-

stocks with decreasing quality and the fast increases in the demand for clean

and ultraclean vehicle fuels and petrochemical raw materials. There is a strong

need to revise the processes that are commercially available for viscous crude

oil refining. Upgrading of viscous and extra viscous oil by means of catalytic

processes requires new-generation catalyst along with several modifications

of process conditions (Iqbal et al., 2008).

The properties of viscous oil, extra viscous oil, and tar sand bitumen crude

oil are comparable with the properties of an atmospheric residuum (boiling

point >345°C, >650°F) or a vacuum residuum (boiling point >565°C,
>1050°F) (Table 16.1) (Speight, 2014, 2017). The viscous feedstocks contain
aggregates (often referred to as micelles) of resin constituents and asphaltene

constituents that are held together by weak physical interactions. With the

resin constituents being less polar and of lower molecular weight than the

asphaltene constituents, equilibrium between the micelles and the surrounding

oil medium leads to homogeneity and stability of the system. If the amount of

the resin constituents is decreased, the asphaltene constituents form an incom-

patible sediments (Speight, 2014, 2015a, 2017).

Thus, as feedstocks to refineries change, there must be an accompanying

change in refinery technology. This means a movement from conventional

means of refining viscous feedstocks using (typically) coking technologies to

more innovative processes (including hydrogen management) that will produce

the ultimate amount of liquid fuels from the feedstock and maintain emissions

within environmental compliance (Penning, 2001; Lerner, 2002; Davis and

Patel, 2004; Speight, 2008).

To meet the challenges of crude trends in product slate and the stringent dis-

tillation operations to increasing specifications imposed by environmental com-

plex chemical operations involving legislation, the refining industry in the near

transformation of crude oil into a variety of future crude slate will become
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TABLE 16.1 General Properties of Refinery Feedstocksa

Property

Conventional

Crude Oil

Type of Oil

Tar Sand

Bitumen

Viscous
Crude
Oil

Extra
Viscous
Crude
Oil

API gravity >20 10–22 <10 <10

Constituents (% w/w)

Asphaltene
fraction
(heptane
insolubles)

0–12 11–20 15–30 15–30

Resin fraction 3–22 14–39 >20 <20

Oil fraction
(saturates plus
aromatics)

>67 24–64 <50 <50

Nonhydrocarbon atoms (% w/w)

Sulfur <0.1–2.0 0.1–5.0 4.0–6.0 4.0–6.0

Nitrogen <0.01 0.2–0.8 0.5–1.5 0.5–1.5

Nickel plus
vanadium
(ppm)

<200 50–500 300–1000 300–
1000

aProperty ranges are arbitrarily assigned based on published data and are presented to show the
difference between the feedstocks.
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increasingly flexible, and refined products with specifications that meet are

innovative with new processing schemes and user requirements.

During the next 20–30years, the evolution future of crude oil refining and

the current refinery layout (Fig. 16.1) will be primarily focused on process mod-

ification with some new innovations coming onstream. The industry will move

predictably onto (i) deep conversion of viscous feedstocks, (ii) higher hydro-

cracking and hydrotreating capacity, and (iii) more efficient processes.

High-conversion refineries will move to gasification of feedstocks for the

development of alternative fuels and to enhance equipment usage

(Chapter 13). A major trend in the refining industry market demand for refined

products will be in synthesizing fuels from simple basic reactants (e.g., synthe-

sis gas) when it becomes uneconomical to produce super clean transportation

fuels through conventional refining processes. Fischer-Tropsch plants together

with IGCC systems will be integrated with or even into refineries, which will

offer the advantage of high-quality products (Stanislaus et al., 2000).
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FIG. 16.1 Schematic overview of a refinery.
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This chapter presents suggestions and opinions of the means by which refin-

ery processes will evolve during the next three to five decades. The material

presented is relevant to (i) comparisons of current feedstocks with viscous

oil and biofeedstocks, (ii) evolution of refineries since the 1950s, (iii) properties

and refinability of viscous oil and biofeedstocks, (iv) thermal processes com-

pared with hydroprocesses, and (v) evolution of products to match the environ-

mental market, with more than passing mention of the effects of feedstocks

from coal and oil shale.

2. History

Refining technology has evolved considerably over the last century in response

to changing requirements such as (i) demand for gasoline and diesel fuel as well

as fuel oil, (ii) petrochemicals as building blocks for clothing and consumer

goods, and (iii) more environmentally friendly processes and products.

As a result of this response, the production facilities within the refining

industry have become increasingly diverse—process configuration varies from

plant to plant according to its size, complexity, and product slate. There are

small refineries—1500–5000 barrels per day (bpd)—and large refineries that

process in excess of 250,000 barrels per day. Some are relatively simple (such

as the topping refinery and the hydroskimming refinery) (Chapter 7) and pro-

duce only fuels, while other refineries, such as those with integrated
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petrochemical processing capabilities, are much more complex. Many refiner-

ies are part of large integrated oil companies engaged in all aspects of the crude

oil technology—from (i) exploration, (ii) production, (iii) transportation,

(iv) refining, and (v) marketing of crude oil products. Historically, this has

not always been the case. In the early days of the 20th century, refining pro-

cesses were developed to extract kerosene for lamps. Any other products were

considered to be unusable and were usually discarded. A brief history of crude

oil refining is presented in the following paragraphs.

In 1861, the first crude oil refinery opened and produced kerosene—a better

and cheaper source of illumination as an alternative to whale oil—by atmo-

spheric distillation; naphtha and tar (residuum or cracked residuum) were pro-
duced as by-products. This involved simple batch distillation of crude oil with

the objective of maximizing kerosene production. Technological advancements

included, first, the introduction of continuous distillation and, then, vacuum

distillation—developed in 1870—that greatly facilitated the manufacture of

lubricants.

The 1890s saw the emergence of the internal combustion engine that creates

demand for diesel fuel and gasoline; demand for kerosene declines with the

invention and proliferation of the electric light. Next, the quest for improved

lubricants prompted the use of solvent extraction. To make better use of the bot-

tom of the barrel, thermal cracking (in 1913) and visbreaking processes were

introduced to crack higher-molecular-weight hydrocarbon derivatives to pro-

ducemore valuable low-boiling fractions. The development of thermal cracking

arose in response to increased demand for gasoline due to mass production

manufacturing of automobiles and the outbreak of World War I. This enabled

refineries to produce additional gasoline and distillate fuels by subjecting high-

boiling crude oil fractions to high pressures and temperatures with the resulting

production of lower-boiling, lower-molecular-weight products.

During the 1930s, many advances were made to improve gasoline yield and

properties as a response to the development of higher-compression engines.

This involved the development of processes such as (i) catalytic cracking, ther-

mal reforming, and catalytic polymerization to improve octane number;

(ii) hydroprocesses to remove sulfur; (iii) coking processes to produce gasoline

blend stocks; (iv) solvent extraction processes to improve viscosity index of

lubricating oil; and (iv) and solvent dewaxing processes to improve pour point

the various products. The by-products of these various processes included aro-

matic derivatives, wax, residual fuel oil, coke, and low-boiling products to be

used as feedstocks for the manufacture of petrochemicals.

During the 1940s, the industry turned to catalysis for major innovations.

Catalytic cracking constituted a step change in the refinery’s ability to convert

higher-boiling constituents into highly valued naphtha and kerosene. Wartime

demand for aviation fuels helped spur development of catalytic alkylation pro-

cesses (which produced blend stocks for high-octane aviation gasoline) and cat-

alytic isomerization (which produced increased quantities of feedstocks for
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alkylation units). To create high-octane fuels from lower-boiling hydrocarbon

derivatives, the hydrogen content was distributed among the refinery products

to improve the properties via catalytic reforming of naphtha, catalytic hydrode-

sulfurization of distillates, and hydrocracking of higher-boiling streams (e.g.,

gas oil). By the end of this period, almost every refining process was

catalytically based.

The period in the 1950s–70s saw the development of various reforming pro-

cesses, which also produced blend stocks that were used to improve gasoline

quality and yield. Other processes such as deasphalting, catalytic reforming,

hydrodesulfurization, and hydrocracking are examples of processes developed

during this period. In this time period, refiners also started further development

of the uses for the waste gases from various processes resulting in the expansion

of the petrochemical industry. In the latter part of the period, the industry

benefitted from a massive infusion of computer-based quantitative methodol-

ogy that has significantly improved refiner’s control over processes and the

composition of products (Table 16.2).

Thus, first refining processes were developed to purify, stabilize, and

improve the quality of kerosene. However, the invention of the internal com-

bustion engine led (at about the time of World War I) to a demand for gasoline

for use in increasing quantities as a motor fuel for cars and trucks. This demand

on the lower-boiling products increased, particularly when the market for avi-

ation fuel developed. Thereafter, refining methods had to be constantly adapted
TABLE 16.2 Factors Leading to Improved Process Control and Product

Composition

Factor Result

Kinetic modeling Enabled the quantitative simulation of commercially important,
complex chemical reactions based on lumped descriptions of
molecular reaction paths

Reaction
engineering

Enabled the integration of reaction and kinetic phenomena,
including catalysis, with transport processes in the areas of
reactor design, scale-up, and commercial operation

Automation and
control

Enabled the optimization of unit-operation and economic
performance

Also enabled automatic closed-loop control technology with
online sensors and analyzers and dynamic process models

Compositional
modeling

Enabled an understanding of products to reactants through
explicit reaction pathways on a molecular basis

Also enabled the quantitative prediction of composition and
properties of product streams based on molecular composition
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and improved to meet the quality requirements and needs of fuels as well as a

variety of other products.

Crude oil is no different to many other natural resources insofar as produc-

tion rises quickly at first and then gradually slows until approximately half the

original supply has been exhausted; at that point, a peak in sustainable output is

attained, and production begins an irreversible decline until it becomes too

expensive to recover the remaining in-ground material. In accordance with

Hubbert’s postulate (Hubbert, 1962), many scientists and engineers believe that

the midway point (the peak of the bell curve) in the depletion of the original

world crude oil inheritance has been reached and severe depletion of the

resource is already underway. On the other hand, there are opposing claims

to the effect that the peak of oil production is still years, or maybe decades, away

and the world has not yet reached the depletion side of the bell curve (Speight

and Islam, 2016).

The logic behind Hubbert’s postulate and the interpretation of the postulate

by others is that it is assumed that the extraction of oil, like that of other non-

renewable resources, will follow a parabolic (bell-shaped) curve over time and

the only unknown is the characteristics of the slope on the depletion side of the

curve. However, there is also some justification that (because of poor estimation

of the resource originally present in the underground formations, poor planning

of recovery methods, inefficient recovery methods, and the like) the bell curve

may be skewed and the representations of resource limitations made in the past

may not be as accurate as originally thought. There is no doubt, however, that

crude oil reserves are being depleted but, because of the criteria mentioned in

the previous sentence, the rate of depletion is not and may never be accurately

known.What is certain is that when the oil runs out, it will be widely known and

publicized.

However, it is certain that the reserves of crude oil are being depleted and the

discovery of new fields has slowed. In fact, many scientists and engineers con-

jecture that new giant oil reservoirs are waiting to be discovered, while the

opposing view that there are no new giant oil reservoirs holds (at least) equal

weight. If this latter opinion is the case, as the world sinks into crude oil obliv-

ion, it is worth considering the phenomenon of the crude oil culture (sometimes

referred to as petropolitics) since this has a high influence on crude oil econom-

ics (Speight, 2011a, 2011b).

Over the longer term, primary global energy demand is expected to increase

by 50%–60% by the year 2030, driven primarily by population growth and the

desire for better living standards. Conventional oil and gas alone are unlikely to

satisfy the demand growth, and there is the need for the development of supple-

mental energy sources such as clean coal, oil shale, and biofuels (Mut, 2005;

Speight, 2008).

The refining industry has been the subject of the four major forces that affect

most industries and that have hastened the development of new crude oil refin-

ing processes: (i) the high demand for products such as gasoline, diesel, fuel oil,
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and jet fuel; (ii) uncertain feedstock supply, specifically the changing quality of

crude oil and geopolitics between different countries and the emergence of

alternate feed supplies such as bitumen from tar sand, natural gas, and coal;

(iii) recent environmental regulations that include more stringent regulations

in relation to sulfur in gasoline and diesel; and (iv) continued technology devel-

opment such as new catalysts and processes.
3. Refinery Configurations

A crude oil refinery is an industrial processing plant that is a collection of inte-

grated process units (Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu

and Robinson, 2017). The crude oil feedstock is typically a blend of two or more

crude oils, often with viscous oil, extra viscous oil, or even tar sand bitumen

blended in to a maximum (but compatible) amount. With the depletion of

known crude oil reserves, refining companies are having to seek crude oil in

places other than the usual sources of supply. It is anticipated that while most

of the tried-and-true processes will remain the mainstay of refining for the next

several decades (Speight, 2011b), there will be many attempts to improve the

refinability of viscous oil, extra viscous oil, and tar sand bitumen by rearranging

and reorganizing the various process sequences.
3.1 Crude Oil Refinery

The definition of crude oil is confusing and variable (Chapter 1) (Speight, 2014)

and has been made even confusing by the introduction of other terms (Zittel and

Schindler, 2007) that add little, if anything, to crude oil definitions and termi-

nology (Speight, 2008).

In fact, there are different classification schemes based on (i) economic

and/or (ii) geologic criteria. For example, the economic definition of conven-

tional oil is “conventional oil is oil which can be produced with current tech-

nology under present economic conditions.” The problem with this definition

is that it is not very precise and changes whenever the economic or technolog-

ical aspects of oil recovery change. In addition, there are other classifications

based on API gravity such as “conventional oil is crude oil having a viscosity

above 17° API.” However, these definitions do not change the definition stated
elsewhere (Chapter 1), which have been used through this book.

In recent years, the quality of the crude oil entering the refinery has deteri-

orated and continues to do so as more viscous oil, extra viscous oil, and tar sand

bitumen are being sent to refineries (Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight,

2008, 2014; Hsu and Robinson, 2017; Speight, 2017). This has caused the

nature of crude oil refining that has been changed considerably. Indeed, the

declining reserves of low-density crude oil have resulted in an increasing need

to develop options to desulfurize and upgrade the viscous feedstocks. This has
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resulted in a variety of process options that specialize in sulfur removal during

refining.

In addition, the general trend throughout refining has been to produce more

products from each barrel of crude oil and to process those products in different

ways to meet the product specifications for use in modern engines. Overall, the

demand for gasoline has rapidly expanded, and demand has also developed for

gas oils and fuels for domestic central heating and fuel oil for power generation,

as well as for low-boiling distillates and other inputs, derived from crude oil, for

the petrochemical industries.

As the need for the lower-boiling products developed, crude oil yielding the

desired quantities of the lower-boiling products became less available, and

refineries had to introduce conversion processes to produce greater quantities

of lower-boiling products from the higher-boiling fractions. The means by

which a refinery operates in terms of producing the relevant products depends

not only on the nature of the crude oil feedstock but also on its configuration

(i.e., the number of types of the processes that are employed to produce the

desired product slate), and the refinery configuration is, therefore, influenced

by the specific demands of a market.

Therefore, refineries need to be constantly adapted and upgraded to remain

viable and responsive to ever-changing patterns of crude supply and product

market demands. As a result, refineries have been introducing increasingly

complex and expensive processes to gain higher yields of lower-boiling prod-

ucts from the higher-boiling fractions and residua.

Finally, the yields and quality of refined crude oil products produced by any

given oil refinery depend on the mixture of crude oil used as feedstock and the

configuration of the refinery facilities. Low-density sweet (low-sulfur) crude oil

is generally more expensive and has inherent great yields of higher-value low-

boiling products such naphtha, gasoline, jet fuel, kerosene, and diesel fuel. Vis-

cous sour crude oil is generally less expensive and produces greater yields of

lower-value higher-boiling products that must be converted into lower-boiling

products.

The configuration of refineries may vary from refinery to refinery. Some

refineries may be more oriented toward the production of gasoline (large

reforming and/or catalytic cracking), whereas the configuration of other refin-

eries may be more oriented toward the production of middle distillates such as

jet fuel and gas oil.

Changes in the characteristics of conventional crude oil can be exogenously

specified and will trigger changes in refinery configurations and corresponding

investments. The future crude slate is expected to consist of larger amounts of

both viscous feedstocks and low-boiling feedstocks, such as natural gas liquids.

There will also be a greater shift toward the use of heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and

tar sand bitumen.

There are four ways that are currently practiced in bringing viscous crude oil

to market (Table 16.3) (Hedrick et al., 2006). However, the location where this



TABLE 16.3 Suggested Methods for Upgrading Viscous Feedstocks

Numerical

Method Comment

1 Upgrade the material in the oil field and leave much of the material
behind as coke and then pipeline the upgraded material out as
synthetic crude

In this method, the crude is fractionated, and the residue is coked.
The products of the coking operation and in some cases some of the
residue are hydrotreated. The hydrotreated materials are
recombined with the fractionated low-boiling fractions to form
synthetic crude that is then transported to market in a pipeline. A
portion of the crude may or may not be bypassed around the
processing units

There is example in the Fort McMurray area (Alberta, Canada) to
upgrade and transport the Athabasca bitumen

2 Build upgrading facilities at an established port area with abundant
gas and electric resources

The upgrading facility fractionates the vacuum gas oil and lower-
boiling materials out of the crude and cokes the residue material. A
pipeline from the complex to the oil field transports cutter stock to
the oil field in sufficient quantity to produce pipeline-acceptable
crude

There are several examples of this kind of facility located in the Jose,
Venezuela area, that enables the production of extra viscous crude
from the Orinoco River Basin

3 Use traditional crude that is located in the general area to dilute the
nontraditional crude to produce an acceptable pipeline material

However, there may be a limitation on the amount of traditional
crude available for dilution

Also, the two crudes may have limited compatibility that would
limit the amount of dilution and again could limit the amount of
nontraditional crude produced

4 Build a reverse pipeline from a refinery to the oilfield and a crude
pipeline
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upgrading capacity will be built is likely to be strongly influenced by green-

house gas policy. In fact, the crude oil and petrochemical industries are coming

under increasing pressure not only to compete effectively with global compet-

itors utilizing more advantaged hydrocarbon feedstocks but also to ensure that

its processes and products comply with increasingly stringent environmental

legislation.
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Crude oil refining has grown increasingly complex in the last 20years.

Lower-quality crude oil, crude oil price volatility, and environmental regula-

tions that require cleaner manufacturing processes and higher-performance

products present new challenges to the refining industry. Improving processes

and increasing the efficiency of energy use are key to meeting the challenges

and maintaining the viability of the crude oil refining industry.

There is also the need for a refinery to be able to accommodate opportunity
crude oils and/or high-acid crude oils (Chapter 1).

Opportunity crude oils are often dirty and need cleaning before refining by

removal of undesirable constituents such as high-sulfur, high-nitrogen, and

high-aromatic (such as polynuclear aromatic) components. A controlled vis-

breaking treatment would clean up such crude oils by removing these undesir-

able constituents (which, if not removed, would cause problems further down

the refinery sequence) as coke or sediment.

On the other hand, high-acid crude oils cause corrosion in the atmospheric

and vacuum distillation units. In addition, overhead corrosion is caused by the

mineral salts, magnesium, calcium, and sodium chloride that are hydrolyzed to

produce volatile hydrochloric acid, causing a highly corrosive condition in the

overhead exchangers. Therefore, these salts present a significant contamination

in opportunity crude oils. Other contaminants in opportunity crude oils that are

shown to accelerate the hydrolysis reactions are inorganic clays and

organic acids.

In addition to taking preventative measure for the refinery to process these

high-margin crude oils without serious deleterious effects on the equipment,

refiners will need to develop programs for detailed and immediate feedstock

evaluation so that they can understand the qualities of a crude oil very quickly

and it can be valued appropriately. There is also the need to assess the potential

impact of contaminants, like metals or acidity, in crudes so that the feedstock

can be correctly valued and management of the crude processing can be

planned.
3.2 Gasification Refinery

A gasification refinery would have, as the centerpiece, gasification technology

as is the case of the Sasol refinery in South Africa (Couvaras, 1997; Speight,

2011b). The refinery would produce synthesis gas (from the carbonaceous feed-

stock) from which liquid fuels would be manufactured using the Fischer-

Tropsch synthesis technology (Chapter 13).

Synthesis gas (syngas) is the name given to a gas mixture that contains vary-

ing amounts of carbon monoxide and hydrogen generated by the gasification of

a carbon-containing fuel to a gaseous product with a heating value. Examples

include the gasification of coal or crude oil residua (Speight, 2008). Synthesis

gas is used as a source of hydrogen or as an intermediate in producing hydro-

carbon derivatives via the Fischer-Tropsch synthesis.
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In fact, gasification to produce synthesis gas can proceed from any carbo-

naceous material, including biomass. Inorganic components of the feedstock,

such as metals and minerals, are trapped in an inert and environmentally safe

form as char, which may have use as a fertilizer. Biomass gasification is there-

fore one of the most technically and economically convincing energy possibil-

ities for a potentially carbon-neutral economy.

The manufacture of gas mixtures of carbon monoxide and hydrogen has

been an important part of chemical technology for about a century. Originally,

such mixtures were obtained by the reaction of steam with incandescent coke

and were known as water gas. Eventually, steam reforming processes, in which

steam is reacted with natural gas (methane) or crude oil naphtha over a nickel

catalyst, found wide application for the production of synthesis gas.

A modified version of steam reforming known as autothermal reforming,

which is a combination of partial oxidation near the reactor inlet with conven-

tional steam reforming further along the reactor, improves the overall reactor

efficiency and increases the flexibility of the process. Partial oxidation pro-

cesses using oxygen instead of steam also found wide application for synthesis

gas manufacture, with the special feature that they could utilize low-value feed-

stocks such as the viscous feedstocks. In recent years, catalytic partial oxidation

employing very short reaction times (milliseconds) at high temperatures

(850–1000 °C) is providing still another approach to synthesis gas manufacture

(Hickman and Schmidt, 1993).

In a gasifier, the carbonaceous material undergoes several different pro-

cesses: (i) pyrolysis of carbonaceous fuels, (ii) combustion, and (iii) gasification

of the remaining char. The process is very dependent on the properties of the

carbonaceous material and determines the structure and composition of the

char, which will then undergo gasification reactions.

As crude oil supplies decrease, the desirability of producing gas from other

carbonaceous feedstocks will increase, especially in those areas where natural

gas is in short supply. It is also anticipated that costs of natural gas will increase,

allowing coal gasification to compete as an economically viable process.

Research in progress on a laboratory and pilot-plant scale should lead to the

invention of new process technology by the end of the century, thus accelerating

the industrial use of coal gasification.

The conversion of the gaseous products of gasification processes to synthe-

sis gas, a mixture of hydrogen (H2) and carbon monoxide (CO), in a ratio appro-

priate to the application, needs additional steps, after purification. The product

gases—carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, hydrogen, methane, and nitrogen—

can be used as fuels or as raw materials for chemical or fertilizer manufacture.
3.2.1 Gasifier Types

A gasifier differs from a combustor in that the amount of air or oxygen available

inside the gasifier is carefully controlled so that only a relatively small portion
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of the fuel burns completely. The partial oxidation process provides the heat,

and rather than combustion, most of the carbon-containing feedstock is chem-

ically broken apart by the heat and pressure applied in the gasifier resulting in

the chemical reactions that produce synthesis gas. However, the composition of

the synthesis gas will vary because of dependence upon the conditions in the

gasifier and the type of feedstock.

Minerals in the fuel (i.e., the rocks, dirt, and other impurities that do not

gasify) separate and leave the bottom of the gasifier as either an inert glass-like

slag or other marketable solid products.

Four types of gasifier are currently available for commercial use: (i) the

countercurrent fixed-bed gasifier, (ii) cocurrent fixed-bed gasifier, (iii) the

fluidized-bed gasifier, and (iv) the entrained flow gasifier (Speight,

2008, 2013).

The countercurrent fixed-bed (updraft) gasifier consists of a fixed bed of

carbonaceous fuel (e.g., coal or biomass) through which the gasification agent

(steam, oxygen, and/or air) flows in countercurrent configuration. The ash is

either removed dry or as a slag. The nature of the gasifier means that the fuel

must have high mechanical strength and must be noncaking so that it will form a

permeable bed, although recent developments have reduced these restrictions to

some extent. The throughput for this type of gasifier is relatively low. Thermal

efficiency is high as the gas exit temperatures are relatively low and, as a result,

tar and methane production is significant at typical operation temperatures, so

product gas must be extensively cleaned before use or recycled to the reactor.

The cocurrent fixed-bed (downdraft) gasifier is similar to the countercurrent

type, but the gasification agent gas flows in cocurrent configuration with the

fuel (downward, hence the name down draft gasifier). Heat needs to be added

to the upper part of the bed, either by combusting small amounts of the fuel or

from external heat sources. The produced gas leaves the gasifier at a high tem-

perature, and most of this heat is often transferred to the gasification agent

added in the top of the bed. Since all tars must pass through a hot bed of char

in this configuration, tar levels are much lower than the countercurrent type.

In the fluidized-bed gasifier, the fuel is fluidized in oxygen (or air) and

steam. The temperatures are relatively low in dry-ash gasifiers, so the fuel must

be highly reactive; low-grade coals are particularly suitable. The agglomerating

gasifiers have slightly higher temperatures and are suitable for higher-rank

coals. Fuel throughput is higher than for the fixed bed, but not as high as for

the entrained flow gasifier. The conversion efficiency is typically low, so recy-

cle or subsequent combustion of solids is necessary to increase conversion.

Fluidized-bed gasifiers are most useful for fuels that form highly corrosive

ash that would damage the walls of slagging gasifiers. The ash is removed

dry or as high-density agglomerate material—a disadvantage of biomass feed-

stocks is that they generally contain high levels of corrosive ash.

In the entrained flow gasifier, a dry pulverized solid, an atomized liquid

fuel, or a fuel slurry is gasified with oxygen (much less frequent, air) in
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cocurrent flow. The high temperatures and pressures also mean that a higher

throughput can be achieved but thermal efficiency is somewhat lower as the

gas must be cooled before it can be sent to a gas processing facility. All entrained

flow gasifiers remove the major part of the ash as a slag as the operating temper-

ature is well above the ash fusion temperature. Biomass can form slag that is

corrosive for ceramic inner walls that serve to protect the gasifier outer wall.

In integrated gasification combined cycle (IGCC) systems, the synthesis gas

is cleaned of its hydrogen sulfide, ammonia, and particulate matter and is

burned as fuel in a combustion turbine (much like natural gas is burned in a tur-

bine). The combustion turbine drives an electric generator. Hot air from the

combustion turbine can be channeled back to the gasifier or the air separation

unit, while exhaust heat from the combustion turbine is recovered and used to

boil water, creating steam for a steam turbine generator. The use of these two

types of turbines—a combustion turbine and a steam turbine—in combination,

known as a combined cycle, is one reason why gasification-based power sys-

tems can achieve unprecedented power generation efficiencies.

Gasification also offers more scope for recovering products from waste than

incineration. When waste is burnt in an incinerator, the only practical product is

energy, whereas the gases, oils, and solid char from pyrolysis and gasification

can be not only used as a fuel but also purified and used as a feedstock for pet-

rochemicals and other applications. Many processes also produce a stable gran-

ulate instead of an ash that can be more easily and safely utilized. In addition,

some processes are targeted at producing specific recyclables such as metal

alloys and carbon black. From waste gasification, in particular, it is feasible

to produce hydrogen, which many see as an increasingly valuable resource.

Integrated gasification combined cycle (IGCC) is used to raise power from

feedstocks such as vacuum residua, cracked residua, and deasphalter pitch. The

value of these refinery residuals, including crude oil coke, will need to be con-

sidered as part of an overall upgrading project. Historically, many delayed cok-

ing projects have been evaluated and sanctioned on the basis of assigning zero

value to crude oil coke having high sulfur and high metal content.

While there are many alternate uses for the synthesis gas produced by gas-

ification, a combination of products/utilities can be produced in addition to

power. A major benefit of the integrated gasification combined cycle concept

is that power can be produced with the lowest sulfur oxide (Sox) and nitrogen

oxide (NOx) emissions of any liquid/solid feed power generation technology.
3.2.2 Fischer-Tropsch Synthesis

The synthesis reaction is dependent of a catalyst, mostly an iron or cobalt cat-

alyst where the reaction takes place. There is either a low or high temperature

process (LTFT and HTFT), with temperatures ranging between 200°C and

240°C for LTFT and 300°C and 350°C for HTFT. The HTFT uses an iron cat-

alyst and the LTFT either an iron or a cobalt catalyst. The different catalysts
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include also nickel-based and ruthenium-based catalysts, which also have

enough activity for commercial use in the process.

The reactors are the multitubular fixed-bed, the slurry, and the fluidized-bed

(with either fixed or circulating bed) reactors. The fixed-bed reactor consists of

thousands of small tubes with the catalyst as surface-active agent in the tubes.

Water surrounds the tubes and regulates the temperature by settling the pressure

of evaporation. The slurry reactor is widely used and consists of fluid and solid

elements, where the catalyst has no particularly position but flows around as

small pieces of catalyst together with the reaction components. The slurry

and fixed-bed reactor are used in LTFT. The fluidized-bed reactors are diverse

but characterized by the fluid behavior of the catalyst.

The high-temperature Fischer-Tropsch technology uses a fluidized catalyst

at 300–330°C. Originally, circulating fluidized-bed units were used (Synthol

reactors). Since 1989, a commercial-scale classical fluidized-bed unit has been

implemented and improved upon.

The low-temperature Fischer-Tropsch technology has originally been used

in tubular fixed-bed reactors at 200–230°C. This produces a more paraffinic and

waxy product spectrum than the high-temperature technology. A new type of

reactor (the Sasol slurry-phase distillate reactor) has been developed and is

in commercial operation. This reactor uses a slurry-phase system rather than

a tubular fixed-bed configuration and is currently the favored technology for

the commercial production of synfuels.

Under most circumstances, the production of synthesis gas by reforming

natural gas will be more economical than from coal gasification, but site-

specific factors need to be considered. In fact, any technological advancement

in this field (such as better energy integration or the oxygen transfer ceramic

membrane reformer concept) will speed up the rate at which the synfuel tech-

nology will become common practice.

There are large coal reserves that may increasingly be used as a fuel source

during oil depletion. Since there are large coal reserves in the world, this tech-

nology could be used as an interim transportation fuel if conventional oil was to

become more expensive. Furthermore, combination of biomass gasification and

Fischer-Tropsch synthesis is a very promising route to produce transportation

fuels from renewable or green resources.

Although the focus of this section has been on the production of hydrocar-

bon derivatives from synthesis gas, it is worthy of note that clean synthesis gas

can also be used (i) as chemical building blocks to produce a broad range of

chemicals using processes well established in the chemical and petrochemical

industry, (ii) as a fuel producer for highly efficient fuel cells (which run off the

hydrogen made in a gasifier) or perhaps in the future hydrogen turbines and fuel

cell-turbine hybrid systems, and (iii) as a source of hydrogen that can be sep-

arated from the gas stream and used as a fuel or as a feedstock for refineries

(which use the hydrogen to upgrade crude oil products).
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4. The Future Refinery

As a consequence of the high demand on crude oil derivatives, the near future

will, in spite of the discovery of crude oil in tight formations (Chapter 1), be

inevitably dominated by refining the viscous feedstocks. Over the past three

decades, the refining industry has been challenged by changing feedstocks

and product slate. As a result, the refining industry will become increasingly

flexible with improved technologies and improved catalysts (Speight, 2011a).

However, even the tried-and-true processes will see changes and ensuing

risks as they evolve. The distillation units will continue to be the mainstay of

crude oil refining, and the main short-term developments are in improved inte-

gration through the use of heat recovery technology and integration of different

distillation units (i.e., atmospheric distillation unit and the vacuum distillation

unit). In the long term, the major developments are the integration of different

distillation columns into one reactor (e.g., dividing-wall column) or the devel-

opment of alternative processing routes allowing for combination of conversion

and distillation (such as reactive distillation). Alternative processes to distilla-

tion will also include membranes and technologies such as freeze concentration.

Upgrading viscous feedstocks can currently be achieved through thermal

cracking and hydrocracking processes. However, understanding of the role of

conventional catalysts during refining viscous feedstocks has motivated the

development of catalysts with high deactivation resistance and selectivity to

convert these feedstocks. Moreover, textural properties have also been consid-

ered since large pores are required to handle high-molecular-weight polar con-

stituents of these feedstocks. Macroporous catalysts avoid poisoning and/or

fouling caused by blocking the active pore mouth by either deposition of metals

or coke. In any case, the use of a guard-bed-type reactor is highly desirable to

retain organometallic compounds that are difficult to process. In addition, high

conversions are achieved when using catalysts in dispersed phase (slurry), but it

has an inconvenience in the recovery of the catalyst to be reused from the prod-

ucts and unreacted feed, forcing them to be inexpensive materials with high cat-

alytic activity. Unfortunately, there is no ideal process to handle the processing

of viscous feedstocks for all refineries in the world, since these feedstocks vary

as also do the parameters to be achieved in order to meet the needs of the market

that is being addressed and the environmental standards. Everything will

depend on the configuration of the refinery, the crude oil prices and products,

local needs, and market trends, which will be defined according to the needs and

technical and financial capacity of the refinery.

In the near future and in spite of the apparent glut of low-density crude oil

from shale formations, the refining industry will have to turn once again to the

heavier feedstocks (viscous oil, extra viscous oil, and tar sand bitumen) as the

mainstay of the industry. The main technological progress will be directed

increasingly to flexibility toward a variety of feedstocks by application of

improved technologies and improved catalysts. This will be necessary for the
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continuation of the production of upgrading operations to produce clean trans-

portation fuel production and the production of starting materials for petro-

chemical production. Even the tried-and-true processes will see changes as

they evolve (Speight, 2011a). The distillation unitswill continue to be the main-

stay of crude oil refining, and the main short-term developments are in

improved integration through the use of heat recovery technology and integra-

tion of different distillation units (i.e., atmospheric distillation unit and the vac-

uum distillation unit) (Speight, 2011a). In the long term, the major

developments are the integration of different distillation columns into one reac-

tor (e.g., dividing-wall column) or the development of alternative processing

routes allowing for combination of conversion and distillation (such as reactive

distillation). Alternative processes to distillation will also include membranes

and technologies such as freeze concentration.

The limitations of processing the more complex difficult-to-convert viscous

oil, extra viscous oil, and tar bitumen depend to a large extent on the amount of

nonvolatile higher-molecular-weight constituents, which also contain the

majority of the heteroatoms (i.e., nitrogen, oxygen, sulfur, and metals such

as nickel and vanadium). The chemistry of the thermal reactions of some of

these constituents dictates that certain reactions, once initiated, cannot be

reversed and proceed to completion and coke is the eventual product

(Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and

Robinson, 2017).

Thermal cracking processes offer attractive methods of conversion of vis-

cous oil, extra viscous oil, and tar sand bitumen because they enable low oper-

ating pressure while involving high operating temperature, without requiring

expensive catalysts. Currently, the widest operated conversion processes are

(i) visbreaking, (ii) delayed coking, and (iii) fluid coking, which also includes

flexicoking—these are attractive processes for refineries from an economic

point of view. These processes (Chapter 8) will also evolve and become more

efficient. While the current processes may not see much change in terms of reac-

tor vessel configuration, there will be changes to the reactor internals and to the

nature of the catalysts. For example, the tried-and-true coking processes will
remain the mainstay of refineries coping with an influx of viscous oil, extra vis-

cous oil, and tar sand bitumen, but other process options will be developed

with time.

For example, visbreaking (or even hydrovisbreaking—i.e., visbreaking in an

atmosphere of hydrogen or in the presence of a hydrogen donor material)

(Chapter 8), the long-ignored stepchild of the refining industry, may see a surge

in use as a pretreatment process. Management of the process to produce a liquid

product that has been freed of the high potential for coke deposition (by taking

the process parameters into the region where sediment forms) in either the

absence or presence of, for example, a metal oxide scavenger could be a valu-

able ally to catalyst cracking or hydrocracking units.
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In the integration of refining and petrochemical businesses, new technolo-

gies based on the traditional fluid catalytic cracking process (Chapter 9) will be

of increased interests to refiners because of their potential to meet the increasing

demand for low-boiling olefins. Meanwhile, hydrocracking, due to its flexibil-

ity, will take the central position in the integration of refining and petrochemical

businesses in the 21st century.

Alternately, operating the catalytic cracking unit solely as a slurry riser

cracker (without the presence of the main reactor) followed by separation of

coke (sediment) would save the capital outlay required for a new catalytic

cracker and might even show high conversion to valuable liquids. The quality

(i.e., boiling range) of the distillate would be dependent upon the residence time

of the slurry in the pipe.

Scavenger additives such as metal oxides may also see a surge in use. As a

simple example, a metal oxide (such as calcium oxide) has the ability to react

with sulfur-containing feedstock to produce a hydrocarbon (and calcium

sulfide):

Feedstock S½ �+CaO! hydrocarbon product +CaS +H2O

Propane has been used extensively in deasphalting viscous feedstocks, espe-
cially in the preparation of high-quality lubricating oils and feedstocks for cat-

alytic cracking units (Chapter 9). The use of propane has necessitated elaborate

solvent cooling systems utilizing cold water, which is a relatively expensive

cooling agent. In order to circumvent such technology, future units will use sol-

vent systems that will allow operation at elevated temperatures relative to con-

ventional propane deasphalting temperatures, thereby permitting easy heat

exchange. In addition, it may be found desirable to integrate dewaxing opera-

tions with deasphalting operations by having a common solvent recovery sys-

tem. This will require changes to the solvent composition and the inclusion of

solvents not usually considered to be deasphalting solvents.

Furthermore, as a means of energy reduction for the process, in future deas-

phalting units, the conventional solvent recovery scheme will be retrofitted with

supercritical solvent recovery scheme to reap the benefits of higher energy effi-

ciency. Other improvements will include variations in the extraction column

internals. For example, the three major properties, which influence the design

of extraction column, are interfacial tension, viscosity, and density of phases.

Solvent deasphalting extraction column is characterized by low interfacial ten-

sion, high viscosities of asphaltene phase, and a density difference between the

phases. Extension of these property correlations for solvent deasphalting appli-

cations will be suitably validated, and corrections made were necessary to

improve extraction performance and yields of the products. Other areas of

future process modification will be in the extractor tower internals, studies with

higher-molecular-weight solvent, accurate estimation of physical properties of

mix stream, studies in combination with other processes, and firming up design

tools for supercritical solvent recovery configuration. However, the solvent
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deasphalting process involves physical separation, and there is no chemical con-

version. The limitations of this process are high energy costs and the limited

uses of deasphalter tar. Current interest in deasphalting is greatest in areas of

the world where demand for motor fuel is low. This suggests that, in the long

run, solvent deasphalting, as a stand-alone residue upgrading process, will be of

less interest worldwide.

In the long term, new desulfurization technologies or evolution of the older

technologies (Chapter 10) will reduce the need for hydrogen. At the same time,

refineries are constantly faced with challenges to reduce air pollution and other

energy-related issues. Thus, traditional end-of-pipe air emission control tech-

nologies will lead to increased energy use and decreasing energy efficiency

in the refinery. The crude oil refining industry will face many other

challenges—climate change and new developments in automotive technology

and biotechnology—that are poised to affect the future structure of refineries.

Biotechnology can contribute to the viscous oil industry by assisting in pro-

cesses for the production of liquid fuels, upgrading liquid fuels to meet sales

specification, and in the bioremediation of water, soil, and air and in the control

of microbiologically influenced corrosion (Youssef et al., 2009; Bachmann

et al., 2014). The application of biotechnology to increase the production of fos-

sil fuels is mostly experimental, but the potential growth of this area is immense.

Increasing the recovery of energy from depleted/uneconomical crude oil and

coal deposits, particularly in combination with the utilization of carbon dioxide,

could be a major component of the biotechnology industry in the future.

The increasing focus to reduce sulfur content in fuels will assure that the role

of desulfurization in the refinery increases in importance (Babich and Moulijn,

2003). Currently, the process of choice is the hydrotreater, in which hydrogen is

added to the fuel to remove the sulfur from the fuel. Some hydrogen may be lost

to reduce the octane number of the fuel, which is undesirable. Because of the

increased attention for fuel desulfurization, various new process concepts are

being developed with various claims of efficiency and effectiveness. The major

developments in desulfurization of three main routes will be (i) advanced

hydrotreating (new catalysts, catalytic distillation, and processing at mild con-

ditions), (ii) reactive adsorption (type of adsorbent used and process design),

and (iii) oxidative desulfurization (catalyst and process design).

In addition, the most common approaches to upgrading hydrotreaters for

clean-fuel production will continue to be (i) developing higher-activity and

more resilient catalysts, (ii) replacing reactor internals for increased efficiency,

(iii) adding reactor capacity to accommodate viscous feedstocks and increase

gasoline-diesel production, (iv) increasing hydrogen partial pressure, (v) adding

process design and hardware that are more specialized, and (vi) focusing on pro-

cess schemes that effectively reduce hydrogen consumption.

However, residuum hydrotreating requires considerably different catalysts

and process flows, depending on the specific operation so that efficient hydro-

conversion through uniform distribution of liquid, hydrogen-rich gas, and
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catalyst across the reactor is assured. In addition to an increase in guard-bed use,
the industry will see an increase in automated demetallization of fixed-bed sys-

tems and more units that operate as ebullating-bed hydrocrackers.

For viscous oil upgrading, hydrotreating technology (Chapter 10) and

hydrocracking technology (Chapter 11) will be the processes of choice. For

cleaner transportation fuel production, the main task is the desulfurization of

gasoline and diesel. With the advent of various techniques, such as adsorption

and biodesulfurization, the future development will be still centralized on

hydrodesulfurization techniques.

Adsorption, biodesulfurization, and hydrodesulfurization are more likely to

be employed to complimentary each other. However, in order to develop any

bioconversion process as a complementary process, a multidisciplinary

approach is essential, and the participation of scientists and engineers from

the fields of biotechnology, biochemistry, refining processes, and engineering

is essential. In the long run, applying nanotechnology to desulfurization of

crude oil and crude oil products will lead to a process capable of producing

ultra-low-sulfur to no-sulfur products on an economical and cost-

effective basis.

In fact, hydrocracking (Chapter 11) will continue to be an indispensable pro-

cessing technology to modern crude oil refining and petrochemical industry due

to its flexibility to feedstocks and product scheme and high-quality products.

Particularly, high-quality naphtha, jet fuel, diesel, and lube base oil can be pro-

duced through this technology. The hydrocracker provides a better balance of

gasoline and distillates, improves gasoline yield and octane quality, and can

supplement the fluid catalytic cracker to upgrade viscous feedstocks. In the

hydrocracker, higher-boiling fuel oil is converted into lower-boiling products

under a high hydrogen pressure and over a hot catalyst bed—the main products

are naphtha and kerosene.

For the viscous feedstocks (and even for biofeedstocks), which will increase

in amounts in terms of hydrocracking feedstocks, reactor designs will continue

to focus on online catalyst addition and withdrawal. Fixed-bed designs have suf-

fered from (i) mechanical inadequacy when used for the heavier feedstocks and

(ii) short catalyst lives—six months or less—even though large catalyst vol-

umes are used (LHSV typically of 0.5–1.5). Refiners will attempt to overcome

these shortcomings by innovative designs, allowing better feedstock flow and

catalyst utilization or online catalyst removal. For example, the OCR process, in

which a lead moving-bed reactor is used to demetallized viscous feed ahead of

the fixed-bed hydrocracking reactors, has seen some success. But whether this

will be adequate for continuous hydrocracking viscous feedstock remains a

question.

Catalyst development will be key in the modification of processes and the

development of new ones to make environmentally acceptable fuels (Rostrup-

Nielsen, 2004). Conversion of crude oil is expected to remain the principal

source of motor fuels for another 30–50years, but it is likely that the production
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of fuel additives in large quantities along with conversion of natural gas will

become significant (Sousa-Aguiar et al., 2005). Although crude oil conversion

is expected to remain the principal source of fuels and petrochemicals in the

future, natural gas reserves will continue to emerge as a major hydrocarbon

resource. This trend has already started to result in a shift toward use of natural

gas (methane) as a significant feedstock for chemicals and for fuels as well. As a

result, deployment of technology for direct and indirect conversion of methane

will probably displace much of the current production of liquefied natural gas.

Innovations have occurred in catalyst materials that have allowed refiners to

vastly improve environmental performance, product quality and volume, feed-

stock flexibility, and energy management without fundamentally changing

fixed capital stocks. Advanced design and manufacturing techniques mean that

catalysts can now be formulated and manufactured for specific processing units,

feedstocks, operating environments, and finished product slates. These efforts

will continue, and more simpler cheaper catalysts will be developed. The pre-

cise configuration of the refinery of the future is unknown, but it is certain that

no two refineries will adapt in exactly the same way. Over the past century, the

refining industry has been innovative and able to develop new processes. This

trend will continue to innovate, and by the period 2030–50, refineries will be
more technologically advanced, and the products will be more environmentally

acceptable.

However, the evolution of the refinery of the future will not be strictly con-

fined to crude oil processes. The major consequence will be a much more envi-

ronmentally friendly product quality. These will be solved in refinery of the

future, the refinery beyond 2020 with the development of deep conversion pro-

cessing, such as residue hydrocracking and the inclusion of processes to accom-

modate other feedstocks.

The panacea (rather than a Pandora’s box) for a variety of feedstock could

well be the gasification refinery (Fig. 16.2) This type of refinery approaches that
of a petrochemical complex, capable of not only supplying the traditional

refined products but also meeting much more severe specifications, and petro-

chemical intermediates such as olefins, aromatics, hydrogen, and methanol.

Furthermore, as already noted above, integrated gasification combined cycle

(IGCC) can be used to raise power from feedstocks such as vacuum residua

and cracked residua (in addition to the production of synthesis gas), and a major

benefit of the integrated gasification combined cycle concept is that power can

be produced with the lowest sulfur oxide (Sox) and nitrogen oxide (NOx) emis-

sions of any liquid/solid feed power generation technology.

Besides fuel and product flexibility, gasification-based systems offer

significant environmental advantages over competing technologies, particu-

larly coal-to-electricity combustion systems. Gasification plants can readily

capture carbon dioxide, the leading greenhouse gas, much more easily and effi-

ciently than coal-fired power plants. In many instances, this carbon dioxide can

be sold, creating additional value from the gasification process.
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Thus, gasification can be proposed as a viable alternative solution for energy

recovery from a variety of feedstocks. On the other hand, the process still faces

some technical and economic problems, mainly related to the highly heteroge-

neous nature of unconventional feedstocks such as biomass and municipal solid

wastes and the relatively limited number of gasification plants worldwide based

on this technology that have continuous operating experience under commercial

conditions (Speight, 2014).

However, technologies that ameliorate the effects of fossil fuel combustion

on acid rain deposition, urban air pollution, and global warming must be pur-

sued vigorously (Vallero, 2008). There is a challenge that must not be ignored,

and the effects of acid rain in soil and water leave no doubt about the need to

control its causes. Indeed, recognition of the need to address these issues is the

driving force behind recent energy strategies and a variety of research and

development programs.

While regulations on the greenhouse gas (GHG) carbon dioxide (CO2)

would be an immediate hurdle to deployment of coal plants, gasification plants

are in the best position compared with other coal-based alternatives to capture

carbon dioxide. However, with the continued uncertainty of carbon dioxide reg-

ulation, there is industry reluctance to make large investments in projects with

high emissions of carbon dioxide since a cost-effective solution for reducing

such emissions is not yet available. Nevertheless, the reduction in greenhouse

gas emissions can be an enhancing factor for gasification in the long run because

the carbon dioxide from a gasification plant is more amenable to capture.

As new technology is developed, emissions may be reduced by repowering

in which aging equipment is replaced by more advanced and efficient substi-

tutes. Such repowering might, for example, involves an exchange in which

an aging unit is exchanged for a newer combustion chamber, such as the
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atmospheric fluidized-bed combustor (AFBC) or the pressurized fluidized-bed

combustor (PFBC).

Indeed, recognition of the production of these atmospheric pollutants in con-

siderable quantities every year has led to the institution of national emission

standards for many pollutants. Using sulfur dioxide as the example, the various

standards not only are very specific but also will becomemore stringent with the

passage of time. Atmospheric pollution is being taken very seriously, and there

is also the threat, or promise, of viscous fines and/or jail terms for any pollution-

minded miscreants who seek to flaunt the laws (Vallero, 2008). Nevertheless, a

trend to the increased use of fossil fuels will require more stringent approaches

to environmental protection issues than we have ever known at any time in

the past.

The typical US refinery in the 2030–50 time period will be located at an

existing refinery site because economic and environmental considerations will

make it difficult and uneconomical to build a new refinery at another site. Many

existing refining process may still be in use, but they will be more efficient and

more technologically advanced and perhaps even rebuilt (reactors having been

replaced on a scheduled or as needed basis) rather than retrofitted. However,

energy efficiency will still be a primary concern, as refiners seek to combat

the inevitable increasing cost of crude oil and refinery operating expenses.

Moreover, the future of the crude oil refining industry will be primarily on

processes for the production of improved quality products. In addition to

viscous feedstocks, there will also be changes in the feedstock into a refinery.

Biomass, liquids from coal, and liquids from oil shale will increase in impor-

tance. These feedstocks will be (i) sent to refineries or (ii) processed at a remote

location and then blended with refinery stocks that are options for future devel-

opment and the nature of the feedstocks. Above all, any such feedstock must be

compatible with refinery feedstocks and not cause fouling in any form.

The refinery of the future will have a gasification section devoted to the con-

version of viscous oils, coal, and biomass to Fischer-Tropsch hydrocarbon

derivatives—perhaps even with rich oil shale added to the gasifier feedstock.

Many refineries already have gasification capabilities, but the trend will

increase to the point (over the next two decades) where nearly all refineries feel

the need to construct a gasification section to handle residua and other

feedstocks.

The production of high-quality fuels will result in a higher demand for

related hydrogen and conversion technologies. Furthermore, the trend toward

low-sulfur fuels and changes in the product mix of refineries will affect

technology choice and needs. For example, the current desulfurization and con-

version technologies use relatively large amounts of hydrogen (which is an

energy-intensive product), and increased hydrogen consumption will lead to

increased energy use and operation expenses, unless more efficient technolo-

gies for hydrogen production developed.
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The demand for high-value crude oil products will maximize production of

transportation fuels at the expense of both residua and low-boiling gases.

Hydroprocessing of residua will be widespread rather than appearing on

selected refineries. At the same time, hydrotreated residua will be the common

feedstocks for fluid catalytic cracking units. Additional conversion capacity

will be necessary to process increasingly heavier crudes and meet a reduced

demand for residua.

Process unit and refinery economics/operation computer models will be

optimized, with integration into plant operations via process computer controls.

Alternate fuels for power generation will continue to push crude processing

toward higher-value products, such as transportation fuels and chemicals. Oth-

erwise, viscous oil, extra viscous oil, and tar sand bitumen that are considered

uneconomical to transport to a refinery will be partially refined at their source to

facilitate transport, and there will be a new emphasis on partial or full upgrading

in situ during recovery operations.

The biomass refinery of the future not only will also use multiple feedstocks

but also will be able to shift output from the production of one chemical to

another in response to market demands. Given that biomass will be a part of

a refinery of the future, refiners may dictate that biomass receives preliminary

upgrading at the biomass site before being shipped to the crude oil refinery.

Other challenges facing the refining industry include its capital-intensive

nature and dealing with the disruptions to business operations that are inherent

in industry. It is imperative for refiners to raise their operations to new levels of

performance. Merely extending current performance incrementally will fail to

meet most company’s performance goals.

To circumvent these issues, there may be no way out of energy production

than to consorting alternative energy sources with crude oil and not of opposing

them. This leads to the concept of alternative energy systems, which is wider

ranging and more meaningful than alternative energy sources, because it relate
to the actual transformation process of the global energy system (Szklo and

Schaeffer, 2005). Alternative energy systems integrate crude oil with other

energy sources and pave the way for new systems where refinery flexibility will
be a key target, especially when related to the increased use of renewable energy

sources.

Balancing product yield and market demand, without the manufacture of

large quantities of fractions having low commercial value, has long required

processes for the conversion of hydrocarbon derivatives of one molecular

weight range and/or structure into some other molecular weight range and/or

structure. One answer to the need for conversion of the heavier feedstocks is

the installation and use of one or more thermal cracking process. It is in the area

of processing viscous feedstocks that process innovations have been initiated

over the past two decades.

The current global crude oil market will continue to offer opportunities for

bottom-of-the-barrel technology to play an important role in the refiner’s
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continuous efforts to balance available crude qualities with the market

demands. Even though the future market includes ample amounts of heavier

and more sour crudes, there will be the need to convert these feedstocks to sal-

able products, and thermal conversion processes will be key to satisfying the

avid demand for transportation fuels.

Thermal cracking is a high temperature process (in some cases, pressure is

also applied) in which the constituents of crude oil are decomposed under the

influence of to break molecular bonds and yield products having a lower molec-

ular weight than the constituents of the feedstock. The process is one of several

cracking methods used in the crude oil industry to process crude oil and other

crude oil products for commercial use, and the major process variables are

(i) feedstock type, (ii) temperature, (iii) pressure, and residence time, which

need to be considered to maximize the yield of distillates and minimize the yield

of coke (Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and

Robinson, 2017).

The acceptance of heavier feedstocks by refiners is requiring more extensive

bottom-of-the-barrel upgrading by (i) increasing low-sulfur distillate fuel

demand that will require increased cracking capacity; (ii) heavier crude oil

slates that will result in a greater high-sulfur residual fuel oil production, if con-

version is not added; and (iii) environmental restrictions that will result in

reduced demand for high-sulfur residual fuel oil (Speight, 2011a).

Low pressures (<100psi) and temperatures in excess of 500°C (930°F) tend
to produce lower-molecular-weight hydrocarbon derivatives than those pro-

duced at higher pressures (400–1000psi) and at temperatures up to 500°C
(930°F). The reaction time is also important. Lower-boiling feedstocks (such

as gas oils) and recycle oils require longer reaction times than the readily

cracked viscous feedstocks.

Thermal cracking (including visbreaking) processes offer viable methods of

conversion of viscous feedstocks because they enable low operating pressure

while involving high operating temperature, without requiring expensive cata-

lysts. Currently, the widest operated residuum conversion processes are vis-

breaking and the various delayed coking processes (Dickenson et al., 1997;

Speight, 2014, 2017).

The process is a relatively low-cost and low-severity approach to improving

the viscosity characteristics of the residue without attempting significant con-

version to distillates. Low residence times are required to avoid coke formation,

although additives can help to suppress coke deposits on the tubes of the fur-

nace. By reducing the viscosity of the nonvolatile fraction, visbreaking reduces

the amount of the more valuable distillate heating oil that is required for blend-

ing tomeet the fuel oil specifications. The process is also used to reduce the pour

point of a waxy residue.

Coking is a thermal process for the continuous conversion of residua into

lower-boiling products. The feedstock can be atmospheric residuum, vacuum

residuum, or cracked residuum, and the products are gases, naphtha, fuel oil,
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gas oil, and coke. The gas oil may be the major product of a coking operation

and serves primarily as a feedstock for catalytic cracking units. The coke can be

used as fuel, but processing for specialty uses, such as electrode manufacture,

production of chemicals, and metallurgical coke, is also possible. For these lat-

ter uses, the coke may require treatment to remove sulfur and metal impuri-

ties—calcined crude oil coke can be used for making anodes for aluminum

manufacture and a variety of carbon or graphite products such as brushes for

electric equipment.

Coking processes utilize longer reaction times than visbreaking, and the

reaction is allowed to proceed to completion. To accomplish this, drums or

chambers (reaction vessels) are employed, but it is necessary to use such vessels

in pairs so that coke removal can be accomplished in those vessels not onstream

without interrupting the semicontinuous nature of the process.

Delayed coking is a semicontinuous (semibatch) process in which the heated

charge is transferred to large soaking (or coking) drums, which provide the long

residence time needed to allow the cracking reactions to proceed to completion.

The process is used for treating residua and uses long reaction times in the liquid

phase to convert the residue fraction of the feed to gases, distillates, and coke.

The coke is a highly aromatic product, also retains sulfur, nitrogen, and metals,

and is enriched in these elements relative to the feed (Feintuch and Negin, 1997;

Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and

Robinson, 2017).
4.1 Use of Scavengers to Promote Initial Coke Formation

Delayed coking has an increasingly important role to play in the integration of

modem crude oil refineries because of the inherent flexibility of the process to

handle even the heaviest of residues. The flexibility of operation inherent in

delayed coking permits refiners to process a wide variety of crude oils including

those containing viscous and high-sulfur residua.

Low-pressure coking is a process designed for a once-through, low-pressure
operation. The process is similar to delayed coking except that recycling is not

usually practiced, and the coke chamber operating conditions are 435°C (815°F)
and 25psi. Excessive coking is inhibited by the addition of water to the feed-

stock in order to quench and restrict further reactions of the reactive

intermediates.

High-temperature coking is a semicontinuous process designed to convert

asphaltic residua to gas oil and coke as the primary products. In the process,

the feedstock is transported to the heater (370°C, 700°F, and 30psi) and finally
to the coking unit, where temperatures may be as high as 980–1095°C
(1800–2000°F). Volatile materials are fractionated, and after the cycle is

complete, coke is collected for sulfur removal before storage.

Fluid coking is a continuous process developed in the mid-1950s that uses

the fluidized solid technique to convert atmospheric residua and vacuum
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residua as well as cracked residua to more valuable products (Parkash, 2003;

Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017). The yield

of distillates from fluid coking can be improved by reducing the residence time

of the cracked vapors.

The yields of products are determined by (i) the properties of the feedstock,

(ii) the temperature of the fluid bed, and (iii) the residence time of the feedstock

in the bed. The use of a fluidized bed reduces the residence time of the vapor-

phase products in comparison with delayed coking, which in turn reduces crack-

ing reactions leading to reduced yields of coke and increased yields of gas oil

and olefins. An increase of 5°C (9°F) in the operating temperature of the fluid-

bed reactor typically increases gas yield by 1% w/w and naphtha by approxi-

mately 1% w/w.

The disadvantage of burning the coke to generate process heat is that sulfur

from the coke is liberated as sulfur dioxide. The gas stream from the coke burner

also contains carbon monoxide (CO), carbon dioxide (CO2), and nitrogen (N2).

An alternate approach is to use a coke gasifier to convert the carbonaceous

solids to a mixture of carbon monoxide (CO), carbon dioxide (CO2), and hydro-

gen (H2).

Flexicoking is a direct offshoot or descendent of fluid coking and uses the

same configuration as the fluid coker but includes a gasification section in

which excess coke can be immediately gasified to produce fuel gas (Parkash,

2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017). The

flexicoking process was designed during the late 1960s and the 1970s as a

means by which excess coke could be reduced in view of the gradual incursion

into refinery operations of the viscous oil and tar sand bitumen—such feed-

stocks are notorious for producing high yields of coke (>15% by weight) in

both thermal processes and in catalytic processes.

Yields of liquid products from flexicoking are the same as from fluid coking,

because the coking reactor is unaltered. The main drawback of gasification is

the requirement for a large additional reactor, especially if high conversion

of the coke is required. Units are designed to gasify 60%–97% of the coke from

the reactor. Even with the gasifier, the product coke will contain more sulfur

than the feed, which limits the attractiveness of even the most advance of coking

processes.

Because of their relative simplicity of design and straightforward thermal

approach (some might say “brute force approach”), visbreaking and delayed

coking processes will not be ignored or absent from the refinery of the future.

These processes should not be ignored because they have the ability to adapt, by

virtue of their relative simplicity, to the changing markets of viscous feedstock

processing, tar sand bitumen processing, and biofeedstock processing. New and

improved approaches are important for production of crude oil products. These

will include advances in current methods, minimization of process energy

losses, and improved conversion efficiency—in particular (i) mitigation of foul-

ing in heat exchangers and (ii) improved conversion efficiency.
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Delayed coking is likely to remain the workhorse of thermal cracking pro-

cesses for the foreseeable future. Globally, approximately one-third of installed

residue upgrading plant is by delayed coking. Although a mature process, in

recent years, many developments have taken place, including (i) development

of automated coke drum unheeding devices, allowing the operator to carry out

the decoking procedure safely from a remote location; (ii) understanding of pro-

cess parameters affecting yields, coker product qualities, and coke qualities

(e.g., shot coke); and (iii) design and operation of major equipment items, in

particular coke drums (allowing shorter coking cycles) and the delayed coker

heater (online spalling/decoking and minimization of coking in furnace tubes).

Reactive distillation offers a promising alternative to conventional reaction-

distillation schemes (Sundmacher and Kienle, 2003). Furthermore, active

removal of reaction products can help shift the equilibrium of the reaction

and improve the conversion efficiency. Reactive distillation has mainly been

used in acetate technology (e.g., MTBE production) (Moritz and Gorak,

2002). Various research institutes and technology developers aim at developing

new applications of reactive distillation. In the United States, researchers

developed a reactive distillation process for isomerization to produce clean

high-octane isomerate. In Europe, a collaborative project of suppliers and

universities aims to improve understanding of reactive distillation and develop

simulation tools to design new applications. Other new developments include

using of monolithic structures that contain the catalysts (Babich and Moulijn,

2003) and reducing catalyst loss (Goetze and Bailer, 1999). Monolithic struc-

tures result in low-pressure drop.

On the other hand, steam cracking (in which a hydrocarbon stream is ther-

mally cracking in the presence of steam) to yield a complex product mixture

may also find use in biofeedstock conversion and allow a higher conversion

of the feedstock to products usable in a refinery.

Fluid coking units will be the subject of changes over the next decades,

although the changes may be minimal and more focused on internal operations

of the units and coupling of the units with other process units. The process is

valuable as it generally proved to equal or better the net realizations from

delayed coking, with the spread increasing for the heavier crudes (economics

being sensitive to liquid yield, coker distillate quality, and product values).

In summary, the need for more and heavier feedstock processing units has

been a trend since the start of the industry. Year by year, the density and sulfur

content of available crudes have slowly risen (Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007;

Speight, 2014, 2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017).

From an environmental standpoint, with the trend of producing high-sulfur

coke (from high-sulfur residua) and the decreasing demand for high-sulfur

coke, gasification of coke to form fuel and syngas to be used within the refinery

will be the only economic and environmental option for refineries in the future,

and flexicoking will become a more popular choice. In addition, it is predictable
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that flexicoking will see an increase in use when coking residues (poor quality

coke) and biofeedstock become prime feedstocks for a gasification unit.

Finally, gasification processes in which the feedstock is converted (by par-

tial oxidation) into synthesis gas (in which the major components are hydrogen

and carbon monoxide). Synthesis gas produced from a wide spectrum of fossil

fuel feedstocks and biofeedstocks can be used to produce hydrogen and raise

steam and/or power, but it can also be a building block in the manufacture of

transportation fuels (via Fischer-Tropsch) or a wide range of petrochemicals

(Boerrigter et al., 2002; Parkash, 2003; Gary et al., 2007; Speight, 2014,

2017; Hsu and Robinson, 2017).

In summary, there is a need to improve residue conversion processes such as

visbreaking and the coking technologies. Part of the future growth will be at or

near viscous crude and bitumen production sites to decrease viscous crude vis-

cosity and improve the quality to ease transportation and open markets for

crudes of otherwise marginal value. Visbreaking may be considered to be a con-

version process rather than a process to produce fuel oil that meets specifica-

tions. Coking can be improved by reducing hydrocarbon gas formation and

by inhibiting the formation of polynuclear aromatic products that are produced

by the process and that are not inherent to the feedstock. Both of these processes

would benefit if a higher-valued product could be produced.
5. Environmental Effects

Crude oil use is a necessary part of the modern world, hence the need for strin-

gent controls over the amounts and types of emissions from the use of crude oil

and its products, especially from plants that upgrade tar sand bitumen

(Table 16.4). So it is predictable that crude oil will be a primary source of energy

for the next several decades and, therefore, the message is clear. The challenge

is for the development of technological concepts that will provide the maximum

recovery of energy from crude oil not only cheaply but also efficiently and with

minimal detriment to the environment. For example, major environmental

impacts associated with enhanced oil recovery process include (i) contamina-

tion of surface water and groundwater, (ii) excessive air emissions especially

from thermal operations, (iii) extreme erosion and sedimentation, and (iv) pos-

sible contamination of land.

Pollution has been obvious for a long time, although the effects were not as

well realized in the past. There was copper pollution near Jericho on the west

bank of the Jordan River due to copper smelting for manufacture of tools thou-

sands of years ago. Deforestation of many areas near the Mediterranean Sea for

the building of ships was a norm. Poor agricultural methods led to soil erosion.

In 2500BCE, the Sumerians used sulfur compounds to control insects, and in

1500BCE, the Chinese used natural products to fumigate crops. Pesticides

began polluting the environment hundreds of years ago. Pollution in medieval

England was also noted when the smoke from coal fires made some cities



TABLE 16.4 Potential Emissions from a Tar Sand Processing Plant That

Require Consideration

Source of Emission Potential Contaminants

Process waste water Suspended solids

Dissolved solids

Organic compounds

Ammonium compounds

Upgrader area runoff Inorganic (metal) compounds

Suspended solids

Upgrader heaters Particulate matter

Carbon oxides

Sulfur oxides

Nitrogen oxides

Coke storage pile Suspended solids

Sulfur

Solid waste landfill Suspended solids

Organic compounds

Inorganic (metal) compounds

Sulfur

Power plant Particulate matter

Carbon oxides

Sulfur oxides

Nitrogen oxides

Sulfur plant Particulate matter

Hydrogen sulfide

Sulfur oxides

Upgrader heaters Particulate matter

Carbon oxides

Sulfur oxides

Nitrogen oxides
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almost uninhabitable (Speight, 2013). There are also documented records, cour-

tesy of the diarist Samuel Pepys, who noted that he did not realize that sewage

from a neighbor’s house was leaking into his basement until he (Pepys) des-

cended to the lower level and stood in it. This is a commentary not only on

the state of sewage disposal but also on the odors that must have permeated

17th century London! However, there being only a meager awareness of the

effects of waste products on human life and there being no form of environmen-

tal protection, the system of waste disposal proliferated. The 18th and 19th cen-

turies saw an expansion of the fledgling chemical industry and an awakening of

the effects of chemical on human life.

And so the 20th century was born with the continuation of less than desirable

waste disposal methods until 1962 when a marine biologist (Rachel Carson)

published her book Silent Spring. The book dealt with many environmental

problems associated with chlorinated pesticides and touched off an extensive

debate about safety of many different types of chemicals, a debate that con-

tinues. As a result, industry and government did some serious soul-searching

at the way various waste products were affecting the environment. And methods

were devised for handling chemical wastes with minimal effect on the

environment.

The capacity of the environment to absorb the effluents and other impacts of

process technologies is not unlimited, as some would have us believe. The envi-

ronment should be considered to be an extremely limited resource, and dis-

charge of chemicals into it should be subject to severe constraints. Indeed,

the declining quality of raw materials, especially crude oil and fossil fuels that

give rise to many of the gaseous emissions of interest in this text, dictates that

more material must be processed to provide the needed fuels. And the growing

magnitude of the effluents from fossil fuel processes has moved above the line

where the environment has the capability to absorb such process effluents with-

out disruption.

In order to combat any threat to the environment, it is necessary to under-

stand the nature and magnitude of the problems involved (Ray and Guzzo,

1990). It is in such situations that environmental technology has a major role

to play. Environmental issues even arise when outdated laws are taken to task.

Thus, the concept of what seemed to be a good idea at the time the action

occurred no longer holds when the law influences the environment.

Thus, both the production (Chapters 2 and 3) and processing (Chapter 7) of

crude oil involve the use of a variety of substances, some toxic, including lubri-

cants in oil wells and catalysts and other chemicals in refining (Fig. 16.1). The

amounts used, however, tend to be small and relatively easy to control. More

detrimental to the environment is the spillage of oil, which has been a particu-

larly common event. Minor losses from truck and car accidents can affect rivers

and streams. Leakage from underground gasoline storage tanks, many aban-

doned decades ago, has contaminated some local water supplies and usually

requires expensive operations to either clean or seal off.
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A brief survey of pollution problems will be given, but these are character-

istic of all industry, and the topics are too vast to be covered adequately in this

chapter. It is hoped that the chapter will make the reader aware of some of the

environmental issues that can affect the crude oil industry.

The purpose of this chapter is to summarize and generalize the various pol-

lution, health, and environmental problems especially specific to the crude oil

industry and to place in perspective government laws and regulations as well as

industry efforts to control these problems (Majumdar, 1993; Speight, 1996,

2005; Speight and Arjoon, 2012). The objective is to indicate the types of emis-

sions from refinery processes and the laws that regulate these emissions.
5.1 Definitions

Briefly, crude oil production and crude oil refining produce chemical waste. If
this chemical waste is not processed in a timely manner, it can become a

pollutant.
A pollutant is a substance present in a particular location (ecosystem) when

it is not indigenous to the location or is present in a greater-than-natural con-

centration. The substance is often the product of human activity. The pollutant,

by virtue of its name, has a detrimental effect on the environment, in part or in

toto. Pollutants can also be subdivided into two classes, primary and secondary:

Source! Primary pollutant! Secondary pollutant

A primary pollutant is a pollutant that is emitted directly from the source. In
terms of atmospheric pollutants, examples are carbon oxides, sulfur dioxide,

and nitrogen oxides from fuel combustion operations:

2 C½ �crude oil +O2 ! 2CO

C½ �crude oil + O2 !CO2

2 N½ �crude oil +O2 ! 2NO

N½ �crude oil + O2 !NO2

S½ �crude oil +O2 ! SO2

2SO2 +O2 ! 2SO3

Hydrogen sulfide and ammonia are produced from processing sulfur-
containing and nitrogen-containing feedstocks:

S½ �crude oil + H2 !H2S + hydrocarbon derivatives

2 N½ �crude oil + 3H2 ! 2NH3 + hydrocarbon derivatives

The question of classifying nitrogen dioxide and sulfur trioxide as primary
pollutants often arises, as does the origin of the nitrogen. In the former case,
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these higher oxides can be formed in the upper levels of the combustion

reactors.

A secondary pollutant is a pollutant that is produced by interaction of a pri-
mary pollutant with another chemical. A secondary pollutant may also be pro-

duced by dissociation of a primary pollutant or other effects within a particular

ecosystem. The combustion of fossil fuels can account for the large majority of

the sulfur oxides and nitrogen oxides released to the atmosphere. Whichever

technologies succeed in reducing the amounts of these gases in the atmosphere

should also succeed in reducing the amounts of urban smog, those notorious

brown and gray clouds that are easily recognizable at some considerable dis-

tances from urban areas, not only by their appearance but also by their odor:

SO2 +H2O!H2SO4 sulfurous acidð Þ
2SO2 +O2 ! 2SO3

SO3 +H2O!H2SO4 sulfuric acidð Þ
2NO+H2O!HNO2 +HNO3 nitrous acid + nitric acidð Þ

2NO+O2 ! 2NO2

NO2 +H2O!HNO3 nitric acidð Þ
The most obvious issue with fossil fuel use relates to the effects on the envi-
ronment. As technology evolves, the means to reduce the damage done by fossil

fuel use also evolves, and the world is on the doorstep of adapting to alternative

energy sources. In the meantime, gasification offers alternatives to meet the

demand for fuels of the future and to reduce the potentially harmful emissions.

In many cases, these secondary pollutants can have significant environmental

effects, such as the formation of acid rain and smog (Speight, 1996).

Any pollutant, either primary or secondary, can have a serious effect on the

various ecological cycles such as the industrial cycle (Fig. 16.3), the water cycle

(Fig. 16.4), and the carbon cycle (Fig. 16.5). Therefore, understanding the

means by which a chemical pollutant can enter these ecosystems and influence

the future behavior of the ecosystem is extremely important.

In addition, hazardous waste is any gaseous, liquid, or solid waste material

that, if improperly managed or disposed of, may pose substantial hazards to

human health and the environment. In many cases, the term chemical waste
is often used interchangeably with the term hazardous waste. However, not
all chemical wastes are hazardous, and caution in the correct use of the terms

must be exercised lest unqualified hysteria take control.

An environmental regulation is a legal mechanism that determines how the

policy directives of an environmental law are to be carried out. An environmen-
tal policy is a requirement that specifies operating procedures that must be fol-

lowed. An environmental guidance is a document developed by a governmental

agency that outlines a position on a topic or that give instructions on how a
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procedure must be carried out. It explains how to do something and provides

governmental interpretations on a governmental act or policy.

5.2 Environmental Regulations

Thus, environmental issues permeate everyday life. These issues range from the

effects on the lives of workers in various occupations where hazards can result



FIG. 16.5 The carbon cycle.
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from exposure to chemical agents to the influence of these agents on the lives of

the population at large (Lipton and Lynch, 1994; Speight, 1996; Boyce, 1997).

In this section, reference is made to the various environmental laws.
5.2.1 The Clean Air Act Amendments

The first Clean Air Act of 1970 and the 1977 amendments consisted of three

titles. Title I dealt with stationary air emission sources, Title II with mobile

air emission sources, and Title III with definitions of appropriate terms and

applicable standards for judicial review. The Clean Air Act Amendments of
1990 contain extensive provisions for control of the accidental release of toxic

substances from storage or transportation and the formation of acid rain (acid

deposition). In addition, the requirement that the standards be technology based

removes much of the emotional perception that all chemicals are hazardous and

the guesswork from legal enforcement of the legislation. The requirement also

dictates environmental and health protection with an ample margin of safety.
5.2.2 The Water Pollution Control Act

Several acts are related to the protection of the waterways in the United States.

Of particular interest in the present context is the Water Pollution Control Act
(Clean Water Act). The objective of the Act is to restore and maintain the chem-

ical, physical, and biological integrity of water systems.

TheWater Pollution Control Act of 1948 and TheWater Quality Act of 1965

were generally limited to control of pollution of interstate waters and the
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adoption of water-quality standards by the states for interstate water within their

borders. The first comprehensive water-quality legislation in the United States

came into being in 1972 as the Water Pollution Control Act. This Act was

amended in 1977 and became the Clean Water Act. Further amendments in

1978 were enacted to deal more effectively with spills of crude oil. Other

amendments followed in 1987 under the new nameWater Quality Act and were

aimed at improving water quality in those areas where there were insufficien-

cies in compliance with the discharge standards.

Section 311 of the Clean Water Act includes elaborate provisions for regu-

lating intentional or accidental discharges of crude oil and of hazardous sub-

stances. Included are response actions required for oil spills and the release

or discharge of toxic and hazardous substances. As an example, the person

in charge of a vessel or an onshore or offshore facility (Speight, 2015b) from

which any designated hazardous substance is discharged, in quantities equal

to or exceeding its reportable quantity, must notify the appropriate federal

agency as soon as such knowledge is obtained. The Exxon Valdez is a well-

known case.

5.2.3 The Safe Drinking Water Act

The Safe Drinking Water Act, first enacted in 1974, was amended several times

in the 1970s and 1980s to set national drinking water standards. The Act calls

for regulations that (i) apply to public water systems, (ii) specify contaminants

that may have any adverse effect on the health of persons, and (iii) specify con-

taminant levels. In addition, the difference between primary and secondary

drinking water regulations is defined, and a variety of analytic procedures

are specified. Statutory provisions are included to cover underground injection

control systems. The Act also requires maximum levels at which a contaminant

must have no known or anticipated adverse effects on human health, thereby

providing an adequate margin of safety.
The Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA) sets stan-

dards the same for groundwater as for drinking water in terms of necessary

cleanup and remediation of an inactive site that might be a former crude oil

refinery. Under the Act, all underground injection activities must comply with

the drinking water standards and meet specific permit conditions that are in uni-

son with the provisions of the Clean Water Act.

However, under the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, class IV

injection wells are no longer permitted, and there are several restrictions on

underground injection wells that may be used for storage and disposal of haz-

ardous wastes.

5.2.4 The Resource Conservation and Recovery Act

Since its initial enactment in 1976, the Resource Conservation and Recovery

Act (RCRA) continues to promote safer solid and hazardous waste management
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programs. Besides the regulatory requirements for waste management, the Act

specifies the mandatory obligations of generators, transporters, and disposers of

waste as well as those of owners and/or operators of waste treatment, storage, or

disposal facilities. The Act also defines solid waste as garbage, refuse, sludge

from a treatment plant and from a water supply treatment plant or air pollution

control facility; and other discarded material, including solid, liquid, semisolid,

or contained gaseous material resulting from industrial, commercial, mining,

and agricultural operations and from community activities.

The Act also states that solid waste does not include solid, or dissolved,

materials in domestic sewage or solid or dissolved materials in irrigation return

flows or industrial discharges. A solid waste becomes a hazardous waste if it

exhibits any one of four specific characteristics: (i) ignitability, (ii) reactivity,

(iii) corrosivity, or (iv) toxicity. Certain types of solid wastes (e.g., household

waste) are not considered to be hazardous, irrespective of their characteristics.

Hazardous waste generated in a product or raw-material storage tank, transport

vehicles, or manufacturing processes and samples collected for monitoring and

testing purposes are exempt from the regulations.

Hazardous waste management is based on a beginning-to-end concept so

that all hazardous wastes can be traced and fully accounted for. All generators

and transporters of hazardous wastes as well as owners and operators of related

facilities in the United States must file a notification with the Environmental

Protection Agency. The notification must state the location of the facility

and a general description of the activities as well as the identified and listed haz-

ardous wastes being handled. Thus, all regulated hazardous waste facilities

must exist and/or operate under valid, activity-specific permits.

Regulations pertaining to companies that generate and/or transport wastes

require that detailed records be maintained to ensure proper tracking of hazard-

ous wastes through transportation systems. Approved containers and labels

must be used, and wastes can only be delivered to facilities approved for treat-

ment, storage, and disposal.
5.2.5 The Toxic Substances Control Act

The Toxic Substances Control Act was first enacted in 1976 and was designed

to provide controls for those chemicals that may threaten human health or the

environment. Particularly hazardous are the cyclic nitrogen species that may be

produced when crude oil is processed and that often occur in residua and

cracked residua. The objective of the Act is to provide the necessary control

before a chemical is allowed to be mass produced and enter the environment.

The Act specifies a premanufacture notification requirement by which any

manufacturer must notify the Environmental Protection Agency at least 90days

prior to the production of a new chemical substance. Notification is also

required even if there is a new use for the chemical that can increase the risk

to the environment. No notification is required for chemicals that are
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manufactured in small quantities solely for scientific research and experimen-

tation. A new chemical substance is defined as a chemical that is not listed in the

Environmental Protection Agency Inventory of Chemical Substances or is an

unlisted reaction product of two or more chemicals. In addition, the term chem-
ical substance means any organic or inorganic substance of a particular molec-

ular identity, including any combination of such substances occurring in whole

or in part as a result of a chemical reaction or occurring in nature and any ele-

ment or uncombined radical. The term mixture means any combination of two

or more chemical substances if the combination does not occur in nature and is

not, in whole or in part, the result of a chemical reaction.
5.2.6 The Comprehensive Environmental Response,
Compensation, and Liability Act

The Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability

Act (CERCLA) that is generally known as Superfund was first signed into

law in 1980. The central purpose of this Act is to provide a response mechanism

for cleanup of any hazardous substance released, such as an accidental spill, or

of a threatened release of a chemical. While RCRA deals basically with the

management of wastes that are generated, treated, stored, or disposed of, CER-

CLA provides a response to the environmental release of various pollutants or

contaminants into the air, water, or land.

Under this Act, a hazardous substance is any substance (i) requiring special

consideration due to its toxic nature under the Clean Air Act, the Clean Water

Act, or the Toxic Substances Control Act and (ii) defined as hazardous waste

under RCRA. Additionally, a pollutant or contaminant can be any other sub-

stance not necessarily designated by or listed in the Act but that will or may
reasonably be anticipated to cause any adverse effect in organisms and/or their

offspring.

The Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA) addresses

closed waste disposal sites that may release hazardous substances into any envi-

ronmental medium. The most revolutionary part of SARA is the Emergency

Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act (EPCRA), which for the first

time mandated public disclosure. It is covered under title III of SARA.
5.2.7 The Occupational Safety and Health Act

Occupational health hazards are those factors arising in or from the occupa-

tional environment that adversely impact health. Thus, the Occupational Safety
and Health Administration (OSHA) came into being in 1970 and is responsible

for administering the Occupational Safety and Health Act.

The goal of the Act is to ensure that employees do not suffer material impair-

ment of health or functional capacity due to a lifetime of occupational exposure
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to chemicals. The statute imposes a duty on employers to provide employees

with a safe workplace environment, free of known hazards that may cause death

or serious bodily injury.

The Act is also responsible for the means by which chemicals are contained.

Workplaces are inspected to ensure compliance and enforcement of applicable

standards under the Act. In keeping with the nature of the Act, there is also a

series of standard tests relating to occupational health and safety as well as

the general recognition of health hazards in the workplace. The Act is also

the means by which guidelines have evolved for the management and disposi-

tion of chemicals used in chemical laboratories.
5.2.8 The Oil Pollution Act

The Oil Pollution Act of 1990 deals with pollution of waterways by crude oil.

The Act specifically deals with crude oil vessels and onshore and offshore facil-

ities (Speight, 2015b) and imposes strict liability for oil spills on their owners

and operators.
5.2.9 The Hazardous Materials Transportation Act

The Hazardous Materials Transportation Act authorizes the establishment and

enforcement of hazardous material regulations for all modes of transportation

by highway, water, and rail. The purpose of the Act is to ensure safe transpor-

tation of hazardous materials. The Act prevents any person from offering or

accepting a hazardous material for transportation anywhere within this nation

if that material is not properly classified, described, packaged, marked, labeled,

and authorized for shipment pursuant to the regulatory requirements.

Under Department of Transportation regulations, a hazardous material is

defined as any substance or material, including a hazardous substance and haz-

ardous waste, that is capable of posing an unreasonable risk to health, safety,

and property during transportation.

The Act also imposes restrictions on the packaging, handling, and shipping

of hazardous materials. For shipping and receiving of hazardous chemicals,

hazardous wastes, and radioactive materials, the appropriate documentation,

markings, labels, and safety precautions are required.

There are a variety of regulations (Table 16.5) that apply to crude oil refin-

ing. The most popular is the series of regulations known as the Clean Air Act

that first was introduced in 1967 and was subsequently amended in 1970 and

most recently in 1990. The most recent amendments provide stricter regulations

for the establishment and enforcement of national ambient air quality standards

for, as an example, sulfur dioxide. These standards do not stand alone, and there

are many national standards for sulfur emissions.



TABLE 16.5 Environmental Regulations That Apply to Energy Production

First

Enacted Amended

Clean Air Act 1970 1977

1990

Clean Water Act (Water Pollution Control Act) 1948 1965a

1972b

1977

1987c

Comprehensive Environmental Response,
Compensation, and Liability Act

1980 1986d

Hazardous Material Transportation Act 1974 1990

Occupational Safety and Health Act 1970 1987e

Oil Pollution Act 1924 1990f

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act 1976 1980g

Safe Drinking Water Act 1974 1986h

Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act
(SARA)

1986

Toxic Substances Control Act 1976 1984i

aWater Quality Act.
bWater Pollution Control Act.
cWater Quality Act.
dSARA Amendments.
eSeveral amendments during the 1980s.
fInteractive with various water pollution acts.
gFederal cancer policy initiated.
hSeveral amendments during the 1970s and the 1980s.
iImport rule enacted.
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5.3 Other Policies

Recent policy to tackle climate change and resource conservation, such as the

Kyoto Protocol, the deliberations at Copenhagen in 2009, and the Landfill

Directive of the European Union, stimulated the development of renewable

energy and landfill diversion technology, providing gasification technology

development a renewed impetus. However, even though they are the fastest-

growing source of energy, renewable sources of energy will still represent only

15% of the world energy requirements in 2035 (up from the current estimation

of 10%), and divesting from fossil fuels does not mean an end to environmental
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emissions. Viscous oil, tar sand bitumen, coal, natural gas, and perhaps oil shale

will still be dominant energy sources and will grow at a relatively robust rate

over, at least, the next two decades. These estimates are a reality check on

the challenge ahead for clean technologies if they are to make an impact in

reducing greenhouse gas emissions and satisfy future energy demands.

Current awareness of these issues by a variety of levels of government has

resulted, in the United States, in the institution of the Clean Fossil Fuels Pro-

gram to facilitate the development of pollution abatement technologies. And

it has led to successful partnerships between government and industry. In addi-

tion, there is the potential that new laws, such as the passage in 1990 of the

Clean Air Act Amendments in the United States, will be a positive factor

and supportive of the controlled clean use of fossil fuels. However, there will

be a cost, but industry is supportive of the measure and confident that the goals

can be met.
5.4 Process Analysis

In addition to the conventional meaning of the term process, the transportation
of crude oil also needs to be considered here.

Oil spills during crude oil transportation have been the most visible prob-

lem. There have also been instances of oil wells at sea “blowing out” or flowing

uncontrollably, although the amounts from blowouts tend to be smaller than

from tanker accidents. The 1979 Ixtoc I blowout in the Gulf of Mexico was

an exception, as it flowed an estimated 3 million barrels over many months.

Tanker accidents typically have a severe impact on ecosystems because of

the rapid release of hundreds of thousands of barrels of crude oil (or crude oil

products) into a small area. The largest single spill to date is believed to have

occurred during the 1991 Gulf War, when as much as 10 million barrels were

dumped in the Persian Gulf by Iraq, apparently intentionally. More typical was

the 1989 spill from the tanker Exxon Valdez, where 250,000 barrels were lost in

Alaskan coastal waters.

While oil, as a hydrocarbon, is at least theoretically biodegradable, large-

scale spills can overwhelm the ability of the ecosystem to break the oil down

(Speight and Arjoon, 2012). Over time, the lower-boiling constituents of crude

oil evaporate, leaving the nonvolatile constituents. The remaining oil constitu-

ents break down the protective waxes and oils in the feathers and fur of birds and

animals, resulting in a loss of heat retention and causing death by freezing.

Ingestion of the oil can also kill animals by interfering with their ability to digest

food. Some crude oils contain toxic metals as well. The impact of any given oil

spill is determined by the size of the spill, the degree of dispersal, and the chem-

istry of the oil. Spills at sea are thought to have a less detrimental effect than

spills in shallow waters.

Crude oil refining is a complex sequence of chemical events that result in the

production of a variety of products (Fig. 16.1). In fact, crude oil refining might
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be considered as a collection of individual yet related processes that are each

capable of producing effluent streams.

Many refined products came under scrutiny (Loehr, 1992; Olschewsky and

Megna, 1992). By the mid-1970s, crude oil refiners in the United States were

required to develop techniques for manufacturing high-quality gasoline without

employing lead additives, and by 1990, they were required to take on substantial

investments in the complete reformulation of transportation fuels in order to

minimize environmental emissions. From an industry that produced a single

product (kerosene) and disposed of unwanted by-product materials in any man-

ner possible, crude oil refining had become one of the most stringently regulated

of all manufacturing industries, expending a major portion of its resources on

the protection of the environment.

Processing crude oil, with the exception of some of the more viscous crude

oils, involves a primary distillation of the hydrogen mixture, which results in its

separation into fractions differing in carbon number, volatility, specific gravity,

and other characteristics. The most volatile fraction that contains most of the

gases that are generally dissolved in the crude is referred to as pipestill gas

or pipestill low-boiling gases and consists essentially of hydrocarbon gases

ranging from methane to butane(s) (C4H10) or sometimes pentane(s) (C5H12).

The gas varies in composition and volume, depending on crude origin and

on any additions to the crude made at the loading point.

It is not uncommon to reinject low-boiling hydrocarbon derivatives such as

propane and butane into the crude before dispatch by tanker or pipeline. This

results in a higher vapor pressure of the crude oil, but it allows one to increase

the quantity of low-boiling products obtained at the refinery. Since low-boiling

products in most crude oil markets command a premium while in the oil field

itself propane and butane may have to be reinjected or flared, the practice of

“spiking” crude with liquefied crude oil gas is becoming fairly common.

Crude oil refining, as it is currently known, will continue at least for the next

three decades. In spite of the various political differences that have caused fluc-

tuations in crude oil imports, it is obvious that crude oil imports will continue to

be on the order of 60% (or greater) of crude oil consumption in the United States

for the foreseeable future (Speight, 2011a). It is also predictable that the use of

crude oil for the transportation sector will increase as increases in travel offset

increased efficiency. As a consequence of this increase in use, crude oil will be

the largest single source of carbon emissions from fuel. Acid gases corrode

refining equipment, harm catalysts, pollute the atmosphere, and prevent the

use of hydrocarbon components in petrochemical manufacture. When the

amount of hydrogen sulfide is high, it may be removed from a gas stream

and converted to sulfur or sulfuric acid. Some natural gases contain sufficient

carbon dioxide to warrant recovery as dry ice.

Thus, like any other rawmaterial, crude oil is capable of producing chemical

waste. By 1960, the crude oil refining industry had become well established

throughout the world. Demand for refined crude oil products had reached
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almost millions of barrels per day, with major concentrations of refineries in

most developed countries. However, as the world became aware of the impact

of industrial chemical waste on the environment, the crude oil refining industry

was a primary focus for change. Refiners added hydrotreating units to extract

sulfur compounds from their products and began to generate large quantities of

elemental sulfur. Effluent water, atmospheric emissions, and combustion prod-

ucts also became a focus of increased technical attention (Carson andMumford,

1988; Speight, 1996; Renzoni et al., 1994; Carson and Mumford, 1995;

Edwards, 1995; Thibodeaux, 1995; Speight and Arjoon, 2012).

Thermal processes are commonly used to convert crude oil residua into liq-

uid products. Therefore, some indications of the process classes and the prod-

ucts that are unacceptable to the environment are warranted here.

Thermal cracking processes are commonly used to convert nonvolatile

residua into volatile products, although thermal cracking processes as used in

the early refineries are no longer in use. Thus, examples of modern thermal pro-

cesses are visbreaking and coking (delayed coking, fluid coking, and flexicok-
ing) (Chapter 8). In all of these processes, the simultaneous formation of

sediment or coke limits the conversion to usable liquid products.

The visbreaking process (Chapter 8) is primarily a means of reducing the

viscosity of viscous feedstocks by controlled thermal decomposition insofar

as the hot products are quenched before complete conversion can occur

(Speight, 2014, 2017). However, the process is often plagued by sediment for-

mation in the products. This sediment, or sludge, must be removed if the prod-

ucts are to meet fuel oil specifications. However, like deasphalting, visbreaking

may be used more as a pretreating option for viscous oil and extra viscous oil,

prior to, say, hydrocracking. For actual conversion of viscous feedstocks,

delayed coking will be more widely used.

Coking, as the term is used in the crude oil industry, is a process for convert-

ing nondistillable fractions (residua) of crude oil to lower-boiling products and

coke. Coking is often used in preference to catalytic cracking because of the

presence of metals and nitrogen components that poison catalysts.

Delayed coking (Chapter 8) is the oldest, most widely used process and has

changed very little in the five or more decades in which it has been onstream in

refineries. Fluid coking (Chapter 8) is a continuous fluidized solid process that

cracks feed thermally over heated coke particles in a reactor vessel to gas, liquid

products, and coke. Heat for the process is supplied by partial combustion of the

coke, with the remaining coke being drawn as product. The new coke is depos-

ited in a thin fresh layer on the outside surface of the circulating coke particle.

Catalytic cracking is a conversion process (Chapter 9) that can be applied to
a variety of feedstocks ranging from gas oil to viscous oil. It is one of several

practical applications used in a refinery that employ a catalyst to improve pro-

cess efficiency. Catalytic cracking of crude oil occurs over many types of cat-

alytic materials that may be either activated (acid-treated natural clays of the

bentonite type) or synthesized silica-alumina or silica-magnesia preparations.
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Hydrotreating (Chapter 10) is defined as the lower temperature removal of

heteroatomic species by treatment of a feedstock or product in the presence of

hydrogen. Hydrocracking (Chapter 11) is the thermal decomposition of a feed-

stock in which carbon-carbon bonds are cleaved in addition to the removal of

heteroatomic species. Hydrogen is present to prevent the formation of coke.

Subsequent hydroprocessing (Chapter 10) of the coker distillates would reduce

the polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbon derivatives in the resulting product

streams, so that the only health concern outside the refinery itself is with

high-severity thermal products, such as pitches, which have not been hydro-

treated. Coke solids would not pose a health hazard and would have less envi-

ronmental activity than unprocessed residue.
5.4.1 Gaseous Emissions

Gaseous emissions from crude oil refining create a number of environmental

problems. During combustion, the combination of hydrocarbon derivatives,

nitrogen oxide, and sunlight results in localized low levels of ozone or smog.

This is particularly evident in large urban areas and especially when air does

not circulate well. Crude oil use in automobiles also contributes to the problem

in many areas. The primary effects are on the health of those exposed to the

ozone, but plant life has been observed to suffer as well.

Refinery and natural gas streams may contain large amounts of acid gases,

such as hydrogen sulfide (H2S) and carbon dioxide (CO2) (Speight, 1996).

Hydrogen chloride (HCl), although not usually considered to be a major pollut-

ant in crude oil refineries, can arise during processing from the presence of brine

in crude oil that is incompletely dried. It can also be produced from mineral

matter, and other inorganic contaminants are gaining increasing recognition

as a pollutant that needs serious attention.

Acid gases corrode refining equipment, harm catalysts, pollute the atmo-

sphere, and prevent the use of hydrocarbon components in petrochemical man-

ufacture.When the amount of hydrogen sulfide is large, it may be removed from

a gas stream and converted to sulfur or sulfuric acid. Some natural gases contain

sufficient carbon dioxide to warrant recovery as dry ice, that is, solid carbon

dioxide. And there is now a conscientious effort to mitigate the emission of pol-

lutants from hydrotreating process by careful selection of process parameters

and catalysts (Occelli and Chianelli, 1996).

The terms refinery gas and process gas are also often used to include all of

the gaseous products and by-products that emanate from a variety of refinery

processes (Speight, 1996). There are also components of the gaseous products

that must be removed prior to release of the gases to the atmosphere or prior to

use of the gas in another part of the refinery, i.e., as a fuel gas or as a process

feedstock.

Crude oil refining produces gas streams that often contain substantial

amounts of acid gases such as hydrogen sulfide and carbon dioxide.
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More particularly hydrogen sulfide arises from the hydrodesulfurization of

feedstocks that contain organic sulfur:

S½ �feedstock +H2 !H2S + hydrocarbon derivatives

Crude oil refining involves, with the exception of some of the more viscous
crude oils, a primary distillation of the hydrogen mixture, which results in its

separation into fractions differing in carbon number, volatility, specific gravity,

and other characteristics. The most volatile fraction that contains most of the

gases, which are generally dissolved in the crude, is referred to as pipestill
gas or pipestill light ends and consists essentially of hydrocarbon gases ranging
from methane, to butane(s), to sometimes pentane(s).

The gas varies in composition and volume, depending on crude origin and

on any additions to the crude made at the loading point. It is not uncommon to

reinject low-boiling hydrocarbon derivatives such as propane and butane into

the crude before dispatch by tanker or pipeline. This results in a higher vapor

pressure of the crude, but it allows one to increase the quantity of low-boiling

products obtained at the refinery. Since low-boiling products in most crude oil

markets command a premium while in the oil field itself propane and butane

may have to be reinjected or flared, the practice of spiking crude oil with liq-

uefied crude oil gas is becoming fairly common.

In addition to the gases obtained by distillation of crude oil, more highly

volatile products result from the subsequent processing of naphtha and middle

distillate to produce gasoline. Hydrogen sulfide is produced in the desulfuriza-

tion processes involving hydrogen treatment of naphtha, distillate, and residual

fuel and from the coking or similar thermal treatments of vacuum gas oils and

residual fuels. The most common processing step in the production of gasoline

is the catalytic reforming of hydrocarbon fractions in the heptane (C7) to decane

(C10) range.

In a series of processes commercialized under the generic name reforming,
paraffin and naphthene (cyclic nonaromatic) hydrocarbon derivatives are

altered structurally in the presence of hydrogen and a catalyst into aromatics

or isomerized to more highly branched hydrocarbon derivatives. Catalytic

reforming processes thus not only result in the formation of a liquid product

of higher octane number but also produce substantial quantities of gases. The

latter not only are rich in hydrogen but also contain hydrocarbon derivatives

from methane to butanes, with a preponderance of propane (CH3CH2CH3),

n-butane (CH3CH2CH2CH3) and isobutane [(CH3)3CH].

The composition of the process gases varies in accordance with reforming

severity and reformer feedstock. All catalytic reforming processes require sub-

stantial recycling of a hydrogen stream. Therefore, it is normal to separate

reformer gas into a propane (CH3CH2CH3) and/or a butane stream

[CH3CH2CH2CH3 plus (CH3)3CH], which becomes part of the refinery lique-

fied crude oil gas production and a lower-boiling gas fraction, part of which is
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recycled. In view of the excess of hydrogen in the gas, all products of catalytic

reforming are saturated, and there are usually no olefin gases present in either

gas stream.

A second group of refining operations that contributes to gas production is

that of the catalytic cracking processes. These consist of fluid-bed catalytic

cracking in which viscous gas oils are converted into gas, liquefied crude oil

gas, catalytic naphtha, fuel oil, and coke by contacting the viscous hydrocarbon

with the hot catalyst. Both catalytic and thermal cracking processes, the latter

being now largely used for the production of chemical raw materials, result in

the formation of unsaturated hydrocarbon derivatives, not only particularly eth-

ylene (CH2]CH2) but also propylene (propene, CH3CH]CH2), isobutylene

[isobutene, (CH3)2C]CH2], and the n-butenes (CH3CH2CH]CH2 and

CH3CH]CHCH3) in addition to hydrogen (H2), methane (CH4) and smaller

quantities of ethane (CH3CH3), propane (CH3CH2CH3), and butanes

[CH3CH2CH2CH3 and (CH3)3CH]. Diolefins such as butadiene (CH2]CH-

CH]CH2) are also present.

Additional gases are produced in refineries with visbreaking and/or coking

facilities that are used to process the heaviest crude fractions. In the visbreaking

process, fuel oil is passed through externally fired tubes and undergoes liquid-

phase cracking reactions, which result in the formation of lower-boiling fuel oil

components. Oil viscosity is thereby reduced, and some gases, mainly hydro-

gen, methane, and ethane, are formed. Substantial quantities of both gas and

carbon are also formed in coking (both delayed coking and fluid coking) in addi-

tion to the middle distillate and naphtha. When coking a residual fuel oil or vis-

cous gas oil, the feedstock is preheated and contacted with hot carbon (coke)

that causes extensive cracking of the feedstock constituents of higher molecular

weight to produce lower-molecular-weight products ranging from methane, via

liquefied crude oil gas and naphtha, to gas oil and heating oil. Products from

coking processes tend to be unsaturated, and olefin components predominate

in the tail gases from coking processes.

A further source of refinery gas is hydrocracking, a catalytic high-pressure

pyrolysis process in the presence of fresh and recycled hydrogen. The feedstock

is again viscous gas oil or residual fuel oil, and the process is directed mainly at

the production of additional middle distillates and gasoline. Since hydrogen is

to be recycled, the gases produced in this process again have to be separated into

lower-boiling and higher-boiling streams. Any surplus recycle gas and the liq-

uefied crude oil gas from the hydrocracking process are both saturated.

Both hydrocracker gases and catalytic reformer gases are commonly used in

catalytic desulfurization processes. In the latter, feedstocks ranging from

low-boiling (atmospheric) gas oil to vacuum gas oils are passed at pressures

of 500–1000psi with hydrogen over a hydrofining catalyst. This results mainly

in the conversion of organic sulfur compounds to hydrogen sulfide:

S½ �feedstock +H2 !H2S+ hydrocarbon derivatives
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The reaction also produces some low-boiling hydrocarbon derivatives by
hydrocracking.

Thus, refinery streams, while ostensibly being hydrocarbon in nature, may

contain large amounts of acid gases such as hydrogen sulfide and carbon diox-

ide. Most commercial plants employ hydrogenation to convert organic sulfur

compounds into hydrogen sulfide. Hydrogenation is effected by means of

recycled hydrogen-containing gases or external hydrogen over a nickel molyb-

date or cobalt molybdate catalyst.

In summary, refinery process gas, in addition to hydrocarbon derivatives,

may contain other contaminants, such as carbon oxides (COx, where x¼1

and/or 2), sulfur oxides (SOx, where x¼2 and/or 3), and ammonia (NH3), mer-

captans (R-SH), and carbonyl sulfide (COS).

The presence of these impurities may eliminate some of the sweetening pro-

cesses, since some processes remove large amounts of acid gas but not to a suf-

ficiently low concentration. On the other hand, there are those processes not

designed to remove (or incapable of removing) large amounts of acid gases,

whereas they are capable of removing the acid gas impurities to very low levels

when the acid gases are present only in low-to-medium concentration in the gas.

From an environmental viewpoint, it is not the means by which these gases

can be utilized, but it is the effects of these gases on the environment when they

are introduced into the atmosphere.

In addition to the corrosion of equipment of acid gases, the escape into the

atmosphere of sulfur-containing gases can eventually lead to the formation of

the constituents of acid rain, i.e., the oxides of sulfur (SO2 and SO3). Similarly,

the nitrogen-containing gases can also lead to nitrous and nitric acids

(through the formation of the oxides NOx, where x¼1 or 2) that are the other

major contributors to acid rain. The release of carbon dioxide and hydrocarbon

derivatives as constituents of refinery effluents can also influence the behavior

and integrity of the ozone layer.

Hydrogen chloride, if produced during refining, quickly picks upmoisture in

the atmosphere to form droplets of hydrochloric acid and, like sulfur dioxide, is

a contributor to acid rain. However, hydrogen chloride may exert severe local

effects because, unlike sulfur dioxide, it does not need to participate in any fur-

ther chemical reaction to become an acid. Under atmospheric conditions that

favor a buildup of stack emissions in the area of a large industrial complex

or power plant, the amount of hydrochloric acid in rainwater could be

quite high.

Natural gas is also capable of producing emissions that are detrimental to the

environment. While the major constituent of natural gas is methane, there are

components such as carbon dioxide (CO), hydrogen sulfide (H2S), and mercap-

tans (thiols; R-SH), as well as trace amounts of sundry other emissions. The fact

that methane has a foreseen and valuable end use makes it a desirable product,

but in several other situations, it is considered a pollutant, having been identi-

fied a greenhouse gas.
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A sulfur removal process must be very precise, since natural gas contains

only a small quantity of sulfur-containing compounds that must be reduced sev-

eral orders of magnitude. Most consumers of natural gas require <4ppm in

the gas.

A characteristic feature of natural gas that contains hydrogen sulfide is the

presence of carbon dioxide (generally in the range of 1–4% v/v). In cases where
the natural gas does not contain hydrogen sulfide, there may also be a relative

lack of carbon dioxide.

Acid rain occurs when the oxides of nitrogen and sulfur that are released to

the atmosphere during the combustion of fossil fuels are deposited (as soluble

acids) with rainfall, usually at some location remote from the source of the

emissions.

It is generally believed (the chemical thermodynamics are favorable) that

acidic compounds are formed when sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxide emissions

are released from tall industrial stacks. Gases such as sulfur oxides (usually sul-

fur dioxide, SO2) and the nitrogen oxides (NOx) react with the water in the

atmosphere to form acids:

SO2 +H2O!H2SO3

2SO2 +O2 ! 2SO3

SO3 +H2O!H2SO4

2NO+H2O! 2HNO2

2NO+O2 ! 2NO2

NO2 +H2O!HNO3

Acid rain has a pH<5.0 and predominantly consists of sulfuric acid (H2SO4)
and nitric acid (HNO3). As a point of reference, in the absence of anthropogenic

pollution sources, the average pH of rain is approximately 6.0 (slightly acidic;

neutral pH¼7.0). In summary, the sulfur dioxide that is produced during a vari-

ety of processes will react with oxygen and water in the atmosphere to yield

environmentally detrimental sulfuric acid. Similarly, nitrogen oxides will also

react to produce nitric acid.

Another acid gas, hydrogen chloride (HCl), although not usually considered

to be amajor emission, is produced frommineral matter and the brines that often

accompany crude oil during production and is gaining increasing recognition as

a contributor to acid rain. However, hydrogen chloride may exert severe local

effects because it does not need to participate in any further chemical reaction to

become an acid. Under atmospheric conditions that favor a buildup of stack

emissions in the areas where hydrogen chloride is produced, the amount of

hydrochloric acid in rainwater could be quite high.

In addition to hydrogen sulfide and carbon dioxide, gas may contain other

contaminants, such as mercaptans (R-SH) and carbonyl sulfide (COS).
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On a regional level, the emission of sulfur oxides (SOx) and nitrogen oxides

(NOx) can also cause the formation of acid species at high altitudes, which even-

tually precipitate in the form of acid rain, damaging plants, wildlife, and prop-

erty. Most crude oil products are low in sulfur or are desulfurized, and while

natural gas sometimes includes sulfur as a contaminant, it is typically removed

at the production site.

At the global level, there is concern that the increased use of hydrocarbon-

based fuels will ultimately raise the temperature of the planet (global warming),
as carbon dioxide reflects the infrared or thermal emissions from the earth, pre-

venting them from escaping into space (greenhouse effect). Whether or not the

potential for global warming becomes real will depend upon how emissions into

the atmosphere are handled. There is considerable discussion about the merits

and demerits of the global warming theory, and the discussion is likely to con-

tinue for some time. Be that as it may, the atmosphere can only tolerate pollut-

ants up to a limiting value. And that value needs to be determined. In the

meantime, efforts must be made to curtail the use of noxious and foreign (non-

indigenous) materials into the air.

In summary and from an environmental viewpoint, crude oil and natural gas

processing can result in similar, if not the same, gaseous emissions as coal

(Speight, 2013). It is a question of degree insofar as the composition of the gas-

eous emissions may vary from coal to crude oil, but the constituents are, in the

majority of cases, the same.

There are a variety of processes that are designed for sulfur dioxide removal

from gas streams (Speight, 2014), but scrubbing process utilizing limestone

(CaCO3) or lime [Ca(OH)2] slurries has received more attention than other

gas scrubbing processes. The majority of the gas scrubbing processes are

designed to remove sulfur dioxide from the gas streams; some processes show

the potential for removal of nitrogen oxide(s).
5.4.2 Liquid Effluents

Crude oil, as a mixture of hydrocarbon derivatives, is (theoretically) a

biodegradable material. However, in very general terms (and as observed

from elemental analyses), crude oil is a mixture of (i) hydrocarbon derivatives,

(ii) nitrogen compounds, (iii) oxygen compounds, (iv) sulfur compounds, and

(v) metallic constituents.

It is convenient to divide the hydrocarbon components of crude oil into the

following three classes: (i) paraffin compounds, which are saturated hydrocar-

bon derivatives with straight or branched chains, but without any ring structure;

(ii) naphthene compounds, which are saturated hydrocarbon derivatives

containing one or more rings, each of which may have one or more paraffin

side chains (more correctly known as alicyclic hydrocarbon derivatives); and

(iii) aromatic compounds, which are hydrocarbon derivatives containing one

or more aromatic nuclei, such as benzene, naphthalene, and phenanthrene ring
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systems, which may be linked up with (substituted) naphthene rings and/or par-

affin side chains. And even though crude oil derivatives have been prescribed

for medicinal purposes (Chapter 1), one does not see the flora and fauna of the

earth surviving in oceans of crude oil. It is all a question of dosage!

Crude oil also contains appreciable amounts of organic nonhydrocarbon

constituents, mainly sulfur-, nitrogen-, and oxygen-containing compounds

and, in smaller amounts, organometallic compounds in solution and inorganic

salts in colloidal suspension. These constituents appear throughout the entire

boiling range of the crude oil but tend to concentrate mainly in the heavier frac-

tions and in the nonvolatile residues.

Although their concentration in certain fractions may be quite small, their

influence is important. For example, the thermal decomposition of deposited

inorganic chlorides with evolution of free hydrochloric acid can give rise to seri-

ous corrosion problems in the distillation equipment. The presence of organic

acid components, such as mercaptans (R-SH) and acids (R-CO2H), can also pro-

mote environmental damage. In catalytic operations, passivation and/or poison-

ing of the catalyst can be caused by deposition of traces of metals (vanadium

and nickel) or by chemisorption of nitrogen-containing compounds on the cat-

alyst, thus necessitating the frequent regeneration of the catalyst or its expensive

replacement. This carries with it the issues related to catalyst disposal.

Thermal processing can significantly increase the concentration of polynu-

clear aromatic hydrocarbon derivatives in the product liquid because the

low-pressure hydrogen-deficient conditions favor aromatization of naphthene

constituents and condensation of aromatics to form larger ring systems. To the

extent that more compounds like benzo(a)pyrene are produced, the liquids from

thermal processes will be more carcinogenic than asphalt. This biological activity

was consistent with the higher concentration of polynuclear aromatic hydrocar-

bon derivatives at 38.8mg/g in the pitch compared with only 0.22mg/g in the

asphalt. Similarly, one would expect coker gas oils to contain more polynuclear

aromatic hydrocarbon derivatives than unprocessed or hydroprocessed distillates

and thereby give a higher potential for carcinogenic or mutagenic effects.

The sludge produced on acid treatment of crude oil distillates (Speight and

Arjoon, 2012; Speight, 2014), even gasoline and kerosene, is complex in nature.

Esters and alcohols are present from reactions with olefins. Sulfonation prod-

ucts are created from with aromatic compounds, naphthene compounds, and

phenols and salts from reactions with nitrogen bases. In addition, such materials

as naphthenic acids, sulfur compounds, and asphalt (residua constituents)

material are all retained by direct solution. The various products of

oxidation-reduction reactions must be added to these constituents: coagulated

resins, soluble hydrocarbon derivatives, water, and free acid.

The disposal of the sludge is difficult, as it contains unused free acid that

must be removed by dilution and settling. The disposal is a comparatively sim-

ple process for the sludge resulting from treating gasoline and kerosene, the
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so-called light oils. The insoluble oil phase separates out as a mobile tar, which

can be mixed and burned without too much difficulty. Sludge from viscous oil,

however, separates out granular semisolids, which offer considerable difficulty

in handling.

In all cases, careful separation of reaction products is important to the recov-

ery of well-refined materials. This may not be easy if the temperature has risen

as a consequence of chemical reaction. This will result in a persistent dark color

traceable to reaction products that are redistributed as colloids. Separation may

also be difficult at low temperature because of high viscosity of the stock, but

this problem can be overcome by dilution with low-boiling naphtha or with

propane.

In addition, delayed coking also requires the use of large volumes of water

for hydraulic cleaning of the coke drum. However, the process water can be

recycled if the oil is removed by skimming and suspended coke particles are

removed by filtration. If this water is used in a closed cycle and treated to pro-

duce useable water, the impact of delayed coking on water treatment facilities

and the environment is minimized. The flexicoking process offers one alterna-

tive to direct combustion of coke for process fuel. The gasification section is

used to process excess coke to mixture of carbon monoxide (CO), carbon diox-

ide (CO2), hydrogen (H2), and hydrogen sulfide (H2S) followed by treatment to

remove the hydrogen sulfide. Maximizing the residue conversion and desulfur-

ization of the residue in upstream hydroconversion units also maximizes the

yield of hydrogen sulfide relative to sulfur in the coke. Currently, maximum

residue conversion with minimum coke production is favored over gasification

of coke.
5.4.3 Solid Effluents

Catalyst disposal is therefore a major concern in all refineries. In many cases,

the catalysts are regenerated at the refinery for repeated use. Disposal of spent

catalysts is usually part of an agreement with the catalyst manufacturer whereby

the spent catalyst is returned for treatment and remanufacture.

The formation of considerable quantities of coke in the coking processes is a
cause for concern since it not only reduces the yield of liquid products but also

initiates the necessity for disposal of the coke. Stockpiling to coke may be a

partial answer unless the coke contains leachable materials that will endanger

the ecosystem as a result of rain or snow melt.

In addition, the generation and emission of sulfur oxides (particularly sulfur

dioxide) occurs from combustion of sulfur-containing coke as plant fuel. Sulfur

dioxide (SO2) has a wide range of effects on health and on the environment.

These effects vary from bronchial irritation upon short-term exposure to con-

tributing to the acidification of lakes. Emissions of sulfur dioxide therefore

are regulated in many countries.
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6. Epilogue

There have been many suggestions about the future of the crude oil industry in

relation to the reserves of crude oil that are available but that are continually

being depleted. Among these suggestions are that the bulk of the crude oil

and gas in the world has already been discovered and that declining production

is inevitable. Another suggestion is that substantial amounts of oil and gas

remain to be found. There are also suggestions that fall between these two

extremes.

In the last two decades, new fields have indeed been discovered, for exam-

ple, in Kazakhstan near the Caspian Sea, and the potential for crude oil discov-

eries have opened up in Eastern Europe, Asia, Canadian coastal areas, and

Colombia. Potentially, the richest discovery has been the finding of vast

reserves in deep water in the Gulf of Mexico. These reserves were only begin-

ning to be tapped in the mid-1990s, using floating platforms tethered to the sea

bottom by steel cables and such innovative technologies as the use of deepwater

robotic machines for construction and maintenance. In addition, the resources

of crude oil in tight formations are believed to be substantial, but these sources

are not all available for full commercialization to replace oil-based fuels and

products and may not be so for the next several decades during which time

the production of oil-based fuels and products will have to fulfill the demand

(Speight and Islam, 2016).

Liquid fuel sources that still remain to be exploited include tar sand deposits

(Chapters 1 and 4) (Speight, 2008, 2012) and the liquefaction and gasification of

coal (Speight, 2013). All attempts to utilize these sources have proved so far to

be uneconomic compared with the costs of producing oil and natural gas. Future

technologies may, however, find ways of creating viable fuels from these var-

ious substances (Castañeda et al., 2014). That being the case and although oil is

now recognized as likely to be abundant into the first 50 years of the 21st cen-

tury, environmental concerns will probably impose increasing restrictions on

both its production and consumption.

Thus, the general prognosis for emission cleanup is not pessimistic and can

be looked upon as being quite optimistic. Indeed, it is considered likely that

most of their environmental impact of crude oil refining can be substantially

abated. A considerable investment in retrofitting or replacing existing facilities

and equipment might be needed. However, it is possible, and a conscious goal

must be to improve the efficiency with which crude oil is transformed and

consumed.

Obviously, much work is needed to accommodate the continued use of crude

oil. In the meantime, we use what we have, all the while working to improve

efficient usage and working to ensure that there is no damage to the

environment.

Such is the nature of crude oil refining and the expectancy of protecting the

environment.
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Conversion Factors
1. General
2
1acre¼43,560 ft

1acre-foot¼7758.0bbl

1atm¼760mmHg¼14.696psi¼29.91 in Hg

1atm¼1.0133bar¼33.899 ft. H2O

1 barrel (oil)¼42gal¼5.6146 ft3

1 barrel (water)¼350 lb at 60°F
1 barrel per day¼1.84cm3/s

1 Btu ¼778.26 ft lb

1cP¼2.42 lb. mass/(ft) (h), viscosity

1cP¼0.000672 lb. mass/(ft) (s), viscosity

1 cubic foot¼28,317cm3 ¼7.4805gal

Density of water at 60°F¼0.999g/cm3 ¼62.367 lb./ft3 ¼8.337 lb./gal

1gal¼231 in.3 ¼3785.4cm3 ¼0.13368 ft3

1hp-hour¼0.7457kWh¼2544.5Btu

1hp¼550 ft lb/s¼745.7W

1in. ¼ 2.54cm

1m¼100cm¼1000mm¼10μm¼10Å

1oz¼28.35g

1 lb¼453.59g¼7000 grains

1 mile2 ¼640 acres
2. Concentration conversions
1 part per million (1ppm)¼1 microgram per liter (1μg/L)
1 microgram per liter (1μg/L)¼1 milligram per kilogram (1mg/kg)

1microgramper liter (1μg/L)�6.243�108 ¼1poundper cubic foot (1lb/ft3)

1 microgram per liter (1μg/L)�10�3 ¼1 milligram per liter (1mg/L)

1milligram per liter (1mg/L)�6.243�105 ¼1 pound per cubic foot (1lb/ft3)

1 gram mole per cubic meter (1gmol/m3)�6.243�105 ¼1 pound per

cubic foot (1 lb/ft3)

10,000ppm¼1% w/w
1ppm hydrocarbon in soil � 0.002¼1 lb of hydrocarbons per ton of

contaminated soil
3. Weight conversion
1 ounce (1oz)¼28.3495 grams (28.3495g)

1 pound (1 lb)¼0.454kg

1 pound (1 lb)¼454 grams (454g)

1 kilogram (1kg)¼2.20462 pounds (2.20462 lb)
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754 Conversion Factors
1 stone (English, 1 st)¼14 pounds (14 lb)

1 ton (US, 1 short ton)¼2000 lb

1 ton (English, 1 long ton)¼2240 lb

1 metric ton¼2204.62262 lb

1 tonne¼2204.62262 lb
4. Temperature conversions
°F¼ (°C�1.8)+32

°C¼ (°F�32)/1.8

(°F�32)�0.555¼ °C
Absolute zero¼�273.15°C
Absolute zero¼�459.67 °F
5. Area
1 square centimeter (1cm2)¼0.1550 in.2

1 square meter (1m2)¼1.1960 yd2

1 hectare¼2.4711 acres

1 square kilometer (1km2)¼0.3861 mile2

1 square inch (1 in.2)¼6.4516cm2

1 square foot (1 ft2)¼0.0929m2

1 square yard (1yd2)¼0.8361m2

1 acre¼4046.9m2

1 square mile (1mi2)¼2.59km2
6. Other approximations
14.7 pounds per square inch (14.7psi)¼1 atmosphere (1atm)

1 kilopascal (kPa)�9.8692�10�3 ¼14.7 pounds per square inch (14.7psi)

1yd3 ¼27 ft3

1 US gallon of water¼8.34 lb

1 imperial gallon of water¼10 lb

1yd3 ¼0.765m3

1 acre-inch of liquid¼27,150gal¼3.630 ft3

1ft depth in 1 acre (in situ)¼1613� (20%–25% excavation factor)¼
� 2000yd3

1yd3 (clayey soils-excavated)¼1.1–1.2 tons (US)

1yd3 (sandy soils-excavated)¼1.2–1.3 tons (US)
SI Metric Conversion Factors
Acre-foot � 1.233482
 E+03¼meters cubed

Barrels � 1.589873
 E�01¼meters cubed

Centipoise � 1.000000
 E�03¼pascal seconds

Darcy � 9.869233
 E�01¼micrometers squared

Feet � 3.048000
 E�01¼meters

Pounds per acre-foot � 3.677332
 E�04¼kilograms per meters cubed

Pounds per square inch � 6.894757
 E+00¼kilopascals

Dyne per centimeter � 1.000000
 E+00¼mN/m

Parts per million � 1.000000
 E+00¼milligrams per kilograms
E¼exponent, i.e., E+03¼103 and E�03¼10�3.



Glossary
Abandon To cease work on a well that is nonproductive, to plug off the well with cement

plugs, and to salvage all recoverable equipment. Also used in the context of field

abandonment.

Abandonment Converting a drilled well to a condition that can be left indefinitely without

further attention and will not damage freshwater supplies, potential crude oil reservoirs, or

the environment.

Abandonment pressure The bottom-hole pressure at which a company will no longer make

an economic profit on the well; a direct function of the economic premises, and it corre-

sponds to the static bottom pressure at which the revenues obtained from the sales of the

hydrocarbons produced are equal to the well’s operation costs.

ABC process A fixed-bed process for the hydrodemetallization and hydrodesulfurization of

heavy feedstocks.

ABN separation Amethod of fractionation by which petroleum (or a fraction thereof) is sep-

arated into acidic, basic, and neutral constituents.

Absolute permeability Ability of a rock to conduct a fluid when only one fluid is present in

the pores of the rock.

Absorber See absorption tower.

Absorption gasoline Gasoline extracted from natural gas or refinery gas by contacting the

absorbed gas with an oil and subsequently distilling the gasoline from the higher-boiling

components.

Absorption oil Oil used to separate the heavier components from a vapor mixture by absorp-

tion of the heavier components during intimate contacting of the oil and vapor and used to

recover natural gasoline from wet gas.

Absorption plant A plant for recovering the condensable portion of natural or refinery gas,

by absorbing the higher-boiling hydrocarbons in an absorption oil, followed by separation

and fractionation of the absorbed material.

Absorption tower A tower or column that promotes contact between a rising gas and a fall-

ing liquid so that part of the gas may be dissolved in the liquid.

Acetone-benzol process A dewaxing process in which acetone and benzol (benzene or aro-

matic naphtha) are used as solvents.

Acid catalyst A catalyst having acidic character; alumina is an example of such a catalyst.

Acid deposition Acid rain; a form of pollution depletion in which pollutants, such as nitrogen

oxides and sulfur oxides, are transferred from the atmosphere to soil or water; often

referred to as atmospheric self-cleaning. The pollutants usually arise from the use of fossil

fuels.

Acidity The capacity of an acid to neutralize a base such as a hydroxyl ion (OH�).
Acidizing A technique for improving the permeability of a reservoir by injecting acid.

Acid number A measure of the reactivity of crude oil with a caustic solution and given in

terms of milligrams of potassium hydroxide that are neutralized by 1g of crude oil.
755
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Acid rain The precipitation phenomenon that incorporates anthropogenic acids and other

acidic chemicals from the atmosphere to the land and water (see acid deposition).

Acid sludge The residue left after treating petroleum oil with sulfuric acid for the removal of

impurities; a black, viscous substance containing the spent acid and impurities.

Acid treating A process in which unfinished petroleum products, such as gasoline, kerosene,

and lubricating oil stocks, are contacted with sulfuric acid to improve their color, odor,

and other properties.

Acoustic log See sonic log.

Acre-foot A measure of bulk rock volume where the area is 1ac and the thickness is 1 ft.

Activation energy, E The energy that is needed by a molecule or molecular complex to

encourage reactivity to form products.

Additions The reserve provided by the exploratory activity. It consists of the discoveries and

delimitations in a field during the study period.

Additive A material added to another (usually in small amounts) in order to enhance desir-

able properties or to suppress undesirable properties.

Add-on control methods The use of devices that remove refinery process emissions after

they are generated but before they are discharged to the atmosphere.

Adsorption Transfer of a substance from a solution to the surface of a solid resulting in rel-

atively high concentration of the substance at the place of contact; see also chromato-

graphic adsorption.

Adsorption gasoline Natural gasoline obtained in the adsorption process from wet gas.

Afterburn The combustion of carbon monoxide (CO) to carbon dioxide (CO2), usually in the

cyclones of a catalyst regenerator.

After-flow Flow from the reservoir into the wellbore that continues for a period after the well

has been shut in; after-flow can complicate the analysis of a pressure transient test.

Air-blown asphalt Asphalt produced by blowing air through residua at elevated

temperatures.

Air injection An oil recovery technique using air to force oil from the reservoir into the

wellbore.

Airlift thermofor catalytic cracking A moving-bed continuous catalytic process for the

conversion of heavy gas oils into lighter products; the catalyst is moved by a stream of air.

Air pollution The discharge of toxic gases and particulate matter introduced into the atmo-

sphere, principally as a result of human activity.

Air sweetening A process in which air or oxygen is used to oxidize lead mercaptide deriv-

atives to disulfides instead of using elemental sulfur.

Alicyclic hydrocarbon A compound containing carbon and hydrogen only, which has a

cyclic structure (e.g., cyclohexane); also collectively called naphthenes.

Aliphatic hydrocarbon A compound containing carbon and hydrogen only, which has an

open-chain structure (e.g., as ethane, butane, octane, and butene) or a cyclic structure

(e.g., cyclohexane).

Alkaline flooding See EOR process.

Alkalinity The capacity of a base to neutralize the hydrogen ion (H+).

Alkali treatment See caustic wash.

Alkali wash See caustic wash.

Alkylate (alkylation) A refining operation that takes low-value derivatives from the cat

cracking and other processes and unites them in the presence of an acid catalyst to produce

a very-high-octane, low-vapor-pressure gasoline blending component.
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Alkylate bottoms Residua from fractionation of alkylate; the alkylate product that boils

higher than the aviation gasoline range; sometimes called heavy alkylate or alkylate

polymer.

Alkylation unit A refining unit in which propylene or butylene reacts with isobutylene to

yield a high-octane gasoline blending component called alkylate. Alkylate helps improve

the environmental qualities of gasoline—low vapor pressure, zero sulfur content, zero ole-

fin content, zero benzene, and a high octane number.

Alpha-scission The rupture of the aromatic carbon-aliphatic carbon bond that joins an alkyl

group to an aromatic ring.

Alumina (Al2O3) Used in separation methods as an adsorbent and in refining as a catalyst.

American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) The official organization in the

United States for designing standard tests for crude oil and other industrial products;

now renamed as ASTM International.

Amine washing A method of gas cleaning whereby acidic impurities such as hydrogen sul-

fide and carbon dioxide are removed from the gas stream by washing with an amine (usu-

ally an alkanolamine).

Analysis Determine the properties of a feedstock prior to refining and inspection of feedstock

properties.

Aniline point The temperature, usually expressed in °F, above which equal volumes of a

petroleum product are completely miscible; a qualitative indication of the relative propor-

tions of paraffins in a petroleum product that are miscible with aniline only at higher tem-

peratures; a high aniline point indicates low aromatics.

Anticline The structural configuration of a collection of folding rocks and in which the rocks

are tilted in different directions from the crest.

Antiknock Resistance to detonation or pinging in spark-ignition engines.

Antiknock agent A chemical compound such as tetraethyl lead that, when added in small

amount to the fuel charge of an internal-combustion engine, tends to lessen knocking.

Antistripping agent An additive used in an asphaltic binder to overcome the natural affinity

of an aggregate for water instead of asphalt.

API gravity Ameasure of the lightness or heaviness of crude oil that is related to density and

specific gravity °API¼ (141.5/sp. gr at 60°F)�131.5.

Apparent bulk density The density of a catalyst as measured, usually loosely compacted in a

container.

Apparent viscosity The viscosity of a fluid or several fluids flowing simultaneously, mea-

sured in a porous medium (rock), and subject to both viscosity and permeability effects;

also called effective viscosity.

Appraisal well A well drilled as part of an appraisal drilling program that is carried out to

determine the physical extent, reserves, and likely production rate of a field.

Aquaconversion process A hydrovisbreaking technology in which a proprietary additive

and water are added to the heavy feedstock prior to introduction into the soaker.

Aquifer A subsurface rock interval that will produce water; often the underlay of a crude oil

reservoir.

Areal sweep efficiency (horizontal sweep efficiency) The fraction of the flood pattern area

that is effectively swept by the injected fluids.

Artificial production system Any of the techniques used to extract crude oil from the pro-

ducing formation to the surface when the reservoir pressure is insufficient to raise the oil

naturally to the surface.
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Aromatic hydrocarbon A hydrocarbon characterized by the presence of an aromatic ring or

condensed aromatic rings, benzene and substituted benzene, naphthalene and substituted

naphthalene, phenanthrene and substituted phenanthrene, and the higher condensed ring

systems; compounds that are distinct from those of aliphatic compounds or alicyclic

compounds.

Aromatization The conversion of nonaromatic hydrocarbons to aromatic hydrocarbons by

(1) rearrangement of aliphatic (noncyclic) hydrocarbons into aromatic ring structures

and (2) dehydrogenation of alicyclic hydrocarbons (naphthenes).

Arosorb process A process for the separation of aromatics from nonaromatics by adsorption

on a gel from which they are recovered by desorption.

ART process A process for increasing the production of liquid fuels without hydrocracking.

ASCOT process A resid upgrading process that integrates delayed coking and deep solvent

deasphalting.

Asphalt The nonvolatile product obtained by distillation and treatment of an asphaltic crude

oil with liquid propane or liquid butane, usually consists of asphaltenes, resins, and gas oil;

a manufactured product.

Asphalt cement Asphalt especially prepared as to quality and consistency for direct use in

the manufacture of bituminous pavements.

Asphalt emulsion An emulsion of asphalt cement in water containing a small amount of

emulsifying agent.

Asphaltene fraction The brown to black powdery material produced by the treatment of

crude oil, crude oil residua, or bituminous materials with a low-boiling liquid hydrocar-

bon, e.g., pentane or heptane; soluble in benzene (and other aromatic solvents), carbon

disulfide, and chloroform (or other chlorinated hydrocarbon solvents).

Asphaltene association factor The number of individual asphaltene species that associate in

nonpolar solvents as measured by molecular-weight methods; the molecular weight of

asphaltenes in toluene divided by the molecular weight in a polar nonassociating solvent,

such as dichlorobenzene, pyridine, or nitrobenzene.

Asphalt flux Oil used to reduce the consistency or viscosity of hard asphalt to the point

required for use.

Asphaltics (asphaltic constituents) A general term usually meaning the asphaltene fraction

plus the resin fraction.

Asphalt primer A liquid asphaltic material of low viscosity that, upon application to a non-

bituminous surface, is completely absorbed; used to waterproof the surface and prepare it

for further construction.

Asphaltic pyrobitumen See asphaltoid.

Asphaltic road oil A thick, fluid solution of asphalt, usually a residual oil. See also nonas-

phaltic road oil.

Assay A test or series of tests performed on crude oil to determine the substance’s physical

and chemical properties; the assay typically identifies the viscosity, density, acidity

(acid number), and the amount of sulfur.

Associated gas in solution or dissolved Natural gas dissolved in the crude oil of the reser-

voir, under the prevailing pressure and temperature conditions.

Associated gas Natural gas that is in contact with and/or dissolved in the crude oil of the

reservoir. It may be classified as gas cap (free gas) or gas in solution (dissolved gas).

Associated molecular weight The molecular weight of asphaltenes in an associating

(nonpolar) solvent, such as toluene.
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Atmospheric distillation Distillation at atmospheric pressure.

Atmospheric crude oil distillation The process of separating crude oil components at atmo-

spheric pressure by heating and subsequent condensing of the fractions by cooling.

Atmospheric equivalent boiling point (AEBP) A mathematical method of estimating the

boiling point at atmospheric pressure of nonvolatile fractions of petroleum.

Atmospheric residuum A residuum obtained by distillation of a crude oil under atmospheric

pressure and that boils above 350°C (660°F).
Attapulgus clay See fuller’s earth.

Autofining A catalytic process for desulfurizing distillates.

Average particle size The weighted average particle diameter of a catalyst.

Aviation gasoline Any of the special grades of gasoline suitable for use in certain airplane

engines.

Aviation turbine fuel See jet fuel.

Back mixing The phenomenon observed when a catalyst travels at a slower rate in the riser

pipe than the vapors.

Baghouse A filter system for the removal of particulate matter from gas streams; so called

because of the similarity of the filters to coal bags.

Bank The concentration of oil (oil bank) in a reservoir that moves cohesively through the

reservoir.

Bari-sol process A dewaxing process that employs a mixture of ethylene dichloride and ben-

zol as the solvent.

Barrel The unit of measurement of liquids in the crude oil industry; equivalent to 42 US stan-

dard gallons or 33.6 imperial (UK) gallons (159L¼7.3bbl¼1ton: 6.29bbl¼1m3).

Basement Foot or base of a sedimentary sequence composed of igneous or metamorphic

rocks.

Basic nitrogen Nitrogen (in crude oil) that occurs in pyridine form.

Basic sediment and water (BS&Wor BSW) The material that collects in the bottom of stor-

age tanks, usually composed of oil, water, and foreign matter; also called bottoms or bot-

tom settlings.

Basin Receptacle in which a sedimentary column is deposited that shares a common tectonic

history at various stratigraphic levels.

Battery Equipment to process or store crude oil from one or more wells.

Baum�e gravity The specific gravity of liquids expressed as degrees on the Baum�e (°B�e)
scale. For liquids lighter than water, Sp. gr 60°F¼140/(130+ °B�e). For liquids heavier

than water, Sp. gr 60°F¼145/(145� °B�e).
Bauxite Mineral matter used as a treating agent; hydrated aluminum oxide formed by the

chemical weathering of igneous rocks.

Bbl See barrel.

Bell cap A hemispherical or triangular cover placed over the riser in a (distillation) tower to

direct the vapors through the liquid layer on the tray; see bubble cap.

Benchmarking measures Data and information used as a point of reference against which

industry performance is measured.

Bender process A chemical treating process using lead sulfide catalyst for sweetening light

distillates by which mercaptans are converted to disulfides by oxidation.

Bentonite Montmorillonite (a magnesium-aluminum silicate), used as a treating agent.

Beta-scission The rupture of a carbon-carbon bond, two bonds removed from an aromatic

ring.
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Benzene A low-boiling aromatic hydrocarbon, which occurs naturally as a part of oil and

natural gas activity; considered to be a nonthreshold carcinogen and is an occupational

and public health concern.

Benzin A refined light naphtha used for extraction purposes.

Benzine An obsolete term for light petroleum distillates covering the gasoline and naphtha

range; see ligroine.

Benzol The general term that refers to commercial or technical (not necessarily pure) ben-

zene; also the term used for aromatic naphtha.

Billion 1�109.

Biodegradation The destruction of organic materials by bacteria.

Biological oxidation The oxidative consumption of organic matter by bacteria by which the

organic matter is converted into gases.

Biomass Biological organic matter.

Bitumen A naturally occurring highly viscous hydrocarbonaceous material that exists in

deposits in a semisolid or solid phase. In its natural state, it generally contains sulfur,

metals, and other nonhydrocarbon compounds. Natural bitumen has a viscosity of more

than several thousand centipoises, measured at the original temperature of the reservoir, at

atmospheric pressure and gas-free. It frequently requires treatment before being refined.

Bituminous Containing bitumen or constituting the source of bitumen.

Bituminous rock See bituminous sand.

Bituminous sand A formation in which the bituminous material (see bitumen) is found as a

filling in veins and fissures in fractured rock or impregnating relatively shallow sand,

sandstone, and limestone strata; a sandstone reservoir that is impregnated with a heavy,

viscous black crude oil-like material that cannot be retrieved through a well by conven-

tional production techniques.

Black acid Amixture of the sulfonates found in acid sludge that is insoluble in naphtha, ben-

zene, and carbon tetrachloride; very soluble in water but insoluble in 30% sulfuric acid; in

the dry, oil-free state, the sodium soaps are black powders.

Black oil Any of the dark-colored oils; a term now often applied to heavy oil.

Black soap See black acid.

Black strap The black material (mainly lead sulfide) formed in the treatment of sour light oils

with doctor solution and found at the interface between the oil and the solution.

Blowdown Condensate and gas are produced simultaneously from the outset of production.

Blowout When well pressure exceeds the ability of the wellhead valves to control it. Oil and

gas “blow wild” at the surface.

Blowout preventers BOPs are high-pressure wellhead valves, designed to shut off the

uncontrolled flow of hydrocarbons.

Blown asphalt The asphalt prepared by air blowing a residuum or an asphalt.

BOC process See RCD Unibon (BOC) process.

Boiling point A characteristic physical property of a liquid at which the vapor pressure is

equal to that of the atmosphere and the liquid is converted to a gas.

Boiling range The range of temperature, usually determined at atmospheric pressure in stan-

dard laboratory apparatus, over which the distillation of oil commences, proceeds, and

finishes.

Borehole The hole as drilled by the drill bit.

Bottled gas Usually butane or propane or butane-propanemixtures liquefied and stored under

pressure for domestic use; see also liquefied petroleum gas.
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Bottom of the barrel Residuum.

Bottom-of-the-barrel processing Residuum processing.

Bottoms The liquid that collects in the bottom of a vessel (tower bottoms and tank bottoms)

either during distillation; also the deposit or sediment formed during storage of petroleum

or a petroleum product; see also residuum and basic sediment and water.

Bright stock Refined, high-viscosity lubricating oils usually made from residual stocks by

processes such as a combination of acid treatment or solvent extraction with dewaxing

or clay finishing.

British thermal unit See Btu.

Bromine number The number of grams of bromine absorbed by 100g of oil that indicates the

percentage of double bonds in the material.

Brown acid Oil-soluble petroleum sulfonates found in acid sludge that can be recovered by

extraction with naphtha solvent. Brown-acid sulfonates are somewhat similar to mahog-

any sulfonates but are more water-soluble. In the dry, oil-free state, the sodium soaps are

light-colored powders.

Brown soap See brown acid.

Btu (British thermal unit) The energy required to raise the temperature of 1 lb of water 1°F.
BS&W See basic sediment and water.

Bronsted acid A chemical species that can act as a source of protons.

Bronsted base A chemical species that can accept protons.

Bubble cap An inverted cup with a notched or slotted periphery to disperse the vapor in small

bubbles beneath the surface of the liquid on the bubble plate in a distillation tower.

Bubble plate A tray in a distillation tower.

Bubble point The temperature at which incipient vaporization of a liquid in a liquid mixture

occurs, corresponding with the equilibrium point of 0% vaporization or 100% condensa-

tion; the temperature at which a gas starts to come out of a liquid.

Bubble tower A fractionating tower so constructed that the vapors rising pass up through

layers of condensate on a series of plates or trays (see bubble plate); the vapor passes from

one plate to the next above by bubbling under one or more caps (see bubble cap) and out

through the liquid on the plate where the less volatile portions of vapor condense in bub-

bling through the liquid on the plate, overflow to the next lower plate, and ultimately back

into the reboiler, thereby effecting fractionation.

Bubble tray A circular, perforated plate having the internal diameter of a bubble tower, set at

specified distances in a tower to collect the various fractions produced during distillation.

Bulk composition The makeup of petroleum in terms of bulk fractions such as saturates,

aromatics, resins, and asphaltenes; separation of petroleum into these fractions is usually

achieved by a combination of solvent and adsorption processes.

Bumping The knocking against the walls of a still occurring during distillation of petroleum

or a petroleum product that usually contains water.

Bunker C oil See no. 6 fuel oil.

Burner fuel oil Any petroleum liquid suitable for combustion.

Burning oil An illuminating oil, such as kerosene (kerosine) suitable for burning in a wick

lamp.

Burning point See fire point.

Burning-quality index An empirical numerical indication of the likely burning performance

of a furnace or heater oil, derived from the distillation profile and the API gravity, and

generally recognizing the factors of paraffinic character and volatility.
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Burton process An older thermal cracking process in which oil was cracked in a pressure still

and any condensation of the products of cracking also took place under pressure.

Butane dehydrogenation A process for removing hydrogen from butane to produce butenes

and, on occasion, butadiene.

Butane vapor-phase isomerization A process for isomerizing n-butane to isobutane using

aluminum chloride catalyst on a granular alumina support and with hydrogen chloride as a

promoter.

C1, C2, C3, C4, and C5 fractions A common way of representing fractions containing a pre-

ponderance of hydrocarbons having 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 carbon atoms, respectively, and without

reference to hydrocarbon type.

CANMET hydrocracking process A hydrocracking process for heavy feedstocks that

employs a low-cost additive to inhibit coke formation and allow high feedstock conver-

sion using a single reactor.

Calorific equivalence of dry gas to liquid factor (CEDGLF) The factor used to relate dry

gas to its liquid equivalent. It is obtained from the molar composition of the reservoir gas,

considering the unit heat value of each component and the heat value of the equivalence

liquid.

Capillary forces Interfacial forces between immiscible fluid phases, resulting in pressure

differences between the two phases.

Capillary number Nc, the ratio of viscous forces to capillary forces and equal to viscosity

times velocity divided by interfacial tension.

Capillary pressure A force per area unit resulting from the surface forces to the interface

between two fluids.

Caprock See seal rock.

Carbene The pentane- or heptane-insoluble material that is insoluble in benzene or toluene

but which is soluble in carbon disulfide (or pyridine); a type of rifle used for hunting bison.

Carboid The pentane- or heptane-insoluble material that is insoluble in benzene or toluene

and which is also insoluble in carbon disulfide (or pyridine).

Carbonate washing Processing using a mild alkali (e.g., potassium carbonate) process for

emission control by the removal of acid gases from gas streams.

Carbon dioxide-augmented waterflooding Injection of carbonated water, or water and car-

bon dioxide, to increase waterflood efficiency; see immiscible carbon dioxide

displacement.

Carbon capture and storage (CCS) The process of taking waste carbon dioxide and trans-

porting it to a storage site, normally underground in a specific type of geologic formation.

Carbon dioxide flood A technology that allows the continued production of crude oil from a

mature field in an environmentally responsible manner by utilizing and then storing car-

bon dioxide that would have been vented to the atmosphere. The carbon dioxide acts as a

solvent, cleaning oil trapped in the microscopic pores of the reservoir rock, which greatly

increases the recovery of oil from a reservoir.

Carbonization The conversion of an organic compound into char or coke by heat in the sub-

stantial absence of air; often used in reference to the destructive distillation (with simul-

taneous removal of distillate) of coal.

Carbon-forming propensity See carbon residue.

Carbonization The conversion of an organic compound into char or coke by heat in the sub-

stantial absence of air; often used in reference to the destructive distillation (with simul-

taneous removal of distillate) of high-boiling carbonaceous materials.
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Carbon rejection An upgrading process in which coke is produced, e.g., coking.

Carbon residue The amount of carbonaceous residue remaining after thermal decomposition

of crude oil, a crude oil fraction, or a crude oil product in a limited amount of air; also

called the coke- or carbon-forming propensity; often prefixed by the terms Conradson

or Ramsbottom in reference to the inventor of the respective tests.

Cascade tray A fractionating device consisting of a series of parallel troughs arranged on

stair-step fashion in which liquid frown the tray above enters the uppermost trough

and liquid thrown from this trough by vapor rising from the tray below impinges against

a plate and a perforated baffle and liquid passing through the baffle enters the next longer

of the troughs.

Casing The metal pipe inserted into a wellbore and cemented in place to protect both sub-

surface formations (such as groundwater) and the wellbore. A surface casing is set first

to protect groundwater. The production casing is the last one set. The production tubing

(through which hydrocarbons flow to the surface) will be suspended inside the production

casing.

Casinghead gas Natural gas that issues from the casinghead (the mouth or opening) of an oil

well.

Casinghead gasoline The liquid hydrocarbon product extracted from casinghead gas by one

of three methods Compression, absorption, or refrigeration; see also natural gasoline.

Casing string The steel tubing that lines a well after it has been drilled. It is formed from

sections of steel tube screwed together.

Catagenesis The alteration of organic matter during the formation of crude oil that may

involve temperatures in the range from 50°C (120°F) to 200°C (390°F); see also diagen-

esis and metagenesis.

Catalyst A chemical agent that, when added to a reaction (process), will enhance the conver-

sion of a feedstock without being consumed in the process.

Catalyst plugging The deposition of carbon (coke) or metal contaminants that decreases

flow through the catalyst bed.

Catalyst poisoning The deposition of carbon (coke) or metal contaminants that causes the

catalyst to become nonfunctional.

Catalyst selectivity The relative activity of a catalyst with respect to a particular compound

in a mixture or the relative rate in competing reactions of a single reactant.

Catalyst stripping The introduction of steam at a point where spent catalyst leaves the reac-

tor, in order to strip, i.e., remove, deposits retained on the catalyst.

Catalytic activity The ratio of the space velocity of the catalyst under test to the space veloc-

ity required for the standard catalyst to give the same conversion as the catalyst being

tested, usually multiplied by 100 before being reported.

Catalytic cracking The conversion of high-boiling feedstocks into lower-boiling products

by means of a catalyst that may be used in a fixed bed or fluid bed.

Cat cracking See catalytic cracking.

Catalytic reforming Rearranging hydrocarbon molecules in a gasoline-boiling-range feed-

stock to produce other hydrocarbons having a higher antiknock quality, isomerization of

paraffins, cyclization of paraffins to naphthenes, and dehydrocyclization of paraffins to

aromatics.

Catforming A process for reforming naphtha using a platinum-silica-alumina catalyst that

permits relatively high space velocities and results in the production of high-purity

hydrogen.
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Caustic wash The process of treating a product with a solution of caustic soda to remove

minor impurities; often used in reference to the solution itself.

Cementation The process by which coarse-grained sediments lithify. In the process, mineral

crystals become enmeshed with each other to form a more cohesive, harder mass than the

original loose sediment. See lithification.

Centrifugal pump A rotating pump, commonly used for large-volume oil and natural gas

pipelines, that takes in fluids near the center and accelerates them as they move to the

outlet on the outer rim.

Ceresin A hard, brittle wax obtained by purifying ozokerite; see microcrystalline wax and

ozokerite.

Cetane index An approximation of the cetane number calculated from the density and mid-

boiling-point temperature; see also diesel index.

Cetane number A number indicating the ignition quality of diesel fuel; a high cetane number

represents a short ignition delay time; the ignition quality of diesel fuel can also be esti-

mated from the following formula Diesel index¼ (aniline point (°F)�API gravity) 100

CFR Code of Federal Regulations; title 40 (40 CFR) contains the regulations for protection of

the environment.

Characterization factor The UOP characterization factor K, defined as the ratio of the cube

root of the molal average boiling point, TB, in degrees Rankine (°R¼ °F+460), to the spe-
cific gravity at 60°F/60°F K¼ (TB)

1/3/sp. gr. The value ranges from 12.5 for paraffinic

stocks to 10.0 for the highly aromatic stocks; also called the Watson characterization

factor.

Cheesebox still An early type of vertical cylindrical still designed with a vapor dome.

Chelating agents Complex-forming agents having the ability to solubilize heavy metals.

Chemical composition The makeup of petroleum in terms of distinct chemical types such as

paraffins, isoparaffins, naphthenes (cycloparaffins), benzenes, diaromatics, triaromatics,

and polynuclear aromatics; other chemical types can also be specified.

Chemical flooding See EOR process.

Chemical octane number The octane number added to gasoline by refinery processes or by

the use of octane number improvers such as tetraethyl lead.

Chemical waste Any solid, liquid, or gaseous material discharged from a process and that

may pose substantial hazards to human health and environment.

Cherry-P process A process for the conversion of heavy feedstocks into distillate and a

cracked residuum.

Chevron deasphalted oil hydrotreating process A process designed to desulfurize heavy

feedstocks that have had the asphaltene fraction removed by prior application of a deas-

phalting process.

Chevron RDS and VRDS processes Processes designed to remove sulfur, nitrogen, asphal-

tene, and metal contaminants from heavy feedstocks consisting of a once-through oper-

ation of the feedstock coming into contact with hydrogen and the catalyst in a downflow

reactor.

Chlorex process A process for extracting lubricating oil stocks in which the solvent used is

chlorex (3-3-dichlorodiethyl ether).

Chromatographic adsorption Selective adsorption on materials such as activated carbon,

alumina, or silica gel; liquid or gaseous mixtures of hydrocarbons are passed through

the adsorbent in a stream of diluent, and certain components are preferentially adsorbed.

Chromatography A method of separation based on selective adsorption; see also chromato-

graphic adsorption.
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Clarified oil The heavy oil that has been taken from the bottom of a fractionator in a catalytic

cracking process and from which residual catalyst has been removed.

Clarifier Equipment for removing the color or cloudiness of an oil or water by separating the

foreign material through mechanical or chemical means; may involve centrifugal action,

filtration, heating, or treatment with acid or alkali.

Clastic Composed of pieces of preexisting rock.

Clay Silicate minerals that also usually contain aluminum and have particle sizes that are

<0.002μm; used in separation methods as an adsorbent and in refining as a catalyst.

Clay contact process See contact filtration.

Clay refining A treating process in which vaporized gasoline or other light petroleum prod-

uct is passed through a bed of granular clay such as fuller’s earth.

Clay regeneration A process in which spent coarse-grained adsorbent clays from percolation

processes are cleaned for reuse by deoiling them with naphtha, steaming out the excess

naphtha, and then roasting in a stream of air to remove carbonaceous matter.

Clay treating See gray clay treating.

Clay wash A light oil, such as kerosene (kerosine) or naphtha, used to clean fuller’s earth

after it has been used in a filter.

Cloud point The temperature at which paraffin wax or other solid substances begin to crys-

tallize or separate from the solution, imparting a cloudy appearance to the oil when the oil

is chilled under prescribed conditions.

Coal An organic rock.

Coal tar The specific name for the tar produced from coal.

Coal tar pitch The specific name for the pitch produced from coal.

COFCAW An EOR process that combines forward combustion and waterflooding.

Cogeneration An energy conversionmethod bywhich electric energy is produced along with

steam generated for EOR use.

Coke A gray to black solid carbonaceous material produced from crude oil during thermal

processing; characterized by having a high carbon content (95%+by weight) and a hon-

eycomb type of appearance and is insoluble in organic solvents.

Coke drum A vessel in which coke is formed and can be cut oil from the process for cleaning.

Coke number Used, particularly in Great Britain, to report the results of the Ramsbottom

carbon residue test, which is also referred to as a coke test.

Coker The processing unit in which coking takes place.

Coking A process for the thermal conversion of crude oil in which gaseous, liquid, and solid

(coke) products are formed.

Cold pressing The process of separating wax from oil by first chilling (to help form wax

crystals) and then filtering under pressure in a plate and frame press.

Cold production The use of operating and specialized exploitation techniques in order to

rapidly produce heavy oils without using thermal recovery methods.

Cold settling Processing for the removal of wax from high-viscosity stocks, wherein a naph-

tha solution of the waxy oil is chilled and the wax crystallizes out of the solution.

Color stability The resistance of a petroleum product to color change due to light, aging, etc.

Combustible liquid A liquid with a flash point in excess of 37.8°C (100°F) but below 93.3°C
(200°F).

Combustion zone The volume of reservoir rock wherein petroleum is undergoing combus-

tion during enhanced oil recovery.

Commercial field An oil and/or gas field judged to be capable of producing enough net

income to make it worth developing.
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Completion The installation of permanent wellhead equipment for the production of oil and

gas.

Completion interval The portion of the reservoir formation placed in fluid communication

with the well by selectively perforating the wellbore casing.

Complex A series of fields sharing common surface facilities.

Composition The general chemical makeup of crude oil.

Compositionmap Ameans of illustrating the chemical makeup of petroleum using chemical

and/or physical property data.

Compressor A device installed in the gas pipeline to raise the pressure and guarantee the

fluid flow through the pipeline.

Con carbon See carbon residue.

Condensate A mixture of light hydrocarbon liquids obtained by condensation of hydrocar-

bon vapors: predominately butane, propane, and pentane with some heavier hydrocarbons

and relatively little methane or ethane; see also natural gas liquids.

Condensate recovery factor (CRF) The factor used to obtain liquid fractions recovered

from natural gas in the surface distribution and transportation facilities. It is obtained from

the gas and condensate handling statistics of the last annual period in the area correspond-

ing to the field being studied.

Conductivity A measure of the ease of flow through a fracture, perforation, or pipe.

Conformance The uniformity with which a volume of the reservoir is swept by injection

fluids in area and vertical directions.

Connate water Water trapped in the pores of a rock during the formation of the rock; also

described as fossil water. The chemistry of connate water can change in composition

throughout the history of the rock. Connate water can be dense and saline compared with

seawater. Formation water, or interstitial water, in contrast, is simply water found in the

pore spaces of a rock and might not have been present when the rock was formed. See

formation water.

Conradson carbon residue See carbon residue.

Contact filtration A process in which finely divided adsorbent clay is used to remove color

bodies from petroleum products.

Contaminant A substance that causes deviation from the normal composition of an

environment.

Contingent resource The amounts of hydrocarbons estimated at a given date, which are

potentially recoverable from known accumulations, but are not considered commercially

recoverable under the economic evaluation conditions corresponding to such date.

Continuous contact coking A thermal conversion process in which crude oil-wetted coke

particles move downward into the reactor in which cracking, coking, and drying take

place to produce coke, gas, gasoline, and gas oil.

Continuous contact filtration A process to finish lubricants, waxes, or special oils after acid

treating, solvent extraction, or distillation.

Conventional crude oil Crude oil having an API gravity >20°.
Conventional crude oil Crude oil that occurs in liquid form, flowing naturally or capable of

being pumped without further processing or dilution.

Conventional limit The reservoir limit established according to the degree of knowledge of

or research into the geologic, geophysical, or engineering data available.

Conventional recovery Primary and/or secondary recovery.

Conversion The thermal treatment of petroleum that results in the formation of new products

by the alteration of the original constituents.
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Conversion factor The percentage of feedstock converted to light ends, gasoline, other liq-

uid fuels, and coke.

Copper sweetening Processes involving the oxidation of mercaptans to disulfides by oxygen

in the presence of cupric chloride.

Core A cylindrical rock sample taken from a formation when drilling in order to determine its

permeability, porosity, hydrocarbon saturation, and other productivity-associated

properties.

Core floods Laboratory flow tests through samples (cores) of porous rock.

Cp (centipoise) A unit of viscosity.

Cracked residua Residua that have been subjected to temperatures above 350°C (660°F)
during the distillation process.

Cracking The thermal processes by which the constituents of crude oil are converted to

lower-molecular-weight products.

Cracking activity See catalytic activity.

Cracking coil Equipment used for cracking heavy crude oil products consisting of a coil of

heavy pipe running through a furnace so that the oil passing through it is subject to high

temperature.

Cracking still The combined equipment—furnace, reaction chamber, and fractionator—for

the thermal conversion of heavier feedstocks to lighter products.

Cracking temperature The temperature (350°C, 660°F) at which the rate of thermal decom-

position of crude oil constituents becomes significant.

Craig-Geffen-Morse method A method for predicting oil recovery by waterflood.

Criteria air contaminants (CAC) Emissions of various air pollutants that affect our health

and contribute to air pollution problems such as smog.

Crude assay A procedure for determining the general distillation characteristics (e.g., distil-

lation profile and other quality information of crude oil).

Crude oil See petroleum.

Crude oil refining An integrated sequence of unit processes that result in the production of a

variety of products.

Crude scale wax The wax product from the first sweating of the slack wax.

Crude still Distillation equipment in which crude oil is separated into various products.

Cryogenic plant Processing plant capable of producing liquid natural gas products, includ-

ing ethane, at very low operating temperatures.

Cryogenics The study, production, and use of low temperatures.

Cumene A colorless liquid (C6H5CH (CH3)2) used as an aviation gasoline blending compo-

nent and as an intermediate in the manufacture of chemicals.

Cumulative effects Changes to the environment caused by an activity in combination with

other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable human activities.

Cumulative production Production of crude oil, heavy oil, extra heavy oil, or tar sand bitu-

men to date.

Cutback The term applied to the products from blending heavier feedstocks or products with

lighter oils to bring the heavier materials to the desired specifications.

Cutback asphalt Asphalt liquefied by the addition of a volatile liquid such as naphtha or

kerosene that, after application and on exposure to the atmosphere, evaporates leaving

the asphalt.

Cut point The boiling-temperature division between distillation fractions of crude oil.

Cutting oil Oil used to lubricate and cool metal-cutting tools; also called cutting fluid or cut-

ting lubricant.
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Cuttings The rock chippings cut from the formation by the drill bit and brought to the surface

with the mud. Used by geologists to obtain formation data.

Cyclic steam injection The alternating injection of steam and the production of oil with con-

densed steam from the same well or wells.

Cyclic steam stimulation (CSS) Injecting steam into a well in a heavy oil reservoir that intro-

duces heat and thins the oil, allowing it to flow through the same well.

Cycle stock The product taken from some later stage of a process and recharged (recycled) to

the process at some earlier stage.

Cyclization The process by which an open-chain hydrocarbon structure is converted to a ring

structure, e.g., hexane to benzene.

Cyclone A device for extracting dust from industrial waste gases. It is in the form of an

inverted cone into which the contaminated gas enters tangential from the top; the gas

is propelled down a helical pathway, and the dust particles are deposited by means of cen-

trifugal force onto the wall of the scrubber.

Deactivation Reduction in catalyst activity by the deposition of contaminants (e.g., coke and

metals) during a process.

Dealkylation The removal of an alkyl group from aromatic compounds.

Deasphaltened oil The fraction of crude oil after the asphaltene constituents have been

removed.

Deasphaltening Removal of a solid powdery asphaltene fraction from crude oil by the addi-

tion of the low-boiling liquid hydrocarbons such as n-pentane or n-heptane under ambient

conditions.

Deasphalting The removal of the asphaltene fraction from crude oil by the addition of a low-

boiling hydrocarbon liquid such as n-pentane or n-heptane, more correctly the removal of

asphalt (tacky and semisolid) from crude oil (as occurs in a refinery asphalt plant) by the

addition of liquid propane or liquid butane under pressure.

Debutanization Distillation to separate butane and lighter components from higher-boiling

components.

Decant oil The highest-boiling product from a catalytic cracker; also referred to as slurry oil,

clarified oil, or bottoms.

Decarbonizing A thermal conversion process designed tomaximize coker gas-oil production

and minimize coke and gasoline yields; operated at essentially lower temperatures and

pressures than delayed coking.

Decoking Removal of petroleum coke from equipment such as coking drums; hydraulic

decoking uses high-velocity water streams.

Decolorizing Removal of suspended, colloidal, and dissolved impurities from liquid petro-

leum products by filtering, adsorption, chemical treatment, distillation, bleaching, etc.

Deethanization Distillation to separate ethane and lighter components from propane and

higher-boiling components; also called deethanation.

Dehydrating agents Substances capable of removing water (drying, q.v.) or the elements of

water from another substance.

Dehydrocyclization Any process by which both dehydrogenation and cyclization reactions

occur.

Dehydrogenation The removal of hydrogen from a chemical compound, for example, the

removal of two hydrogen atoms from butane to make butene(s) and the removal of addi-

tional hydrogen to produce butadiene.

Delayed coking A process in which the thermal reaction is allowed to proceed to completion

to produce gaseous, liquid, and solid (coke) products.
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Delimitation Exploration activity that increases or decreases reserves by means of drilling

delimiting wells.

Demethanization The process of distillation in which methane is separated from the higher-

boiling components; also called demethanation.

Demex process A solvent extraction demetallizing process that separates high metal vacuum

residuum into demetallized oil of relatively low metal content and asphaltene of high

metal content.

Density The mass (or weight) of a unit volume of any substance at a specified temperature;

see also specific gravity.

Deoiling Reduction in the quantity of liquid oil entrained in solid wax by draining (sweating)

or by a selective solvent; see MEK deoiling.

Depentanizer A fractionating column for the removal of pentane and lighter fractions from a

mixture of hydrocarbons.

Depropanization Distillation in which lighter components are separated from butanes and

higher-boiling material; also called depropanation.

Derrick The towerlike structure that houses most of the drilling controls.

Desalting Removal of mineral salts (mostly chlorides) from crude oils.

Desorption The reverse process of adsorption whereby adsorbed matter is removed from the

adsorbent; also used as the reverse of absorption.

Destructive distillation Thermal decomposition with the simultaneous removal of distillate;

distillation when thermal decomposition of the constituents occurs.

Desulfurization The removal of sulfur or sulfur compounds from a feedstock.

Detergent oil A lubricating oil possessing special sludge-dispersing properties for use in

internal-combustion engines.

Developed proved area Plant projection of the extension drained by the wells of a producing

reservoir.

Developed proved reserves Reserves that are expected to be recovered in existing wells,

including reserves behind pipe, which may be recovered with the current infrastructure

through additional work and with moderate investment costs. Reserves associated with

secondary and/or enhanced recovery processes will be considered as developed when

the infrastructure required for the process has been installed or when the costs required

for such are lower. This category includes reserves in completed intervals that have been

opened at the time when the estimation is made, but that have not started flowing due to

market conditions, connection problems, or mechanical problems, and whose rehabilita-

tion cost is relatively low.

Development Activity that increases or decreases reserves by means of drilling exploitation

wells.

Development well Awell drilled within the proved area of an oil or gas reservoir to the depth

of a stratigraphic horizon known to be productive; a well drilled in a proved field for the

purpose of completing the desired spacing pattern of production.

Devolatilized fuel Smokeless fuel; coke that has been reheated to remove all of the volatile

material.

Dewaxing See solvent dewaxing.

Dew point pressure Pressure at which the first drop of liquid is formed, when it goes from the

vapor-phase to the two-phase region.

Diagenesis The concurrent and consecutive chemical reactions that commence the alteration

of organic matter (at temperatures up to 50°C (120°F)) and ultimately result in the for-

mation of crude oil from the marine sediment; see also catagenesis and metagenesis.
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Diagenetic rock Rock formed by conversion through pressure or chemical reaction from a

rock; e.g., sandstone is a diagenetic.

Diesel fuel Fuel used for internal combustion in diesel engines, usually that fraction that dis-

tills after kerosene.

Diesel cycle A repeated succession of operations representing the idealized working behavior

of the fluids in a diesel engine.

Diesel index An approximation of the cetane number of diesel fuel calculated from the den-

sity (q.v.) and aniline point.

Diesel knock The result of a delayed period of ignition is long and the accumulation of diesel

fuel in the engine.

Differential strain analysis Measurement of thermal stress relaxation in a recently cut well.

Diluents Low-boiling (light) crude oil liquids used to dilute bitumen and heavy oil to allow

flow through pipelines.

Dispersion A measure of the convective fluids due to flow in a reservoir.

Directional well (deviated well) A well drilled at an angle from the vertical by using a

slanted drilling rig or by deflecting the drill bit; directional wells are used to drill multiple

wells from a common drilling pad or to reach a subsurface location beneath land where

drilling cannot be done.

Discovered resource Volume of hydrocarbons tested through wells drilled.

Discovery Incorporation of reserves attributable to drilling exploratory wells that test

hydrocarbon-producing formations.

Discovery well An exploratory well that encounters a previously untapped oil or gas deposit.

Displacement efficiency The ratio of the amount of oil moved from the zone swept by the

reprocess to the amount of oil present in the zone prior to the start of the process.

Dissolved gas-oil ratio Ratio of the volume of gas dissolved in oil compared with the volume

of oil containing gas. The ratio may be original (Rsi) or instantaneous (Rs).

Distillation A process for separating liquids with different boiling points without thermal

decomposition of the constituents (see destructive distillation).

Distillation curve See distillation profile.

Distillation loss The difference, in a laboratory distillation, between the volume of liquid

originally introduced into the distilling flask and the sum of the residue and the condensate

recovered.

Distillation range The difference between the temperature at the initial boiling point and at

the end point, as obtained by the distillation test.

Distillation profile The distillation characteristics of petroleum or a petroleum product

showing the temperature and the percent distilled.

Distribution coefficient A coefficient that describes the distribution of a chemical in reser-

voir fluids, usually defined as the equilibrium concentrations in the aqueous phases.

Doctor solution A solution of sodium plumbite used to treat gasoline or other light petroleum

distillates to remove mercaptan sulfur; see also doctor test.

Doctor sweetening A process for sweetening gasoline, solvents, and kerosene by converting

mercaptans to disulfides using sodium plumbite and sulfur.

Doctor test A test used for the detection of compounds in light petroleum distillates that react

with sodium plumbite; see also doctor solution.

Dome Geologic structure with a semispherical shape or relief.

Domestic heating oil See no. 2 fuel oil.

Donor solvent process A conversion process in which hydrogen donor solvent is used in

place of or to augment hydrogen.
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Downcomer A means of conveying liquid from one tray to the next below in a bubble tray

column.

Downflow reactor A reactor in which the feedstock flows in a downward direction over the

catalyst bed.

Downhole A term used to describe tools, equipment, and instruments used in the wellbore or

conditions or techniques applying to the wellbore.

Downhole steam generator A generator installed downhole in an oil well to which oxygen-

rich air, fuel, and water are supplied for the purposes of generating steam for it into the

reservoir. Its major advantage over a surface steam-generating facility is that the losses to

the wellbore and surrounding formation are eliminated.

Downstream When referring to the oil and gas industry, this term indicates the refining and

marketing sectors of the industry. More generically, the term can be used to refer to any

step further along in the process.

Downstream sector The refining and marketing sector of the crude oil industry.

Drainage radius Distance from which fluids flow to the well, that is, the distance reached by

the influence of disturbances caused by pressure drops.

Drill cuttings The small pieces of rock created as a drill bit moves through underground for-

mations while drilling.

Drilling rig A drilling unit that is not permanently fixed to the seabed, e.g., a drillship,

a semisubmersible, or a jack-up unit. Also means the derrick and its associated

machinery.

Drill stem test (formation test) Conventional formation test method; a method of formation

testing. The basic drill stem test tool consists of a packer or packers, valves or ports that

may be opened and closed from the surface, and two or more pressure-recording devices.

The tool is lowered on the drill string to the zone to be tested. The packer or packers are set

to isolate the zone from the drilling fluid column.

Dropping point The temperature at which grease passes from a semisolid to a liquid state

under prescribed conditions.

Dry gas equivalent to liquid (DGEL) Volume of crude oil that because of its heat rate is

equivalent to the volume of dry gas.

Dry gas Natural gas containing negligible amounts of hydrocarbons heavier than methane.

Dry gas is also obtained from the processing complexes.

Dry hole Any exploratory or development well that does not find commercial quantities of

hydrocarbons.

Drying Removal of a solvent or water from a chemical substance; also referred to as the

removal of solvent from a liquid or suspension.

Dry point The temperature at which the last drop of petroleum fluid evaporates in a distil-

lation test.

Dualayer distillate process A process for removing mercaptans and oxygenated compounds

from distillate fuel oils and similar products, using a combination of treatment with con-

centrated caustic solution and electrical precipitation of the impurities.

Dualayer gasoline process A process for extracting mercaptans and other objectionable

acidic compounds from petroleum distillates; see also dualayer solution.

Dualayer solution A solution that consists of concentrated potassium or sodium hydroxide

containing a solubilizer; see also dualayer gasoline process.

Dubbs cracking An older continuous, liquid-phase thermal cracking process formerly used.

Dykstra-Parsons coefficient An index of reservoir heterogeneity arising from permeability

variation and stratification.
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Ebullated bed A process in which the catalyst bed is in a suspended state in the reactor by

means of a feedstock recirculation pump that pumps the feedstock upward at sufficient

speed to expand the catalyst bed at approximately 35% above the settled level.

Economic limit The point at which the revenues obtained from the sale of hydrocarbons

match the costs incurred in its exploitation.

Economic reserves Accumulated production that is obtained from a production forecast in

which economic criteria are applied.

Edeleanu process A process for refining oils at low temperature with liquid sulfur dioxide

(SO2) or with liquid sulfur dioxide and benzene; applicable to the recovery of aromatic

concentrates from naphthas and heavier petroleum distillates.

Effective permeability A relative measure of the conductivity of a porous medium for a fluid

when the medium is saturated with more than one fluid. This implies that the effective

permeability is a property associated with each reservoir flow, for example, gas, oil,

and water. A fundamental principle is that the total of the effective permeability is less

than or equal to the absolute permeability.

Effective porosity A fraction that is obtained by dividing the total volume of communicated

pores and the total rock volume.

Effective viscosity See apparent viscosity.

Effluent Any contaminating substance, usually a liquid, that enters the environment via a

domestic industrial, agricultural, or sewage plant outlet.

Electric desalting A continuous process to remove inorganic salts and other impurities from

crude oil by settling out in an electrostatic field.

Electrical precipitation A process using an electric field to improve the separation of hydro-

carbon reagent dispersions. May be used in chemical treating processes on a wide variety

of refinery stocks.

Electrofining Aprocess for contacting a light hydrocarbon streamwith a treating agent (acid,

caustic, doctor, etc.) and then assisting the action of separation of the chemical phase from

the hydrocarbon phase by an electrostatic field.

Electrolytic mercaptan process A process in which aqueous caustic solution is used to

extract mercaptans from refinery streams.

Electrostatic precipitators Devices used to trap fine dust particles (usually in the size range

30–60μm) that operate on the principle of imparting an electric charge to particles in an

incoming airstream and that are then collected on an oppositely charged plate across a

high-voltage field.

Emission control The use of gas cleaning processes to reduce emissions.

Emission standard The maximum amount of a specific pollutant permitted to be discharged

from a particular source in a given environment.

Emulsion breaking The settling or aggregation of colloid-sized emulsions from suspension

in a liquid medium.

End-of-pipe emission control The use of specific emission control processes to clean gases

after the production of gases.

Energy The capacity of a body or system to do work, measured in joules (SI units); also the

output of fuel sources.

Energy from biomass The production of energy from biomass.

Engler distillation A standard test for determining the volatility characteristics of a gasoline

by measuring the percent distilled at various specified temperatures.

Enhanced oil recovery (EOR) Crude oil recovery following recovery by conventional

(i.e., primary and/or secondary) methods.
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Enhanced oil recovery (EOR) process A process for recovering additional oil from a crude

oil reservoir beyond that economically recoverable by conventional primary and second-

ary recovery methods. EOR methods are usually divided into three main categories:

(1) chemical flooding, injection of water with added chemicals into a crude oil reservoir.

The chemical processes include: surfactant flooding, polymer flooding, and alkaline

flooding; (2) miscible flooding, injection into a crude oil reservoir of a material that is

miscible or can become miscible, with the oil in the reservoir. Carbon dioxide, hydrocar-

bons, and nitrogen are used; (3) thermal recovery, injection of steam into a crude oil res-

ervoir or propagation of a combustion zone through a reservoir by air or oxygen-enriched

air injection. The thermal processes include: steam drive, cyclic steam injection, and

in situ combustion.

Entrained bed A bed of solid particles suspended in a fluid (liquid or gas) at such a rate that

some of the solid is carried over (entrained) by the fluid.

Environmental footprint The impact on the environment, in terms of resource use, waste

generation, and changes to the physical environment.

Established reserves The portion of the discovered resource base that is estimated to be

recoverable using known technology under present and anticipated economic conditions.

Include proved plus a portion of probable (usually 50%).

Ethanol See ethyl alcohol.

ET-II process A thermal cracking process for the production of distillates and cracked resid-

uum for use for metallurgical coke; of this Earth and not extraterrestrial!

Ethyl alcohol (ethanol or grain alcohol) An inflammable organic compound (C2H5OH)

formed during fermentation of sugars; used as an intoxicant and as a fuel.

Eureka process A thermal cracking process to produce a cracked oil and aromatic residuum

from heavy residual materials.

Evaporation A process for concentrating nonvolatile solids in a solution by boiling off the

liquid portion of the waste stream.

Evaporites Sedimentary formations consisting primarily of salt, anhydrite, or gypsum, as a

result of evaporation in coastal waters.

Expanding clays Clays that expand or swell on contact with water, e.g., montmorillonite.

Exploratory well A well that is drilled without detailed knowledge of the underlying rock

structure in order to find hydrocarbons whose exploitation is economically profitable.

Explosive limits The limits of percentage composition of mixtures of gases and air within

which an explosion takes place when the mixture is ignited.

Extractive distillation The separation of different components of mixtures that have similar

vapor pressures by flowing a relatively high-boiling solvent, which is selective for one of

the components in the feed, down a distillation column as the distillation proceeds; the

selective solvent scrubs the soluble component from the vapor.

Extra heavy oil Crude oil with relatively high fractions of heavy components, high specific

gravity (low API density) and high viscosity at reservoir conditions. The production of

this kind of oil generally implies difficulties in extraction and high costs. Thermal recov-

ery methods are the most common form of commercially exploiting this kind of oil.

Fabric filters Filters made from fabric materials and used for removing particulate matter

from gas streams (see baghouse).

Facies One or more layers of rock that differs from other layers in composition, age, or

content.

FAST Fracture-assisted steam flood technology.

Fat oil The bottom or enriched oil drawn from the absorber as opposed to lean oil.
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Faujasite A naturally occurring silica-alumina (SiO2-Al2O3) mineral.

Fault Fractured surface of geologic strata along which there has been differential movement.

Fluid saturation Portion of the pore space occupied by a specific fluid; oil, gas, and water

may exist.

FCC Fluid catalytic cracking.

Feedstock Crude oil as it is fed to the refinery; a refinery product that is used as the rawmate-

rial for another process; the term is also generally applied to raw materials used in other

industrial processes.

Ferrocyanide process A regenerative chemical treatment for mercaptan removal using caus-

tic-sodium ferrocyanide reagent.

Field The surface area above one or more underground crude oil pools sharing the same or

related infrastructure.

Field scale The application of EOR processes to a significant portion of a field.

Filtration The use of an impassable barrier to collect solids but which allows liquids to pass.

Fingering The formation of finger-shaped irregularities at the leading edge of a displacing

fluid in a porous medium that moves out ahead of the main body of fluid.

Fireflooding A thermal recovery method in which the oil in the reservoir is ignited, the heat

vaporizes lighter hydrocarbons, and water pushes the warmed oil toward a producing well.

Also called in situ combustion.

Fire point The lowest temperature at which, under specified conditions in standardized appa-

ratus, a petroleum product vaporizes sufficiently rapidly to form above its surface an air-

vapor mixture that burns continuously when ignited by a small flame.

Fischer-Tropsch process A process for synthesizing hydrocarbons and oxygenated chemi-

cals from a mixture of hydrogen and carbon monoxide.

Five-spot An arrangement or pattern of wells with four injection wells at the comers of a

square and a producing well in the center of the square.

Fixed bed A stationary bed (of catalyst) to accomplish a process (see fluid bed).

Flaring/venting The controlled burning (flare) or release (vent) of natural gas that can’t be

processed for sale or use because of technical or economic reasons.

Flammability range The range of temperature over which a chemical is flammable.

Flammable A substance that will burn readily.

Flammable liquid A liquid having a flash point below 37.8°C (100°F).
Flammable solid A solid that can ignite from friction or from heat remaining from its man-

ufacture or which may cause a serious hazard if ignited.

Flash point The lowest temperature to which the product must be heated under specified con-

ditions to give off sufficient vapor to form a mixture with air that can be ignited momen-

tarily by a flame.

Flexicoking A modification of the fluid coking process insofar as the process also includes a

gasifier adjoining the burner/regenerator to convert excess coke to a clean fuel gas.

Floc point The temperature at which wax or solids separate as a definite floc.

Flood, flooding The process of displacing crude oil from a reservoir by the injection of fluids.

Flow line Pipe, usually buried, through which oil or gas travels from the well to a processing

facility.

Flue gas Gas from the combustion of fuel, the heating value of which has been substantially

spent and is, therefore, discarded to the flue or stack.

Fluid A reservoir gas or liquid.

Fluid bed The use of an agitated bed of inert granular material to accomplish a process in

which the agitated bed resembles the motion of a fluid; a bed (of catalyst) that is agitated
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by an upward passing gas in such a manner that the particles of the bed simulate the move-

ment of a fluid and has the characteristics associated with a true liquid. See fixed bed.

Fluid catalytic cracking Cracking in the presence of a fluidized bed of catalyst.

Fluid coking A continuous fluidized solid process that cracks feed thermally over a bed of

coke particles.

Fluid injection The injection of gases or liquids into a reservoir to force oil toward and into

producing wells.

Fly ash Particulate matter produced frommineral matter in coal that is converted during com-

bustion to finely divided inorganic material and emerges from the combustor in the gases.

Foot oil The oil sweated out of slack wax; named from the fact that the oil goes to the foot, or

bottom, of the pan during the sweating operation.

Formation An interval of rock with distinguishable geologic characteristics.

Formation damage The reduction in permeability in reservoir rock due to the infiltration of

drilling or treating fluids into the area adjacent to the wellbore.

Formation pressure The pressure at the bottom of a well when it is shut in at the wellhead.

Formation resistance factor (F) Ratio between the resistance of rock saturated 100% with

brine divided by the resistance of the saturating water.

Formation volume factor (B) The factor that relates the volume unit of the fluid in the res-

ervoir with the surface volume. There are volume factors for oil and gas, in both phases,

and for water. A sample may be directly measured, calculated, or obtained through empir-

ical correlations.

Formation water (interstitial water) Salt water underlying gas and oil in the formation;

water found in the pore spaces of a rock and might not have been present when the rock

was formed. See connate water.

Fossil fuel resources A gaseous, liquid, or solid fuel material formed in the ground by chem-

ical and physical changes (diagenesis) in plant and animal residues over geologic time,

natural gas, crude oil, coal, and oil shale.

Fractional composition The composition of crude oil as determined by fractionation

(separation) methods.

Fracturing A method of breaking down a formation by pumping fluid at very high pressure.

The objective is to increase production rates from a reservoir.

Fractional distillation The separation of the components of a liquid mixture by vaporizing

and collecting the fractions, or cuts, which condense in different temperature ranges.

Fractionating column A column arranged to separate various fractions of petroleum by a

single distillation and that may be tapped at different points along its length to separate

various fractions in the order of their boiling points.

Fractionation The separation of petroleum into the constituent fractions using solvent or

adsorbent methods; chemical agents such as sulfuric acid may also be used.

Frasch process A process formerly used for removing sulfur by distilling oil in the presence

of copper oxide.

Free associated gas Natural gas that overlies and is in contact with the crude oil of the res-

ervoir. It may be gas cap.

Free sulfur Sulfur that exists in the elemental state associated with petroleum; sulfur that is

not bound organically within the petroleum constituents.

FTC process A heavy oil and residuum upgrading process in which the feedstock is ther-

mally cracked to produce distillate and coke, which is gasified to fuel gas.

Fuel oil Also called heating oil and is a distillate product that covers a wide range of prop-

erties; see also nos. 1–4 fuel oils.
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Fuller’s earth A clay that has high adsorptive capacity for removing color from oils; Atta-

pulgus clay is a widely used fuller’s earth.

Functional group The portion of a molecule that is characteristic of a family of compounds

and determines the properties of these compounds.

Furfural extraction A single-solvent process in which furfural is used to remove aromatic,

naphthenic, olefinic, and unstable hydrocarbons from a lubricating oil charge stock.

Furnace oil A distillate fuel primarily intended for use in domestic heating equipment.

Gas cap A part of a hydrocarbon reservoir at the top that will produce only gas.

Gas compressibility ratio (Z) The ratio between an actual gas volume and an ideal gas vol-

ume. This is a dimensional amount that usually varies between 0.7 and 1.2.

Gaseous pollutants Gases released into the atmosphere that act as primary or secondary

pollutants.

Gas field A field containing natural gas but no crude oil.

Gasification A process to partially oxidize any hydrocarbon, typically heavy residues, to a

mixture of hydrogen and carbon monoxide; can be used to produce hydrogen and various

energy by-products.

Gas injection The process whereby separated associated gas is pumped back into a reservoir

for conservation purposes or to maintain the reservoir pressure.

Gas lift Artificial production system that is used to raise the well fluid by injecting gas down

the well through tubing or through the tubing-casing annulus.

Gasohol A term for motor vehicle fuel comprising between 80% and 90% unleaded gasoline

and 10%–20% ethanol (see also ethyl alcohol).

Gas oil A petroleum distillate with a viscosity and boiling range between those of kerosene

and lubricating oil.

Gas-oil ratio (GOR) Ratio of reservoir gas production to oil production, measured at atmo-

spheric pressure.

Gasoline Fuel for the internal-combustion engine that is commonly but improperly referred

to simply as gas.

Gas to liquids (GTL) The conversion of natural gas to a liquid form so that it can be trans-

ported easily; typically, the liquid is converted back to natural gas prior to consumption.

Gas reversion A combination of thermal cracking or reforming of naphtha with thermal

polymerization or alkylation of hydrocarbon gases carried out in the same reaction zone.

Geologic province A region of large dimensions characterized by similar geologic and

development histories.

Girbotol process A continuous, regenerative process to separate hydrogen sulfide, carbon

dioxide, and other acid impurities from natural gas, refinery gas, etc., using mono-,

di-, or triethanolamine as the reagent.

Glycol-amine gas treating A continuous, regenerative process to simultaneously dehydrate

and remove acid gases from natural gas or refinery gas.

Glycol dehydrator Field equipment used to remove water from natural gas by using triethy-

lene glycol or diethylene glycol.

Graben Dip or depression formed by tectonic processes, limited by normal-type faults.

Grain alcohol See ethyl alcohol.

Gravitational segregation Reservoir driving mechanism in which the fluids tend to separate

according to their specific gravities. For example, since oil is heavier than water, it tends

to move toward the lower part of the reservoir in a water-injection project.

Gravity See API gravity.

Gravity drainage The movement of oil in a reservoir that results from the force of gravity.
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Gravity segregation Partial separation of fluids in a reservoir caused by the gravity force

acting on differences in density.

Gravity-stable displacement The displacement of oil from a reservoir by a fluid of a differ-

ent density, where the density difference is utilized to prevent gravity segregation of the

injected fluid.

Gray clay treating A fixed-bed, usually fuller’s earth, vapor-phase treating process to selec-

tively polymerize unsaturated gum-forming constituents (diolefins) in thermally cracked

gasoline.

Greenhouse effect Warming of the Earth due to entrapment of the energy of the sun energy

by the atmosphere.

Greenhouse gas intensity (GHG intensity) The average emission rate of a given greenhouse

gas from a specific source, for example, greenhouse gases released per barrel of

production.

Greenhouse gases (GHG’s) A type of gas that contributes to the greenhouse effect by

absorbing infrared radiation.

Guard bed A bed of disposal adsorbent used to protect process catalysts from contamination

by feedstock constituents.

Gulf HDS process A fixed-bed process for the catalytic hydrocracking of heavy feedstocks

to distillate products.

Gulfining A catalytic hydrogen treating process for cracked and straight-run distillates and

fuel oils, to reduce sulfur content; improve carbon residue, color, and general stability;

and effect a slight increase in gravity.

Gulf resid hydrodesulfurization process A process for the desulfurization of heavy feed-

stocks to produce low-sulfur fuel oils or catalytic cracking feedstocks.

Gum An insoluble tacky semisolid material formed as a result of the storage instability and/

or the thermal instability of petroleum and petroleum products.

Handling efficiency shrinkage factor (HESF) This is a fraction of natural gas that is derived

from considering self-consumption and the lack of capacity to handle such. It is obtained

from the gas-handling statistics of the final period in the area corresponding to the field

being studied.

HCPV Hydrocarbon pore volume.

Hearn method A method used in reservoir simulation for calculating a pseudorelative per-

meability curve that reflects reservoir stratification.

Heating oil See fuel oil.

Heat value The amount of heat released per unit of mass or per unit of volume, when a sub-

stance is completely burned. The heat power of solid and liquid fuels is expressed in cal-

ories per gram or in Btu per pound. For gases, this parameter is generally expressed in

kilocalories per cubic meter or in Btu per cubic foot.

Heavy crude oil Crude oil having an API gravity of <20° and that can be recovered by the

application of listed EOR technologies.

Heavy ends The highest-boiling portion of a crude oil fraction; see also light ends.

Heavy feedstock Any feedstock of the type heavy oil, extra heavy oil, tar sand bitumen,

atmospheric residuum, vacuum residuum, and solvent deasphalter bottoms.

Heavy fuel oil Fuel oil having a high density and viscosity, generally residual fuel oil such as

nos. 5 and 6 fuel oil.

Heavy oil Petroleum having an API gravity of<20°; other properties are necessary for inclu-
sion in a more complete definition.

Heavy petroleum See heavy oil.
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Heavy residue gasification and combined cycle power generation A process for producing

hydrogen from residua.

Heteroatom compounds Chemical compounds that contain nitrogen, oxygen, sulfur, and/or

metals bound within their molecular structure(s).

Heterogeneity The lack of uniformity in reservoir properties such as permeability.

HF alkylation An alkylation process whereby olefins (C3, C4, and C5) are combined with

isobutane in the presence of hydrofluoric acid catalyst.

Higgins-Leighton model Stream tube computer model used to simulate waterflood.

High-boiling distillates Fractions of petroleum that cannot be distilled at atmospheric pres-

sure without decomposition, e.g., gas oils.

High-sulfur petroleum A general expression for petroleum having >1wt% sulfur; this is a

very approximate definition and should not be construed as having a high degree of accu-

racy because it does not take into consideration the molecular locale of the sulfur. All else

being equal, there is little difference between petroleum having 0.99wt% sulfur and petro-

leum having 1.01wt% sulfur.

HOC process A version of the fluid catalytic cracking process that has been adapted to the

conversion of residua that contain high amounts of metal and asphaltenes.

H-Oil process A catalytic process that is designed for hydrogenation of heavy feedstocks in

an ebullated-bed reactor.

Horizontal drilling Drilling a well that deviates from the vertical and travels horizontally

through a producing layer.

Horst Bock of the Earth’s crust rising between two faults; the opposite of a graben.

Hortonsphere A spherical pressure-type tank used to store volatile liquids that prevent the

excessive evaporation loss that occurs when such products are placed in conventional

storage tanks.

Hot filtration test A test for the stability of a petroleum product.

HOT process A catalytic cracking process for upgrading heavy feedstocks using a fluidized

bed of iron ore particles.

Hot production The optimum production of heavy oils through the use of enhanced thermal

recovery methods.

Hot spot An area of a vessel or line wall appreciably above normal operating temperature,

usually as a result of the deterioration of an internal insulating liner that exposes the line or

vessel shell to the temperature of its contents.

Hot-water process Amethod for separating bitumen from tar sand using hot water and caus-

tic soda.

Houdresid catalytic cracking A continuous moving-bed process for catalytically cracking

reduced crude oil to produce high-octane gasoline and light distillate fuels.

Houdriflow catalytic cracking A continuous moving-bed catalytic cracking process

employing an integrated single vessel for the reactor and regenerator kiln.

Houdriforming A continuous catalytic reforming process for producing aromatic concen-

trates and high-octane gasoline from low-octane straight naphthas.

Houdry butane dehydrogenation A catalytic process for dehydrogenating light hydrocar-

bons to their corresponding mono- or diolefins.

Houdry fixed-bed catalytic cracking A cyclic regenerable process for cracking of

distillates.

Houdry hydrocracking A catalytic process combining cracking and desulfurization in the

presence of hydrogen.
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HSC process A cracking process for moderate conversion of heavy feedstocks; the extent of

the conversion is higher than visbreaking but lower than coking.

Huff and puff A cyclic EORmethod in which steam or gas is injected into a production well;

after a short shut-in period, oil and the injected fluid are produced through the same well.

Hybrid gasification process A process to produce hydrogen by gasification of a slurry of

coal and residual oil.

HYCAR process A noncatalytic process that is conducted under similar conditions to vis-

breaking and involves treatment with hydrogen under mild conditions; see also

hydrovisbreaking.

Hydration The association of molecules of water with a substance.

Hydraulic fracturing The opening of fractures in a reservoir by high-pressure, high-volume

injection of liquids through an injection well that causes the surrounding rocks to crack

and allows natural gas or oil to be produced from tight formations; also known as fracking.

Hydrocarbon compounds Chemical compounds containing only carbon and hydrogen.

Hydrocarbon derivatives Chemical compounds that contain carbon and hydrogen only and

noncarbon and nonhydrogen atoms.

Hydrocarbon gasification process A continuous, noncatalytic process in which hydrocar-

bons are gasified to produce hydrogen by air or oxygen.

Hydrocarbon index An amount of hydrocarbons contained in a reservoir per unit area.

Hydrocarbon-producing resource A resource such as coal and oil shale (kerogen) that pro-

duces derived hydrocarbons by the application of conversion processes; the hydrocarbons

so-produced are not naturally occurring materials.

Hydrocarbon reserves Volume of hydrocarbons measured at atmospheric conditions that

will be produced economically by using any of the existing production methods at the

date of evaluation.

Hydrocarbon resource Resources such as crude oil and natural gas that can produce natu-

rally occurring hydrocarbons without the application of conversion processes.

Hydrocarbons Chemical compounds that contain carbon and hydrogen only.

Hydroconversion A term often applied to hydrocracking.

Hydrocracking A catalytic high-pressure high-temperature process for the conversion of

crude oil feedstocks in the presence of fresh and recycled hydrogen; carbon-carbon bonds

are cleaved in addition to the removal of heteroatomic species.

Hydrocracking catalyst A catalyst used for hydrocracking that typically contains separate

hydrogenation and cracking functions.

Hydrodemetallization The removal of metallic constituents by hydrotreating.

Hydrodenitrogenation The removal of nitrogen by hydrotreating.

Hydrodesulfurization The removal of sulfur by hydrotreating.

Hydrofining A fixed-bed catalytic process to desulfurize and hydrogenate a wide range of

charge stocks from gases through waxes.

Hydroforming A process in which naphthas are passed over a catalyst at elevated temper-

atures and moderate pressures, in the presence of added hydrogen or hydrogen-containing

gases, to form high-octane motor fuel or aromatics.

Hydrogen addition An upgrading process in the presence of hydrogen, e.g., hydrocracking;

see hydrogenation.

Hydrogenation The chemical addition of hydrogen to a material. In nondestructive hydro-

genation, hydrogen is added to a molecule only if and where unsaturation with respect to

hydrogen exists.
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Hydrogen blistering Blistering of steel caused by trapped molecular hydrogen formed as

atomic hydrogen during corrosion of steel by hydrogen sulfide.

Hydrogen sink A chemical structure within the feedstock that reacts with hydrogen with lit-

tle, if any, effect on the product character.

Hydrogen transfer The transfer of inherent hydrogen within the feedstock constituents and

products during processing.

Hydroprocessing A term often equally applied to hydrotreating and to hydrocracking; also,

often collectively applied to both.

Hydrotreating The removal of heteroatomic (nitrogen, oxygen, and sulfur) species by the

treatment of a feedstock or product at relatively low temperatures in the presence of

hydrogen.

Hydrovisbreaking A noncatalytic process, conducted under similar conditions to visbreak-

ing, which involves treatment with hydrogen to reduce the viscosity of the feedstock and

produce more stable products than is possible with visbreaking.

Hydropyrolysis A short-residence-time high-temperature process using hydrogen.

Hyperforming A catalytic hydrogenation process for improving the octane number of naph-

thas through the removal of sulfur and nitrogen compounds.

Hypochlorite sweetening The oxidation of mercaptans in a sour stock by agitation with

aqueous, alkaline hypochlorite solution; used where avoidance of free-sulfur addition

is desired, because of a stringent copper strip requirements, and minimum expense is

not the primary object.

Hypro process A continuous catalytic method for hydrogen manufacture from natural gas or

from refinery effluent gases.

Hyvahl-F process A process for hydroconverting heavy feedstocks to naphtha and middle

distillates using a dual-catalyst system and a fixed-bed swing reactor.

IFP hydrocracking process A process that features a dual-catalyst system in which the first

catalyst is a promoted nickel-molybdenum amorphous catalyst to remove sulfur and nitro-

gen and hydrogenate aromatic rings. The second catalyst is a zeolite that finishes the

hydrogenation and promotes the hydrocracking reaction.

Ignitability Characteristic of liquids whose vapors are likely to ignite in the presence of igni-

tion source; also characteristic of nonliquids that may catch fire from friction or contact

with water and that burn vigorously.

Illuminating oil Oil used for lighting purposes.

Immiscible Two or more fluids that do not have complete mutual solubility and coexist as

separate phases.

Immiscible carbon dioxide displacement Injection of carbon dioxide into an oil reservoir to

effect oil displacement under conditions in which miscibility with reservoir oil is not

obtained; see carbon dioxide-augmented waterflooding.

Immiscible displacement A displacement of oil by a fluid (gas or water) that is conducted

under conditions so that interfaces exist between the driving fluid and the oil.

Impurities and plant liquefiables shrinkage factor (IPLSF) It is the fraction obtained by

considering the nonhydrocarbon gas impurities (sulfur, carbon dioxide, nitrogen com-

pounds, etc.) contained in the sour gas, in addition to shrinkage caused by the generation

of liquids in gas processing plant.

Impurities shrinkage factor (ISF) It is the fraction that results from considering the nonhy-

drocarbon gas impurities (sulfur, carbon dioxide, nitrogen compounds, etc.) contained in

the sour gas. It is obtained from the operation statistics of the last annual period of the gas

processing complex (GPC) that processes the production of the field analyzed.
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Incompatibility The immiscibility of crude oil products and also of different crude oils that is

often reflected in the formation of a separate phase after mixing and/or storage.

Incremental ultimate recovery The difference between the quantity of oil that can be recov-

ered by EORmethods and the quantity of oil that can be recovered by conventional recov-

ery methods.

Infill drilling Drilling additional wells within an established pattern.

Inhibitor A substance, the presence of which, in small amounts, in a petroleum product pre-

vents or retards undesirable chemical changes from taking place in the product or in the

condition of the equipment in which the product is used.

Inhibitor sweetening A treating process to sweeten gasoline of lowmercaptan content, using

a phenylenediamine type of inhibitor, air, and caustic.

Initial boiling point The recorded temperature when the first drop of liquid falls from the end

of the condenser.

Initial vapor pressure The vapor pressure of a liquid of a specified temperature and 0%

evaporated.

Injection profile The vertical flow-rate distribution of fluid flowing from the wellbore to a

reservoir.

Injection well A well in an oil field used for injecting fluids into a reservoir.

Injectivity The relative ease with which a fluid is injected into a porous rock.

In situ In its original place; in position; in situ recovery refers to various methods used to

recover deeply buried bitumen deposits, including steam injection, solvent injection,

and firefloods.

In situ combustion An enhanced oil recovery (EOR) process consisting of injecting air or

oxygen-enriched air into a reservoir under conditions that favor burning part of the

in situ crude oil, advancing this burning zone, and recovering oil heated from a nearby

producing well.

Inspection Application of test procedures to a feedstock to determine its processability; the

analysis of a feedstock.

Instability The inability of a crude oil product to exist for periods of time without change to

the product.

Integrity Maintenance of a slug or bank at its preferred composition without too much dis-

persion or mixing.

Interface The thin surface area separating two immiscible fluids that are in contact with each

other.

Interfacial film A thin layer of material at the interface between two fluids that differs in

composition from the bulk fluids.

Interfacial tension The strength of the film separating two immiscible fluids, e.g., oil and

water or microemulsion and oil; measured in dynes (force) per centimeter or millidynes

per centimeter.

Interfacial viscosity The viscosity of the interfacial film between two immiscible liquids.

Interference testing A type of pressure transient test in which pressure is measured over time

in a closed-in well while nearby wells are produced; flow and communication between

wells can sometimes be deduced from an interference test.

Interphase mass transfer The net transfer of chemical compounds between two or more

phases.

Interstitial water (formation water) Salt water underlying gas and oil in the formation;

water found in the pore spaces of a rock and might not have been present when the rock

was formed. See connate water.
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Iodine number Ameasure of the iodine absorption by an oil under standard conditions; used

to indicate the quantity of unsaturated compounds present; also called iodine value.

Ion exchange A means of removing cations or anions from solution onto a solid resin.

Isocracking process A hydrocracking process for the conversion of hydrocarbons that oper-

ates at relatively low temperatures and pressures in the presence of hydrogen and a cat-

alyst to produce more valuable, lower-boiling products.

Isoforming A process in which olefinic naphtha is contacted with an alumina catalyst at high

temperature and low pressure to produce isomers of higher octane number.

Iso-Kel process A fixed-bed, vapor-phase isomerization process using a precious metal cat-

alyst and external hydrogen.

Isomate process A continuous, nonregenerative process for isomerizing C5–C8 normal par-

affinic hydrocarbons, using aluminum chloride-hydrocarbon catalyst with anhydrous

hydrochloric acid as a promoter.

Isomerate process A fixed-bed isomerization process to convert pentane, heptane, and hep-

tane to high-octane blending stocks.

Isomerization The conversion of a normal (straight-chain) paraffin hydrocarbon into an iso

(branched-chain) paraffin hydrocarbon having the same atomic composition.

Iso-plus Houdriforming A combination process using a conventional Houdriformer oper-

ated at moderate severity, in conjunction with one of three possible alternatives including

the use of an aromatic recovery unit or a thermal reformer; see Houdriforming.

Jacket The lower section, or legs, of an offshore platform.

Jet fuel Fuel meeting the required properties for use in jet engines and aircraft turbine

engines.

Kaolinite A clay mineral formed by hydrothermal activity at the time of rock formation or by

chemical weathering of rock with high feldspar content, usually associated with intrusive

granite rock with high feldspar content.

Kata-condensed aromatic compounds Compounds based on linear condensed aromatic

hydrocarbon systems, e.g., anthracene and naphthacene (tetracene).

Kerogen A complex carbonaceous (organic) material that occurs in sedimentary rock and

shale; generally insoluble in common organic solvents; produces hydrocarbons when sub-

jected to a heat.

Kerosene (kerosine) A fraction of petroleum that was initially sought as an illuminant in

lamps; a precursor to diesel fuel.

K-factor See characterization factor.

Kinematic viscosity The ratio of viscosity to density, bothmeasured at the same temperature.

Knock The noise associated with self-ignition of a portion of the fuel-air mixture ahead of the

advancing flame front.

Kriging A technique used in reservoir description for interpolation of reservoir parameters

between wells based on random field theory.

Lamp burning A test of burning oils in which the oil is burned in a standard lamp under

specified conditions in order to observe the steadiness of the flame, the degree of encrus-

tation of the wick, and the rate of consumption of the kerosene.

Lamp oil See kerosene.

LC-Fining process A hydrogenation process capable of desulfurizing, demetallizing, and

upgrading heavy feedstocks by means of an expanded-bed reactor.

Lead A geologic feature of interest insofar as the feature matched the previous feature inves-

tigated by the company that has been shown to produce crude oil and/or natural gas. See

prospect.
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Leaded gasoline Gasoline containing tetraethyl lead or other organometallic lead antiknock

compounds.

Lean gas The residual gas from the absorber after the condensable gasoline has been

removed from the wet gas.

Lean oil Absorption oil from which gasoline fractions have been removed; oil leaving the

stripper in a natural gasoline plant.

LEDA (low-energy deasphalting) process A process for extracting high-quality catalytic

cracking feeds from heavy feedstocks; the process uses a low-boiling hydrocarbon solvent

specifically formulated to insure the most economical deasphalting design for each

operation.

Lewis acid A chemical species that can accept an electron pair from a base.

Lewis base A chemical species that can donate an electron pair.

Light crude oil The specific gravity of the oil is >25° API but less than or equal to 38°. See
medium crude oil.

Light ends The lower-boiling components of a mixture of hydrocarbons; see also heavy ends

and light hydrocarbons.

Light hydrocarbons Hydrocarbons with molecular weights less than that of heptane

(C7H16).

Light oil The products distilled or processed from crude oil up to, but not including, the first

lubricating oil distillate.

Light petroleum Petroleum having an API gravity >20°.
Ligroine (ligroin) A saturated petroleum naphtha boiling in the range of 20–135°C (68–275°F)

and suitable for general use as a solvent; also called benzine or petroleum ether.

Limolite Fine-grained sedimentary rock that is transported by water. The granulometrics

ranges from fine sand to clay.

Limestone Calcium carbonate-rich sedimentary rocks in which oil or gas reservoirs are often

found.

Linde copper sweetening A process for treating gasoline and distillates with a slurry of clay

and cupric chloride.

Liquid petrolatum See white oil.

Liquefied natural gas (LNG) Oil field or naturally occurring gas, chiefly methane, liquefied

for transportation.

Liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) Light hydrocarbon material, gaseous at atmospheric tem-

perature and pressure, held in the liquid state by pressure to facilitate storage, transport,

and handling. Commercial liquefied gas consists essentially of either propane or butane or

mixtures thereof.

Liquid sulfur dioxide-benzene process A mixed-solvent process for treating lubricating oil

stocks to improve viscosity indexes; also used for dewaxing.

Lithification The process or processes by which unconsolidated materials (noncemented

materials or noncoherent materials) are converted into coherent solid rock by compaction

or by cementation. See cementation.

Lithology The geologic characteristics of the reservoir rock.

Live steam Steam coming directly from a boiler before being utilized for power or heat.

Liver The intermediate layer of dark-colored, oily material, insoluble in weak acid and in oil,

which is formed when acid sludge is hydrolyzed.

Lorenz coefficient A permeability heterogeneity factor.

Low-boiling distillates Fractions of petroleum that can be distilled at atmospheric pressure

without decomposition.
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Low-sulfur petroleum A general expression for petroleum having <1wt% sulfur; this is a

very approximate definition and should not be construed as having a high degree of accu-

racy because it does not take into consideration the molecular locale of the sulfur. All else

being equal, there is little difference between petroleum having 0.99wt% sulfur and petro-

leum having 1.01wt% sulfur.

Lube See lubricating oil.

Lube cut A fraction of crude oil of suitable boiling range and viscosity to yield lubricating oil

when completely refined; also referred to as lube oil distillates or lube stock.

Lubricating oil A fluid lubricant used to reduce friction between bearing surfaces.

Mahogany acids Oil-soluble sulfonic acids formed by the action of sulfuric acid on petro-

leum distillates. They may be converted to their sodium soaps (mahogany soaps) and

extracted from the oil with alcohol for use in the manufacture of soluble oils, rust preven-

tives, and special greases. The calcium and barium soaps of these acids are used as deter-

gent additives in motor oils; see also brown acids and sulfonic acids.

Maltenes (malthenes) That fraction of crude oil that is soluble in, for example, pentane

or heptane; deasphaltened oil; also the term arbitrarily assigned to the pentane-soluble

portion of crude oil that has relatively high boiling (>300°C, 760mm) (see also

petrolenes).

Marine engine oil Oil used as a crankcase oil in marine engines.

Marine gasoline Fuel for motors in marine service.

Marine sediment The organic biomass from which petroleum is derived.

Marsh An area of spongy waterlogged ground with large numbers of surface water pools.

Marshes usually result from: (1) an impermeable underlying bedrock; (2) surface deposits

of glacial boulder clay; (3) basin-like topography from which natural drainage is poor;

(4) very heavy rainfall in conjunction with a correspondingly low evaporation rate;

and (5) low-lying land, particularly at estuarine sites at or below sea level.

Marx-Langenheim model Mathematical equations for calculating heat transfer in a hot

water or steam flood.

Mayonnaise Low-temperature sludge; a black, brown, or gray deposit having a soft,

mayonnaise-like consistency; not recommended as a food additive!

MDS process A solvent deasphalting process that is particularly effective for upgrading

heavy crude oils.

Methanol See methyl alcohol.

Medicinal oil Highly refined, colorless, tasteless, and odorless petroleum oil used as a med-

icine in the nature of an internal lubricant; sometimes called liquid paraffin.

Medium crude oil Liquid crude oil with a density between that of light and heavy crude

oil; the specific gravity of the oil is >20° API but less than or equal to 25°. See light

crude oil.

MEK (methyl ethyl ketone) A colorless liquid (CH3COCH2CH3) used as a solvent; as a

chemical intermediate; and in the manufacture of lacquers, celluloid, and varnish removers.

MEK deoiling A wax deoiling process in which the solvent is generally a mixture of methyl

ethyl ketone and toluene.

MEK dewaxing A continuous solvent dewaxing process in which the solvent is generally a

mixture of methyl ethyl ketone and toluene.

MEOR Microbial enhanced oil recovery.

Metagenesis The alteration of organic matter during the formation of crude oil that may

involve temperatures above 200°C (390°F); see also catagenesis and diagenesis.
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Metamorphic Group of rocks resulting from the transformation that commonly takes place

at great depths due to pressure and temperature. The original rocks may be sedimentary,

igneous, or metamorphic.

Methane The principal constituent of natural gas; the simplest hydrocarbon molecule, con-

taining one carbon atom and four hydrogen atoms.

Mercapsol process A regenerative process for extracting mercaptans, utilizing aqueous

sodium (or potassium) hydroxide containing mixed cresols as solubility promoters.

Mercaptans Organic compounds having the general formula R-SH.

Methyl alcohol (methanol or wood alcohol) A colorless, volatile, inflammable, and poison-

ous alcohol (CH3OH) traditionally formed by destructive distillation of wood or, more

recently, as a result of synthetic distillation in chemical plants.

Methyl t-butyl ether An ether added to gasoline to improve its octane rating and to decrease

gaseous emissions; see oxygenate.

Methyl ethyl ketone See MEK.

Metric ton Equivalent to 1000kg, 2204.61 lb, or 7.5bbl.

Mica A complex aluminum silicate mineral that is transparent, tough, flexible, and elastic.

Micellar fluid (surfactant slug) An aqueous mixture of surfactants, cosurfactants, salts, and

hydrocarbons. The term micellar is derived from the word micelle, which is a submicro-

scopic aggregate of surfactant molecules and associated fluid.

Micelle The structural entity by which the asphaltene constituents are dispersed in petroleum.

Microcarbon residue The carbon residue determined using a thermogravimetric method.

See also carbon residue.

Microcat-RC process (M-coke process) A catalytic hydroconversion process operating at

relatively moderate pressures and temperatures using catalyst particles, containing ametal

sulfide in a carbonaceous matrix formed within the process, that are uniformly dispersed

throughout the feed; because of their ultrasmall size (10�4 in. diameter), there are typi-

cally several orders of magnitude more of these microcatalyst particles per cubic centi-

meter of oil than is possible in other types of hydroconversion reactors using

conventional catalyst particles.

Microcrystalline wax Wax extracted from certain petroleum residua and having a finer and

less apparent crystalline structure than paraffin wax.

Microemulsion A stable, finely dispersed mixture of oil, water, and chemicals (surfactants

and alcohols).

Microemulsion or micellar/emulsion flooding An augmented waterflooding technique in

which a surfactant system is injected in order to enhance oil displacement toward produc-

ing wells.

Microorganisms Animals or plants of microscopic size, such as bacteria.

Microscopic displacement efficiency The efficiency with which an oil displacement pro-

cess removes the oil from individual pores in the rock.

Mid-boiling point The temperature at which approximately 50% of a material has distilled

under specific conditions.

Middle distillates Medium-density refined crude oil products, including kerosene, stove oil,

jet fuel, and light fuel oil.

Middle-phase microemulsion A microemulsion phase containing a high concentration of

both oil and water that, when viewed in a test tube, resides in the middle with the oil phase

above it and the water phase below it.

Midstream The processing, storage, and transportation sector of the crude oil industry.
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Migration (primary) The movement of hydrocarbons (oil and natural gas) from mature,

organic-rich source rocks to a point where the oil and gas can collect as droplets or as

a continuous phase of liquid hydrocarbon.

Migration (secondary) The movement of the hydrocarbons as a single, continuous fluid

phase through water-saturated rocks, fractures, or faults followed by accumulation of

the oil and gas in sediments (traps) from which further migration is prevented.

Mineral hydrocarbons Crude oil hydrocarbons, considered mineral because they come

from the earth rather than from plants or animals.

Mineral oil The older term for crude oil; the term was introduced in the 19th century as a

means of differentiating crude oil (rock oil) from whale oil that, at the time, was the pre-

dominant illuminant for oil lamps.

Minerals Naturally occurring inorganic solids with well-defined crystalline structures.

Mineral seal oil A distillate fraction boiling between kerosene and gas oil.

Mineral wax Yellow to dark brown, solid substances that occur naturally and are composed

largely of paraffins, usually found associated with considerable mineral matter, as a filling

in veins and fissures or as an interstitial material in porous rocks.

Mine tailings Process water remaining after tar sand mining and stored in settling basins

called tailing ponds.

Minimum miscibility pressure (MMP) See miscibility.

Miscibility An equilibrium condition, achieved after mixing two or more fluids, which is

characterized by the absence of interfaces between the fluids: (1) first-contact miscibility,

miscibility in the usual sense, whereby two fluids can be mixed in all proportions without

any interfaces forming. For example, at room temperature and pressure, ethyl alcohol and

water are first-contact miscible. (2) Multiple-contact miscibility (dynamic miscibility),

miscibility that is developed by repeated enrichment of one fluid phase with components

from a second fluid phase with which it comes into contact. (3)Minimum miscibility pres-

sure, the minimum pressure above which two fluids become miscible at a given temper-

ature or can become miscible by dynamic processes.

Miscible flooding An oil recovery process in which a fluid, capable of mixing completely

with the oil it contacts, is injected into an oil reservoir to increase recovery; see EOR

process.

Miscible fluid displacement (miscible displacement) An oil displacement process in which

an alcohol, a refined hydrocarbon, a condensed crude oil gas, a carbon dioxide, a liquefied

natural gas, or even an exhaust gas is injected into an oil reservoir, at pressure levels such

that the injected gas or fluid and reservoir oil are miscible; the process may include the

concurrent, alternating, or subsequent injection of water.

Mitigation Identification, evaluation, and cessation of potential impacts of a process product

or by-product.

Mixed-phase cracking The thermal decomposition of higher-boiling feedstock to produce

lower-boiling products (typically gasoline and diesel components).

Mmboe Million barrels oil equivalent.

MMcf Millions of cubic feet per day (of gas).

Mobility Ameasure of the ease with which a fluid moves through reservoir rock; the ratio of

rock permeability to apparent fluid viscosity.

Mobility buffer The bank that protects a chemical slug from water invasion and dilution and

assures mobility control.

Mobility control Ensuring that the mobility of the displacing fluid or bank is equal to or less

than that of the displaced fluid or bank.
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Mobility ratio Ratio of the mobility of an injection fluid to the mobility of fluid being

displaced.

Modified alkaline flooding The addition of a cosurfactant and/or polymer to the alkaline

flooding process.

Modified naphtha insolubles (MNI) An insoluble fraction obtained by adding naphtha to

petroleum; usually, the naphtha is modified by adding paraffinic constituents; the fraction

might be equated to asphaltenes if the naphtha is equivalent to n-heptane, but usually, it is

not.

Molecular sieve A synthetic zeolite mineral having pores of uniform size; it is capable of

separating molecules, on the basis of their size, structure, or both, by absorption or sieving.

Molecular weight The mass of one molecule.

Motor octane method A test for determining the knock rating of fuels for use in spark-

ignition engines; see also research octane method.

Moving-bed catalytic cracking A cracking process in which the catalyst is continuously

cycled between the reactor and the regenerator.

MRH process A hydrocracking process to upgrade heavy feedstocks containing large

amount of metals and asphaltene, such as vacuum residua and bitumen, and to produce

mainly middle distillates using a reactor designed to maintain a mixed three-phase slurry

of feedstock, fine powder catalyst, and hydrogen, and to promote effective contact.

MSCC process A short-residence-time process (millisecond catalytic cracking) in which the

catalyst is placed in a more optimal position to insure better contact with the feedstock.

MTBE See methyl t-butyl ether.

Mud (drillingmud) Fluid circulated down the drill pipe and up the annulus during drilling

to remove cuttings, cool and lubricate the bit, and maintain desired pressure in the

well.

Muskeg A water-soaked layer of decaying plant material, 3–10ft. thick, found on top of the

overburden.

Naft Pre-Christian era (Greek) term for naphtha.

Napalm A thickened gasoline used as an incendiary medium that adheres to the surface it

strikes.

Naphtha Any of various volatile, often flammable, liquid hydrocarbon mixtures used chiefly

as solvents and diluents boiling below 200°C (390°F); used as a blend stock for gasoline

manufacture.

Naphthenes Cycloparaffins.

Native asphalt See bitumen.

Natural asphalt See bitumen.

Natural gas Mixture of hydrocarbons existing in reservoirs in the gaseous phase or in solu-

tion in the oil, which remains in the gaseous phase under atmospheric conditions. It may

contain some impurities or nonhydrocarbon substances (hydrogen sulfide, nitrogen, or

carbon dioxide).

Natural gas liquids (NGLs) The hydrocarbon liquids that condense during the processing of

hydrocarbon gases that are produced from oil or gas reservoir; see also natural gasoline.

Natural gasoline A mixture of liquid hydrocarbons extracted from natural gas suitable for

blending with refinery gasoline.

Natural gasoline plant A plant for the extraction of fluid hydrocarbon, such as gasoline and

liquefied petroleum gas, from natural gas.

Net thickness The thickness resulting from subtracting the portions that have no possibilities

of producing hydrocarbon from the total thickness.
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Neutralization A process for reducing the acidity or alkalinity of a waste stream by mixing

acids and bases to produce a neutral solution; also known as pH adjustment.

Neutral oil A distillate lubricating oil with viscosity usually not above 200s at 100°F.
Neutralization number The weight, in milligrams, of potassium hydroxide needed to neu-

tralize the acid in 1g of oil; an indication of the acidity of an oil.

No. 1 fuel oil Very similar to kerosene and is used in burners where vaporization before burn-

ing is usually required and a clean flame is specified.

No. 2 fuel oil Also called domestic heating oil, has properties similar to diesel fuel and heavy

jet fuel, and used in burners where complete vaporization is not required before burning.

No. 4 fuel oil A light industrial heating oil and is used where preheating is not required for

handling or burning; there are two grades of no. 4 fuel oil, differing in safety (flash point)

and flow (viscosity) properties.

No. 5 fuel oil A heavy industrial fuel oil that requires preheating before burning.

No. 6 fuel oil A heavy fuel oil and is more commonly known as Bunker C oil when it is used

to fuel ocean-going vessels; preheating is always required for burning this oil.

Nonasphaltic road oil Any of the nonhardening petroleum distillates or residual oils used as

dust layers. They have sufficiently low viscosity to be applied without heating and,

together with asphaltic road oils, are sometimes referred to as dust palliatives.

Nonassociated gas The natural gas found in reservoirs that do not contain crude oil at the

original pressure and temperature conditions.

Nonionic surfactant A surfactant molecule containing no ionic charge.

Non-Newtonian A fluid that exhibits a change of viscosity with flow rate.

Nonproved reserves Volumes of hydrocarbons and associated substances, evaluated at

atmospheric conditions, resulting from the extrapolation of the characteristics and param-

eters of the reservoir beyond the limits of reasonable certainty or from assuming oil and

gas forecasts with technical and economic scenarios other than those in operation or with a

project in view.

Normal fault The result of the downward displacement of one of the blocks from the hor-

izontal. The angle is generally between 25° and 60°, and it is recognized by the absence

of part of the stratigraphic column.

Observation wells Wells that are completed and equipped to measure reservoir conditions

and/or sample reservoir fluids, rather than to inject or produce reservoir fluids.

Octane barrel yield A measure used to evaluate fluid catalytic cracking processes; defined

as (RON+MON)/2� the gasoline yield, where RON is the research octane number and

MON is the motor octane number.

Octane number A number indicating the antiknock characteristics of gasoline.

Oil Typically, conventional crude oil that exists in the liquid phase in reservoirs and remains

as such under original pressure and temperature conditions. Small amounts of nonhydro-

carbon substances may be included. Also, the term oil is used in the context of this book as

a generic term to include heavy oil, extra heavy oil, and tar sand bitumen, and it is not

intended to be used as a means for definition of these resources.

Oil bank See bank.

Oil breakthrough (time) The time at which the oil-water bank arrives at the producing well.

Oil equivalent (OE) Total of crude oil, condensate, plant liquids, and dry gas equivalent to

liquid.

Oil field A geographic area under which an oil reservoir lies.

Oil in place (OIP) An estimated measure of the total amount of oil contained in a reservoir

and, as such, a higher figure than the estimated recoverable reserves of oil.
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Oils (oil fraction) That portion of the maltenes that is not adsorbed by a surface-active mate-

rial such as clay or alumina.

Oil sand See tar sand.

Oil shale A fine-grained impervious sedimentary rock that contains an organic material

called kerogen.

OOIP See original oil in place.

Optimum salinity The salinity at which a middle-phase microemulsion containing equal

concentrations of oil and water results from the mixture of a micellar fluid (surfactant

slug) with oil.

Organic sedimentary rocks Rocks containing organic material such as residues of plant and

animal remains/decay.

Original gas volume in place Amount of gas that is estimated to exist initially in the reser-

voir and that is confined by geologic and fluid boundaries, which may be expressed at

reservoir or atmospheric conditions.

Original oil in place (OOIP) The quantity of crude oil existing in a reservoir before oil

recovery operations begin.

Original oil volume in place Amount of crude oil that is estimated to exist initially in the

reservoir and that is confined by geologic and fluid boundaries, which may be expressed

at reservoir or atmospheric conditions.

Original pressure Pressure prevailing in a reservoir that has never been produced. It is the

pressure measured by a discovery well in a producing structure.

Original reserve Volume of hydrocarbons at atmospheric conditions that are expected to be

recovered economically by using the exploitation methods and systems applicable at a

specific date. It is a fraction of the discovered and economic reserve that may be obtained

at the end of the reservoir exploitation.

Overburden A layer of sand, gravel, and shale between the surface and the underlying tar

sand formation that must be removed before the tar sand can be mined; underlies muskeg

in many places.

Overhead That portion of the feedstock that is vaporized and removed during distillation.

Override The gravity-induced flow of a lighter fluid in a reservoir above another heavier

fluid.

Oxidation A process that can be used for the treatment of a variety of inorganic and organic

substances.

Oxidized asphalt See air-blown asphalt.

Oxygenate An oxygen-containing compound that is blended into gasoline to improve its

octane number and to decrease gaseous emissions.

Ozokerite (ozocerite) A naturally occurring wax; when refined also known as ceresin.

Ozone Ground-level ozone is a colorless gas that forms just above the Earth’s surface.

1P reserve Proved reserve.

2P reserves Total of proved plus probable reserves.

3P reserves Total of proved reserves plus probable reserves plus possible reserves.

Pale oil A lubricating or process oil refined until its color, by transmitted light, is straw to pale

yellow.

Paraffinum liquidum See liquid petrolatum.

Paraffin wax The colorless, translucent, highly crystalline material obtained from the light

lubricating fractions of paraffinic crude oils (wax distillates).

Partial oxidation (Texaco gasification) process A partial oxidation gasification process for

generating synthetic gas, principally hydrogen and carbon monoxide.
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Partial upgrading The combination of processing steps applied to heavy oil, extra heavy oil,

or tar sand bitumen that prepares the oil to meet the specifications for pipeline transport or

the next steps in the conversion of the oil to products. In terms of pipeline transport of the

oil, the addition of a diluent to the heavy oil, extra heavy oil, or tar sand bitumen prepares

the oil to meet the specifications required by the pipeline company. In the true sense of the

term, the addition of diluent is not an upgrading step insofar as the oil can be recovered

unchanged by the removal of the diluent.

Particle density The density of solid particles.

Particle size distribution The particle size distribution (of a catalyst sample) expressed as a

percent of the whole.

Particulate matter The microscopic solid or liquid particles that remain suspended in the air

for some time.

Pattern The horizontal pattern of injection and producing wells selected for a secondary or

enhanced recovery project.

Pattern life The length of time a flood pattern participates in oil recovery.

Pay zone The rock in which oil and gas are found in exploitable quantities.

Penex process A continuous, nonregenerative process for isomerization of C5 and/or C6 frac-

tions in the presence of hydrogen (from reforming) and a platinum catalyst.

Pentafining A pentane isomerization process using a regenerable platinum catalyst on a

silica-alumina support and requiring outside hydrogen.

Pepper sludge The fine particles of sludge produced in acid treating that may remain in

suspension.

Peri-condensed aromatic compounds Compounds based on angular condensed aromatic

hydrocarbon systems, e.g., phenanthrene, chrysene, and picene.

Permeability The capacity of a reservoir rock to transmit fluids; rock property for per-

mitting a fluid pass; a factor that indicates whether a reservoir has producing charac-

teristics or not.

Petrol A term commonly used in some countries for gasoline.

Petrolatum A semisolid product, ranging from white to yellow in color, produced during

refining of residual stocks; see petroleum jelly.

Petrolenes The term applied to that part of the pentane-soluble or heptane-soluble material

that is low boiling (<300°C, <570°F, 760mm) and can be distilled without thermal

decomposition (see also Maltenes).

Petroleum (crude oil) A naturally occurring mixture of gaseous, liquid, and solid hydro-

carbon compounds usually found trapped deep underground beneath impermeable

caprock and above a lower dome of sedimentary rock such as shale; most crude oil res-

ervoirs occur in sedimentary rocks of marine, deltaic, or estuarine origin.

Petroleum asphalt See asphalt.

Petroleum ether See ligroine.

Petroleum jelly A translucent, yellowish to amber or white hydrocarbon substance

(melting point, 38–54°C) having almost no odor or taste, derived from petroleum and

used principally in medicine and pharmacy as a protective dressing and as a substitute

for fats in ointments and cosmetics; also used in many types of polishes and in lubricating

greases, rust preventives, and modeling clay; obtained by dewaxing heavy lubricating oil

stocks.

Petroleum refinery See refinery.

Petroleum refining A complex sequence of events that result in the production of a variety of

products.
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Petroporphyrins See porphyrins.

pH adjustment Neutralization.

Phase A separate fluid that coexists with other fluids, gas, oil, and water, and other stable

fluids such as microemulsions are all called phases in EOR research.

Phase behavior The tendency of a fluid system to form phases as a result of changing tem-

perature, pressure, or the bulk composition of the fluids or of individual fluid phases.

Phase diagram A graph of phase behavior. In chemical flooding, it is a graph showing the

relative volume of oil, brine, and sometimes one or more microemulsion phases. In carbon

dioxide flooding, these are conditions for the formation of various liquid, vapor, and solid

phases.

Phase properties Types of fluids, compositions, densities, viscosities, and relative amounts

of oil, microemulsion, solvent, and water formed when a micellar fluid (surfactant slug) or

miscible solvent (e.g., CO2) is mixed with oil.

Phase separation The formation of a separate phase that is usually the prelude to coke for-

mation during a thermal process; the formation of a separate phase as a result of the insta-

bility/incompatibility of crude oil and crude oil products.

Physical limit The limit of the reservoir defined by any geologic structures (faults, uncon-

formities, change of facies, crests and bases of formations, etc.), caused by contact

between fluids or by the reduction, to critical porosity, of permeability limits or the com-

pound effect of these parameters.

Phosphoric acid polymerization A process using a phosphoric acid catalyst to convert pro-

pene, butene, or both to gasoline or petrochemical polymers.

Physical composition See bulk composition.

Pilot project Project that is being executed in a small representative sector of a reservoir

where tests performed are similar to those that will be implemented throughout the res-

ervoir. The purpose is to gather information and/or obtain results that could be used to

generalize an exploitation strategy in the oil field.

PINA analysis A method of analysis for paraffins, isoparaffins, naphthenes, and aromatics.

Pinnacle reef A conical formation, higher than it is wide, usually composed of limestone, in

which hydrocarbons might be trapped.

PIONA analysis A method of analysis for paraffins, isoparaffins, olefins, naphthenes, and

aromatics.

Pipe still (pipestill) A still in which heat is applied to the oil while being pumped through a

coil or pipe arranged in a suitable firebox; the distillation tower in a refinery.

Pipestill gas The most volatile fraction that contains most of the gases that are generally dis-

solved in the crude. Also known as pipestill light ends.

Pitch The nonvolatile, brown to black, semisolid to solid viscous product from the destruc-

tive distillation of many bituminous or other organic materials, especially coal.

Plant liquefiables shrinkage factor (PLSF) The fraction arising from considering the

liquefiables obtained in transportation to the processing complexes.

Plant liquids Natural gas liquids recovered in gas processing complexes, mainly consisting

of ethane, propane, and butane.

Plant liquids recovery factor (PLRF) The factor used to obtain the liquid portions recovered

in the natural gas processing complex. It is obtained from the operation statistics of the last

annual period of the gas processing complex that processes the production of the field

analyzed.

Platform An offshore structure that is permanently fixed to the seabed.

Platforming A reforming process using a platinum-containing catalyst on an alumina base.
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Play Group of fields that share geologic similarities and where the reservoir and the trap con-

trol the distribution of oil and gas.

PNA A polynuclear aromatic compound.

Polymer In EOR, any very-high-molecular-weight material that is added to water to increase

viscosity for polymer flooding.

Polymer-augmented waterflooding Waterflooding in which organic polymers are injected

with the water to improve horizontal and vertical sweep efficiency.

PONA analysis Amethod of analysis for paraffins (P), olefins (O), naphthenes (N), and aro-

matics (A).

Pool A natural underground reservoir containing an accumulation of crude oil.

Pore volume The total volume of all pores and fractures in a reservoir or part of a reservoir;

also applied to catalyst samples.

Polar aromatics Resins; the constituents of petroleum that are predominantly aromatic in

character and contain polar (nitrogen, oxygen, and sulfur) functions in their molecular

structure(s).

Pollution The introduction into the land water and air systems of a chemical or chemicals that

are not indigenous to these systems or the introduction into the land water and air systems

of indigenous chemicals in greater-than-natural amounts.

Polyforming A process charging both C3 and C4 gases with naphtha or gas oil under thermal

conditions to produce gasoline.

Polymer gasoline The product of polymerization of gaseous hydrocarbons to hydrocarbons

boiling in the gasoline range.

Polymerization The combination of two olefin molecules to form a higher-molecular-weight

paraffin.

Polynuclear aromatic compound An aromatic compound having two or more fused ben-

zene rings, e.g., naphthalene and phenanthrene.

Polysulfide treating A chemical treatment used to remove elemental sulfur from refinery

liquids by contacting them with a nonregenerable solution of sodium polysulfide.

Pore diameter The average pore size of a solid material, e.g., catalyst.

Pore space A small hole in reservoir rock that contains fluid or fluids; a 4 in. cube of reservoir

rock may contain millions of interconnected pore spaces.

Porosity The ratio between the pore volume existing in a rock and the total rock volume; a

measure of rock’s storage capacity; the percentage of rock volume available to contain

water or other fluids.

Possible reserves Volume of hydrocarbons where the analysis of geologic and engineering

data suggests that they are less likely to be commercially recoverable than probable

reserves.

Potential reserves Reserves based upon geologic information about the types of sediments

where such resources are likely to occur and they are considered to represent an educated

guess.

Pour point The lowest temperature at which oil will pour or flow when it is chilled without

disturbance under definite conditions.

Preflush A conditioning slug injected into a reservoir as the first step of an EOR process.

Pressure cores Cores cut into a special coring barrel that maintains reservoir pressure when

brought to the surface; this prevents the loss of reservoir fluids that usually accompanies a

drop in pressure from reservoir to atmospheric conditions.

Porphyrins Organometallic constituents of petroleum that contain vanadium or nickel; the

degradation products of chlorophyll that became included in the protopetroleum.
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Powerforming A fixed-bed naphtha reforming process using a regenerable platinum

catalyst.

Precipitation number The number of milliliters of precipitate formed when 10mL of lubri-

cating oil is mixed with 90mL of petroleum naphtha of a definite quality and centrifuged

under definitely prescribed conditions.

Pressure gradient Rate of change of pressure with distance.

Pressure maintenance Augmenting the pressure (and energy) in a reservoir by injecting gas

and/or water through one or more wells.

Pressure pulse test A technique for determining reservoir characteristics by injecting a sharp

pulse of pressure in one well and detecting its surrounding wells.

Pressure transient testing Measuring the effect of changes in pressure at one well on other

wells in a field.

Primary oil recovery Oil recovery utilizing only naturally occurring forces.

Primary recovery Extraction of crude oil by only using the natural energy available in the

reservoirs to displace fluids through the reservoir rock to the wells.

Primary structure The chemical sequence of atoms in a molecule.

Primary tracer A chemical that, when injected into a test well, reacts with reservoir fluids

that form a detectable chemical compound.

Probable reserves Nonproved reserves where the analysis of geologic and engineering data

suggests that they are more likely to be commercially recoverable than not.

Processability An estimate of the manner and relative ease with which a feedstock can be

processed; generally measured by one or more criteria.

Produced water Water naturally present in the reservoir that is recovered during oil and gas

production; may include water from the reservoir, water that has been injected into the

formation, and any chemicals added during the production/treatment process; also called

“brine” (and may contain high mineral or salt content) or formation water.

Producibility The rate at which oil or gas can be produced from a reservoir through a

wellbore.

Producing well A well in an oil field used for removing fluids from a reservoir.

Propane asphalt See solvent asphalt.

Propane deasphalting Solvent deasphalting using propane as the solvent.

Propane decarbonizing A solvent extraction process used to recover catalytic cracking feed

from heavy fuel residues.

Propane dewaxing A process for dewaxing lubricating oils in which propane serves as

solvent.

Propane fractionation A continuous extraction process employing liquid propane as the sol-

vent; a variant of propane deasphalting.

Prospect A potential geologic trap that is believed (on the basis of geologic evidence) to con-

tain crude oil. See lead.

Prospective resource The amount of hydrocarbons evaluated at a given date of accu-

mulations not yet discovered, but which have been inferred and are estimated as

recoverable.

Protopetroleum A generic term used to indicate the initial product formed changes have

occurred to the precursors of crude oil.

Proved area Plant projection of the known part of the reservoir corresponding to the proved

volume.

Proved reserves Volume of hydrocarbons or associated substances evaluated at atmospheric

conditions, which, by the analysis of geologic and engineering data, may be estimated
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with reasonable certainty to be commercially recoverable from a given date forward; from

known reservoirs; and under current economic conditions, operating methods, and gov-

ernment regulations. Such volume consists of the developed proved reserve and the unde-

veloped proved reserve.

Proved field An oil and/or gas field whose physical extent and estimated reserves have been

determined.

Pulse-echo ultrasonic borehole televiewer Well-logging system wherein a pulsed, narrow

acoustic beam scans the well as the tool is pulled up from the borehole; the amplitude of

the reflecting beam is displayed on a cathode-ray tube resulting in a pictorial representa-

tion of wellbore.

Pyrobitumen See asphaltoid.

Pyrolysis Exposure of a feedstock to high temperatures in an oxygen-poor environment.

Pyrophoric Substances that catch fire spontaneously in air without an ignition source.

Quadrillion 1�1015.

Quench The sudden cooling of hot material discharging from a thermal reactor.

R2R process A fluid catalytic cracking process for the conversion of heavy feedstocks.

Raffinate That portion of the oil that remains undissolved in a solvent refining process.

Ramsbottom carbon residue See carbon residue.

Raw materials Minerals extracted from the earth prior to any refining or treating.

RCC process A process for the conversion of heavy feedstocks in the riser pipe.

RCD Unibon (BOC) process A process to upgrade vacuum residua using hydrogen.

Reactor A vessel in which a reaction occurs during processing, usually defined by the nature

of the catalyst bed, e.g., fixed-bed reactor and fluid-bed reactor, and by the direction of the

flow of feedstock, e.g., upflow and downflow.

Recoverable reserves That proportion of the oil and/or gas in a reservoir that can be removed

using currently available techniques.

Recovery factor (rf) The ratio between the original volume of oil or gas, at atmospheric con-

ditions, and the original reserves of the reservoir.

Recycle ratio, τ The ratio of the recycled feedstock to the fresh feedstock: τ¼ FR/FF. where

FF is the fresh feedstock and FR is the recycled feedstock; may also be expressed as a

percentage.

Recycle stock The portion of a feedstock that has passed through a refining process and is

recirculated through the process.

Recycling The use or reuse of chemical waste as an effective substitute for commercial prod-

ucts or as an ingredient or feedstock in an industrial process.

Reduced crude A residual product remaining after the removal, by distillation, or other

means of an appreciable quantity of the more volatile components of crude oil.

Refinery A series of integrated unit processes by which crude oil can be converted to a slate

of useful (salable) products.

Refinery gas A gas (or a gaseous mixture) produced as a result of refining operations.

Refining The process(es) by which crude oil is distilled and/or converted by the application

of a physical and chemical processes to form a variety of products.

Reformate The liquid product of a reforming process.

Reformed gasoline Gasoline made by a reforming process.

Reforming The conversion of hydrocarbons with low octane numbers into hydrocarbons

having higher octane numbers, e.g., the conversion of an n-paraffin into an isoparaffin.

Reformulated gasoline (RFG) Gasoline designed to mitigate smog production and to

improve air quality by limiting the emission levels of certain chemical compounds such

as benzene and other aromatic derivatives; often contains oxygenates.
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Reformulated fuels Gasoline, diesel, or other fuels that have been modified to reflect envi-

ronmental concerns, performance standards, government regulations, customer prefer-

ences, or new technologies.

Regeneration The reactivation of a catalyst by burning off the coke deposits.

Regenerator A reactor for catalyst reactivation.

Regression Geologic term used to define the elevation of one part of the continent over sea

level, as a result of the ascent of the continent or the lowering of the sea level.

Reid vapor pressure (RVP) A measure of the volatility of liquid fuels, especially gasoline.

Relative permeability The capacity of a fluid, such as water, gas, or oil, to flow through a

rock when it is saturated with two or more fluids. The value of the permeability of a sat-

urated rock with two or more fluids is different to the permeability value of the same rock

saturated with just one fluid.

Remaining reserves Volume of hydrocarbons measured at atmospheric conditions that are

still to be commercially recoverable from a reservoir at a given date, using the applicable

exploitation techniques. It is the difference between the original reserve and the cumula-

tive hydrocarbon production at a given date.

Renewable energy sources Solar, wind, and other non-fossil-fuel energy sources.

Rerunning The distillation of an oil that has already been distilled.

Research octanemethod A test for determining the knock rating, in terms of octane numbers

and of fuels for use in spark-ignition engines; see also motor octane method.

Reserve replacement rate An indication of the amount of hydrocarbons replaced or incor-

porated by new discoveries compared with what has been produced in a given period. It is

the coefficient that arises from dividing the new discoveries by production during the

period of analysis, and it is generally referred to in annual terms and is expressed as a

percentage.

Reserve-production ratio The result of dividing the remaining reserve at a given date by the

production in a period. This indicator assumes constant production, hydrocarbon prices,

and extraction costs, without variation over time, in addition to the nonexistence of new

discoveries in the future.

Reserves The well-identified resources that can be profitably extracted and utilized with

existing technology.

Reservoir A porous and permeable lithologic unit or set of units that holds the hydrocarbon

reserves; the part of the geologic trap containing hydrocarbons that acts as a hydraulically

interconnected system and where the hydrocarbons are.

Reservoir simulation Analysis and prediction of reservoir performance with a computer

model.

Residfining process A catalytic fixed-bed process for the desulfurization and demetalliza-

tion of heavy feedstocks that can also be used to pretreat the feedstocks to suitably

low contaminant levels prior to catalytic cracking.

Residual asphalt See straight-run asphalt.

Residual fuel oil Obtained by blending the residual product(s) from various refining pro-

cesses with suitable diluent(s) (usually middle distillates) to obtain the required fuel

oil grades.

Residual oil See residuum.

Residual resistance factor The reduction in the permeability of rock to water caused by the

adsorption of polymer.

Residue hydroconversion process (RHC process) A high-pressure fixed-bed trickle-flow

hydrocatalytic process for converting heavy feedstocks.
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Residuum The nonvolatile fraction remaining after processing or distillation of crude oil,

e.g., an atmospheric residuum (BP>345°C, >650°F) and a vacuum residuum

(BP>570°C, >1050°F).
Resins The portion of the maltenes (the nonasphaltene part of crude oil) that is adsorbed by a

surface-active material such as clay or alumina; the fraction of deasphaltened oil that is

insoluble in liquid propane but soluble in n-heptane.

Resistance factor A measure of resistance to the flow of a polymer solution relative to the

resistance to the flow of water.

Resource The total volume of hydrocarbons existing in subsurface rocks; also known as orig-

inal in situ volume.

Retention The loss of chemical components due to adsorption onto the rock’s surface, to pre-

cipitation, or to trapping within the reservoir.

Reverse fault The result of compression forces where one of the blocks is displaced upward

from the horizontal.

Revision The reserve resulting from comparing the previous year’s evaluation with the new

one in which new geologic, geophysical, operation, and reservoir performance informa-

tion is considered, in addition to variations in hydrocarbon prices and extraction costs. It

does not include well drilling.

Rexforming A process combining platforming with aromatics extraction, wherein low-

octane raffinate is recycled to the platformer.

Rich oil Absorption oil containing dissolved natural gasoline fractions.

Riser The part of the bubble-plate assembly that channels the vapor and causes it to flow

downward to escape through the liquid; also the vertical pipe where fluid catalytic crack-

ing reactions occur.

Riser (drilling) A pipe between the seabed and a floating drilling rig.

Riser (production) The section of pipework that joins a seabed wellhead to the Christmas

tree.

Riser pipe The pipe in a fluid catalytic cracking process where catalyst and feedstock are

lifted into the reactor; the pipe in which most of the reaction takes place or is initiated.

Rock asphalt Bitumen that occurs in formations that have a limiting ratio of bitumen-to-rock

matrix.

Rock matrix The granular structure of a rock or porous medium.

ROSE process A solvent deasphalting process that uses supercritical solvent recovery sys-

tem to obtain high-quality oils from heavy feedstocks for further processing.

Roughneck Drill crew members who work on the derrick floor, screwing together the sec-

tions of drill pipe when running or pulling a drill string.

Roustabout Drill crew members who handle the loading and unloading of equipment and

assist in general operations around the rig.

Run-of-the-river reservoirs Reservoirs with a large rate of flow-through compared with

their volume.

S&W fluid catalytic cracking process A process in which the heavy feedstock is injected

into a stabilized, upward flowing catalyst stream whereupon the feedstock-stream-

catalyst mixture travels up the riser pipe and is separated by a high-efficiency inertial sep-

arator from which the product vapor goes overhead to fractionation.

Saline groundwater (brackish water) Deep groundwater that is high in dissolved salt and

unsuitable for domestic or agricultural uses.

Salinity The concentration of salt in water.
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Sand A course granular mineral mainly comprising quartz grains that is derived from the

chemical and physical weathering of rocks rich in quartz, notably sandstone and granite.

Sand face The cylindrical wall of the wellbore through which the fluids must flow to or from

the reservoir.

Sandstone A sedimentary rock formed by compaction and cementation of sand grains; can be

classified according to the mineral composition of the sand and cement.

SARA analysis Amethod of fractionation by which crude oil is separated into saturates, aro-

matics, resins, and asphaltene fractions.

Saturates (saturate fraction) Paraffins and cycloparaffins (naphthenes).

Saturation The ratio of the volume of a single fluid in the pores to pore volume, expressed as

a percent and applied to water, oil, or gas separately; the sum of the saturations of each

fluid in a pore volume is 100%.

Saturation pressure Pressure at which the first gas bubble is formed, when it goes from the

liquid-phase to the two-phase region.

Saybolt Furol viscosity The time, in seconds (Saybolt Furol seconds, SFS), for 60mL of

fluid to flow through a capillary tube in a Saybolt Furol viscometer at specified temper-

atures between 70°F and 210°F; the method is appropriate for high-viscosity oils such as

transmission, gear, and heavy fuel oils.

Saybolt universal viscosity The time, in seconds (Saybolt universal seconds, SUS), for

60mL of fluid to flow through a capillary tube in a Saybolt universal viscometer at a given

temperature.

Scale wax The paraffin derived by removing the greater part of the oil from slack wax by

sweating or solvent deoiling.

Screening guide A list of reservoir rock and fluid properties critical to an EOR process.

Scrubbing Purifying a gas by washing with water or chemical; less frequently, the removal

of entrained materials.

Seal rock (caprock) A unit with low permeability that impedes the escape of hydrocarbons

from the reservoir rock; common seal rocks include evaporites, chalks, and shales.

Secondary recovery Techniques used for the additional extraction of crude oil after primary

recovery. This includes gas or water injection, partly to maintain reservoir pressure.

Secondary structure The ordering of the atoms of a molecule in space relative to each other.

Secondary tracer The product of the chemical reaction between reservoir fluids and an

injected primary tracer.

Sediment An insoluble solid formed as a result of the storage instability and/or the thermal

instability of crude oil and crude oil products.

Sedimentary Formed by or from deposits of sediments, especially from sand grains or silts

transported from their source and deposited in water, as sandstone and shale, or from cal-

careous remains of organisms, as limestone.

Sedimentary basin A geographic area, such as the Western Canada Sedimentary Basin, in

which much of the rock is sedimentary (as opposed to igneous or metamorphic) and

therefore likely to contain hydrocarbons.

Sedimentary strata Typically consist of mixtures of clay, silt, sand, organic matter, and var-

ious minerals, formed by or from deposits of sediments, especially from sand grains or

silts transported from their source and deposited in water, such as sandstone and shale,

or from calcareous remains of organisms, such as limestone.

Seismic section Seismic profile that uses the reflection of seismic waves to determine the

geologic subsurface.
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Selective solvent A solvent that, at certain temperatures and ratios, will preferentially dis-

solve more of one component of a mixture than of another and thereby permit partial

separation.

Separation process The process of separating liquid and gas hydrocarbons and water. This is

typically accomplished in a pressure vessel at the surface, but newer technologies allow

separation to occur in the wellbore under certain conditions.

Separator-Nobel dewaxing A solvent (trichloroethylene) dewaxing process.

Shale Rock formed from clay.

Shell fluid catalytic cracking A two-stage fluid catalytic cracking process in which the cat-

alyst is regenerated.

Shell gasification (partial oxidation) process A process for generating synthesis gas

(hydrogen and carbon monoxide) for the ultimate production of high-purity high-pressure

hydrogen, ammonia, methanol, fuel gas, town gas, or reducing gas by the reaction of

gaseous or liquid hydrocarbons with oxygen, air, or oxygen-enriched air.

Shell residual oil hydrodesulfurization process A downflow fixed-bed reactor process to

improve the quality of heavy feedstocks by removing sulfur, metals, and asphaltenes and

bringing about a reduction in the viscosity of the feedstock.

Shell still A still formerly used in which the oil was charged into a closed, cylindrical shell

and the heat required for distillation was applied to the outside of the bottom from a

firebox.

Shutdown A production hiatus during which the platform ceases to produce while essential

maintenance work is undertaken.

Sidestream A liquid stream taken from any one of the intermediate plates of a bubble tower.

Sidestream stripper Adevice used to perform further distillation on a liquid stream from any

one of the plates of a bubble tower, usually by the use of steam.

Slack wax The soft, oily crude wax obtained from the pressing of paraffin distillate or wax

distillate.

Slime A name used for crude oil in ancient texts, particularly in biblical texts.

Sludge A semisolid to solid product that results from the storage instability and/or the thermal

instability of crude oil and crude oil products.

Slug A quantity of fluid injected into a reservoir during enhanced oil recovery.

Slurry hydroconversion process A process in which the feedstock is contacted with hydro-

gen under pressure in the presence of a catalytic coke-inhibiting additive.

Slurry-phase reactors Tanks into which wastes, nutrients, and microorganisms are placed.

Smoke point A measure of the burning cleanliness of jet fuel and kerosene.

Sodium hydroxide treatment See caustic wash.

Sodium plumbite A solution prepared from a mixture of sodium hydroxide, lead oxide,

and distilled water; used in making the doctor test for light oils such as gasoline and

kerosene.

Solubility parameter A measure of the solvent power and polarity of a solvent.

Solution gas (associated gas) Natural gas that is found with crude oil in underground

reservoirs. When the oil comes to the surface, the gas expands and comes out of the

solution.

Solutizer-steam regenerative process A chemical treating process for extracting mercap-

tans from gasoline or naphtha, using solutizers (potassium isobutyrate and potassium

alkyl phenolate) in strong potassium hydroxide solution.

Solvahl process A solvent deasphalting process for application to vacuum residua.
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Solvent-aided process (DSAGD) An advanced SAGD technique that combines a solvent,

such as butane, with the steam to help dissolve the bitumen and improve recovery from

the reservoir.

Solvent asphalt The asphalt produced by solvent extraction of residua or by light hydrocar-

bon (propane) treatment of a residuum or an asphaltic crude oil.

Solvent deasphalter bottoms The insoluble material that separates from the solvent phase

during deasphalting.

Solvent deasphalting A process for removing asphaltic and resinous materials from reduced

crude oils, lubricating oil stocks, gas oils, or middle distillates through the extraction or

precipitant action of low-molecular-weight hydrocarbon solvents; see also propane

deasphalting.

Solvent decarbonizing See propane decarbonizing.

Solvent deresining See solvent deasphalting.

Solvent dewaxing A process for removing wax from oils by means of solvents usually by

chilling a mixture of solvent and waxy oil, filtration, centrifuging the wax that precipi-

tates, and solvent recovery.

Solvent extraction A process for separating liquids by mixing the stream with a solvent that

is immiscible with part of the waste but that will extract certain components of the waste

stream.

Solvent naphtha A refined naphtha of restricted boiling range used as a solvent; also called

petroleum naphtha or petroleum spirits.

Solvent refining See solvent extraction.

Sonic log A well log based on the time required for sound to travel through rock, useful in

determining porosity.

Sour crude oil Crude oil containing an abnormally large amount of sulfur compounds; see

also sweet crude oil.

Sour gas Natural gas at the wellhead may contain hydrogen sulfide (H2S), a toxic compound.

Natural gas that contains >1% of H2S is called sour gas.

Spacing Optimum distance between hydrocarbon-producing wells in a field or reservoir.

Specific gravity An intensive property of the matter that is related to the mass of a substance

and its volume through the coefficient between these two quantities. It is expressed in

grams per cubic centimeter or in pounds per gallon.

Specific heat The quantity of heat required to raise a unit mass of material through 1° of
temperature.

Spent catalyst Catalyst that has lost much of its activity due to the deposition of coke and

metals.

Spills Spills include accidental release of crude oil, produced water, or other hydrocarbon

products from well sites, batteries, or storage tanks. These spills can affect land, vegeta-

tion, water bodies, and groundwater.

Spontaneous ignition The ignition of a fuel, such as coal, under normal atmospheric condi-

tions, usually induced by climatic conditions.

Spud-in The operation of drilling the first part of a new well.

Stabilization The removal of volatile constituents from a higher-boiling fraction or product

(stripping); the production of a product that, to all intents and purposes, does not undergo

any further reaction when exposed to the air.

Stabilizer A fractionating tower for removing light hydrocarbons from an oil to reduce vapor

pressure particularly applied to gasoline.
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Standard conditions The reference amounts for pressure and temperature. In the English

system, it is 14.73 lb/in.2 for the pressure and 60°F for temperature.

Standpipe The pipe by which catalyst is conveyed between the reactor and the regenerator.

Steam-assisted gravity drainage (SAGD) A recovery technique for the extraction of heavy

oil or bitumen that involves drilling a pair of horizontal wells one above the other; one

well is used for steam injection and the other for production.

Steam cracking A conversion process in which the feedstock is treated with superheated

steam.

Steam distillation Distillation in which vaporization of the volatile constituents is effected at

a lower temperature by the introduction of steam (open steam) directly into the charge.

Steam-drive injection (steam injection) EOR process in which steam is continuously

injected into one set of wells (injection wells) or other injection sources to effect oil dis-

placement toward and production from a second set of wells (production wells); steam

stimulation of production wells is direct steam stimulation, whereas steam drive by steam

injection to increase production from other wells is indirect steam stimulation.

Steam injection An improved recovery technique in which steam is injected into a reservoir

to reduce the viscosity of the crude oil.

Steam-methane reforming A process commonly used to convert natural gas to hydrogen for

upgrading.

Steam-naphtha reforming A process that is essentially similar in nature to the steam-

methane reforming process but which used higher-molecular-weight hydrocarbons as

the feedstock.

Steam stimulation Injection of steam into a well and the subsequent production of oil from

the same well.

Stiles method A simple approximate method for calculating oil recovery by waterflood that

assumes separate layers (stratified reservoirs) for the permeability distribution.

Stimulation Process of acidifying or fracturing carried out to expand existing ducts or to cre-

ate new ones in the source rock formation.

Storage stability (or storage instability) The ability (inability) of a liquid to remain in stor-

age over extended periods of time without appreciable deterioration as measured by gum

formation and the depositions of insoluble material (sediment).

Straight-run asphalt The asphalt produced by the distillation of asphaltic crude oil.

Straight-run products Obtained from a distillation unit and used without further treatment.

Strata The layers including the solid iron-rich inner core, molten outer core, mantle, and

crust of the Earth.

Stratigraphy Part of geology that studies the origin, composition, distribution, and succes-

sion of rock strata.

Straw oil Pale paraffin oil of straw color used for many process applications.

Stripper well A well that produces (strips from the reservoir) oil or gas.

Stripping Ameans of separating volatile components from less volatile ones in a liquid mix-

ture by the partitioning of the more volatile materials to a gas phase of air or steam

(q.v. stabilization).

Structural nose A term used in structural geology to define a geometric form protruding

from a main body.

Sucker rod pumping system A method of artificial lift in which a subsurface pump located

at or near the bottom of the well and connected to a string of sucker rods is used to lift the

well fluid to the surface.

Sulfonic acids Acids obtained by petroleum or a petroleum product with strong sulfuric acid.
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Sulfuric acid alkylation An alkylation process in which olefins (C3, C4, and C5) combine

with isobutane in the presence of a catalyst (sulfuric acid) to form branched-chain hydro-

carbons used especially in gasoline blending stock.

Superlight oil The specific gravity is >38° API.
Surface-active material A chemical compound, molecule, or aggregate of molecules with

physical properties that cause it to adsorb at the interface between two immiscible liquids,

resulting in a reduction of interfacial tension or the formation of a microemulsion.

Surfactant A type of chemical, characterized as one that reduces interfacial resistance to

mixing between oil and water or changes the degree to which water wets reservoir rock.

Suspended well A well that has been capped off temporarily.

Suspensoid catalytic cracking A nonregenerative cracking process in which cracking stock

is mixed with slurry of catalyst (usually clay) and cycle oil and passed through the coils of

a heater.

Sweated wax Wax separated from crude oil by having been passed through a sweating unit.

Sweating The separation of paraffin oil and low-melting wax from paraffin wax.

Sweep efficiency The ratio of the pore volume of reservoir rock contacted by injected fluids

to the total pore volume of reservoir rock in the project area. (See also horizontal sweep

efficiency and vertical sweep efficiency.)

Sweet crude oil Crude oil containing little sulfur; see also sour crude oil.

Sweetening plant Industrial plant used to treat gaseous mixtures and light crude oil fractions

in order to eliminate undesirable or corrosive sulfur compounds to improve their color,

odor, and stability.

Swelling Increase in the volume of crude oil caused by absorption of EOR fluids, especially

carbon dioxide. Also increase in the volume of clays when exposed to brine.

Sweetening The process by which petroleum products are improved in odor and color by oxi-

dizing or removing the sulfur-containing and unsaturated compounds.

Swept zone The volume of rock that is effectively swept by injected fluids.

Synthesis gas generation process A noncatalytic process for producing synthesis gas

(hydrogen and carbon monoxide) from gaseous or liquid hydrocarbons for the ultimate

production of high-purity hydrogen.

Synthetic crude oil (syncrude) A hydrocarbon product produced by the conversion of coal,

oil shale, or tar sand bitumen that resembles conventional crude oil; can be refined in a

crude oil refinery.

Tar The volatile, brown to black, oily, viscous product from the destructive distillation of

many bituminous or other organic materials, especially coal; a name used for crude oil

in ancient texts.

Tar sand (bituminous sand) Another name for oil sand. A sandstone deposit that is saturated

with bitumen. The viscous hydrocarbonaceous mixtures found in Northern Alberta have

historically been referred to (incorrectly) as tar, pitch, or asphalt; see bituminous sand.

Tcf Trillion cubic feet (of gas).

Technical reserves Accumulative production derived from a production forecast in which

economic criteria are not applied.

Tertiary recovery (enhanced recovery) The third major phase of crude oil recovery that

involves using more sophisticated techniques, such as steam flooding or injection of che-

micals, to increase recovery.

Tertiary structure The three-dimensional structure of a molecule.

Tervahl H process A process in which the feedstock and hydrogen are heated and held in a

soak drum as in the Tervahl T process.
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Tervahl T process A process analogous to delayed coking in which the feedstock is heated to

the desired temperature using a coil heater and held for a specified residence time in a

soaking drum; see also Tervahl H process.

Tetraethyl lead (TEL) An organic compound of lead, Pb(CH3)4, which, when added in small

amounts, increases the antiknock quality of gasoline.

Texaco gasification process See partial oxidation (Texaco gasification) process.

Thermal coke The carbonaceous residue formed as a result of a noncatalytic thermal pro-

cess; the Conradson carbon residue; the Ramsbottom carbon residue.

Thermal cracking A process that decomposes, rearranges, or combines hydrocarbon mole-

cules by the application of heat, without the aid of catalysts.

Thermal process Any refining process that utilizes heat, without the aid of a catalyst.

Thermal recovery See EOR process.

Thermal polymerization A thermal process to convert light hydrocarbon gases into liquid

fuels.

Thermal reforming A process using heat (but no catalyst) to effect molecular rearrangement

of low-octane naphtha into gasoline of higher antiknock quality.

Thermal stability (thermal instability) The ability (inability) of a liquid to withstand rel-

atively high temperatures for short periods of time without the formation of carbonaceous

deposits (sediment or coke).

Thermofor catalytic cracking A continuous, moving-bed catalytic cracking process.

Thermofor catalytic reforming A reforming process in which the synthetic, bead-type cat-

alyst of coprecipitated chromia (Cr2O3) and alumina (Al2O3) flows down through the

reactor concurrent with the feedstock.

Thermofor continuous percolation A continuous clay treating process to stabilize and

decolorize lubricants or waxes.

Thief zone Any geologic stratum not intended to receive injected fluids in which significant

amounts of injected fluids are lost; fluids may reach the thief zone due to an improper

completion or a faulty cement job.

Tight gas Gas with very low flow rates. Found in sedimentary layers of rock that are cemen-

ted together so tightly that it greatly hinders the extraction. Getting tight gas out usually

requires enhanced technology like “hydraulic fracturing” where fluid is pumped into the

ground to make it more permeable.

Tool pusher Second-in-command of a drilling crew under the drilling superintendent.

Responsible for the day-to-day running of the rig and for ensuring that all the necessary

equipment is available.

Topped crude oil Crude oil that has had volatile constituents removed up to a certain tem-

perature, e.g., 250°C+ (480°F+) topped crude; not always the same as a residuum.

Topping The distillation of crude oil to remove light fractions only.

Topside The superstructure of a platform.

Total thickness (h) Thickness from the top of the formation of interest down to a vertical

boundary determined by a water level or by a change of formation.

Tower Equipment for increasing the degree of separation obtained during the distillation of

oil in a still.

Trace element Those elements that occur at very low levels in a given system.

Tracer test A technique for determining fluid-flow paths in a reservoir by adding small quan-

tities of easily detected material (often radioactive) to the flowing fluid and monitoring

their appearance at production wells. Also used in cyclic injection to appraise oil

saturation.
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Transgression Geologic term used to define the immersion of one part of the continent under

sea level, as a result of a descent of the continent or an elevation of the sea level.

Transmissibility (transmissivity) An index of producibility of a reservoir or zone, the prod-

uct of permeability and layer thickness.

Transport liquefiables shrinkage factor (TLSF) The fraction obtained by considering the

liquefiables obtained in transportation to the processing complexes.

Trap A stratigraphic or structural feature that ensures the juxtaposition of reservoir and seal

such that hydrocarbons remain trapped in the subsurface, rather than escaping (due to their

natural buoyancy) and being lost; the geologic geometry that permits the concentration of

hydrocarbons; a sediment in which oil and gas accumulate fromwhich further migration is

prevented.

Treatment Any method, technique, or process that changes the physical and/or chemical

character of petroleum.

Triaxial borehole seismic survey A technique for detecting the orientation of hydrau-

lically induced fractures, wherein a tool holding three mutually seismic detectors is

clamped in the borehole during fracturing; fracture orientation is deduced through the

analysis of the detected microseismic perpendicular events that are generated by the frac-

turing process.

Trickle hydrodesulfurization A fixed-bed process for desulfurizing middle distillates.

Trillion 1�1012.

True boiling point (true boiling range) The boiling point (boiling range) of a crude oil frac-

tion or a crude oil product under standard conditions of temperature and pressure.

Tube-and-tank cracking An older liquid-phase thermal cracking process.

Ultimate analysis Elemental analysis.

Ultimate potential An estimate of recoverable reserves that will have been produced by the

time all exploration and development activity is completed; includes production to date,

remaining reserves, development of existing pools, and new discoveries.

Ultimate recovery The cumulative quantity of oil that will be recovered when revenues from

further production no longer justify the costs of the additional production.

Ultrafining A fixed-bed catalytic hydrogenation process to desulfurize naphthas and upgrade

distillates by essentially removing sulfur, nitrogen, and other materials.

Ultraforming A low-pressure naphtha reforming process employing onstream regeneration

of a platinum-on-alumina catalyst and producing high yields of hydrogen and high-

octane-number reformate.

Unassociated molecular weight The molecular weight of asphaltenes in a nonassociating

(polar) solvent, such as dichlorobenzene, pyridine, or nitrobenzene.

Unconformity A surface of erosion that separates younger strata from older rocks.

Undeveloped proved area Plant projection of the extension drained by the future producing

wells of a producing reservoir and located within the undeveloped proved reserve.

Undeveloped proved reserves Volume of hydrocarbons that is expected to be recovered

through wells without current facilities for production or transportation and future wells.

This category may include the estimated reserve of enhanced recovery projects, with pilot

testing or with the recovery mechanism proposed in operation that has been predicted with

a high degree of certainty in reservoirs that benefit from this kind of exploitation.

Undiscovered resource Volume of hydrocarbons with uncertainty but whose existence is

inferred in geologic basins through favorable factors resulting from the geologic, geo-

physical, and geochemical interpretation. They are known as prospective resources when

considered commercially recoverable.
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Unicracking hydrodesulfurization (unicracking/HDS) process A fixed-bed, catalytic pro-

cess for hydrotreating heavy feedstocks.

Unifining A fixed-bed catalytic process to desulfurize and hydrogenate refinery distillates.

Unisol process A chemical process for extracting mercaptan sulfur and certain nitrogen

compounds from sour gasoline or distillates using regenerable aqueous solutions of

sodium or potassium hydroxide containing methanol.

Universal viscosity See Saybolt universal viscosity.

Unstable Usually refers to a petroleum product that has more volatile constituents present or

refers to the presence of olefin and other unsaturated constituents.

UOP alkylation A process using hydrofluoric acid (which can be regenerated) as a catalyst to

unite olefins with isobutane.

UOP copper sweetening A fixed-bed process for sweetening gasoline by converting

mercaptans to disulfides by contact with ammonium chloride and copper sulfate in

a bed.

UOP fluid catalytic cracking A fluid process of using a reactor-over-regenerator design.

Upflow reactor A reactor in which the feedstock flows in an upward direction through the

catalyst bed.

Upgrading The process of converting heavy oil, extra heavy oil, or tar sand bitumen into

products.

Upper-phase microemulsion Amicroemulsion phase containing a high concentration of oil

that, when viewed in a test tube, resides on top of a water phase.

Upstream The companies that explore, develop, and produce crude oil resources are known

as the upstream sector of the crude oil industry.

Urea dewaxing A continuous dewaxing process for producing low-pour-point oils and using

urea that forms a solid complex (adduct) with the straight-chain wax paraffins in the stock;

the complex is readily separated by filtration.

Vacuum distillation Distillation under reduced pressure.

Vacuum residuum A residuum obtained by distillation of a crude oil under vacuum (reduced

pressure); that portion of crude oil that boils above a selected temperature such as 510°C
(950°F) or 565°C (1050°F).

Vapor-phase cracking A high-temperature, low-pressure conversion process.

Vapor-phase hydrodesulfurization A fixed-bed process for desulfurization and hydrogena-

tion of naphtha.

Vapor pressure osmometry (VPO) A method for determining molecular weight.

Veba-Combi-Cracking process (VCC process) A thermal hydrocracking/hydrogenation

process for converting heavy feedstocks.

Vertical sweep efficiency The fraction of the layers or vertically distributed zones of a res-

ervoir that are effectively contacted by displacing fluids.

VGC (viscosity-gravity constant) An index of the chemical composition of crude oil

defined by the general relation between specific gravity, sp gr, at 60°F and Saybolt uni-

versal viscosity, SUV, at 100°F a¼10sp gr�1.0752 log (SUV�38)/10sp gr� log

(SUV�38) The constant, a, is low for the paraffinic crude oils and high for the naph-

thenic crude oils.

VI See viscosity index.

Visbreaking A process for reducing the viscosity of heavy feedstocks by controlled thermal

decomposition.

Viscosity Ameasure of the ability of a liquid to flow or a measure of its resistance to flow; the

force required to move a plane surface of area 1m2 over another parallel plane surface 1m

away at a rate of 1m/s when both surfaces are immersed in the fluid.
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Viscosity-gravity constant See VGC.

Viscosity index (VI) An arbitrary scale used to show the magnitude of viscosity changes in

lubricating oils with changes in temperature.

Volatile organic compounds (VOCs) Gases and vapors, such as benzene, released by crude

oil refineries, petrochemical plants, plastic manufacturing, and the distribution and use of

gasoline; VOCs include carcinogens and chemicals that react with sunlight and nitrogen

oxides to form ground-level ozone, a component of smog.

Volume flow The combined (fresh and unconverted) feedstock that is fed to a reactor

FT¼FF+FR. where FT is the total feedstock into the unit, FF is the fresh feedstock,

and FR is the recycled feedstock.

Volumetric sweep The fraction of the total reservoir volume within a flood pattern that is

effectively contacted by injected fluids.

VSP Vertical seismic profiling, a method of conducting seismic surveys in the borehole for

detailed subsurface information.

Waterflood Injection of water to displace oil from a reservoir (usually a secondary recovery

process).

Waterflood mobility ratio Mobility ratio of water displacing oil during waterflooding. (See

also mobility ratio.)

Waterflood residual The waterflood residual oil saturation; the saturation of oil remaining

after waterflooding in those regions of the reservoir that have been thoroughly contacted

by water.

Watson characterization factor See characterization factor.

Wax See mineral wax and paraffin wax.

Wax distillate A neutral distillate containing a high percentage of crystallizable paraffin

wax, obtained on the distillation of paraffin or mixed-base crude and on reducing neutral

lubricating stocks.

Wax fractionation A continuous process for producing waxes of low oil content from wax

concentrates; see also MEK deoiling.

Wax manufacturing A process for producing oil-free waxes.

Weathered crude oil Crude oil that, due to natural causes during storage and handling, has

lost an appreciable quantity of its more volatile components; also indicates uptake of

oxygen.

Well abandonment The final activity in the operation of a well when it is permanently closed

under safety and environment preservation conditions.

Wellbore A hole drilled or bored into the earth, usually cased with metal pipe, for the pro-

duction of gas or oil.

Well completion The complete outfitting of an oil well for either oil production or fluid

injection; also the technique used to control fluid communication with the reservoir.

Wellhead That portion of an oil well above the surface of the ground.

Well logs The information concerning subsurface formations obtained by means of electric,

acoustic, and radioactive tools inserted in the wells. The log also includes information

about drilling and the analysis of mud and cuts, cores, and formation tests.

Wells to wheels The full product life cycle is considered—from production (wells) to the

use of the fuel in a vehicle (wheels). Well-to-wheel analysis can be used to assess total

life-cycle greenhouse gas emissions from production to combustion of different crude

oils.

Wet gas Mixture of hydrocarbons obtained from processing natural gas from which nonhy-

drocarbon impurities or compounds have been eliminated and whose content of compo-

nents that are heavier than methane is such that it can be commercially processed.
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Wet scrubbers Devices in which a countercurrent spray liquid is used to remove impurities

and particulate matter from a gas stream.

Wettability The relative degree to which a fluid will spread on (or coat) a solid surface in the

presence of other immiscible fluids.

Wettability number A measure of the degree to which a reservoir rock is water-wet or oil-

wet, based on capillary pressure curves.

Wettability reversal The reversal of the preferred fluid wettability of a rock, e.g., from

water-wet to oil-wet or vice versa.

White oil A generic tame applied to highly refined, colorless hydrocarbon oils of low vola-

tility and covering a wide range of viscosities.

Wildcat A well drilled in an area where no oil or gas production exists.

Workover Operations on a producing well to restore or increase production. A workover

may be performed to stimulate the well, to remove sand or wax from the wellbore, to

mechanically repair the well, or for other reasons.

WTI crude oil (West Texas Intermediate crude oil) A type of crude oil commonly used as a

price benchmark; a 40° API light sweet crude based in Cushing, Oklahoma.

Wood alcohol See methyl alcohol.

Zeolite A crystalline aluminosilicate mineral used as a catalyst and having a particular chem-

ical and physical structure.
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Bioconversion (Continued)
biodenitrogenation, 626–628
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development, 620
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regenerator temperature, 384

residue fluid, 407–408
R2R process, 409

selectivity, 394–395
Shell FCC process, 410

space velocity, 381–382
stripping, 396–397
S&W fluid, 410–411
thermal cracking vs., 358t

treatment, 397–398
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properties, 25t

recovery and refining technologies, 3

secondary recovery, 67

Conventional thermal cracking, 303

Conversion refinery, 286–289, 291–292
Corrosion, 64
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Countercurrent fixed-bed gasifier, 578, 710

Countercurrent tower, 541

Coutilization, 593, 595

Cracked fractionator bottoms, 305

Cracked light oil, 349

Cracking. See also specific cracking

catalytic (see Catalytic cracking)
conventional thermal, 303

deep catalytic, 374, 375f

distillation, 300, 307, 479

flexicracking, 374, 375f
processes, 299

region, 143

thermal (see Thermal cracking)
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Crude oil

abiogenic origin, 9–10
biogenic origin, 10–11
boiling fractions of, 262t
composition of, 55

definition, 11–24
differentiation, 7–8t
extraction of, 51

foamy oil, 21–24
high acid, 19–21
history, 5–8
hydrocarbon derivatives in, 13

initially in place, 39

molecular boundaries, 15

opportunity, 18–19
origin, 8–11
primary recovery, 16–17
properties, 14t, 17f, 25t

recovery methods, 3, 16, 17f
refining technologies, 3

reforming changes, 18

residua, 14–15, 15f
resources and reserves, 35–42
secondary recovery, 17–18
terminology, 11–24
tertiary recovery, 18

Cryogenic separation, 690

Crystalline zeolite catalysts, 392

Cut points, 214

Cyclic carbon dioxide stimulation, 94

Cyclic microbial method, 102

Cyclic oil recovery, 245

Cyclic steam injection, 118, 120, 132–138, 161
Cycloparaffin, 305, 364

D
Deasphalter pitch, 326, 544

Decarbonizing thermal process, 341–342
Decoking, 315–316
Deep catalytic cracking (DCC) process, 374,

375f

Deep solvent deasphalting process, 544–546
Deep thermal conversion (DTC) process,

352–353, 353f
Deforestation, 726–728
Delayed coking, 326–332, 328f, 723, 725, 740
Demetallization reactor, 442

Demetallized oil, 378

Demex process, 265–266t, 378, 397, 398f,
546–547

Demineralizing, 108, 185

Dense-bed units, 381
Density, 212

Deoxygenation tower, 74–75
Destructive hydrogenation, 429–430
Desulfurization

adsorptive, 457

biocatalytic, 553–554
biodesulfurization, 457, 619–620, 622–626
catalytic cracking process, 359–360, 403, 412
environmental regulations, 716

extractive, 550–551
hydrotreating, 426, 429, 435

by ionic liquids, 551

oxidative, 553

by selective adsorption, 552–553
upgrading heavy feedstocks, 276

vacuum resid, 454

Desulfurizer, 409

Devolatilization, 569–571
Dewatering, 185

Dibenzothiophene, 638–639
Dibenzothiophene-degrading bacterial

strain, 461

Diesel hydrotreater, 431

Diesel production, 402–403
Diolefin derivatives, 304–305, 362–363
Direct heating process, 190–191
Directional drilling, 55–56, 56f
Direct line-drive pattern, 71

Discovered crude oil initially in place, 39

Dispersants, 193

Dispersed catalysts, 480

Displacement efficiency, 72–73
Dissolved gas drive, 62

Distillate hydrocracking (DHC) catalysts, 479

Distillation, 218–219, 299, 713–714
Double displacement process (DDP), 75–76
DOW isotherming process, 484

Downer, 387

Downflow fixed-bed reactor, 439–441
Downflow reactor system, 387

Downhole heating, 121–122
Downstream processing equipment, 324

Drilling, 16, 54–56
Dry forward combustion, 150–154
Dry sludge, 201

DSD process, 265–266t
Dubbs process, 308–309

E
Ebullating-bed technologies, 480

Electric heating, 121–122, 157–158, 243
Electric submersible pumps (ESPs), 73
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Electrolytes, 97

Electromagnetic heating techniques, 191

Elemental analysis, 212–213
Elemental composition, 221

Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-

Know Act (EPCRA), 735

Emulsion breaking, 209

Emulsion formation, 268

Emulsion steam drive, 128, 130

Energy Biosystems Corporation (EBC), 620

Enhanced oil recovery (EOR) method, 3,

31–32, 53
approximation, 87t

methods used for, 84–85t
nonthermal methods, 53–54, 83–104
summary, 86–87t
upgrading, 231, 233

ENI slurry phase technology, 265–266t,
502–503

Entrained-flow gasifier, 579, 710–711
Environmental guidance, 730–731
Environmental policy, 730–731
Environmental regulation, 186, 730–731

Clean Air Act, 732

Comprehensive Environmental Response,

Compensation, and Liability Act, 735

energy production, 737t
Hazardous Materials Transportation Act, 736

Occupational Safety and Health Act,

735–736
Oil Pollution Act, 736

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act,

733–734
Safe Drinking Water Act, 733

Toxic Substances Control Act, 734–735
Water Pollution Control Act, 732–733

EORmethod. See Enhanced oil recovery (EOR)

method

Equipment design, 320–321
Equipment parameters, 306

Equivalent coil, 322

Equivalent oil saturation, 155

Estimated ultimate recovery (EUR), 39–41
ET-II process, 265–266t, 348–349
Eureka process, 349–350
Existent dry sludge, 201

Existent gum, 200

Expanded-bed reactor, 441–442
Expanding-solvent SAGD (ES-SAGD) process,

141–142
Extraction tower, 541

Extractive desulfurization, 550–551
Extra heavy oil, 26–31
bioconversion, 631–634
differentiation, 7–8t
origins of, 8–11
recovery processes for, 59t

resources and reserves, 35–42

F
Faja del Orinoco belt, 65–66
FAST-SAGD operation, 141

Feedstock(s), 407–408 See also specific

feedstock
conversion, 380

effects, 443–446
gasification, 582

hydrogen production, 666–668
and hydrogen requirements, 486–488
preheating, 379

pressure, 379

properties, 306

quality, 269–283, 270f, 375–378
recycle, 433

Fillers, 399–400
Filterable sediments, 203

Fine migration, 77–78
Fire flooding. See In situ combustion processes

First-order reaction, 320

Fischer-Tropsch (FT) process, 460, 485, 562,

580–582, 606, 711–712
Five-spot pattern, 71

Fixed-bed designs, 486

Fixed-bed hydrodesulfurization, 439–441
Fixed-bed process, 364, 366–368
Flame front control, 154

Flash-distillation chamber, 315

Flexicoking, 339–341, 340f, 724
Flexicracking process, 374, 375f

Fluid-bed process, 364, 370–374, 371f
Fluid catalytic cracking (FCC), 246, 357,

358t, 386

Fluid catalytic cracking unit (FCCU), 338

Fluid coking, 326, 332–339, 334f, 723–724
Fluidized-bed configurations, 365

Fluidized-bed gasifier, 578–579, 710
Fluid thermal cracking (FTC) process, 350

Foam fracturing, 58

Foamy oil, 21–24, 67
Forward combustion, 146, 150–154, 156, 235
Forward in situ combustion, 245

Fossil energy resource, 12

Fouling, 225, 319

Four-spot pattern, 71
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Fractional composition, 221

Fracture-assisted steam technology (FAST)

process, 157–158
Fracturing, 64

Froth treatment process, 184

Fuel availability, 154

Fuel consumption, 154

Fuel content, 151, 154

Fuel gas, recovery from, 682

Fuel oil ratio, 115–116

G
Garbage disposal units, 666

Gas-cap drive system, 55, 58, 62–63, 62f
Gaseous emissions, 741–746
Gas flooding, 68–69, 88
Gasification, 708–712
carbonaceous feedstocks, 559, 560f

carbonaceous fuels, 566

carbon dioxide, 574–575
char, 571–572, 608
chemistry, 563–577
coal, 561–562, 588–589
cogasification, 565–566
feedstocks, 582, 587t

Fischer-Tropsch synthesis, 580–582,
711–712

gasifiers, 577–580
general aspects, 564–565
heat transfer, 572

heavy feedstocks
with biomass, 600–602
with coal, 599–600
processes, 582–597
with waste, 602

high-heat-content, 567

hydrogasification, 575–576
liquid fuels, 562

mass transfer, 572

methanation, 576–577
methane formation, 568

organic feedstocks, 561

pretreatment, 565–566
primary, 569–570
processes, 577–597
product, 559, 561t
propane, 715

reactions, 563t, 566–577
refinery, 559, 560f, 597–602
secondary, 570–573
solid waste, 592–596
synthetic-fuel production, 602–608
thermodynamic equilibrium, 568–569
types, 709–711
water gas shift reaction, 573–574

Gasifiers, 577–580
Gas injection, 75–77
Gas lift, 61

Gas-oil ratio (GOR), 22

Gas repressurization. See Gas injection
Geologic techniques, 16

Geomechanics, 118

Global warming, 746

Grain-to-grain contact, 171

Gravel-packed catalyst, 236, 247

Gravity drainage, 75–76
Gravity-driven processes, 64, 139–140
Gravity enhancement, 75–76
Gravity override, 136

Gravity survey, 54

Greenhouse effect, 559–560, 746
GT-DeSulfSM process, 550–551
Guard reactor

bioconversion, 629–630
hydrocracking, 481

Gulf Resid hydrodesulfurization process,

503–504
Gulf residuum process, 374

Gum formation, 200, 205–206
Gusher, 54

H
Hazardous Materials Transportation Act, 736

Hazardous waste, 730

Heat-balance control, 378

Heater effluent, 316

Heat exchangers, 324

Heat transfer rate, 321

Heat-up phase, 157

Heavy coker gas oil (HCGO), 331

Heavy feedstocks

bioconversion, 630–637
gasification
with biomass, 600–602
with coal, 599–600
processes, 582–597
with waste, 602

hydrocracking, 499–521
hydrotreating, 452–456
options for, 343–354
refinery, 279f

upgrading, 289–292
conversion refinery, 286–289, 291–292
examples of processes, 265–266t
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feedstock conversion, 290f
hydroskimming refinery, 284–286, 286f,
291–292

options, 292–295
quality, 269–283, 270f
refinery configuration, 283–289
temperature and pressure, 290f

topping refinery, 284–286, 291–292

Heavy gas oil (HGO), 318, 352

Heavy oil, 24–27
API gravity, 27t

bioconversion, 631–634
Cold Lake, 26

differentiation, 7–8t
high-molecular-weight fraction of, 3–4
hydrotreating and hydrocracking of, 223

paraffin derivatives, 4–5
properties, 271–274t
recovery processes for, 59t
reservoirs, 58–59
resources and reserves, 35–42
sulfur content, 27t

viscosity, 60

Heavy oil treating (HOT) process, 265–266t,
408–409

Heavy residue gasification, 672–673
Heavy residue hydroconversion (HRH)

process, 522

Heavy-to-light upgrading technology

(HTL), 339

Heteroatoms, 193

H-G hydrocracking process, 504

High acid crude oil, 19–21
High-activity zeolite catalysts, 381

High-altitude imagery, 54

High Btu gas, 605–606
High conversion soaker cracking (HSC)

process, 350–351
High estimate, 41

High-performance liquid chromatography

(HPLC), 221

High-severity fluid catalytic cracking

(HS-FCC), 387–388
High-temperature coking, 331, 342, 723

High-temperature Fischer-Tropsch technology,

580–581
High-temperature shift catalysts, 685

HOC process. See Residue fluid catalytic

cracking process

H-Oil process, 265–266t, 504–507
Horizontal drilling, 55–56
Horsehead pump, 68, 68f, 73
Hot fluid injection, 122–127
Hot water process, 107–108, 183–188
Houdresid catalytic cracking process, 369–370,

369f
Houdriflow catalytic cracking process, 369

Houdry fixed-bed catalytic cracking process,

365, 366f

Huff-and-puff method, 94, 132–138
Hybrid gasification process, 673

Hybrid SAGD (HSAGD) process, 141

Hybrid technologies, 191

HYCAR process, 265–266t, 325, 507
Hycon process, 265–266t
Hydraulic cutting device, 329

Hydraulic fracturing, 57, 64, 75–76
Hydrocarbon conversion process, 388

Hydrocarbon derivatives, 16, 305

characterizing, 66

concurrent redistribution, 103

evaluation, 58

ferment, 98

light, 97–98
liquid, 63

low-boiling, 81, 93

noncondensable, 82

produced water, 74

recovery, 75

removal, 63–64
Hydrocarbon gasification, 673–674
Hydrocarbon miscible flooding, 97–98
Hydrocarbon resource, 12

Hydrochloric acid, 57

Hydroconversion, 276, 282

Hydrocracking, 717

advantages, 469

ammonia, 485

asphaltenic bottom cracking process, 500–501
catalysts, 469–470, 488–499
chemistry, 474

Chevron RDS process, 501–502
ENI slurry phase technology, 502–503
feedstock contaminants, 482t
feedstocks and hydrogen requirements,

486–488
Gulf Resid hydrodesulfurization process,

503–504
heavy feedstocks, 499–521
of heavy oils, 223

H-G hydrocracking process, 504

H-Oil process, 504–507
HYCAR process, 507

hydrogen addition, 471
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Hydrocracking (Continued)
hyvahl-F process, 508

IFP hydrocracking process, 508–509
isocracking process, 509–510
LC-fining process, 510–511
MAKfining process, 511

microcat-RC process, 511–512
mild, 477, 512–513
MRH process, 513–514
operations, 264t

process configuration, 474–479
process parameters, 473–488
process reactors
design improvements, 481–486
general aspects, 479–480

pyrolysis, 469

RCD unibon process, 514

refinery layout, 467, 468f

residfining process, 514–515
residue hydroconversion process, 515

shell residual oil process, 515–516
single-stage, 471, 471f

Tervahl- H process, 516

two-stage, 471–472, 471f
unicracking process, 516–519
uniflex process, 519–520
Veba Combi-Cracking Process, 521

VRDS process, 501–502
zeolites, 495

Hydrodenitrogenation (HDN), 484–485, 491
Hydrodesulfurization (HDS). SeeHydrotreating

Hydrogasification, 575–576
Hydrogen addition, 276, 432, 436

Hydrogenolysis, 469

Hydrogen production, 295–296
applications, 659t

carbon, 669

catalysts, 662, 683–686
combined cycle power generation, 672–673
commercial processes, 671–682
distillate hydrodesulfurization, 660f

distribution, 691

environmental restrictions, 659–661
feedstocks, 666–668
heavy residue gasification, 672–673
hybrid gasification process, 673

hydrocarbon gasification, 673–674
hypro process, 674

innovations, 664

liquid fuels, 659t

management, 691–693
process chemistry, 668–671
purification, 686–690
pyrolysis processes, 674–675
recovery from fuel gas, 682

refinery, 657, 658f, 667t
safety, 693–694
shell gasification process, 675

single-stage/two-stage, 657, 660f

steam-methane reforming, 675–679
steam-naphtha reforming, 680

synthesis gas generation, 680–681
Texaco partial oxidation process, 681–682

Hydrogen requirements, 486–488
Hydrogen sulfide, 212

Hydrogen-to-carbon (H/C) atomic ratios, 435

Hydroprocessing. See Hydrotreating

Hydroskimming refinery, 284–286, 286f,
291–292

Hydrothermal processes, 432

Hydrotransport, 106

advantages, 177

conveyors replacement, 176–177, 180–181
Hydrotreating, 282, 336, 741

atomic hydrogen/carbon ratios, 423, 425f
bioconversion, 461–463
biofeedstocks, 463

catalysts, 446–448, 457–461
destructive hydrogenation, 429

desulfurization, 426, 435

of distillates, 429

feedstock conversion, 430, 430f
feedstock effects, 443–446
heavy feedstocks, 452–456
of heavy oils, 223

high-boiling distillates, 445

low-boiling feedstocks, 444

mild thermal treatment, 427

nondestructive hydrogenation, 429

pressure ranges, 425f
pretreating processes, 426

process chemistry, 438–439
process configuration, 439

process reactors, 439–442
refinery layout, 423, 424f

resid desulfurization, 454

residfining process, 455

saturation level, 446

single-stage, 433f, 449

space velocity, 448–452
suitable catalysts, 431

temperature, 425f, 448–452
two-stage, 433f, 449

vacuum resid desulfurization process, 454
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Hydrovisbreaking, 250, 325

Hypro process, 674

Hyvahl-F process, 265–266t, 508
Hyvahl-S process, 265–266t

I
IFP hydrocracking process, 508–509
IGCC. See Integrated gasification combined

cycle (IGCC)

Immiscible gas injection, 76

Immobility, 33

Improved mining, 182–183
Improved oil recovery (IOR). See Enhanced oil

recovery (EOR) method

Indirect liquefaction, 606

Industrial cycle, pollutant, 730, 731f

Inert gas injection (IGI), 75–76
Inferred reserves, 38

Initial oil in place (IOIP), 96

In situ combustion processes, 143–160,
234–235

In situ upgrading, 239–248
microbial enhanced oil recovery, 248

mild thermal cracking, 244

partial combustion, 244–247
solvent deasphalting, 247–248
steam distillation, 243–244

Instability/incompatibility

aliphatic structure, 195, 196f

asphaltene constituents, 215–223, 217–218t
chemical reaction sequence for, 194

chemistry and physics of, 204

coke formation, 202–203
color bodies, 202

composition, 207

degradation, 219

in distillate products, 218

factors influencing, 210–215
feedstock complexity, 199

general terminology, 205–207
heteroatom-containing compounds,

201–202
inorganic and organic components, 207

issue of, 199

phenomenon, 199–200
properties, 200t
scientific areas, 199

secondary products, 202

thermal processing, 208

three-phase system, 216

Insulator catalysts, 392

Integrated gasification combined cycle (IGCC)
environmental regulations, 711

gasification, 562, 579–580
solvent treatment, 550

Internal erosion, 65

Inverted nine-spot pattern, 71

Inverted seven-spot pattern, 71

Ionic liquids, desulfurization by, 551

Iron naphthenates, 21

Isocracking process, 509–510
Isomerization, 485

J
Jet production, catalysts for, 402–403

K
Karl Fischer titration method, 215

Kerosene hydrotreater, 431

Knuckle joint, 55–56
Kyoto Protocol, 737–738

L
LC-fining process, 265–266t, 510–511, 510f
Leduc crude oil, 277t

Lewis acids, 494

Light ends, 208

Lignite, 588

Liquid effluents, 746–748
Liquid feedstocks, 679

Liquid-phase cracking. See Mixed-phase

cracking

Liquid products, 606–607
Liquid velocity, 321

Long conveyor belts, 180–181
Long residua, 326

Low Btu gas, 604–605
Low-energy deasphalting (LEDA), 345–346,

544–546, 545f
Lower-boiling hydrocarbon derivatives, 237,

243–244, 247–248
Low estimate, 41

Low-pressure coking, 331, 337, 723

Low rare earths, 401

Low-temperature oxidation, 148, 151

Low-temperature shift catalysts, 685

M
Macroporous catalysts, 713

Magnetic survey, 54

MAKfining process, 511

Matrix, 399–400
MDS process, 265–266t, 547–548
Mean-average boiling point (MABP), 376
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Medium Btu gas, 605

Membrane systems, 689–690
Mesophase, 306

Metalloporphyrin derivatives, 435

Metals content, 213

Metal traps, 400

Methanation, 576–577, 685–686
Met-X process, 398, 399f
Micellar flooding, 96–97
Microbial enhanced oil recovery (MEOR),

98–104, 99–100t, 248
Microbial flooding, 102

Microcat-RC process, 265–266t, 511–512
Microemulsions, 96–97
Microwave technology, 162–163
Middle-distillate hydrotreater. See Kerosene

hydrotreater

Middling stream, 184–185
Mild hydrocracking process, 512–513
Mild thermal cracking, 244

Millisecond catalytic cracking (MSCC)

process, 388

Mine spoils, 181

Mining recovery, 176–183
Miscible carbon dioxide-enhanced oil

recovery, 94

Miscible fluid displacement, 233

Miscible fluid flooding, 73

Miscible gas injection, 76

Mixed oxides, 391, 394–395
Mixed-phase cracking, 342

Mixing. See Blending

Mobility ratio, 85–87
Model IV fluid-bed catalytic cracking unit, 372

Modern conversion refinery, 289, 292

Modified in situ extraction process, 161–162,
162f, 237

Modified solvent deasphalting, 549–550
Molybdenum, 447–448
Molybdenum sulfide, 493

Montmorillonite clays, 390–391
Moving-bed process, 364, 368–370
MRH process, 265–266t, 513–514
Multistage reaction catalysts, 489

Municipal solid waste (MSW), 592–596
Muskeg removal, 181

Mycobacterium goodie, 461

N
Nanobiotechnology, 638–644
Naphtha hydrotreater, 431

Naphthenes, 16
Naphthenic acid, 19–21
Native asphalt, 583–584
Native reservoir, 143

Natural gas, 667

Natural gas condensate, 13

Natural gas liquids (NGLs), 267

Natural gasoline, 63

Natural state, 31–32
Needle coke, 586

Nickel-molybdenum, 447, 493

Nickel-tungsten, 493

Nine-spot pattern, 71

Nitrogen-carbon dioxide flooding, 95

Nitrogen flooding, 95

Nonaqueous phase liquid (NAPL), 80

Nondestructive hydrogenation, 429

Nonhydrocarbon constituents, 16

Nonmining recovery, 174–175
Nonthermal recovery processes, 49

examples, 59t

from fuel gas, 682

methods, 50t, 51f, 52t

primary methods, 50–51, 60–67
process effects, 53t

secondary methods, 51–53, 67–83
site-specific parameters, 52t, 54

tertiary methods (see Enhanced oil recovery

(EOR) method)

O
Occupational Safety and Health Act,

735–736
Oil-bearing formation, 144

Oil-bearing zone, 62

Oil field, 16

Oil mining, 104–108, 105t, 172–173
Oil Pollution Act, 736

Oil sand bitumen. See Tar sand bitumen

Olefin, 208

derivatives, 362–364
production, 401

Oleophilic sieve process, 189–190
Once-through partial conversion (OTPC)

hydrocracking, 476–478
Onstream catalyst replacement (OCR),

265–266t, 479–480, 486, 501–502
Open-pit mining, 180

Operating temperature, 540

Opportunity crude oil, 18–19, 708
Organic residues, 32–33
Orinoco belt, 122

Orinoco deposits, 27–31
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Orthoflow fluid-bed catalytic cracking process,

372

Outlet temperature, 321

Overburden removal, 181

Overcracking, 380–381
Oxidation, 235

Oxidative desulfurization, 553

Oxygen, 193

Oxygen-containing gas, 143–144

P
Packer, 57

Palladium sulfide, 488–489, 493
Panacea, 718

Paraffin, 16, 304–305
Partial combustion, 244–247
Partial oxidation (POX), 577–578, 670,

709–710
Partial upgrading

solvent processes, 252

at surface, 249–252
thermal cracking processes, 250–252

Pattern flooding, 70

Perforating gun, 57

Permeability, 178

Phase separation, 209, 211

Pitch, 32–33, 349, 583–585
Political crude oil reserves, 42

Pollutant, 729

Pollution, 726–728
Polymer-augmented waterflooding, 95

Polymer flooding, 91, 95–96
Polymer gel, 96

Porosity, 77–78
Porous sandstone, 55

Potential dry sludge, 201

Potential gum, 200–201
Potential reserves, 38

Pour point, 33–35, 34t, 213–214
Preferred ranges, 204

Preheating phase, 156, 158

Premium-grade gasoline, 362

Prereformer, 684

Pressure cracking, 307–308
Pressure pulse technology (PPT), 80–81
Pressure swing adsorption (PSA) technology,

664, 687–688, 689f
Pressurized fluidized-bed combustor (PFBC),

719–720
Primary conversion process, 335

Primary pollutant, 729

Primary recovery methods, 50–51, 60–67
Primary separation vessels (PSVs), 186

Primary upgrading, 276, 279, 290–291
Probable reserves, 38

Process chemistry, 438–439
Process configuration, 439

Process control, 154

Process design, 384–389
Process efficiency, 156

Process parameters, 306

Process pressure, 540–541
Produced water, 74

Product yields, 337

Propane decarbonizing, 341–342
Proppants, 54

Propulsive force, 62

Prospective resources, 39–40
Protopetroleum, 15

Proved reserves, 38, 40

Province, 16

Proximity principal, 593, 595

Pseudomonas delafieldii R-8 cell, 638–639,
641, 643–644

Pumps, 323–324
Purification, 686–690
Pyrolysis, 116, 235, 469, 674–675

R
Range of uncertainty, 41

Rapid thermal processing (RTP), 339

RCD unibon process, 514

Reaction temperature, 448–449
Reaction threshold temperature, 200

Reactor coke level, 337

Reactor internals, 481, 483

Reactor temperature, 337, 380, 481–482
Recovery efficiency, 64, 182

Recovery factor, 36

Recovery methods, 160–163 See also specific

recovery
Recycle hydrocracking unit, 477

Recycle rate, 380–381
Reduced crude oil conversion process,

409–410
Refinery, 259

coke formation, 723–726
configuration, 283–289, 705–708
crude oil refinery, 705–708
environmental effects, 726–748, 727t
environmental regulation, 731–736
gas, 667

gasification, 597–602, 708–712
heavy feedstocks, 279f
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Refinery (Continued)
high-conversion refineries, 700

history, 701–705
operations, 261f
placement of various units, 260f

process analysis, 738–748
process control, 703, 703t

product composition, 703, 703t
properties, 699, 700t

residuals, 587

types, 284–285, 284t
viscous feedstocks, 707t

Reforming catalysts, 683–684
Refractory character, 380–381
Regeneration air, 367

Regenerator, 409

Regenerator air rate, 384

Regenerator temperature, 384

Regular-grade gasoline, 362

Reinjection. See Gas injection

Reserves, 37–40
estimation, 40–42
growth, 36–37

Reservoirs, 16

anatomy of, 50

energy, 64

matrix, 159

production rates from, 49

temperature, 60

Resid desulfurization (RDS) process, 265–266t,
454, 501–502

Residfining process, 455, 514–515
Residual asphalt, 584

Residual oil saturation, 76

Residual oil supercritical extraction (ROSE)

process, 265–266t, 554–557, 556f
Residual oil zone (ROZ), 94

Residue fluid catalytic cracking process,

265–266t, 407–408
Residue hydroconversion process, 515

Residuum fluidized catalytic cracking

(RFCC), 405

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act,

733–734
Resources, 37

Retrograde condensate pools, 63

Reverse combustion, 150, 155–158
River water, 74

Rotating disk contactor, 541

R2R process, 409

Ruthenium-containing catalysts, 572

RxCat technology, 383
S
Safe Drinking Water Act, 733

Salt content, 215

Sand filters, 74

Sand production, 77

Sand-reduction process, 189

Sandstone, 16

Sandstone reservoir rock, 54

Sapropel, 33

Satellite imagery, 54

Seawater, 74

Secondary pollutant, 730

Secondary recovery methods, 51–53, 67–83
Sedimentary basin, 16

Sediment formation, 202–203, 207–208, 219
Seismic reflection method, 54

Seismic surveys, 49

Selective adsorption, desulfurization by,

552–553
Selective cracking process, 351

Selective thermal cracking, 342, 343f

Semicontinuous process, 327–332
Semisynthetic catalysts, 392

Series-flow configuration, 476

Seven-spot pattern, 71

Shale oil, 33

Shell deep thermal gas-oil process, 352

Shell FCC process, 410

Shell gasification process, 675

Shell residual oil process, 515–516
Shell soaker visbreaking process, 316

Shell thermal cracking process, 352–353
Shell two-stage fluid-bed catalytic cracking

process, 373, 373f

Shift conversion catalysts, 685

Short-contact-time riser cracking, 381–382,
387–388

Shot coke, 586

Silica-alumina catalyst, 367, 389–393, 402–403
Silica-magnesia catalyst, 391

Silicoaluminophosphates (SAPO), 412

Siltstone, 16

Single-stage once-through (SSOT), 476

Single-stage recycle (SSREC), 476

Slag production, 607

Sludge formation, 202–204, 207–209, 219
Slurry-phase hydrocracking, 480, 523

Soaker drum effluent, 316

Soaker visbreaking process, 313–314, 314f
Soaking drums, 323

Soaking volume factor (SVF), 322–323
Soil-isolated strain, 461–462
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Solid effluents, 748

Solid products, 607–608
Solid separation, 219

Solid waste, 592–596
Solution gas drive reservoir, 62, 62f, 65

Solvahl process, 548

Solvent composition, 540, 542

Solvent deasphalting process, 247–248, 252
advantages, 532, 535

asphalt-solvent mixture, 537

biocatalytic desulfurization, 553–554
boiling point moving by alkylation,

551–552
crude oil fractions, 533

deep solvent deasphalting process, 544–546
Demex process, 546–547
desulfurization
by ionic liquids, 551

by selective adsorption, 552–553
dewaxing processes, 532

extractive desulfurization, 550–551
feedstock, 535

iso-butane, 539, 542

liquid phase, 537

MDS process, 547–548
modified solvent deasphalting, 549–550
molecular weight and polarity, 539f
n-butane, 539, 542

n-pentane, 539

oil properties with yield, 538f
oxidative desulfurization, 553

propane, 531, 536–537, 536f
refinery, 529, 530f

ROSE process, 535

separation process, 533

Solvahl process, 548

supercritical extraction process, 554–557
superheated steam, 537

Solvent extraction process, 81–83, 132,
188–189, 252

Solvent/oil ratio, 540

Solvent recovery system, 541

Sonication frequencies, 294

Soot-free synthesis gas, 681

South Belridge project, 147–148
Soxhlet extractor, 215

Space velocity, 381–382, 448–452
Specific gravity, 212

Spherical agglomeration process, 189

Sponge coke, 586

Spray-dried catalyst, 389–390
Staggered line-drive pattern, 71
Standard steam-methane reforming catalyst,

684

Steam-assisted gravity drainage (SAGD)

method, 81, 83, 138–143, 169
Steam-based processes, 113–114, 128–143
Steam coils, 545

Steam displacement processes, 124, 127

Steam distillation, 129, 243–244
Steam-drive process, 131–132
Steam-injection methods, 172

Steam-methane reforming, 675–679
Steam-naphtha reforming, 680

Steam/oil ratio (SOR), 115–116
Steam processes, 60

Steam reforming, 664, 669–670
Steam soak, 132–138
Steam stimulation processes, 128

Steam-stripping process, 132

Steam-to-oil ratios (SOR), 134–136
Steam zone, 143

Storage stability, 200, 206

Straight-run asphalt, 584

Stripping, 396–397
Subbituminous coal, 588

Sucker rods, 61

Sufficient heat, 327–328
Sulfur-containing compounds, 21

Sulfur oxidization, 460

Suncor Energy, 176, 180–181
Sun Oil Company, 180

Supercritical extraction process, 554–557
Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization

Act (SARA), 236, 735

Superheated steam, 349

Surface-active agents, 97

Surface mining, 106, 174, 176, 178, 180–181
Surfactant flooding, 91–92
Suspensoid catalytic cracking process, 370,

370f

Sweep efficiency, 156

S&W fluid catalytic cracking process, 410–411
Syncrude, 176–177, 180, 187
Synthesis gas, 294, 603–604, 680–681, 708
Synthetic catalysts, 391

Synthetic crude oil, 33, 279, 280t
Synthetic-fuel production, 602–608

T
Tailored pulse fracturing, 58

Tailor-made catalysts, 361–362
Tanker accidents, 738

Tar, 583–585
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Tar sand bitumen, 31–35
bioconversion, 631–634
differentiation, 7–8t
hot-water extraction process, 107–108
oil mining, 104

origins of, 8–11
processing sequence for, 279f, 335f

properties, 271–274t
recovery, 59t
cold water process, 188

direct heating process, 190–191
examples, 173t
hot water process, 183–188
hybrid technologies, 191

mining methods, 176–183
nonmining methods, 174–175
oleophilic sieve process, 189–190
production methods for, 170t

sand reduction process, 189

solvent extraction, 188–189
spherical agglomeration process, 189

resources and reserves, 35–42
Tar sand grade, 179–180
Tar sand mining, 176–181
Temperature, 448–452
Temperature gradient, 540

Tertiary oil recovery. See Enhanced oil

recovery (EOR) method

Tervahl-H process, 251, 316, 317f, 516

Tervahl-T process, 251, 316, 317f, 353–354
Tetraethyl lead, 362

Texaco partial oxidation process, 681–682
Thermal cracking, 116, 299–307.

See also Catalytic cracking

aquaconversion process, 316, 317f, 344–345
asphalt coking technology process, 345–346
Cherry-P process, 346–347
coking, 326–341
continuous coking process, 347–348
environmental regulations, 722

ET-II process, 348–349
Eureka process, 349–350
fluid thermal cracking process, 350

heavy feedstocks, 276

high conversion soaker cracking process,

350–351
high-temperature coking, 331, 342

history, 307–310
instability/incompatibility, 208

low-pressure coking, 331

mixed-phase cracking, 342

placement, 302f
selective cracking process, 342, 343f, 351
shell, 352–353
Tervahl-T process, 353–354
upgrading, 250–252
vapor-phase cracking, 301, 337–338, 342
visbreaking, 311–325

Thermal decarboxylation, 21

Thermal decomposition, 118–119
Thermally enhanced oil recovery methods

(TEOR), 89, 234

Thermal-oxidative stability, 200

Thermal recovery methods, 60, 113–114, 234
caution, 118

comparison, 160–163
hybrid variants proposed for, 142t

methods for, 115f
mobility ratio, 117

principle, 116

pyrolysis process, 116

in situ combustion processes, 143–160
steam-based processes, 128–143
stimulation treatments, 119–127

Thermal stability, 200, 206

Thin-film oven test (TFOT), 201

Tight oil, 7–8t
Toe-heel-air-injection (THAI) process, 83,

158–160, 236, 246
Top-down process, 75–76
Topping refinery, 284–286, 291–292
Total crude oil initially in place, 38–39
Toxic Substances Control Act, 734–735
Tried-and-true coking processes, 713–714
Tube-and-tank cracking process, 308

Tube size selection, 321

Tubing, 57, 61

Two-stage riser fluid catalytic cracking

(TSRFCC), 388

U
Ultimate composition, 221

Ultra-low-sulfur diesel (ULSD), 487, 501–502
Ultrapyrolysis, 303–304, 310
Unbalanced gas, 574

Unconventional resources, 37, 41

Undiscovered crude oil initially in place, 38–40
Unicracking process, 516–519
Uniflex process, 265–266t, 519–520, 520f
Universal Oil Products (UOP) fluid-bed

catalytic cracking process, 372

Upflow expanded-bed reactor, 441–442
Upgrading, 231–239
advantages, 241
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catalytic processes, 239

developments, 241

downhole, 246

epilog, 252–253
heavy feedstocks, 289–292

conversion refinery, 286–289, 291–292
examples of processes, 265–266t
feedstock conversion, 290f
hydroskimming refinery, 284–286, 286f,
291–292

options, 292–295
quality, 269–283, 270f
refinery configuration, 283–289
temperature and pressure, 290f

topping refinery, 284–286, 291–292
by hydrocracking (see Hydrocracking)
by hydrotreating (see Hydrotreating)

partial, 238, 249–252
refinery feedstock, 238

in situ, 239–248

V
Vacuum distillation, 286–289
Vacuum gas oil (VGO), 349, 352, 376

Vacuum resid desulfurization (VRDS) process,

265–266t, 454, 501–502
Vacuum residuum, 341, 376

Vanadium, 436–437
Vapor-assisted petroleum extraction (VAPEX),

81–83, 247
Vapor chamber, 142–143
Vapor extraction (VAPEX) process, 142–143
Vaporization, 69, 143

Vapor-phase cracking, 301, 337–338, 342
Vapor products, 334

Veba Combi Cracking (VCC) process, 521

Vertical sweep efficiency, 72–73
Visbreaking

with delayed coking and fluid coking,

262–263t
environmental regulations, 740
fuel oil, 319

reaction, 320

residuum, 320

tar, 318

thermal cracking, 311–325
thermal recovery, 116, 118–119
unit, 313–314, 313f
upgrading, 250

Viscosity, 3, 214

Viscous crude oil, 24

Viscous feedstock, 280, 318, 377–378, 717
Volatility, 214–215
Volumetric sweep efficiency, 123–124

W
Walking beam, 61

Water/air ratio, 153

Water-alternating-gas (WAG), 76

Water content, 215

Water cycle, pollutant, 730, 731f

Water drive, 63–64, 63f
Waterflooding, 59–60, 68–69, 73–75
Water-gas shift reaction, 567, 573–574
Water Pollution Control Act, 732–733
Water-soluble polymer, 96

Wax separation, 207–208
Wellbore heating, 121

Well patterns, 70, 70f, 72t

Wet combustion, 152–153, 158
Wet scrubbing, 686–687, 688f
Whipstock, 55–56
Wormholes, 78–79
Wurtzilite asphalt, 583–584

Z
Zaca-Sisquoc extra heavy oil, 27–28
Zeolite, 399–400
Zeolite-based hydrocracking catalysts, 488

Zeolite cracking catalysts, 392–394
Zuata extra heavy oil, 28, 29t
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